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WELCOMING ADDRESS

Donald L. Bauer
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Fossil Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Good morning.

I am pleased to be here this morning to represent Jan Mares, DOE's Fossil
Energy Assistant Secretary, in welcoming each of you. It is a particular
pleasure to come down to Houston. I've tried to make this trip on several
occasions in the past, primarily to visit the Exxon Donor Solvent liquefaction
plant in nearby Baytown. But something always seemed to come up at the last
minute to prevent it. I'm pleased that I finally made it, particularly now.
With all the turmoil about budgets, deficits> interest rates, and the like —
that's the steady diet for Washingtonians these days — it is good to escape
for awhile.

It's also a particular pleasure to ba back among the technical community.
As many of you know, I worked for several years in the coal processing part of
the Fossil Energy program. Now I'm in what they call a "policy-making"
position. I don't get to rub elbows with technicians and engineers as often
as I might wish. Instead, I have tp deal more with lawyers and economists.
Lawyers, they're the ones that if you're driving around hopelessly lost and
you stop and ask one where you are, he most likely will respond, "Sir, you
are in an automobile." Information? Yes. Useful? Not always.

And economists. They're the ones who have predicted four of the last
two recessions.

Of course, I'm being facetious. In fact, if it's one thing we in the
technical community have learned in recent times, it is that technology cannot
be separated from economics. Technological change most often is driven by the
potential for improved economics. And just as often, a technology can be
stopped in its tracks if the economics aren't there.

I was as surprised as many of you were last month when Exxon announced it
was postponing indefinitely its commercial oil shale project in Colorado.
It!s no secret that we in the Department of Energy believed this to be
an extremely important project, not only because of the technology it would
pioneer, but because it seemed destined to break the cycle of false smarts
that has characterized attempts to build a synfuels Industry in this country.
Now that it's been shut down, the debate about government involvement in
commercializing new energy technologies has been rekindled. How far should
this Involvement go? What form should it take? Is Exxon's interest the
national interest?

These are important questions. Granted, they are beyond the scope of
this symposium, but how they are answered will almost certainly impact many of
your organizations.



I would like to spend a few minutes bringing out some points that might

have been missed in much of the debate, or I might say, the obituaries, that

surfaced about the synfuels industry after the Exxon announcement.

First, the idea that it is dead. I would be the first to admit that the
Exxon decision gave the synfuels industry a jolt. But it hasn't been fatal.
Projects are still moving ahead= The Union shale project, albeit much smaller,
is in its major construction phase leading to completion next year. Just
within the last couple of months, the Great Plains coal gasification project
in North Dakota passed the 33 percent completion scage, counting both engi-
neering and construction. This project will cost in excess of $2 billion, and
those cost projections are holding steady during the construction phase.

The Great Plains plant is scheduled to be on-line beginning in late

1984, with full operation in 1985. In its core will be 14 Lurgi Mark-IV

gasifiers — 12 operating, two on standby — each 4 stories high, weighing

more than 200 tons — converting 14,000 tons of lignite each day into 125

million cubic feet of synthetic natural gas, the equivalent of 9 million

barrels of oil annually. It's an impressive undertaking. And when one

recognizes that gasification is a integral part of every coal-based synthetic

fuel flow scheme, the importance of the Great Plains project to this country

is magnified even more.

Great Plains and Union aren't the only synthetic fuel technologies that

are crossing the commercial threshold. Outside Kingsport, Tennessee, the

Eastman Kodak company is constructing a coal gasification plant, with no

Federal funds, no price or loan guarantees, no government involvement at all.

The plant is considerably smaller than Great Plains and less expensive, but

nonetheless, it represents a decision by one company that coal gasification is

a sound investment. Kodak will use the synthesis gas to make chemicals for

its business needs. In that market, in that geographic region, the economics

justify moving forward with this first-of-a-kind technology.

Likewise, Dow Chemical apparently believes the economic potential exists

for manufccturing fuel gas from coal; so it is involved in a privately-

financed gasification pilot project in Louisiana.

Texaco, Southern California Edison, and several other partners are still

proceeding with the Cool Water gasification project in California.

Exxon icself has evaluated the market potential in Europe for synthetic
natural gas, found it substantial, and is moving ahead with a half billion
dollar program to scale up an advanced catalytic coal gasification process in
a large pilot plant*

Westinghouse is negotiating with the SASOL firm in South Africa to supply
a full-size version of their fluidized bed gasifier as a coamerclal demonstra-
tion* British Gas is now offering commercial versions of their Lurgi slagging
gasifier. Shell-Koppers likewise is moving on their own*

The point is that industry has never shown a reluctance to invest its own
R&D and commercialization funds when there was a reasonable potential to
coepete In the marketplace and return a profit. The pace of synfuels nay
have slowed in recent nonthe, but the industry Iβ still alive*



Another point Is that the Government still has a mechanism in place to
move these vanguard projects off the drawing boards and into construction.
The U.S. Synthetic Fuels Corporation has more than $14 billion to invest in
loan guarantees and price supports, or perhaps, to participate in joint
ventures. It is now evaluating five finalists from its first round solici-
tation, and last week, it received 35 more proposals in round number two.
These proposals are important, because to be eligible, a firm must be willing
to back its project with significant cost and risk sharing. Private financing
must account for at least 25 percent of a project's cost to be eligible for a
loan guarantee. For a joint venture, it's 40 percent.

A third point is that more advanced technologies are being moved into
position to contribute when the investment climate is right. We recently
completed the final government co-sponsored test run at the Exxon Donor
Solvent pilot plant. During the last two years, more than 8600 hours of data
were accumulated on both bituminous and sub-bituminous coals. This month, the
plant is operating with private funding to add a third coal to the data base,
a Texas lignite.

We will also conclude our involvement this year in the H-Coal liquefac-
tion pilot plant in Kentucky. This technology forms the core of one of the
first round finalists now being evaluated by the Synfuels Corporation. Just
as the H-Coal technology had its roots in the Federal program, so did the
U-Gas process, the basis for the Memphis coal gasification proposal, also
one of the five finalists at the SFC. Outside the Department's program, TVA
recently achieved the first sustained test run of its 2nd-generation gasifier
in Alabama.

How about other fossil energy technologies, other than synthetic fuels?
Fluidized bed. combustion, for example? Based in large part on the Federal
research program, nearly every major boiler manufacturer in the country is now
either developing his own atmospheric fluidized bed unit or marketing one
commercially. At last count, at least 30 AFB units were either in design,
construction, or operation — all privately financed.

Coal-oil mixtures are now being offered commercially, and if we can
establish a sound data base and develop the benefication techniques neces-
sary, coal-water mixtures could make an evea larger impact. The downhole
steam generator for producing deep deposits of heavy oil is now making the
transition from Government research to commercial reality* And the list
could go on.

So I'm convinced there has been significant technical progress in the
fossil energy arta. The Colony project aside, we are going to see new fossil
technologies come into coamercial use in the 1980s* And if they are going to
be safe, reliable, economic, and environmentally acceptable, the introduction
of effective instrumentation and control systems must keep pace*

As you know, previous pilot and smaller-scale testing of new fossil
energy concepts has shown some inherent drawbacks in relying on equipment from
other industrial processes. The unique combination of high temperature,
high pressure, and the erosive and corrosive environment of many advanced
ffossil fuel systems places extraordinary demands on instrumentation and
controls*



What many of you may not have Is confidence that there Is going to be a
Department of Energy to listen to your Ideas and if they warrant, to share the
risks of proving their technical viability. Two weeks ago, as many of you
read, the President formally sent to the Congress a bill to abolish the
Department. But listen to what the President said:

"The legislation that I'm sending to the Hill today
will not dismantle the structure of government that
we need to fulfill our energy goals. I am urging
that the critical defense, energy emergency and
research functions be retained in the Department of
Commerce." (emphasis added)

In fact, under the proposed legislation, energy is installed as a primary
line function of Commerce, not relegated to a secondary role but placed at a
level comparable to Commerce's mainline activities. That's how 17 of the 21
member nations of the International Energy Agency organize their government
energy program. It makes sense. The industrial and business communities that
routinely deal with the Commerce Department are the same .ommunitias that
represent the end-points of our R&D program — the communities that must find
the research useful if our tax dollars are going to be well spent.

Regardless of whether the legislation passes, the linkage of Commerce and
Energy does show one thing: that energy and energy technology in this Admini-
stration cannot be dealt: with as a separate entity. Economics, environment,
government, and industry — and yes, even lawyers — have integral roles in
the development of new technologies.

That's the importance of a conference like this. It provides a forum for
the cross-pollination of ideas and concepts between government and industry.
It should help tell us where our program should be focused, to prevent waste-
ful overlap with the efforts of industry, yet to continue the high-risk
research that industry is unwilling or unable to pursue. It should tell us
where there are gaps in our data base. It should help us determine the proper
melding between our technology centers and the national laboratories.

Most importantly, it hopefully will tell you where there are technolo-
gical advances that can be picked up and moved into commercial practice. The
successful transfer of technology is, after all, our most fundamental objec-
tive.

I look forward to meeting with many of you today, and I hope you find
your experience here both enjoyable and worthwhile.

Thank you*



The Future of Coal Liquefaction

Paul Wellman
Ashland Synthetic Fuels, Inc.

P. 0. Box 2166
Houston, TX 77252

Abstract

Today is still the day of opportunity for the development of coal conver-
sion technology. These technologies must be developed over the next 10 to 15
years.

Such development vrould place an upper limit on the world price of oil.

The most critical problem area is an assured supply of mobility fuels.
The Middle East political instability is of great concern because of the
economic repercussions of a prolonged interruption of Middle East oil supply.

Some technologies are veil developed for coal liquefaction, and many
others are in various stages of development.

Technology is not the constraining factor but, rather, economics. The
United States government must create the economic climate necessary to assure
development.



SHALE OIL - PRESENT AND FUTURE

James H. Gary
Chemical and Petroleum-Refining Engineering Department

Colorado School of Mines
Golden, CO 80401

The status of the synthetic fuels industry is changing so rapidly it
seems that a ticker tape similar to that of the stock market is needed to
keep up with it. To put 1982 into the proper perspective, let us take a
look at how things were one year ago.

In the Spring of 1981 there was a crude oil shortage, crude prices
were high, and there was a large amount of buying crude for storage as
insurance against future price increases. Because of these factors and the
prediction by the experts that there would be a continuing shortage of
crude oil through the 1980's, plans for commercial production of synthetic
liquid fuels were being executed as rapidly as practical. The Colony Oil
project (Exxon and Tosco) to produce 47,000 barrels per day (BPD) of
syncrude from oil shale was operating at full speed with the target of
1985-87 to come on stream at an estimated capital cost of three billion
dollars ($64,000 per BPD). Union Oil Company of California was constructing
a 10,000 BPD facility to start production in late 1983 at an estimated
capital cost of $550,000,000 ($55,000 per BPD). The Cathederal Bluffs
project (Occidental and Tenneco) was conducting development operations to
produce shale oil by a modified in situ process (MIS) while at the same time
they were conducting mining operations on federal lease tract C-b in
preparation for producing about 90,000 BPD of shale oil by 1990. Paraho was
operating the federal facility at Rifle and was planning a 50,000 BPD
operation. Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company (Gulf and Amoco) was preparing
federal lease tract C-a for a series of MIS tests. There were also a
number of smaller operations under way, including Geokinetics and the
Multiminerals operation on the U.S.B.M. Horse Draw site.

By Fall 1981, the situation had changed considerably. There were
160,000,000 barrels of crude oil in floating storage plus larger than usual
supplies of crude in refinery and terminal storage tanks. Interest rates
were near the 20% level and borrowing money had become very expensive. As
a result of a world-wide recession and the high costs of money and crude
oils, as well as an increase in the percentage of high-mileage cars on the
road, there was a greater than predicted decrease in petroleum consumption
and a softening of crude oil prices. As a result there was a dramatic
turnaround in the oil shale industry.

During October and November, Multiminerals and Cathederal Bluffs
announced changes in their plans. Multiminerals closed their development
projects at Horse Draw and Cathederal Bluffs stopped their development
operations on Tract C-b. During the first quarter of 1982, world crude
purchases decreased even further because of the deepening recession and
drawdowns of up to 4,000,000 BPD on crude oil in storage. This caused a
further lowering of crude oil prices with some countries selling at below
posted prices. Interest rates continued near the 20% level.



On May 3rd, 1982, Exxon announced the termination of the Colony project
thus furloughing about 2000 workers. This was followed in a few days by
Tosco announcing the sale of their 40% portion of Colony to Exxon." The
reasons given by Exxon were the soft crude oil market, the high cost of
money, major decreases in profits, and the rapidly estimated costs of
construction. The estimated capital costs of the 47,000 BPD plant had
increased from 1.5 billion ($32,000 per BPD) in 1979 to 6 billion
($128,000 per BPD) by the time the plant would be put on-stream in 1985-87.

Although these shutdowns were a major blow to the developing industry,
there were some benefits. The pace at which development was occurring
slowed and competition for skilled labor in the area was reduced. As a
result, this increased the probability that continuing projects would not
significantly overrun budget and would not be terminated. This turn of
events also increased the possibility that political attitudes might change
to be less restrictive to oil shale development.

At this writing, the only continuing major operation to produce shale
oil commercially is that of Union Oil of California. To take advantage of
a pool of skilled workers in the area, released when Exxon announced they
were furloughing 2,000 workers, Union announced they would be hiring 400
additional workers during the summer months of 1982. Union expects to
produce 10,000 BPD of syncrude by late 1983 and they still estimate the
capital cost to be $550,000,000 ($55,000 per BPD).

Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company is on hold and they have petitioned for a
five-year delay in continuing operations. At the time of the lease sale in
1974, tract C-a was leased with qualification that the shale was to be
removed by surface mining and retorted above ground with adjacent land to
be available for lease to store overburden and site process units. After
the lease sale, the Depar'ment of Interior reversed itself and stated it
did not have the authority to lease the adjacent land. Since that time,
attempts have been made to pass Congressional legislation which would
permit the leasing of adjacent land by Rio Blanco but these attempts have
been unsuccessful. The use of surface mining would greatly decrease mining
costs and increase resource recovery. About 90% of the resourse can be
converted to shale oil by surface mining and retorting while less than 60%
can be recovered by other methods. It appears that Gulf and Amoco believe
the only feasible operation is by surface mining and retorting and without
the required legislation they will not proceed. They have tested MIS
retorting on-site and are constructing a small Lurgi-Ruhrgas retort at
their research facility at Hamarville, PA.

Other projects still active include the Paraho-Ute, Geokinetics, and
White River Oil Shale projects in Utah and Chevron and Mobil projects
scheduled for Colorado. With the exception of the Geokinetics process
these are all in the early stages of operation and are a number of years
away from commercial operation.

Paraho is seeking a loan guarantee from the Synthetic Fuels Corporation
(SFC) and plans to build a 10,000 BPD retort module on their tracts near
Vernal, Utah.
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Geokinetics has applied for SFC support for a 2000 BPD operation on |
Utah oil shale lands. This would be in the form of five 400 BPD in situ
retorts. The Geokinetics retorts are best suited for shallow, thin,
horizontal seams of oil shale. Explosives are used to raise the surface of
the ground to create avenues of communication needed to get the heat in and
the oil out.

The Defense Department has requested bids to supply 120 million gallons
of jet fuel from oil shale over a four-year period (equivalent to 2000 BPD)
and it is reported that Geokinetics is joining with a refinery to bid on
this.

The White River Project is just getting underway. This is a joint
venture owned by Phillips Petroleum, Sun Oil, and Sohio. Eventually

4
production is planned to be about 106,000 BPD.

Chevron is constructing a 290 BPD fluidized pilot plant at their Salt
Lake City Refinery. Their long-range plans are to start commercial produc-
tion in the late 1990's if all goes well.

Mobil is in the preliminary stages of an engineering design for a
50,000 BPD shale operation in the 1990's. Discussions have started with
the communities on Colorado's Western Slope but it is in a very preliminary

state.4

The oil shale lands of Exxon, Union, Chevron, and Mobil are all in the
Parachute, Colorado area. This concentration creates additional problems
with respect to socio-economic impacts on the existing communities when oil
shale development occurs. This emphasizes the need for close coordination
of all phases of development.

So much for the past and the present - what does the future hold for
commercial production of shale oil? Political considerations (war or peace
in the Middle East, OPEC unity, anti-industrial activism, etc.) affect shale
oil development greater than any one other factor and these are almost
impossible to predictwith any degree of certainty. Instead, a look at the
characteristics of the technical and economic aspects of shale oil produc-
tion will give an idea of the feasibility of a shale oil industry.

Raw shale oil is not a good refinery feedstock because of its high
nitrogen, arsenic and olefin contents. Because most U.S. refineries would
not be able to process raw shale oil, most of the companies involved in oil
shale development are planning to produce a hydrogenated shale oil called
Syncrude and capital costs for oil shale plants include the equipment for
hydrogenating raw shale oil to Syncrude. Therefore, the characteristics of
Syncrude, rather than raw shale oil, should be compared with conventional
U.S. crude oils.

Syncrude is a premium quality crude oil because it has low sulfur,
nitrogen, and metals contents and very little high boiling material. In tie
U.S., the only high volume refinery products which sell for a profit are
those boiling between 32 F and 65Q F. Components boiling above 650 F are
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either converted to materials boiling between 32 F and 650 F or sold for a
lower price per gallon or per pound than was paid for crude oil. For many
years, U.S. refineries have been using catalytic cracking processes to
convert gas oils boiling between 650 F and 1050 F to gasoline but there
have not been processes to convert the portion of the crude oil boiling
above 1050 F (called vacuum reduced crude (VRC)), with high sulfur, nitrogen,
and metals contents to profitable products economically. The cost of VRC
conversion is high in terms of both capital and operating costs especially
for some of the heavier Texas and California crude oils containing large
amounts of sulfur and metals. These crudes contain from 30% to 50% VRC.

Syncrude has an initial boiling point of about 350 F and an end point
about 1000 F. This means there is very little gasoline in Syncrude but
most (about 65%) is in the diesel and jet fuel boilinr ranges (350 to 650 F).
Air force tests indicate that these fractions require very little upgrading
to produce a satisfactory product. Union and Amoco have developed catalysts
that can convert all of the shale oil directly to diesel and jet fuel by
hydrogenation. Therefore, it does not have the problem of converting or
disposing of the VRC.

The cost of producing Syncrude from oil shale is estimated to range
from $30 to $42 per barrel depending on the location, the process, and the
estimator. This would be competing (in 1982 dollars) with sweet crudes
selling in the $35 to $38 range.

It is difficult, and sometimes misleading, to make comparisons between
shale oil costs and crude oil costs because the costs are usually expressed
differently. For example, in 1978, the cost of finding and developing a

barrel of new crude oil in the U.S. was $15. At the same time, the cost of
a barrel of shale oil was said to be $30,000 per barrel per day (based on a
capital cost of $1.5 billion for a 50,000 BPD shale oil facility). This
high frorrL end cost was given as a major deterent factor in shale oil
development. To put them on the same basis, let us convert the cost of a
barrel of new U.S. crude oil to a barrels per day figure.

The minimum life of a shale oil facility is 20 to 30 years. For a
twenty-year life, it will be producing a barrel per day for 7300 days or
a total of 7300 barrels of shale oil per BPD capacity. At $15 cost per
barral of new oil, the front-end cost to find a BPD for 20 years is
$110,000 more :;han three times the front-end cost of a shale oil facility.

The 1981 estimated cost for finding a new barrel of oil in the U.S.

was $22 per barrel or $160,000 per BPD for 20 years. In 1981, Union Oil
and Exxon were estimating $55,000 and$110,000 respectively, per BPD for a
shale oil facility. Either of these look very good with respect to the
cost of a BPD of new U.S. crude.

The costs of finding a barrel of new crude oil in the U.S. during the
later part of the 1980's (when Exxon's Colony operation was scheduled to be

in production) is estimated to cost about $100. This gives a front-end
cost of s^30.000 per BPD for 20 years for new U.S. crude. Exxon estimated
the 1985-87 cost of a 47,000 BPD Syncrude facility to be about $6 billion
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including interest costs. This is about $128,000 per BPD for 20 years.
It follows, therefore, the estimated front-end cost of a new barrel of
U.S. crude is almost six times as Mgh as that of shale oil.

These figures cannot be compared directly because the U.S. tax
structure is not the same for the two facilities and benefits crude oil
production when compared with production of shale oil. For example most,
if not all, of the finding costs for new oil can be expensed. There is
no finding cost for oil shale so it cannot benefit from this because all
of its front-end costs are capitalized. This amounts to about half of the
cost of a new barrel of oil (the other half is site-well drilling, collec-
tion facilities, etc.) and means that the actual cost to the company in
terms of dollars output is on the average only about 50% of the actual cost.
Even so, the cost of a new BPD of shale oil is considerably less than the
cost of a new BPD of new U.S. crude. If the life a facility is consid-
ered to be 30 years then shale oil looks even better.

Operating costs are higher for shale oil than for new crude during the
years it is free flowing, but secondary recovery costs approach the
operating costs for Syncrude production, and tertiary recovery costs are
higher.

Another aspect of the costs of shale oil is that during the early years
of production more than half of the cost of a barrel of raw shale oil is
due to depreciation and return on investment. Once the facility is built
this remains a constant value and is net affected by rising operating costs
or inflation; only the direct operating costs will increase. The result
is the gross cost of producing a barrel of shale oil or Syncrude over the
years the facility will be operated will decrease relative to conventional
crude oil.

The disadvantages of shale oil as compared with crude oils are the long
lead times required (about 10 years), tax discrimination in favor of
conventional crude oils, the unresolved environmental issues, and the
strong vocal resistance of relatively small anti-technology groups which
affects all political issues.

The long lead times are due to a number of factors. One is the amount
of background work that has to be done to act as a basis for environmental
impact studies and the issuance of environmental permits. Another is due
to the large number of permits (100 to 200) that must be obtained from
federal, state, and local authorities. Some permits have to be obtained
in sequence so that applications cannot be made until other permits have
been granted. A1so, many of these permits do not have a legal limit as to
the time the issuing agency has to take action and work can be delayed by
the unwillingness of an indivudual to take action even though there is no
basis for not awarding the permit.

Unresolved environmental issues can have a major effect on costs
because a facility built to conform to existing regulations may not be
able to operate because of new regulations put into effect during construc-
tion or after startup. An example is the required visibility regulation
which has not as yet been specified. Typical visibility on the Western
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Slope is well over 100 miles and the law specifies "no significant deteriora-
tion". At this time there has been no definition of "significant deteriora-
tion" or how it is to be measured. If a specific mileage decrease is set
based on Eastern U.S. standards, where good visibility is 25 to 35 miles,
the results may be prohibitive to any type of industrial operation on the
Western Slope. Other EPA standards have been changed so that trying to
conform to standards represents shooting at a moving target.

The significant advantages of shale oil production include no finding
costs, large shale resources in the Rocky Mountain Area with recoverable
amounts of oil equal to the world's conventional crude oil reserves,
secure access in time of national defense, high yields of middle distillates
(diesel and jet fuel) which are critical for national defense, and a
decrease in the federal balance of payments deficit because of displacement
of purchases of foreign crude.

The development and operation of a commercial size retorting module by
Union Oil of California will give economic, environmental, and technical
data not heretofore available. This should give impact data on which to
base future designs and greatly reduce the risk of investment in shale oil
facilities and give cost data which can have significant impacts of
foreign crude oil pricing policies. The history of oil shale has been a
roller coaster of ups and downs mainly due to political events not under
the control of industry. Now, of course, is one of the downs but it is
encouraging that work in continuing although at a slower pace than may be
desirable from a national security viewpoint. The 1980's may be the
period of the slow emergency of a small but viable commercial shale oil
industry.
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MASS FLOW MEASUREMENT OF SOLIDS/GAS STREAM USING
RADIOMETRIC TECHNIQUES*

James K. Linn and David G. Sample
Sandia National Laboratories
Process Research Division 4746

Albuquerque, NM 87185

Abstract

A mass flowmeter utilizing radiometric techniques has been
designed and built for measuring flows in two phase gas/solids
feed streams in coal gasification processes. The instrument
combines a radiometric density measurement and a time cross-
correlation velocity determination into a non-intrusive gas/
solids mass flowmeter. Accuracies of 5 to 10 percent are anti-
cipated for flow with 101 solids fraction and velocities of one
to five meters per second. This paper describes the theory, the
relevant radiometric cross-sectional background data, and the
developed system digital data handling.

Introduction

Several advanced entrained-bed coal gasifiers utilize gas-
motivated dry coal or char as the fuel stream. Lack of accurate
measurement of the coal or char mass flowrate is a common pro-
blem. Real-time mass flow data are required for process control

Existing mass flow instrumentation utilizes one of several
techniques, including:

1. Measurements of the cross-section density via
the dielectric constant of the solids;

2. Direct measurements of the force produced during j
angular acceleration of the mass CCoriolis flowmeter) ;

3. Load cell measurements or auger feed rates; and

4. Pressure drop measurements through orifices.

Other techniques have been investigated with some degree of
success. The problems with the techniques mentioned above are
numerous. Dielectric constant measurements perform adequately
up to about 71 moisture in coal/char. The change in dielectric
constant due to the solids then becomes masked by the moisture.
Coriolis meters do not currently exist for high temperature
applications. Also, test data at low temperatures show unsteady

2
behavior for certain flow regimes . Load cells and auger feed

* This work supported by the U.S. Dept. of Energy under Contract
DE-AC04-76DP00789.

Presenting author*.
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readouts in general are either too slow or too remote for most
control applications. Pressure drop measurements are limited at
higher solids fractions and are limited to certain coal size.

Present Approach

In this paper, we describe a new mass flowmeter which has
been developed and is currently being tested. The flowmeter
measures mass flow indirectly by combining a nuclear radiation
transmission-derived density measurement with a time cross-
correlation velocity determination. The advantages of this
technique are (1) it is non-intrusive to the flow stream, (2) it
is applicable at high temperatures and high pressures, and
(3) it is potentially accurate to within 5 to 10 percent. The
inherent disadvantages are that the technique provides an indi-
rect measurement of mass flow, which is dependent upon other
influences, and the technique relies on natural density varia-
tions in the solids flowrate which will be somewhat unique to
individual applications.

Discussion

As stated previously, the mass flowmeter described in this
work combines a density measurement via nuclear radiation trans-
mission with a stream velocity determination via time cross-
corr?lation of natural density variations. We will first estab-
lish the theoretical basis, and known properties of the mater-
ials. Consider the transmitted intensity of an incident beam of
a high energy nuclear source through an empty steel pipe (see
Figure 1):

where I. (E) is the incident intensity at energy E, t che pipe

;vall thickness, p the volume density of the steel (£7.9
3

gm/cm ) , y-/pi the total cross-section of the ith elemental

component of the steel (energy dependent) and o>. the mass func-

tion of the ith component.

Table 1 lists the mass fractions, o>., and subsequent ele-
mental and total cross-sections for type 316 stainless steel
(commonly used in fossil energy applications) as a function of
photon energy for energies between 70 and 500 keV.

Table 2 summarizes the resulting attenuation coefficients
and transmission fractions for various pipe wall thicknesses
(assuming the beam diameter is significantly less than the pipe
diameter). As is apparent from the data, x-ray energies above
100 keV are necessary to achieve a reasonable transmission.
The pipe size selection is more important for the lower energy
cases considered.
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Table 1. Mass Fractions and Total Elemental X-ray Cross-Section
for 316 Stainless Steel

Element

C
Si
P
S
Cr
Mn
Ni
Cu
Mo
Fe**

Mass
Fraction

a,.

.0008

.0075

.0004

.0003

.1900

.0200

.1400

.0050

.0300

.6060

E=70 keV

(cm /gm)
*
.002
*
*
.114
.013
.113
.005
.038

.454

100 keV

(cm /gm)
*
.001
*
*
.055
.006
.059
.002
.030

.212

200 keV

(cm /gm)
*
.001
*
*
.025
.003
.021
.001
.007

.085

500 keV

(cm /gm)
*
*
*
*
.017
.002
.013
ft

.003

.048

Total

* < .001.
** Difference

.76 .37 .14 .083

Table 2. X-ray Transmission Through 316 Stainless Steel Pipe
(Fraction) (Density: =7.9 gm/cm3)

P iP e W a l 1 Energy

(cm)*

.635
(1-1/4",
Sch 160)

.555
(3/4",
Sch 160)

.485
(1-1/4",
Sch 80)

.455
(1", Sch 80)

.391
(3/4",
Sch 80)

* Transmission is

70 keV

.00049

.0013

.0030

.0042

.0091

through

100 keV

.024

.039

,059

.070

.102

200 keV

.245

.293

.342

.365

.421

two vrall thicknesses.

500 keV

.435

.482

.529

.551

.599
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In gas-motivated-solids feed systems, coal or char (devola-
trlized coal) occupies up to 20% by volume of the pipe. Analo-
gous to Table 1, elemental total cross-sections for a selected
coal type are given in Table 3, and the resulting x-ray trans-
mission factor for the coal in typical process pipe sizes is
given in Table 4. In contrast to steel, the transmission
through coal is considerably less energy-dependent, and greater
than SOI between 70 keV and 200 keV. As corroboration of the
theoretical data, experimental intensity vs. mass density using
a mono-energetic x-ray beam of 70 keV has been measured for a

Montana Rosebud coal sample and a pure graphite^ '. The calcu-
lated total cross-section (i.e., slope) values are slightly
greater than experimentally measured for a 70 keV source. Ex-
perimental calibration of the transmission vs. the density for
actual coal or char may be necessary to eliminate this uncer-
tainty in the field.

Accuracy of the mass density measurement is dependent upon
calibration accuracy and signal/noise ratio. In radiometric
applications with reasonably high source intensities, the pre-
dominant noise contribution is from the statistical fluctuations

Table 3. Elemental
Absorption

Mass
Fraction

Element ^0

C
H
N
Mg
Al
Si
S
Ca
Ti
Fe

0+

Total

.684

.047

.010

.0022

.0091

.0175

.0076
,0158
.0007
.0048

.201

* Bulk Density % 1
** < .001

Difference

Mass Fraction
Coefficients

and Total
- Montana

X-ray Cross-
Rosebud Coal

Section
*

Elemental Cross-Section (cmVgm)

70 keV

.109

.015

.002
**
.002
.004
.002
.00 7
**
.004

.18

.2 gin/cm

100 keV

.103

.014

.001
**
.001
.003
.001
.004
**
.002

.030

.16

200 keV

.082

.011

.001
**
.001
.002
.001
.002
**
.001

.026

.13

500 keV

.062

.008

.001
**
.001
.001
**
.001
**
.001

jnj_

.092
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Table 4. Transmission by Coal (20% by Volume) for Various
X-ray Energies

Energy

Pipe ID (cm)

2.95
(1-1/4", Sch 160)

3.25
(1-1/4", Sch 80)

2.43
(1", Sch 80)

in the beam, i.e.,

70 keV

.58

.55

.64

shot noise.

100 keV

.77

.75

.80

Shct noise

200 keV

.91

.89

.92

500 keV

.94

.93

.95

is approximately
1/2equal to K, (nT) ' , where K. is a constant, and n is the

received count rate and T the counting period. Since a "signal"
is the difference in received counts, i.e., scalable to "nT",

1/2
signal/noise is proportional to (nT) ' . Given that n is con-
stant for a measurement peraod of interest, T can be selected
of sufficient duration, such that signal/noise is large, the
density measured averages over the density fluctuations, and
the accuracy is limited by experimental calibration, currently

2
estimated to be in the order of 5% .

Consider next how we determine the velocity of a solids/gas
stream, Figure 1, with average velocity v. The mass flow at
location 1 is given as follows (neglecting absorption by gases):

Measured mass density (MMD) = p" d, where p" is the mean
solids density, d is the tube
inner diameter.

.2
/.Total Mass % P

where skin effects within the pipe are assumed to be compensated
for in the "calibration" of the MMD. (Note: The radiometric
beam diameter is much smaller (approximately one-fourth) than
the pipe inner diameter.)

Natural density variations occur in coal solids feeding

systems . The relative magnitudes of the density variations
have been estimated at greater than 20% of the flow, although
this is not well documented due to the difficulty of real-time
measurements.

The time-dependent mass at location 1, see Figure 1, can
therefore be given by:
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Mass^t) = p If- (1 + f(t)) , f(t) £ .2

where f(t) is used to describe the time varying portion of the
solids feed, i.e., f(t) has zero mean.

The mass at location 2 is given by

Mass2(t) = p If- (1 + f(t - 4 )),

where Z is limited to separation distances such that significant
mixing of the solids does not occur, i.e.,

f(t) £ f(t - 4 )
v

Taking the time cross-correlation of the two mass signals
gives

F(T) = f (mass2(t-T) • mass^t)) dt,

where p is the integration period, and in practice 10 ̂  <p.
v

The separation distance, £, should be chosen as long as possible
(to minimize the effect of measurement uncertainty in T, see
below) and still maintain a recognizable correlation between the
signals received. Mixing within the pipe will destroy any
recognizable correlation if the separation distance, £, is too
long. The test program underway will define limits on S,. The
cross-correlation is then given by

F(T) = C f (1 + f(t-T- L ) • (1 + f(t)) dt
P V

where C is a constant. Thus,

F(T) = C'f f(t-T- £ ) • f(t) dt
P v

Taking the maximum of F(T), we have

2 d t T " = 4Max F(T) = F(T') = C f f(t)2 dt, T" = 4

Given values of F(T) versus time, T', can be found. The mass
flow rate (MFR) is then given by

MFR - ̂  • If- • a/T- = MMD • ̂  • A/T

in the mass flowmeter developed by us, a programmable
computer/controller, in combination with two interval counters,
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is used to simultaneously store the nuclear counts received
per sampling interval at both locations for a period P in two
arrays (A(n), B(n)). The maximum product is then found with a
corresponding time delay or sample number " j " .

Max (]£(A(i) . B(i+j)\, where
j = 1, n \T^1 /

B(i+j) = B(i+j-n) for i+j > n

The delay, T, is then given by

T = l , where S is the sampling rate.

The system block diagram is shown in Figure 2.

Design Considerations

From cost and stability considerations, radiative sources
were selected over high energy x-ray generators (see Table 5).

137Cs is an appropriate source due to its long half-life and
energy spectrum (510 keV peak). In the time cross-correlation
electronics, the design is a compromise between (1) a desirable
high sampling rate (short counting interval), for accuracy, and
,(2) detectability of the variations in the coal feed, i.e.,
longer counting intervals.

Testing of the prototype flowmeter is currently in progress
in a solid/gas flow test facility. The design accuracy includes
anticipated uncertainties in the velocity or time delay measure-
ment equal to the sampling interval, and in the mass determina-
tion equal to the density calibrations, Figure 3. It has been
assumed uncertainties in the time delay measurement due to
quantization are uncorrelated with uncertainty in the mass
density measurement.

Conclusions

We have developed a radiometric mass flowmeter for gas-
motivated solids streams, specifically, coal or char feed streams
for coal gasification. The flowmeter uses a radiometric tech-
nique and is applicable in high temperature, high pressure

Table 5. Design Characteristics

Source 100 mCu Cs 1 3 /

Scintillator BGO
Detector PM tube
Sampling Interval 20-40 ms (selectable)
Total Sampling Period 2 s
Detector Spacing 1 meter (selectable)
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applications where nonintrusive flow measurements are necessary.
In general, no modifications to existing plant hardware are
necessary to utilize the flowmeter. Laboratory measurements
have been made to verify the nuclear cross-sectional data for a
single coal sample, and flowmeter testing is in progress. The
flowmeter has a potential accuracy of between 5 and 11 percent
over a flow velocity range of 1 to 5 meters per second.
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SOLIDS FLOW CONTROL AND MEASUREMENT IN THE PEATGAS™ PILOT PLANT PROGRAM
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Introduction

Peat gasification research began at IGT in 1974 under the
sponsorship of the Minnesota Gas Company (Minnegasco). Sponsorship has
since grown v:o include the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), the Gas
Research Institute (GRI) and Internorth (a parent company of Northern
Natural Gas Co). In 1980 the program was expanded to pilot plant scale
to further develop peat gasification technology. A large coal
conversion pilot plant facility (formerly the HYGAS pilot plant) located
at IGT's Energy Development Center was modified in 1981 to test IGT's
PEATGAS process. A 1-year operating program was just recently

completed.

In a pilot plant program, the measurement and control of major
process variables such as flow, temperature, pressure, density and level
are essential to develop accurate material balance and reliable scale-up
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data. Of these, solids mass flow metering and control usually present
the most difficult application. Problems are encountered because of a)
solids characteristics, which can cause erosion and plugging; b)
measurement requirements, which are often at elevated pressures and
temperatures; and c) changes in stream characteristics, such as density,
viscosity and solids concentration.

This paper reviews the approaches used to measure and control
solid-liquid and solid-gas mixtures and elaborates on the design,
installation and operating experiences of a lockhopper dry feed system
commissioned to control solids feed to the gasifier.

PEATGAS Process

Peat is classified a geologically young coal and is currently used
in Europe as a source of fuel, electric power and chemicals. In the
United Statesy peat is found in all 50 states. Of these, Minnesota has
the second largest peat reserves totaling about 16 billion tons. In
some states, peat represents the only significant energy resource
available.

The PEATGAS process is an alternative means for the production of
substitute natural gas (SNG) using a peat feedstock. The process uses a
three-zone, fluidized-bed reactor to convert the carbon and volatile
matter in the peat to methane and liquid fuels by hydrogasification at
operating temperatures up to 1700 F and pressures of 500 psig. Figure 1
is a flow diagram of the process.
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Solids Measurement and Control

The nain area of experimental study is the FEATGAS reactor. To
close the balance around the gasifier a number of process streams must

2 3
be measured. ' Three streams, composed of solids-liquid and
solids-gases mixtures, entering and leaving the gasifier are
particularly important and are shown in Figure 2. Methods used in
measuring and controlling these multi-component streams are presented.
Information describing other instrumentation applications has been

0 3 4
published in papers pertaining to the HYGAS pilot plant. * *

Solids-Liquid Measurement and Control

The FEATGAS reactor has two solids discharge streams. Both
streams exit as a solid-liquid slurry that must be let down in pressure
to dispose of the solids residue.

The reactor off-gas contains entrained solids that are removed by a
cyclone. Solids exit the cyclone and flow by gravity into a tank where
they are cooled by mixing with water to form a slurry. The slurry level
in the tank is controlled by throttling a high-pressure letdown valve.
(This valve made by the Willis Oil Tool Co.., is known as a Willis
choke.) The choke is an Ml model and consists of two tungsten-carbide
circular discs and a pair of 1/4-inch diameter orifices. With one disc
fixed in the valve body, the other can be rotated 90 degrees to open or
block the flow. IGT's improvements to the choke's trim design
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increased the valve's operating life and reduced its maintenance.

The slurry stream consists of fine solids (95% -100 US Sieve size).
Solids loading varies between 2 and 10 wt % in the slurry. The flow is
measured after the pressure is reduced by a 1-inch magnetic flow meter.
Since this device gives volumetric output, solids concentration and
composition are obtained by automatic sampling at pre-set, timed
intervals.

The second reactor outlet stream contains ash discharge from the
bottom of the gasifier. Ash is automatically dropped out of the char
gasifier by regulating a solids control valve. The ash is conveyed with
steam into a tank where the steam Is condensed and the solids cooled by
mixing with water to form a slurry. Once again the slurry level is
automatically controlled with a Willis choke valve. A pair of 1/2-inch
diameter orifices are used for flow control in the tungsten-carbide
discs.

Solids loading varies between 5 and 20 wt X. Flow is measured
by £- high-pressure venturi. The venturi pressure taps require water
purges to prevent plugging. Solids concentration Is obtained using the
method previously described. In addition, a continuous, on-line
gamma-radiation density detector is attached to the 1-1/2-inch Schedule
160 slurry pipe* This meter uses a Cesium 137, 100-millicurie source
and is calibrated for a 0.9 to 1.1 S.G.U. span. Satisfactory results
have been obtained, however, sporadic operation has been observed and
is believed to be caused by trapped gas bubbles flowing in the pipeline.
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Solids-Gas Measurement and Control

Measurement and control of solids entering a high-pressure system
are essential to pilot plant and future commercial operations. In the
PEATGAS pilot plant program 1GT installed, started-up and demonstrated
operation of one such technique — a lockhopper dry feed system.

In the coal gasification program, a slurry technique was used to

feed solids into the high-pressure reactor. However, a dry feed method
was preferred in the peat program because of favorable economics.
Design criteria were developed for the system (Table 1).

Table 1. Design Criteria for Dry Feed Material

• Provide a continuous solids weight-rate measurement.

• Accurately measure the batch weight of solids to within
+1% (of batch weight).

• Compensate weight-rate measurement for accurate and
reliable operation over a range of process parameters.

• Feed solids at controlled rates between 1 and 4 tons/hr
at operating pressures to 500 psig.

• Prevent bridging, ratholing or segregation in feed
equipment due to variable feedstock characteristics.

• Scale-up to commercial-size plants.

After carefully evaluating state-of-the-art, dry feed systems,
IGT chose Petrocarb,Inc., to manufacture the system for the pilot plant

because of their experience in similar applications.

Lockhopper Dry Feed System Description

The lockhopper dry feed system, referred to as a solids injection
system by the manufacturer (Petrocarb,Inc.), automatically feeds peat at
controlled weight-rates against pressures up to 500 psig. A simplified
equipment diagram for the peat lockhopper feed system is shown in Figure
3. It consists of two specially designed vessels, the primary and
storage injectors, that have nominal capacities of 5000 and 2500 pounds
of peat, respectively. The storage injector, used to pressurize the peat
from atmospheric to gasifier pressure, is filled from a 16-ton
live-bottom bin with a scalping screen that removes the oversize. Peat
in the storage injector is automatically transferred to the primary
injector whenever the primary injector can accept a 2500-pound storage
injector batch.

The primary injector is the system feeder and delivers a continuous
flow of peat to the gasifier through a pneumatic conveying line. Peat is
discharged from the primary injector under weight-rate control. Solids
flow control is achieved without the use of a mechanical rate
controlling device.
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Dry Feed System Instrumentation

Filling the storage injector and the transfer of material betwee
the storage and primary injectors are automatically sequenced b
hard-wired electromechanical relays. The relay logic incorporates al
safety and process interlocks to ensure reliable and continuou
locfchopper operation. Interfacing with the relay logic are Foxboro Spe
200 electronic analog controls, which handle all analog signals
computational requirements and automatic control functions for the fee
system. Figure A shows a simplified schematic of the weight measuremen
and control portion of the system.

The storage and primary injectors are independently weighed on A.H
Emery Company hydraulic load cells. An expansion joint between the tw
vessels provides the freedom of movement necessary for independen
weighing. All auxiliary piping and electrical tie-ins to both vessel
are arranged to provide sufficient flexibility for accurate weighing
The weight signal from each injector is compensated for the pressure an
spring thrust generated by the expansion joint and also for the weigh
of the injector and the weight of gas in the injector. The storag
injector weigh instruments record the weight of each batch of peat an
the total weight of peat fed during a test run. The primary injecto
weigh instruments control and measure the feed rate of peat to th
gasifier through cascade control of the pressure differential betwee
the primary injector and the gasifier.

The feed system uses Kamyr ball valves for peat lockhoppering i
the storage injector. Most other feed system valves in on-off servic
are Kamyr valves. These valves have stainless-steel balls and seats an
were tested at the factory for gas-tight sealing capability.

The injectors are enclosed in a sided structure to prevent win
loads from affecting the weight readings. The injectors are supporte
on a second smaller structure within but remain Independent of the side
structure to prevent vibration and side loads from affecting the weigh
readings.

Operating Experience

IGT began ommissioning of the dry feed system in November 198
with the shakedown of the lockhopper logic sequence. Although th
electromechanical relay logic had been shop assembled and shop tested
interface problems arose when the control logic was tied into fiel<
sensors, field actuators and Foxboro controls. The problems wer«
systematically identified and corrected.

With the logic sequence debugged,, a calibration of the weighini
system was attempted. Several probisme became apparent. Procesi
piping, control wiring and instrument air tie-ins to both injectors ha<
to be reworked to increase their flexibility and minimize weighinj
errors. The expansion joint between both injectors was reworked tc
elimin te mechanical dreg, which caused weighing system hysteresis. Th<
expansion joint spring rate compensation instrumentation was reworked
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because the actual spring rate of the expansion joint was higher than
originally specified by the manufacturer. After solving these problems,
the weigh system was calibrated.

Several additions were made to the feeding system during system
start-up. Drexelbrook radio frequency level probes were added to both
injectors to allow the lockhopper sequencing logic to operate under
weight control or under level control. This modification increased the
system's flexibility. Computerized data logging of feed system
pressures, temperatures, weights and flows was added to facilitate data
collection. Finally, a valve positioner was added to the pneumatic
transport line differential pressure control loop to increase its
response speed and provide more accurate valve positioning.

Two successful gasification tests were completed with the new dry
feed system. The first test was made in December 1981 and the second
in March 1982. Figure 5 shows the weight of peat versus time tracing iv
the primary injector for a 3-hour period during the March test. The
weight of peat in the primary injector rises rapidly during solids
transfer from the storage injector and falls off gradually during
approximately a 1/2 hour of continued peat withdrawal. Approximately
2200 pounds of peat are added in each of these cycles giving a gasifier
feed rate of approximately 2.2 tons/hr. Figure 6 shows the transport
line pressure differential versus time for the same time period. The
pressure differential is essentially constant. The system performance
record to date is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Dry Feed System Performance

Total Number of Cycles 335
Total Peat Fed, tons 365
Operating Pressure, psig 300-500
Feed Rate, tons/hr 1-2.5
Operating Time, hr ^ 225
Peat Moisture Content , wt % 10-30

* (wet basis)

Summary

Accurate and reliable solids flow measurement and control was
achieved during the operation of the PEATGAS pilot plant. Standard
instrumentation, modified to meet process requirements, was used to
measure multi-component flows of solid-gas and solid-liquid mixtures.
In addition, a lockhopper feed system using an innovative solids rate
control and measurement technique was installed, commissioned and operated.

IGT as a process developer will continue to look for new or
improved instrumentation that might be better suited to measure
important process variables such as the solids mass flow applications
discussed herein.
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ABSTRACT

The electron spin resonance (ESR) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NHR)

properties of 22 varieties of both Eastern and Western U.S. coals have been

measured and related to the pertinent physical properties and compositions.

This information has been applied to the development of an evaluation model of

an instrument for measuring the mass flow, calorific value, and several con-

stituents of coal delivered by dense phase gaseous flow through small pipes.

The initial use of the instrument is the measurement of finely divided coal

us««d to supply a fluidized bed combustor but other applications are believed

feasible. The instrument senses flowing coal in a non-contacting manner by

use of magnetic and electromagnetic fields. The electron and nuclear magnetic

resonance data so obtained is processed by an integral microcomputer to pro-

vide a near real-time readout of the flow velocity, flow density, mass flow

rate, calorific value (BTU/lb.), percent moisture, percent hydrogen and per-

cent carbon for the burnable part of the coal. The mass flow rate and calori-

fic value data are integrated to provide totalized flow and the total deliver-

ed heating value in BTU. The instrument design is discussed and performance

information is provided, along with ESR-NMR data on the coals.

INTRODUCTION

With the increased interest in new combustion and conversion processes,

the requirement for accurate and continuous on-stream measurement of coal

carried by pneumatic and slurry flow through pipes and by conveyor belts has

become of increasing importance. Such information is needed for better con-

trol of the coal flow to insure more efficient and uniform combustion, lower

emissions, and better regulation of the heat or power that is generated. To

be useful a coal flowmeter should provide, as a minimum, real-time data on the

flow rate. Information on the moisture level, the heating value and the com-

position of the flowing material are also of value for many applications*

With current methods, the total flow, flow rate and flow velocity are commonly

available only as relatively long time averages while composition data and

moisture determinations require time consuming analyses of discrete samples.

This Iβ not adequate to meet the modern needs of coal utilization. Instead,

the amount and characteristics of the burnable coal in the flow must be known
and controlled instantaneously if optimum combustion or processing is to be
obtained* Unfortunately neither suitable instruments nor proven techniques

have been available for making such measurements. In order t.o satisfy this

need the noninvasive techniques of electron spin resonance (SSR) and nuclear

*This work was supported in part by U.S. Department of
Energy under contract DK - AC21 -79ET15465
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nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) have been investigated and used as the basis
for the development of the experimental coal flowmeter and analyzer1~3 shown
in Figure 1. This instrument measures the flow, caloric value, moisture and
other properties of powdered coal delivered by pneumatic flow through a small
pipe. On the basis of the findings in this development it is believed fea-
sible and practical to apply the magnetic resonance methods to treasuring coal
flow in larger pipes, in slurries and to measuring less finely divided coal
moving on a conveyor belt.

Electron spin resonance, is particularly well suited for making relevant
measurements on flowing coal. It is basically non-contacting and responds to
free electrons which are associated with the carbon content*"^ and universally
present in coal but rare in other natural materials. Thus, ESR will respond
to the coal^O but is insensitive to most rock, water, mineral matter or other
materials which are present. Quantitative measurements of flowing materials
which have unpaired electrons, such as coal, are also available with ESR. Nu-
clear magnetic resonance, like ESR, is also non-contacting and requires only
that appropriate magnetic and radiofrequency fields be coupled into the mater-
ial being measured. While ESR detects unpaired electrons, NMR detects the
nuclei of a selected atomic specie in a material. The detection of hydrogen
nuclei is the most common application cf NMR and is of most interest in the
measurement of coal.11*"12 This is particularly true since the most common
isotope of carbon, C12, is not detectable by NMR and C13 is of such low con-
centration that adequate sensitivity is only achieved at very high magnetic
field intensities which are believed to be impractically high for coal flow-
metering. Transient NMR can detect and measure the hydrogen contained within
a material and, by appropriate techniques, the amount of hydrogen in each
state can frequently be determined. In coal, the hydrogen in the moisture can
be sensed along with the hydrogen in the volatiles and other components. By
appropriate signal processing, the two can be separated to permit each hydro-
gen bearing component to be quantitatively measured. In addition to the pos-
sibility of noninvasive, noncontacting measurement of the concentration and
composition of coal within a nonmetallic pipe, NMR has previously been used
for liquid flow metering13-15 and has been found useful for measuring the ve-
locity of flowing coal.2'3 These features made the combination of ESR and
NMR attractive as the basis for coal flow metering. To further establish the
utility of these methods, however, the measurable coal parameters, the range
and accuracy of the measurements, and the effects of variations in the coal
composition on the measurements were investigated in research performed as the
initial part of the instrumentation development program.

The experimental ESR and NMR studies used samples of 22 different types
of domestic coals covering almost the full range of variations found in the
composition, rank and calorific values of coal from both the eastern and wes-
tern regions of the United States. These samples, ranged from subbituminous C
to anthracite and were selected to have a wide range of heating values and
substantial variation in the relative percentages of moisture, volatiles, ash,
and carbon* The coal was examined extensively using electron spin resonance
and hydrogen nuclear magnetic resonance to determine what ESR or NMR signals
or signal components, or signal combinations, if any, could be used to measure
the composition, moisture Iwel and heating values of the coals and to inves-
tigate the range of signal characteristics and the effects of the constituents
on the design of a practical flowmeter*
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Magnetic Resonance Methods

EMR and NMR both require that the sample material be exposed to a rela-
tively static magnetic field, HQ and detection is accomplished by sensing the
effects of interactions between an applied electromagnetic field and the mag-
netic moment of subatomic particles of interest. These effects result in per-
turbation of the absorbed and re-emitted electromagnetic field as illustrated
in Figure 2 that are most intense when the frequency of the electromagnetic
wave coincides with the resonant frequency of the particles in the magnetic
field. This resonant frequency, vo, is directly proportional to the intensity
of the magnetic field, HQ, and in the case of electrons is

vo = 2.7994 Ho (1)

where vo is the frequency in MHz and HQ is the magnetic field intensity in
Gauss. In the case of hydrogen NMR the resonant frequency is

vo = 4.2577 HQ kHz (2)

In the coal flowmeter the hydrogen NMR frequency is 10 MHz (Ho = 2349 Gauss)
and EMR is at a frequency of 2 GHz (Ho « 714 Gauss). These lower than usual
field intensities have been employed to minimize the size, weight, power and
costs of the magnet. By this approach, the magnet requirements are very mod-
est and practical compared to those commonly used in laboratory systems.

The ESR and NMR methods are basically noncontacting and can be used to
detect and measure through intervening non-metallic materials that can be
penetrated by the electromagnetic field. Figure 3 illustrates the concept of
the sensing head employed in the instrumentation system. The magnets provide
the static field, HQ, while the electromagnetic field is produced by radiofre-
quency current flowing in the RF coil* Magnetic resonance response is sensed
by the same coil.

Coal Studies

In the experimental studies the properties of the 22 coals and the compo-
sitions as determined by both proximate and ultimate analyses were correlated
with the hydrogen NMR amplitudes and relaxation time constants and with the
ESR amplitude and line widths. Samples of the "as received" coals, as well as
samples of each that were dried in a vacuum oven at 50° C , were measured.
The amplitude and the line width of the ESR responses were determined at both
2.0 and 9.8 GHz and utilized for comparision with the calorific value as well
as with the percentages of: moisture, ash, volatiles, carbon, hydrogen, oxy-
gen, nitrogen, and sulphur. The hydrogen transient NMR responses from the
coals were meaasured at a frequency of 30 MHz and analyzed to separate and
measure the amplitude, the spin-lattice relaxation time constants, T-j, and the
spin-spin decay tine constants, T2, of the signals* Adequate NMR and ESR sig-
nal levels for flowmetering were obtained from all coal samples* Correlation
between the EMR and NMR signals and the coal parameters were determined using
computer methods which calculated the coefficients and produced scatter plots
relating a measured quantity to a selected coal property. The computed coef-
ficients ranged from near zero for the ash content to as high as 0.99 for the
percent water as a function of the processed NMR signal amplitude. A scatter
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plot of the ultimate hydrogen content compared to the hydrogen NMR signal am-
plitude from the dried coal samples is shown in Figure 4. Each dot represents
one of the equal weight samples of the 22 types of coal while the straight
line is the best fit to all the data. The accuracy of the hydrogen NMR mea-
surements are believed to approach an order of magnitude better than is
implied by the results in Figure 4 and much of the spread is believed, on the
basis of a limited verification effort, to be attributable to the actual dif-
ferences between one finite sample of coal and another of the same type. This
sampling problem is indicative of the difficulties in determining the accuracy
of the NMR measurements compared to the standard analytical techniques.

Figure 5 shows a similar scatter plot and best straight line fit for the
log of the total ESR signal (product of amplitude and linewidth) compared to
the carbon content of the 22 coal samples. While somewhat more scatter is
evident than in hydrogen measurements the correlation factor is 0.95.

The calorific value as determined by use of the combined NMR and ESR
data is shown in Figure 6 for the 22 coal samples. Results which show errors
of less than 500 BTU/lb. in most cases, were obtained by use of a common set
of calibration constants for all the samples. By use of optimized constants
for each type coal, substantial improvement can be realized.

The three examples are illustrative of some of the more favorable mea-
surements of coal composition by magnetic resonance methods. Moisture content
was also found to be measurable to near 1% without weighing and without cali-
bration for the specific type of coal. Other coal composition and quality
parameters showed lower correlation factors. Flow density, flow velocity and
mass flow were also found to be measurable and provisions for these factors
are included in the experimental flowmeter.

Evaluation Model

The Evaluation Model of the Coal Flowmeter and Analyzer, Figure 1, is
designed for on-stream measurement of pneumatically transported powdered coal
in a dense phase flow through a 3/8-inch pipe. This instrument uses both
electron spin resonance and nuclear magnetic resonance to sense pertinent flow
parameters and physical properties of the coal. Flow, composition and quality
parameters are readout on two numerical panel meters. One meter shows the
coal flow rate in tons/hour or BTU x 10^/hour, as selected, while the second
meter may be switched to indicate any of the following:

• Moisture, % • Ash, % • Totalized Mass Flow
• Volatiles, % • Flow density • Totalized BTU
• Carbon, % • Flow velocity

With the exception of ash, the readout data is computed from the sensed
KMR and EMR signals by an integral microprocessor. Ash is not directly mea-
surable but the average value for the type coal is manually entered to permit
the quantities to be displayed in percentage. Electrical outputs of selected
parameters are available in analog and digital format.

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the Evaluation Model. The flowing coal
is carried in a standard size (schedule 40) 3/8-inch pipe made of Teflon which
passes through the ESR sensor and then through the NMR sensor* Both sensors
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are contained within a common assembly and located in-line with the coal flow
stream. This assembly also contains the microwave portion of the ESR detec-
tor, the two electromagnets and several auxiliary components.

The Electronics Assembly houses the remainder of the ESR detector cir-
cuitry, the NHR detector, a microcomputer based controller and data processor
and the power supplies for the electronics and for the magnets. In addition
to the two data readout meters and associated rotary switches, three push-
button type switches located on the front panel of this assembly control the
power on-off, the initiation of instrument operation and the reset of the com-
puter. Other controls, test switches, and test points (connectors) are locat-
ed behind an access panel on the front of the Electronics Assembly.

The ESR signal and the multiple NMR signals used in the data computations
are sequentially sampled at an average rate of 60 per second. A total of 256
samples of each signal are averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and
to enhance the measurement accuracies. These averaged values are used by the
integral MC-6800 based microcomputer to calculate the data parameters display-
ed on the panel meters. Each parameter is re-calculated and the readouts are
simultaneously up-dated every 23 seconds.

The NMR sub-system measures the hydrogen in the flowing coal to
provide data for determining the total hydrogen content as well as for sepa-
rately determining the moisture content and the hydrogen in the volatiles.
Measures of the flow velocity and the density of the flowing coal are also
obtained from the hydrogen NMR signals. Transient NHR methods are used for
detection in both the free induction decay and pulse echo modes.

The ESR sub-system uses field modulated, continuous wave methods and
operates on a nominal frequency of 2.0 GHz. Using a reflecting mode cavity
the 2 GHz solid state oscillator is locked to the cavity frequency to maintain
low reflected power under the changing load imposed by varying amounts and
characteristics of the flowing materials. The magnetic field is fixed at an
intensity which provides the maximum output amplitude. The detector output,
filtered by a low pass circuit with a cut off frequency of 1.0 Hz, is propor-
tional to the number of free electrons in the flowing material. This signal
provides data on carbon content and the density of the coal in the flow
stream.

Experimental Results

The Evaluation Model was tested in the laboratory using flow loops
composed of lengths of thin wall Teflon tubes filled with selected types of
coal. The selected flow loop passed through the sensor and was used as a belt
around two pulleys which rotated at controlled speeds. The amount of coal in
these tubes was equivalent to that in dense phase flow being about 15% of full
pack in the 3/8-inch pipe. The loop velocity was variable over a range of 5-35
feet/second. Tests with coals of three different compositions shoved the ca-
pability of the instrument to properly indicate the parameters displayed on the
panel meters with a repeatability of 1-2% depending upon quantity selected for
readout.
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Tests to evaluate the Model under pneumatic flow conditions were conducted
in the instrumented facilities of the Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center
(PBTC) • For these tests, finely powdered Rosebud (Montana) coal of both 4% and
8% nominal moisture levels was used. The tests included five flow densities at
nominal gas flow velocities of 25, 50 and 100 feet per second for each of the
two coals* The long-term average flow density selected for the tests ranged
from approximately 5% to 15% of full line pack but substantial instantaneous
variation was present during all tests.

Results of the PETC tests showed the capability of the Evaluation
Model to sense the flowing coal over the full range of flow velocity and flow
density and to provide readouts of the available parameters which was in gen-
eral agreement with the reference measurements. Analysis of the data to pre-
cisely establish the measurement ranges and accuracies are currently underway.
The preliminary results do, however, show the capability to sense the flowing
coal over the full range of test conditions with both the ESR and the NMR sub-
systems. Both responded to the flow density and the NMR sub-system correctly
responded to both the changes in the coal moisture and the flow velocity.

Conclusions

The use of ESR and NMR for on-stream coal flowmetering and analysis
has been found feasible and has been implemented in an experimental instrumen-
tation system. The results of this work show:

1. The hydrogen NMR signal from coal can be used to measure the hydrogen
moisture and volatiles contents- as well as the flow density of the hydrogen
bearing constituents and the flow velocity.

2. The EMR signal from coal can be used to measure the carbon content and
the flow density of the carbon component.

3. The combined EMR-NMR data can be used to additionally measure the
calorific value and the flow density of the burnable coal.

4. Calibration for the type coal provides highest accuracy.

5. Further analysis of the experimental data is necessary to establish
the measurement ranges and the attainable accuracy under pneumatic flow
conditions.
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Abstract

During the first 18 months of operation at the DOE MHD Component
Development Integration Facility at Butte, Montana, operating problems and
experience have prompted a vigorous program of original innovation and
improvement in I&C systems.

Problems experienced with the pneumatic solids transport system
initially provided have resulted in the development at CDIF of an original
Granular Solids Supply Metering System, capable of delivering 1 to 20
lb/min of flyash to the MHD ash injected combustor.

Other original work includes a continuous pressure monitoring system
for an MHD generator which resists tap slagging. Improvements have been
made in accuracy, reliability and fault diagnosis in air and oxygen flow
measurement systems.

Introduction

Magnetohydrodynamics, or MHD, is the process of passing an
electrically conducting gas, in the form of a plasma, through a magnetic
field at high velocity and thus generating electricity. This electricity
is drawn off as direct current (DC) through electrodes located on the
walls of tha MHD channel generator. The DC is then inverted to AC and
supplied to the commercial power grid.

Because of the intricate cooling system in an MHD generator, it is
possible to operate at plasma inlet temperatures in the neighborhood of
5000°F. The generator outlet temperature is at least as hot as is
normally seen in steam boilers, and thus it is possible to combine MHD
power generation with a conventional steam power plant* The combined
thermal efficiency of such a plant would be as much as 50% greater than
conventional steam plants, and because of the nature of the MHD process,
the pollutants delivered to the atmosphere are decreased markedly.

The U.S. Department of Energy is currently funding a nationwide MHD
research program involving the production of MHD power from coal. As part
of this national program, the MHD Component Development and Integration

•Presenting Author
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Facility (CDIF) has been established and is currently operating in Butte,
Montana. The purpose of the CDIF is to assemble and test various
cc iponents of MHD power trains, such as channel generators, combustors and
magnets, provided by DOE contractors or others. The Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) has provided in the last year an inverter, so
that the DC power from the MHD channel may be converted to AC and put on
the commercial power grid.

MHD power generation was first achieved at the CDIF in April 1981 and
testing has been ongoing since. This paper will discuss a few of the
problems which have been encountered in measurement and control in the
last year, and our solutions to these problems. These problems are
presented in the form of case histories. Accompanying each case history
is a brief discussion of the system involved and its contribution to MHD
research.

Solids Flow Control

At the present time the CDIF is not operating with coal, but rather
with a fuel oil fired combustor. It is necessary for optimum performance
of the MHD channel that the walls of the channel be coated with molten
slag material, as they would be with coal combustion. This slag, a form
of flyash, acts as a thermal insulating barrier, reducing the heat loss
from the channel and reducing erosion, thus increasing generator life.
Since there is no flyash present in fuel oil, it is necessary to inject it
into the combustor separately.

The flyash injection system at the CDIF begins with of a pressurized
vessel filled with approximately 3000 lbs of ash. This conical vessel
reduces down to a 0.1 inch diameter hole, at which point the ash is mixed
with a conveying air stream and pnuematically transported approximately
300 feet to the point of injection into the combustor. The flyash system
has been beset with problems since initial activation. First it was not
possible to get the ash out of the injection vessel into the transport
line. This wa^ overcome by enlarging the hole size on the bottom of the
vessel, but following this, ash flow from the vessel would plug the 1/4"
I.D. transport line.

This problem of plugging the transport line was approached by
calculating the saltation velocity of ash. The saltation velocity is that
velocity below which the turbulence intensity of the pnuematic air stream
is not sufficient to keep the particles in suspension and some of the
particles "saltate" and collect on the bottom of the transport pipe, thus
causing plugging. It was also determined from our investigations that the
1/4" transport line was too small to supply the necessary range of mass
flow of ash, and it was subsequently replaced with a 3/8" I.D. line. The
carrier air velocity in this 3/8" line is controlled at a point above the
saltation velocity, and the line plugging problems have been eliminated.

After this, it was possible to send ash to the combustor during a
test; however, there was virtually no contrcl over the amount of ash which
was sent. Ash flow could be established, but attempts to vary the flow by
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changing the injection vessel pressure or carrier g*s flow were not
effective within a certain range; below that range the ash flow stepped
entirely. This problem was overcome to some extent by replacing the
mixing-tee supplied by the vendor with one of our own design, utilizing an
eductor into the transport air line. With this design, the ash flowrate
could be varied between 8 and 16 pounds per minute by varying injector
vessel pressure, but below 8 lbs per minute ash flow would stop. The
combustor and channel require 2.4 lbs per minute of ash flow at times, so
ft was necessary to lower the flowrate even further. This was
accomplished by the redesign of the mix-tee to incorporate 5 air injection
ports along its length. These ports allow the injection of jets of air
into the ash flow stream and thus prevent arching, or plugging, of the ash
in the mix-tee, keeping it free-flowing even at the low tank to line
differential pressures necessary to achieve 2 lbs per minute of ash flow.
The injection air also serves as a secondary means of metering the ash
flow; it is possible to control the range of ash flow by varying the
intensity of injection air.

With the development of the air-injected educting mix-tee it became
possible to send the desired ash flowrates to the combustor, but there
remained problems with finely controlling the ash flowrate within the 1/2
pound per minute band desired. The flowrate was extremely sensitive to
any variation in the differential pressure between the carrier gas at the
mix-tee and the internal tank pressure. This problem was overcome by
changing from flow control to pressure control on the transport line,
while assuring that the velocity was sufficient to prevent line plugging.

By incorporting all of the above mentioned changes, control of ash
flowrate between 0 and 25 lbs per minute within 1/4 pound per minute was
achieved. The system has operated successfully for about 50 hours of
combustor testing since the modifications, without any interruption of ash
flow.

Experience gained on this system has been used to design a new dry
solids transport system, utilizing microprocessor control, which will
control the flowrate of bulk solid materials fully automatically. This
system will be operational this year.

Slag Resistant Pressure Tap

As was previously mentioned, the MHD channel interior is coated with a
molten slag layer during operation. This slag layer makes it difficult to
measure the internal pressure of the plasma stream, because the 18
pressure ports located along the length of the channel can slag over and
plug. To prevent this, a continuous stream of air is passed through the
pressure ports to keep them free of slag until such time as a pressure
reading is desired. At this time the purge air is shut off, the line
pressure equalizes, and a pressure profile measurement is attempted. This
method has not proven to be successful because the rapid rate at which the
ports slag over when the purge air is shut off makes it impossible to get
a reliable measurement.
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Because of these problems, a system is under development at the CDIF
to determine channel pressures without interrupting the purge gas flow.
The system is based on measurement of the purge gas flow velocity and its
relationship to the channel pressure.

Consider the pressure Mach Number relationship for one-dimensional,
isentropic, compressible flow of an ideal gas:

P ± M2)̂ "1 (1)

Where: Po = Stagnation pressure (velocity = 0)
P = Static pressure
Y = The ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv

M = Mach Number

For air, = i.4, when the Mach Number is equal to 1 (the velocity is
equal to the speed of sound) the pressure ratio between static and
stagnation conditions is:

P/Po = .5283 (2)

Now, consider the Area-Velocity relation for the same fluid:

(1 ??) f = -f (3)
Where: A = Area of flow channel

u = velocity

From investigation of equation 3 it is obvious that to accelerate a
subsonic flow, the channel area must decrease; the opposite is true for a
supersonic flow. When the velocity is equal to the speed of sound (i.e.
M=l) the area must be constant for the relation to be satisfied. Thus it
is never possible to accelerate a flow to supersonic conditions by
decreasing the area of the flow channel. It is possible, however, to
accelerate the flow to sonic conditions by decreasing the flow area
sufficiently, then allowing the area to remain constant at the reduced
size. When this is done the flow reaches its maximum attainable velocity
unless the flow channel diverges and allows the flow to become
supersonic. This condition is commonly referred to as "choked" flow, and
this principle is the basis for the pressure measuring system design.

The pressure differential required to drive an air stream to the
speed of sound is given by equation 2. If a pressure differential of
.5283 or greater is applied across an appropriately shaped flow channel
the flow will "choke". When a flow is choked the velocity of the air in
the purge line will not be affected by an increase in purge line
pressure. The pressure port on the channel will be the critical point of
the flow stream. The pressure in the purge line will be raised until the
point is reached where the velocity device (a hot wire anemometer) no
longer shows an increase in velocity. At this time we will know that the
pressure port is choked. The pressure in the line will then be lowered
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until the velocity device records a change in velocity. The pressure at
which this nappens will be the critical pressure. Neglecting line losses,
the channel pressure is then determined from equation 2, i.e. Pchannel =

.5283 Pchamber* Figure 1 illustrates that a velocity device capable of
resolving a 2% change in velocity is capable of determining the driving
pressure ratio within 3%. This performance can be improved somewhat by
experimentally determining the lag of the velocity measuring device and
accounting for it in the final analysis.

In the derivation presented here, many second order effects have been
neglected. These effects can be investigated both analytically and
experimentally. The final result will be an equation like equation 2 with
a slightly modified constant.

The concept presented here has been tested at the CDIF. The results
obtained verified that the concept is sound, but because of high
inaccuracies involved in the testing devices, the results were not
extremely useful. The channel pressures that were obtained, however, were
in the expected range. Based on the encouraging results obtained from
this test, more accurate instrumentation has been ordered, and development
of the system will continue.

Combustion Air Flow Measurement Calibration

In order to achieve the high temperatures necessary in an MHD
channel, the combustion air must be enriched with oxygen prior to
combustion. The stoichiometry in the channel is a very important
experimental parameter and thus these flows of air and oxygen must be
accurately measured. In the past at the CDIF there have been serious
questions raised concerning the accuracy of the vortex shedding flowmeters
installed in the air and oxygen lines, as well as in the line carrying a
mixture of air and oxygen. Because of the importance of these
measurements, it was determined that their calibrated accuracy should be
traceable to the National Bureau of Standards. In order to accomplish
this, the flowmeters in the line must be calibrated against an NBS
traceable device. The calibration has been done initially using an
orifice plate calibrated to within +_ .5% of scale to NBS by the Colorado
Engineering Experiment Station. A significantly more accurate venturi
tube has been ordered, but will not be installed until November of this
year. The venturi will be accurate to approximately 1/10 of 1 percent.

The orifice plate was placed in the air line, providing a system
configured as illustrated in Figure 2. Because of the principle of
operation of the vortex shedding flowmeters, it was possible to carry out
the calibration of the oxygen and oxidizer flows, as well as the
combustion air flow. The vortex shedding flowmeters work on the
aerodynamic principle known as the Von Karmon vortex street. The vortex
street establishes itself as the flow separates behind a blunt body,
alternately shedding vortices from each side of the downstream end of the
body. The intensity of the vortex street is typically characterized in a
dimensionless number known as the Strouhal Number (St) defined as follows:

St = nO
V"
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Where: n = vortex shedding frequency
D = body width
V = flow velocity

The Strouhal Number is very nearly a constant over a large range of
Reynolds nu«Rbers. Therefore, a doubling of velocity will also double the
frequency of vortex shedding. By measuring this vortex shedding frequency
the flow velocity is obtained. Since the Strouhal Number is independent
of the Reynolds number, it is also independent of the density and
viscosity, thus the meter is sensitive only to velocity. The velocity
signal is fed into a flow calculator which also receives pressure and
temperature inputs. The mass flow is calculated according to the formula:

m = PAV

Where: m = mass flowrate
P = density
A = flow area
V = velocity

The density is calculated according to the ideal gas law. There is
no way to change the density calculation once the meter is received from
the factory. Since the gas constant in the ideal gas law is different for
air and oxygen, or mixtures of the two, the density calculated by the flow
calculator is only accurate for one substance. To correct for errors in
density, the frequency signal from the vortex shedding sensor must be
modified appropriately.

As an initial calibration, using the orifice, the flowmeters were all
calibrated for air density. This was done by calibrating the air and
oxidizer flowmeters without oxygen flowing. After this, oxygen flow was
added and, based on the readings from the combustion air and oxidizer
lines, the oxygen meter was calibrated. Thus all of the meters were
calibrated correctly for air. In order to correct the oxygen meter for
the density of oxygen as compared to air, the meter reading was raised
approximately 12%. (The density ratio between oxygen and air is equal to
the ratio of molecular weights, as can be easily deduced from the ideal
gas law. This ratio is approximately 1.12 to 1.).

After this, the oxidizer flow element will still read correctly only
for air. The instrument output is corrected for density by the data
acquisition computer, based on the oxygen and air flowmeter readings, and
this corrected flowrate is displayed on the CRT terminals.

After the corrections were made to the flowmeters, data was taken to
determine the error band of each instrument. When the analysis was done,
curves as illustrated in Figure 3 were generated. Based on the analysis
we were able V.o establish error and uncertainty bands for each of the
instruments.

Heat Transfer Measurements

The walls of the MHD channel consist of segmented copper electrodes
forming the ancide and cathode walls, along with copper sidewalls
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electrically isolated from the anode and cathode. These electrodes and
walls are cooled by an intricate system of cooling water channels. As
slag builds up inside the channel, the heat transfer decreases
significantly and thus the heat transferred into the cooling water
decreases. Because of this, we can infer the degree of slagging of the
channel from the heat transfer away from it; for this reason, the cooling
water heat transfer measurement is important.

The heat transfer measurement is based on the mass flow and
temperature rise of the cooling water according to the formula:

Q = mcAT

where Q = heat transferred
m ~ mass flow of cooling water
c = specific heat of cooling water
AT = Temperature out - Temperature in

When the CDIF was first operated, it became apparent that these
measurements were greatly inaccurate. The type T thermocouples which had
been installed to measure temperature rise were treated as linear devices
over a wide range of temperatures, causing very significant errors in the
AT measurement. Also, the mass flow measurements were attempted with
orifice plates that were sized incorrectly and installed with insufficient
straight pipe runs upstream.

The problem of incorrect application of the thermocouples has been
corrected to some degree by programming a standard type T thermocouple
curve into the Data Acquisition System computer, feeding the signals from
the thermocouples into the computer, and calculating the temperature rise
in the computer. The corrected data is stored and may be monitored during
a test.

The problem of inadequate line length for correct application of the
orifice plates was resolved by replacing all of them with averaging pitot
tube flowmeters called Annubars, made by Detrik Standard Corp. With
tube-type flow straighteners, the Annubars have shorter line length
requirements than orifice plates, and could be installed correctly within
the limitations of space available. They have performed reliably.

These modifications provide a more accurate measurement of the heat
transfer from the channel. In order to establish error bands and
traceability on this measurement, calibration standards will be obtained.
These standards will be of a quartz thermometer9 capable of resolving
fractions of a degree Farenheit, and a positive displacement type
flowmeter accurate within 1/2 of 1%. These devices will be used to
calibrate and establish error bands in a manner similar to that applied to
the COA and oxygen calibration presented previously.
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Abstract

This paper describes the Argonne National Laboratory Solids/Gas Flow
Test Facility (S/GFTF) and presents the results of the measurement of mass
flow with the capacitive flowmeter at S/GFTF.

The c&pacitive flowmeter velocity measurements are compared with the
gas velocity. The flowmeter's combined density/velocity measurements, which
yield the mass flowrates, are compared with the time rate of change of the
S/GFTF hopper weight.

For the different flow tests, instrumentation accurately monitored
the air flowr ate/temperature and the mass flowrate of the predominant 1-2 nm
diameter limestone exiting and entering the hopper. The gas flowrate ranged
from 150-350 CFM when operating at 20°C and near atmospheric conditions. The
solid flowrate ranged from 0.3 to 3.0 lbs/sec as measured by hopper load cells
and monitored with the data acquisition system.

Introduction

The Solids/Gas Flow Test Facility (S/GFTF) has been designed and con-
structed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) to support the development of
flow Instrumentation at ANL for the continuous monitoring of mass flow in the
process streams of modern coal gasification systems. This need for mass flow
measuring instrumentation has been documented in a state-of-the-art report.1

The integrated facility with its data acquisition system is capable of provid-
ing measured and controllable flow conditions in several vertical and horizontal
test regions that simulate the flow conditions in coal conversion plants.

One of the many techniques employed to measure the mass flow rate is
the ANL capacitive flow instrument2 where the measured capacitance varies as
the dielectric constant of the material within It changes. Thus, this device
yields a signal proportional to the average density or the volume fraction of
solids. Several small electrodes in tandem and separated by a known distance
in this capacitive flow instrument are used to give a velocity measurement by
cross correlating their signals. The present study encompasses a detailed
description of 3/GFTF and the performance, for the measurement of mass flow,
by the capacitive flowmeter on S/GFTF.
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Facility (S/GFTF) Description

The test facility, S/GFTF, is shown in Fig. 1 and schematically in Fig. 2.
The S/GFTF is a closed system operating at gas temperatures up to 50°C and
5-10 psi above atmospheric pressure. The present limestone solids are conveyed
with gas through 2 or 3 in. pipe and mass flows from 0.3 to 3.8 lbs/sec can be
maintained in the dense and dilute phase test regions. The main elements of
S/GFTF are:

1. Two storage hoppers mounted on electronic scales for direct readout
of the solid's weight and where each hopper is capable of storing
900 lbs of solids.

2. Valves for varying the solid and gas flow rate.

3. Valves that can be arranged for different modes of loop operation*

4. Rotary blower powered with a 40 hp motor and capable of 320 CFH
at 6 psig.

5. Sensors for measuring the gas flowrate/temperature and loop pressures.

Typical S/GFTF Operational State

A typical operational state of S/GFTF is shown schematically in Fig. 3.
A 3 in. knife valve (KV), operated from the control panel, permits variation
of the quantity of solids delivered from the dense phase gravity flow section.
The solid mass flows are pneumatically conveyed through the 8 ft long dilute
phase test region and transparent spool pieces are located in the dense phase
region and upstream of the capacitive flowmeter in the dilute phase section.
The gas velocity is controlled, also from the control panel, in a manual or
automatic mode by means of a bypass valve and process controller, which shunte
the air from the .loop. The solids/gas media is returned to hopper 2 through
the dilute phase test section shown in Fig. 4 and for the unload mode, the
emptying of hopper 1 lasts 5 to 50 minutes for the 0.3 to 3.0 lbs/sec range of
mass flows. Upon completion of the unloading of hopper 1, the diverter valves
are altered and the contents of hopper 2 are reloaded into hopper 1. Gas
temperatures above 20°C can be obtained by controlling the heat exchanger and
chiller following the blower.

Solids Valve Control

A reliable method exists for reproducing the opening of the 3 in. KV
controlling the amount of solids. A linear voltage differential transformer
(LVDT) is coupled to the gate valve's linear stroke and it generates a dc
voltage proportional to the valve position with a 3.6 V/in. sensitivity. A
low tiass permanent magnet core, with high retentivity, moves axially within a
coil assembly and has a linear displacement of 4 In.

Aeration Scheme for Low Mass Flows

For mass flows in the 0.3 to 0.8 lbs/sec, an effect aeration method with
a whisper of the S/GFTF air exists above the 3 in. KV, at the base of the
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vertical dense phase section, to successfully allow the passage of solids past
the KV from hopper 1. Figure 5 shows, in a pictorial manner, the location of
the six 1/16-inch aeration ports along the KV uniformly tapered 3 in* to 1.5
in. cone. Two are located near the valve seat and are aimed at a 30s angle
downward* The remaining four are all aimed upwar-3 at a 30° angle, with
each pair at a different elevation on the cone. The source of dry air is
from the output of the rotary air blower.

Mixing Tee Jet

For mass flows up to 4 lbs/sec, the cone is removed and it is necessary to
increase the gas velocity at the solids/gas mixing tee with the gas jet shown
in Fig. 6. The jet consists of a slanted wedge at the top and a venturi-shaped
piece at the bottom, with both pieces capable of being adjusted for a desired
gap. With a 0.188 in. jet gap, the resultant uniform mass flowrates are shown
in Table 1 and the mass flowrate variation was less than 5Z.

Date

3-25

3-26

3-26
4-7

3-24

Table 1*

Sun

8

9

12
10

7

Solids Description

S/GFTF Mass Flows with Gen. 2 nixing Tee

Hopper 2
lbs/sec

1.05 ± 0.03
1.01 + 0.03

2.03 ±0.1
1.97 ± 0.06

2.97 ±0.1
3.26 ± 0.2

3.78 ± 0.1

Gas Flowrate
CFM

155 ± 0.8
205 ±0.4

163 ± 1
232 ± 1

153 ± 1
194.6 ± 0.5

148 ± 2

Time Int.
Sac.

300
150

90
160

135
50

75

The solids used in this experimental study of the capacitive flowmeter on
S/GFTF was 18A coarse limestone with an average density of 177 lbs/ft3. The
results of a particle size analysis with a 12 compartment sieve are shown in
Table 2. For the limestone loaded into S/GFTF, approximately 95% had a 0.71 to
1.4 mm diameter and approximately 80% had a 1.0 to 1.4 mm diameter. However,
after 18 unloadings of the solids from hopper 1 to hopper 2, approximately 60%
had a 1.0 to 1.4 mm diameter. Hence, S/GFTF was nicknamed the dolemite grind-
ing facility (DGF).

Hopper Weigh System Performance

The calibration of the electronic scales for hoppers 1 and 2 is performed
with the static loading of eight certified 110.2 lb (50 kg) weights onto the
empty hopper and the processed analog signals from the load cells are monitored
with a precision digital voltmeter. Over a six month period, the weigh system
sensitivity factor spanned between 233.8 to 237.2 lbs/volt. To provide an
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Table 2. S/GFTF Limestone Particle Size Distribution

Mesh #

10
14
18
25
35
4.S
60
80
120
170
230
325

Tyler
Equivalent

9
12
16
24
32
42
60
80
115
i70
250
325

Opening
Microns (mils)

2000 (78.7)
1400 (55.5)
1000 (39.4)
710 (27.8)
500 (19.7)
355 (13.9)
250 (9.8)
180 (7.1)
125 (4.9)
90 (3.5)
63 (2.5)
45 (1.7)

1000y < x < 2000y
710M <, y < lOOOy

limestone3 Z by Weight
Distribution

Virgin

1-2
32-39
41-46
10-15
1-2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0

0.5
0.5
0.5

x - 73-83
y = 10-15

18 Unloads

0-1
18
41
22
7
3
2
2
3
0.5
0.5
0.5

x - 59
y = 22

18A coarse limestone.

indication of the mass flow rate, the S/GFTF data acquisition system (DAS)
determines the difference in hopper weight over a 5 to 20 sec time interval and
calculates the solid flow rate. This maximum 1.5% variation in weigh system
sensitivity factor is indicative of the mass flow accuracy and repeatability.

S/GFTF Data Acquisition System

For S/GFTF, the parameters being measured by the DAS illustrated in
Fig. 7 are:

1. Hopper 2 weight;
2. Gas flowrate;
3. Hopper 1 weight;
4. Solid valve control position;
5. Gas valve control position;
6. Gas temperature; and
7. Capacitive flowmeter density signal.

These seven analog signals are scanned, as fast as a complete scan per sec,
by a 16-channel 0 to 5 V analog to digital (A/D) converter system and stored
in the computer memory. In real time, the loop operator can monitor on the
computer terminal the mass flowrate of the solids in each hopper, as well as
the instantaneous values of the gas flowrate/temperature. When the unload-
ing of hopper 1 is complete, the software program, SGFTF3, for any selected
time interval, generates time plots of all seven signals and calculates
their mean and standard deviation.
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Capacitiva Flowmeter and Measuring Electronics f>

The capacltlve flowmeter,
2
 as shown In Fig. 8, consists of two separate

capacitive measurements — one for density and the other for velocity. The
capacltlve density/velocity mass flow method has been described by a number of
authore.

 3
~

6
 Within the spoolpiace, the short dimension electrodes, In the

direction of flow, are used for the velocity signal and the long electrode is
used for the density signal. A drive electrode serves as the other half of a
parallel plate capacitor arrangement for the density and velocity electrodes.
In December 1981, the capacitive flowmeter was located, as shown in Fig. 4, in
a horizontal section of the S/GFTF dilute phase region and was approximately
6 ft downstream from the mixing tee (Fig. 6).

The schematic diagrams of the instrumentation for processing the signals
from the capacitive flowmeter are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. A stable, 100 kHz
sinewave oscillator is applied to the drive electrode with each sensing
electrode connected to a current-to-voltage converter preamplifier, as shown
in Fig. 9. Except for their gain, all preamplifiers were identical and any
time delay differences were insignificant. To enhance the sensitivity of the
density signal, a current buckout signal, derived from the drive signal, is
introduced into the input of the density channel preamp. A null is achieved
at the receiver bandps3S filter output, with the amplitude and phase adjust-
ments of the buckout current source, with only a gas flow through the capaci-
tive flowmeter. The preamplifier output is bandpassed filtered, 100 kHz ±
5 kHz, and amplitude demodulated as 3hown in the Fig. 10 receiver schematic.
The output of the amplitude demodulator is amplified and DC coupled to 1 sec
first order low pass filter for the density signal and AC coupled to a 0-5 kHz
low pass filter for the particle velocity signals. The receiver output for
the density signal was measured in real time with the S/GFTF DAS, but the
receiver outputs for the particle velocity measuring electrodes were recorded
on a IRIG standard instrumentation magnetic tape recorder for cross correlation
analysis.

The amplitude modulated phenomenon experienced by the capacitive flowmeter
with a solids/gas flow is detailed in Fig. 11. With a 100 kHz voltage across
the electrodes and the flowmeter experiencing a DC change of capacitance, the
current sensed by the preamplifier is:

(1) (2) (3)

I - CWV cos wt + ACWV cos wt + V d (•^Γ) sin vt
P P P At'

where the applied drive « V sin wt, w - 2 i r ( 1 0 0 kHz), and C » the flowmeter

capacitance with a gas flow. The first term is a steady state term and is
cancelled with the buckout circuit. If it is assumed that the change in
capacitance due to solids is K sin W

g
t, then terma (2) and (3) yield an

amplitude modulated phenomena.

A block diagram of the instrumentation for performing time and frequency
domain analysis on the particle velocity signals is shown in Fig. 12. Fre-
quency domain information Iβ obtained with a real time analyzer (RTA) and the
dual channel digital signal (DSP) processor. Dual channel cross correlation
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is also performed on the DSP with a 60 kHz analysis range and 64 linear
averages for the pair of particle velocity electrodes 9E/10E and 9E/12E that
have a 0.6 and 6.0 in. separation, respectively.

Experimental Results

The first mass flow measurements with the capacitive flowmeter on S/GFTF
were performed in December 1981. The initial measurements of particle velocity
and density (particle concentration) were performed with the drive electrode
at the bottom region of the dilute phase (i.e., the velocity and density
electrodes were at the top) and the sensing velocity electrodes were 9E, 10E,
and 12E. A comparison could be made from the 9E/10E cross correlation maximum
time delay with that from the 9E/12E cross correlation. The drive signal was
a 30V PK-PK, 100 kHz sinewave.

Particle Velocity Measurements at Low Mass Flow Rates

For each mass flow rate of 0.3 and 0.75 lbs/sec, the air flow rate was
advanced stepwise from 194 to 324 CFM* A uniform mixing of solids and gss
was observed entering the capacitive flowmeter, and there was no settling of
the solids. With the capacitive flowmeter approximately 6 ft downstream of
the mixing tee, without a jet, the particle velocity sensing electrodes yielded
less than 1% amplitude modulation of the 100 kHz drive signal. This resulted
in a poor cross correlation measurement of the amplitude demodulated signals
from any pair of particle velocity sensing electrodes, but the spectral analysis
of any preamplifier output revealed a predominant 0-2 kHz signal that the cross
correlation analysis showed was related to the particle velocity. This signal,
which was independent of the 100 kHz drive signal, is likely the result of an
electrostatic effect in this pneumatic conveying system. This charging mech-
anism is well known,7 but the accurate prediction of the signal characteristics
is not. A typical correlogram for the 0.6 and 6.0 in. separated pairs of
electrodes (9E/10E and 9E/12E) is s'aown in Fig. 14 and their corresponding
frequency spectra in Fig. 13. The signal energy content is mostly in the
0-1 kHz range and rolls off 20 db before 2 kHz. Both correlograms have a
distinct maximum and the time delay of each maximum is 0.65 ms and 6.44 ms,
respectively, for the 9E/10E and 9E/12E sets of electrodes. This transforms
to a 76.9 ft/sec particle velocity when the gas average velocity is 155.4
ft/sec (in 2 in. pipe). While the further separated electrode pair, 9E/12E,
yields a distinguishable maximum, it shows several obvious smaller peaks.
These are partially related to the particle velocity having some variation
over the 6 in. electrode separation and the signals becoming incoherent.

The resuite of the particle velocity measurements for these two low mass
flows of 0.3 and 0.75 lbs/sec are shown in Fig. 15. The particle velocity
is linearly proportional to the gas velocity for each mass flow rate and a
linear least square fit indicates that for the gas velocity range of 150 to
250 ft/sec, the particle velocity followed fhe relationship PV - K + 0.36 GV.

Particle Velocity Measurements at High Mass Flow Rates

The particle velocity measurements for mass flow rates of 1.2, 2.1, and
3.0 lbs/sec are also shown in Fig. 15* To achieve these higher mass flow
rates, the nixing tee incorporated the jet (Fig. 6) and the 3 to 1.5 in.
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tapered cone was removed from the 3 in. KV. The distinctive character of the
correlogram maximum continued unchanged. The particle velocity remained
linearly proportional to the gas velocity for each mass flow rate, and for the
gas velocity range of 120 to 180 ft/sec, it followed the relationship PV -
K + GV. It is somewhat probable that altering the S/GFTF geometry had an
effect on the particle velocity, but it is important to emphasize that the
particle velocity magnitude was reproducible for redundant tests.

Density Measurements

The results of the particle concentration measurements with the capacitive
flowmeter are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. Figure 16, a time plot for a constant
mass flow of 1.25 lbs/sec and an increasing gas flowrate from 160 to 210 GFM,
illustrates that the measured density signal with the capacitive flowmeter
decreased appropriately for each gas flowrate. Both signals (density and
particle velocity) were measured with the capacitive flowmeter and are plotted
in Fig. 17 for mass flowrates of 1.2, 2.2, and 3.1 lbs/sec. For each constant
mass flow, the measured density decreased as the particle velocity increased
and, for a constant particle velocity, the density signal increased as the
mass flowrate increased. The peak-peak fluctuation of the density signals
increased as the mass flowrate increased, and this could be strong evidence
that at the higher mass flows, the media became less homogeneous.

Conclusion

The S/GFTF at AML is now operational and can easily provide a pneumatic
transport of solids for developing, testing, and calibrating flowmeter instru-
mentation. For the 0.2 to 3.7 lbs/sec range of solid mass flows and for the
gas flowrate ranging from 150-350 CFM, a mass flowmeter can be Installed in a
vertical or horizontal pipe run with a DAS providing easy access of all
pertinent flow and loop parameters.

The performance of the ANL capacitive flowmeter on S/GFTF has clearly
shown that it is capable of measuring the particle velocity and the concentra-
tion of solids. The particle velocity was measured using the cross correlation
method for a large range of mass flows and for volume fractions of solids to
gas less than 1%. At present, the particle velocity signals originated from an
electrostatic effect in this pneumatic conveying system. The measured density
signal was shown to be proportional to the particle concentration for solid
volume fractions less than 12 when a nulling scheme was used in the current
sensing electronics. Also, the density signal was shown to be inversely re-
lated to the measured particle velocity for a range of constant mass flows.
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S/GFTF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Fig. 7. S/GFTF Data Acquisition System

Fig. 5. Six Aeration Ports along the
3 in. KV Uniformly Tapered
3 in. to 1.5 in. Cone Located
above S/GFTF Mixing Tee

'SOLIDS.

Fig. 6. S/GFTF Generation II Solids/Gas Mixing Tee
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Fig. 8. Capacitive Flowmeter
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ABSTRACT

Flow velocity measurements of airborne limestone particles were made
in the range of 65 to 110 ft/sec with mass flows in the range of 0.2 to 0.7
pounds/sec. Measurements were made on the Argonne Solids/Gas Test Flow
Facility using the Argonne experimental capacitive sensors.

Flow rates were computed by the Taylor Industrial Correlation
Flowmeter to provide real time velocity measurements. The real time
velocity results an* compared to differential pressure and commercial
research-type correlation velocity estimates.

Introduction

The Taylor Instrument Company has been interested in Correlation Flow
Measurement of Clean Fluids for some time. We describe here the
application of a prototype correlation flow meter (CFM) to measurement of
airborne particle flows. Our objective was to demonstrate that the Taylor
CFM could in fact measure two phase flows given appropriate sensors for the
flow.

In cooperation with the Argonne National Laboratory and Foster Miller
Associates, we measured the flow of limestone particles in the Applied
Physics Divisions Solids-Gas Flow Test Facility (S/GFTF) and using their
experimental capacitive transducers. We have no previous experience with
two phase gaseous flow. Our instrument, shown in Figure 1, normally uses
ultrasonic sensors designed to measure clean liquid flows. We are,
therefore, delighted to report the success of these preliminary
measurements at the S/GFTF.
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Figure 1. The Taylor prototype Industrial Correlation Flowmeter

We have been convinced for some time that the real problems in
Correlation Flow Metering involve understanding the phenomena in the flow
and properly designing sensors based on that understanding. These results
support that conviction.

ANL Experimental Facilities and Sensors

The Applied Physics Division's Solids/Gas Flow Test Facility is shown
in Figure 2. In our experiments limestone particles were unloaded from
hopper 1 entered the flow via a 3" mixing Tee at a rate controlled by a 3"
knife valve and were collected In hopper 2. The capacitive sensors were
placed about six feet away from the mixing Tee where the particles mix with
the air. The 3" pipe was reduced to the 2" diameter of the sensor section
upstream of the sensors.

The experimental capacitive sensors are described in detail in earlier
ANL reports to this symposium.-'- Figure 3 shows these sensors. The
transducers used were spaced nominally 15 and 150 millimeters apart with an
intermediate spacing of 135 millimeters also possible. A drive electrode,
excited at 100 KHz, is opposite the sensing electrodes and extends the full
length of the sensing region. This configuration includes shaping
electrodes which provide a very uniform field in a radial plane. The field
in the axial direction, however, would be less uniform due to the extended
drive electrode. The ANL preamplifiers and filters were also used to
obtain a demodulated signal. The S/GFTF circulated limestone particles
ranging from about 3 millimeters in diameter down to fine dust. A sieve
analysis showed that 70% were below 1 millimeter in diameter. However,
homogeneity varied among samples making characterization more difficult.
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THE PROTOTYPE CORRELATION FLOW METER

A prototype correlation flowmeter (CFM) designed with industrial
applications in mind was used in these experiments.

The correlation of two signals measures their similarity. A
correlation flowmeter measures the similarity of signals seen at the
upstream sensor to the same signals after they have progressed with the
flow to the downstream sensors. There will, therefore, be a peak in the
correlation vs. time delay curve. The peak corresponds to the time of
flight or delay time due to the flow velocity. The physical origin of the
signals differs with flow composition requiring a design match of sensor
type and configuration choices to flow properties.

The Taylor CFM is a polarity/interpolated peak overflow type
correlator. This means that it computes the average time of flight or
delay time, f , of flow signals using the upper area of the correlation

c{

peak rather than just the highest point of the peak. If L is the distance
between the sensors, the resulting velocity, computed as

V = _L_
-V (1)

has both improved accuracy and resolution over simple peak overflow
correlators.^ Accuracy is improved since 16 or more measurements of the
upper area of the correlation peak are used to compute an average time of
flight. This gives a reduced variability compared to a single point at the
peak with the same number of time delay channels. Resolution is improved
since the values of the average are not restricted to quantized increments
of the time delay as a single point is.

The digital polarity correlation is performed by proprietary parallel
processing chips. While there are only 168 actual channels or time delays,
by using a variable sampling rate our instrument has the equivalent of over
970 channels. A much simpler instrument using an earlier version of these
chips is described by Flemons.^ We have extensively augmented the basic
CFM functionality of the chips.

Figure 4 lists some performance specifications of the Taylor CFM.
Note that some entries apply to ultrasonic sensors only while we used
capacitive sensors in the work described here.
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Figure 4. Specifications of Taylor Correlation Flowmeter

Range of Velocity measurements: 0.5 to 60 ft/sec*

Measurement Spans: Max, 3 to 60 ft/sec;
Min, 0.15 to 3 ft/sec.

Output: Current. 4 to 20 mA D.C.
Frequency. 0 to 10 KHz
Pulse, (frequency divided

by 2 to 99999)

Pipe Sizes: 6 thru 24 inch.

Pipe Materials: All homogeneous metal and plastic
pipes, assuming material is sonically
conductive (laminated pipes are not
satisfactory).

Process Fluids: All sonically conductive liquids,
including those containing par-
ticles and minor entrapped gases.

Reynolds Number: Above 2000-5000.

Accuracy: 3% of reading, 5% to 100% of span.

Resolution: 0.25% of reading.

Response Time: 0.5 sec. on 60 ft/sec, range
(Minimum) 10 sec. on 3 ft/sec, range

Transducer Mounting: Transducer must be adjusted to provide
stated accuracy.

Zero Flow: The present circuit will "clamp" the
output to zero for flow rates less
than 5% of span.

Mounting: The electronic package must be located
within 10 feec of the pipe mounted
ultrasonic transducers.
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The velocity range is selectable by thumbwheel switches from 3 to 60
ft/sec full scale or from 1 to 20 Meters/sec full scale. Ranges higher
than 70 ft/sec are possible but were not used in the present work. On a
given range the span is down to 5% of full scale with a limit of around 0.5
ft/sec due not to instrument performance but to generally poor correlation
at low velocities. There is 50% overraage and underrange capability.
Accuracy is specified at 3% of reading but can be improved at the expense
of response time. Since response time is fastest on the high ranges and
slowest on low ranges, using the highest range compatible with the expected
span of velocities allows faster response.

Note that 4-20 mA current output, 0-10 KHz (full scale) frequency
output and a pulse output (frequency divided by a selectable factor of 2 to
99999 for long time averaging of flow) are all available. In these
experiments, frequency and 4-20 mA outputs were used.

Beyond the basics summarized in Figure 4, we expect that in a typical
industrial application the operator may wish to

l> Make sure that an unreliable output (poor S/N due to poor
correlation) is suppressed.

2. Speed up the response time of the meter at the expense of ac-
curacy but without changing ranges.

3. Improve the accuracy of the output when a high signal to noise
ratio exists without changing range or response time.

We have provided options to accommodate items 1-3 above. These
options were not adjusted during the experiments described however. From
our experience with this prototype, we expect that the options above and
other CFM functions can now be redesigned to be adaptive or automated while
also reducing the cost and size of the CFM.
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Velocity Measurements

A comparison of particle velocities and air velocities for different
particle loadings is given in Tables 1 and 2. These results were obtained
both during the actual runs and from recordings of the preamplifier signals
made on an Ampex PR 2230 recorder.

Since the Taylor CFM was configured for a sensor spacing of 30 or 60
millimeters we could not make real time correlation from the sensors spaced
at 15mm at the velocities used. Normalized correlation at the 15mm spacing
was on the order of 0.7 but was more erratic at low loadings than the 150
and 135mm spacings tabulated. We found that data from the 135mm sensor
spacings gave generally better results but with normalized correlations in
the range of 0.2.

TABLE 1
Flow Rate Measurements at Higher Loadings

L - 135mra
(L - 150mm)
+ % Error « 1SD x 100%

Mean

(ft/sec) ^commercial
(ft/sec)

vair (ft/sec) lbs/sec

110.46 + 0.47% 103.71 + 2.09% 244.1 + 0.785%
(110.03 + 1.55%) (105.93 + 1.27%)

76.01 + 1.25% 73.45 + 1.45% 155.4 + 0.847%
(76.25 + 1.11%) (74.17 + 0.79%)
70.44 + 0.56 70.80 + 1.07% 151.4 + 0.847%

(71.44 + 0.97%) (71.55 + 2.70%)
113.40+1.09% 110.95+1.77% 248.8+0.818%

(112.48 + 1.94%) (110.96 + 1.41%)

0.736 + 3.08%

0.774 + 3.50%

0.608 + 5.78%

0.501 + 9.98%

TABLE 2
Flow Rate Measurements at Lower Loadings

135mm

Vcfm
(ft/sec)

97.00 + 0.51%
64.38 + 2.02%
62.59 + 0.82%
101.05 + 0.44%

Vcommercial
(ft/sec)

100.02 + 1.77%
64.76 + 4.18%
64.69 + 3.56%
104.35 + 1.04%

Vair
(ft/sec)

239.28 +
147.28 +
143.69 +
242.36 +

0.61%
2.07%
1.51%
0.51%

lbs/sec

0.302 H
0.325 H
0.268 H
0.239 H

h 9.27%
F 5.85%
F 14.93%
F 12.55%

The Vcfm particle velocity data were obtained from the CFM frequency
output with a Data Precision 5740 Frequency Counter. The ANL commercial
correlator averaged 2*> spectra at a 120 KHz sampling rate and the
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correlation peak was found via a cursor. The air velocity data is derived
from an orifice plate well upstream of the mixing tee. The pounds per
second data is derived from multiple readings of the hopper weight during
the experiment.

Particle Velocity

The CFM and commercial correlator velocity readings are comparable and
agree within the variability of their readings with few exceptions.

The particle velocity as measured by both the Taylor CFM and the
commercial correlator is less than 1/2 the air velocity as shown in Figure
5. Since air velocity is derived from orifice plate measurements and
varified by a pitot tube, we conclude that the particles are slower and are
not fully mixed into the entire flow or accelerated to terminal velocity.
This is most likely due to the proximity of the sensors to the mixing tee
and possibly to the pipe reduction of 3 to 2 inches upstream of the sensors.

There is also a loading effect illustrated by Figure 5, the heavier
loadings giving higher velocity readings. We expect that this is related
to a combination of incomplete mixing, acceleration and sensor field
inhomogeneity. The result is variations in power vs. frequency and signal
to noise ratios for eddies at different velocities. Theoretically, higher
flow rates pick up more particles but the maximum size of particles
transported is limited by the density and viscosity of the air and
particles. Therefore, because the capacitive electrodes sense the changes
in capacitance or net charge due to the particles caught up on eddies, any
nonuniformity in the particle distribution and concentration can change the
way the eddies are "marked". Heavier loadings appear to "mark" the larger
more rapidly moving eddies better, giving them a higher signal to noise
ratio. Lighter loadings possibly deposit more particles in the outer,
slower moving part of the flow where the small sensors are located.

Therefore, an additional factor may be the shape of the sensed region
in the axial direction. Stronger signals may be arising near the
electrodes since the field should be stronger there. That produces slower
velocity readings since the flow is slower (and more noisy) there. The
capacitive sensors are being relocated in the flow loop to moderate the
above effects.

Variability in Velocity Measurements

The variabilities of the CFM and commercial correlator are roughly
comparable. Even though the CFM has only 168 actual channels (time
delays), it operates with the equivalent resolution and accuracy of over
970 channels. We can make a rough comparison of the CFM (using peak
interpolation and weighted sample clock) and the commercial correlator
playing the role* of a peak overflow correlator with over 1000 channels.
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Notice In Figure 6, the CFM real time 4-20 mA output, that the average
velocity was not stationary. We predict theoretically that the variability
due to eddy flow noise would be + 1.5 to + 2.2Z (1SD/Mean x 100Z). The
variability on the recording is certainly comparable to that and has a
response tine of 0*5 to 1.0 second. However, taking readings over the
several minutes of a run reflected the nonstationarity of the flow system
as well as the flow noise itself. In general, the CFM readings covered a
larger portion of the runs than the cotaaercial correlator and were hence
more affected by non-8tationarity bias. On the other hand, the data from
the commercial correlator was averaged over a smaller portion of the
experimental runs and would be less influenced by nonstationarity*
Finally, the commercial correlator performs a direct correlation as opposed
to polarity correlation which decreases its variability by a factor of
0.63. We assume that all of these factors roughly cancel out.

Note also that while air velocity was reasonably steady, the loading
had a considerably higher variability. As we said, the particles loading
the air are what gives a signal. We, therefore, expect that a great deal
of the variability in our readings really was associated with the loading
variability rather than with the randomness of eddy patterns.

Conclusions

We conclude that the Taylor prototype Industrial Correlation Flow-
meter can conveniently measure airborne particle velocities given
appropriate sensors and input conditioning electronics. Further, the
accuracy, response time and resolution are roughly comparable to more
expensive research correlators. Finally, the major area to concentrate on
in correlation flew measurement is the understanding of the flow
characteristics and how to design sensors and input conditioning
electronics to match and adapt to the flow characteristics.
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Abstract

Two independent measurements are needed to measure the flow rate of
each phase in gas-solids mixtures. With the gas-solids flow through a ven-
turi, two such measurements are the pressure drop between the pipe and
throat and the attenuation of light across the flowing mixture. This tech-
nique is viable if the particle size is known. Another approach is the
measurement of pipe-throat pressure drop and the total pressure drop across
the venturi. This technique is valid for Stokes number exceeding seven and
is independent of particle size.

Introduction

The need to measure the flow rates of gas-particle mixtures is encoun-
tered in pneumatic transportation systems, in combustion and reactor sys-
tems, and in coal gasification systems involving char transport by high
pressure, high temperature steam. A wide variety of devices have been pro-
posed for such measurements, ranging from acoustic and capacitive instru-
ments to instruments utilizing cross-correlation of signals from two differ-
ent stations in a line.

Studies at Washington State University have focussed on the venturi-
meter as a device for metering gas-solids flows. The venturimeter is
attractive because of its simplicity and reliability. Also, the essential
scaling parameters have been identified so the instrument can be confidently
scaled up to prototype operation. Concerns specific to the venturimeter
are the erosive potential of the conveying fluid and the head loss
associated with a variable area duct. The erosion problem is no more severe
than on other components in the line. Recent studies at Washington State
University have shown that the total head loss is not excessive, in fact,
much less than the head loss associated with a bend. Moreover, the total
head loss provides further useful information for measuring flow rate.

Independent of the device used, at least two separate measurements are
needed to determine the flow rate of each phase. For a device that measures
the velocity of the particulate phase, another measurement of particle
number density (or bulk density) is needed to have the flow rate of the
solid phase. The flow rate of the conveying phase can be assessed by
measuring the pressure and temperature and assuming velocity equilibrium
between phases. This assumption becomes less reliable for decreasing pipe
size.

This paper investigates the utility of laser attenuation measurements
in conjunction with ventnri pressure drop measurements to yield the flow
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rate of each phase. The likelihood of using only pressure measurements to
achieve the sane purpose is also considered.

Gas-Solids Flows in Venturiaeters

The principle of operation of venturimeters with single phase flows is
well-known. The pressure drop due to acceleration of the fluid through an
area constriction can be related directly to the flow rate through
application of Bernoulli*s equation and correction factors for viscous
effects. The same principle extends to gas-solids flows with pressure drop
being additionally dependent on particle size and solids flow rate.

The pressure drop in a venturi with gas-solids flow, depends on the
extent to which the particles are accelerated. Small particles are able to
maintain near-velocity equilibrium as the mixture accelerates toward the
throat. The increased force needed to accelerate the particles manifests
itself as increased pressure drop in the conveying phase. In the limit of
particles sufficiently small to maintain velocity equilibrium with the gas,
the flow behaves as a single phase fluid with a modified density. In this
case, the pressure drop is given by

APTp = APG(1+Z) (1)

where AP is the pressure drop with only gas flowing through the venturi and
Z is thê  loading, that is, the ratio of particulate mass flow to gas mass
flow rp.tes. This flow condition is known as equilibrium flow.

Acceleration of the particles relative to the gas (and the associated
pressure drop) depends on the time available for particle acceleration and
the characteristic aerodynmic response time for the particles. The aerody-
namic response time is quantified by

TA = PpD
2/18y (2)

where p is the material density of the particle, D is the particle diamet-
er, and y is the dynamic viscosity of the conveying fluid. This time repre-
sents the time required for a particle, released from rest, to achieve 63%
of the freestream velocity in the constant velocity flow.

The time available for acceleration is approximately the fluid resi-
dence time in the venturi, or

TR = L/U (3)

where L is the throat diameter and U is fluid velocity.

The Stokes number is the ratio of aerodynamic response time to flow
residence time.

St - T A / T R - ppD
aU/18pL (4)

Equilibrium flow is attained when the Stokes nuicber approaches zero.
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The Stokes number represents the primary scaling parameter. Large
scale systems can be modeled by smaller particles in a bench-scale experi-
ment. The Stokes number representative of -200 mesh pulverized coal partic-
les in a feed-line to a combustor in a coal-fired power plant is approxi-
mately 2. On the other hand, conveyance of char particles between 10 and 80
mesh in steam at 1000 psi and 700°F represents a range of Stokes numbers
between 10 and 800.

Experiments with gas-particle flow through Venturis indicate that the
pressure drop ratio at a given Stokes number varies linearly with loading.
Results of experiments with limestone particles are shewn in Fig. 1. One
notes that the results fall below the limiting line for equilibrium flow,
but that the data tend to approach equilibrium flow conditions as the Stokes
number is decreased. The linear dependence of pressure drop ratio (AP /APo)
with loading allows one to incorporate loading into a pressure ratio par9-
tneter defined as

APTp
Pr = <-r±£ -1)/Z (5)

which is primarily dependent upon Stokes number. The pressure ratio para-
meter approaches unity as a Stokes number approaches zero.

The variation of pressure ratio parameter with Stokes number for coal
particles in a standard ASME venturi geometry for Stokes numbers from .6 to
150 is shown in Fig. 2. One notes that, as the Stokes number decreases, the
pressure ratio parameter increases toward unity. However, the most striking
feature of this figure is the insensitivity of pressure ratio parameter to
Stokes number for Stokes numbers exceeding four. This trend indicates that
pressure drop is independent of particle size in this range. Further, if
the flow rate of the conveying phase is known, ( P known) then the loading
is given directly from the two-phase pressure measurement, namely,

- D/Pr (6)

where Pr is the asymptotic limit of the pressure ratio parameter. The mass
flow rate of the particulate phase is obtained by multiplying Z by the known
flow rate of the conveying phase.

In many cases, the flow rate of the conveying phase may not be known.
In this case, further measurements are needed to provide the flow rate of
each phase. Two measurements are considered in this paper: laser attenua-
tion and total pressure drop.

Laser Attenuation Measurements

Experiments were performed with a \ mW laser directly across the throat
section of the venturi. The system was designed with a beam-splitter to pro-
vide a reference beam which did not traverse the gas particle mixture. The
intensity was measured with two photoresistive cells and associated electro-
nic circuitry. Special efforts were made to insure minimum thermal drift
and to eliminate stray light. The details of the experiment can be found in
the reference.
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Att3r.uacion of a laser beam by a gas-particle cloud is assumed to obey
Beer's law; that is, the spatial rate of decrease of intensity is propor-
tional to the intensity or

f «- CI <7>
where I is intensity, & is the beam length, and C is the proportionality
constant. If the particle size is much larger than the beam wave length, a
condition satisfied in this study, the particle simply serves to block
(geometric limit) the incident light. By relating the proportionality con-
stant to the blockage area provided by the particles, one finds that the
intensity she Id vary as

£n(Io/I) a Z(pg/pp)(UQ/UT)(L/D) (8)

where I is the reference intensity, Z is the loading, P /P is the material
density°ratio, U /U_ is the particle velocity ratio betwlenpthe entrance and
the venturi throat, L is the total path length, and D is the particle
diameter.

Results of the laser attenuation experiments plotted as a function of
loading for two different coal particle sizes (mass median diameter) are
shown in Fig. 3. One notes the anticipated linear variation with loading.
Also, one notes the larger sensitivity to loading with decreased particle
size, as expected. Currently more extensive experiments are under way at
Washington State University to investigate size distribution effects and
the influence of nozzle geometry.

The observed linearity of laser light attenuation with loading suggests
the combination of light attenuation and pressure drop measurements to
determine the flow rates of each phase. If the attenuation curve is known
for a given particle size, the attenuation measurement will yield the
loading, Z, directly. The pressure drop for the conveying phase, Ap , can
be obtained from the measured two-phase pressure drop; that is, °

APG = APTp/(l+Z Pr) (9)

The value of AP will yield the flow rate of the conveying phase using
conventional singue-phase flow correlations. The flow rate of the particul-
ate phase is the product of the conveying mass flow rate and the loading, Z.
A slight correction may be needed in that the pressure ratio parameter, Pr,
depends on particle size and the conveying fluid velocity. The latter may
not be known, a. priori. However, the initial value for the pressure ratio
parameter will be estimated based on the assumed velocity and corrected once
the velocity is calculated. The iteration would converge quickly because
the pressure ratio parameter is a weak function of Stokes number.

Total Pressure Drop Measurements

A series of measurements were undertaken to establish the pressure loss
across the venturimeter, from the entrance to the end of the diffuser
section. The original purpose of these measurements was to establish the
level of total head loss with gas-solids flows to assess if these losses
were excessive. The measurements were done with a wide range of particle
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sizes aud exit cone angles from 2" to 8°(full angles). It was found that
the long exit cones gave rise to higher pressure losses due to the friction-
al losses associated with increased surface area. Also, the pressure losses
associated with the 8°-exit cone exhibited some unsteadiness characteristic
of incipient separation. The optimum exit cone angle appeared to be 6°. The
total pressure loss associated with the 6°exit cone were not excessive and
were significantly less than the loss to be encountered for gas-particle
flow around a bend.

The ratio of total pressure drop (Ap ) to pressure drop between the
entrance and the throat (APTp), is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of loading.
The Stokes numbers range between 7 and 123. One notes that the data fall
very close to a single curve, implying that the total pressure drop ratio
(&PTTp/APTp) is independent of Stokes number (and particle size) in this
range. Tnis finding parallels the discovery of constant pressure ratio
parameter at high Stokes numbers reported above. This finding is very
encouraging for utilizing the venturimeter to establish the flow rates of
each phase at high Stokes numbers. Measuring both pressure drops (Ap and
APTp) to determine the total pressure drop ratio and using the data in
Fig. 4 allows one to establish the loading. Having the loading, the pipe-
throat pressure drop and the pressure ratio parameter yields the pressure
drop for the conveying phase alone (Eq. 9). This value yields the flow rate
of the conveying phase which, together with the loading, gives the flow rate
of the solid phase. This approach yields flow rates without having to know
particle size provided the Stokes number exceeds seven, a condition encoun-
tered in char transport by high pressure, high temperature steam.

Conclusions

The measurement of light attenuation and pipe-throat pressure drop can
yield the flow rates o? each phase provided the particle size is known.

The measureiuant of pipe-throat pressure drop and total pressure drop
across the venturi will yield the flow rate of each phase without particle
size information, provided the Stokes number exceeds seven.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with analytic studies and numerical results of the
scattering of plane sound waves froi an elastic circular cylinder and from an
elastic sphere in a viscous fluid, Tfie elastic properties of the cylinder and
the sphere and the viscosity of the surrounding fluid are taken into account
in the solution of the acoustic-scattering problems. The associated acoustic
quantities, such as the acoustic radiation forces, the acoustic attenuation,
and the acoustic scattering patterns, are first derived in closed forms and
then evaluated numerically for a given set of material properties.

Numerical results show that increasing fluid viscosity tends to increase
the directionality of the angular distribution of the scattering patterns,
especially in the forward direction. The acoustic-radiation force on the
cylinder or on the sphere is in the direction of the incident wave and
increases as the viscosity of the fluid increases.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fluid viscosity results in the dissipation of sound-wave energy and
hence plays an important role in the analysis of sound absorption, which may
occur in the process of sound-wave scattering. Sewell [1] was the first to
treat sound absorption by rigid, fixed spheres and circular cylinders in a
viscous gas. Later, Lamb [2] simplified the Sewell treatment and studied
sound scattering by rigid, fixed, or movable spheres in viscous fluids.
Epstein [3] considered three models of sound-wave scattering from a rigid
solid sphere, an elastic solid sphere, and a fluid sphere to study the
absorption of sound waves in suspensions and emulsions. In another general
study of water fog in air, Epstein and Carhart [4] considered the scattering
of acoustic waves by a fluid sphere In viscous and thermally conducting
fluids. Allegra and Hawley [5] then extended Epstein and Carhart's theory to
study sound absorption by elastic solid spheres in viscous and thermally
conducting fluids and provided considerable experimental work as well as
literature survey.

The present study concerns the scattering of a plane sound wave from an
elastic, homogeneous, solid sphere and a circular cylinder immersed in an
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infinite, viscous, barotropic* compressible fluid, ihe primary objectives of
the study are to investigate the effect of fluid viscosity on acoustic-wave
scattering patterns, acoustic-radiation force, and acoustic attenuation and to
provide an analytical basis to enhance the experimental determination of the
fluid viscosity.

The parametric study of the variations of the acoustic quantities
mentioned above with the change of fluid viscosity enables one to furnish
charts of the acoustic quantities for different viscous fluids. These charts
(or figures) offer a possibility for determining the fluid viscosity if the
corresponding experimental measurements of the acoustic quantities are
compared with the analytic results. The successful application of the study
to determine fluid viscosity depends much on the accurate experimental
measurements of sound speed and one of the following: far-field scattering
patterns of acoustic waves, acoustic radiation forces on the suspending
spheres or cylinders, and acoustic attenuation.

At present, we report the analytic results of variation of the acoustic-
scattering quantities with respect to fluid viscosity. Later, these results
will be incorporated with the experimental measurements to determine the
viscosity of coal slurries in coal conversion processes. The feasibility of
the application of acoustic techniques to determine slurry viscosity will then
be determined. An analytical study is also now being undertaken for the
scattering of a plane sound wave from multiple elastic circular cylinders and
spheres in viscous fluids to determine the effects of multiple scattering and
particle interaction on the acoustic-scattering quantities.

2. SOUND SCATTERING FROM AN ELASTIC CYLINDER AND A SPHERE IN VISCOUS FLUIDS

Consider a plane sound wave of frequency f be incident perpendicularly
upon an infinitely long circular cylinder in the x direction and upon a sphere
in the z direction, as shown in Fig. 1. The cylinder and the sphere are of
elastic, homogeneous materials and are immersed in an infinite, viscous,
compressible, and barotropic fluid medium. All disturbances caused by the
incident wave are assumed to be so small that the linearized theory is applic-
able.

The scattering of the sound wave from the circular cylinder is two
dimensional because the cylinder is so long that the axial disturbances are
negligible. However, the spherical scattering is a three-dimensional problem
in strict sense. When the incident wave is approaching the sphere along the
axis of \|), there will be no dependence on \|> and the problem becomes axially
symmetrical.

Because of mode conversion in the scattering process, the wave motion
external to the cylinder (or the sphere) consists of the incident com-
pressional wave, a scattered compressional wave, and a viscous wave; the wave
motion inside the cylinder (or the sphere) includes a refracted compressional
wave and a transverse shear wave. The acoustic equations for the wave motion
in the barotropic, viscous, compressible fluid can be deduced from the
linearized hydrodynamic equations and the linearized equation of state, and
those for the wave motion inside the elastic, homogeneous, solid cylinder (or
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Fig. 1. Coordinate Systems for Sound Scattering by Circular Cylinder and
Sphere
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sphere) are obtained from linear elasticity. The details of these acoustic
equations and their related parameters are shown in [6].

The appropriate boundary conditions for the acoustic scattering due to the
cylinder (or the sphere) are: (1) the normal and tangential components of
velocity and stress are continuous across the interface of the cylinder and
the fluid (or the sphere and the fluid); (2) the scattered waves must be
outgoing.

The solutions to the boundary-value problems of the acoustic scattering
from the cylinder (or the sphere) are obtained in terms of unknown
coefficients and circular (or spherical) Bessel and Hankel functions,
respectively, for the refracted and scattered waves. The unknown coefficients
are then determined from the boundary conditions, and the resulting equations
of these unknown coefficients are a set of linear algebraic equations, which
can be numerically solved with the use of digital computers for a given set of
the material properties. Once the unknown coefficients are determined, the
problems of sound scattering from the cylinder (or the sphere) are completely
solved and the related acoustic quantities can be computed accordingly.

The detailed analytical expressions of the far-field scattering patterns,
the acoustic-radiation forces, and the acoustic attenuation coefficients are
derived in Ref. 6. In the following, we present some of the numerical
calculations of the scattering patterns at a far field and the acoustic-
radiation forces to illustrate the effects on them of the fluid viscosity and
the scatterer size (i.e., the radius of the cylinder and the sphere).

3. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Numerical examples chosen for the parametric studies are plane sound waves
incident upon a brass circular cylinder or a brass sphere in water.. The
density, Young's modulus, and Poisson's ratio of the brass are 8.5 g/cm ,
10.4 x 10 dynes/cm , and 1/3, respectively, and the diameters of the
cylinder and sphere are 0.158750 cm (1/16 in.). The density of water is
1 g/cm , and the sound speed in water is about 1.50 x 10 cm/sec at 20°C.

Figures 2 and 3, respectively, show the angular distributions of the
scattered pressures at far field for the brass cylinder and the brass sphere
in water at 20°C (68°F) for different dimensionless wavenumbers of sound.
These figures show the effect of the ratio of the cylinder (or sphere) size to
the wavelength of the sound on the scattered waves.

As seen from the figures, the magnitude of the angular distributions of
the scattered pressures increase as the dimensionless wavenumber of sound
increases. For the dimensionless wave number less than 2, the magnitudes of
the scattering patterns for the cylinder are larger than those for the sphere;
however, the opposite trends are observed for the dimensionless wavenumber
greater than two. The backward scattering is more dominant than the forward
scattering for both the sphere and the cylinder when the radius of the
cylinder (or sphere) is small compared with the wavelength of sound (i.e.,
K.a < 1, where Kj and a are, respectively, the wavenumber of sound wave and

the radius of the cylinder or the sphere). As the radius of the cylinder (or
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sphere) is large compared with t-.he wavelength of sound (i.e., ILa > 1), the
directionality of the scattered waves becomes apparent and increases with the
increase of the dimensionless wavenumber, and the forward scattering is more
dominant than the backward scattering.

The effect of the fluid viscosity on the scattering patterns is shown in
Figs. 4 and 5. The results are obtained for the fluid medium at different
viscosities associated with different fluid temperature for the same frequency
of the incident wave. As seen from the figures, the more viscous the
surrounding fluid is, the more dominant scattering is in the backward and
forward directions for both the cylinder and the sphere. Since the viscous
shear waves decay rapidly away from the solid boundary, the general patterns
of the far-field scattered waves, except their magnitudes, are less dependent
on the viscosity of the fluid.

Figure 6 shows the variations of the acoustic-radiation forces with
respect to the dimensionless wavenumber of the incident sound wave. The
acoustic-radiation forces are linearly proportional to the dimensionless wave-
number when the frequency of the incident wave is low (i.e., K,a < 0.6).
The linearity then breaks down as the frequency of the incident wave in-
creases. The acoustic-radiation force is maximum at K^ a * 1 for the circular
cylinder, and at K-̂ a » 1.35 for the sphere. As the frequency of the incident
wave further increases, the forces decrease and the rate of decreasing for the
sphere is faster than that for the circular cylinder.

Table 1 shows the comparison of the present results with those obtained by
Morse [7] for the acoustic-radiation force per unit length of the circular
cylinder per unit pressure of the incident wave. The present results are
close to Morse's results because of low viscosity of water. The fluid
viscosity has some effect on the magnitude and phase of the acoustic-radiation
forces.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents analytical solutions as well as numerical results for
the boundary-value problems concerning with the interaction of a plane sound
wave with an elastic cylinder and an elastic sphere immersed in a viscous
fluid. The objectives of this study are to investigate the effects of the
fluid viscosity and the scatterer's elasticity on acoustic scattering and its
associated quantities. The interaction of the incident wave, the scattered
waves, and the refracted waves is solved in terms of unknown coefficients and
cylindrical (or spherical) wave functions for the circular cylinder (or
sphere) to satisfy the boundary conditions. The resulting equations are
linear algebraic with respect to the unknown coefficients and are numerically
solved with the aid of digital computers for a given set of the material
constants. Acoustic quantities are then numerically computed when the unknown
coefficients are determined.

Numerical results show that the ratio of the cylinder (or the sphere)
radius to the wavelength of the incident sound waves has more effect on the
scattering patterns and the radiation forces than the fluid viscosity does.
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180°

270'

Fig. 4. Viscous Effect on the Scattering Pattern for a Brass Cylinder
(a - 0.0793750 cm, 1/32 in.) in Water for f± - 106 Hz; Solid Line
(v - 0.4106 x 10"2 cm2/sec, K, a - 3.28, k, a • 1.16) and Dashed Line
(v - 1.7930 x 10~2 cm2/sec, K, a - 3.51, k, a - 1.16)



I80,,

270
Fig. 5. Viscous Effect on the Scattering Pattern for a Brass Sphere

(a « 0.0793750 cm, 1/32 in.) in Water for f i n c * 1 0
6 Hz; Solid Line

(v « 0.4106 x 10 2cm 2/sec, K, a = 3.28, k x a = 1.16) and
Dashed Line (v - 1.7930 x 10 2 cm 2/sec, ^ a = 3.51, ^ a = 1.16)
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The fluid viscosity has slight effect on the angular distributions of
scattering patterns, specially in the angles near the forward and backward
directions.

With this parametric stud}7 one can furnish a chart of angular
distributions of scattered pressure fields for various viscous fluids. The
chart can be used with the experimentally determined patterns of scattered
pressures to identify the viscosity of the associated fluid.

Table 1

Comparisons of the Acoustic-Radiation Force
Coefficients (|F|/2naPo pQ(o) for

A Circular Cylinder in Viscous and Inviscid Fluids

K-ja

0.01
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.35
0.50
0.70
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.5
1.7
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

1.1026x10

0.0101
0.0202
0.0505
0.1014
0.2052
0.3613
0.5021
0.6342
0.7014
0.7002
0.6926
0.6511
0.6187
0.5718
0.4517
0.3829
0.3429

Kinematic Viscosities

-2 1.0126x10"1

0.0104
0.0206
0.0511
0.1023
0.2065
0.3630
0.5038
0.6355
0.7017
0.7003
0.6925
0.6510
0.6188
0.5728
0.4575
0.3881
C.3469

of Fluid,

1.0126x10

0.0150
0.0267
0.0603
0.1149
0.2242
0.3852
0.5264
0.6536
0.7122
0.7093
0.7006
0.6582
0.6262
0.5809
0.4685
0.4023
0.3649

n

cm. /sec

1 0 (inviscid) [3]

-
0.050
0.101
0.204
0.356
0.519
0.631
0.706
0.705
0.699
0.631
0.593
0.563
Uo456
0.391
0.356
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Abstract

Addition of metal chelates in a wet stack gas scrubber to improve remov-
al efficiency of both NO and S0« could provide a major new dimension to envi-
ronmental control technology without requiring major capital modification to
existing power plants. Criteria for an effective metal chelate additive in-
clude large absorption capacity and rapid binding rate of NO, and rapid regen-
eration rate of metal chelates from nitrosyl metal chelates by reaction with
absorbed SO- in aqueous solutions. The thermodynamics and kinetics of chemi-
cal reactions involved are discussed. Laser Raman spectroscopy, gas chroma-
tograph, and mass spectrometry have been employed to directly and unambigu-
ously identify some reaction intermediates and products.

Introduction

Power plant flue gas contains several hundred ppm NO and hundreds or

thousands ppm SO-. Most NO is in the form of relatively insoluble NO. Sev-
1-3

eral simultaneous desulfurization and denitrification processes, still in
the development stage, are based on the addition of metal chelates such as
Fe(II)EDTA in aqueous solutions to promote absorption of NO in solutions.
Thef^ metal chelates car bind NO to form nit^osyl metal chelates, which can
react with absorbed SO- in aqueous solution to produce reduced nitrogen spe-
cies such as N-0, N_, and sulfate while metal chelates are regenerated. Iden-
tification of an optimum metal chelate for better removal efficiency of NO and
SO- in a wet scrubber requires knowledge of the thermodynamics and kinetics

of the coordination of NO to various metal chelates. Knowledge is also needed
on the kinetics and mechanisms of the reaction between nitrosyl metal chelates
and absorbed SO- in solution to calculate the regeneration rate of metal che-
lates and to control the products of reaction by adjusting the scrubber opera-
ting conditions. Not much of this information is available in the literature,
although several ferrous and cobalt chelates have been used as additives for
testing in bench-scale wet stack gas scrubbers. This pr.per discusses some
important factors that should be considered in identifying an optimum metal
chelate catalyst and in developing an efficient wet stack gas simultaneous
desulfurization and denitrification scrubber.

tThis work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.
DE-AC 03-76SF00O98 and by the Morgantown Energy Research Center under Con-
tract No. 82MC14002.
*Presenting author, to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Absorption Capacity of NO and SO-, in Aqueous Solutions

Absorption of NO

Nitric oxide is nonreactive in water (in the absence of oxy«en), and the
solubility of NO in aqueous solutions is very small. The Henry's Law coeffi-
cient is 1.93 x 10 M atm at 25°C and zero ionic strength. The solubil-
ity decreases with increasing temperature; the enthalpy of solution is AH° =
-2.94 Kcal/mole. The Henry's Law coefficient of NO decreases with increasing
ionic strength (y); this decrease amounts to approximately 8% for y = 0.1 M.
The solubility of NO in aqueous solution was found to be independent of pH
over the range 2 to 13. For 500 ppm NO in equilibrium with aqeuous scrubbing
solution at 50°C and y = 0.1 M and gas-to-liquid ratio of 100, the fraction

of NO present in the aqueous phase is only 3.2 x 10 \.
One approach to enhance the absorption of NO is to use a water-soluble

metal chelating compound to form nicrosyl metal chelates with NO. Many
studies have been done on determining the structure of these chelates, yet
few have been done on determining their thermodynamic properties and reaction

rates. Hishinuma et al. and our group have recently determined the equili-
brium constants, enthalpy, and entropy for the coordination of NO to
Fe(II)EDTA and Fe(II)NTA respectively. Both these groups performed their
experiments by bubbling a mixture of NO and N? of known NO concentration

through a metal chelate solution and then measuring the NO concentration in
the outlet gas with a NO analyzer (Fig. 1). NO absorption was carried out

A.

until the NO concentration in the outlet gas became equa! to that in the in-
let gas, i.e., until equilibrium was reached. The experiments were performed
at several temperatures to evaluate enthalpy and entropy of the reaction.
The results of this study are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Kinetic and thermodynamic data for reversible NO coordination to
ferrous chelates.

kj k^ K AH AS
Ferrous chelates M-1sec_1 sec"1 M"1 at 298'K Kcal/mole e.u

Fe(II)(H2O)s(NO)

Fe(II)(citrate)(NO)

Fe(II)(acac)2(NO)

Fe(II)(NTA)(NO)

Fe(lI)(EDTA)(NO)

(7

(4

(4

.111.

.4*0.

• 0±3.

*7J

,0)xlOS

8)xlOS

,O)xlO2

tlO7

26xlO7

(1

(6

.S±0.6)xl03

.6+2.4)xlO2

24+2

435

260

(4 .

(6.

7 ± 2 . 0 ) X 1 0 2

7±2.O)xlO2

17114

2.14X106

l . lSxlO7

-11.

-IS.

94

&

•11.

-20.

0

7

We recently determined the equilibrium constant for the coordination of
NO to Fe(II)(H2O)5, Fe(II)(citrate), and Fe(II)(acac)2 using a temperature-
jump apparatus (Fig. 2). The source of the temperature jump is a high-
voltage d.c. power supply connected to a capacitor through a solenoid switch.
After the capacitor is charged, the switch is disconnected. By closing a
variable spark gap, the energy stored in the capacitor can be discharged
through a cell containing the reaction under study. A temperature jump of
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8°C occurs within several microseconds. The temperature jump induces a
change in the concentration of reactants and products as the reaction shifts
to a new equilibrium. The shift is monitored by a photomultiplier that re-
sponds to changes in absorption of a nitrosyl ferrous chelate. The results
are displayed on an oscilloscope, which is triggered by the closing of the
spark gap.

The coordination of NO to metal chelates can be written as

Kl
M(chelates) + NO *. •• M(chelates) (NO)

-1
(1)

The reciprocal of the relaxation time equals the forward rate constant times
the sum of the final equilibrium concentrations of M(chelates) and NO plus
the backward rate constant. When the reciprocal of the relaxation time is
plotted against the final concentrations of M(chelate) + NO, the slope of
the curve gives the forward rate constant (k..) and the point of interception

gives the backward rate constant (k ). The results are summarized in Table

1.
By comparing the equilibrium constants of reactions listed in Table 1,

it is obvious that Fe(II)(FOTA) and Fe(II)(NTA) have much larger absorption
capacities for NO than Fe(II) (H2O)5, Fe(II)(citrate), and Fe(II)(acac)2 have.

For 500 ppm NO in equilibrium with aqueous scrubbing solution containing
0.1 M Fe(II)EDTA at 50°C, y = 0.1 M, and gas-to-liquid ratio of 100, the
fraction of NO present in the aqueous phase is 94%.

Absorption of SO,,

S0~ is quite soluble in water; four major S(IV) species are produced

SO. andafter dissolution of SO? in aqueous solutions: SO-'H-O, HSO,

S20 ~. The equilibrium concentration of these S(IV) species depends on both

the partial pressure of S07 and the pH of the solution. The Henry's Law co-

efficient of S02 is 1.24 M atm at 25°C. Hydrated S02 can ionize to form

bisulfite ion, HSO ~, which can undergo further ionization to produce sulfite

ion, S0_~.

SO2(g) *

SO2-H2O

t
H + HSO.

HSO," t H + SO.

K = 1.27 x 10"2 M at 25°C.

K = 6.24 x 10"8 M at 25°C.
'3 "*" " ' ""3

Bisulfite ion is also in equilibrium with the pyrosulfite ion

2HSO, K = 7 x 10"2 M"1 at 25°C.

(2)

(3)

(4)

Table 2 lists the equilibrium concentration of 4 S(IV) species with 1000 ppm
SO_ at various pH's and at 25°C. The equilibrium concentration of total aqu-
eous S(IV) species increases with increasing solution pH at a given partial
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pressure of S02; i.e., the absorption capacity of SO- in aqueous solution is

larger at a high solution pH.

Table 2. Equilibrium concentration of sulfites (mole/liter) at P$Q7
 =

1000 ppm at 25°C.

Sulfites

S O 2 * H 2 (

HSO3-

SV
S2°5=

3 1.

1.

9.

1.

Rate of Mass

pH 7

24xlO -3

58xlO+2

82xlO+1

75xlO+3

Absorption

Transfer

1

1,

9,

1.

I

pH 6

.24xlO"3

.58xlO+]

,82xlO_1

,75xlO+1

*ate of NO

1.

1.

9.

1.

and

pH 5

24xlO -3

58

82xlO~3

75X10"1

SO,, in

pH 4

1.24xlO"3

1.58xlO_1

9.82xlO"5

1.75xlO"3

pH 3

1.24xlO -3

1.58xlO'2

9.82xlO"7

1.75xlO"5

Aqueous Solutions

In actual packed towers, and when the rate of diffusion in the gas phase
is significantly larger than that in the liquid phase, the mass transfer pf
gaseous species through an interface into an aqueous phase can be expressed

o

by the equation

Na = ka(C. - C) , (a)

where N is the flux of the diffusing species in mole cm sec , C. and C

are the concentrations of species in liquid phase at the interface and

a distance from the interface in mole/cm . The area effect is taken into
account by a combined coefficient ka, where a is the (unknown) transfer area
per unit volume of packing and k is the mass transfer coefficient of the dif-

9
fusing species. In a typical wet flue gas scrubber with packed absorption

tower, ka is on the order of 0.1 sec" . Na is the rate of absorption per
unit volume of packing.

Rate of Formation of Nitrosyl Metal Chelates

With a temperature-jump technique, we have directly measured the forma-

tion and dissociation rate constants of Fe(II)(H2O)5NO, Fe(II)(citrate)NO,

Fe(II)(acac)2NO, Fe(II)(EDTA)NO, and Fe(II)(NTA)NO (Table 1). Values for the

rate and equilibrium constants for the formation of Fe(II)(H20)5N0 determined

in this study agree well with those determined by Kustin et al.10 The for-
ward and reverse rate constants for the formation of Fe(II)(citrate)NO are
somewhat smaller than the values for the Fe(II) (H2O),.NO complex, while the

equilibrium constant is larger. The kinetics for the formation and dissocia-
tion of the Fe(II)(acac)2NO complex are much slower than any other complex
studied.
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For both Fe(II)(EDTA)NO and Fe(II)(NTA)NO, the relaxation times due to
the temperature jump were too fast to be measured. However, an upper limit
of 10 microseconds was established for the relaxation times for both com-
plexes. Using this value with the equilibrium constants determined for

Fe(II)(EDTA)NO and Fe(II)(NTA)NO by Hishinuma et al. 6 and our group7 respec-
tively, the lower limits of forward and reverse rate constants were calcu-
lated (Table 1).

The absorption rates of NO in an aqueous solution of Fe(II)EDTA were
11 12

also measured by Teramoto et al. and Sado et al. using a stirred vessel
with a free flat gas-liquid interface. The forward rate constants of the
complexing reaction were derived on the basis of the theory of gas absorption.
Their results are in good agreement with ours.

Rate of Dissociation of SO,, in Aqueous Solution

Dissolution of SO- can be expressed by Eqs. (2)-(5). Reaction (3) pro-

ceeds very fast as can be seen from the rate constant (k_) and reverse rate

constant (k ,) measured by Eigen et al. using a relaxation technique: k, =

3.4 x 106 sec and k_3 = 2.0 x 10
v M sec at 20°C.

Regeneration Rate of Metal Chelate Catalysts

When both NO and S0 2 are bubbled into an aqueous solution containing

metal chelates such as Fe(II)EDTA, reduced nitrogen species, nitrogen-sulfur
complexes, and sulfate are produced. The kinetics and mechanisms of reac-
tions involved in this S0--N0-metal chelates aqueous system have not been

11
well characterized yet. Teramoto et al. have recently proposed the follow-
ing reactions that could take place in this system:

Fe(II)EDTA + NO t Fe(II) (EDTA) (NO) (6)

(7)

(8)

Fe(II)EDTA + S03 £ Fe(II) (EDTA)

Fe(II)(EDTA)(S03
=) + NO t Fe(II)(EDTA)(SO3

=)(NO)

t SO,

(11)

-(S03
=)(NO)

Fe(II)(EDTA)

I

-SO,

(10)

SO.

(12)

(9)

V
Fe(II)(EDTA) (NO)

T
NO
(6)

They suggested that reactions (9), (10), and (11) are slow compared to reac-
tion (12); and the activation energies of reactions (9) and (12) are larger
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than those of reactions (6) and (8). From the absorption rate study using a
stirred vessel, they derived the forward rate constant of reaction (8) to be

8 -1 -1
1.4 x 10 M sec at 25°C. The rate constants of other reactions, the rate
law, and the products of all reactions involved have not yet been reported.

We have started to investigate the reaction kinetics between
Fe(II)(NTA)NO and sodium sulfite/bisulfite as a model for the reactions of
SCL-NO-metal chelates in aqueous solutions. The reaction can be expressed as

follows:

aNO + aFe(II)(NTA) t aFe(II) (NTA)NO (13)

aFe(II) (NTA)NO + bSO3
= •* aFe(II) (NTA) + cN20 + dN2

+ eN-S complexes + fSO ~ (14)

The experiments were performed under 02-free conditions to avoid the oxida-
tion of Fe(II), NO, and sulfite. The concentration of Fe(II)(NTA)NO was
monitored by visible absorption spectrometry during the course of the reac-
tion. A spectrum of Fe(II)(NTA)NO complex is shown in Fig. 3 and has been
found to obey Beer's Law. The rate cf disappearance of Fe(II)(NTA)NO in the

presence of SO, or HSO, has been found to have a first-order dependence on

the concentration of Fe(II)(NTA)NO and a first-order dependence on the concen-

tration of S0 7 or HSO_ . The rates can be expressed as follows:

- ] | [Fe(II)(NTA)N0] (b)

t

Tentative values for k.. . and k ,. have been obtained. At pH 8.0, k14 =
0.8 M sec ; and at pH 3.5, k' . = 0.05 M sec . These values were ob-
tained at 20°C. At low pH (around 2 to 3), the apparent reaction rate de-
crease due to the inability of NTA to effectively bind with ferrous ions under
the conditions, leading to a low concentration of Fe(II)(NTA)NO. This is
caused by NTA,s existing in the completely protonated form at very low pH.
The ionic strength dependence of the reaction rate has been investigated at
conditions near neutral pH. The results indicate that there is no dependence
of the reaction rate on ionic strength under the experimental conditions
employed. .._

The Fe(II)(H-O)rNO complex is not stable at neutral or basic pH, so
the reaction was studied under acidic conditions only. The reaction of
Fe(II) (HLO),.NO with bisulfite ion at pH 2.2 was found to have a first order

dependence on bisulfite ion concentration. Linear plots of 1/absorbance of
Fe(II)(H2O)5NO vs. time were obtained, showing the same behavior as

Fe(II)(NTA)NO. The reaction rate can be expressed as:

d[Fe(II)(lL,O),NO]
dT~^ = k15t F e C I I ) CH2O)5NO] [HSO3

-] , (c)

where k15 =0.1 M
- 1 sec-1 at pH 2.2. The reaction of Fe(II)(H2O)5NO with

HSO ~ is significantly faster than the reaction of Fe(II)(NTA)NO with HSO3~

under similar conditions.
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Identification of Reaction Products

The intermediates and products that ran be formed from the reaction of

SO-, NO, and ferrous chelates in aqueous solutions have not been well charac-

terized yet. A few compounds such as sulfate, N-0, and some N-S complexes
15 1 2

(sulfamate and amine disulfonate ' ) have been found. A tedious wet chemi-
cal analytical method has recently been described for determining N-S com-
pounds. However, the mass balance between products and reactants of this
reaction has not been made. Because it is necessary to identify interme-
diates and products so that reaction kinetics and mechanisms can be charac-
terized and an optimum stack gas scrubber developed, we have begun to develop
analytical techniques so that species can be directly, rapidly, and quantita-
tively determined and the mass balance of the reaction between nitrosyl metal
chelates and SO- in aqueous solutions can be performed.

Nitrous oxide, N_0, has been determined to be one of the reaction prod-
ucts and has been measured by gas chromatographic techniques (Table 3). At
low Fe(II)(NTA)NO concentrations (< 0.005 M), a substantial fraction of the
nitrogen from the NO attached to the complex is converted into N-0. Under

basic conditions, 40 to 50% of the nitrogen is converted into N-0. Under

acidic conditions, a smaller amount, 25 to 35%, is converted into N-0. At

Fe(II)(NTA)NO concentrations in the range of .02 to .01 M, there is consider-
ably less N-0 produced. The amount of nitrogen from the N-O observed is

* 10% of the nitrogen from NO attached to the complex. The SO ~ or HSO ~

concentrations do not affect the amount of N_0 produced so long as they are in

excess of the concentration of Fe(II)(NTA)NO. We are investigating the effect
of Fe(II)(NTA)NO concentration on the amount of N~0 produced to determine why

this occurs.

N- is a possible product of the reaction. Analysis of N~ with a gas

chromatograph would be difficult, so it was decided to use mass spectroscopy
to determine the amounts of N- and N20 produced by the reaction. An argon

atmosphere is used as an inert buffer gas over the solution. A sample of the
gas over the solution after the reaction is complete is collected in an eva-
cuated bulb and run on a mass spectrograph. In the preliminary runs done so
far, the amounts of N_0 observed are in reasonable agreement with those ob-
tained by GC techniques. N- has been found to be variable, although it ap-
pears to be a substantial fraction of nitrogen-containing products. The
amount of NO in Fe(II)(NTA)NO that is converted into N2 ranges from about 20

to 60% in the runs done so far (Table 3).

We are also developing procedures to quantitatively identify the nitrogen

and nitrogen-sulfur compounds in solution that could be produced by the reac-

tion of Fe(II) (NTA)NO with SO ~ or HSO ~. The compounds that we are develop-

ing analyses for include ammonia (NH-), nitrate ion (NO ~ ) , nitrite ion

(NCL~), hydroxylamine (NHjOH), hydroxylamine monosulfonate (H0NH(S03)"),
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hydroxylamine disulfonate (HON(SO3)2 ), amine disulfonate (HN(S03)2 ), amine

trisulfonate (N(SO3)_ ~ ) , and sulfamic acid (H N(SO-.)~).

Table 3. Product analysis of the reaction of Fe(II)(NTA)NO + SO.,=/HSO ".

[FefllMN'

l.eCxlO"3

l.snxio'3

1.8O.X10"3

i. 80x10"3

2.68xlO"3

2.6J3X10"3

2.68x10"3

2.68X10"5

2.25x10-2

1.07x10-2

S.8SX10"3

9.85X10"3

7.8islO":,

2.25x10-2

1.41x10-2

2.02x10-2

1.07xl0-2

5.85X10'3

9.8SxlO"3

5.85x1O"3

S.SSxlO"3

:A)NO]

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

K

M

M

M

M

M

TV
[sIV]

8.0x10-2

10.8x10-2

9.8x10-2

10.6X10"3

4.1x10-2

4.75x10-2

5.3x10-2

S.3xlO-2

0.234 M

2.67x10-2

2.10x10"2

2.51x10-2

0.205 H

0.234 M

0.122 H

0.144 M

2.67xlO"2

2.1OxlO"2

2.51xlO-2

2.10x10-2

2.51xlO"2

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

pH

8.6S

7.2

S.8

3.9

7.95

6.IS

3.2

2.9

8.0

6.3

6.9

7.4

8.U

8.0

6.7

8.05

6.3

6.9

7.4

6.9

7.4

Measur^-.in.'iit
tec'iniou.,0

GC

GC

GC

GC

GC

GC

GC

CC

GC

GC

MS

MS

Devarda

Devarda

Devarda

Devarda

Iodimetry

Iodimetry

Iodimetry

MS

MS

Species
measured

N2O

N2O

N.,0

N2O

N2O

N2O

N2O

N2O

N2O

N2O

N2O

N2O

NO2-.NO3"

NO2-.NO3"

NO2",NOj"

NO 2
_,NO 3"

HADS

HADS

HADS

N2
N2

Fraction
total nitrogen

0.S1

0.36

0.24

0.2S

0.41

0.22

0.25

0.19

0.042

0.026

0.08

0.09

0.11

0.05

0.05

0.085

0.07

0.067

0.105

0.19

0.60

of
observed

b

b

c

d

Measurement techniques: GC » gas chronatograph, MS - mass spectrograph, Devarda
Devarda reduction analysis, iodimetry » triiodidc-thiosulfatc t i t rat ion
Effect of pH on N2O production

cN20 production at higher Fê fNTAJNO concentrations

NO2" not separated from l<03-

Ammonia is determined by making the reaction mixture alkaline with the
addition of sodium hydroxide and distilling 50-100 ml of the solution into
standardized, dilute hydrochloric acid. The acid plus distillate is then ti-
trated with standardized sodium hydroxide to determine the amount of ammonia.
No ammonia has been detected in any of the reaction mixtures tested so far.

NO ~ and NO ~ are routinely analyzed by colorimetric methods. The reac-

tion solution is generally reddish or yellowish colored and consequently in-

terferes wich colorimetric techniques. It may be possible to decolorize the

and NO. Both anions may be detectedsolution prior to analyzing for N0_ «.i- .,«,

by reduction to ammonia by Devarda,s alloy (45% Al, 50% Cu, 5% Zn) in a basic
solution. The ammonia is then distilled into standardized hydrochloric acid.
The remaining acid is titrated with standardized sodium hydroxide. In the
reaction mixtures that have been analyzed, 5 to 10% of the nitrogen from NO
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bound to the ferrous nitrosyl complex was in the form of NO ~ or NO ~

(Table 3).
Hydroxylamine disulfonate (HADS) and hydroxylamine monosulfonate (HAMS)

were analyzed by iodimetry, as described by Sato. The solution is first
adjusted to pH 5.6 with an acetate buffer used to maintain the pH. Excess
standardized triiodide solution is added and backtitrated with standardized
thiosulfate solution. This allows the determination of the amount of sulfite
remaining in solution and eliminates the possibility of sulfite's interfering
in the iodimetric titration done at higher pH for the compounds of interest.
The solution is adjusted to pH 9.8, and a borate buffer is used to maintain
the pH. Excess triiodide solution is again added, and the solution is back-
titrated to determine the amounts of hydroxylamine disulfonate and hydroxyl-
amine monosulfonate. About 10% of the nitrogen in the ferrous nitrosyl com-
plex has been converted to HADS and HAMS in the mixtures thus far analyzed
(Table 3).

Wet analytical techniques are not sufficiently rapid or specific to
identify all the species present in chemical systems as complex as the ones
under study. We have recently started to use laser Raman spectroscopy to ef-
ficiently and unambiguously identify species present in mixes of S0_, NO, and

metal chelates.
The first step in the identification process is to acquire Raman spectra

of all potential reaction products so that the relative scattering efficien-
cies and Raman shifts will be known. The species we have studied, along with
their Raman shifts and scattering efficiencies relative to sulfate ion, are
shown in Table 4. The limiting factors in Raman spectroscopy are the need
for fairly high concentrations and the attenuation of the spectra by colored
solution. Since some of the reaction products are present in fairly low con-
centrations and some of the solutions used are colored, it has been necessary
to use fairly long data acquisition times to obtain useful spectra.

Laser Raman spectroscopy has been used to detect the products of the
reactions of Fe(II)(NTA)NO with sulfite ion and Fe(II)(H2O)5NO with bisulfite

ion. Solutions of potential reaction products, including nitrogen-sulfur
compounds, were prepared to obtain Raman shifts and relative scattering effi-
ciencies. Figures 4A and 4B are Raman spectra of HAMS and HADS respectively.
Sulfate ion was added to the solutions as a reference so that the relative

scattering efficiencies could be obtained. The HAMS peak is at 1060 cm , the

HADS peak is at 1085 cm" , and the SO." peak is at 985 cm" .

Figure 4C is a spectrum of a solution with initial concentrations of

0,037 M Fe(II)(H2O)5NO and 0.19 M bisulfite ion at pH ^ 4. The 985 cm"1 sul-

fate peak is from the ferrous sulfate used to prepare the solution and the

sulfate created as a reaction product. The peaks due to HADS and HAMS are

apparent at 1085 and 1060 cm" . The species responsible for some of the other

peaks present, such as the 1245 and 1280 cm" peaks, have not yet been iden-
tified. The solution is colorless after the completion of the reaction. The
488 nm Ar+ laser line was used to obtain the spectra.

Figure 4D is a spectrum of Fe(II)(NTA)NO and sulfite ion at pH 8.3, with
initial concentrations of 0.043 M and 0.100 M, respectively. Additional sul-
fate ion was added to the solution at the time of mixing, making a total of
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0.091 M sulfate added to the solution. The peak due to HADS is prominent at

1085 cm . Since the solution is basic, HADS will not be rapidly hydrolyzed
to form HAMS. The reacted solution absorbs strongly in the blue region of
the spectrum, so the 647 nm Kr+ laser line was used for this spectrum.

Table 4. Raman shifts and scattering efficiencies of some species relative
to sulfate ion.

Compound Raman shift
Relative scattering efficiency

(S04
= = 1.00)

SO,

SO,

NO.

NO.

HON(SO3)2 (HADS)

HONH(SO3)" (HAMS)

NH2OH

N(SO3)3" (ATS)

HN(SO3)2
= (ADS)

(SFA)

-1
985 cm

^970 cm

818 cm_1/1332 cm"1

1050 cm-1

1285 cm"1

(1383 cm _ 1) a

1087 cm"1

1061 cm-1

1007 cm-1

1100 cm"1

1087 cm"1

1052 cm-1

1.00

0.067

0.0235/0.055

0.42

0.08

—

0.63

0.21

0.09

0.045

0.025

0.18

From J.E. Rauch and J.C. Decius, Spectrochim. Acta 22_, 1963 (1966).

Figure 4E is a spectrum of an initial concentration of 0.012 M

Fe(II)(NTA)NO and 0.100 M sulfite ion at pH i> 7. The 985 cm"1 sulfate peak

overlaps with the broader sulfite peak centered at 970 cm . The peaks to

HADS and HAMS are weak but visible at 1085 and 1060 cm~ . While the reacted
solution does absorb in the blue region of the spectrum, the absorption was
sufficiently weak to allow the 488 nm Ar+ laser line to be used. The sharp
spikes in the spectrum are due to noise in the laser output.

Work is currently in progress to quantitatively determine the amounts of
the observed products that are produced by the reactions of ferrous nitrosyl
complexes with sulfite and bisulfite ions. The observed quantities will be
compared to those predicted from the known reaction rates. This will allow
us to evaluate how well the chemistry of the nitrogen-sulfur compounds are
known.
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Conclusions

Adding some metal chelates to a wet stack gas scrubber can improve the
removal efficiency of both NO and SCL. The extent to which the amount of NO

and S02 can be removed depends on the property of the metal chelate additives

and the design of the scrubber. An efficient metal chelate additive should
have a rapid binding rate with NO and large equilibrium constants for the
formation of nitrosyl metal chelates. The removal capacity of gaseous NO as
a function of the equilibrium constant of nitrosyl metal chelates is shown in
Fig. 5. In this calculation, we assume that the volume ratio of flue gas to
scrubbing solution is 100, the initial partial pressure of NO in flue gas is
500 ppm, and the concentration of total ferrous ion in aqueous scrubbing solu-
tion is 0.1 M at 50°C. The results of this calculation indicate that as the
equilibrium constant increases, the amount of gaseous NO removed increases;
and, therefore, the concentration of nitrosyl ferrous chelates in solution

also increases. For Fe(NTA)N0 with K = 4.6 x 10 M~ , the final partial pres-
sure of NO is 80 ppm, and the equilibrium concentration of Fe(NTA)NO is

1.5 x 10"3 M.
The regeneration rate of metal chelates from nitrosyl metal chelates by

reaction with sulfite/bisuifite ions depends on both the rate constant and the
concentration of reactants. The results discussed previously indicate that
if Fe(II)NTA is used as an additive, the rate controlling step will be the re-
generation of this metal catalyst in a typical wet stack gas scrubber because
the absorption rate and the mass transfer rate of NO are much larger than the
regeneration rate of Fe(II)NTA. Therefore, it might be advantageous to choose
a catalyst that has neither a very large NO absorption capacity nor a very
rapid NO absorption rate but has a rapid reaction rate with sulfite/bisuifite
ions. A slower catalyst regeneration rate requires a longer residence time
and therefore larger equipment, more capital investment, and higher operating
costs.

Laser Raman spectroscopy, gas chromatography, and mass spectrometry have
been developed to directly, rapidly, quantitatively, and unambiguously iden-
tify reaction intermediates and products so that reaction kinetics and mechan-
isms can be characterized and byproducts of a stack gas scrubber can be
effectively controlled.
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NO ABSORPTION APPARATUS
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Figure 1. NO absorption apparatus. This setup is used for deter-
mining the enthalpy, entropy, and equilibrium constants for the
reversible binding of NO to various metal chelates in aqueous
solution.
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Figure 2. Temperature-jump apparatus. This setup is used for h t e r -
mining the formation and dissociation rate constants and equilibrium
constants for the reversible binding of NO to various metal chelates
in aqueous solutions.
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Figure 5. The effect of the equilibrium constant of nitrosyl
metal chelate in aqueous solutions on the removal efficiency
of gaseous NO. V and V are the volume of the flue gas and

i fthe volume of the scrubbing solution respectively; pNQ and pN_

are the par t ia l pressures of NO in the flue gas before scrubbing
and after reaching an equilibrium condition with the scrubbing
solutions. HN0 i s Henry's coefficient of NO at 50°C, and

Fe(L)(NO) i s the concentration of nitrosyl ferrous chelates
in the scrubbing solution.
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TRANSFER OF ASPHALTENE-COATED PARTICULATES
FROM MODEL FLUIDS INTO AN AQUEOUS PHASE

Latif A. Khan*

Introduction

When run-of-mine coal is liquefied, the mineral matter present in the
feed is carried into the effluent produced by the liquefaction process.
Removal of these fine particles of mineral matter from liquefied coal prior
to its use would improve its potential as a future energy source.

Theoretically, particulates may be separated and removed from liquefied
coal by utilizing differences of size and density; however, physical clean-
ing of bhe highly viscous effluent to remove such fine particles will not be
sufficiently thorough and will necessitate a secondary cleaning of the re-
jected material. An alternative, physico-chemical method would utilize
differences in surface properties of the effluent materials to effect a
transfer of particulates to an aqueous phase. Clearly, the development of
such an efficient, one-step cleaning process for the recovery of fines would
be of considerable importance.

One such method may be the liquid-liquid extraction of the ultra-fine
particles from one aqueous medium into another1. In order to separate the
fines in the liquid-liquid extraction, it is necessary to collect them
selectively on dispersed aqueous droplets so that they can be carried away by
that particxilar medium. It has been observed that fine particles, collecting
on droplets of the dispersed phase, stabilize some emulsions. Extensive work
on this subject has been done by Pickering2, Briggs3, Weston1*, Chessman and
King5, Schulman and Leja6, and Hildebrand7. Fuerstenau1 successfully uti-
lized this phenomenon for the extraction of hydrophilic aluminum particles,
with an average diameter of O.ly, from water into ISO-octane by using Alkyl
sulfonates as surface-modifying agents. He found that an increase in sur-
factant concentration increased the surfactant adsorption on the aluminum
particles thus making the particles more hydrophobic and facilitating their
extraction into the oil (ISO-octane) phase.

In this study, we reversed the process. First, we conditioned the
effluent in benzene or xylene, as a model fluid. Then we added a particular
surfactant or combination of surfactants to the model fluid in order to
modify the surface of the fine mineral particles. When mixed with water,
these particulates separated from the model fluid and transferred to an
aqueous phase. We examined the effects of the hydrophile-lipophile balance
(HLB) for a combination of surfactants, the concentrations and type of sur-
factant, and the mixing and centrifugation time fcr the extraction of the
particulates from the model fluids into the aqueous phase.

* Present address is Illinois State Geological Survey, 615 East Peabody Drive,
Champaign, IL 61S20; 217/344-1481.
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Materials and Methods

The solvent-refined coal ash (SRC) used in these tests was obtained,
first, by filtering 3:1 SRC II through a 0.45y-milipore filter, and then,
soxhlet extraction of all benzene-soluble components from the filter cake.
Reagents used were of a technical grade.

In this study, benzene or xylene was used instead of the effluent pro-
duced by liquefaction for safety and ease of handling as well as for trans-
parency and homogeneity of the phase. Prior to the aqueous phase, particu-
lates were conditioned in these model fluids by adding specified quantities
of surfactants. The model fluid, ash, surfactants, and water were mixed for
a given time by inverting the sealed tube containing the mixture in a mechan-
ical device at the speed of 60 inversions per minute, unless stated other-
wise. The mixture was then left to settle and separate into the model fluid
and aqueous phases. After settlement, the phases were separated with a
disposable syringe and filtered through a 0.45y-milipore filter to recover
the ash.

The mixture was centrifuged after mixing for different time intervals
whenever the resistance to distribution or the effect of external force on
the distribution was being examined.

Experimental Results and Discussion

The mineral matter loses its original surface properties when it be-
comes coated with asphaltenes during the liquefaction process. The physico-
chemical behavior of the particulates, which is determined by the exposed
external coating, can be controlled with surfactants. Whenever surfactants
are added to such a system, they may adsorb not only on the surface of the
solids but also at the liquid/liquid interface as an oriented film. At each
site they will perform different functions. The adsorption of ionic surfact-
ants and their surface coverage will change the wetting properties of the
particles8.

When model fluids, particulates, and water are agitated together, the
fluids break up into small drops that collide with each other and with the
particulates. The modified surface properties of the constituents then
largely determine to which phase the ash particles migrate on resolution of
the phases after mixing. A surfactant may cause the dispersion of a hydro-
philic phase in oil phase or the reverse, depending on the nature of the sur-
factant. The type of the action and the behavior that may be expected from a
surfactant can be predicted from its HLB value. The effects of the HLB pro-
duced by a combination of surfactants on the transfer of asphaltene-coated
particles to an aqueous phase is given in table 1. Table 1 shows that the
transfer of the asphaltene-coated particles from benzene to the NaCl-solution
takes place only between the HLB 9 through 11, with the maximum around 10.
No transfer of the particulates was achieved below and above that HLB range.

The HLB also seems to affect the behavior of the distributed ash in the
aqueous phase: figure 1 shows the increased dispersion of ash in water. In
the HLB range of 9 through 11, a surfactant may produce an oil-in-water
emulsion. Since in this range the ash was transferred to the aqueous phase,
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Table 1. Effect of HLB on distribution of SRC II ash from benzene to NaCl-
solution after mixing for 2 min.: surfactant concentration 10,000
ppm (benzene basis); benzene:NaCl-solution 27:12.5 cc.

Tween 20 to Span 80 Particulates distributed to aqueous phase
ratio HLB (% total)

2:8 7 0
3:7 8 0
4:6 9 88.5
5:5 10 100.-
6:4 11 87.7
7:3 12 0

it is expected that any other oil-in-water emulsifying agents may be used to
achieve the transfer of the ash to the aqueous phase.

The HLB figures may be used in the selection of the proper type of sur-
factant; however, these are just ratios between the hydrophile and lipophile
portions of a molecule and indicative of neither the efficiency nor effec-
tiveness of a surfactant8. Surfactants differ in their ability to produce
the appropriate emulsions and '.ence also to distribute the ash. Table 2
shows the distribution of the ash from model fluid into an aqueous phase
achieved with the same concentration of different trade brand surfactants.
For equal concentrations, the distribution of this ash decreases successively
from Hyonic PE 260 to Ninate 411 to Duponal to Miranol. If the coating on
the ash particle changes, the distribution pattern may vary.

Table 2. Effect of the type of surfactant (1000 ppm) on the distribution of
particulates from 25 cc xylene to 12.5 cc NaCl-solution after 30
inversions.

Particulates distributed
to aqueous phase

Surfactant (% total)

Hyonic PE 260 82.0
Ninate 41 (alkylamine dodecyl benzene sulfonate) 80.4
Duponal (sodium lauryl sulfate) " 56.5
Miranol C2M {-2-"Cocoyl"-l-(sodium carboxymethy1) 51.2
-1- [2-(sodium carboxymethoxy) ethyl]-2-
imidazolinium hydroxide}

Since adsorption of the surfactants depends on their concentration in
the aqueous phase9, it was expected that the transfer of ash to water would
be affected by the concentration of surfactants. Our experiments showed that
there was no distribution of ash to the aqueous phase with the combination of
Tween 20 and Span 80 at HLB 10 with surfactant concentrations below 3000 ppm.
The effect of Nekal on the distribution of ash to the aqueous phase is shown
in table 3. In this case, recovery of the ash increases with an increase in
the surfactant concentration, although not proportionately.
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Table 3. Effect of concentrations of Nekal on distribution of particulates
from 25 cc xylene into 12.5 cc NaCl-solution after mixing for 15
minutes.

Nekal Particulate distribution
(ppm) (wt% of total)

D 11 250 0
D 12 500 80
D 13 750 81.8
D 14 1000 83.3

Concentration of a surfactant affects not only the amount of ash, but
the behavior of the particles distributed to the aqueous phase (table 3; figs.
2 and 3). At lower surfactant concentrations, the ash is pushed into water
as a gelatinous mass, usually hanging from the interface. This structure is
retained even after prolonged exposure to the aqueous phase (compare D 11 and
D 12 of figs. 2 and 3). With an increase in the surfactant concentration, the
ash particles transfer to the aqueous phase as individual particles or as
small agglomerates (D 13, figs. 2 and 3). A further increase in the concen-
tration of surfactant causes the particles to agglomerate again. When the
aqueous exposure time is increased, these particles get wetted by the aqueous
phase as the surfactant dissipates and the agglomerated structure falls apart
(D 14, figs. 2 and 3). Large concentrations of surfactants may be, there-
fore, detrimental for the ash distribution as well.

Instead of changing the wetting properties directly large quantities of
surfactants added to the system may cause the removal of some coating. This
type of removal may be facilitated by the oriented adsorption of surfactants
on adjacent layers. When the surfactants adsorb on layers of the coating
with their hydrophilic groups oriented towards the water, then the hydration
of these polar parts will reduce the van der Waals attraction between those
layers, and also will increase the electrostatic repulsion, thus causing
removal of the coating8. Such a removal reduces the amount of surfactant
covering the surface of the ash particles. Removal of the adsorbed sur-
factant may also be caused by the hydraulic currents generated during the
mixing.

This removal of the surfactant and reduction of surface coverage on the
ash will adversely affect its distribution. It appears that the asphaltene-
coated ash particles must overcome a resistance in order to transfer to the
aqueous phase, and that the force required to overcome the resit.trance is pro-
vided by surfactants. With an increase in the mixing intensity, the ash
distribution to the aqueous phase drops (table 4), indicating an apparent
removal of the surfactant* °.

If this force due to the surfactant coverage is reduced so much that the
particle cannot overcome the resistance to the transfer, then an external
force, such as centrifugal force, may be required to facilitate the transfer.
The amount of ash distributed to the aqueous phase under the influence of
this external force will be directly proportional to the amount of surface
covered with surfactant. The quantity of the ash distributed to aqueous
phase, and therefore, the amount of the surfactants covering the surface of
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the particulates depend upon their concentration in the solution at any
mixing intensity (tables 5 and 6).

Table 7 shows that the distribution of ash to water decreases with in-
crease in the mixing intensity even at low concentrations, indicating a con-
tinuous removal of the surfactant from particle surfaces during the mixing.

Table 4. Effect of mixing time on distribution of particulates with 1500 ppm
Nekal to NaCl-solution from xylene containing 100,000 ppm p-cresol.

Xylene;NaCl-Sol. Mixing time % Ash distribution to NaCl-Sol.

25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5

5
10
15
30
60

71.0
70.6
69.7
41.2
0

Table 5. Effect of surfactant concentration on the distribution of ash with
Nekal under the influence of external force after mixing for 65
minutes.

Xylene: (cc) Surfactant core (ppm) Ash distributed to H2O (%)

25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5

500
1000
2500
5000

50.0
83.3
83.3
83.3

Table 6. Effect of surfactant concentration on the distribution of ash with
#822N under the influence of external force after mixing for 45
minutes.

Xylene:H20 (cc) Surfactant core (ppm) Ash distributed to H2O (%)

25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5

100
200
500
1000
2000

16.6
33.3
50.-
71.4
83.3

Table 7. Effect of mixing time on the distribution of ash with 100 ppm
#822N under the influence of external force.

Xylene: (cc) Mixing time (min.) Ash distributed to H20 (%)

25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5
25:12.5

5
10
15
20
30
45
60
90

83.3
81.8
77.8
75.0
66.
16.
9.

.7

.7

.1
1.0
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W

Figure 1. Effect of HLB on distribu-
tion of ash from benzene
to NaCl-solution.

Figures 2 and 3. Behavior of particulates distributed to the aqueous phase
with the concentrations of Nekal listed in table 3.
Figure 2 is immediately after distribution, and Figure 3
is 24 hours after distribution.
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During our investigations we noted that for the same amount of surfactant
the distribution of the asphaltene-coated particulate to the aqueous phase
from xylene containing p-cresol was more when NaCl-solution was used instead
of water. This increase in the distribution of the particulates to the
aqueous phase might have been caused by the increase in the adsorption of the
surfactant. The presence of NaCl may have decreased the mutual repulsion of
the polar groups, and this may have, in our opinion, led to closer packing of
the surfactant molecules at the interface and a larger coverage of the ash
particles with the surfactant.

Contact-angle measurements on the plug prepared from the SRC II ash
indicated that the adsorption of the surfactants, capable of transferring the
ash from the model fluid to the aqueous phase, make the ash particles more
hydrophilic; the smaller the contact angle (measured through the aqueous
phase), the larger is the ash distribution to the aqueous phase. With de-
crease in the contact angle the particles become more hydrophilic and tend
to produce oil/water emulsion . This o/w emulsion seems to be a necessary
requirement for the transfer of the ash particle to the aqueous phase whereas
the transfer of the hydrophilic particles to the model fluid is supported by
hydrophobic nature of the particles1.

Summary

The transfer of the asphaltene-coated particulates from model fluids in-
to an aqueous phase can be achieved by using surfactants of a certain HLB
range. The recovery of ash in such tests depends upon the concentration of
the surfactant. Below a certain concentration external force will be re-
quired to help the ash particles overcome the resistance to their transfer.
The recovery of the ash under the influence of the external force depends
on the surfactant concentration and the mixing intensity which is believed
to reduce the surface coverage of the ash with surfactant. With the same
reagents the amount of the ash transferred to NaCl solution was more than to
water.
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Abstract

Coking characterization of various SRC-II process streams was investi-
gated to properly define the parameters and conditions of coke formation.
Technologies such as pressure differential scanning calorimetry and thermo-
gravimetry were used in conjunction with Fourier Transform Infrared Spectro-
scopy and scanning electron microscopy. Coking data from the microprocess
units were correlated with data obtained from a batch autoclave, a continuous
bench-scale, and a process development unit.

Introduction

It has been observed that certain streams in the SRC-II process are
susceptible to coke formation. Several isolated cases of actual coke forma-
tion in pilot plant dissolvers, hot separators, preheaters, and transfer lines
were reported in the past. The potential for coking within the SRC-II opera-
tion is of obvious concern, and a better understanding of the coking phenome-
non is required in order to avoid conditions that could lead to coking.

The coking project, funded by DOE (during the period of January 1, 1980
to September 30, 1981) was initiated to study the parameters which initiate,
propagate, and accelerate coke formation. It was intended that the worx would
ultimately lead to the development of criteria to avoid coking in large-scale
operations and to develop test methods for monitoring coke formation. During
the period of this v.'ork, a thorough and quantitative study of coke formation
at various stream points in the SRC-II operation has been undertaken. Tech-
niques such as pressure differential scanning calorimetric/thermogravimetric
techniques, FT-infrared, and scanning electron microscopy were used in con-
junction with batch-autoclave and bench-scale continuous runs to investigate
an insight into the phenomenon of coke formation and to provide data useful in
the SRC-II plant operation.

Experimental

Different P-99 process streams were investigated including coal
feedstock, feed slurry, dissolver effluent, atmospheric flash bottoms, vacuum
tower bottoms, process solvent, recycle slurry, and coke-like materials from
dissolver and hot separator as well as a Ft. Lewis dissolver preheater outlet
sample.

Methods/ developed specifically for characterizing/measuring SRC-CI
process streams and solids with respect to coke formation including solvent
fractionation, pressure differential scanning calorimetry, thermogravimetry,
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and scanning electron microscopy.
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Pressure differential scanning calorimetry and thermogravimetry with a
Dupont 990 thermal analyzer system were used Cor the coking studies. The
pressure differential scanning calorimetry (PDSC) can directly measure the
heat evolution in the process reaction at high pressures. In the system, a
pressure transducer and backpressure regulator were installed on-line for
precise pressure control and pressure readout. During the run, a slight flow
of hydrogen gas (about 20 ml/min over the sample) was maintained through a
digital flow controller. The solid or slurry samples were weighed, placed in
sample pans, and heated to desired temperatures at linear heating rates or
heated isothermally under various hydrogen pressures. A graphitized carbon
black or a coal-inert char was chosen as the reference sample.

In a typical thermogravimetric (TOA) run, a platinum boat containing the
sample was suspended from the quartz beam of the balance. A chrome1-alumel
thermocouple was placed in close proximity to the sample. The reactor was
made of a quartz tube which was surrounded by a tube furnace. Samples were
heated to desired temperatures at linear heating rates. Purge gas (e.g., KU,
H2, air, etc. ) at a flow rate of around 50 ml/min was constantly flowing
through the apparatus during the experiments.

Batch-autoclave runs under controlled operating conditions were also
carried out to verify PDSC/TGA data and to prepare controlled coke-like solids
for examinations.

Results and Discussion

Measurement Coking Characteristics by Thermogravimetric Technique (TGA)

To develop a rapid, accurate method for determination of coking charac-
teristics, the thermogravimetry technique (TGA) has been used for measurement
of light volatile matter, heavy volatile matter, fixed carbon, and ash con-
tent. The proportions of these components of coal and of various SRC-II
process streams are believed to be indications of coke formation.

A typical TGA thermogram of Powhatan coal is given in Figure 1. The TGA
and the weight loss rate, DTG (differential thermogravimetry) thermograms show
two major weight loss steps: the first is volatile matter (VM) and the second
is fixed carbon (FC). The first weight loss occurred in a nitrogen atmos-
phere. Air was then introduced to burn off the fixed carbon from the sample
causing the second weight loss. Between 350 and 600°C, the coal weight loss
is significant because of the large aromatic layer molecule decomposition. We
define this major release as light volatile matter (VML). Above 600°C the
coal weight loss is small, as only volatile matter is released from the
residue char decomposition. This weight loss is referred as heavy volatile
matter (VMH).

Thermogravimetric analysis of SRC-II streams indicated that there was a
strong tendency for decreasing the amount of FC+VMH as the coal feedstock and
feed slurry flow to the preheater outlet and the dissolver effluent
(Figure 2). However, high contents, 40-85 wt%, of FC+VMH existed in solid
samples, (e.g., ATB, VTB, dissolver, and hot separator cokes). The process
solvent contained entirely light volatile matter.
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The amount of fixed carbon plus heavy volatile matter (FC+VMH) in certain
streams appears to give a good correlation with coke formation in continuous
pilot plant operations. There was a greater cendency to form coke with higher
FC+VMH values.

Fourier Transform Infrared Characterization

It is known that when coke forms during coal liquefaction large changes
of chemical functionality and aromaticity occur. The infrared technique
provides a method to detect the presence of chemical groups, to preclude or
limit the existence of proposed structures and to demonstrate similarities and
differences before and after reaction. Therefore, this technique has been
applied to determine the chemistry of coke formation.

Infrared spectra of process streams taken from the Gulf Research 1 ton/
day SRC-II Process Development Unit (P-99) are compared in Figure 3. The
strong absorption bands arising at 3030 cm- (the aromatic C-H stretchings)
and at the region of 750-870 cm" (the aromatic out-of-plane C-H vibrations)
in solid coke-like materials suggests the degree of aromaticity increases, and
carbon polymerization ensues during the coke formation.

In order to compare the degree of polymerization for various SRC-II
streams, a ratio of the aromatic hydrogen to total hydrogen was measured:

ir^Th
ar al

The aromatic hydrogen, Har, is computed from the intensity of aromatic C-H
stretching absorption band at 3030 cm" , whereas the aliphatic and/or alicyc-
lic hydrogen, H ., is based on the total intensities of C-H stretching bands
between 2860 and 2960 cm-1.

The values of Dp for various SRC-II process streams are plotted in
Figure 4. A slight increase of Dp in the dissolver effluent, as compared to
feed slurry, suggests that feed slurry begins to lose alkyl groups and to
polymerize in the dissolver. Consequently, marked increases of Dp values
occurred in atmospheric flash bottoms, vacuum tower bottoms, and solid cokes,
compared to coal and feed slurry. These increases of Dp value indicate
further polymerization.

Petrographic Examination of SRC-II Process Streams

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) technique has been used to study
particle size, shape, and type of coal minerals existing in solid-coke samples
from P-99 Runs. SSM provides a very effective method of examination of the
organic and inorganic structural changes during coke formation in the SRC-II
process.

Petrographic examination indicated that the hot-separator coke consisted
of smaller size particles (average particle diameter ~1.40 am) with lower
anisotropic carbon (~76.7 vol%) than those in the dissolver ccke particles
(average particle diameter ""-2.37 nn and 93.8 vol% of anisotropic carbon)
(Table I). In addition, the vacuum tower bottoms has the largest size
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particles (average particle diameter ~3.23 ym), but it consists essentially of
tar-like material (~eo.1 vol%) and less anisotropic carbon (~?.8 vol%).

The optical micrographic studies (Figure 5 and 6) showed that pyrrhotites
present in the coke-like solids are of relatively large particle size
associated with carbonaceous organic anisotropic cr isotropic carbon. In
contrast, pyrrhotites existing in atmospheric tower bottoms and in vacuum
tower bottoms are finely dispersed, small particles which apparently remain
mobile and active during coal liquefaction.

A preheater outlet sample from the Ft. Lewis 50 ton/day pilot plant
operated by Gulf was also examined petrographically to determine the degree of
alteration of the coal in the preheating stage. This sample is composed
primarily of vitrinite, inertinite, and mineral matter. The vitrinite appears
as masses with bits of inertinite, mineral matter, and some exinite randomly
disseminated throughout the matrix (Figure 7). This contrasts with vitrinite
in ra coal which contains linearly oriented particles corresponding to the
bedding layers of the coal seam. The vitrinite particles are rounded in
preheater outlet samples rather than angular as in raw coal- These features
suggest that in the preheater vitrinite has reached its plastic state,
vitroplast, a phenomenon which occurs at about 305°C in most coals. Some of
the vitroplast has formed mesophase which solidified to semicoke as shown in
optical micrographs.

In addition, pyrite is the predominant inorganic constituent in the
preheater samples. Some of the pyrite appears to be converted to pyrrhotite
as the particles are cream-colored and less reflective, and they exhibit
slight anisotropy. The fine dissemination of pyrite/pyrrhotite throughcut the
organic matrix suggests that it became dispersed while the coal was in its
plastic state. Thus, fine distribution is significant with regard to ability
to catalyze liquefaction reactions.

Coking Investigation by Pressure Differential Scanning
Calorimeter/Thermogravimetric Techniques

Typical coal pressure DSC thermograms (Powhatan LR-24924 coal) are shown
in Figure 8. Upon heating, the large coal aromatic-layer molecules absorb
heat and soften, cat sing a broad endothermic peak below 425°C in the PDSC
thermogram. At higher temperatures, these large coal molecules begin to
condense and form a liquid crystal mesophase. This carbonaceous mesophase is
only a transient existence in the temperature range where coal plastic proper-
ties are evident* As the temperature is increased, the mesophase materials
begin to react with hydrogen and generate a distinct exothermic peak at the
temperature range of 450-475°C. This peak is largely dependent on the hydro-
gen pressure. The exothermic heat evolution involves heat generated from the
dehydration reactions of the coal phenolic, hydroxyl, and carbonyl functional
groups. As the temperature continues to increase, a sharp endothermic peak
comes out between 475 and 500°C, indicating a considerable excess energy
required to overcome the coal-entangling structure between molecules; mean-
while, the condensed aromatic molecules begin to congeal to a semicoke.
Consequently, at high temperature, if the unstable part of coal molecules
continues polymerization, more gas xa produced and a hardened coke is formed
causing another dramatic exothermic curve in the PDSC thermograms*
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The pressure effect on coking of feed slurry was also investigated at a
heating rate of 20°C/min. Figure 9 demonstrates the influence of hydrogen
pressure on thermal behavior of feed slurry. In thermograms of low- pressure
runs (below 400 psi), a series of endothermic peaks occur at temperatures
between 350 to 400°C because of the vaporization of lower molecular weight
constituents in the feed slurry. In contrast, this phenomenon is suppressed
under high pressures. A broad endothermic peak centered at about 450°C, which
represents energy required to overcome the coal structure entangling and
molecular polymerization during feed hydrogenation, was enhanced under higher
hydrogen pressure. At higher reaction pressure, the amount of available
hydrogen (molecular or dissolved) was higher, thus enhancing reactions.

A determination of volatile matter and fixed carbon after the measurement
of pressure DSC indicated that a decrease of total amount of FC+VMH occurs as
the operating hydrogen pressure increased (Figure 10).

Studies of the effect of operating temperature on caking of dissolver
feed slurry indicated a minimum amount of FC+VMH occurred at ->440-455°C and a
marked increase of FC+VMH occurred at 475°C (Figure 11).

Studies of the effect of residence time on coking of dissolver feed
slurry indicated a minimum amount of FC+VMH occurred at 40-60 min reaction
time when other conditions were similar to SRC-II reactor conditions
(Figure 12).

Coal Feedstock Correlation on Coking

o
As described in a report on Process Development Unit P-99 operations,

coke in amounts ranging from small to significant have been found in the
dissolver. The reason could partially be attributed to coal feedstock
reactivity.

Fourteen P-99 dissolver cokes have been investigated to correlate coking
tendency with their original coal feedstocks. Table II summarizes coke
formation in the P-99 dissolver in conjunction with operating temperature,
hydrogen partial pressure, total run time, and feedstock coal.

As can be seen in the table, the operating temperatures and hydrogen
partial pressures were close in these runs. Beside equipment/operating prob-
lems, coal feedstock appears to be an important factor related to the dissol-
ver coke formation. The effect of coal feedstock on the degree of polymeriza-
tion (Dp) and the amount of FC+VM.. found in the dissolver coke is demonstrated
in Figure 14.

In another attempt to correlate microprocess data with data from continu-
ous bench-scale runs, experiments on three vacuum bottoms samples (from Cush-
man vacuum distillation) were conducted to measure their coking componencs
(FC+VMJJ), and to measure the degree of polymerization. Coal feedstocks in
these three runs were 100% Ireland coal, 50/50 Ireland-Blacksville mixture,
and 100% Blacksvilie coal. The runs were made in the simulated SRC-II mode of
operation, and a detailed description of experimental conditions can be found
in a DOE report. Figure 13 shows the relationship between the FC+VMH values
in the coal feedstocks and in the heavy products (Cushman bottoms). The
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highly refractory Blacksville coal, either by itself or in mixture, produced a
higher content of coking components (FC+VWH) and a higher degree of
polymerization (Figure 13, curve d) in the corresponding Cushman bottoms.
These observations are in good agreement with the yield of IOM and the
hydrogen consumption in the continuous bench-scale runs (Figure 13, curves a
and c ) . In general, the higher the amount of FC+VMH presented in coal
feedstock, the higher the tendency to form coke during coal liquefaction.

Summary

A summary of major results from this work is described below:

1. The amount of fixed carbon plus heavy volatile matter (FC+VMH) as a
composition parameter measured by the thermogravimetric determination
appears to give a good correlation with the coking characteristics of
various SRC-II process streams. The higher the fixed carbon plus
heavy volatile matter, the higher the coking tendency exists.

2. The degree of polymerization (Dp) measured by FT-infrared showed
marked increases of Dp values in atmospheric flash bottoms, vacuum
tower bottoms, and solid coke samples, compared to the original coal
feedstock and feed slurry.

3. Petrographic examination of SRC-II process streams by scanning
electron/optical microscopy showed that a predominance of anisotropic
carbon was observed in the dissolver and the hot-separator coke,
indicating the coking of reactive organic constituents during coal
liquefaction reactions. In contrast, a large percentage of tar-like
material was found in vacuum tower bottoms and in atmospheric flash
bottoms.

4. Coke formation in SRC-II streams is highly dependent on process
parameters such as coal feedstock, operating temperature, residence
time, hydrogen partial pressure, and heating rate. Increasing
hydrogen pressure results in decreasing dissolver feed slurry coking;
however, the minimum coke formation exists under certain ranges of
operating temperature (~850°F), and residence time (50-60 min). This
temperature and time corresponds to SRC-II reactor conditions that
are "normal" for processing reactive bituminous coals.

5. High concentrations of finely dispersed pyrrhotite were found to ba
present in atmospheric flash bottoms and vacuum tower bottoms,
confirming the advantage of recycling bottoms slurry stream to SRC-II
reactors.
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Table I: PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF SRC-II STREAMS

Hot Separator Dissolver Bottom Vacuum Tower Atmospheric
Coke Coke Bottoms Flash Bottome

Type (P99-66-8) (P99-66-8) (P99-63-8) (P99-63-2)
Average Particle 1.40 2.37 3.23
Diameter, uM

Anisotropic 76.7 93.8 2.8 2.0
Carbon
(vol %)

Isotropic 1.7 0.6 0.1 0.2
Carbon
(vol %)

Vitrinite 7.6 0.5 8.5 1.8
(vol %)

Fusinite + 2.7 . 0.2 3.0 2.1 §
Semifusinite
'vol %)

Micrinite 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.0
(vol %)

Tat-like 1.5 0.2 80.1 92.1
Material
(vol %)

Reflectance 1.06-3.00 ~2.4 1.4-2.4 -2.2



Table II: COKES OF PDU P-99 DISSOLVER*

P-99 Run No.

29 Dissolver Top
29 Dissolver Btm

39 Dissolver Top
39 Dissolver Btm

48 Dissolver Top

48 Dissolver Btm

52 Dissolver Btm

64 Dissolver Top

Coal

Bladcsville II-2

Valley Camp

Powhatan No. 5
(2nd Shipment)

Powhatan No. 5
(3rd Shipment)

Powhatan No. 5
(4th Shipment)

H2 Partial
Dissolver Pressure at Amount of
Average Dissolver Coke (%Vol
Temp. Outlet Run Tims of Dissolver)

860°P

851

860

855

849

64

66

66

79

83
83

Dissolver

Dissolver

Dissolver

Dissolver

Dissolver
Dissolver

Btm

Top

Btm

Btm

Top
Btm

Powhatan No.5
(4th Shipment)

Ireland Mine

Powhatan No. 6

855

856

845

1308 psia

1285

1298

1525

1510

37 days

47

42

25 vol%

Coke
PC+VMH

79.6 wt%
86.3

76.3
84.1

Coke Dp

0.49
0.49

0.90
0.92

68.4 0.28

52

20

29

40

55

12%

4%

12.5

25

1.4
3.4

3

(Top)

(Btm)

(Top)

(Btm)

2

(Top)
(Btm)

63.7

74.0

70.3

74.6

77.0

79.8

73.0

61.2
70.3

0.29

0.26

0.53

0.55

0.49

0.80

0.28

0.56
0.52

to

* Information from Reference 2.
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(Coking Ability Measurement by Thermogravimetric Technique)
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Figure 2. THERMAL COMPOSITION PROPERTIES OF SRC-II PROCESS STREAMS
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Figure 3. PT-infrared spectni of (A) vacuum tower
bottom*, (B) atmospheric flash bottoms,
(C) hot-separator coke, (D) dissolver-top
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Figure 5. Optical micrographic analysis of hot-separator and dissolver
bottom cokes.
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Figure 6. Optical micrographic analysis of vacuum tower bottoms
and atmospheric tower bottoms.
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•b2.S.u

Figure 7-1. OPTICAL MICROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF FT. LEWIS
PREHEATER OUTLET SAMPLE.
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Figure 7-11. OPTICAL MICROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF FT. LEWIS
PRFHEATER OUTLET SAMPLE.
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Figure 10. EFFECT OF HYDROGEN PRESSURE ON YIELDS OF FC+VMH
(fixed carbon plus heavy volatile matter) USING
FEED SLURRY (P99-67-11) DETERMINED BY PDSC/TGA RUNS.
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Figure 11. EFFECT OF OPERATING TEMPERATURE ON THE YIELDS OF FC+VMH (fixed carbon
plus heavy volatile matter) where o: PDSC/T6A runs using feed slurry

(P99-50-3S)

•: Autoclave runs using feed slurry
(P99-64-8S)
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Figure 12. EFFECT OF RESIDENCE TIME ON THE YIELD OF FC+VMJJ (fixed carbon
plus heavy volatile matter) where o: PDSC/TGA runs at 460°C

and 900 psig H2.

O: Autoclave runs at 460<>C
and 1800 psig H2.
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Figure 13. CORRELATION OF MICROPROCESS PDSC/TGA DATA WITH COAL FEEDSTOCK
WHERE IOM (curve a) AND H2 CONSUMPTION (curve c) ARE TAKEN
FROM A-l UNIT EXPERIMENTS, AND FC+VMj, (curve b) AND D p (degree
of polymerization, curve d) ARE ""AKEN FROM PDSC/TGA DATA.
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Introduction

The commercial methods for cleaning coarse coal depend upon differences
in the specific gravity of coal and the gangue. The effectiveness of these
gravity methods decreases as particle sizes decrease. When the diameter of
the particles is a few hundred microns or less, differences in the surface
properties of coal and gangue become the dominant factor for effective
cleaning. Flotation and oil agglomeration are the two cleaning methods most
frequently mentioned for fine coal processing. Both these processes utilize
the differences in surface properties of the feed constituents for separation
of combustibles from the mineral matter.

In oil agglomeration, the selective wetting of coal by a sufficient
quantity of a liquid petroleum product, such as gasoline, kerosene, or fuel
oil, is used to selectively agglomerate the fine coal particles into a mass
large enough to stay suspended on a screen that allows the fine gangue
particles to pass through . An oil which is efficient with respect to selec-
tive wetting of coal is not necessarily the best for producing a strong
agglomerate. It may be better to collect the coal with lighter oils and then
use heavier oils to complete the formation of a structure strong enough for
screening. On the microscopic level, this process involves a collection step
in which a coal/water interface and an oil/water interface are partly re-
placed by a coal/oil interface.

The efficiency of the collecting process can be increased with respect
to the amount of oil needed if the oil is dispersed in water before contact-

0 0

ing it with the coal ' . If the blending of oil and water is vigorous, an
emulsion results having a larger volume than that of the components. This
increase in volume is caused by the entrapment of air. The coated air
bubbles that are formed exhibit the surface properties of oil globules but
they are much lighter, and consequently they rise and cream out when the
emulsion is left to settle. When this oil/water emulsion is mixed with a
coal-water slurry, the coal particles collect on the coating around the air
bubbles and are buoyed to the surface where they can be removed by skimming.
In this case, the separation takes place in a relatively quiescent zone com-
pared to a flotation cell with constant aeration.

Successful collection of coal by the pregenerated emulsion (or foam)
requires first that coal particles be brought into contact with oil surfaces
around the air bubbles and secondly that the coal particles attach to these
surfaces. The frequency of collisions between the oil and coal particles is
determined among other factors by the number of coal particles, the number
of air bubbles, and the distance between them1*. The present paper examines
in detail the phenomenon of coal particles collecting on oil as well as some
of the relationships that affect this adhesion.
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Materials

The feed coal was prepared by grinding a sample from the Herrin (No. 6)
Coal Member from Macoupin County, Illinois, in a ball mill. The distribution
of the particle sizes after grinding is given in table 1. *A regular grade of
gasoline, samples A and B, and a kerosene sample, K, were obtained from local
fuel vendors at different times. Sample A was stripped of a portion of its
higher volatile components to produce a residual fraction designated AH.
Sample B was partially distilled to obtain a fraction of the more volatile
components, designated BL, and a residue designated BH. Deionized water was
used unless otherwise specified.

Table 1:

Particle
size

VI

88-176
62-88
44-62
31-44
22-31
16-22

Particle-size distribu

wt%

3.4
3.9
7.0
9.2
12.1
10.8

Finer
cumulative

wt%

100
96.6
92.7
85.7
76.5
64.4

Particle
size

y

11-16
7.8-11
5.5-7.8
3.9-5.5
2.8-3.9
2.8

wt%

10.8
10.1
8.3
9.4
7.4
7.6

Finer
cumulative

wt%

53.6
42.8
32.7
24.4
15.0
7.6

Experimental Procedure

Coal-Collection Experiments

Ten grains of coal was slurried in 300 ml of water and left to soak for
three hours. One ml of oil was mixed with 300 ml of water for 30 seconds in
a malted-milk mixer and the resulting oil-water emulsion was added without
delay to the coal-water slurry. The coal slurry and the emulsion of oil-in-
water were gently mixed for 30 seconds with a hand-held electric mixer. This
mixture was then washed into a separating device (fig. 1). On resolution,
the floating coal was separated by making a cut three inches below the float-
ing mass. Solids in the float and the sink were separated by filtration,
dried, and analyzed.

The separating device consists of two glass cylinders 18 in. long by
2 in. I.D., which were separated by a plastic ball valve. The assembly is
mounted in a tiltable frame. The lower cylinder is fitted with an expandable
rubber stopper which can be moved to any position in the lower cylinder.
This arrangement enables the operator to make a cut at any desired level.

Interfacial Tension Measurement

The interfacial tensions were measured in a Fisher surface tensiometer
using the standard procedure.

Contact-Angle Measurements

A plug of coal prepared for the contact-angle measurements was mounted
in a rubber stopper and suspends" in an aqueous phase for conditioning. Oil
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was introduced from the side of the container with a hypodermic needle. Oil
droplets of the same oil on different plugs were photographed to determine an
average contact angle.

Results and Discussion

The surface of a coal particle in a coal-water slurry and that of an oil
globule or oil-coated air bubble in an oil-water emulsion are in contact only
with water. When the coal particle contacts and adheres to the oil globule,
water is displaced from the area of contact on the coal particle and also on
the oil globule. A new interfacial area between the coal and oil is gener-
ated. These changes in the interfacial areas alter the surface free energy
of the system. If A is the area of contact between the oil and coal particle
(fig. 2), then the interfacial area between the oil/coal will increase by A,
whereas the interfacial area between oil/water and coal/water will decrease

by the same amount. If Y , Y and Y are the interfacial free energies
oc ow cw

per unit of the three interfaces, respectively, the total change in the
surface free energy, due to adhesional wetting, is given by the Dupre
equation (1).

-AG = A (Y + Y - Y ). (1)
w — ow cw oc

The wetting force, W , due to the net changes in the interfacial tension is
cl

defined by equation 2.

W = Y + Y - Y (2)
a ow cw oc

The oil/water interfacial tension, Y , can be measured directly whereas the
ow

interfacial tensions of the solid-liquid interfaces, Y and y , cannot be.
cw oc

Contact angles are used to determine the difference between Y and Y
cw oc

For the contact angle 6 between the oil and the coal (fig. 3), we may write
Y cos6 = Y - Y . (Young's equation) (3)
ow cw oc

Substitute Y cos0 for Y - Y in the wetting force equation 2.
ow cw oc

W = Y + Y cosG = Y (1 + cos9) (4)
a ow ow ow

From equation 2, W is seen to increase with an increase in Y and

Y . W also increases if y decreases5. A change in the interfacial
cw a oc

tension is caused by the change in the molecular interaction energy across
the interface between the phases. The larger the resulting attraction or the
larger the affinity between the phases, the smaller is the interfacial
tension (fig. 4). W is a measure of the work required to separate a unit

area of oil from the surface of the coal. An increase in W indicates a
a

stronger bond between the oil and coal particle. An increased recovery of
the combustible is to be expected when W increases provided other conditions

3,

such as the pulp density, the ratio of oil to coal, the mixing time, the
mixing intensity, and the temperature remain constant. Table 2 shows the
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changes in the wetting force W and in the recovery of combustibles achieved

Si

with different oils.

Table 2: Recovery of combustibles and interfacial properties as a function
of oil types.

Y W
Hydrocarbon Contact angle ow a Recovery

oil 6 1 + cosQ dynes/cm dynes/cm % of total

K
BL
BH
AH

132
120
98
90

0.33
0.5
0.861
1.0

12.87
15.04
11.64
10.05

3.77
7.52

10.02
10.05

33.2
53.2
71.6
72.5

Combustible recovery varies with use of different oils (table 2). Be-
cause experimental conditions were kept constant, the differences in recovery
are believed to reflect only the differences in oil properties. A change in
surface characteristics of any one of the three phases affects two of the
three interfacial tensions. Therefore, a change in W can result from simul-

taneous changes in the two interfacial tensions that have oil on one side of
the interface, y and y (equation 2). The interfacial tensions between

OW OC
the different oils and water were measured directly whereas the y ,

oc
determined indirectly through the contact angle, decreases as the recovery of
combustibles increases; however, neither the angle nor its cosine have a
linear relationship with the percentage of combustibles recovered. A
decreasing angle is indicative of a progression of increased affinity of the
oil for coal.

A ranking of oils in order of decreasing contact angles would, for the
set of oils studied, place them in an order of their increasing effective-
ness; but the nonlinear way in which a change in oil type affects the two
interfacial tensions suggests the need to measure both Y and the contact

ow
angle 6 for prediction of oil performance. The recovery of combustibles
correlates well with the wetting force, W (table 2). These results suggest

a

that the measurement of interfacial tension and contact angle of an oil and
coal submerged in water may be used to predict its processing behavior.

This adhesion model can be used also as a tool in forecasting the effect
of an induced change in any of three interfacial energies and its subsequent
influence on W or the recovery of combustibles,

a

Conclusions

The driving force of adhesional wetting, W , correlates well with the
cl

collection capability of the oils tested for the recovery of combustibles
from raw fine coal under controlled conditions. These data and the success
of this experimental work encourage optimism that additional work will lead
to the development of a good prognostic tool for estimating the effects of
other variables affecting interfacial tensions and the recovery of
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combustibles- One of the most important variables to pursue in the next
phase of the work will be the modification of the solid surface and develop-
ment of proper technique for measuring W under those conditions.

cl
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Figure 1. Separating device.

Aqueous medium

Aqueous medium

Before adhesion After adhesion ISGS 1982

Figure 2. Adhesional wetting of coal by oil.
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Aqueous medium
70W

Figure 3. Contact angle of an oil drop on the coal surface (in water)

air MSEab *M , Eab

7 ab

ab

7a + 7 b - 2 M I E a b

interfacial tension

7a and 7 h = surface tension

MIE_U = molecular interaction energy across
the interface between a and b ISGS 1982

ab

Figure 4. Surface tension and interfacial tension of phases a and b.
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Introduction

Carboxylation reactions with Illinois bituminous coal and lignite coals
have been accomplished with sodium and with potassium in aprotic solvents of
tetrah>drofuran (THF), toluene, naphthalene, hexamethylphosphoramide (HMPA)

and triethylamine. These reactions were successful in solubilizing the
coals to a maximum of 83% with more than half of the soluble products iso-
lated as black acids. Recently, reactions with potassium and a Westerholt
Mine coal in glyme and triglyme solvents were reported which reduced the coal

into smaller fractions with an increase in hydrogen content. This study

prompted Collins et_ al_. to examine if aromatic-aliphatic model compounds
could be cleaved at the aliphatic linkages which the potassium-coal reactions
in glyme-triglyme solvent had suggested.

7
Sternberg and co-workers previously had successfully alkylated coal and

their high solubility was attributed to the cleavage of ether linkages to
form phenolate anions which subsequently could be 0-alkylated. In addition,

C-alkylation was proposed for the aromatic anions produced. Collins, study
unequivocally proved that aliphatic carbon-carbon bonds were cleaved at low
temperature when toluene was isolated as a reaction product from both 1,2-
diphenylethane and diphenylmethane. Collins, proposed mechanism suggests the
formation of aromatic anions, aromatic radical anions as well as aliphatic
and aromatic free radicals.

PhCH2Ph + le >

} Ph- + PhCH2"

CH2Ph ^ PhCH2- + Ph"

8-11
Previously, other authors " had claimed that 1,2-diphenylethane could

not be cleaved with alkali metaJa, but Quest et^ al_. had found that a cesiuro-
sodium-potassium-alloy could cleave bibenzyl. Collins, reactions with alloys
of alkali metals does support Quest's experimental observations with the
cesium-potassium alloy, and aliphatic carbon-carbon bond linkages indeed are
broken. As Collins suggests, this may be an efficient low-temperature method
for degrading coal by cleavage of aliphatic and aromatic-aliphatic bonds.

A recent study has shown that the carboxyl group content of coal can
be increased several fold by reacting coal with sodium metal and carbon
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dioxide. Undoubtedly, the reaction occurs via the carboxylation of the a-

position of sodium phenolate sites and the carboxylation of aromatic radical
13

anions that are generated from the sodium.

2-4i> Recent results in this laboratory indicate that potassium is a more
V efficient alkali metal than sodium for carboxylation reactions, and Stock's
'* 14
\ meticulous studies with potassium in tetrahydrofuran are ample evidence to
\ suggest this also. Stock's reactions with potassium, naphthalene and coal
\at ambient temperature generated 2 0 + 1 anions per 100 carbon atoms. Con-
sequently, in addition to these 20 carbanion sites, the alkali metal alloys
should break the macromolecular coal structure further through cleavage of
tflte aliphatic and aliphatic-aromatic linkages to generate additional carban-
* 6ioî  sites.

Coal samples are known to contain the following functional groups;
1 r 1 r

1) Ccj,rboxyl groups, albeit at low percentages in brown coal, , lignite, ,

and bituminous coal, , 2) ether linkage, ' , 3) hydroxyl groups, ,
^ 1 8 18

4) mercaptans and 5) thio ethers. Consequently when a coal sample is
treated with an active alkali metal-alloy, the following basic sites would
occur: *

d
•!•• _ _ _ _ _

R-C-̂ O , R0 , RS , 00 , 0S and
The phenolate ion acts as a precursor to carboxylation reactions

through a delocalized resonance hybrid.

Results and Discussion

Reductive caibuAylalion reactions .of Illinois bituminous coal were run
in toluene and triethylamine with potassium, carbon dioxide and biphenyl at
100°, 200° and 300°. North Dakota lignite was reacted under the same con-
ditions with toluene as a solvent.

Material Balance

The material balance comparison between bituminous and lignite coal is
shown in Table 1 with toluene as the solvent in each case.

One case is evident from examination of Table 1 in that a weight in-
crease is proportional to an increase in temperature, e.g. the higher the

19
temperature the higher the weight increase. Wp.chowska had reported a
similar weight increase in his alkylation study where the weight increase of
alkylated coal was higher than the corresponding alkyl group content.
Evidence was presented to suggest the anions of the aromatic clusters in coal
were reacting with the solvent and the election transfer agent that were
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Table 1

Material Balance for Reductive Carboxylation Reactions
with Bituminous & Lignite Coals

(So1vent-Toluene)
Weight of Weight of Weight

Reactants(g)a Isolated Products(g)^ Increase
(decrease)

Reaction
Temperature

100°

200°

300°

Coal
Type

bituminous
lignite

bituminous
lignite

bituminous
lignite

20
20

20
20

20
20

18.6
19.2 ± 0.2c

20.3 ± 0.3c

19.6 ± 0.1c

30.6 ± 2.1C

25.4 ± 5.0c

(8%)
(3.9 ± 1.1%)

6.0 ± 2.0%
(2.1 ± 0.2%)

52 ± 11%
51%

Weight includes 10 g coal plus 10 g biphenyl
3Weight includes the insoluble residue, the biphenyl, the black acids,
the neutral compounds and the amphoteric compounds.

"two determinations

incorporated into the products. We ran a blank run with toluene, biphenyl,
potassium and a catalytic amount of bituminous (0.2g) at 200° in the exact
manner as previously run with 10g of bituminous coal and experienced a 47%
increase in weight. A result that confirms Wachowska's observations.

Percent Solubility and' Black Acid Yields

The percent solubility and black acid yields are presented in Table 2.

The maximum solubility occurred at 200°C with a lower solubility occur-
ring at 300°C. The ratio of the weight of the insoluble residue to that of
the original coal sample was used as a measure of the solubility. An in-
direct way of looking at solubility would be to compare the weight ratios of
the black acids to that of the insoluble residues. One could assume that if
all the high molecular weight insoluble residue had broken down during car-
boxylation, that it would have been totally converted into the low molecular
weight black acids. Consequently, as the insoluble residues weight
approaches zero, the black acid's weight should approach unity, i.e.

lim (weight fraction of black acids) = 1.0

residue > 0

Table 2 exhibits this weight fraction increase very well because the
200°C reaction in every case has a maximum of carboxylic acids generated
regardless of the solvent or the coal used.
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Table 2

Percent Solubility and Black Acid Yields

Reaction Coal
Temperature Type

100°

200°

300°

100°

200°

Initial
Weight of
coal(g)

(Solvent - Toluene)

bituminous
lignite

bituminous
lignite

bituminous
lignite

-10.0
10.0

10.0
10,0

10.0
10.0

(Solvent - Triethylamine)

bituminous

bituminous

10.0

10.0

Weight
Insoluble
Residue(g)

8.9
5.7 ± 0.2a

6.9 ± 0.6a

3.6 ± 0.3a

15.0 ± 1.3a

7.3 ± 0.9a

6.6 ± 0.1a

3.2 ± 1.4a

Weight
Black
Acids(g)

1.70
4.4 ± 0.8a

4.9 ± 0.05a

4.5 i 0.5a

1.8 ± 1.5a

3.8 ± 0.7a

2.2 ± 1.0a

6.6 ± 0.2a

%
Solubility

11.1
43.4 ± 1.9

31.0 ± 6.0
63.5 ± 3.3

(neg.)
27.1 ± 8.1

24.3 ± 9.0

68.5 ± 14.5

Average £ average deviation for two determinations

Equivalent Weight Determinations

Equivalent weight determinations were measured by back titrating an
excess of standardized sodium hydroxide as described further in the experi-
mental. The equivalent weights of these black acids are shown in Table 3.

The highest equivalent weights occurred for those reactions at 300°C.
This, undoubtedly, results from the fact Lhat the higher temperature promotes
decarboxylation reactions to occur.

Equivalent weights are no indication of the molecular size unless one
knows the number of carboxyl groups per molecule. If one assumes these black
acids are the same molecular size as those generated from Mayo's hypochlorite

20
studies (mol.wt. 557 via VPO), the number of carboxyl groups per molecule
would be approximately two. This piece of evidence is very tenuous, especi-
ally so since these acids were generated under two extremely different chemi-
cal environments. It becomes even more tenuous when one compares the carbon
content for reductive carboxylation reactions (72%) with those acids from the
hypochlorite study (58%).

One more direct comparison we can make is co measure the strength of the
carbonyl stretching frequency and compare this to the equivalent weight
measurements. If the equivalent, weight size is directly proportional to the
number of carboxyl groups, one should be able to show a correlation between
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Table 3

Equivalent Weight of Black Acids

Reaction
Temperature

100°

100°
100°

200°

200°
200°

300°

300°
300°

100°
100°

200°
200°

Coal

bituminous

lignite
lignite

bituminous

lignite
lignite

bituminous

lignite
lignite

bituminous
bituminous

bituminous
bituminous

Solvent

toluene

toluene
toluene

toluene

toluene
toluene

toluene

toluene
toluene

triethylamine
triethylamine

triethylamine
triethylamine

Equivalent0-

Weight

258 ± 8

305 ± 10
258 ± 3

307 ± 19

3.24 ± 8
3.42 ± 32C

335 ± 3

458 ± 3
500 ± 10

541 ± 118b

395 ± 155C

468 ± 129b

490 ± 172C

two determinations

four determinations

six determinations

equivalent weight and strength of carboxyl peak. This correlation is shown
in Table 4 for the bituminous and lignite coals run in toluene.

Table 4

Carbonyl Group Strengths versus Equivalent Weights

Reaction
Temperature

100°
200°
300°

100°
200°
3uO°

Coal

bituminous
bituminous
bituminous

lignite
lignite
lignite

Carboxyl Peak Strength
@1710<sm-l (cm/mg)a

0.87
0.55
0.40

11.6 ± 1.7b

10.4 ± 0.1b

5.3 ± 0.9b

Eq. wt. of
Black Acids

258 ± 8
307 ± 19
335 ± 3

282 ± 7
333 ± 20
479 ± 7

he igh t of carbonyl peak measured from background at 2100ari-1
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As the equivalent weight increases, the carbonyl stretching vibration
decreases and this suggests there are fewer carboxyl groups present at the
higher equivalent weights. ihe strength of the carbonyl peak was determined
by measuring the height of the carbonyl peak and subtracting the background
vibration at 2100cm~I from the carbonyl peak height.

The elemental analyses for the bituminous and lignite coals are shown
in Table 5.

Table 5

Elemental Analyses of Black Acids

Reaction
Temperature

A. Bituminous Coal -

100
100

200
200

300
300

%
C

%
H

Solvent:Toluene

70.71
70.66

72.93
72.28

66.99
69.58

5.26
5.00

4.54
4.77

3.66
3.92

B. Lignite Coal - Solvent:Toluene

100
100

200
200

300
300

65.86
70.92

69.77
69.09

64.04
65.17

4.09
4.22

4.37
4.31

4.36
4.61

0
0

1
1

1
1

1
0

1

1
2

%
N

.87

.88

.66

.18

.71

.91

.25

.71

.81

.31

.76

.85

1
1

0
1

5
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

%

s

.83

.64

.92

.73

.89

.00

.53

.26

.40

.65

.43
-26

%
Ash

2.26
1.26

0.97
0.67

1.66
1.86

0.31
0.46

0.34
0.25

0.39
4.19

19
20

18
19

19
21

27
23

23
24

29
22

%
Oa

.07

.56

.98

.37

.96

.73

.96

.43

.32

.39

.02

.92

aObtained by difference (%0=100%-%C-%H-%N-%S-%ash)

The oxygen trend in this table does not correlate well with the equi-
valent weight, e.g. the smaller the equivalent weight, the higher the oxygen
content should be. Unfortunately, Table 5 does not exhibit this trend,
however, it might be due to the way the oxygen content was determined which
was by difference, i.e. the oxygen was determined by subtracting the per-
centage sum of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen and ash from 100%.
Therefore, all errors generated from any of these elements and other elements
not reported will show up as an error in oxygen. One point Table 5 does make
is that all black acids have a higher oxygen content than what was found in
the raw bituminous or raw lignite coals.

Experimental Procedure

Materials, Reactions and Autoclave
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Illinois bituminous coal and North Dakota lignite were reacted as raw
coals (250-325 Tyler mesh) that had been dried at 100°. Reactions of coals
were run in an Autoclave Engineers magnedrive packless, 1-liter stainless-
steel autoclave equipped with a three-blade paddle wheel stainless steel
stirrer that extended to the bottom of the autoclave. The autoclave was
stirred at 900-1100 rpm. The temperature of these reactions was varied from
100° to a high temperature of 300°C.

The autoclave was charged with 10 g of coal, 10 g of alkali metal, and
an aprotic solvent. The reactions were purged with dry nitrogen and run under
nitrogen for five days, and the autoclave was pressurized with carbon dioxide
for two days. After the reaction was complete, the excess alkali metal
was decomposed by quenching the reaction with isopropyl alcohol.

The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation under vacuum, and the
neutral compounds were extracted with an ether-benzene reflux (3/1 v/v)21.
The ether-benzene layer was separated from the insoluble residue by centri-
fuging at 10,000 rpm with a Sorvall Model GLC-1 centrifuge and extracting
with 5% potassium hydroxide to remove any solubilized acids.

The insoluble residue was refluxed with the 5% potassium hydroxide solu-
tion to extract the black acids. The potassium hydroxide solution was cen-
trifuged, and the black acids were precipitated by acidifying the basic solu-
tions with hydrochloric acid.

The insoluble residue from the potassium hydroxide extraction was demi-
22neralized, and a total acidity and carboxyl group analyses were determined.

Infrared Analysis

Potassium bromide wafers were made in a pellet die (Beckman Model K-13)
under 18,000-20,000 psi for periods of 20 min. The spectral grade potassium
bromide (Fisher) was dried in a drying pistol overnight under vacuum at 100°C
with phosphorus pentoxide. Approximately 6 mg. of the residue, known to the
nearest mg., was weighted and mixed with 1.00 g. of potassium bromide, known
to 3 significant figures. This was shaken on an automatic shaker for 90 sec.
From 0.150 to 0.200 g of the mixture was place into the press, made into a
wafer and run on a Perkin-Elmer 621 Grating IR.

Table 6

Equivalent Weight of Known Acids

Eq. wt. % Error

m-HO-0-COOH 138 0.27%

2,3-Naphthalene dicarboxyl ic acid 108 ± 3 .7 a 0.26%

1,2,4-0(CO2H)3 68.2 ± 0 .35 a 2.6%

1,2,4,5-0(CO2H)4 63.5 2.0%

Tannic Acid 547
76 52 46

^ F.W. 1701,23
aaverage and average deviation for two determinations.
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Equivalent Weights of Black Acids

Demineralized moisture-free (dmmf) black acids were dissolved in an ex-
cess of standardized sodium hydroxide solution and stirred under nitrogen
until dissolved. The excess sodium hydroxide was back titrated to pH 7, and
the equivalent weight of the acids were determined from the amount of sodium
hydroxide consumed. Equivalent weight of known acids were titrated to deter-
mine the accuracy of this procedure and these results are shown in Table 6.
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THERMOMETRY IN COAL UTILIZATION

James F. Schooley
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, DC 2023̂ 4

Introduction

The importance of coal as an energy source has increased in recent
years relative to that of oil and natural gas. U.S. Department of Energy
data show that U.S. coal production jumped by 25J between 1978 and 1980. In
relative energy units, coal thus surpassed U.S.-produced crude oil and
approached within 5% of the energy contained in U.S. natural gas production.
Indeed, the U.S. actually exports as much as 20J of its coal production.

There are many projects aimed at increasing the breadth and effective-
ness of coal use in the U.S. Among these are the burning of coal for
process heat to operate electrical generators, the gasification of coal—
either in reactors or in the ground—to produce a pipeline fuel, the produc-
tion of synthetic liquid fuel from coal, and the burning of coal in MHD
generators for the direct production of electricity.

Each of these processes depends for its efficiency upon the reliable
measurement of temperature, among other important parameters which include
pressure, flow, and composition. In this paper, we discuss both present and
prospective techniques for temperature measurement in these processes.

Thermocouple Thermometry

The direct combustion of coal in boilers to produce electric power from
turbo-generators is far and away the most common use of coal—a 1000 MWe
generating plant uses about 10 kilotons of coal each day. The temperatures
maintained in such boilers range up to 1800 °C in the burner itself, 1300-
1800 °C in the furnace where the steam is produced, and on down to 250 °C in
the stack^. Temperature measurement in this well-established process uti-
lizes principally thermocouple thermometers. The major problems encountered
in these measurements are the loss of calibration accuracy and the finite
lifetimes of the probes.

There are seven types of thermocouple thermometers that have been given
letter designations by the Instrument Society of America. These include the
four base-metal types, as well as three noble-metal types. EMF vs tempera-
ture tables for each of these thermometers can be found in Ref. 2; the
values listed in Ref. 2 serve as reference values both for manufacturers and
for users. Upper temperature limits for their use in protective thermowells
are recommended by the American Society for Testing and Materials^. This
reference provides helpful discussions regarding the environmental limita-
tions of these thermometers, too. One should note that the use of heavier
gage wire will permit the use of particular thermocouple thermometers at
higher temperatures or for longer service.

Currently, Type K thermometers, employed in wires as heavy as 8 Gage,
predominate for the measurement of temperatures as high as 1100-1200 °C.
Efforts to obtain long-term measurements of temperatures above the range
covered by the standard thermocouple thermometers have led to the use of
specially-prepared probes employing mineral insulation and controlled atmos-
pheres, as well a» the use of newer, high-temperature thermocouple types.

Some of these newer thermocouple systems involve platinum alloys dif-
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fering from those in Types B, R, and S. The point i s often raised in
discussing the use of noble-metal thermocouples that they are very expensive
in comparison with the base-metal types. We wish to point out that this
argument usually is irrelevant. Even in so-called "routine" service, en-
hanced thermometer lifetime or enhanced reliability has a definite monetary
value; in the case of developmental work, where the instrumentation needed
to evaluate a process or to develop procedures may not exist, efforts to
"save money" by using unsatisfactory thermometers rank as sheer folly.

S t i l l other high-temperature, non-standard thermocouple thermometers
are coming into more routine us^.3 Tungsten-rhenium alloys are used in a
series of specialized thermometers that are useful up to temperatures as
high as 2300 °C. Nickel-molybdenum alloy thermocouples have been developed
for use in reducing atmospheres; they possess a sensitivicy similar to that
of Type K. More experience has been obtained with the Nicrosil/Nisil ther-
mocouple thermometer during the past few years indicating that this system
is considerably more stable that Type K to heating in air.

Table I summarizes sensitivity and range information for some of the
newer thermocouple types.

Table I

Sensitivities and upper limits for newer thermocouple thermometers

Type

Pt-4O Rh vs Pt-20 Rh
Pt-15 Ir vs Pd
Pt-5 Mo vs Pt-0.1 Mo
Ir-MO Rh vs Pt-4O Rh
Pd-31 Pt-14 Au vs
Au-35 Pd

Ni-18 Mo vs Ni-1 Mo
Nicrosil-vs Nisil
W-3 Re vs W-25 Re

Ave. Seebeck Coef.
V/oc

2.2
30
30
5.5

40
45
35
15

Upper Limit

°C

1800
1300
1500
1600

1260
1200
1250
2760

Environment

Long-life
High-sensitivity
High-sensitivity
Combustors

Long-life
Reducing a tin.
High-stability
High-temperature

The properties of the Nicrosil/Nisil thermocouple as a thermometer are
discussed by several authors in the recent 6th Symposium on Temperature, Its
Measurement and Control in Science and Industry. ' '

A major problem with the use of thermocouple thermometry in developing
new processes for energy production from coal is that of measurement accu-
racy. The EMF measured in a thermocouple circuit really represents the
integral of many products of the Seebeok coefficient and the temperature
gradient carried completely around the circuit as shown in Eq (1):

E - .ax (1 )

For ideal, homogeneous wires of composition A and B, Eq (1) reduces to
E=(S^Ss)AT. For real thermocouples, however, there are many accidental
sources of EMF, as pointed out recently by Mossman et al.? Mossman et al.
illustrate the effects of gradients and inhomogenieties arising from impuri-
t ies or s trains in a thermocouple circuit upon i t s EMF output in a figure
which illustrates the occurrence of a strong maximum in a defective thermo-
couple circuit output when the test thermal gradient is located well away
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from the target location.
R. P. Reed, of Sandia Laboratories, has pointed out the great value of

branched-circuit diagnostic techniques for understanding and safeguarding
thermocouple thermometry data in critical applications.** Reed has illus-
trated these methods for thermometry in terns of underground coal gasifica-
tion; such precautions also are warranted in any expensive or isolated
experiments in synthetic fuels process development.

Certainly the most difficult problem in thermocouple thermometry re-
mains that of protecting the probe from debilitating environments. Much of
the research in combustion and other corrosive, erosive systems is concerned
with the development and evaluation of materials capable of withstanding
these hostile environments for long periods of 910

Velocity-of-Sound Thermometry

There are many other methods capable of providing accurate thermometry
measurements in the processing of coal. Among these is the technique that
relies upon the temperature dependence of the velocity of sound, usually in
solids. In most applications the measurement consists of monitoring the
time required for an ultrasonic pulse to travel through a probe wire, to be
reflected by a discontinuity in the wire circumference or by the free end of
the wire, and to return to the detector. 11 The technique has been used for
some time in nuclear reactor thermometry.12 We will say nothing further
about this technique here, since Gopalsami will discuss it fully later in
this session.

Johnson Noise Thermometry

Another thermometry method that has proved successful for high-tempera-
ture measurements under difficult conditions is that of Johnson noise. The
basic equation describing this method was proposed by Nyquist:

<V2>= 4RkTdf (2)

where <V2> is the square of the voltage produced by thermal excitation of
the electrons in a resistor of resistance R* k is the Boltziaann constant, T
the thermodynamic temperature, and df the detector bandwidth. This method
is capable of quite high levels of accuracy—experiments reported during the
6th Temperature Symposium^'^ reached thermodynamic uncertainties as low as
a few millidegrees—and i t is also useful in debili tating environments.
There are several techniques in use in hostile-environment Johnson noise
thermometry; 1̂ » 17 one of the best-developed, however, is the result of a
long-standing collaboration between Blalock of the University of Tennessee
and Borkowski, Korton, and Shepard at the Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory.1^ 19 Their scheme utilizes separate measurements of the noise voltage
(KMkRTdf)1/2 where K is the gain of the circuit amplifier, and of the noise
current [(K'MkTdfVR]1/2. These quantities are multiplied in the circuit
shown in Fig. 1 to produce the noise power

<P2> = (K"4kTdf)2 (3)

which has the significant advantage that i t is independent of the probe
resistance. The calibration curve of the ORNL Johnson noise power thermom-
eter shows excellent linearity at temperatures as high as 1250 °C. Ths ORNL
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group, in a paper presented during the 6th Temperature Symposium, reported
finding temperature uncertainties as small as 0.5$ at temperatures up to
700 °C. This method has been used mainly for thermometry in nuclear reac-
tors. Its natural advantages, however, ensure i ts success in many applica-
tions in the processing of coal.

Radiation Thermometry

Planck-Law Thermometry

We turn now to radiation thermometry methods. The use of radiation for
thermometry in hot systems has major advantages and major disadvantages as
well. Among the advantages are i t s remote nature—there i s no probe to
corrode, erode, or melt—its speed, and i ts adaptibility to different target
species. Its chief disadvantages have been i t s seneivity to errors from
variation in emissivity, from reflected radiation, from degraded transmis-
sion in optical paths or in windows, and from variations in target phase
compositions.

Eq (4), elucidated by Planck in 1900,20 shows the relation between the
spectral intensity L ôf a target blackbody and i t s so-called "brightness
temperature" Tb:

ci and c? a r e t n e f"irst a n d second radiation constants, respectively. Note
that the temperature must be expressed in kelvins in Eq (4).

Eq (4) can be used in various ways to evaluate the temperature of a hot
target. In principle, one could use the fact that Eq (4) yields unique
curves for the spectral intensity of blackbody radiation as functions of
wavelength for particular temperatures; simply evaluating the peak wave-
length of the distribution through use of the Woin displacement law could
yield the temperature. In practice, however, measurements of temperature
are not often performed in this way.21 A major drawback is the fact that
most radiating systems are neither perfect blackbodies, nor even
"graybodies" (for which the emissivity e(A), while not exactly unity for all
wavelengths of interest, is constant throughout the measured range of wave-
lengths). Another problem lies in the fact that the peak in the spectral
intensity varies substantially with temperature, so that the radiation
detector would need to be responsive over a similarly wide wavelength range.

The Planck Law is often used in the so-called "two color" technique to
produce rapid and convenient temperature measurements that rely on the
uniformity of the spectral emissivity only over a limited wavelength span.
In this case, Eq (4) is used to provide values of Tb from relative intensity
measurements at two wavelengths.

The most common use of the Planck Law for high-precision thermometry is
that recommended in the text of the International Practical Scale of 1968:

LA(T)/LA(Tref) = [exp(c2/ATref)-1]/[exp(c2/XT)-1] (5)

The freezing point of gold, 1064.43 °C, specified for IPTS-68 thermometry,
is commonly used as the reference temperature. Once again, even small
deviations from blackbody conditions introduce measurement errors.

There are several methods by which thermometrists have succeeded in
preserving the advantages of radiation thermometry while avoiding its major
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disadvantages. Not al l of these methods have been applied to temperature
measurement in coal systems, but al l of them could be so used.

Line Reversal Thermometry

Zinneman and his co-workers at the Argonne National Laboratory pre-
sented a discussion of the U-25 US/USSR cooperative KHD generator experiment
during the 1980 Symposium of this series.^ An informative discussion of
line-reversal thermometry can be found in Ref 24. Campbell and his co-
workers working on the Mississippi State University MHD project, also re-
ported successful measurements using the sodium line-reversal technique.
These measurements were reported during last year's Symposium.

Laser-based Thermometry

An area of radiation-based thermometry which has grown in recent years
to become a really powerful tool for combustion and other gaseous system
measurements is that of laser-based Raman scattering and fluorescence.
These measurements basicclly address the Boltzmann population distribution
of the molecular energy levels in the target gas. There are several tech-
niques used in these measurements, in general benefitting from the use of
laser light sources and spectroscopic detection. We will mention two of
these which allow the measurement of temperature—in some cases with 1%
accuracy—and composition, both at high data rates—potentially 1 o8 p e r

second—and with spatial resolution of less thani mm. In general, these
techniques require the availability of an optical path through the target
gas and they also involve a reasonably good understanding of specific states
of the target molecule.

CARS. Perhaps the best-known of the spectroscopic thermometry tech-
niques is the Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) method. In one
of several papers on this topic presented during the 6th Temperature Sym-
posium, 25,25 Verdieck and his co-workers discussed the system shown in Fig.
2. Basically, a "pump" laser beam at frequency ô  a mj a second beam, ^ ;

are chosen to populate a Raman-active excited state of the target molecule.
This state is separated from the initial state by u

v . This technique yields
a strong, resonance-based intensity at the frequency "3. Typically the
Stokes beam either is scanned or used as a broadband light source. In
either case, the resulting spectrum is a wavelength scan similar to that
shown in Fig. 3« The intensity distributions arising from the changing
populations in the molecular levels making up the target vary noticeably
with temperature, allowing an evaluation of the system temperature from the
spectrum profile. The Q-branch transition spectra shown in Fig. 3 were
calculated for N2 as a function of temperature, and verified by CARS mea-
surements at 2100 K,

Eq (6) shows how the level population probabilities P(v,J) depend
upon the system temperature T:

P(V,J) = ^2J+11 e - V " eBVJ(J+1)/RT

I In this Eq, v and J are the vibrational and rocational quantum numbers,
- respectively, gj is the nuclear spin degeneracy, gv and QR are the vth level
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vibrational and rotational partition functions, respectively, E v is the
vibrational energy in state v, Bv is the rotational constant in state v, and
R is the gas constant.

These workers have found it possible to obtain temperature measurements
from 10"° second laser pulses even in sooty, highly-incandescent flames.
These results agree with the conclusions of W. L. Flower, discussed during
last year's Symposium, concerning the usefulness of Raman scattering mea-
surements in particle-laden gases. More recently, Hartford has described
the use of CARS for characterizing coal gasifiers. '

Laser Tomography. Semerjian and Santoro, at the National Bureau of
Standards, have adapted relatively high-intensity absorption spectroscopy to
a technique that they call "laser tomography".2** This technique avoids the
"onion peeling" problems associated with the acquisition of optical signals
from regions of varying temperature. This technique appears to have good
potential for specific applications in coal thermometry, in areas including
non-symmetric flows; rapid, real-time measurements; and simultaneous mea-
surements over two-dimensional or three-dimensional regions.

Eq (7) shows the ratio of the transmitted radiation intensity I to
the incident intensity I°v at frequency v:

L
V l ° v = exp(-/Ni-Qv ds) (7)

o
The ratio depends upon the density of molecules Ni and the absorption cross
section Qv integrated over the line of sight ds.

Since there is no way to solve for the distribution of N«Q(T) along ds
on the basis of one measurement, Semerjian and Santoro vary the angle of
observation to localize their measurements for both temperature and concen-
tration data.

Summary

In t h i s paper, we have i l l u s t r a t e d some of the common problems tha t
dxis t in thermocouple thermometry, s t i l l the workhorse for temperature
measurements in coal u t i l i z a t i o n , as well as some of the progress in t h i s
time-tested technique. Furthermore, we have mentioned other contact and
radiation methods that are available for these measurements, in the earnest
hope of providing some guidance for innovation in thermometry for coal
ut i l izat ion experiments and development.
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COMBUSTOR PINHOLE CAMERA*

A. B. Witte, N. Gat, L. M. Cohen
TRW Space & Technology Group

One Space Park, Rl/10 32
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Abstract

Aerodynamic window and pinhole camera concepts** were com-
bined in developing a novel gas purged port to view high pressure
combustion phenomena. Whereas gas purge requirements were only
about 10 percent of that needed for conventional access ports,
thereby minimizing flow disturbances, the window was kept free
of combustion debris for hours of real-time video observation in
the TRW 20MW MHD Coal Combustor. The pinhole camera has been
used mainly to record slag motion on combustor walls and to ob-
serve interesting coal sheet ignition phenomena. These observa-
tions, recorded on video tape as well as displayed in real time,
were used to improve our understanding of basic phenomena, opera-
ting conditions and performance. The concept has also been used
for "clean" access while making spectroscopic measurements.

Introduction

This section describes the combustor pinhole camera which
was developed to observe combustion phenomena inside a high
pressure (6 atm) slagging, pulverized coal combustor. The
instrument incorporates a conventional TV video camera, external
light filters coupled to the camera automatic gain control (AGC),
and an aerodynamic-window pinhole assembly which permits optical
access. The pinhole assembly incorporates an innovative gas
purge concept or aerodynamic window to purge the optical port.
The assembly is shown in Figure 1. The pinhole is 12 cm long
with a major diameter of 5 cm and a minor diameter of 2 cm. Two
of the tubes circulate cooling water and the third tube feeds
purge gas for expulsion through the aerodynamic window. Instal-
lation of the instrument on the head end of the TRW MHD Pulveri-
zed Coal combustor is shown in Figure 2. Only the video camera
can be seen. The fields of view from the combustor head end are
shown in Figure 3.

Two key features of the pinhole are that no material (glass)
windows contact the combustion gases and very little gas purge
is necessary to keep the optical train clear of combustion debris.
Conventional glass window ports with gas purges generally cannot
be kept clean in this combustion environment for test periods
beyond a few minutes. The use of low purge rates minimizes the
local and global aerodynamic disturbances to the observed
phenomena.

*This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
Contract DE-AC-01-79-ER10Q29.
** Patent Documents, DoE Case S-56,353 (RL-8451), TRW Docket 11-0274
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The dynamic range of the TV camera was extended by several
orders of magnitude by using an external variable density filter
wheel coupled to the camera age. This feature also provided sig-
nal saturation protection to the vidicon tube.

Pinhole Design

Conceptual Design

The conceptual design of the pinhole camera is shown in
Figure 4. Nitrogen gas flows through the orifice in the pinhole
assembly to provide an aerodynamic window which repels particu-
late and condensible gases while permitting optical access for
viewing or diagnostics. Both this aerodynamic window and the
remote positioning of the image transfer optics ensure that the
port remains clear at all times. The focused geometry of the
convergent nozzle provides a large momentum flux of purge gas at
the orifice to repel particles without using large amounts of
gases which might otherwise dilute or disturb the combustion
processes. These same purge gases help cool the pinhole assembly.
Additional water cooling was also provided adjacent to the purge
manifold.

The set of lenses is used to optimize the field of view and
to transfer the pinhole orifice to the lens plane of a recording
camera or vidicon. More on this is said later. Not shown here
is an external variable density filter wheel which was adjusted
automatically so as to limit saturation of the recording camera.

Design Requirements

At this stage, special emphasis was placed on providing pin-
hole hardware which could demonstrate concept feasibility rather
than the subtleties of an optimum design. The subsequent opera-
ting performance of the device would serve to improve the instru-
ment in a second generation design.

The following technical requirements were established in
order to provide a basis for the pinhole design.

1. Provide a purge configuration to repel combustion parti-
culate and gases, keep hole clear of slag, cool pinhole assembly,
and minimize combustor flow disturbances.

2. Provide additional external filters to safely extend the
dynamic range of the TV camera (vidicon). These filters are to
be integrated into the existing age for the camera.

Purge Considerations

Repulsion of Combustion Particulate. The force balance on a
decelerating nonburning particle whose motion is opposed by the
purge flow is
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The time to decelerate the particle to zero velocity (i.e., time
to stop and hence begin to repel the particle) is

4 p d Uj
3 p. C. / u

H D
 u.(i _ _°

where,

p,p. = particle and jet densities

u ,u. = particle initial velocity and jet velocity

d = particle diameter

C = drag coefficient

Now for

d =

conditions

= 102

50 x 10"4

« > 1

here

cm

u = 1500 cm/sec

u. = 3 x 10 cm/sec (assures sonic flow through pinhole)

then,

t < 10-6 sec.

The distance traveled after this short interval is

x = I Uo t

- 8 x 10" cm

which is less than the particle diameter. Thus the purge level
required to keep the pinhole sonic is more than adequate to stop
combustion debris from entering the pinhole.
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Cooling of Pinhole

The pinhole is cooled to some degree by the purge. The
amount of cooling has been estimated as follows to determine
an equilibrium temperature

PURGE
FLOW

of the copper pinhole. The heat balance is

Qin = Qout = Jq • ndA

where the heet flux and film coefficient are

q = h(Tw - T),

h = C u pu c , andH p

pu = m/A.

One obtains

R,

_2CH Cp m ( Tw - T )

in sinO

A/

/
cm
R

R

and thus

Q. sinQ
(Tw - T) =„-

Rp
2C m e Jin 5—H P K«

For our conditions...

f t
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0 = 15 (half angle)

cu = 0.003 (Re = 5 x 105)
n

c p

Rz -
R =

O

0

7

1

. 2 5

nun

nun

B t u
lbm°F

m = 0.02 lbm/sec

The temperature difference becomes

(T - T) = 1000°F
w

To insure that the assembly operates at a lower wall temperature,
a water coolant passage was added to the pinhole assembly to
provide additional cooling.

Purge Level for Slag Rejection

Continuous molten slag flow on the wall of the combustor
would cover the pinhole unless the purge were adjusted to keep
it clear.

The slag density and velocity are assumed to have the
following values

psi = 1'5 g / c c

u . = 1 cm/sec

The gas purge conditions already specified for the jet emerging
from pinhole exit plane are

2
p. = 1.2 x 10 g/cc

4
u. = 3 x 1 0 cm/sec

The condition to be satisfied to separate the slag flow at the
orifice is indeed satisfied, i.e.,

2 2
p. u. >> p „ u „

Decay of Purge Disturbance

Disturbances to the combustor flow by the purge gases near
the pinhole will now be estimated. Although the jet momentum
flux to cross stream momentum flux ratio is quite large,

2 2
p u /p u = X of several hundred, the ratio of forces decayso s s
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rapidly with jet length

* d o 1
2 ~ 2

*i *
This follows from two key features of the jet: (1) linear

2 2growth, d. ~ x, and (2) constant total momentum flux, p u d .
n n o o o

Thus, not only does the jet velocity decay as 1/x , but the jet
is also turned away into the cross stream direction.

A correlation by Keffer and Baines of the jet penetration is
shown in Field.1'2 At large extent, one obtains

where y and x are the distances from the orifice in the cross
flow and downstream directions, respectively. From the above
correlation, the jet is swept out of the pinhole line of sight

by y ~ 2 d at a downstream distance of x ~ 10 d . For this

pinhole, d = 2 mm. Downstream disturbances should be small for

x > 2 cm.

Pinhole Optics

Spatial Resolution. The resolution of a pinhole camera is
essentially determined by the aperture and the distance to the
object. For a pinhole, the Rayleigh resolution, 6, is

6 = 1.22 X f#

where

f# = i.
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L is the objective distance, 100 cm, and d the aperture diameter,

0.2 cm. Choosing the wavelength in the red {.6 microns) the
resolution becomes

6 = 1.22 (.6) 500 = 366 microns.

Since we do not expect to see microscopic detail, such resolution
is acceptable provided that, an 0-2 cm aperture can be purged to
keep the slag clear.

Next, field of view needs to be considered. The port body
is a 6.6 cm length of tube with a diameter of 22.8 mm. The
pipe aspect ratio limits the field of view. To solve this pro-
blem a set of field lenses is provided to relay the combustor
pinhole aperture to coincidence at the iris (aperture) of the
vidicon. This is shown in the optical scheme in Figure 4.

The lens nearest the combustor aperture is located a focal
length from the pinhole. This lens accepts semi-paraxial rays
from the object within the field of view and relays them through
the lens to a focal point between the first and second lens.
Because the rays are paraxial they are brought to a focus at a
distance equal to the focal length of the lens. Note, however,
that the directions of the received rays from an extreme off
axis angle are collimated somewhat parallel to the axis of the
centerline of the system. All rays entering the pinhole are
generally made to go parallel to the axis.

The second lens then takes the rays, collimated from the
first lens, and converges them to an image of the combustor
pinhole. Note that the rays passing through the image of the
pinhole have now become paraxial because they have been taken
from a place at the focal length of the second lens. Thus, lens
No. 1 is located a focal length's distance from the pinhole.
Lens No. 2 is separated from lens No. 1 by twice the focal
length, and finally, the imaged pinhole is located at one focal
length from lens No. 2 (assuming lens No. 1 and No. 2 are
identical). This scheme then provides a wide field of view
although it suffers a loss of resolution due to the pinhole.
Although the camera is located external to the combustor wall,
the camera focus is set for the distance from the combustor
wall to the region of interest.

To protect the vidicon from overexposure, a neutral density
filter wheel was placed between the vidicon and the pinhole
assembly. It was integrated electronically with the automatic
gain control to adjust the intensity for the best picture. The
details of the electronics circuit can be found in the reference,
Coal Combustion Aerothermochemistry Research Final Report.3

Estimates of peak radiation into the optical train were
made including losses to specify vidicon requirements. Based
on these estimates a black and white vidicon (Javelin Model
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SC821) was selected. After the first test it was obvious that
a less sensitive color vidicon unit would also work. Successful
tests were made with a color vidicon (JVC Model G-71) which is
now used continuously in several locations.

Results

Calibration Photograph

A checkout photograph, shown in Figure 5, was taken through
the pinhole assembly. The pinhole was located 1 meter from an
eye chart illuminated by a 120 watt flood lamp. A five second
exposure was required using Type 52 Polaroid film (ASA 400).
The field of view observed is 37 cm which corresponds to a total
angle of about 22°.

Combustion Videotapes

The use of the pinhole camera, once installed in either
the combustor head end or slag tank, was highly successful.
In the head end, a clear picture of the slag motion on the walls
was observed while only the preheater was in operation. When
the coal flow was initiated, obscuration of the pinhole occurred
very rapidly (with 1 to 2 seconds) as the flow transients
decayed. A very interesting coal ignition sequence was recorded
while purging the coal pintle of the 325 Mesh coal used in one
of the test series.

Six polaroid pictures taken from the video replay screen
are recorded in Figure 6. The picture quality resulting from
this first attempt at transfer is disappointing, but this penalty
is, of course, small compared to the benefit of having real-time
video coverage of these combustion phenomena. Each photograph
records a view taken from the head end toward the slag baffle.
In photograph (a), only the 2900 F air preheater is in operation,
the coal not yet being injected. The dark cylindrical object on
the left side is the coal pintle, the light background, hot slag
and the dark right side, the slag baffle. Slag motion on the
wall is easily observed on the video tape. The white splotches
on the slag baffle are actually protuberances of molten slag
moving circumferentially by air shearing forces. In photograph
(b), a very small amount of coal has been injected while in
(c), ignition has occurred and in (d), the flame has encompassed
the perimeter of the coal sheet. In photograph (e) the flame
front has advanced along the sheet toward the pintle and in (f)
the flame appears to be attached Lo the pintle exit. After this
sequence, the burning coal sheet appeared to be convected back
toward the camera and head end of the combustor. Subsequent
viewing was obscured by a uniform bright background, apparently
that of a uniform volume of burning particles. Besides this
problem, another one which limited viewing of the combustor
processes, was that the slag motion built a "streamlined" bridge
over the pinhole orifice, blocking the view but not plugging the
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orifice itself. This problem can probably be minimized by using
a re-entraint rather than flush mounted pinhole assembly so that
the slag can flow around, rather than over, the device.

Figure 1. PHOTOGRAPH OF PINHOLE ASSEMBLY

Figure 2. PINHOLE CAMERA INSTALLED ON
HEAD END OF TRW COMBUSTOR
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Figure 3. FIELD OF VIEW FROM PINHOLE
PORTS IN HEAD END

Pinhole Camera Port Conceptual Design

30* FIELD OF VIEM
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NRMOLE SIZE • 2 m
ESTIMTED RESHUTIOK » 0 , S

Figure 4. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF PINHOLE CAMERA
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37 cm

Pinhole located 1 meter from eye chart. Five second
exposure type 52 Polaroid (ASA 400) chart illuminated at one
meter with 120 watt flood lamp. Smallest letters 5 mm wide.

Figura 5. PINHOLE CAMERA PHOTOGRAPH
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Figure 6. PHOTOGRAPHS OF VIDEO SEQUENCE OF COAL IGNITION
AT INJECTION PINTLE

J
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Abstract

This paper presents some of the preliminary results on the fabrication

and testing of an acoustic Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR) system targeted for

temperature measurements in coal conversion systems.

Acoustic thermometry is based on the dependence of sound velocity on

temperaure. The technique consists of transmitting short pulses of sound

waves in a thin rod with notches made at certain intervals along its length.

The time interval between each pair of echoes, reflected by the notches, is

measured and related to the average temperature of the corresponding segment.

A feasibility study performed at Argonne National Laboratory concluded

that acoustic TDR is feasible for temperature measurements and profiling in

coal conversion systems. This study, however, pointed out that the success of

the thermometer in the hostile environment of a coal conversion plant will

depend on the choice of sensor materials and on the development of appropriate

electronics for isolating the echoes from the noise background.

The sensor materials to start with are tested in a laboratory furnace.

Future work will involve testing the materials in a pilot plant and developing

the time-interval measurement electronics. The main features of the proposed

data processing system will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Acoustic Time-Domain Reflectometry (TDR) is a method of temperature

measurement based on the principle that almost all materials exhibit a change

in sound velocity with temperature. The method consists of transmission of an

acoustic pulse through a thin wire in which several impedance discontinuities

(notches) are incorporated; acquisition of the reflected signals from the

discontinuities; and the measurement of time intervals between successive

reflections, which are then related to the average temperatures of the

corresponding segments by calibration.

The thin-wire acoustic temperature sensor was first envisaged by Bell in

1957 [1]. Since then, several improved versions of acoustic sensors have been

developed and tested in many applications due largely to the efforts of

Lynnworth and his coworkers[2]. A major application has been in the nuclear

reactor fuel pin temperature measurements where high temperatures and lack of

visual access preclude the use of conventional thermometers. Temperature

profiling of up to sixteen zones using a single waveguide has been reported

[3].

In light of its great potential for high temperature applications, Argonne

National Laboratory investigated the feasibility of using ultrasonic

thermometry in coal conversion processes [4]. Thermocouples and other

conventional thermometers proved to be inadequate because of the adverse

environments prevailing in the reactors or combustors. The success of the

ultrasonic thermometry, as the study concluded, is critically dependent on two

factors: one on finding a good sensor material which will show good

sensitivity to temperature and at the same time will withstand the hostile

environment; and the other on developing appropriate electronics that will

Isolate and detect the echo peaks from the noise background. The noise

sources are due to particle impingement and other mechnaical perturbations

inflicted on the sensor wire. The echo detection electronics of the available

systems, based on zero crossing or on direct peak detection, will not perform

adequately In a noisy situation.

This paper presents some of the preliminary results pertaining to the

fabrication and testing of the thermometer and to the testing of sensor

materials. A brief outline of the proposed signal processing system is also

presented.
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THE ULTRASONIC THERMOMETER

A bench type of ultrasonic thermometer was designed, fabricated and tested

in the laboratory. It consists of a transducer attached to a waveguide by

which acoustic waves are propagated and interrogated for temperature

measurement.

The transducer, as shown in Fig. 1, is basically a nickel wire around

which a coil is wound about half-wavelength long. A ferromagnetic material

such as nickel changes (contracts) in length on the application of a magnetic

field, called magnetostrictive property [5]. A permanent magnet is placed

adjacent to the coil for producing a d.c. magnetic field (bias) which enables

the transducer to be operated in the linear and highly sensitive range of the

magnetostrictive curve. Exciting the coil with an alternating current sets up

an alternating field superimposed on the d.c. field, thus producing an

alternating type of strain (acoustic wave) in the nickel wire.

L100 TURN COIL

/ S| ̂ 0.038 DJA NICKEL WIRE

^BRAZED JOINT T ^ 3 4 ° I A 5. WIRE

t

0.75 21.625 i •»

Fig. 1. Magnetstrictive Transducer.
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The nickel wire is brazed to a stainless steel wire which has a notch at 4

inches from the end. The coil is excited by a Panametrics pulser/receiver

with an electrical pulse of about 150V and 70 ns wide. Fig. 2 shows the

received echo waveforms in which the first echo corresponds to the notch, the

second to the end reflection and the third due to reverberation. The center

frequency of the echo signal is around 100 kHz.

For comparison, a 100 kHz piezoelectric transducer (Dunegan/Endevco, 0.5

inch dia.) was tested by epoxy joining a stainless steel rod of 0.15 inch

diameter and 4 inch long reflection zone. Fig. 3 shows the received echo

waveforms for an input excitation that is similar to the magnetostrictive

case. Evidently, the magnetostractive transducer provides sharper echoes than

the piezoelectric type. This is generally true since the former has

relatively a low Q-factor and broad bandwidth.

1
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Fig. 2. Magnetostrictive Transducer Performance,
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| 2
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•

500mV, , L= 4'

Fig. 3. Piezoelectric Transducer Perfomance.
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TESTING OF SENSOR MATERIALS

The experimental setup for the materials testing is shown in Fig. 4 which

consists of the ultrasonic thin wire sensor, a pulser/receiver, delay gate,

time interval counter, oscilloscope and oven. The purpose of the delay gate

is to isolate and output a desired pair of echoes for time interval

measurement. The time interval counter (HP model 5370A) is capable of

providing ±20 ps resolution. Its start and stop channels may be triggered at

predetermined voltage levels by positive or negative going signals. It has

DELAY GATE TIME INTERVAL COUNTER

PULSER/
RECEIVER

T/R
WAVEGUIDE

i I

'OVEN

Fig. 4. Experimental Setup for Materials Testing.
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statistical averaging features such as mean and standard deviation.

Two in-house materials, namely stainless steel 308 and an alloy of

tungsten and 25% rhenium, were tested for sensitivity over a temperature range

from ambient to 1100°F (limited due to the use of brazing joints). Fig. 5

shows the transit time (normalized to its value at the ambient temperature)

versus temperature curves for the two wires. The values were reproducible

after a few cycles of heating and cooling. The temperature in the oven was

measured by means of a chrome1-alumel thermocouple.
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Fig. 5 //.coustic Temperature Sensitivities of Materials.
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The dotted line In Fig. 5 shows for comparison the transit time values for

stainless steel 304, calculated from the formula for velocity of sound:

v « / E/p . The values of Young's modulus, E, and density, p. at various

temperatures were obtained from a Handbook [6]. The deviation of the

experimental values from the calculated ones maybe due to the use of different

types of stainless steel (308 and 304).

The temperature sensitivities of stainless steel and tungsten-rhenium

alloy are respectively 15% and 4.3% for 1000°F change. Their melting points

are correspondingly 2600°F and 5666°F. Pending further tests, the tungsten-

rheaium alloy is hence potentially useful for high temperature application

despite its low sensitivity.

PROPOSED SIGNAL PROCESSOR

A generalized correlator was proposed for echo detection and time delay

estimation in the ANL feasibility study [4]. The generalized correlation is

defined as the inverse fourier transform of (frequency) weighted cross-

spectral density function. It was shown by computer simulations that sharp

correlation peaks can be produced by using appropriate weighting function in

the generalized cross-correlation of the received echo signal and a reference

(noise-free) echo. The choice of weighting function is based on the knowledge

of noise statistics. For example, a weighting function based on the

reciprocal of the noise spectral density was shown to provide good results.

CONCLUSION

A magnetoetrictive type acoustic TDR system was fabricated and tested in

the laboratory. Its performance towards the targeted thermometric application

was found to be satisfactory and in fact superior to a similar piezoelectric

system. Two in-house materials, namely stainless steel and a tungsten-rhenium

alloy, were tested for acoustic temperature sensitivity. The stainless steel

has a better sensitivity than the tungsten-rhenium alloy. But the latter has

a high melting point and is a proven high temperature thermocouple material in

nonoxidizing atmospheres. Further materials testing is, however, required and

it will include ceramic materials as well as refractory metals and their

alloys. After evaluating the materials in the laboratory, they will be field-

tee ted to assess their performance capabilities in the hostile environment of

coal conversion systems.
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Abstract

We have developed and field tested thermally-activated gas canisters
for use as temperature sensors during modified in-situ (MIS) oil shale
retorting. These instruments allow one to determine when known retort bed
positions reach a predetermined temperature. From this information, the
degree of flow uniformity through the bed can be determined. The main
advantage of this concept is that the thermal sensors need no physical
connection to their respective data acquisition instruments.

The construction and emplacement of these sensors is quite simple and
inexpensive. In brief, a metal canister is filled with compressed freon
(or other easily detectable gas) and sealed with a temperature sensitive
cap. This cap is designed to open at a specific temperature. The released
gas is then detected by analyzing the retort offgas using conventional gas
chromatographic methods. The canisters are emplaced in the retort during
construction. For the field test described here, we simply lowered them
downhole onto the rubble pile. They are ruggedly designed to survive
subsequent blasting operations.

Introduction

The successful operation of any modified in-situ (MIS) retort depends
upon a number of key factors; but two of the most important are the sweep
efficiency and the degree of oil destruction by burning, coking and
cracking. We use the term sweep efficiency to refer to that fraction of
the rubble pile that actually reaches retorting temperatureJ

The sweep efficiency is a strong function of the fluid flow through the
retort (i.e., the porosity and permeability distribution). In general, the
sweep efficiency can be expected to be less than 100% and, in cases of
severe channeling (e.g., Occidental Oil Shale Company, Retort 5),1 less
than 50%.

We have field tested a set of thermally-activated freon canisters that
can map the shape of the flow field in an operating MIS retort. From this

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48
for presentation at 1982 Symposium on Instrumentation and Control for
Fossil Energy Processes, June 7-9, 1982, Houston, Texas.
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information, the process engineer can identify regions of nonuniform flow
and, if necessary, take corrective action to maximize the sweep
efficiency—i-.e,, oil recovery.

The freon canisters, which were ruggedly constructed to survive
blasting, are emplaced in the retort during bed preparation. Later, during
the retorting phase each canister releases its gas when a thermal f*~ont
causes it to reach a preset temperature. The released gas is then detected
in the retort offgas via normal gas chromatographic techniques. By using
different freons, one can identify which canister, and therefore which
location in the retort, reached the release temperature. By plotting the
release times for the various canisters, a map is generated showing the
shape of the flow field in the bed.

The principal advantages in using these canisters as thermal detectors
are the low cost and the lack of a physical connection to the detector. In
commercial-scale retorting operations it is often economically impractical
to emplace thermocouples in the retort. Thus, these canisters provide an
inexpensive means for determing the approximate shape of the retort front.

Principle of Operation

The freon canisters are activated by the steam/condensation front that
travels through the retort ahead of the retorting front (Figure 1). The
shape of the steam front has been found to closely match that of the
retorting front,^ however, it moves through the bed at a velocity 5 to
10 times faster.

There are two major advantages to activating the canisters with the
steam front:

1. Because the steam front preceeds the retorting front, it provides
a predictive capability. This allows the process engineer more
flexibility (and time) for developing and implementing a suitable
control strategy.

2. The low temperature of the steam plateau (approximately 60-80°C)
allows the use of a wide range of freon-type gases without concern
for possible thermal degradation. (Many freons degrade above
150-200°C.) Freons have the advantage of being inexpensive,
readily available and easily detected in trace concentrations in
the offgas, and have moderate vapor pressures at the release
temperatures.

Canister Construction/Gas Detection

The main canister body was constructed from two-inch-diameter schedule
80 steel pipe with welded closures at each end (Figure 2). One closure is
machined to accept a standard freon gas-fill valve while the other contains
a thermally-activated plug. The thermal plug consists of a brass cap
soldered in place using a bismuth-based alloy having a eutectic point of
47°C (117°F). The canister closures are protected by two screw-on
caps; one is modified and contains vent holes (to allow the freon to
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escape) and also a lift ring used to lower the canister down the well bore
to the rubble bed.

We used SF6 and a total of four different freons in the canisters:
Fll, F12, 13B1 and F114. Each canister contained a total of approximately
600 cm-* of liquified freon, either as a single compound or a mixture of
two.

The released gases were detected using an automated gas-chromatograph
system with an electron capture detector * The chromatograph used was a
Varian model 3700 with a Hewlett Packard model 3388 Integrator. The
chromatograph operating conditions were:

Column: 1 meter x 3 mm stainless steel.
Packing: Poropak Q, 100/120 mesh.
Carrier gas: nitrogen, ultra high purity.
Detector temperature: 200°C.
Oven temperature program: 80°C hold two minutes, 80°C-140°C @

20°C/minute, 140OC hold, total run
time 10 minutes.

Prior to the field test the system was calibrated with SFs and freon
standards.

Retort Emplacement

The freon canisters were field tested in the Rio Blanco Oil Shale
Company (RBOSC) experimental Retort 1. The retort was nominally 60 x 60
feet square and 400 feet high; further details of its construction and
operation are given elsewhere.3 In brief, the rubble bed was created by
successively blasting layers of shale into a void space mined at the base
of the retort.

During construction of the retort we installed an array of 13 canisters
at two levels in the shale bed, for a total of 26 canisters (Figure 3).
The canisters were lowered onto the rubble bed through wells drilled from
the surface (the wells were drilled for purposes other than emplacing the
canisters). The actual layout pattern is shown in Figure 4; except for
canister 11, the patterns for the two levels were identical.

After an array of canisters was emplaced and the subsequent layer of
shale blasted, we analyzed the retort vent gas for freon to determine if
any cans had failed; no freons were detected. Therefore we were confident
that no canisters failed.

Results and Discussion

The results obtained from the canisters are summarized in Table 1 and
Figures 5 and 6. The data are expressed in terms of the normalized steam
front velocity. Velocities were calculated from the straight-line distance
from the retort top to the canister, and the elapse time (days) from retort
ignition to detection of the canister gas. The velocities have been
normalized to the maximum value determined for all canisters st a given level.
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Table 1.

Canister No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Summary of experiment results for freon c
RBOSC Retort 1.

Gas Species

SF6
Fll
F12
13B1
F114

SF6, Fll
SF6, F12
SF6, 13B1
SF6, F114
Fll, F12
Fll, 13B1
Fll, Fl 14
F12, 13B1

Front Velocity
Upper Array

0.47
1.0
—_
-_

0.164
0.444 .
0.651
--
--
--
0.122
--
--

tnisters in

(Normalized)
Lower Array

0.98
1.0
0.64
0.76
--
--

0.87
0.89
--

0.81
0.82
0.74
--

A total of 15 of the canisters emplaced in the retort were detected,
six out of 13 at the upper level and nine out of 13 at the lower level.
The seven cans missed at the upper level resulted from chromatograph
failure caused by a power outage, whereas the four at the lower level were
triggered during the period when operating personnel were no longer in the
field.

Despite these operating difficulties, the velocity data from the
detected canisters provide a fairly good map of the flow field in the
retort. Two features can be readily observed in the data shown in Figures
5 and 6. Note that the array view is approximately the same as Figure 4.
First, in the upper region of the retort (between the top of the rubble bed
and the first canister array) a higher permeability region appears to exist
in the western half of the bed, and specifically in the southwest corner
(Figure 5). Note that the canisters in the eastern portion (of the upper
array) were triggered during the chromatograph outage, implying the steam
front velocity in this region was lowest.

Secondly, the data from the lower array of canisters show the velocity
distribution to be fairly uniform across the bed. rhus tiie apparent
nonuniform flow in the upper region of the retort did not persist into the
lower part of the bed. A least-squares fit of a plane to the velocity data
shows a slightly higher gas flow near the western side of the bed.
However, in general, the flow is remarkably uniform, implying a nearly
flat, but slightly tilted, retorting front near the bottom of the bed.
Suc'i a uniform front signifies a good sweep efficiency for this retort.
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Figure 1

Hypothetical time-temperature history as measured by an array of
three thermocouples in an oil-shale rubble bed. Note that a
steam/condensation front preceeds the main thermal wave. The
shape of the steam front (47°C) and retorting front (500°C)
are quite similar since both are mainly governed by the fluid H o w
(perneability) distribution in the bed.

Figure 2

Exploded view of thermally-activated freon canister.
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Figure 3

Schematic diagram of RBOSC Retort 1 showing: (a) the initial mined
cavity with wells drilled from the surface, emplacement of the (b)
first and (c) second array of canisters during retort blasting
operations, and (d) the final rubble bed.
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Figure 4

Plan view showing the layout of freon canisters across the rubble
bed. With the exception of canister 11, the layout was the same
for both the upper and lower arrays.
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Figure 5

Normalized steam front velocity determined from gas release from
freon canisters in the upper-level array as viewed looking
approximately north. Only six of the 13 cans were detected (due
to the effects of a power outage on the chromatography

Figure 6

Normalized steam front velocity determined from gas released from
freon canisters in the lower-level array as viewed looking
approximately north. Nine of the 13 cans were detected. The
plane represents a least-squares fit to the data and shows the
approximate shape of the front.
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Abstract

The technique of flow velocity measurement by correlation of the readout
delivered by paired sensors has been known for 40 years and repeatedly demon-
strated, with a number of sensor types, in homogeneous and two-phase flow.
Hardware "correlators" based on parity correlation have bee- lesigned in
several laboratories; more recently, parity correlator chip circuits have come
on the market.

However, to obtain a reading of the mass flowrate in multiphase flow,
the velocity readout must still be combined with a determination of the medium
density. To accomplish this task, a microprocessor system is indicated, which
then can also provide data display and storage, flow stoppage warning, and
similar programmable functions.

With recent advances in microprocessor speed and price reductions, it has
become practical to dispense with the hardware parity correlator and implement
a fully functional covariance computer and peak locator, using commercial chip
and board hardware in lieu of special chips and boards. This considerably
improves reliability and accuracy of the velocity measurement while bringing
down the cost.

A prototype unit will be described that can employ acoustic or radiation
beam transmission, dielectric or conductivity sensor pairs for the velocity
measurement, as well as any of these sensors for the medium density measurement,
and delivers a mass flowrate readout at 0.1-2 second intervals. The system is
based on an 8086/8087 microprocessor board, an analog-to-digital conversion
board, and a bit-slice (2900) high-speed computing board that incorporates a
Multiplier-Accumulator chip. The 8086 can be programmed in high-level language,
allowing program improvements, with a standard commercial development system;
a number of somewhat different programs, specifically designed for some flowmeter
task and installation site, can thus be provided in EPROM, as plug-in chips or
cards.
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When one sets out to design an instrumentation system, it pays to define
at the outset as clearly as possible the detailed tasks for each subsystem and
the manner in which these must interact to make the whole perform in a certain
way, determined on one hand by its intended use and operating environment and,
on the other hand, by cost and availability of electronic hardware.

With regard to the first category, it is clear that much more is needed
for industrial installations than for laboratory use. The ideal industrial
instrument provides a single function readout and autonomously adjusts and
aligns whatever component needs such services, including startup as well as
restart after, say, a power failure. It should detect abnormal conditions in
the measurand and announce these, upon a negative outcome of one or several
tests; very incidentally, it would also provide those functions usually
delivered by a "datalogger": information display and storage. In contrast, a
laboratory instrument can replace all adjustment/alignment subsystems with
manual controls, and may replace on-line computation with immediate off-line
computation in addition to datalogging.

As concerns the electronic state-of-the-art, it is the immediate future
that must be considered, which imposes a need for continuous and reasonably
knowledgeable surveillance of the chip and board industry. What we are talking
about is, nowadays, a dedicated subspecies of microcomputer in which specific
functions are realized in software and firmware, in preference to a wired
solution. This choice not only reduces unit cost but also makes the system
adaptable, allowing changes indicated by practical operating experience without
having to replace parts of the wired circuitry. On the other hand, the soft-
ware can be transferred to another and improved system, as such systems become
available, while hardware tends to become obsolete in a few years.

These general remarks apply especially to the field of robotics or the
design of assembly and fabrication automata. In their simplest form, such
machines have existed since the early 19th century — the Jacquard loom
of 1803 comes to mind — whereas interactive devices which, e.g., can sense
the position of the workpiece are a development that had to wait for the
microcomputer, which now can provide the necessary complex feedback between
sensing, computation, and machine displacement at speed.

The subject of this report, a correlation flow velocity meter, also goes
back some time — 40 years. During the first 25 years, this scheme could
provide single measurements in a particularly difficult situation by recording
with two or more sensors for a certain time and then digitizing and processing
the data. The first simple correlator, using vacuum tubes, made its appearance
in the 1950s. More capable correlators, with considerably faster action, were
produced when discrete-component transistor circuitry was in its heyday. In
the late 1960s, the first on-line correlator-equipped flow velocity meter was
designed at Karlsruhe Technical University; soon thereafter, a similar, more
elaborate instrument was built at Delft University (Netherlands) and at almost
the same time, in England. The history of these on-line instruments paralleled
the development of correlators intended for laboratory (off-line) use, where
speed was less important than quality of performance. To achieve the needed
speed at the then state-of-the-art, the on-line correlators had to sacrifice
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soae quality by resorting to parity correlation (In Which the magnitude of
fluctuations is discarded and only the sign is kept). Multiplication can thus
be implemented in Boolean Exclusive/Nor circuitry Which is both fast and cheap
enough to allow deployment in many parallel units.

This kind of circuitry was later incorporated into a special chip,
fabricated at the University of Edinburgh electronics laboratory from designs
submitted by Bradford University staff. The chip design includes an ingenious
means of peak location (Which unfortunately discards information as it develops
and thus does not allow comparison with other full-process correlators except
for the final outcome). Following the early lead provided by the Karlsruhe
group, the covariance peak is tracked by feedback steering the sampling rate
Which, in this feedback system, is proportional to the flow speed. This
allows a theoretically unlimited velocity range. Practically, however, a
sudden change in velocity can throw it out of tracking altogether — a problem
widely encountered with this type of first-order Servo system in other applica-
tions. The variable sampling rate also eliminates the possibility of noise
reduction and antialiasing by Nyquist filtering of the input.

When our group at ANL first considered the project of building a special
correlation processor for on-line use, this chip was available, as were a
number of sophisticated laboratory-type correlators. Through study of tech-
niques and algorithms used by laboratory instruments to compute the covariance,
evaluation of parity correlation, scrutiny of the circuitry provided for
robotics, together with a survey of the latest available chips and chip
manufacturers' announced future plans and prognoses by experts, the conclusion
was reached that it may no longer be unavoidably necessary to sacrifice
quality by parity correlation. Multiplication rates of 100-200 kHz were
projected for the new 16-bitters about to be offered, and special multiplier
chips were becoming available to deliver a product to an accumulator built
into the chip in about 0.1 ys. This suggested a design based on rne of the
new microprocessors, with speed enhancement just for the correlation task.
The manner of routing samples could be set up in such a way as to cover a
large time span with relatively few sample points, and tracking could thus be
provided by a direct peak location scheme that could be running during the
computation process and thus terminate further acquisition when the peak had
been located. Further routines would be needed to guard against false peaks,
and additional programs would cover startup and channel adjustment — all
these being tasks for Which skilled technicians are used in laboratory correla-
tion work, but Which needed to be automatized for industrial deployment — in
almost exact analogy to robotics design.

In the meantime, a number of these programs have been fully detailed. A
speed-enhancer and associated DMA was designed and built in prototype, based on
bipolar (bit slice) circuitry and incorporating a multiplier-accumulator (MAC)
chip. The speed of the bit slicer keeps the rate to five multiplication-addi-
tion sets per microsecond. As chip technology advances, this could be doubled;
for the present, a complete scan over about one second maximum transit tiae,
say, a "turndown ratio" or velocity range of about 50, takes less than 30 me,
Whereas acquisition of 1024 sample pairs for a new processing run takes
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100 ms at a 10 kHz sampling rate. A number of additional programs can be run
within the 70 ms thus available, and a readout rate of 10/sec can be achieved.
This rate is adequate for a gas/solid line (typical speed: 3 cm/ms; sensors
separated by one pipe diameter, say, 5-6 cm, thus yield a transit time or
covariance peak offset of 20 samples). For slurry flow, sampling at 1 kHz is
indicated (by similar considerations) and the correlation processing time thus
becomes trivial — 3% of the acquisition interval. These considerations
suggest that, except perhaps for special situations, present processing speed
may be adequate for anj* flow-metering application. They also emphasize one of
the design goals of this undertaking: since a variety of noninvasive correla-
tion sensors have worked in laboratory loops and test rigs which used a wide
range of media flowing at various speeds through pipes of various sizes, a
great deal of flexibility was called for in the processor. With this remark,
we may now briefly describe some detailed functions of the system, illustrated
in Fig. 1, which is a functional (rather than specific) block diagram.

Analog signals from a pair of sensors enter at top left. Analog channels
separate AC and DC components; AC signals are digitized in ADC units and passed
on to the unit labeled C , which checks samples for overflow and trims the gain

in the analog channels, as indicated by the arrows. Thus, the gain Is automat-
ically set to optimum upon start-up by means similar to other applications of
feedback gain control, e.g., in nuclear surveillance channels. C also sends

data to the memory M and initiates DMA transfer of data to the speed enhancer
board, as well as pickup of computed covariance point blocks from that board.
The format of speed enhancer input words is 1 byte, whereas the computed
covariances are digitized in 2-byte words.

Now the computation unit C produces a trial transit time t*. which must

be verified and corrected. (For a variety of reasons, correlation velocity
systems tend to produce a meter factor, deviating from the true mean velocity
by as much as 30%.) Confirmation involves a comparison of location and shape
of the latest sample with preceding memory-stored covariance peak locations and
widths — a simple type of pattern recognition. If the test fails, then a
fresh batch of data may be called while certain statistical tests are applied.
The time scan is widened so as to catch a coast-down situation. If renewed
computation and tests fail again, a flow failure is announced. These tracking
routines are shown as a function box R . A somewhat different routine is

specified for start-up, when all programs are brought into action until the
peak is found, and for normal running which may use a shortened routine. The
provisional transit time being accepted, it is corrected for meter factor (box
CORR) from a table T that can store factors appropriate to different situations.

Return now to the top of the diagram. On the right side, signals from
additional sensors deliver analog signals from which the medium density or its
equivalent can be computed. Still more sensors, used for correcting the
ueneity signal for temperature or moisture effects, are indicated. As the
density measurement is fully as important as the velocity measurement if mass
flowrate readout is needed in a situation where density can change, i.e., in
two-phase flow, it pays to go to some trouble, including feedback stabiliza-
tion, etc., to sake this channel work. Tracking is clearly needed where the
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density may change fairly drastically, and a correction (which, in this case,
nay make use of temperature, etc., information) is provided, together with a

table that will have to be prepared by laboratory measurements, including both

bench tests and loop runs.

Corrected velocity and density measurements now can be combined to

read the flowrate, or perhaps the solid feedrate. This information is turned

over to the datalogger Which provides storage and regular, as well as demand

display functions.

The left and right sides of Fig. 1 thus have similar functional features.

To be sure, the velocity program (left side) can be exactly specified, whereas

programs indicated on the right side are necessarily specific for a number of

available sensors (such as capacity or conductivity sensing, beam transmission

sensing, etc.). Moreover, the accuracy of the density readout depends on the

sensor, choice of type, and detailed geometry, much more than on the algorithm

(straightforward for most sensor types), while the accuracy of the velocity

reading clearly depends in large measure on the program. For those reasons,

rather than from a wish to emphasize the importance of this sub-program, some

practical details will now be described.

Figure 2 shows the system as a hardware (rather than functional) block

diagram. The correlation channels share an ADC that is equipped with several

Nyquist filters so as to permit different sampling rates up to 10 kHz. A

faster version is readily implemented with more expensive ADC arrangements or

chips. Samples are temporarily stored on a board based on an 8085 CPU, with

capacious memory and I/O functions. This board provides the feedback channel

gain adjustment discussed earlier. In addition, it could compute sample

variances as an aid in determining loss-of-flow, if a faster CPU chip (such as

an 8088/8087) could be provided. Samples are trimmed to the 7-bit plus sign

format required by the speed enhancer system and transferred in DMA mode via

the 501 board in blocks. Sampling continues during the various computation

routines discussed above, hence the memory is continuously refreshed.

The master CPU board, based on an 8086 with 8087 arithmetic enhancement,

communicates with all peripherals through its 1/0 facilities. It performs

peak tracking, acceptance testing, and decision routines. The density channel

uses a voltage-to-frequency converter so as to integrate over density fluctua-

tions during the time the velocity sensors pick up 1024 samples each. Use of

a VFC also eliminates the possible need for a Nyquist antiliasing filter in

this channel. Density samples are directly transferred to the master CPU

board. For diagnostic purposes, a graphics display has been incorporated,

receiving blocks of computed data points and other information by DMA trans-

fer on the system bus.

The speed-enhanced covariance computer is shown in Fig. 3* The micro-

code that runs this operation uses words of 40-bit length that are cycled

in various loops to fetch certain sequences of data words from the U-store

and D-βtore directly to the two input ports of the multiplier/accumulator.

Every 1024 multiplications, the accumulator contents are transferred, shift-

ing down three times, to the sum-of-products store. An offset of one
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sample is introduced for the first 40 product sums, then an offset of two
for another 20, then 4, 8, and finally 16 for the last 44 points, covering a
total delay of 1,024 sampling intervals with a quasi-logarithmic time scale.
As already indicated, this complete coverage takes about 30 ms.

This direct computation of the covariance can be compared with a Fourier
Transform routine, used in many of the laboratory correlators. Because of the
greater complexity of the program, which involves 10 butterfly cycles for a
1024 by 1024 FFT, one would estimate a speed of an average of one complete
operation per ms, yielding 10 me for a complex FFT, or 20 ms for both channels.
A convolution, requiring another ms, is followed by the computation and
weighted averaging of the slope of the phase associated with the complex cross-
power spectrum. All this might take about the same time, 30 ms, but requires
a more complex speed enhancement board. For off-line analysis, this method,
known as "Cepstrum" analysis, has found increasing applications in the last few
years as it exploits the available information somewhat more efficiently than
the straightforward covariance computation in the time regime.

As a final topic, we would like to point out an instructive analogy
between the covariance computation at increasing offset between two sample
sets, i.e., a shift in time, and the operation of a target-seeking automaton.
Considering a type of target-seeking in which the general direction of the
target is known but changes continuously, one might change the orientation of
the "pointer" in a series of discrete steps and check after each step whether
the cosine of the angle between the target direction and the pointer is
increasing. In correlation processing, on the other hand, one computes the
convolution

N-l
cov(u,d). - J2 d u ; k = 0,1,...K-l

* j=o 3 J k

from a set of N samples d and N+K samples u. The above equation also, as it

happens, denotes a set of scalar products of N-space vectors U and D,

U • D - |U| ID( cos 0

and thus expresses something closely similar to a successive rotation of the
U-vector by 90° in N-space (the analogy would be exact for a cyclic rotation
of d-samples). As this stepwise rotation brings the vectors closer to align-
ment, the cosine evidently will increase until at some point it is a maximum
or, for a situation where the correlation is 100%, unity. The two vectors
also could point in opposite directions, in the case of anticorrelation.
Finally, when there is no correlation at all in two sets of samples, then
the average angle between the corresponding N-space vectors amounts to 90°,
whence the scalar product converges towards zero.
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In a practical sense, this specific analogy suggested the modus operand!
of the correlation processing routine adopted in the ANL design. In lieu of
building the entire covariance span slowly, sample-by-sample, upon the arrival
of each new sample pair, as is the established route of the described parity
correlation schemes, the covariance is run up, point-by-point, from zero delay
until the cosine peaks.

There is also another more general message conveyed by robotics: cost-
effective design of any such system should maximize software and supplement
this only where necessary with speed enhancement; the latter again should make
use of available chips and/or boards rather than proprietary chips. A recent
development could modify this strategy somewhat: uncommitted logic arrays with
potentially high speed are appearing on the market, and such chips could allow
specific hardware design at an attractive cost — a single charge for mask
production, allowing unlimited replication. At present, arrays are still
modest in size and scope, but will indubitably grow larger as a market for
this kind of device develops. Other future developments would be a version of
the system that relegates the sample management task to a microcontroller chip
such as the INTEL 8096, providing on-chip program and data memories, an
enhanced arithmetic, and programmable I/O. A master CPU based on INTEL 80268
plus matching floating point (when available) would allow routine processing
at 5 to 10 times faster rates through pipelining and additional internal
register capacity.

The system we have described thus shares a problem which has been quite
general in the field: when the work has been finished and the package is
ready for production, the specific hardware has become somewhat obsolete.
While this may be annoying to the designer, the user is more likely to be
gratified if something is offered which works, and works better and faster
than anything previously available, which has been the aim of this project.
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Abstract

The development of a truely non-intrusiye neutronic mass flow meter
for measurement of mass flow rates in very harsh environments such as exist
at coal liquefaction plants is described.

The state-of-the-art in the 14 MeV two-phase flow measurements is
briefly reviewed, along with the principles of the measurement techniques.
A conceptual system is discussed delineating all its main components. A
theoretical model is developed that allows analysis of the experimental
data and extrapolation to plant conditions. The results of experiments
performed using a liquid/solid loop are described. These experiments
demonstrated that two-phase flow velocities can be readily measured to
precisions better than 1% using commercially available and reliable
components.

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Pittsburgh Energy
Research Center
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEUTRONIC MASS FLOW METER*

T. Gozani, J. Esterl, J. Goodman, and H. Bernatowicz

Science Applications, Inc.
5 Palo Alto Square

Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94304

Introduction

This paper describes the development of a non-intrusive neutronic mass
flow meter for continuous measurement of mass flow rates in environments
where more conventional intrusive or non-intrusive devices could not
perform.

The main objective of the overall program is to research, develop, and
build a pulsed neutron mass flow meter capable of measuring the mass flow
rate of coal liquefaction plant vacuum bottoms and other streams, which are
both corrosive and erosive and are at high temperature and pressure.

Background Review

Instrumentation currently being used for two-phase mass flow rate
measurements has generally evolved from single-phase measurement tech-
niques, An extensive review of the state of the art techniques for two-
phase flow measurements is given in References (1-4). Methods for measur-
ing the various thermal and hydraulic parameters associated with two-phase
flow phenomena are surveyed in these references. These evaluations
identify the known and potential difficulties associated with the experi-
mental procedures and the potential gains that might be achieved with more
research and development effort, and thus provide insight as to which
techniques appear to deserve further consideration and development.

In general, the adaptation of single-phase mass flow rate measurement
techniques to two-phase flows has not been completely successful because of
the unusually severe operating conditions of the two-phase flows and the
complex analytical modeling required to relate the instrument response to
the flow phenomena. For steam-water flows encountered in simulation
experiments of nuclear reactor accidents, various combinations of instru-
ments have been used to calculate the total mass flow rate. They are a
gamma densitometer, a turbine meter, and a drag boay. The latter two
devices are intrusive type instruments whereas the gamma densitometer
measurements are made completely outside the fluid carrying pipe. For the
particle-liquid flows at the pressures and temperatures of interest for

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Pittsburgh Energy
Research Center.
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coal liquefaction plants, these intrusive type instruments are highly unde-
sirable since their useful lifespan in a harsh operating environment, such
as the coal-solvent slurry, would be severely limited. There is, there-
fore, a strong incentive to develop a truly non-intrusive mass flow rate
measuring technique that is unaffected by the thermodynamic conditions
inside the pipe, and the environment outside it.

Recently Kehler and co-workers^ ' have published data from their
pulse neutron analysis (PNA) velocity measurements. The feasibility of PNA
techniques for the measurement of two-Dhase steam-water velocities and mass
flows was shown experimentally in tests at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory and at the PKL facility operated by KWV at Erlanger, Germany.

In these tracer measurements the oxygen in the water molecules was
tagged (activated) by the 0 (n,p) N reaction. This reaction results in
a radioactive tracer of short half life (7.13 seconds) that emits highly
energetic gamma radiation of 6.13 MeV. The fast neutrons required for the
activation of oxygen were produced by the d(t,n)a reaction in a portable
pulsed neutron generator that emits no radiation except when it is being
operated. The bulk of Kehler's work has focused on two-phase steam-water
flows related to nuclear reactor safety analysis experiments. Other

researchers* " ' have studied the PNA technique in various flow geometries
also related to nuclear reactor safety analysis experiments. That work
also demonstrated the fundamental feasibility of the PNA technique to

measuring gas-liquid flows. Porges and co-workers^ ' have studied the
feasibility of using PNA in the measurement of particle-liquid flow veloci-
ties. Their results were very promising in that mass flow rate accuracies
of less than 1%, compared to a timed diversion weigh tank mass flow rate
measurement, were achieved.

While there are other methods to measure two-phase mass flow rates,
none other appear as promising, as non-intrusive, and as flexible as the
nuclear one. As discussed above, there is a significant amount of back-
ground data that lent confidence to the practicality of designing, build-
ing, and successfully using such a device in a coal liquefaction plant.
The goal of the work discussed in this paper is to integrate prior know-
ledge and experience into a practical, field, working instrument.

Mass Flow Measurement by Nuclear Technique

The mass flow rate measurement is determined from the product of
slurry density, p, slurry velocity, V, and slurry flow cross sectional
area, A. Thus, the mass flow rate, M, is given by:

k . pAV

In this respect, the slurry mass flow rate is a calculated quantity
and is not measured directly such as in the weigh tank-time determination
which is a true mass flow rate measurement. However it is quite often
beneficial to know separately the velocity and especially to monitor con-
tinuously the total stream density. The slurry flow cross sectional area
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is easily calculated from the internal pipe diameter. The mean slurry
density is determined by conventional and accurate gamma transmission den-
sitometry. The mean slurry velocity is determined by a time-of-flight
measurement using the pulsed neutron activation (PNA) tracer technique.

In measuring fluid velocity by the time-of-flight tracer technique, a
fluid element is tagged at some distance upstream of a detection station,
usually by the injection of a detectable tracer. Time-of-flight velocity
is calculated as the ratio of the distance between the injection and detec-
tion locations to the time lapse between the time of injection and detec-
tion. In applying the PNA technique, a fluid volume element is activated
by a neutron source. The induced activity is measured downstream and the
time delay between the activation pulse and the arrival of the induced
activity downstream gives a direct measure of time-of-flight velocity.
Thus, with the PNA tracer technique, problems associated with tracer injec-
tion are eliminated, however, other problems such as tracer dispersion
possibly causing a degraded time-of-arrival should be addressed.

The key feature of the mass flow measurement method studied here is
the use of the pulsed neutron technique. The pulsed neutron activation
(PNA) technique uses neutrons from a commercial neutron generator to pro-
duce, in the slurry material, radioactive products with half lives long
enough to be subsequently measured. Commercial neutron generators use the
d(t,n)a reaction to produce pulses of 14 MeV neutrons with controllable
pulse width and frequency. When these neutrons bombard a substance, they
interact with its atomic nuclei in several ways, including: inelastic
scattering, (n,p), (n,a), (n,2n) and (n,Y) reactions. Some of these reac-
tions lead to rrdioactive products with half-lives long enough to be subse-
quently measured. The three most abundant elemental constituents of coal,
or coal derived liquids, that can be activated are C, 0, and Si. Unfor-
tunately, the half lives of the products of the neutron reaction on carbon
are too short to be used for velocity determination. The (n,p) reactions

i fi ?ft
on 0 and Si, and thermal neutron capture in aluminum, leading also to
the same tracer as silicon, create radioactive products with half lives of
7.13 seconds and 2.27 minutes, respectively; these elements represent the
best choices for tagging in the present application of coal liquefaction
plants. Both tracers can be measured simultaneously, as is shown in Figure
2. However, the oxygen provides, by far, the most effective activated
tracer.

Conceptual Nuclear Mass Flow Rate Meter

A schematic of a conceptual nuclear mass flow meter, as shown in
Figure 1, delineates all the main components of the system, namely:

• Pulsed 14 MeV neutron source (with variable pulse widths,
e.g., 0.1 to 1 second and repetition rates of 0.05 to 5
pulses per second).

• Composite shielding, to provide biological shielding against
radiation, to reduce background radiation at the detector,
and to maximize useful neutron flux across the pipe.
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• Fast neutron detector to monitor the 14 MeV neutron produc-
tion by the accelerator.

• Gamma ray densitometer to determine independently the den-
sity of the flow.

• Gamma ray detection system to measure the activity of the
tagged elements, consisting of efficient gamma ray detector
(BGO, Nal) with proper shielding.

• Analog electronics to process the signals from the various
detectors (neutron detector, densitometer detector, and the
scintillation counter for the activation detection).

t Multi-channel time analyzer to determine the arrival time of
the activity and its time distribution.

t Data processor and control unit tc trigger the pulse sequen-
cer, to acquire data from all sensors, to process them end
yield mass flow rate and other quantities of interest.

Theoretical Modeling

In this section we discuss the theoretical tools that allow us to
interpret the experiments reliably and permit us to extrapolate the data to
conditions prevailing in the coal liquefaction plant.

A PNA velocity measurement entails the following: a short burst,
t (sec), of neutron activates a slug of the stream with an effective length

1 (cm). The activity is measured t sec later with an appropriate gamma ray

detector. The detector has an effective length ld(cm) and is located Z(cm)

down stream. The radioactivity time constant is x. Thus after time t the

initial activity decayed by e~* . If the activated or tagged slug and the
effective detector length were very narrow, and no dispersion of the tagged
tracer occurred, the velocity is determined simply from the relationship:

V = | (2)

In reality the irradiation profile is finite because of the difficulty
of collimating the neutron beam and the loss of activity associated with
such a collimation. Similarly the detector has a finite sensitive length.
Both quantities can be varied over a limited range in order to possibly
maximize the precision of the velocity measurement. The finite spatial
resolutions of the irradiation zone and the detection zone along with tag
dispersion, inherent to the stream and its flow regime, create a distri-
bution of detected activation as a function of time - C(t) counts per unit
time. The velocity can be determined unambiguously from this counts vs.
time distribution if the flow regime of the stream is known. However,
relationships between the count distribution and flow velocity *ere

derived* ' that depend only weakly on the specific flow regime. The basic
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definitions and equations relating count-rate distributions, velocities,
error propagation due to counting statistics, and their relationship to the
system parameters, were derived elsewhere* .̂

The main equations used in the analysis reported in this paper are
given below:

where V, is the velocity based on the j-th time moment. V , applies mainly
to turbulent flow, V , applies to laminar flow and others with strong dis-
persion, and V applies to slug flow. V_p is the least sensitive quantity
to the flow regime. Z is the distance between the source and the detector;
I. is the j-th time moment of the accumulated count of the tracer as a
function of time, C(t), corrected for the radioactive decay during the
flight time

Ij = fo~ C(t) e
x t tjdt (4)

The relative error in the velocity is given by

° = V °t
v -

where a. is the width of the time distribution, and hence it represents the

uncertainty of the individual values of time of flight.

Using a simple model which was corroborated by experiments, at and I
are related linearly to 1/V. Using the latter, one can relate the velocity
uncertainty to all of the important system parameters:

Vt
(6)

where i and t. are the effective length of the irradiation zone and then d
detector, respectively, t is the irradiation (pulse width) time, and K
relates to the nuclear properties (14 MeV neutron cross-section,
radioactivity decay constant of the tagged element, the neutron flux, and
the detector efficiency).

Eq. (6) is a useful guide in designing the neutronic mass flow meter.
If i ~ i, » Vt_, the equation becomes independent of the former and is

-1/2proportional to tn ' .

Another useful result of Eq. (5) or (6) is that there is a distance
Z = Zmin wnere a/v 1S a mini,num

- 2
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which is equal to 21V for oxygen and 393V for silicon activation. The
minimum in the error of V is, however, very shallow, allowing a wide range
of values for the selection of Z.

Experimental System

The experimental system assembled for this study consisted of the
following:

• constant head liquid loop

• conventional single-phase liquid flow meter (venturi type)
and proper tank and valves for simple time diversion
management

• pulsed 14 MeV drift-tube type neutron generator

• shielding tank

• gamma ray scintillation detectors (Nal and BGO)

t nuclear electronics and computerized multi-channel and
sealer analyzer

These components are described in more detail in Ref. (13). Suffice
to state here that the time of flight measurements were done in a geometry
that very closely simulates pipe sizes (e.g. 2" diameter) and other geo-
metrical details of actual configurations in a coal liquefaction plant.
Different geometries, for example large pipe diameter, can readily be
accomodated with the neutronic mass flow meter.

The measurements were conducted with water (89% oxygen) to simulate
turbulent flow and a water-sugar mixture (about 50% concentration) to simu-
late near laminar flow. The solid phase in these runs was made of fine
sand (SiOo). However, the amount of it retained in suspension, and hence

in the flow, was very small. Therefore, the time of flight response of
silicon was determined by measurement of a solid slug containing sand (53%
0 and 47% Si).

Experimental Results

The experimental portion of this investigation covered many topics to
define uncertain effects, substantiate assumptions, and corroborate calcu-
lations in order to optimize a prototype neutronic mass flow meter. Gamma
ray spectra of various materials, irradiated under different conditions,
were obtained in two types of detectors. Several different velocity mea-
surements were taken over a factor of 10 range in velocity. Very high pre-
cision was obtained for the velocity determinations. The irradiation
(activation) profile of the neutron generator was investigated. The
effects of collimation and absorbers on the detectors were determined.
Steady state experiments determined that silicon is detectable under real-
istic conditions. A brief discussion of the results of the various
measurements follows.
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Activation Profile

The initial profile of the tagged elements, or distribution of the
neutron activation, was measured at two positions of the 14 MeV source:
flush with the pipe and 2" back. The distribution is characterized by the
quantity FWHM (full width at half maximum), which describes the effective
width of the irradiation zone {equal roughly to *n (see Eq. (6)). For the

"flush" position, the FWHM is 11 cm and for the second position it is 15.5
cm.

Detector Resolution

The detector spatial resolution describes the ability of the detector
to detect the radiation emitted by the tracer as a function of distance
from the detector axis along the pipe axis. This characteristic, like the
activation profile, can affect the accuracy of the time of flight determi-
nation. The FWHM of the detector spatial resolution {roughly equivalent to
ad used in Eq. (6)) was determined to be approximately 14 cm.

Count-Rate Vs. Source-Pipe Distance

Next, the decline in count-rate as a function of the increase in
source to pipe distance was measured. This distance may have to change to
accomodate different pipe sizes and other spatial constraints. By moving
the source 3" away from the pipe, the count-rate decreased by a factor of
four.

Gamma Ray Detectors

Two gamma ray scintillation detectors, Nal(Ti) and BGO, were studied.
Both of them have fair energy resolution {the former a factor of two better
than the latter) and high efficiency for high energy (the latter higher
than the former). The main advantages of the BGO for the application at
hand is its high peak to Compton ratio and its high efficiency per unit
volume. The spectrum of activated SiC^ in both detectors is shown in

Figure 2. The irradiation time was 10 sec, followed by a 5 sec. delay and
a 10 sec. counting period. These times were chosen to represent a realis-

28tic situation which neither enhances nor suppresses the long-lived Al

("tagged Si") activity versus the short-lived isotope 16N ("tagged 0").
BGO is more advantageous in this case. However, because of cost considera-
tion and availability in large sizes, it is quit** possible that Nal would
be adequate in many applications.

Solid Slug Measurements

Two quantitative solid slug experiments provided estimates of count
rate of fluid flows. The first experiment involved irradiating a 2"
diameter slug of lucite, 32 weight percent oxygen. After counting the
activated lucite and making various corrections for decay, observation

time, etc., counting rates for N were predicted for various combinations
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of fluid flow speed and irradiation time. The results were consistent with
the counting rates observed in water flow experiments. This provides
confidence in the second set of predictions made from the second solid slug
experiment using sand. After an irradiation time of 30 seconds and a five-
second delay, a gamma ray energy spectrum was obtained for 30 seconds. The
spectrum was similar in quality to the B60 spectrum of Figure 2. The net
28Al counts were obtained and estimates of Si activation counting rates
were calculated. The results are shown in Table 1. As is shown in the
next section, reasonable precision in the silicon, e.g., solid phase,
velocity can be achieved even with these relatively low count-rates.

Table 1

PREDICTED COUNTING RAT^S IN A SLURRY

CONTAINING 2.5 Wt% SILICON

Irradiation Time
(sec)

.1

.1

.1

.1

.05

.05

.05

.05

Flow Velocity
(m/sec)

0.1

0.5

1.0

2.0

0.1

0.5

1.0

2.0

Counts/100 Cycles

120

25

12

6

60
12

6

3

Velocity Measurements

Completion of an extended series of velocity measurements showed
excellent internal agreement between analysis models and excellent agree-
ment with external checks. The latter is, of course, vital to acceptance
of the basic technique. This section discusses the data obtained and their
analysis using the methods discussed in the section entitled "Theoretical
Modeling." Several different methods were examined to determine their
potential utility in a mass flow meter and to look at other results which
might be useful to a flowmeter user, such as a possible determination of
ash content in the process stream.

Velocity measurements in water under turbulent flow conditions spanned
the range from .3 m/sec to 3 m/sec. Some of the raw data is shown in
Figure 3. The peak on the far left is the "gamma-flash" and represents the
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prompt, degraded gamma rays produced by the neutron burst. Visual peak-
centroids are readily identifiable in the data. However, the tail toward
longer times which grows more prominent at lower speeds clearly indicates
the need for more sophisticated analyses than just locating the peak
maximum.

Table 2 compares the results of computerized analyses using different
models with the visual approach. Note the very high precision of the
results. It is also noteworthy that in this flow regime, the results are
model-independent to within 1 to 2 percent, probably sufficient for a
commercial instrument. Table 3 shows the precision achievable using a
single beam pulse. A single pulse (about 100 total counts) achieves a pre-
cision in velocity of 1.5% and is in agreement with a longer run.

Table 2

LIQUID VELOCITY COMPARISONS
(Meters/Sec)

Vo

*2.92

*1.91

*1.43

*1.020

** .843

* .846

** .671

** .549

** .449

** .373

** .335

** .299

V-l

2.95

1.93

1.44

1.030

.850

.853

.677

.554

.452

.376

.337

.300

V-2

2.97

1.95

1.45

1.039

.858

.861

.682

.558

.445

.379

.340

.302

***
aV

± .01

± .005

± .003

± .002

± .001

± .001

± .001

± .003

± .0004

± .0003

± .0004

± .0004

V (Visual Peak)

3.00

1.95

1.45

1.030

.893

.866

.695

.576

.470

.393

.349

.306

**

***

200 pulse cycles, 100 msec irradiation time, 5 msec wide time channels,
2 to 5.5 seconds per cycle.

100 pulse cycles, 100 msec irradiation time, 5 msec wide time channels,
11.08 seconds per cycle.

The calculated errors for V«, V ., and V_2 were identical to one signi-
ficant figure.
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"able 3

COMPARISON RESULTS OF SINGLE PULSE TO MULTIPLE PULSES

(Velocit> in meters/sec)

No.
Cycles

100

1

Vo

.335

.330

V-l

.337

.333

V-2

.340

.336

V (AH)
Error

± .0004

± .004

Visual

.349

*
Both sets of data taken with 100 msec irradiation time, 5 msec wide
time channels, and 11.8 seconds per pulse.

The overall accuracy of the time-of-flight 0 velocity measurement was
checked against a venturi placed upstream of the point of neutron
activation. Pressure drop across the venturi was measured with a Celesco
Model P70 differential pressure transducer set up with a 0-5 psid
diaphragm. The venturi was calibrated by simultaneous measurements of the
venturi flowrate and timed diversions. The net weight of the diverted
water could be weighed with an accuracy of 0.1%; however, the overall
diversion flowrate is estimated to be accurate only to within _+ 2% because
of the manual operation of the diversion valves. This accuracy is far
poorer than that of the neutronic mass flow meter, but sufficient for the
purpose of this study.

Several tests of time-of-fl ight velocity by 0 activation were made
with simultaneous venturi-AP measurements. For these tests, the flow was
turbulent with Reynolds Numbers in the range of approximately 30,000 and
180,000. Results of these velocity measurements are shown in Figure 4. A
linear regression fit to the data is also shown. The fit is extremely good

and shows that the 0 velocity measurement is identical to the velocity
measured by the venturi. This result indicates that the neutronic measure-
ment is a highly accurate technique for absolute velocity determination.

The analysis of the experimental data has shown that other data para-
meters vary with velocity in modelable ways. Two of these are the time
distribution width (a*.) and the total number of counts ( L ) . The product

of the velocity with width was shown to vary inversely with the velocity,
as predicted by the theoretical model. A similar result was obtained with
the total number of counts. In this case, the net counts were normalized
to the gamma-flash to account for beam intensity fluctuations. A similar
normalizing technique is applicable to a field instrument, eliminating the
need for a separate neutron monitor if total oxygen or silicon content
information were desired as additional information. The fact that the data
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for the width and the intensity fit the theoretical model reinforces the
model. More importantly, though, it permits optimization of the parameters
and specifications of a neutronic flow measuring device.

Finally, neutronic mass flow velocity measurements were done in the
laminar and near-laminar regime. The measurements were performed with a
50% water solution of sugar, in the velocity region covered previously by
the experiments in pure turbulent flow. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4

VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS IN THE TURBULENT/LAMINAR FLOW TRANSITION REGIME

vo
(m/sec)

2.08

1.12
**
1.18

**
.691

**
.396

**
.320

v_x

(m/sec)

2.14

1.15

1.22

.759

.431

.329

(m/sec)

2.19

1.18

1.25

.818

.468

.339

°v
(m/sec)

± .01

± .005

± .005

± .005

± .005

± .001

V (Visual)

(m/sec)

2.30

1.29

1.38

.989

.644

.405

Reynold's No.

10,000

* 6,900

5,700

3,800

2,100

1,600

V 2_/Vvis
+

.95

.91

.91

.83

.73

.84

The mean v_2/ v
v-j S ratio for several turbulent flow runs is .98.

A 46.6% sugar solution, all other runs were 49.2%.

**The shape of the activity time distribution is not characteristic of
turbulent flow.

Figure 5 clearly shows the qualitative difference between laminar and
the turbulent flows. The time scale is identical for the two time spectra
shown. The near Gaussian shape for turbulent flow is quite different from
the decaying ramp, indicative of laminar or near-laminar flow. Table 4
contains numerical results for various velocity prescriptions in the tran-
sition region. The velocity definitions are those contained in the Theore-
tical Modeling section. As expected, the velocities calculated by the dif-
ferent models vary more, circa 12 percent in the ^minar region versus 1
percent in the turbulent domain. The proper velocity value for this regime
is V_2« The measurement precision (less than 1 percent) remains excellent.

The Reynold's numbers indicate that the data shown span the transition
region. Fully developed laminar flow occurs at a Reynold's number of about
2000. ThG V 0/V .. ratios clearly show the change from near turbulent to_ 2/V v i s

laminar conditions. The theoretical ratio for perfect laminar flow is .5.
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Further experiments at higher sugar concentrations (greater viscosity)
would have lower Reynold's numbers and may exhibit more fully developed
laminar characteristics.

Summary and Conclusions

This paper described the development of a non-intrusive neutronic mass
flow meter, for applications to harsh environments like those in a coal
liquefaction plant.

The main features of such a meter that make it attractive for coal
conversion, power, and other industrial plants, are enumerated below:

• Truly non-intrusive

• Independent of environment

• Applicable to p i lo t plants as well as commercial size plants

• Applicable to small ( l " - 2 " diam) as well as large (10"-15"
diam.) pipes

• Independent of flow regimes

t Measures directly liquid/solid flow-velocity

• Measures continuously total density of multi-phase stream

• Has demonstrable high accuracy

t Can be optimized or tailored for specific applications and
plant layouts

t In two-phase flow, it can distinguish between liquid and
solid phases

t Can provide composition information

• Velocity measurement is absolute (does not require
calibration)

The study described in this paper tested and demonstrated experimen-
tally many of the above features in a laboratory set-up. Systematic study
of the main parameters of the system was conducted in order to assess their
impact on the system's design and performance and to allow a reliable
extrapolation of results obtained in laboratory tests to realistic plant
situations.

The experimental results described in the paper corroborated, and
often exceeded, all the expectations from the neutronic mass flow meter.
Noteworthy among them is the high precision with which the flow velocity
can be determined. The ability to measure the solid phase in the flow,
though with longer measurement time, was also illustrated.
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A simple theoretical model was developed that identifies the rolas of
the different system parameters such as irradiation profile, detector
resolution, source-detector distance, activation time, etc.

A relatively compact neutronic mass flow meter concept has emerged
from this study. Such a device could be readily incorporated in any desir-
able measurement location.
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Abstract

The Slurry Loop Test Facility (SLTF) at Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL) was designed to provide a set of three independent measurements from
which the liquid and solid mean flow speed, as well as the effective solid
volume fraction in the medium, can be computed. This further yields a measure-
ment of the solid transport rate, as well as the solid velocity drag, in
slurries featuring large solid grain size and/or low viscosity liquid, as
found in many coal transport and utilization plants and facilities.

Inasmuch as the solid delivery rate, rather than total mass flowrate,
is the variable whose measurement is needed to optimize operation of such
facilities, these measurements are intended to provide calibration for various
mass flowmeters that can be installed in either a vertical or a horizontal leg
of the loop.

The measurement cycle includes a direct mass flowrate measurement by
timed diversion of the mainflow into a weighing tank, then a volumetric
flowrate measurement in a level-sensing standpipe and, finally, a measurement
of the solid component velocity by Pulsed Neutron Activation. In conjunction
with analysis of the solid in terms of oxygen content, which makes use of the
same neutron generator deployed on the loop, the solid feedrate can alterna-
tively be determined by exploiting both the intensity and time rate of the
observed PNA signal.

Preliminary data show velocity drag for a range of medium velocities,
as well as for different solid volume fractions. Considerably more data,
for different types and grain size of solids, will be needed to develop a
semi-empirical model, now lacking, of this practically important parameter.

Description

The Slurry Test Loop Facility (SLTF) which is discussed in the present
report is one of hundreds, perhaps even thousands, of test ^ ^w loops in
operation today. Other test loops are constructed for specific experimental
setups and usually dismantled after the measurements have been made. However,
relatively few test facilities are specifically designed for slurry flow.
Of the latter, only a few are intended for performance evaluation and calibra-
tion of flowmeters rather than for mechanical component wear testing.

In a system intended for meter calibration, the principal requirement is
some highly accurate means of comparison or, even better, several such means.
For slurry and similar two-phase media, the only reliable comparison is a

J
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direct flow rate (mass/volumetric) test or sample measurement obtainable
through an accurately timed diverter into a weighing/volume reading tank. This
has been provided in the SLTF through a diverter shown schematically In Fig. 1.
A preliminary description of this and other special features has been pub-
lished.1 The present report brings that description up to date and considers
in more detail the underlying rationale of the details in relation to non-
Newtonian two-phase flow behavior. In addition to measurements under steady
flow conditions, the SLTF can provide pulsed flow and thus calibrate meter
error on a typical industrial high-pressure slurry feedline (where pressure is
usually generated with a piston pump that inevitably introduces pulsing).

For relatively coarse, dilute slurries, a velocity slip must be expected.
In a single particle approximation,

v(dv /dz) = A(v - v ) - Bv2 (1)

where A is a viscous drag coefficient while B represents wall-interaction
(as well as particle-particle interaction) effects through which energy is
lost. At equilibrium,

v^ - vg = (B/A)v£
2 (2)

Preliminary measurements with such a coal slurry Indicate velocity slip
of the order of 5%. For this purpose, the solid component velocity v is

s

measured by means of pulsed neutron activation (PNA) together with diversion

measurements of V, the volumetric, and M, the mass flow rate, which yields
fvg = (M - PAV)/S(pg - p£) ; (3)

a = (v - v )/v = (Q-l)-1 , (4)

Q = P (Vpo - M)/(p - p )(V - Sv ) (5)
S S S X* S

in terms of the duct cross sectional area S, solid and liquid intrinsic
densities p and p., component average velocities v and v0, and solid

S A* S Ar

volume fraction f,a is the velocity slip factor.

As a result of velocity slip, the apparent density p* of the medium
m

obtained by grab-sampling and the actual mean density in the flowing medium
p differ by a certain amount:
m

Pm - P* - (Pg - P^) «f (1 - f)/[l + a (1 - f)] (6)

Measurement of the intrinsic densities p and p0 is done by straight-
s x>

forward volumetric methods, noting that considerable care is needed to make
sure that solid samples have come into the same equilibrium with the liquid in
the volumetric sample and in the flowing loop. Like other determinations with
slurry, this takes a number of separate sets of measurements '̂ hose individual
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results exhibit a certain scatter. Some of this can be attributed to nonuni-
form! ty of coal, even from the same barrel (as delivered by a coal grinding
plant). Similar scatter is found in sieving and in proximate analyses.

The flow regimes over which the current series of tests extends range
from slug flow to quasi-laminar. Particle size d , solid fraction f, and
applicable models are summarized in Table 1. P

Table 1. Solid-Liquid Flow

d f Flow Regime Model

Single particle in Newtonian liq.
Bingham, Pseudoplastic non-Newton, liq.
Slug (extreme Bingham model)

The table illustrates, in a qualitative way, how varied conditions can be
in slurry flow, from a suspension of large particles at low loading where the
two phases would be expected to exhibit considerable independence, to paste-
flow characteristic for dense loadings of particles distributed over a large
range of sizes. This variability defeats conventional flow measurement
through the insertion of obstacles (orifice plates, nozzles, wedges, etc.) and
a measurement of the pressure difference across the obstacle, even if problems
of pressure tap plugging can be coped with. Another observation, applying
specifically to separate-flow, follows from Eq. (1): since the second energy-
dissipative term depends on wall-interaction, a change in boundary conditions
such as a pipe bend or diameter change will upset the equilibrium relation
between solid and liquid mean flow speeds. Hence, the solid component will
accelerate or decelerate for some distance downstream from this feature until
the normal or equilibrium velocity slip has been reestabished. It then
further follows that any external means of measuring the medium velocity,
whether PNA or two-sensor correlation, must be sited far enough downstream
from a pipe feature to sense the equilibrium velocity. As this is not always
possible in an industrial installation, a "meter factor" may have to be
determined by duplicating the measurement site in a test loop. For comparison
purposes, a reasonably long (200-300 pipe diameter) straight horizontal leg is
needed. Such a leg is provided for the PNA measurement in the SLTF, where it
serves also to establish a base for a standard pressure gradient measurement.
To make this measurement, taps on the top of the 2-in. Sch. 40 SS 304 pipe
lead to sightglasses within which the slurry level is adjusted to equal
height, upstream and downstream, through individual air pressure and vent
cocks. The two sightglasses are interconnected through a manometer and dif-
ferential pressure sensor of variable reluctance type.

Soaie additional remarks should be made regarding the PNA velocity measure-
ment. This is, in effect, a tagging scheme much like salt or dye-tagging, vised
for more than 50 years in flow characterization. Somewhat more recently,
tagging with short-lived activities has become established. Nevertheless, a
controversy appears to have developed regarding data processing, specifically
for PNA tagging. This controversy has split tagging practitioners into two
camps according to preference of formula A or B for velocity computation. Let
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M. = Zk E C eAtj/t* (7)
j=1 J J

where C. is the jth gamma count sample, delivered by the downstream station

at time t., and A = decay constant, Z = neutron source detector distance,

then formula A asserts that

7 A = M2/M! (A)

whereas formula B claims

7 • (B)

In practice, there is little difference under slug-flow conditions (typically
encountered when PNA has been used for on-line calibration of other flowmeters
at ducts flowing low-viscosity media). However, for low-Reynolds' number

turbulent flow, one finds v noticeably larger than v . In typical laminar or
_ 3 15

quasi-laminar flow, v fails altogether. This apparent problem can be cleared
up by referring to an observation made as long ago as 19]1 to the effect that
under certain circumstances, the tag ceases to represent the flow. What one
then observes is the tag velocity distribution and not the medium velocity
distribution. Both share the same mean transport velocity but the medium flow
velocity necessarily has a fixed distribution, while tag velocity distribution
varies with the downstream location of the counter. The tag ceases to repre-
sent the medium to the extent to which radial transport by diffusion rivals
transport along the duct; consequently, formula B applies in turbulent flow
as well as in capillary flow (when axial transport speed is artifically reduced
to make radial diffusion more effective), while formula A applies in normal
laminar or quasi-laminar flow. For coal slurried in hydrocarbon liquid, only
the solid component accepts a tag through 14-MeV neutron irradiation; it is
thus clear that in that case, formula A, which assumes the tag to represent
the motion of the tagged medium, should apply, whether the slurry appears to
run in quasi-turbulent mode or in any other mode.

To make effective use of a PNA system, it pays to provide two detector
stations and to compare shapes of the count rate versus time plots produced by
each. For illustration, Fig. 2 shows a set of such plots, produced by system-
atically displacing a traveling detector along the duct in increments of 1 m.
The data were taken with water flowing in the turbulent regime and indicate
a definite shape change, pointing to formula B as being the correct one for
obtaining the true mean medium velocity; this was confirmed by repeated
diversions.

PNA acquisition is organized by an on-line sequencer/computer and a
T/N 1710A multiscaler with 4-input capability, connected through RS-232 to a
post-acquisition computer with local interactive terminal. This arrangement
permits inspection of the acquisition as it develops, with immediate computa-
tion of the mean velocity. Various diagnostic programs are in preparation.
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The test loop has now been operating with coal slurry charge of various
solid fractions for about six months. Currently, three flowmeters are
installed at diverse test locations and a set of meter factors is being
produced for both velocity (correlation) and density readout.

For purposes of flowmeter evaluation/calibration, the loop can be used
to derive a "meter factor." Typical prototype capacitive and acoustic beam
transmission flowmeters sample the duct within a narrow beam or defined strip
centrally laid across the duct. If the solid component velocity is radially
symmetric, which one would suppose a good approximation in a vertical duct,
then the center flow is more effectively sampled than the peripheral flow by
such a strip. The apparent velocity as determined from the location of the
covariance peak on the time axis is invariably somewhat higher than that
determined by PNA, presumably the true (whole-duct) average. This agrees
with the supposition of more efficient center flow sampling; however, another
effect partly cancels this: what the covariance peak actually determines is
the mean reciprocal velocity or transit time,

v* = z/t

whereas

v = Z(l/t) = (ZVT) = (z/t)(l + var(t)/t2 ... )
ave

hence

v \read from covariance plot) = v /(I + var(t)/F2

ave

but

v = v (1+K) = v* . . (l+K)/(l+var(t)/T2 ... ) .
ave true ave covar plot

The variance of the transit time depends on a number of factors, such as
cluster strength, cluster fading, cluster typical length, and geometry of the
sensing stations. The factor K, on the other hand, depends on the ratio of the
sensing region width to the duct diameter, as well as the flow velocity distri-
bution, and should thus be particularly strong in the quasi-laminar flow regime.

This points to a program of redesign of spool pieces so as to minimize the
sampling bias, together with a computation program that can evaluate the
transit time variance; the result should then agree with the solid component
velocity within 1-2%.
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COMDDCTIVITY PROBE AND DATA ACODISITION
FOR A LIQUEFACTION COLD MODEL

W. Fuehs , D. Smith
Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center

U. S. Department of Energy
P.O.Box 109W

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15236

Abstract

A device has been developed to measure local bubble size and velocity of
the gas-phase in a three-phase slurry bubble column operated at coal
liquefaction flow conditions. An in situ electrical conductivity twin probe
(0.3-cm gap) detects the difference in conductivity of the gas and slurry
phases. The analog signal from each probe is rapidly digitized and stored on
a waveform recorder and subsequently transmitted and analyzed on a
minicomputer. Measured bubble length and velocity are computed from the
measured response time interval between probes and the dwell time of a bubble
on each probe. A probabilistic model is used to derive actual bubble sizes
and velocities.

Introduction

Slurry bubble columns are typically used as coal liquefaction reactors in
which high throughputs, good slurry mixing, and high heat transfer
coefficients are desirable. Recent published work by Satterfield and Huff
(1980) has drawn attention to the importance of gas absorption resistance of
Fischer-Tropsch reactions occurring in a three-phase slurry reactor. Thus,
global rates of reaction will be influenced by the gas/liquid surface area,
gas void fraction, bubble size, and gas absorption coefficients. Previous
investigations of gas liquid surface area [Akita and Yoshida (197*0, Quicker
and Deckwer (1981)] have largely employed photographic techniques to obtain
relevant parameters such as bubble size and bubble size distribution as well
as estimations of the gas/liquid surface area. This method of measuring
bubble size is limited to short distances from the wall, and resolution of the
bubbles i s further diminished in the presence of solids. Ueyama et al . (1980)
measured bubbles in a 0.6-m-ID bubble column and found that a large bubble
size gradient occurs in the radial direction from the center to the wall. The
bubbles near the center of the column were found to be a factor of 2 to 8
times greater than the bubble size near the wall. This observation
demonstrates the necessity of measuring bubbles over the cross section of the
column in order to obtain an average bubble size.

Another important parameter, local gas void fraction, has been measured
by several investigators [Neal and Bankoff (1963), Hills (1974)], and the
various techniques used to study local void fraction have been reviewed by
Hewitt (1972), Serizawa et al . (1975)» and Jones and Delhaye (1976). Buchholz
et a l . (1981) recently reviewed, among other devices, the use of
twin-electrode conductivity probes for the determination of bubble size
parameters. The use of twin-conductivity probes for measuring properties of
bubbles i s a relatively new technique [Serizawa et al . (1975), Buchholz and
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Schugerl (1979)], This type of detector is employed in our present
investigation of gas-phase characteristics in a slurry bubble column operated
at coal liquefaction flow conditions. An integral data acquisition system is
also described. The gas phase characteristics that are measured by the
conductivity probes include bubble length, velocity, and frequency, in
addition to the gas void fraction.

Experimental

A schematic diagram of the bubble column apparatus is shown in Figure 1.
The bubble column is a transparent plastic cylinder having an inside diameter
of 10.8 cm and a length of 194 cm. A single bubble cap distributor located at
the bottom of the column is used to introduce the slurry and gas phases.
Several ports are located along the axis of the column to allow insertion of
the probe as well as slurry sampling valves and differential pressure gages.

Probe System

A depiction of the conductivity probe inserted into the slurry bubble
column is given in Figure 2. The twin-electrode conductivity probe consists
of two teflon coated wires with a diameter of 0.13 ran (0.005"). The teflon
coating serves as a good moisture-repellent surface as well as an electrical
insulator. This probe characteristic is essential to obtain rapid response of
the bubble shedding water from the probe. The chromel wire has proven to be a
good compromise between strength and electrical conductivity in a slurry
environment. The pair of wires are threaded through the tubing, and a Conax
fitting with teflon seals is fitted over the tubing. The ends of the tube are
sealed with epoxy to hold the wires in place and provide a waterproof seal.
One of the insulated wires extending from the epoxy seal is then bent in a
j-shape sueh that the tip of the wire is perpendicular to the stainless steel
tubing. In a similar manner, the other wire is bent approximately 1 mm past
the bend in the first wire and terminated approximately 3 mm past the end of
the first wire. The radial gap between wires avoids a liquid film buildup as
a result of capillary attraction, and the vertical gap serves as a fixed
reference for bubble travel after striking the upstream probe. The chromel
wires are exposed at the tips of each wire with a scalpel to insure a minimal
exposed area. The radial placement of the probe is accomplished during the
operation of the bubble column by loosening the Conax fitting and moving the
probe to the desired position with the aid of a calibrated ruler and a
reference point located outside of the column.

The probe circuit consists of a power supply, probe, waveform recorder,
junction box. and double pole - double throw switch. The power supply
(HARBISON 2102A) is a variable DC supply nominally operated at 5 volts. Each
electrode of the probe is in parallel with the power supply and waveform
recorder. The waveform recorder (Biomation 2805 M) measures and stores the
electrical conductivity signals over a known time interval, and subsequently
the stored information can be transferred to a computer, visual display, or
chart. A depiction of the probe circuit and data acquisition system is given
in Figure 3.

A junction box is used to select any one of three probes installed in the
slurry bubble column. A double pole - double throw switch is used to reverse
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current occasionally to dispose of any charge that may be acquired on the
prole tip.

Data Collection System

The waveform recorder, or digitizer, is an analog-to-digital converter
with a solid-state memory that stores the digital equivalent of an analog
electric signal. The model that was ussd in our test facility, a BIOMATION
model 2805M, provides for the simultaneous recording of two channels with
sampling frequencies of up to 5 KHz; this means that each channel can be read
and digitized every 200 ns. The solid-state memory provides space for 20 H 8
numbers for each channel, with a resolution of 1 part in 256.

The trigger mechanism allows for delayed recording as well as
pretriggering. Figure 4 demonstrates the difference between these two modes.
The pretrigger feature, together with an adjustable trigger level control,
permits the definition of a precise recording window with respect to a given
or a detected trigger event. The trigger signal can be taken from either
channel or can be supplied externally. In our application, a peak signal from
the first channel was used, i.e., the signal caused by the probe that sees the
bubble in the column first.

The contents of the memory, representing the recorded traces, are
displayed on a CRT monitor. In addition, the collected information is
transmitted to a computer for analysis via a digital output connection. This
transmission is accomplished in asynchronous fashion; each number is
transmitted on an 8-bit parallel line after a handshake signal has been
established. The transfer rate is controlled by the computer; in our case it
is approximately 150 data points per second. The selection of the sample
speed and the arming of the trigger mechanism can be achieved manually or
remotely by the computer. The interface with the computer consists of 27
lines. Of those lines, 12 are output lines, i.e., they send data or status
information to the computer: 8 lines for data transmission, one line each for
remote time select mode, recording status, digital output mode, and word ready
flag. Fifteen (15) lines are used to send instructions to the waveform
recorder: one line to enable the remote control of the instrument in general,
one line to enable the remote control of the sampling speed, 7 lines for the
selection of the sampling speed, one line for remote arming, 3 lines for the
channel selection, one line to enable digital output, and one line for
requesting a new data word. The diagram in Figure 5 illustrates the
handshaking sequence.

For a typical run, a series of scans under identical conditions are taken
in order tc obtain a reasonably large statistical sample, The sampling
interval for most tests is 0.5 or 1.0 ms per point. Figure 6 shows a plot of
the data generated with one scan.

Results and Discussion

The signal amplitude or intensity is obtained as a function of time from
the probe measurements and can be related to the bubble characteristics. A
computer program has been developed to read and interpret the data so that
bubble velocity, bubble size, and gas void fraction are derived. In order to
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interpret the conductivity probe signals, the following computations are made.

A threshold signal intensity that is slightly above the minimum baseline
intensity is assigned to each recording at a level corresponding to 5 percent
of maximum peak height. All signal intensities below the threshold value
represent the conductive (liquid) phase, and all intensities above the
threshold represent the gas phase. The dwell time, T , of a bubble
corresponds to the duration of time in which the probe is immersed in the
bubble and can be calculated from the time interval in which the signal
amplitude is greater than the threshold intensity. The lag time,At * between
a pair of signals corresponding to the passage of a bubble is computed from
the time interval during which the centroid of a pierced bubble travels from
the upstream to the downstream probe. Let us indicate the coordinates
associated with the downstream and upstream probes with the suffixes 1 and 2,
respectively, and let us define the time, t, at which the signal intensity
exceeds the threshold intensity as the instant at which a bubble is pierced by
one of the two probes; then the following expression is obtained for the lag
time.

n>

From Equation 1, the lag time,At, approaches the time interval for a bubble
to be pierced by each probe as the dwell time of a bubble on each probe
approaches the same value. The effect of taking the centroid of the pierced
bubble as the reference frame for the computation of lag time is to average
small deviations in dwell time due to the deflection or nonvertical travel of
the bubble, and due to the offset of the top probe with respect to the bottom
probe. Figure 7 shows the relationship of the probe signal as a function of
time and the measured dwell and lag time.

The matching of a signal pair representing a bubble passing through both
probes requires several conditions to be satisfied. An error may result from
the fact that a bubble pierced by the downstream probe is not always preceded
by a bubble pierced by the upstream probe. A discussion of the scenarios for
such an occurrence has been given by Serizawa et al . (1975). In one case, a
bubble penetrated by the upstream probe may be deflected and not strike the
downstream probe. In another case, a bubble pierced by the upstream probe may
not be deflected; but before i t can reach the downstream probe, another bubble
that missed the upstream probe touches the downstream probe. In addition to
the cases mentioned above, a slight deflection of a bubble striking the
upstream probe may result in a different dwell time of the bubble on the
downstream probe. Any combinationj3 of the conditions mentioned above can
occur simultaneously.

The ascending velocity,U^, and length, Lfo , of each bubble passing
vertically upward through the column can now be calculated from the lag time,
the dwell time, and the vertical gap (h) between the twin probes.
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Ub (2)

(3)

In order to avoid improper matching of a signal pair, the following
constraints are placed on the matching process. A minimum velocity and a
maximum velocity corresponding to the smallest and largest bubble observed in
the bubble column are assigned to each recording. The minimum bubble velocity
is assigned the value of 10 cm/s, which corresponds to a bubble size less than
1.6 mm (1/16 inch) as calculated by Stokes Law.

The maximum bubble velocity is calculated from the relationship given by
Knicklin (1962) for the slugging flow regime.

(5)

The acceptable velocities obtained from the probe measurements are considered
to be within the limits of Equations H and 5. A further restriction on
obtaining a signal pair i s given by the similarity of the dwell time of a
bubble on each probe. If the dwell time differs by more than 10 percent from
each probe, then the bubble is considered to be deflected and is ignored in
the analysis of bubble size and velocity.

The gas void fraction can be calculated from the ratio of the total time
the signal intensity is above the threshold intensity to the total sampling
time,

€fl= Vj (6)
•s

Average bubble velocities are calculated as suggested by Ueyama et al. (1980).

b 7 f b |
The standard deviation of the bubble velocity spectrum is given as
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(8)

A typical data set that i s analyzed for the gas phase characteristics consists
of at least 20 matched signal pairs for a given run condition. These data
sets are obtained for 8 radial positions from the center of the column to the
wall. The minimum sample population to obtain s ta t i s t ica l ly significant
parameters for the gas-phase characteristics i s being investigated. The
interpretation of bubble size from measured bubble length i s being developed
from a probabilistic model given by Tsutsui and Miyauchi (1980).

ConclU3ions

A conductivity probe and data acquisition system have been successfully
developed to measure gas-phase characteristics in a slurry bubble column model
operated a t coal liquefaction flow conditions. The response time of the probe
signal i s adequate to observe the probe piercing the bubble and to establish a
lag time corresponding to the gap between the twin probes. Further
calibration of the probe will be made to determine the smallest detectable
bubble.

Nomenclature

D = diameter
g = gravitational acceleration
h = vertical distance between twin probes
L = measured bubble length
n = number of bubble signals that are matched
t = time at which probe pierces bubble
T = total time interval
U = superficial velocity
V = rise velocity

Greek Symbols

= laS
€ = void fraction
O~= standard deviation of bubble velocity spectrum
T = dwell time
V - kinematic viscosity

Subscripts

b = bubble
g = gas
1 = liquid
max = maximum
min s minimum
s = total sample
t = tube

Superscripts
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= average

Disclaimer

Reference in this report to any specific commercial product, process, or
service is to facilitate understanding and does not necessarily imply its
endorsement or favoring by the United States Department of Energy.
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OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH HIGH TEMPERATURE

SONIC DOPPLfcP. FLOWMETER IN COAL

LIQUEFACTION PLANTS

by

A. C. Raptis, H. B. Karplus, and W. P. Lawrence

Abstract

The high temperature ultrasonic Doppler flowmeter* is a non-

intrusive device that was installed and tested on the high pressure

slurry feed line to the preheater and the recycle line of the SRC-

II pilot plant. The measurements from the ultrasonic Doppler

flowmeter were compared with measurements from existing meters.

The recycle line Doppler flowmeter readings were compared with

those of a Venturi meter in the line, while the high pressure feed

line Doppler measurements were compared with inferred flow

measurements based on a materials balance concept. A consistent

calibration was obtained.

*H. B. Karplus, A. C. Raptis, and D. R. Canfield, ANL/FE-81-64
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INTRODUCTION

The ANL high temperature acoustic Doppler flowmeter was installed in two

locations at the SRC-II pilot plant in Fort Lewis, WA1'2. A partial schematic

diagram of the plant indicating the location of the ANL installed meters is

shown In Fig. 1. Flowmeter M^, is located in the high pressure slurry line

that feeds the preheater, while flowmeters M2 and M3 are located in the

recycle line of the plant. (The advantages, construction, and operation of
1 2the ANL meter have been discussed elsewhere ' ) . The dominant features of the

installed meters are the capability to operate at high temperature, and the

handling of the very broad band signals obtained in laminar flows. Two types

of installation for the transducers were used, while the signal processing

electronics remained the same for all three meters. Flowmeters M^ and l^,

located In the preheater Inlet and recycle slurry lines respectively, were

installed by using conventional 500 kHz NDT transducers (Panametrics AA13S)

which were coupled through mode conversion plastic wedges to 8" steel wave

SOLVENT

GAS

LIQUID

RECIRCULATE

Fig. 1. Schematic of Flowmeter Location
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guides, one end of which is brazed to the pipe. The sound wave is injected

into the pipe at a 45° angle, scattered by the coal particles, and received by

a duplicate arrangement installed on the other side of the pipe. (This

received signal is processed by a set cf ANL developed electronics discussed

in references 1, 2). Flowmeter M3, located in the recycle line, was installed

by using a pair of Lithium niobate transducers clamped directly to the pipe.

Good contact with the pipe was obtained by means of spring sustaining contact

pressure between optically flat surfaces. These transducers were designed

originally for a different application and are resonant at 3 MHz. They are

very broad band, however, and have sufficient response at the 0.5 MHz

frequency used by the ANL flowmeter to be useable on the small one inch

recycle line pipe. The sound wave is injected at an angle of 27°, with the

pipe axis by one transducer reflected from the particles and received by the

other transducer installed on the other side of the pipe. The signal is

processed with the same electronics as M^ and M2.

MLDIA

The media in the preheater inlet slurry line is oil/coal and varies in

concentration from a few percent (1-3%) up to 45% by weight and particle size

cf 1/8" to 80% through 200 mesh, while the recycle slurry line media is

oil/ash, with less than 1% ash concentration and particle size finer than can

be retained by standard screens (to 200 mesh).

The recycle slurry probably contains some gas bubbles also. (A complete

description of the test conditions is given in Table I). The origin of the

gas bubbles and the amount of gas entrainment in the line is not known; there

is also no mechanism available at the present time to determine them. Figure

1 shows that the liquid and gas are separated after the coal is heated, but

traces of gas are likely to be entrained at all times. Evidence that supports

the presence of gas bubbles in the recycle line can be inferred from the

observations: (1) In the absence of coal feed, the media in the recycle and

inlet slurry lines are the same, (2) the flowmeters Mj and M2 are located in

the recycle and inlet slurry lines respectively, (3) under the condition of no

coal feed, there are no scattering particles in either line, and (4) the
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Doppler signal from M^ is too low to be detected, while the Doppler signal

from M2 is detected. The fact that Mj flowmeter was not operating in the

absence of coal feed led to the tentative hypothesis that the ash content

particles in the recycle line, where flowmeter M2 is located, were too small

Table 1

Specifications

Meter M^

Location High Pressure Feed

Fluid

Temperature °C(°F)

Spcific
—3

Gravity g cm

Viscosity cP

Max Flow lb/hr
g/s

Max Velocity cm/s

Pipe Radius (nom)
cm(in)

Reynolds Number

Angle of Souml Beam

in pipe wall

to pipe axis

Oil/Coal

180(350)

1.15

200*

10000
1250

98

2.0 (.8)

100

45°

by standoff

Jb.

45°

by

Recycle

Oil/Ash

260(500)

1.02

12

5000
630

136

1.22 (.48)

1400

27°

standoff direct coupled

•Variable depends on residence duration in blend tank.

to scatter adequately at 500 kHz and that in fact the recycle line flowmeter

was operating on bubble scatter. These bubbles would be compressed and forced

into solution in the high pressure pump, shown in Fig. 1 in front of the
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preheater Inlet slurry line. Confirmatory experiments, such as use of high

frequency excitation (1-10 MHz) on the high pressure feed line during a no

coal feed operation could not be scheduled prior to the SIX-II permanent

shutdown.

RESULTS

Two versions of the ANL Doppler flowmeter were tested. The difference in

these two versions is in the type of transducers and in the way the

transducers are attached to the pipe; the electronics are the same for both.

Flowmeters M^ and M£, located in the high pressure slurry inlet line to the

preheater and the recycle line respectively, have their transducers {Pana-

metrics A413S) on stand off isolators, while flowmeter M3, located on the

recycle line, has the high temperature transducers (ANL-lithium niobate) close
1 ")coupled to the pipe » .

Flowmeter, Mi, located at the preheater inlet slurry line, in the absence

of any other flow measuring device in the line, is compared to a complex mass

balance method used by SRC-II engineers to infer flow in the line. In

accordance with the material balance method the flow in this line is equal to

the rate volume change due to the drop in level in the blend tank added to the

flow of all lines feeding the tank. These lines are the solvent feed, the

recycle and the solid conveyor as shown in Fig. 1. The voltage output of the

Doppler flowmeter and the velocity obtained by the materials balance method

are plotted in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the two measurements agree very

closely. In fact, they are within 2% of each other. The advantage of the

Doppler method over the materials balance method is that it gives a continuous

on-line measurement, while the materials balance method depends on

measurements from other lines and is not on-line.

The readings from flowmeters, M2 and M3, are compared with the readings

obtained from a Venturi flowmeter located in the recycle line. Figure 3 shows

the results from this comparison. In this figure the output of the Doppler

flowmeter M2, is plotted against the reading obtained by the Venturi meter.
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Fig. 2 Calibration of Meter Mj On Pressure Feed Line
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Fig. 3 Calibration of Doppler Flowmeter on Recycle

Line Using Standoff Waveguides
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6000-

2 3 4 5
OUTPUT OOPPLER FLOWMETER

Fig. 4 Calibration of Doppler Flowmeter on Recycle Line

Using A Close Coupled Transducer

Again, the results agree very closely and in fact are within 3% from each

other. The regression coefficients obtained from Figs. 2, 3, and 4 are

calculated and listed in Table 2. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the

Venturi flowmeter output and the close coupled Doppler flowmeter.

After the above comparisons were made, only flowmeter Mo on the recycle

line was left operating for the duration of plant operation from 6/1/81 to

7/14/81 and hourly average readings were recorded. During this period stable

operation was observed until 7/4/81. Occasional non-random departures

indicate the possibility of a zero shift or sensitivity change in the order of

5-10%. The relative stability of the Doppler flowmeter with regard to the

reference Venturi meter was not determined because sufficient data was not

available prior to the permanent shutdown of the SRC-II plant.
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The electronics of the flowaeters ware calibrated before installation by

using white noise with sharp cutoff frequency fc. This white noise was

Injected between the mixer and the internal automatic gain control (the

electronics of the meter were discussed in references 1, 2). The calibration

curve that resulted from this test is shown in Fig. 5.

Table 2

Regression Formulae

Date

6/1

6/11

7/1

7/11

V
Q
r

(1)

System #

= Flowmeter output

= Flow rate

Volt

lb/hr

= Coefficient of determination

= for perfect linear functions)

Q = AV + B

A

2 Standoff 1236

3 Close Coupled 1208

3

3

1206

1286

B

1590

1406

1880

1803

r2

.99

.95

.97

,97

#1 Pressure feed line

#2 Recycle line

#3 Recycle line

45° sound from waveguide

45° sound from waveguide

27° sound direct coupled
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The high temperature acoustic Doppler flowmeter is non-intrusive and this

feature is its greatest advantage over the orifice type meters that require

frequent attention. At this point, however, additional work is needed to

determine the following: (I) optimum operating frequency, (2) the effects of

bubbles on the optimum operating frequency,c (3) a mechanism that auto-

matically observes and rejects data contaminated by the presence of excessive

amounts of gas, and (4) examination of the effects of temperature, viscosity,

concentraiton, particle size and particle size distribution on the measure-

ment.
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EVALUATION OF CORIOLIS FLOW METERS IS LIQUEFACTION SLURRIES

W. Lee Smith
Micro Motion, inc.

12400 North Freeway, Suite 100
Houston, Texas 77060

Hoy O. Nicholson
Monsanto Research Corp. - Mound Laboratories

P. 0. Box 32
Miamisburq, Ohio 45342

Introduction

The solvent refined coal pilot plant at Wilsonville, Alabama, is a six
ton per day coal liquefaction facility operated by Catalytic, Inc. since
1974. The unit acquires coal froia various eastern mines for testing. The
coal is then pulverized and blended with solvent, resulting in a 38 1/2%
coal slurry, which is then pumped by a positive displacement triplex pump to
the preheater for heating to process temperature of 850*F. It was
determined to evaluate a Coriolis mass flow meter at this point in the
process. In order to operate successfully in this application, the meter
would need to be able to accurately measure the mass flow of a viscous
slurry over a range of rates and temperatures without being affected by the
pulsations developed by the triplex pump.

The need for the measurement of mass flow as an element of process
control or revenue metering is not new. But until recently, these
measurements could not be made directly; they were made by batch weighing
or, in continuous processes, by inference from volumetric flow measurements.
The derivation of mass flow from measured volumetric flow is complex,
requiring correction for fluid density variations with temperature and, in
gases and some liquids, pressure. Volumetric meters are, in general, also
sensitive to variations in fluid viscosity which varies with temperature
and, in many cases, flow rate. Slurries display increasing viscosity with
flow rate while inks, tars and soaps display decreasing viscosity with flow
rate. Direct mass flow measurement can now be made independent of the
physical properties of the fluid using the Micro Motion mass flowmeter.

Theory of Operation

The flow meter consists of a U-shaped sensor tube through which the
fluid passes (see Figure 1). The tube is vibrated by a magnetic driver and
counter balance assembly. Magnetic position sensors transmit the flow
signal to electronic circuitry housed in a separate enclosure. A linear
output, compatible with most display and control equipment, is produced.
Components are housed in a NEMA 4 enclosure suitable for installation in
industrial environments.

To understand the operation of the flow meter, let us focus on the
sensor tube assembly as shown in Figure 2. A magnet attached to the tube
moves inside a coil attached to the counter balance. The assembly moves
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like a tuning fork; that is, the two parts eove in opposing directions at a
natural spring frequency. The aagnet-coil pair reinforce this natural
movement, operating the whole system as a low power oscillator. This is the
only function of the counterweight and drive assembly. Note that the U-tube
sensor is secured firmly to the meter case at a point near the process
fittings. The case and the mounting surface serve as the "handle" of the
tuning fork. As the tube is forced downward by the driver, it is in effect
rotated about a horizontal axis through the base. At the bottom of the
cycle, the spring resistance of the tube overcomes the driver and the tube
slows, stops and reverses its motion. The tube rotates upward past its
neutral position until the upward motion slows, stops, and reverses. This
movement is repeated as an oscillation between 70Hz and 130 Hz {depending on
meter size) of a few millimeters amplitude. This is the only movement of
the flow meter and is an important factor in its reliability.

Fluid passing through the U-tube follows the path shown in Figure 3.
As the fluid particles move down the inlet leg of the tube, they experience
increasing vertical velocity or acceleration due to the tube rotational
velocity. The particles experience a deceleration as they move down the
outlet leg of the tube. The particle acceleration and deceleration are
equal in magnitude but opposite in direction, as shown by "a" in Figure 4.
The fluid resists this acceleration and exert forces ("F" in Figure 4} equal
in magnitude, but in the opposite direction from the accelerations. These
forces are linearly proportional to the mass flow rate of the fluid. A
study of the equations relating to these forces will show that the physical
properties of the fluid do not influence the forces. As a result, the
simple U-tube becomes a flow meter, able to measure mass flow without fluid
property compensation and without in line sensing equipment.

The endview in Figure 5 illustrates the force couple acting on the tube
resulting in the tube twist. This twist is most pronounced as the tube
moves through its rest position. The angle, , at this point is
proportional to the magnitude of the force couple which is proportional to
mass flow rate. When the tube direction is reversed, the accelerations,
forces, and angle of twist are also reversed. The full cycle of tube
oscillation can be seen in Figure 6.

Experience at SRC-1

Prior to the installation of the Micro Motion meter, the coal solvent
feed rate to the reactor preheater was achieved only with great difficulty
as the fluid properties varied with coal properties, temperature, recycle
rates and other factors. With Micro Motion, instantaneous mass flow
measurements have replaced time consuming rigorous calculations with
accuracies never before achieved.

A series of tests run on the meter on 3 April, 1982 show a worst case
error of 0.6% when compared to platform scales. As these scales were not
certified, there is no reason to suspect the Micro Motion meter does not
fall in the published accuracy of + 0.4% of reading. See Figure 7.
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Future Developments

Micro Motion is currently manufacturing meters for flow rates as low as
0.5 lb/hr and as high as 200,000 lb/hr. The company is employed in the
development of larger meters to handle flows up to 1mm lb/hr. The current
temperature limits available are +400*F. Engineering is developing, with
this SRC process in mind, the technology to allow us to accept applications
in the 900-1000"F area. Current estimates indicate development will be
complete by December 1982.
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"'Figure 8
The Micro Motion meter installation

Figure 9
Catalyst, Inc. employee seems
happy with the results.
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IH SITU, REAL TIME MEASUREMENT OF NO, fJO?, AND SO2

TUNABLE ATOMIC LINE MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY (TALMS)

Tetsuo Hadeishi and Ralph McLaughlin
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley, California 94720
Phone: (415) 486-5734

FTS: 4C1-5734

Tunable Atomic Line Molecular Spectroscopy fTALMS) is a newly de-
veloped technique for detection of molecules (as well as atoms) which is
highly specific and sensitive even in the presence of high levels of back-
ground interference. The ideal analytical instrument would consist of a
black box, through which a sample is transported, or is pointed to the
sample to be measured, and without coming in contact with a surface that
would cause alteration, would point out the level of all species in a spe-
cified concentration range. Of course, no such instrument exists today.
The properties of such an ideal instrument are:

No interference
High sensitivity
No matrix effect
Inexpensive
Precise
Absolutely accurate
Easy to use

TALMS is one of our attempts to construct an instrument that approaches
this ideal.

TALM spectroscopy consists of splitting a source atomic emission spec-
tral line by means of a magnetic field (Zeeman effect) and making a dif-
ferential absorption measurement between one Zeeman component that has
been magnetically tuned to match an analytic absorption line and unmatched
Zeeman reference component. The difference in polarization between Zeeman
components permits the matching and non-matching wavelengths to be alter-
nately selected and the differential absorption measured very rapidly with
an electro-optical device called a current controlled retardation (CCR)
plate.1 This process is illustrated in Fig. 1. The line with label
AM = + (lower tracing) is tuned with the magnetic field to exactly match

the electronic-vibrational-rotational line of a specified molecule (upper
tracing) in the sample. The TALM spectrometer detects the difference
between AM = +1 and AM = -1 reference Zeeman components and the dif-
ferential absorption in prcportonal to the concentration of molecules in
the sample.
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The components of the TALMS system are pictured in Fig. 2. The light
from a Tight source placed in the electro-magnet is passed through the
hole drilled in the magnetic core, then through an absorption cell, a
variable phase retardation plate, a linear polarizer, and finally focused
on a small monochromator. Right and left circularly polarized light, hence
the higher and lower Zeeman wavelength components, are selected by CCR and
a linear polarizer combination.

For in-situ measurement, the absorption cell is replaced by a real system
such as combustion or combustion chamber. These components, which utilize
features of Zeeman effect, form the heart of the TALH spectrometer. This
simple device is capable of a surprising resolving power {in excess of 500,000)
with a large acceptance angle. To determine the shape of the absorption
features, a plot is made of ratio of intensities (I/Io) with the sample in and
out of the optical path as a function of magnetic field.

Cd II at 214.2 nm at 10 KG and Zn at 213.8 nm at 20 KG magnetic field
can be used to detect NO molecules by TALM spectrometer.2'3 Figures 3 and
4 show, respectively, NO line absorption profiles scanned by a Cd II 214.2
nm and a Zn 213.8 nm atomic emission line.

Figure 5 shows one example of NO signals obtained with a 20 cm cell.

By means of similar technique, N0o and SO2 can be measured.
Figure 6 shows a line profile of NO? By means of TALMS magnetic scanning
of a Cu 249.2 nm line. Figure 7 shows differential absorption line pro-
file of SO2 using a Zn 213.8 nm line magnetic scanning.,.
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TABLE 1. Small Molecules Measured With TALHS

Molecule Atomic Line Wavelength Transition

(no)

NO Cd(II) 214.4 2si/2"2p3/2

226.5

Zn 213.8 ls0~lpi

OH Bi 306.8 *S3/2~4pi/2

Zn 307.2 3p2~3pi

I2 Hg 546.1 3p2~3si

S2 Mg(II) 279.6 2S 1 / 2-
2P 3 / 2

280.3 2S. ln-
2?, ,n

S02 Zn 213.8 S0 1

Cd 228.8 Is0~lpi

NO2 Cu 249.2 SnS/2

B 249.7 2P 1 / 2-
2S 1 / 2

249.8 2P3/2-
2si/2

CHo0 Ag 338.3 2
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Fig. 1 Tunable Atomic Line Molecular Spectroscopy
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ON-LINE COMPOSITION WITH LASER-BASED TECHNIQUES*

;,< F. T. Finch and A. Hartford, Jr.
\ Los Alamos National Laboratory
^ P. 0. Box 1663

Los Alamos, NH 87545

Abstract

Current methods for determining the composition of coal gasification
streams generally involve sampling, some treatment, and inherent delay
times prior to analysis. Optical instrumentation, on the other hand,
provides the potential for on-line, rapid-response monitoring of gasifier
streams. Among the optical techniques that appear quite promising for
this application are coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), laser-
induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy (FTIR), laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), and synchronous detec-
tion of laser-induced fluorescence (SDLIF).

Introduction

The technical risks associated with developing and operating advanced
coal conversion facilities, whether for the production of liquid or gaseous
fuels or for electrical generation, can be substantially reduced by the
development and application of improved sensors and instruments. There is,
in particular, an identified need for on-line real-time measurements of
composition.

Electromagnetic radiation in the optical region of the spectrum can be
utilized in a variety of ways to detect and measure concentrations of atoms,
ions, radicals and molecular species in coal-conversion process streams. The
use of lasers as optical energy sources provides the potential for very fine
spectral resolution and short response times. Several optical techniques for
on-line composition analysis are under investigation currently at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (Fig. 1). Each has its own characteristic limita-
tions and advantages. With all the techniques data can be accumulated rapid-
ly, allowing gasifier conditions to be monitored continuously. Inherent in
most optical techniques is high spatial resolution, permitting various re-
gions of a gasifier to be probed. Additionally, the unique spectral signa-
tures of molecular or atomic species provide specific identification of
particular materials. All the techniques being pursued can be applied to
gas and vapor streams. In addition, several may be used with liquids.

Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)

It is well-known that the intense electric field which is generated at
the focal point of a laser beam can create an ionized plasma. Particles or
molecules in the plasma are reduced to highly excited ionic or neutral
atomic species. The characteristic spectral emission from these excited
species allows positive identification of particular elements, while the
emission intensity permits quantification.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
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The emission from the plasma volume is initially dominated by a broad
background continuum on which ionic atomic nnes are superimposed. Both
the continuum and the ionic atomic emission decay with time, while spectral
lines from neutral atoms become more dominant. These characteristics of
the plasma have led to using time-resolved LIBS (TRELIBS) to obtain the
optimum detection sensitivity.

Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy can be used to measure composi-
tion of aerosols in the gas stream as well as gas phase constituents. The
technique may also be applied to the surfaces of both solids and liquids.

The breakdown phenomena is only weakly dependent on laser frequency,
allowing a relatively free choice of laser. The laser can be selected for
low cost and reliability. A pulsed Nd:VAG laser is being used by Los Alamos.

This technique has been used under laboratory conditions at Los Alamos
and under field conditions at the gasifier at Brigham Young University to
detect and measure trace amounts of sodium and potassium. The ability to
monitor Na and K in real time is important in combined cycle electrical
power plants with hot gas cleanup in order to minimize turbine blade cor-
rosion. Other applications where on-line real-time measurements of trace
impurities is of value include monitoring of catalytic reactors or fuel cell
plates for lifetime determination and of emissions for environmental control.

Total elemental analysis may also be achieved with LIBS. In measure-
ments made with LIBS on the experimental coal gasifier at the Morgantown
Energy Technology Center (METC) in March 1982 spectroscopic data on the
major constituents of the gas stream and some minor constituents were
obtained. The major constituents were positively identified. Oxygen and
hydrogen were monitored as a function of time.

Although attempts were made to detect sodium and potassium, the noise
level in the gasifier experiments degraded the detection limits for these
species to the point where it was not possible to detect them in the field.
It is clear that the origin of the noise in the field experiments must be
understood. Noise can come from actual transient fluctuations in the stream
properties, such as temperature and pressure, which would change the index
of refraction in the medium and hence deflect the light output off the spec-
trometer slit. These fluctuations could also perturb the spark properties
leading to increased noise. Visual observations of the spark and prelim-
inary measurements with a HeNe laser indicate that these effects are very
small. Noise can also arise from the vibration of the floor, which would
be translated to oscillations of the optical components. The first cause
cannot easily be remedied, because it is inherent in the nature of the gas
stream. The second could be alleviated by a more rugged and vibration-
isolated mounting of the optics, laser, and spectrometer.

Coherent Raman Diagnostics

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) is a nonlinear optical
spectroscopic technique based on four-wave mixing in the molecular species
of interest. This technique requires two input laser wavelengths called
the pump and Stokes frequencies. The output signal is a laser-like beam
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at a frequency directly correlated with the pump and Stokes frequencies.
Both species concentrations and temperatures can be derived via CARS.

Field measurements of the trace contaminent hydrogen sulfide have been
made with CARS at both the BYLf and METC gasifiers. A comparison of hLS con-
centrations achieved by CARS and by gas chromatographic analysis in field
tests at BYU showed a good correlation. The concentration of HpS in a
field test at METC was calculated to be 0.22% using room temperature para-
meters. Application of proper high-temperature parameters is expected to
yield a higher value for H?S. This value can be compared with GC measure-
ment during the same perioa of HgS = 0.35%.

Time-resolved measurements of Np and CO were also made at METC. The
CO spectra show what are apparently true concentration fluctuations in real
time with a two second resolution. In addition, the temperature was infer-
red from the N« CARS spectrum.

Infrared Spectroscopy

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy has been used at Los
Alamos to detect minority species in the presence of coal gasifier majority
species. As an example, OCS has been detected in the presence of CO. The
transition of interest for OCS is obscured by the 0-1 transition of CO.
However by subtracting a reference spectrum of CO from the spectrum of
CO + OCS, the OCS vibrational feature is clearly resolved. Detection limits
via FTIR spectroscopy for various coal gasifier minority species are sum-
marized in Fig. 2. The spectroscopic interferences due to majority species
are also indicated.

Laser-Induced Fluorescence

Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is a widely used technique for meas-
uring minute concentrations of molecules and free radicals in the liquid
and gaseous phases. This technique is quite sensitive. For strongly fluo-
rescing molecules in the liquid phase, detection of parts-per-billion levels
of contaminants is easily attainable, with parts-per-trillion levels achiev-
able under certain conditions.

When a molecule is excited to an upper electronic state by a single,
narrow-band laser frequency, one of the principal decay mechanisms is spon-
taneous emission to the ground electronic state. For most molecules in the
condensed phase (liquids, aerosols, gels, etc.) this spontaneous emission
takes place from the lowest vibrational level of the excited electronic
state to many vibrational levels of the ground electronic states. The re-
sultant fluorescence emission spectrum covers a wide wavelength interval
(more than 100 nm in some cases). The overlap of these broadband emission
spectra is the chief problem with LIF. Even in the case where the molecule
of interest is in abundance, the ability to detect this molecule in a given
setting is diminished by the unavoidable presence of other fluorescing mole-
cules which may obscure any characteristic fluorescence peaks. Thus, the
detection of the fluorescence from a carcinogenic molecule may be obscured
by the fluorescence from other similar yet benign molecules which fluoresce
in the same wavelength region.
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There is, fortunately, a way to distinguish between the fluorescence
from a particular molecule and the fluorescence arising from other species
in the presence of the substance of interest. This technique is called Syn-
chronous Detection of Laser-Induced Fluorescence (SDLIF). This process re-
sults in an artificial narrowing of the fluorescence width of each of the
molecules excited by the laser, so that the fluorescing components of a
complex mixture can be resolved and identified.

Synchronous detection of fluorescence is a well-character!zed tech-
nique that has been used by forensic researchers, oil-spill analysts, and
others in analytical chemistry to provide spectral "fingerprints" of complex
mixtures of large organic molecules such as crude oil samples.

For multicomponent systems, the effect can be dramatic. Fig. 3a shows
the conventional fluorescence spectrum of a mixture of naphthalene, phenan-
threne, anthracene, perylene, and tetracene over the wavelength interval
300-500 nm. Note that there is significant overlap of the spectra of these
five compounds, making it difficult to determine the relative concentration
of each. Fig. 3b shows the synchronous spectrum of the same mixture. Clear-
ly, each component can be distinguished without resorting to any complicated
and time-consuming spectral subtraction algorithms. We have developed a
system that will improve this technique by substituting a tunable laser for
the usual xenon arc lamp source. This will greatly increase the detection
sensitivity of the technique (by greater than three-orders-of-magnitude)
and allow for a remote-sensing capability due to the collimated nature of
the coherent laser source.

Tetracene was chosen for the initial SDLIF studies at Los Alamos, part-
ly because the frequency of the emission-absorption band overlap matched
the dye laser gain characteristic in a convenient manner. As a point of
comparison, we first took the normal LIF spectrum of tetracene in benzene
pumping the molecule at 470 nm wi\,h a fixed laser output. The tetracene
emission spectrum is more than 90 nm wide.

On the other hand, the SDLIF spectrum of tetracene in benzene is shown
in Fig. 4. In this case, both the dye laser and the spectrometer are scan-
ned at the same rate. The result is that the tetracene fluorescence occu-
pies no more than 7 nm (FWHM) of the spectrum. This leaves room on either
side for the detection of other fluorescing molecules whose LIF spectra
overlap the tetracene spectrum, but whose SDLIF spectra are completely
resolvable. Note that a 2 x 10 M solution of tetracene in benzene is
equivalent to two parts-per-million. Thus, extending this detection tech-
nique to the parts-per-billion regime will be relatively straightforward.
The problems that arise in the use of this technique are generally the
same as those found in ordinary fluorescence spectroscopy. Effects such
as quenching and nonradiative losses cause spectral distortion and limit
the detection sensitivity. Solvent or component filter effects may also
cause distortion of the synchronous spectrum.

Conclusions

A number of optical techniques are being developed which have the
potential for on-line real-time composition in a variety of applications.
These techniques are aimed at measuring the full range of constituents
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which may be present in process streams, including majority, minority and
trace molecular species, selected trace metals, and total elemental analysis.
Limited field testing of two of the techniques has been conducted with appar-
ent success.

Thus far in the Laboratory experimental program and field testing the
optical interfaces with the process gas streams have caused less of a prob-
lem than was originally feared when the program began. Rather simple window
purge techniques have been generally adequate. More elaborate techniques
for interfacing the optical beams and signals with the process streams have
not yet been required.
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FTIR ANALYSIS FOR COAL GAS MINORITY SPECIES
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MICROWAVE PROPERTIES OF COAL DERIVKD LIQUIDS AND COAL-RECYCLE
SOLVENT SLURRIES: POTENTIAL FOR ON-LINE MONITORS

I. B. Goldberg* and K. E. Chung
Rockwell International Science Center

1049 Camino dos Rios
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

805/498-4545

Abstract

The real part of the complex dielectric constant of SRC-I recycle solvent,
SRC-II naphtha, middle distillate and heavy distillate, and tetralin were
measured at 750 MHz over the temperature range of 23 to 140°C. These values
were found to be strongly temperature dependent, generally increasing with
temperature, and increasing in the sequence naphtha < heavy distillate < recycle
solvent < middle distillate. These values ware also found to be related to the
phenolic contents of the liquids. The temperature dependence was attributed
to the viscosity which, in turn, affects the relaxation behavior of the electric
dipoles. In addition, evidence is presented which indicates that association-
dissociation equilibria of the polar components also influences the dielectric
constant. Measurements of slurries of the SRC-I recycle solvent with coal
show that the dielectric constant, e', is given by the Looyenga equation:

where $i is the volume fraction of the coal and e" and e' are the real parts
of the dielectric constant of the coal and the solvent. Analysis of these
results was carried out to determine whether a microwave monitor could be used
for measurements of coal concentration.
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TIME-DOMAIN MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF OIL SHALE —
" '" THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ON-LINE DIELECTRIC PROBE

Magdy F. Iskander
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

Abstract

A time-domain technique for measuring the dielectric properties of oil
shale is described. This technique provides complete dielectric character-
ization of the oil shale over a broad frequency band from a single measure-
ment. A small shunt capacitor terminating a coaxial transmission line is
used as a sample holder. For high temperature measurement the sample
holder was constructed of Kovar to minimize the measurement errors due to
the differential thermal expansion of the 50-ohra coaxial transmission line
and the sample holder. A procedure to determine the optimum value or
values of the capacitance of the sample holder is also discussed. The
development of the on-line dielectric probe which utilizes an open-ended
section of the transmission line as a sample holder is described. The on-
line probe has an extended center conductor which is embedded in the di-
electric volume under test. It is shown that although the initial results
from the on-line dielectric probe are encouraging, further work is still
required to fully develop the probe for in-situ measurements.

1. Introduction

In direct and indirect ways, the thermophysical properties of oil
shale influence every stage of the shale oil extraction process from explo-
ration and resource definition to mining, retorting, and upgrading. Among
the most commonly measured thermophysical properties are the thermal con-
ductivity, thermal diffusivity, and specific heat, all of which are of well
recognized importance in understanding the heat processing of oil shale.
Measurement of the dielectric properties has also become an integral part
of the thermophysical analysis, in view of its extreme sensitivity to the
chemical and physical composition of the shale as well as to their changes
during heating.

For complete dielectric characterization of oil shale, however, a
large number of measurements over a wide frequency band are required. This
process is obviously time consuming and may require more than one laborious
measurement technique. Therefore, the adequacy of the frequently used
point-by-point frequency-domain measurements to track fast (or abrupt)
chemical changes, such as those occurring during rapid heating of oil shale
(say, using RF energy), is severely limited. We have, therefore, developed
a time-domain technique to measure the complex permittivity of oil shale.
This technique provides broadband information on the frequency characteris-
tics of the oil shale from a single time-domain measurement. In section 2,
we will briefly describe the time-domain measurement system. Although
"arious sample-holder arrangements could be utilized in these measurements,
we used a small shunt capacitor terminating a coaxial transmission line as
a sample holder. A simple procedure to determine the optimum value of the
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test capacitance in a given frequency range will be discussed in section 4.

Finally, since the efficiency of the process of oil shale retorting
and the quality of the obtained products critically depend on the ability
to control the key process variables, we have developed an on-line dielec-
tric probe for assaying and the in-situ process control of oil-shale re-
torting. This probe is basically an open-ended section of transmission line
with an extended center conductor embedded in the oil-shale volume. A
brief description of the probe as well as experimental results illustrating
the feasibility of using it for oil shale measurements are given in section
5.

2. Time-Domain Measurement

It is generally known that for complete characterization of dielectric
materials, their properties should be measured over a broad frequency band.
Therefore, if point-by-point frequency-domain measurements are used, the
process of complete characterization becomes time consuming and may require
more than one measurement technique.1* 2 Furthermore, these frequency
domain measurements are simply inadequate to track the fast chemical
changes that occur during rapid heating. This is because the time required
for the swept frequency dielectric measurements sets a natural limit for
the heating rate that can be used. For these reasons, we have developed a
time-domain technique to measure the complex permittivity of oil shale over
a broad frequency band.1* In this technique the permittivity behavior over
a wide frequency range is obtained in only a fraction of a second using a
pulse which simultaneously contains all the frequencies of interest. The
accuracy of these time-domain methods is at present comparable to that of
standard swept-frequency methods. Their striking advantages, however,
include simplicity of the procedure, relatively cheap equipment needed, and
the considerably shorter time required to do the measurements.5 At pres-
ent, the frequency range covered by these methods is from 10 kHz up to
about 15 GHz.

A block diagram of the measurement system is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The four essential parts of the system are the subnanosecond step-function
generator, broadband sampling oscilloscope, temperature-controlled sample
holder, and a minicomputer for the data processing. Although we started
our measurements using the HP-1415 time-domain reflectometer, with a step
function of rise time approximately equal to 150 picoseconds, we are pres-
ently using the Tektronix 7S12 system with a rise time of approximately 45
ps. The new system wî .h shorter rise time has distinguished advantages in
providing more accurate measurements, particularly at the higher frequen-
cies, as will be described in the following sections.

Beside the commercially available time-domain reflectometer, the other
important part in the measurement system is the sample holder. As indi-
cated earlier, although many sample holders can be used in these measure-
ments, we used a small lumped capacitor terminating a coaxial line section
as a sample holder. This sample holder has the advantage of bridging the
gap between the low frequency measurements where lumped parallel plate
capacitors are usually used and the high frequency measurements where dis-
tributed elements such as a section of transmission line are used. The
capacitance is formed at the end of the transmission line by reducing the
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length of the center conductor by about 0.006" with respect to the length
of the outer conductor of the transmission line. When a cap is placed
(screwed in) on the outer conductor, there will be a gap between the end of
the cap and the center conductor, thus forming a small capacitor terminat-
ing the transmission line. A schematic diagram of the sample holder as
well as its equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2. The measurement tech-
nique follows closely the procedure we developed in earlier measurements.
A reference signal from a short circuit placed at the location of the
sample holder and the reflected signal at the sample interface are record-
ed, digitized, and the Fourier transforms of both signals are calculated.
This procedure determines the frequency dependence of the reflection coef-
ficient, which can then be used to calculate the real and imaginary parts
of the relative permittivity as described elsewhere. ' The feasibility
of the procedure was first evaluated by measuring the dielectric properties
of known materials such as Teflon and mica. The obtained results which are
generally in good agreement with the data available in the literature are
described elsewhere.6,7 The dielectric properties of several oil shale
samples are then measured and the results are shown in Fig. 3. These re-
sults show good agreement with the frequency domain data obtained using the
ever-slow slotted transmission line technique.8 They also bridged the gap
between the low- nad high-frequency techniques (i.e., the results between 1
to 100 MHz) wherf no data were previously available.1*

3. High-Temperature Measurements

The same sample holder geometry was used for high temperature measure-
ments. To minimize the differential thermal expansion of the different
parts (i.e., inner and outer conductors) of the sample holder and the 50-
ohra transmission line, we constructed a new sample holder made of a materi-
al of very small thermal expansion coefficient. We first examined the
expansion coefficients of many of the available conductors suitable for
constructing a transmission line (see Fig. 4) and decided to construct the
new sample holder of Kovar. Suitable outlets were also provided to permit
dynamic gas analysis during healing. Once again to check the adequacy of
the new sample holder for high temperature measurements, we measured the
dielectric constant of mica as a function of temperature. The experimental
results are shown in Fig. 5, where it is clear that the significant errors
due to the differential thermal expansions between the different portions
of the stainless steel sample holder are minimized by using the Kovar
one. Efforts are now under way to measure the dielectric properties of oil
shale as a function of temperature as well as the grade.

4. _Optimum Capacitance of the Test Capacitor

In these dielectric measurements, it is extremely important to deter-
mine the optimum value of the capacitance that can be used for measurements
over a specified frequency band. Unfortunately, there is no easy procedure
to determine such a value since the optimum capacitance depends on:

a. The value of the complex permittivity under test.

b. The specific frequency band of interest.

We, however, have devised a procedure to calculate the optimum value of the
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capacitance that can be used for a given dielecLric (i.e., approximate
value of the complex permittivity is required) and in a given frequency
range. The procedure is based on the uncertainty analysis described in an
earlier paper.6 Based on these earlier analyses, it is easy to show that
the calculated errors in measuring the real and imaginary parts of the
complex permittivity, i.e., Ae' and Ae", due to uncertainties in determin-
ing the characteristic impedance of the transmission line AZ , the capaci-
tance of the test capacitor AC and the magnitude and phase of the reflec-
tion coefficient A p and A8, are given by:

.ll/2

(1)

Ae"
39

A9)

1/2

(2)

We utilized Eqs. 1 and 2 to determine the uncertainties Ae' and Ae" as a
function of the capacitance of the test capacitor C for given values of

-14 i i
AZ = 0.1 a, AC = 5 x 10 F, and A p = 1.4 percent and A9 = 0.8".

o o I ,

These calculations are repeated at the lowest and highest frequencies in
the desired frequency band, and the value of the capacitance C that is
found to satisfy given allowable errors Se, and <Se" in the measured
e, and e" in the specified frequency band is chosen to be the optimum value
of C . In other words, the uncertainties Ae' and Ae" are calculated from
Eqs. 1 and 2 as a function of C at both the lowest and highest frequencies
of interest. The value or values of C that would provide adequate accura-
cy, i.e., 6e'/Ae' > 1, 6e"/Ae" > 1, is considered optimum for the given
dielectric in the specified frequency range. To^further illustrate this
procedure, consider a dielectric material with e = 3.4 - jl.O (organic
liquid — Aromatic — Arodor 1232^). Setting the allowable tolerance limit
at fie, = + 0.5 and 5e" = ±0.25, we see from the results shown in Fig. 6
that a capacitance of 9 pF can be used while the calculated uncertainties
are less than the specified tolerance limits (i.e., Se'/Ae, > 1,
5e"/Ae" > 1) in the frequency band from 100 MHz to 1 GHz. It is also
clear that the major limitation is due to the uncertainties in e" since any
value of C between 4 pF to 21 pF satisfies the selection criterion (i.e. ,
6e'/Ae' > I) while it is only difficult to satisfy the selection criterion
in e". For the same dielectric material, Fig. 7 shows curves for tolerance
limits at Se, = ±0.5 and 6e" = ± 0.3. From the results of Fig. 7, it is
clear that by relaxing the tolerence on e" (i.e., making 5e" = ±0.3 instead
of ±0.25 for the results of Fig. 6), there is a range of values of C be-
tween 8 pF and 11 pF that can be used in this case. It is interesting to
note Chat larger values of capacitances are generally required at lower
frequencies (which is expected since lumped circuit elements are usually
used at these frequencies) and smaller values of capacitances are prefer-
able at higher frequencies, which once again agrees with our expectations
since smaller capacitances in form of distributed circuit elements are
usually used at higher frequencies.
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5. On-Line Dielectric Measurements

As indicated earlier the recovery of shale oil from oil shale by

above-ground and in-situ retorting schemes is a large-scale chemical pro-

cess which occurs under a variety of conditions. The efficiency of the

process and the utility of the products obtained are strong functions of

the ability of the operator to analyze and control key process variables.

Since shale rock is a complex heterogeneous material that undergoes a vari-

ety of chemical and physical transformations on application of heat, the

on-line monitoring of the retorting process is crucial to improving the

retort yield. For the on-line monitoring of the dielectric properties, we

have developed a new dielectric probe which is basically a section of a

coaxial transmission line with an extended portion of the center conductor

embedded in the dielectric volume under test. By maintaining the dimen-

sions of the transmission line, and in particular the extended portion of

the center conductor, small compared to the wavelength of the highest fre-

quency of interest, the probe can conveniently be represented by a simple

shunt capacitor terminating the transmission line. The geometry of the

dielectric probe as well as its low frequency equivalent circuit are shown

in Fig. 8. At these lower frequencies where the shunt capacitor equivalent

circuit can be assumed to be adequate, we investigated the feasibility of

using the on-line probe to measure the dielectric properties of oil shale.

Measurements using the frequency-domain network analyzer to determine the

reflection coefficient of the sample holder with and without the sample

were made.
1 0
. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 9 where it is clear

that reasonable accuracy is achieved at higher frequencies, while larger

deviation from the results available in the literature are observed at

lower frequencies. This might be due to the small value of the sample-

holder capacitance, the matter which significantly limited the accuracy of

the results at the lower frequencies. In an attempt to overcome this prob-

lem, one might suggest extending the length of the center conductor further

to increase the value of the input capacitance of the sample holder. Under

these circumstances, however, the input impedance of the sample holder

cannot any longer be approximated by a capacitance terminating the trans-

mission line. Instead, the input impedance at any angular frequency OJ will

be given by. *

ZM = Aα.
2

 +
 ±- (3)

where A and C are two constants which can be determined from the physical

dimensions of the dielectric probe. It should be noted that the first term

in Eq. 3 represents the frequency dependent radiation resistance of the

antenna which was neglected under the low-frequency approximation when the

extended length of the center conductor was significantly shorter than the

wavelength. Using the input impedance expression given in Eq. 3, the mea-

surement procedure would involve the solution of nonlinear equations simi-

lar to those described elsewhere.^ These as well as other extensions of

the measurement system, including modifiying the dielectric probe for high

temperature measurements, are presently under investigation. Also the use

of the 45 ps time-domain refleetometer for the on-line dielectric measure-

ment is presently in progress and the obtained results will be reported

soon.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper we described the on-going efforts in our laboratory to
measure the dielectric properties of oil shale using the time-domain tech-
nique. This technique provides a rapid and sensitive means of tracking
reactions as they proceed and offers an exciting possibility of developing
increased insight into the reaction mechanisms. In addition to providing a
process-control means for maximizing and improving the quality of the re-
tort yields, the dielectric properties measurements are also known for
their sensitivity t~o changes in the organic and water contents of the mate-
rial under test, and hence provide valuable information about the grade of
the oil shale.

For high temperature measurements we described a sample holder made of
Kovar, a metal of small thermal expansion coefficient, to minimize the
differential expansions in the 50-ohm coaxial transmission line and the
sample holder. For on-line dielectric measurements, on the other hand, an
open-ended coaxial cable with the extended center conductor embedded in the
dielectric under test was used as a dielectric probe. Although the initial
experimental results obtained using this dielectric probe are encouraging,
further work is still needed to fully develop this probe for low-frequency,
high-temperature, and in general for in-situ time-domain measurements.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the time-domain measurements.
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Fig. 2. The sample holder, (a) APC-7 coaxial sample holder,
and <fb) its equivalent circuit.
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Fig. 3a. The dielectric constant of oil shale as a function of frequency
at 25°C. A Experimental values calculated from time-domain mea-
surements; x point-by-point frequency domain measurements using
slotted transmission line.^ The capacitance of the test capacitor
C = 2.8 pF.
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Fig. 3b. The dielectric constant of oil shale at 25°C. Estimated yield of
shale — 65 gal/ton, and the capacitance of the test capacitor C
- 5.5 pF. °
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Fig. 5. Optimum value of capacitance Fig. 7. Optimum value of capacitance
for a dielectric with E* = for a dielectric with e* =
3.4 - jl.0. (fie, = ±0.5 ard 3.4 _ ji.o. (6E» = ±0.5 and
6z» - ±0.25.) — - 10 MH2 6e,, = ± 0 # 3 # )

and = 1 GHz. a n d =
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Fig. 8. (a) The on-line dielectric probe for measuring the dielectric
properties of oil shale; (b) its low-frequency equivalent circuit.
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Abstract

In the characterization of syncrudes from alternate fossil sources,
there is a need for the rapid separation into hydrocarbon groups. Separations
on an analytical scale, vdiere microgram quantities of sample are required, and
preparative separations on multigram scale such that additional characteriza-
tion and testing can be done.

Using samples of shale oil from Utah and Thailand, HPLC techniques are
shown that will accomplish these aims.

The use of a mixed bank of normal phase analytical columns for the
automated separation into saturates, neutral aromatics by the number of rings,
and polar aromatics in 45 minutes.

Separation of multigram quantities of shale oil into major hydrocarbon
groups; saturates, aromatics, and polar aromatics, in 30 minutes. And the
additional characterization of these fractions for additional compositional
detail.
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RAPID MEASUREMENT OF ASPHALTENE/PREASPHALTENE RATIOS WITH
POTENTIAL FOR FEEDBACK CONTROL IN THE SRC PROCESS*
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Abstract

The economics of the SRC-I process are sensitive to product recovery
from the Kerr-McGee Critical Solvents Deashing (CSD) unit, and its optimal
operation is, in turn, dependent on the asphaltene/preasphaltene (ASP/PASP)
ratio of the feed. The ASP/PASP ratio may be modified to some extent by
controlling treatment severity in the dissolver, providing that the
operator has timely access to meaningful measurements of this ratio. The
Chemical Technology Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is
developing a rapid, automated method to determine ASP/PASP ratios of feed
material to the CSD unit which is amenable to near-on-line operation.
Procedures being studied employ an inert sand column with either three- or
two-solvent (hexane, benzene, and pyridine or benzene and pyridine) elution
to effect a separation of CSD feed into oil, ASP, and PASP or oil + ASP and
PASP fractions in approximately 15 min. Weight percent (WP) and WP ratios
determined from these various fractions correlated well with tabulated SRC
recovery data for the Wilsonville Pilot Plant. However, a move rapid means
of monitoring is required since the time involved in solvent removal and
determination of the dry weight of fractions is unacceptably long and too
complex for a useful process control method. A simple in-line optical
detector, employing broadbanded energy (300-400 nm) and a photoconductive
detector, was employed together with an integrator/plotter to rapidly
measure peak areas associated with the elution of individual fractions.
Correlations of individual peak areas and peak area ratios determined for
11 CSD feed samples were quite reasonable, considering the difficulty in
obtaining a representative small sample from the top of a drum of SRC and
showed the feasibility of an automated system for near-on-line measurement.

Introduction

The solvent refined coal (SRC-I) pilot plant at Wilsonville, Alabama,
is a 6-ton/day coal liquefaction facility that desulfurizes coal by
reacting a slurry of coal and process solvent with hydrogen at elevated
temperatures and pressures. The low-sulfur SRC product is further
processed to remove ash and unreacted coal solids in a Critical Solvent
Deashing (CSD) unit by means of a proprietary process of the Kerr-McGee
Corporation, and then it may be upgraded catalytically in a hydrotreater.

•Research sponsored by the Division of Fossil Energy Research, Oak Ridge
Operations, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract W-7405-eng-26 with
che Union Carbide Corporation.
KJurrently with Cheeical Separations Corp., One Technology Drive, Knoxvllle,
TO 37922.
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The three-stage extraction process produces ash concentrate from the first
stage (bottom), deashed SRC from the second stage (bottom), and a light
SRC at the bottom of the third stage. The overhead product from the
third stage is deashing solvent (DAS) which is recycled; the light SRC
from the bottom of the third stage is recycled as a component in the
process solvent stream of the SRC unit.

The economics of the SRC-I process are sensitive to SRC recovery
from the Kerr-McGee CSD unit, which is in turn dependent on the quality
of the SRC feed to the unit. Several controllable parameters have been
found to correlate with SRC recovery. Among the more promising is the
ratio of asphaltenes to preasphaltenes* (ASP/PASP) in the feed material.
Recently, pilot plant data on solvent quality (microautoclave conversion
tests) have been correlated strongly with PASP content in the feed to the
CSD unit.1 The ASP/PASP ratio may be controlled to some extent by con-
trolling severity of treatment in the dissolver and, perhaps, by controlling
solvent quality to the SRC reactor. Measurement of solvent quality in a
timely fashion to make these data available for feedback process control
is, of course, not possible under current technology; however, ORNL is
currently developing a solvent quality monitor that employs electron spin
resonance (ESR) spectrometry.

The objective of this work is to develop a rapid measurement of CSD
feed quality with primary emphasis on the ASP/PASP or a related ratio.
The analytical system to perform this measurement should have three major
attributes: (1) simplicity, (2) rapid measurement capability, and (3)
capability for on-line or near-on-line operation by relatively untrained
personnel.

Developmental Studies

This development effort has been pursued in two phases. The initial
phase involved a rigorous fractionation of the SRC feed to the CSD unit by
means of automated, preparative-scale sequential elution solvent
chromatography (SESC).2 This system performs the separation of large
(<5-g) samples of coal or coal-derived materials into ten relatively clean
fractions, which can be weighed after solvent removal. The data obtained
from this detailed characterization of a few samples would serve as the
basis for investigations and ultimate design of an on-line or near ̂on-line
system. This manuscript details results on the first phase and describes
progress toward developing a simple system to satisfy the ultimate
objective — namely, on-line or near-on-line measurement of ASP/PASP ratios.

Characterization of Varying Quality CSD Feed by SESC

The separation of coal-derived materials by SESC, pioneered by the
Mobil Research and Development Corporation, has been described adequately
in the literature.2*3 Briefly, the technique uses nine organic solvents

•Asphaltenes are insoluble in hexane or pentane and soluble in benzene;
preasphaltenes are insoluble in benzene and soluble in pyridine or
tetrahydrofuran.
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to elute similar chemical functionalities in series from a silica gel
column which has been partially deactivated with 4% water. The sample is
solubilized in tetrahydrofuran (THF) with the aid of ultrasonication, mixed
with sea sand, the solvent evaporated, and the sample-laden sand packed
into a precolumn for frontal elution onto the silica column. Approximately
2 L (20 mL/min) of each of the solvents is pumped through the precolumn-
silica column; solvent switching is performed by a programmable rotary
valve. Samples are collected with an automated fraction collector and are
weighed after the solvent is removed by means of a spinning band still.
Recoveries of coal samples have generally been within the range 99 to
102% of theoretical.

Three samples of SRC feed to the Wilsonville CSD unit were received
from Catalytic, Inc. These samples were associated with SRC recoveries*
of 75.3% (poor), 84.4% (intermediate), and 90.5% (good). The results of
fractionating these three samples by SESC are shown in Table 1 and are
illustrated graphically in Fig. 1. Combining the ten fractions in;.̂  three
fractions more useful in process development — oils, asphaltenes, anu
preasphaltenes — clearly differentiates these three samples as indicated
in Table 1. Note that major differences among the samples are primarily
due to differences in the content of the oil and preasphaltene fractions
since changes in the ASP fraction are comparatively small. The oil content
increases by almost 300%, whereas the preasphaltenes decrease by 28% in
going from the poor (75.3% SRC recovery) to the good (90.5% SRC recovery)
CSD feed material. Illustrated in Fig. 2 are reasonably linear correla-
tions of the respective ratios (oil + APS)/PASP and ASP/PASP with SRC
recovery. This rigorous separation furnished a sound basis for proceeding
to the development of a rapid method to determine these ratios on feed
material to the CSD unit.

Solvent Extraction Studies to Simplify the System

As a first step in simplifying the system, a series of solvent extrac-
tions employing benzene, benzene-pyridine, and hexane-benzene-pyridine were
performed on these three defined CSD feed samples. Weight fractions and
weight fraction ratios (Fig. 3) both correlated well with SRC recovery.
Even the single-solvent (benzene) extraction shown in Fig. 3 correlated
well. The most linear and sensitive correlation was obtained with a two-
solvent (benzene-pyridine) extraction where the weight fractions were
determined after freeze-drying to volatilize the solvent.

Fractionation by Weight Employing Elution from a Sand Column

After having verified the feasibility of separations based upon two
or three solvents, we attempted to devise a separation system that would
be amenable to automation and on-line or near-on-line operation* To with-
stand the extreme temperature conditions anticipated, an inert sand column
was employed, and the sample was applied to the column as described

*CSD recovery of soluble coal based on cresol solubility.



Table 1. SESC Separation of CSD Feed Samples Associated with Good (217),
Intermediate (220), and Poor (211) Kerr-McGee SPC Recovery

Fraction

Oils L2

Asphaltenes

Preasphsltenes

3

4

5

~6

7

8

9

10

Elutlon Solvent

Hexane

Hexane/15J( Toluene

Chloroform

Chloroform/10*
ET20

ET20/3* ETOH

MEOH

CHCLj/3* ETOH

THF/3* ETOH

Pyrldlne/3* ETOH

Pyrldlne/3* ETOH
Sackflush

Major Compounds

Saturates

Aromatlcs

Polar Aromatlcs; Non-Basic
N, 0, S-Heterocycllcs

Simple Phenols

Basic Nitrogen Heterocyclics

High-Functional Molecules
(>10 Wt f> Heteroatoms)

Polyphenols

Increasing 0 Content and
Increasing Basicity of Nitrogen

Same (Increasing Molecular Weight)

Same (Increasing Molecular Weight)

217

2.7

8.0

30.1

13.7

8.7

7.2

5.3

11.9

9.5

2.8

Wt %
220

0.5

4.2

26.3

17.6

7.3

5.0

4.2

16.4

15.5

3.0

211

o.Tl
2.3J

13.4"

23.3

9.8_

5.T

4.5

24.9

13.2

2.8

Composite Wt %
217

10.7

52.5

36.7

220 211

4.7 2.7

51.2 46.5

44.1 50.7

N3
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previously for the SESC system. Three solvents (hexane, benzene, and
pyridine) corresponding to oil, ASP, and PASP fractions and two solvents
(benzene and pyridine) corresponding to oil + ASP and PASP fractions were
selected for testing. Here the mode of fractionation is one of solubility
as opposed to dual modes of solubility and adsorption affinity in the SESC
separation. The sand column merely serves to present a uniformly distri-
buted sample to the solvents. Recently, Boduszynski, Hurtubise, and Silver1*
have described separations of SRC on an inert support (Fluoropak) using
hexane, toluene, and pyridine solvents. Sample sizes of 2 to 5 g were
used to enable measurement by weight because we had not yet tackled the
difficult monitoring problem that would have to be solved in order to make
the measurement truly rapid and automated. The same three CSD feed samples
were analyzed using three- and two-solvent elution with the results
illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. The correlations of (oil + ASP)/PASP and
ASP/PASP ratios with SRC recovery were good for three-solvent elution and
excellent for the two-solvent elution (ASP/PASP ratio only). Replicate
runs performed on two of the CSD feed samples using three-solvent elution
resulted in precisions on WP measurements of ±1.2 to 2.5%.

Optical Monitoring

Having achieved a simple and rugged separation system, we approached
the difficult problem of a suitable in-line detector since determination
of weight fractions was not amenable to rapid automated measurement. We
realized from the outset of this work that accomplishment of the objective
would require not only routine, rapid separations (currently about 20 min)
but also determination of simple peak areas and their ratios instead of
time-consuming dry weight fractions. Conventional ultraviolet, fluorescence,
and infrared detectors were tested to no avail on the heterogeneous frac-
tions eluted from the sand column. What was needed was a detector of
limited sensitivity to both sample and solvent. Testing of an ORNL-
developed* optical detector using a tubular straight-through flow cell
showed promise. Broad-banded light energy in the near-ultraviolet region
(300 to 400 nm) and a photoconductive detector were employed with an
adjustable electronic reference. Coupling this detector to an electronic
integrator/plotter completed a prototype automated separations system to
monitor the previously developed two- and three-solvent fractionations of
CSD feed material.

Testing of Prototype System

In order to evaluate the prototype analytical system in a configuration
suitable for on-line or near-on-line operation, a sample injection valve
with calibrated loop was incorporated into the system. Weighed samples of
about 0.5 g were dissolved in pyridine with the aid of sonication and were
diluted to 100 mL. A constant volume, containing about 3.3 mg of sample,
was loaded into the sample loop and displaced onto the sand column (50 x
1.3 cm) by the first solvent (hexane for three-solvent and benzene for two-
solvent elutione), and elution of each fraction proceeded at a flowrate of
20 aL/nin.

•Courtesy of L. J. Thacker, Instrumentation and Controls Division, ORNL.
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A total of 11 CSD feed samples* were analyzed on a prototype system
employing optical detection and both the two- and three-solvent elutlon
sequences. Results obtained by two-solvent elution are illustrated in
Figs. 6 and 7. An estimate of precision for multiple analyses of the same
sampiw (a single sample dissolution only) yielded a relative standard
deviation of 2.1% for the ratio (oil + ASP)/PASP. We have not yet per-
formed multiple analyses of the same sample where multiple sample dissolu-
tions were employed. However, we have analyzed four different samples
having a narrow range of SRC recoveries (79.0 to 80.2%). The relative
standard deviation (100*6/mean) for the (oil + ASP)/PASP ratios of these
four samples was 1.5%. The precision implied by these relative standard
deviations belies the scatter depicted in Figs. 6 and 7 and indicates the
need for additional work to determine its cause. For two-solvent elutions,
the (oil + ASP)/PASP ratio provides a more sensitive correlation compared
to either PASP or (oil + ASP) peak areas alone„ The scatter in either case
is about the same.

The results of three-solvent elutions are illustrated in Figs. 8
through 11. Multiple analyses of the same sample (again employing a single
sample dissolution) yielded a relative standard deviation of 2.4% for
(oil + ASP)/PASP. These results appeared to indicate that somewhat poorer
precision was associated with three-solvent elution, and this was apparently
borne out by somewhat greater scattering in the plotted data, especially
that associated with the ASP fraction. Analyses of the four samples having
SRC recoveries ranging from 79.J to 80.2% resulted in relative standard
deviations for oil/PASP, ASP/PASP, and (oil + ASP)/PASP of 6.9, 6.9, and
6.8%. These data are again indicative of poorer precision than that
obtained by two-solvent elution. Increased scatter associated with ASP
measurements was not noted here. In general, the scatter observed in
ASP/PASP ratios for three-solvent elution was reduced for the ratio (oil +
ASP)/PASP. The scatter was about the same as illustrated for oil/PASP in
Fig. 11; however, the correlation was more sensitive to changes in SRC
recovery.

Conclusions

These measurements employing an optical detector must only be con-
sidered as a preliminary analysis of the overall feasibility of such a
detector in monitoring the respective soluble fractions. Difficulties were
encountered in obtaining CSD feed material with defined SRC yields; the
suite of 11 samples discussed here was received only 2 weeks ago, so the
samples and the method have yet to be subjected to vigorous statistical
testing. Nonrepresentative sampling of CSD feed from the top of drums of
material is always a danger and can only be overcome by analyzing a large
number of samples. Considering those qualifications, however, some
preliminary conclusions can be drawn:

1. Two-so..vent elution appears to offer the potential for more precise
measurement (this was also demonstrated in the early work when
weight fractions and ratios were determined).

•Samples courtesy of R. C. Janka, Kerr-McGee Corporation.
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2. Three-solvent elution suffers from the disadvantage of a baseline
shift when changing the eluent from hexane to benzene; however,
this is somewhat offset by the fact that the oils (hexane soluble)
are monitored.

Our early work demonstrated that the oil content increased by 300% in
going from a poor (75.3% SRC recovery) feed to a good (90.5% SRC recovery)
feed to the CSD unit. Separation of the oil and ASP fractions by three-
solvent elution does not seem to be very clean as evidenced by the fact I
that precision improved when these two fractions were recombined. I

s
I

There is little to choose between the two- and three-solvent elutions \
based upon time required for analysis. Turnaround time for two-solvent >
elution is 12 min and is 13.5 min for three-solvent elution. Final choice !
between the two must await additional experience and correlations asso- !
ciated with more samples. This decision should not delay the design of a \
suitable system for on-line or near-on-line operation since the only
difference is the addition of one solvent.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a disciplined approach to Instrumentation and Control

Systems applications for large and complex multi-unit process plants as are

required in the conversion of fossil resources to alternative fuels. This

disciplined approach we refer to as a Design Criteria.

The Design Criteria is both a document and a design technique which address

project technical specifications and can resolve Control System philosophy

issues at the overall plant level prior to the start of detail design. The

discipline is a top-down approach which addresses the overall plant operating

objectives and provides the framework within which to complete the detail

design. It can reduce the number of iterations required to finalize systems

specifications and provides significant reductions in the engineering design

effort of those responsible for specific processes. Where multiple process

licensors/contractors are involved, the Design Criteria acts as an overall

project control systems specification, coordinating and clarifying the devel-

opment of integrated and compatible control systems for each of the various

processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Process plants, particularly the synthetic fuel plants, are becoming larger
and more complex and their control systems are the key to maximizing pro-
fits. It is becoming increasingly critical to move controls from the "last
items bought" to a position more appropriate to their importance in the de-
sign cycle. One proven way to accomplish this is for the plant owner and
the managing contractor to schedule the development of an instrumentation
and control systems design criteria in conjunction with the plant functional
layout.

The design criteria is both a document and a design technique which addresses
project technical specifications and resolves control system philosophy
issues at the overall plant level prior to the start of detail design. The
discipline is a top-down approach which both addresses the overall plant
operating objectives and provides the framework within which to complete
the detail control systems design. It reduces the number of iterations re-
quired to finalize system specifications and causes significant reductions
in the engineering design effort of those responsible for specific processes.
Where multiple process licensors/contractors are involved, the design crit-
eria acts as an overall project control systems specification, coordinating
and clarifying the development of integrated and compatible control systems
for each of the various processes.

Even relatively simple synthetic fuel plants can have four or five process
areas with proprietary processes. Large plants, such as SASOL II and III,
can have more than a dozen process contractors or licensors involved, each
with their own preferred approach to control systems. If control system
integration is not addressed early in the project cycle, a plant can end
up with massive integration problems, many last minute changes, spare parts
interchangability problems and training difficulties. All of these problems
will add significantly to not only the engineering but the start-up and op-
erating costs as well.
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To illustrate the magnitude of the problem, let's consider a relatively
straightforward twenty-thousand barrel per day coal to methanol to gasoline
plant as shown in Figure 1. This plant will have approximately 2,000 control
loops, 4,000 additional measured variables, 1,000 logic or start-up points,
7 to 9 control rooms and will occupy an area of a square mile. The control
systems will be engineered by 8 to 10 process licensors and possibly 2 or
3 turnkey contractors for areas such as water treatment, steam and oxygen
plants. Without a design criteria, we might expect to see the types of rel-
ationships as shown in Figure 2.

Obviously, the controls systems supplier is subject to the differing, and
perhaps conflicting, philosophies, specifications, and designs of a multitude
of process licensors and contracting engineers, while, from the owners stand-
point, all of the plant control systems should appear as though designed
by the same people to the same specifications. The design criteria is used
to solve these problems and insure design similarity by creating the type
of relationships as shown in Figure 3 where control requirements for all
parties are focused through the design criteria. The design criteria re-
flects plant operating requirements and establishes the framework i> which
detail design can be completed. It, therefore, involves process and oper-
ations staff, in addition to project and/or instrument engineers. Utilizing
the design criteria approach, we can define four specific areas of the con-
trol systems specification development effort:

1. The design criteria, which specifies the control system in terms of plant
operating requirements.

2. Instrument specifications, which define the control equipment hardware
to be supplied.

3. Application guidelines, which supplement the design criteria showing how
to interpret P&ID requirements in terms of hardware and provide ground
rules for any deviations from the design criteria.

4. Instrument data sheets, which contain the details of the specific control
requirements for a unit as represented on the P&I drawing or mechanical
flow diagrams.
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There is also the parallel effort of process engineering, which results in
the generation of the control loop detail for the process units. This gen-
erates the information necessary to develop the instrument data sheets,
Figure 4.

Our interest today is with the mechanics of area one, development of the de-
sign criteria. The starting point for developing the design criteria is
immediately following control systems vendor selection. Therefore, the
capability of the vendor to take a major role in the development of the de-
sign criteria should be strongly considered during the task of selecting the
control systems vendor. The first step is to make some very general outlines
of the control system requirements. For example, this might mean a decision
that an operator would work from a CRT console with four CRT screens and be
responsible for no more than 200 valve outputs. A similar decision might be
one to locate control equipment in satellite houses in or adjacent to the
unit and have only the control consoles located in the control house itself.
Since the details in the later stages tend to be vendor specific, it is much
easier to proceed through the detailed design stages with the selected ven-
dor without the need to prepare multiple specifications to recognize phil-
osophy and/or vendor equipment differences.

We continue to develop our preliminary specification by partitioning the
plant into operating areas as we have shown in Figure 5. Coal preparation
which extends from the unloading area through washing, crushing and storage;
steam generation; air separation; gasification; acid gas removal; phenol
recovery and sulfur recovery; methanol synthesis and methanol to gasoline;
and storage and shipping.

Our preliminary specification is next tested against the various plant areas.
By reviewing the operating requirements of each of the units against our
spec, we can establish the preliminary specification for each individual
process control system. In our example, we know from experience that an
operator can handle three large coal fired boilers from a console and so our
steam plant will have two consoles, one for the boilers and one for
utilities (and power generation). Similarly, an operator can handle four
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1,500 T/D air separation trains from a console. In the gasification area,
an operator can handle three KBW gasifiers from a console. The Lurgi gas-
ifiers will be split into two trains and each train will require a console.
The partial oxidation reactor will also require a v-onsole, although the de-
tail review that takes place during the final stage will probably reduce this
console to 3 CRT's. The acid gas removal unit will probably be a Rectisol
unit or similar process arranged in two trains. Again, we know from exper-
ience that one operator can handle two Rectisol trains at steady state, but
two operators are required to handle large load changes, so we will probably
add a fifth and sixth CRT to this console at the detail design stage to ac-
comodate the second operator. The phenol and ammonia recovery units require
one console and these can be located in the same control building with the
acid gas removal unit since the units will all be physically adjacent to each
other. The methanol synthesis and methanol to gasoline units will each re-
quire a console and these will be in a common control building. Storage and
shipping will have a blending control room but will not have a console since
most of the control will be a part of the blending package. The water treat-
ment area will have a console. The resulting layout is shown in Figure 6.

Our preliminary specification has survived the test against the plant unit's
functionality and it can now be detailed into a completed design criteria.
This does not necessarily mean generation of a detail specifiction. Rather,
it is a conceptual design for the overall control system based on the plant
operating philosophies. It must include operations input to be successful
and should be a mutually developed result of a joint venture between client,
contracting engineer and the control systems vendor. In almost all cases,
the end result is a design criteria document issued as a project specific-
ation either by the client or through the contracting engineer.

The conceptual design should include descriptions of what the control rooms

will look like, the location and role of any computers, definition of a

communications network joining the systems together, installation practices

and environmental conditions.
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It is worth noting that, at this point, we still have not had to address
point counts or specific loop functions in terms of our specification, how-
ever, we can still be proceeding at the detailed P&ID level with design.
What we have done, to this point, is establish discipline under which work
will be done and raised and clarified any system level issues affecting con-
trol systems. We can now add detailed hardware specifications outlining the
features of the equipment to be used and also start the final stage of de-
tailing the controls in each area.

We now review each of the units in detail and incorporate the detail control
requirements from the P&ID. This review is extremely detailed and requires
input from the operating staff, the process designers and the contractors
start-up department. This procedure is the definitive step in designing the
control system and generates a hardware configuration that can be released
to the control systems vendor for construction. It is at this stage that the
specific details of the hardware must be addressed. Because of the design
criteria development, hardware issues resolve themselves very nicely since
they are subordinated to operating requirements. If we have no design
criteria and ask, for example, "how many data hiways will we need for this
plant?", we can argue for months without resolving anything. If, on the
other hand, our design criteria says "our plant has seven control centers
with the following operating consoles — ", the number of data hiways to be
provided is a function of the number of consoles and their location and the
resolution becomes straightforward as shown in Figure 7.

Obviously, this one example is overly simplistic and. perhaps, the question
would have been resolved amongst the project participants in a timely manner
without a design criteria, however, there are literally thousands of
questions on every project the size of a synfuels plant requiring plantwide
consideration. The development of a design criteria has proven to be a cost
effective, organized approach towards their resolution.
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USE OP COMPUTER GRAPHICS TO STUDY
BINARY DISTILLATION CONTROL ALTERNATIVES

Archibald G. Hill and John B. Howell
School of Chemical Engineering
Oklahoma State University
Room 423 Engineering Nerth
Stlllwater, Oklahoma 74078

405/624-5280

Introduction

Distillation Iβ the separation process most widely used by
the fossil energy refining Industries. Previous studies have
shewn that using advanced control systems can conserve up to 20
percent of the energy traditionally required by this process. H«if-
ever, the multivariable nature of distillation control complicates
the selection of the best control strategy. This paper describes
a Fortran program that is able to simulate the performance of a bi-
nary distillation column ac it responds to changes in "disturbance"
variables and/or "manipulated" variables. Disturbance variables
considered Include feed flow rate, composition, and enthalpy, and
reflux enthalpy. Manipulated variables considered Include reflux
flow rate and vapor boilup. The following control options may be
compared: feedback control of one or both control point composi-
tions, feedback control with decoupling, and feedback control with
feedforward. Alternative control strategies may be compared in two
ways: 1) on the basis of cummulative error and 2) by visual com-
parison of response diagrams. The ability to prepare a graphical
output illustrating the results of dynamic calculations Is a key
feature of this program.

Program Description/Capabilities

Design Portion

The calculations performed in the program are of two basic
types: steady state design ant dynamic response. The steady state
design portion of the program makes use of the McCabe-Thiele column
design technique. The operator specifies feed composition, flow
rate, an* enthalpy; overhead ant bottoms composition; reflux rati*
(as a multiple of minimum reflux); and reflux enthalpy. Feed and
reflux enthalpy values are entered as a quality (I.e., the fraction
of the stream that Iβ vaporized). From this data, mass ant compo-
nent balances give overheat and bottoms flow rates, and liquid ant
vapor rates within the column. The McCabe-Thlole design technique
makes the assumption of equimolal overflow. If the molar heats of
vaporization of the two components are about the same, whenever a
mole of vapor condenses, it vaporizes a mole of liquid. Ale* it is
assumed that heat losses up the column an* the sensible heat effects
of temperature changes from tray to tray are negligible. These as-
sumptions mean that the vapor and liquid rates through the stripping
and rectifying sections will bo constant under steady state condi-
tions. The "operating linos", which relate rising vapor composition
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te the liquid composition leaving the tray above, are shewn as
straight line* en the McCabe-Thiele diagram.

Equilibrium data fer the physical system is generated as fol-
lows: column sperating pressure, belling ptints, Anteine equation
coefficients, and Van Laar's constants for the tire components are
read inte the cemputer as data. Fer eaeh ef 101 evenly spated
liquid cempesltiens (frem 0.00 to 1.00 mele fraetisn ef light com-
penent) a flash calculation is performed te determine the equili-
brium vaper eempesitien, as well as relative volatility, and bubble
point temperature. Thereafter, whenever the program requires the
vaper eempesitien that is in equilibrium with a particular liquid
eempesitien, a simple interpolation between tke two nearest data
points is used to provide a correlation.

Wits, the equilibrium data and operating lines calculated, the
computer analytically steps off trays from the bottoms composition
to tke overhead composition. Eaeh vapor composition calculated
(except for that leaving the raboiler) Is corrected by a Murphree
efficiency factor supplied as data, so that the vapor compositions
are based on "real" rather tkan "ideal" trays. Fer each operating
line point in the stripping section of the column, both upper and
lower operating lines are used in turn. A* long as the lower oper-
ating line equation gives a better separation, that equation is
used to calculate operating line points. When the upper operating
line gives a better separation, tke tray below is identified as tke
feed tray, and the upper operating line is used for the rest of the
trays» As soon as a vapor composition is reached that equals or
exceeds tke overhead product specification, the last tray is reported
as the top tray.

Tke program will accept optimum feed tray location anywkere
from tke reboiler to tke top tray. The operator cannot however,
establish an arbitrary feed tray location.

After the initial McOabe-Thiele analysis, the program works to
eliminate tke "oversksot" in tke overhead composition. This is ac-
complished by reducing tke reflux ratio and performing the McOabe-
Thiele analysis again, using tke came total number of trays. This
is done repeatedly, using an interval halving searck routine, un-
til tke tverkead is within 0.0002 mele fraction of the original
sverhead specification. In this process, tke optimum feed tr&y
location may change, but tke total number of trays is held constant.
Tke result of the akeve iteration procedure is the "exact reflux"
value. Tke metked used is similar to tkat of Buckley, et.al.1

At tke end of the "exact reflux1, procedure, plate compositions and
column flew rates are reported as the final steady state design.

A grapkits section of tke program may be optionally used te
prepare tke MeCabe-Tklele diagram fer the final design. This dia-
gram may be viewed en a grapHics-type CRT compatible with the
Tektronix Plot 10 "Caleemp Flet Previewing" software package.
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Include* with the steady state design pertien ef the program
are calculations te determine the temperature and pressure en each
tray, and the minimum eelumn diameter. Tray temperature is deter-
mined by interpolation Between equilibrium data psints. Pressure
is determined by adding the pressure drep aeress eaeh tray te the
eperating pressure ef the tep tray (sets, data values supplied by
the user). Estimation ef eelumn diameter is dene by using the
Taper flew rates within the eelumn, the ideal gas law, and Ky - an
empirical censtant that relates the maximum allowable superficial
Taper Telecity Vm te the density ef the vapor Z)g and liquid pi by
the fermula:2 ' '

Vm = KT l f U )
rS

When Vm has seen determined, the minimum allewatle diameter
can he ealeulated. This is then reunded te the next higher stan-
dard size and reperted as eelumn diameter.

This is the final ealsulatlen made fer design purpeses. The
pregram may he eptienally ended at this pelnt if further dynamic
caleulatiens are not required.

Dynamic Pertien

The dynamic pertien ef the pregram has teen prepared te oper-
ate In a sheiee ef eperating medes: 1) te calculate the dynamic
response te a step change in ens er mere "disturbance" variables
(with er wltheut centrel action) and 2) to calculate the dynamic
response te a step change in one of the "manipulated,, variables.
Beth eperating modes depend upon the same dynamic process model
that is similar to the ene described by Luyben.5

In Iiuyben's original dynamic model the following assumptions
are used: equlmolal overflew; oonstant hsldup of liquid in the
reflux drum and eelumn base; negligible dead time in the vapar
line leading from the tep of the eelumn to the reflux drum, and
in the reflux line baek to the tep tray; vapor boilup is generated
in a thermosiphon reboller with the assumption that liquids in the
reseller and in the column base are perfectly mixed together and
have the same composition and total holdup; the holdup of vapor
is assumed negligible throughout the system; the liquid rate leav-
ing a particular tray can be related te tray holdup (in moles) by
a linerlzeA version of the Francis, weir fermula; and lastly it is
assumed that the dynamics of the esndenser and rabeiler are negli-
gible in comparison te the response ef the eelumn itself.

All ef these assumptions that were present in Lu/ben's origi-
nal dynamic model have been retained. Tegether with the abeve has
been added: the sapability te have greater flexibility in column
operating conditions such as feed enthalpy and produst compositions;
and also the ability to use an approximation ef the number of "real"
trays through the employment of a Murphree tray efficiency factor*
In Luyban's original prooess model a censtant value of relative
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volatility was used. Here, tke same takle uf equilibrium values
calculated during tke design portion of the program is used for
tke dynamic portion af tke program. Tkerefere, non-ideal binary
mixtures may be considered.

Tke digital simulation of the binary distillation celumn in-
volves tke simultaneous solution of a large numker of ordinary
differential equations and algekraie equatisns. Tke simulation
logic employed is as follows:

1. Calculate vapor compositions an all traya.
2. Calaulate all liquid flaw rates.
3. Evaluate derivatives.
4. Integrate wltk Euler and start again at step 1 abave.

When operating in tke "disturbance" variable transient response
mode, tke operator sets tke controller settings (gain and integral
time) for the overkead and bottom product feedback controllers.
For eltker controller, tke control point ean be composition on any
tray, tke everkead product, or the kettem praduet. Wkerever tke
central paint Is, tke setpslnt ef tke controller becomes tke ori-
ginal design composition at tkat point. Eitker ar kotk controllers
can be eliminated by setting the gain to zero. Tke reset feature
can be eliminated by setting the reset time to a large number.

In addition to simple feedback control it is possible to use
eltker feedforward action or decoupling as an incremental klas ts
the manipulated variakle value calculated by tke feedback control-
lers. In feedforward control, tke input to kotk feedforward cal-
culations is tke deviation in tke feed flow rate. In decoupling
control, tke input variable to eaek decoupler Iβ tke cevlaticn of
tke manipulated variable, at the opposite end of tke column, tkat
is caused by the feedback control acticn. Tkus if VP and RP rep-
resent tke feedkaok centrol action for vapor kollup and reflux,
respectively, tken the input variable of tke overkead decoupler
is VP and of tke bottoms decoupler is RP. Tke transfer funetlon
cf tke feedforward/decoupling element used in tkls program is the
digital equivalent of tke following expression:

<*(•)= Kff/de (
 r g
, ^ ) •

where:

'do
 =
 feedferward/deeottpllng faia

\
 =

 lead/lag time constants
J)I = net deal time

Complete descriptions of the methods of calculating feedforward
and deoouplingcOontrcl action are given ky Wood and Berry*

,,
 and

Wood and Paoey?

It the same time that controller settings are established,
the user establishes the differential time element for Euler int-
egration, the total time period over which dynamic response will
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be ekaerved, and tke time Interval at wkiek data will ke reaerded
and atereA.

Next tke nature ef tke diaturkanae la entered into tke compu-
ter as a step akange in eltker feet eenditiana (flew rate, eempeal-
tien, er entkalpy) a* reflux entkalpy. Any ef tke as valuea may ke
different frem tki» initial deaign valve a.

Onae tke dynamia aalaulatien kaa kagun tke pregram reeerda and
atarea sixteen ltena af information eaak tine tke "print interval"
ia attained. Tkla will usually ke anaa every 10,50,100,eta. iter-
atlana. It would ke impraetleal ta etere all data calculated,
ainao a typical iteratian interval af 0.001 kr weuld generate
16,000 itema af data far eaak "keur,, tke dynamia perfarmanee waa
ek3erved.

At tke eanalmeien af tke dynamie run aalawlatlana a numker af
grapka may ke prepared wkiek will ka deaarlked ky example in the
next section ef this paper.

Tke etker mads af eperatien ef a dynamie run, reapendlng ta
a step akange in ene af tke "manipulated" variaklea, ia uaed pri-
marily ta calculate tuning aanstanta far the various central aetlons.

Sample Reaulta

Several runs were performed to compare alternative aontrol
atrateglea far a distillation aolumn aeparatlng a methanol/water
klnary mixture. Steady state design parameters far thla aelumn
are given kelew:

Column pressure
Feed rate
Feed composition
Feed quality
Overhead aompoaltian
Bettema eenpeaitien
Reflux ratio (L/D)
Overkead flaw
Bottoma flaw
Reflmx flaw
Vapor ioilup
Murpkree effialenay
Tatal numaer af traya
Feed tray
Oalumn diameter
Tray holdup akava feed
Tray kaldup below feed
Reflux drun holdup
Reseller keldup

Tke MaOake-Tklelo diagram
in Figure 1.

= 1 atm (akaolute)
= 100 lkmolea/hr
=0.30 male fraatlan MeOH
= 0.0 fraction vaporized
= 0.96 mole fraction MeOH
= 0.04 mole fraatian MeOH
= 1.033 (= 1.28 x minimum)
=28.3 lkmelea/hr
=71.7 lkmelea/hr
=29.2 lkmelea/hr
=57.5 lkmelea/hr
= 0.43
= 24
= 7 (numbered from bottom)
= 2 f t

lkmelea
lbmelea

= 1.09
= 1.91
= 15.0 lkmalea
= 3.00 lbmolee

prepared for thia aaae ia illustrated
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In order to establish controller settings, runs were performed
for •*%% step changes in the "manipulate*" variables: reflux and
Taper boilup. The dynamic response of the column t« these step
changes was approximated according ts a first order plus dead time
model as shewn below:

M i l = 0.0087 ,-°-34 *

8(») 1.38 «+ 1

= - 0.0,06 e-°v(*/ 0.66 s + 1 time constant

Process transfer functions necessary for single p»int feedback
t#ntr#l are shewn above. Other transfer functions necessary fsr
feedforward and decoupling control were found in a similar manner.
In oases where the process response gave a very small dead time,
the dead time was approximated as 10£ of the first order time eon-
stant. Dead time and first order time constant are given in units
of hours. Process gain is given in units of mole fraction/ (man-
ipulated flow in lbmeles/hour).

The process transfer functions were used to calculate propor-
tional/integral controller settings according to a method described
in the text of Murrill.° This tuning relation was designed to min-
imize the integral of the aosolute value of the error for a system
responding to a load disturbance. Calculated settings for the feed-
back controllers are given below:

Controller Gain (Engr. units) Reset time (hr)
Overhead composition 450.1 0.343
by reflux flow

Bottoms composition -905*6 0.213
by vapor bollup

Peed back control and other alternative control strategies
were compared during several dynamic runs. The disturbance for
all of these runs was a 1O£ step increase In feed flow rate. Al-
ternative control strategies were compared by the Integral of the
absolute value of the error (IIS) at each control point, observed
during 10 hour* of column simulation tine. The IAE was normalized
to the ease of single point feedback control. For example, the
IAS in the bettons composition when the column was under feedback
control on bottoms only, was given a value equal to one. The er-
ror in the bottoms composition (Xg) observed during runs with all
other control strategies is listed as a multiple of the error ob-
served in thle run.

The results of the dynamic runs are given on the following
page:
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Normalized IAE
Control strategy XJJ Xg

Feedback on V only 149.3 1.0
(to control )

Feedback on R only 1.0 264.2
(to control X]j)

Two Mint feedback (FB) 6.57 1.35
control

Two point PB + feedforward 7.93 0.90
en both R & V

Two point PB + feedforward 6.57 0.86
on V only

Two point PB + decoupling 6.14 1.90
on both R & V

Tw* point PB + decoupling 2.51 1.48
on R »nly

The dynamic response of the first run listed above (feedback con-
trol on bottoms composition only) Is shown graphically In Figure 2.
Tke computer generated diagrams show tltat In this ease the overhead
composition stabilizes at a concentration of 0.946 mole fraction
MeOH while the bottoms concentration returns to the setpolnt value
of 0.04 mole fraction MeOH.

The best control strategy for two point composition control
appeared to be obtained in the last rut listed above (two point PB
+ decoupling on R only). The dynamic response for this run is
siaown graphically in Plgure 3* In this case both compositions
return to setpolnt values. Note however, that the best run with
two point control does not control either composition as tightly
as when only single point control is used.

The dynamic portion of the program will prepare two additional
graphs which are not shown here. One of these graphs shows product
compositions together with the composition on four intermediate
trays, as a function of time. The other graph shows the values of
the flow rates of reflux, vapor bellup, bottoms, and overhead as a
function of time.

Future work on this program will include the addition of bot-
toms flow and overkead flow as alternative manipulated variables
In order to examine the "material balance,, approach to binary dis-
tillation control.
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CONTROL PROBLEMS Hi COM31NED-CYCLE MHD-STEAM POWER PLANTS:
EFFECTS QE TURBINE CONFIGURATIONS flN. DYNAMIC RESPONSE

D. A. Rudberg, C. A. Hefkes, and J. C. Shovlc*
Depar^hnent of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Montana State University, Bozeman, MT 59717
(406) 994-2505

Abstract

Dynamic control has been applied to first-principle models of two 210
MWe combined-cycle MHD-steam power plants. Both plants are reheat turbine
configurations, operating with shell-and-tube oxidant preheaters which de-
liver air enriched to 30 percent oxygen. Their distinguishing differences
are the manner In which the blend air compressor (BAC) turbine is connected
to the steam generator.

Simulations show that conventional driving of the BAC turbine with steam
from the hot reheat header yields a system that can fo!low a ramp-up demand
change of 1 percent per minute without significant effect on main steam pres-
sure and with quite acceptable error of power generation. However, such a
plant has difficulty In following a 10 percent per minute ramp-up demand
change. Significant errors In either power generation or in main steam pres-
sure result, depending on the mode of control that is applied. No control
has been found that can reduce both errors to low levels at the 10 percent
per minute demand change rate.

A plant version with the BAC turbine driven from main steam and exhaust-
ing into the cold reheat line is quite different in response an. control la-
bility. An exceptionally fine balance between steam generation and consump-
tion is struck (especially In smaller, more oxygen-enriched units), yielding
plants that follow a 10 percent per minute ramp-up of power demand with in-
significant error In both power generation and main steam pressure. It Is
suggested that current plant configurations be reviewed In light of these
findings.

I. Combined-Cycle MHD-Steam Plant Mode I Ing and Control

A rapidly-changeable modeling system has been developed at Montana State
University for purposes of predicting dynamic response of various
combined-cycle plant configurations under various control policies. All cur-
rent plant models are characterized by reheat turbine configuration, and oxy-
gen enrichment of primary oxidant. Nominal steam conditions are
12.514Mpa/81IK/81 IK (1815psl/1000F/1000F) with water spray temperature con-
trol of both main steam and reheat steam. The oxidant Is ambient air, blend-
ed wfth the output of an air separation unit whose product is oxygen of 70
percent purity. The result Is an oxidant enriched to nominal 30 percent mole

* J. C. Shovfc Is currently with American Microsystems Inc., Pocatello, ID

Thfs work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy and the Engineering Ex-
periment Station, Montana State Univ.
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fraction oxygen. Oxidant fs preheated for combustion with a sheli-and-tube
recuperative oxidant preheater designed for operation at 867K (HOOF) output
when the plant fs st full load (compared to 1922K (3000F) output of the Indi-
rectly-fired ambient-air preheater of earlier plant designs D U ) . Actual
preheat temperature is uncontrolled, varying somewhat with load. All models
are flexible, being suitable for a range of p!us-or-minus five percent oxygen
enrichment ibout design center. They are also responsive to variations of
combustor pressure, coal flow, oxygen flow, blend air flow, oxidant preheat
temperature, channel loading parameter, dlffuser outlet pressure, and secon-
dary combustion air flow and enthalpy. Seeding level is held fixed at 1.0
percent mass fraction potassium throughout.

The nonlinear dynamic models of the steam turbines are based on a devel-
opment by Ray C2j and include governor valves, nozzles, Impulse stages, and
reaction stages. The transition from subsonic to choked flow Is modeled, as
are the dynamics of pressure through the turbine as loads and flows vary. A
similar development has been used by the Philadelphia Electric Company for
simulation of a generic electric generating station C3]. Modeling of the
steam generating units is done through first principles [4,5,6], thus making
their descriptive equations easy to understand and modify. Also, a!I heat
transfer is temperature-driven, thus avoiding violation of the second law of
thermodynamics.

Major control for any plant configuration is applied through the gover-
nor valves of the main HP turbine and the governor valves of the BAC turbine.
Numerous other control loops exist, but their effect on plant response Is of
a secondary nature by comparison. Typical of such loops are the spray attem-
perator controllers for steam temperature, the gas recycle controller for
thermal quenching at the seed condenser furnace exit (which is quenched at
1350K, just above the freezing point of potassium sulfate), and the drum wa-
ter level controller (which is a very Important loop from the viewpoint of
plant Integrity). Figures 1 and 2 show the structure of controllers for gov-
ernor valves of both the main turbine and the BAC turbine. Direct control of
governor valve area Is Implied In the diagrams, whereas In practice a valve
management program would be employed. Error signals are derived from the
difference between power demand (QE1) and net plant output (QE4), and from
the difference between main steam pressure (CIN11> and actual main steam
pressure (PS5). An additional control exists for limiting channel electrical
output when actual channel output (QE3) exceeds a preset limit (CMAX). For
the simulation results presented here, this limit control Is not activated.

When BAC turbine control Is asserted solely through power generation er-
ror (K60 > 0 and K61 = 0), and main turbine control Is asserted solely
through main steam pressure error (K1 = 0 and K56 < 0), the control mode is
called MHD-lead Ing since Increased channel firing (and subsequent steam gen-
eration) leads Increased main generator output. When SAC turbine control de-
pends solely on main steam pressure error (K60 = 0 and K61 > 0), and main
turbine control depends solely on power generation error (K1 > 0 and K56 =
0 ) , the control mode is called MHD-following since channel firing follows the
errors of main steam pressure created by main generator output changes. If
the turbines depend on a combination of error signals for their control, the
mode Is called co-ordinated control. These control modes are summarized In
Figure 3.
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Figure 5. Oxygen-Enriched MHD-Steam
Pi ant: Turbines and Pumps.
Blend-AIr-Compressor Tur-
bine on Hot Reheat Header.

Figure 6. Oxygen=Enrtched wiD-Steam
Plant. Turbines and Pumps.
Blend-AIr-Compressor Tur-
bine on Main Steam.

In the first version of the plant, the BAC turbine operates In the
often-proposed manner on steam from the hot reheat header (whose temperature
Is tightly regulated but whose pressure Is a function of plant load), ex-
hausting Into a condenser at the same pressure as the main turbine set
(.00677Mpa (2.0"Hg)). This general configuration Is shown In Figures 4 and
5, wilt) control points as Indicated. For modeling purposes, feedwater he-
aters have been lumped Into a single heater on the HP turbine and a single
heater on the IP turbine. The appearance of the deaerator-storage tank prior
to the extract Ion-flow feedwater heaters Is Intentional since topping plant
cooling supplants early low-temperature feedwater heating In a combined-cycle
power plant.

The second version of the plant Is shown In Figure 6. The BAC turbine
Is driven from the main steam supply at regulated high pressure and It ex-
hausts Into the cold reheat header. Thus the defects associated with varia-
tions of steam-supply pressure vanish. In fact the BAC turbine is similar to
the HP turbine, being larger by a factor of about 1.4 (24.7 MWmech vs 17.2
MWmech).

The major operational defects related to connecting the BAC turbine to
the hot reheat header are that all steam for MHD channel firing (and hence
system firing) must pass through the HP turbine, and that the BAC turbine
supply is not pressure regulated. Indeed, the problem of supply pressure re-
gulation for the BAC turbine Is exacerbated by the existence of the Interme-
diate-pressure and low-pressure (IPLP) turbine set, both of which are purely
reaction turbines without governor valves. They present a large drain on the
hot reheat header steam flow, making It quite troublesome to maintain ade-
quate steam pressure to drive the BAC turbine, especially under rep id power
demand Increases. Therefore system firing capability Is strongly affected by
power generation control applied to the main turbine.
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I I. Dynamic Simulation ResuIts

All responses for operation of the plant with the BAC turbine supplied
from the hot reheat header were obtained with co-ordinated control of both
the BAC turbine and the HP turbine, since pure WD-leading and pure
MHD-following control policies were not satisfactory. As a baseline test,
the system was subjected to a demand increase from 70 percent of rated output
to 100 percent of rated output (147 Mw to 210 Mw) at the conservative rate of
1 percent per minute. Oxygen enrichment is fixed at 30 percent throughout.
The plant followed such a slow demand change without difficulty, which corro-
borates the results of Gilbert Associates £73 regarding such a configuration
and demand slope. Results are not Identical since the GAI plant is enriched
to 35 percent oxygen and control policies are not Identical. Small errors
occurred In demand following and main steam pressure during the simulation
but they are not of consequence. The basic conclusion is that at 1 percent
per minute demand change, the plant followed demand and no significant de-
cline of main steam pressure occured.

Figure 7 shows response of the same system to a demand Increase which Is
also from 70 percent of rated output to 100 percent of rated output, but at
the higher rate of 10 percent per minute. The BAC turbine again is connected
to the hot reheat header. Oxygen enrichment Is fixed at 30 percent, and con-
trol parameters are set to most tightly maintain steam pressure, which re-
sults in a failure to follow load. In Figure 8, a change In control parame-
ters to emphasize load-following led to an excessive decline In main steam
pressure. Several other control parameter sets were tried In quest of a rea-
sonable compromise between generation error and main steam pressure error.
Both errors could be reduced from the extremes shown, but not to acceptable
levels simultaneously.

As shown In Figure 9, when the BAC turbine is driven from main s+eam,
the difference In plant behavior is striking, both in demand following, which
indicates plant suitability as a power grid element, and in regulation of ma-
in steam pressure, which Indicates internal plant stab I Jty and integrity.
The dynamic plots for operation of the BAC turbine from main steam were obta-
ined with MHD-lead ing control of the BAC turbine and co-ordinated control of
the HP turbine. The system was not especially sensitive to variations In
controller gains, with a 2:1 range causing little change in response. These
simulations show It to be advantageous, from the viewpoint of plant stability
and integrity under load following, to operate the BAC from the main steam
supply rather than from the hot reheat header. As explanation, any topping
plant firing Increase appears twice, first as Increased M-ID channel output
and again as increased IPLP turbine output. Thus, any decrease In HP turbine
output Is doubly countered by Increased firing. Finally, the BAC turbine
steam supply Is much better regulated than when reheat steam Is used.
Indeed, other factors, such as maximum thermal stress In the rotor bore or
response of coal feeding mechanisms, may limit the dynamic response. Of
course, considerations such as start-up and shut-down procedures, advisable
turbine sizing, capital costs, air compressor placement; etc., must also
enter Into plant configuration decisions.
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III. Conclusions

Simulations Indicate that placement of the BAC turbine on the hot reheat
header yields a plant that will follow a one percent per minute ramp-up of
power demand. In agreement with earlier work of SAL Such connection and op-
eration of the BAC turbfne are typical of preliminary designs for
combined-cycle process demonstration units in the United States. However,
the plant Is not weIl-balanced with regard to steam generation and consump-
tion, and it will not follow a ten percent per minute change. No control
policy has yielded an acceptable main steam pressure variation while also ex-
hibiting suitable load-following capability. Compromise policies may allow a
five percent per minute change.

In comparison, using main steam to drive the BAC turbine in parallei
with the HP turbine results In a remarkably fine balance of steam generation
and consumption, which easily allows following of the higher demand slope.
The BAC turbine Is an essential part of the steam generation-consumption sub-
system, and the entire system is constrained dynamically if it Is treated as
an ordinary auxiliary to be operated from an unregulated steam supply. It
appears that combined-cycle plants should not be designed as straightforward
extensions of conventional steam power plants. It Is suggested that current
plant configurations be reviewed and that consideration be given to reposi-
tioning the BAC turbine in the flow path.
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Introduction

A transient model of the TVA 2Q-MW atmospheric fluidized bed combus-
tion (AFBC) pilot plant is being developed to provide a basis for:
(1) understanding interactive process dynamics, (2) verifying design parame-
ters, (3) predicting effects of subsystem changes on the entire process,
(4) evaluating overall system (process and controller) performance,
(5) evaluating alternate operating philosophies, and (6) designing
multivariable controllers.

System Description

Figure 1 is a simplified solids/gas flowsheet for the AFBC pilot
plant, and Figure 2 is a schematic of the water/steam system. The underbed
air plenum (windbox) and the fluidized bed are divided into five compart-
ments denoted as S, A, B, C, or D; compartment S is for startup only.
Partitions separate the five windbox compartments, but the bed divisions
are conceptual since no physical walls exist between them. The convective
region is divided into three passes which are separated by waterwalls.

The steam generating arrangement is a drum-type circuit with forced
circulation through the furnace waterwall enclosure and through the in-bed
boiling tubes which are immersed in compartments A and B of the bed. Both
the economizer and the primary superheater consist of three sections con-
nected in series - one section for each of the three parallel convection
passes. The secondary superheater, immersed in bed compartments C and D,
has two sections in series with an attemperator between the sections.

Raw solids are received, crushed, screened, and dried as required.
Downstream from this initial handling and preparation equipment are sepa-
rate feed trains for each bed compartment (A, B, C, D, and S). Solids are
pneumatically transported into the bed by the primary air system. The
combustion air/gas system is a balanced draft arrangement. Combustion air
from the regenerative air heater may enter the AFBC either as secondary air
(fluidizing air) or overfire air. The secondary air is controlled by nine
dampers (two dampers for each of bed compartments A through D and one
damper for compartment S), and the overfire air is controlled by a single
damper.
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Development of Model Equations

In the most general form, the phenomena occurring in an AFBC steam
plant are expressed by nonlinear, partial differentir1 equations. However,
the purpose of the 20-MW dynamic model is to describe overall system per-
formance and component interaction rather than to describe microscopic
process details. Consequently, the detailed formulations were reduced to
ordinary differential equations by using lumped-parameter approximations.
Therefore, the dynamic model of the 20-MW pilot plant is a nonlinear,
deterministic, lumped-parameter model arranged in state-space form. Equa-
tions for state variables are derived by applying the fundamental conserva-
tion laws and supporting empirical correlations within specified control
volumes. The adequacy of this approach has been demonstrated in simulation

cf other power plants.^"^ Since detailed derivations are too extensive
for presentation here, only key relationships are included. These should
be sufficient to illustrate the modeling philosophy and the level of
approximation which have been employed.

Water/Steam Loop Component Models

The following water/steam loop components are modeled: boiler feed
pumps, feedwater valve, economizer, drum, evaporators, waterwalls, primary
superheater, secondary superheater, attemperator, attemperator spray valve,
final steam header, final steam throttle valve, steam bypass valve, auxil-
iary steam valve, desuperheater, desuperheater spray valve, and condenser.
All constants appearing in the equations are developed from design data,
from heat and materal balances, and from correlations obtained from open

literature.9 Descriptions of selected component models are presented
below:

Feedwater Valve. It is assumed that during a simulation feedwater
density changes negligibly. The feedwater valve model combines the resis-
tance across the valve and the resistance in the feedwater line to compute
flow through the economizer to the boiler drum.

Wee = Kfw Afw ((Pfw - Pdr) pfw) 1 / 2 (1)

Economizer. The economizer model predicts the energy transfer from
the gas side to the water side and computes the economizer outlet water
temperature and enthalpy. Each section of the economizer is separately
represented by an individual state variable (metal temperature). This
allows simulation of closure of one or two of the parallel convection
passes. The water flow rate in each section is identical and is computed
in the feedwater valve model. The outlet water conditions (temperature and
enthalpy) of one economizer section are the inlet conditions to the next
section, and the outlet conditions of the last section are the inlet condi-
tions to the boiler drum. Mathematical equations that govern each economi-
zer section are presented below. Equation 8 was derived from the ASME
Steam Tables.

dTmo/dt = (Qmo - Qmi)/(Mm CPm + Mf CPf) (2)
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Qmo = Ao ho (Tg - Tao) (3)

Qmi = (Km* hi Ai/(hi Ai + Km«)) (Tmo - Tw) («0

Km« = Km Am/Xm (5)

Hec = Hi + Qmi/Wec (6)

Havg = Vec Hi •> (1-Yec) Hec (7)

Tw = C1 Havg + C2 (8)

Drum. The primary relations used in the drum model are the mass
and energy balances as described by equations 9 and 10, respectively. In
addition, a drum-level controller is provided. The drum model includes the
drum, evaporators, waterwalls, recirculation pumps, and associated headers.
It is assumed that the entire drum fluid path is in thermodynamic equili-
brium at all times during the simulation, and that the drum fluid is at
saturation conditions. Consequently, all thermodynamic variables in equa-
tions 9 and 10 are expressed in terms of steam density using steam-table
curve fits. The resulting expressions are then solved to get the final
working equations for the drum state variables (saturated steam density and
total volume of liquid water in the drum).

d((Vdr - Vw) ps + VwOw)/dt = Wee - Wpsh - Wbd (9)

d((Vdr-Vw)ps Us + Vw pw Uw)/dt = Wee Hec - Wpsh Hpsh-Wbd Hbd+Qdr (10)

Primary Superheater. The primary superheater model function and
formulation is similar to the economizer model. Radiation from the gas/
solids mixture to the tube wall is considered, and steam flow is propor-
tional to the pressure drop between the drum and the outlet of the last
primary superheater section. The primary superheater outlet pressure is
based on the pressure drop between the drum and the steam header as shown
below:

Po = Pdr -Ypsh (Pdr-Psh) (11)

Secondary Superheater. Steam flows through the secondary super-
heater sections are computed algebraically using the steam bypass flow and
the attemperator water flow. Otherwise, the function and formulation of
the model for the secondary superheater is similar to the primary super-
heater and economizer models.

Final Steam Header. The final steam header model computes pressure,
temperature, and final steam flow. The state equations shown below are
derived from the dynamic mass and energy balance equations. The partial
derivative terms in equation 13 are obtained by differentiating polynominal
curve fits of the steam tables.

dpsh/dt = (Wss - Wtv)/Vsh (12)

dHah/dt = (Wss (Hss - Hsh) + (Wss-Wtv)(>Psh/>Psh))/(Vsh (13)
(psh-(}Psh/iHsh)))
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Solids/Gas Side Component Models

The following component models comprise the solid/gas side mathemati-
cal description: air/gas path, regenerative air heater, fluidized bed,
freeboard, convection pass, and cyclone. Selected components are discussed
below.

Air/Gas Path. The air/gas path is broken into two control volumes.
The first control volume extends from the FD fan discharge to the top
surface of the bed. The second control volume extends from the top of the
fluid bed to the inlet of the ID fans. The mass balance nodes which define
the density in the control volumes are located at the outlet of the air
heater (secondary air duct) for the first volume and in the freeboard for
the second volume. The differential equations that represent the flow
balance about the two nodes are shown below.

dpaa/dt = (Gfd-£Gwdj-Goa-Gah)/Vcv1 (14)

dpfr/dt = (Goa + Gbo-Gfr)/Vcv2 (15)

Fluidized Bed. Each of the four operating bed compartments (A, B,
C, and D) is modeled independently to reflect its uniqueness and to study
compartment interactions. One can study transients by perturbing any, or
all, of the compartments. The model can predict the influence of one com-
partment on adjoining compartments for various amounts of bed interaction.
The expanded bed height of each compartment, the overall sulfur capture
efficiency, and the mean particle diameter of the bed char are assumed to
be constant during a simulation. Additional simplifications include ignor-
ing formation and destruction of CO and nitrogen oxides and assuming that
all volatiles are released and burned in the bed. The dynamics of each
compartment are modeled by four state variables - temperature, total solids
mass, average bed particle diameter, and carbon mass.

The bed mass balance is expressed by equation 16. The equation was
derived under the assumption that gas flows contribute negligibly to total
bed mass changes. The elutriate flow rate is calculated using an algebraic
equation derived from heat and material balance information. Net mass
exchange between adjoining compartments is assumed to be proportional to
differences in bed height.

dMb/dt = Fc+Fl+Fr-Fd-Fe-£Fij-Fsg (16)

Equation 17 is the final equation for the bed energy balance. The
term£FjCPj(Tj-Tref) represents the algebraic sum of all solids and gas
streams entering and leaving the compartment, excluding the intercompart-
ment mixing flows. Heat transfer to the submerged surfaces is governed by
algebraic equations. Intercompartment heat transfer takes place due to
the net solids movement described earlier. In addition to the net mass
movement between compartments, significant solids mixing is caused by the
rise of bubbles. This mechanism is modeled as the product of a psuedo
transport coefficient and the temperature difference between the respective
compartments.

dTb/dt =£FjCPj (Tj-Tref)+Hrxn-Qws+g}ij-CPb Tb (dMb/dt))/CPb Mb) (17)
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The char combustion rate for a specific coal is primarily a function
of bed temperature and total surface area available for reaction. This
model calculates char combustion on the basis of an average particle.
Since the surface mean particle diameter of the char in the bed is consid-
ered constant during a simulation, the rate of char combustion becomes a
function of char mass. Bed char mass is defined by an equation similar
to equation 16. The rate of char combustion is expressed as an Arrhenius
form using bed temperature and carbon mass.

A regression equation for steady-state values of bed mean particle
size was developed. In order to approximate dynamics, a residence time
approach was selected.

Freeboard. It is assumed that char combustion and heat transfer are
the major influences on system dynamics. All other phenomena are neg-
lected. Average freeboard gas temperature is the state variable that
describes the dynamics of the one common freeboard that serves all bed
compartments. The freeboard energy balance is similar to the bed energy
balance.

Model Results

Figures 3 through 6 show open-loop transient response curves for
perturbations in the firing rate and the throttle valve area. Disturbances
were applied to the open-loop process at zero minutes after a period of
steady-state operation. Following firing rate perturbations, the evapor-
ator bed (compartment A) temperature moves smoothly to a new value. Super-
heat (compartment D) temperature behavior illustrates the coupling between
bed conditions and the superheat steam conditions. Drum pressure and final
steam pressure respond to the changes in the steaming rate caused by the
firing rate disturbance. The final steam flow responds to the changes in
the final steam pressure, and the steam flow rate affects the final steam
temperature. Changes in both the steam flow and temperature interact with
the bed temperature.

Disturbing the throttle valve opening has little overall effect on bed
temperature. The response of the superheat compartment is more pronounced
than, and is different from, the response of the evaporator compartment,
due to the strong coupling between steam side and bed side. The steam flow
responds immediately to the change in the throttle area and causes the
final steam pressure, temperature, and the drum pressure to change. After
about 30 seconds, the effects of the final steam pressure overcome the
effects of the throttle valve area, and the steam flow reverses its direc-
tion of change. The final steam flow is eventually re-established to a
value close to the original steady state, although with a different temper-
ature and pressure.

Conclusions

This is a first-generation model which deals in simple fashion with
the fluidized bed, splash zone, and freeboard. However, the current model
is detailed enough to produce useful transient information. It can be used
now to aid transient test planning and to preview open- and closed-loop
plant behavior.
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Work is underway to incorporate model improvements, which will result
in a more realistic emulation of AFBC phenomena. The improved model will
be used to analyze the 20-MW open-loop transient test data in order to
establish confidence in the validity of model simulations. Once validated,
the model will be a valuable tool to use for evaluating competing control
strategies, load following and cycling scenarios, and design modifications.
In summary, the validated aodel will provide a sound and consistent basis
for prediction and analysis of overall system performance.

LIME(TONE

COAL

FEED BUNKERS

TRANSPORT AIR SOLIO8 TO DISPOSAL

MAIN COMBUSTION AIR
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FIGURE 2 WATER/STEAM SYSTEM
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Nomenclature

Afw = feedwater valve area

Ai = tube inside surface area

Am = logarithmic tube surface area

Ao = tube outside surface area

C1, C2 = regression coefficients

CPb = specific heat of bed solids

CPf = specific heat of fluid

CPm = specific heat of netal

d s derivative operator

Fc = coal feedrate

Fd = bed drain rate

Fe = elutriate rate

Fij = intercompartment mass flow

Fl = limestone feed rate

FΓ = recycle feed rate

Fsg = solids converted to gas

Gah = air heater leakage flow

Gbo = gas leaving bed

Gfd = air through FD fan

Gfr = gas leaving the freeboard

Goa = overfire air

Gwdj s secondary air flow through

damper

Havg = average enthalpy

Hbd = blowdown enthalpy

Hec = enthalpy of water leaving

economizer

Hi = inlet enthalpy

Hrxn = heat of reaction

Hsh = enthalpy of steam in steam

header

Hss = enthalpy of steam leaving the

secondary superheater

hi = inside heat transfer coefficient

ho = outside heat transfer

coefficient

Kfw = feedwater flow constant

Km = metal thermal conductivity

Mb = total bed mass

Mf = mass of fluid

Mm = mass of tube metal

Pdr s drum pressure

Pfw s feedwater pump discharge

pressure
Po s pressure at outlet of primary

superheater

Psh = steam header pressure

Qdr = total heat absorbed by boiling

circuitry
Qij = intercompartment heat exchange
Qmi = heat transfer from tube to

fluid
Qmo = heat transfer from gas to tube

wall
Qws = hea- transfer to water/steam

loop
Tb = bed temperature
Tg = gas temperature
Tmo = outside tube wall temperature
Tref = reference temperature
Tw = average fluid temperature
t = time

Us = steam internal energy
Ifw = water internal energy
Vcv1 = total volume of air path

control volume
Vcv2 = total volume of gas path

control volume
Vdr = total volume in drum
Vsh = steam header volume
Vw = volume of water in drum
Wbd = blowdown rate
Wee = economizer water flow rate
Wpsh = flow rate of steam in primary

superheater
Wss = steam flow rate in secondary

superheater section 2
Wtv = steam flow rate through

throttle valve
Xm = tube wall thickness
} = partial derivative operator
yeo = economize*

,
 enthalpy averaging

factor
Jfpsh = steam line pressure averaging

factor

pfr = freeboard gas density
ps = steam density in drum
paa - air density in secondary air

duct
psh = density of steam in steam

header
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A SURVEY OF NEAR AND LONG TERM USES OF
LUMPED PARAMETER DYNAMIC MODELS FOR

FOSSSL FUEL PROCESSING FACILITIES

ABSTRACT

T. L. Greenlee and M. R. Ringham
J AYCOR

11011 Torreyana Road, P.O. Box 85154, San Diego, CA 92138

This paper reviews the uses that can be made of nonlinear lumped parameter
dynamic models in performing system engineering analyses of processing facil it ies. A
series of near and long term systmes engineering uses are outlined in terms of scope,
lumped parameter model based technical approach, and the nature of analysis results.

Particular emphasis is placed on (1) evaluation of process stability, (2)
analog/digital control system design, (3) data analysisAest planning, and (4) use of the
model as a basis for training simulator development. A low order fluidized bed gasifier
model is used to illustrate these points.

1. Introduction

Synfuels processing facilit ies are currently being developed in an effort to reduce
dependence on foreign fossil resources. Many of the facilities are new, one of a kind
designs that have not been assembled or operated in the configurations being
considered. This lack of operating experience coupled with the newness of certain
configurations provides a strong incentive for the use of dynamic computer
models/simulations in the early check-out of process designs. In Reference 1 an
approach to the development of such models/simulations is outlined for a proposed TV A
coal gasification faci l i ty.

The approach, which is based on first principles, results in a model that is
mathematically characterized by a system of first-order nonlinear ordinary differential
equations. These equations, representing the entire facil i ty with a balanced level of
detail in each subsystem, are suitable for developing digital and hybrid simulations. The
resulting simulations, which may run several times faster than real-time, can be used for
systems engineering tasks such as (1) determination of component/system dynamic
performance characteristics of baseline faci l i ty designs, (2) determination of plant oper-
ating profiles (3) analysis of system interactions, (4) determination of measurement and
centre! strategies, (5) analysis of performance margins (6) investigation of failure
responses and propagation, (7) development of test plans, and (8) operator training. In
this paper we further elaborate on these uses by discussion and examples.

2. Lumped Parameter Dynamic Model Uses

Table 1 lists the results of a thorough study of near and long term uses of system
level dynamic models. Column one lists the systems engineering functions that can be
performed with a lumped parameter model. The second and third columns describe the
typical near and long term uses of such models in terms of scope, results, and the
approach for accomplishing that function.

3. Examples of Lumped Parameter Model Usage

To make the system engineering functions in Table 1 more concrete a simple
nonlinear lumped parameter fluidized bed gasifier model was developed and several of
the system engineering functions were exemplified. The examination of process stability
using this model is illustrated f i rst . The second example indicates the use of such models
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Table 1.

Near- and Long-Term Ufe> of System-Level Dynamic Models

Systems Engineering
Function of
Dynamic Model

Near-Term Use*
(0-12 months)

Long-Term Uses
(12-*N* months)

Evaluate dynamic
adequacy of static-
based design * de-
termine system ,/
component dynamic
specification

Scope:
Determine dynamic performance characteristics of
static-based design provided by A.E. Analyze tran-
sient responses and infer system/component dynamic
specifications (to be included in A.E. spec) that wilt
result in optimal facility response.

Results:
A comprehensive understanding of transient behavior
of entire facility as it responds to disturbances in
process inputs/outputs. Specification for system/
component transient response requirements for
optimal facility response to disturbances.

Approach:
• Utilize simulation with A.E.-proposed control

structure. Subject simulation to input/output
disturbances at various operating points.

• Numerically compute linear dynamic models and
use eigenvalue information to analyze facility
transient response with respect to
• sources of dominant modes,
• parameter sensitivity of dominant modes.

• Determine system/component range of values for
parameters affecting dominant modes that will
result in optimal facility response to applied
disturbances.

Scope:
Consider impact of design modifi-
cations or facility reconfiguration
for this facility or future designs.

Results:
Same.

Approach:
Same.

Determine startup/
shutdown and oper-
ating point

Scope:
Determine startup/shutdown sequences & operating
point transition strategies that are optimal with
respect to operating objectives (25%-75% minimum
time, minimum HjS in MBC) & facility design con-
straints (metal temperature limits, catalyst over
temperature, etc.).

Results:
Schedules for control variables (flows, valve positions)
that produce desired operating profiles (paths). Basis
for preliminary operating policies.

Approach:
investigat^'r proposedSimilar inn rij

schedules.
Formulate nonlinear optimization problem & solve
using simulation as representation of constraints.

Scope:
Refine operating strategies as
configuration of facility & oper-
ating objectives change.

Results:
Same.

Approach:
Same.

Analyze system in-
teractions and sta-
bility

Scope:
strength of dynamic coupling Analyze impact of design modifi-

cations on coupling/stability.
Results:

Same.

Scope:
Determine nature &
between systems of facility.

Results:
Transient response plots & linear analysis results (A-
matrix & eigenvalues) wil! indicate the nature and
strength of coupling between dynamic modes in sys-
tems of facility. Sign of eigenvalue indicates stabil-
ity.

Approach:
• Transient response of simulation to step Inputs in

control variables will be analyzed in terms of its
dominant time constants.

• Linear models generated directly from simulation
will be used to determine source of dominant time
constants and interaction between systems.

Approach:
Same.
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Table 1 .

Near- and Long-Term Uses of System-Level Dynamic Models

Systems Engineering
Function of
Dynamic Model

Near-Term Uses
(0-12 months)

Long-Term Uses
(12-'N* months)

Evaluate proposed Scope: Scope:
measurement/con- Determine adequacy of proposed measurement/ Determine or assess alternate con-
trol strategy & de- control strategy. Provide a means to determine trol structures required to cope
termine alternate alternate measurement/control strategy. with design modifications, vari-
strategy Results: ations in feedstock, or variations

Analytically justified measurement/control strategy in demand character.
that accomplishes facility operating objectives in the Results:
presence of facility disturbances and constraints. Same.

Approach: Approach:
Use nonlinear dynamic model for frequency- & time- Same.
domain-based measurement/control strategy analysis
and synthesis computer programs.

Analyze perform-
ance margins

Scope: Scope:
Determine limits of facility's dynamic performance Reevaluate performance margins
with respect to component, environmental, demand, affected by design modifications
and safety constraints.

Results:
Knowledge of where facility operating profiles lie
within constraint envelopes.

Approach: Approach:
Utilize simulation with optimized control structure Same.
and investigate distance between facility operating
profile & constraint envelopes.

or changes in operating prof iles.
Results:

Same.

Failure responses Scope:
and propagation Determine & analyze dynamics of failure in facility.

Include failure of sensors, actuators, and other
components whose function is crucial to satisfaction
of demand, environmental, safety, & equipment
constraints.

Results:
Detailed knowledge of dynamic effects of crucial
component/system failures on facility performance
(includes failure of parallel trains).

Approach:
• List failures crucial to performance.
• Construct dynamic models with failure switches &

degradation parameters so that failure can oe
initiated and degradation can be scheduled.

• Utilize simulation to investigate dynamic
propagation of failure through facility.

Scope:
Evaluate failure responses for
failures that occur during normal
operation. Determine stress ap-
plied to system as consequence of
these failures; use this information
to modify original maintenance
operating plans.

Results:
Same.

Approach:
Look at specific failures that
occur during norms! operation.

Develop test plan Scope: Scope:
Define a comprehensive test plan that will confirm
predictions of static and dynamic facility perfor-
mance. This effort would include specification of:
• appropriate input test signals,
• appropriate response variables to be recorded.
It will provide a functional description of tests to be
run on components, systems, and the f acili ty.

Results: Results:
Specified dynamic tests & thorough analysis of re- Same.
suiting data, using dynamic model predictions for
comparison, will result in a validated dynamic model,
whose existence implies confirmation of performance
predictions.

Approach: Approach:
• Perform transient analysis on component, system, Same,

or facility model at selected operating points.
Analyze response to steps in input variables in

Utilize model to develop new test
plans as need arises to investigate
design changes or replaced
components.
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Table 1 .

Near- and Long-Term Use* of System-level Dynamic Models

Systems Engineering
Function of
Dynamic Model

Near-Term Uses
(0-12 months)

Long-Term Uses
(12-*Na months)

terms of eigenmodes excited and sensitivity of
these modes to parameter variations.
Using results from above, specify a set of input
test signals and corresponding responses that must
be recorded in a test run. Include update rate for
measurement observations.
Analyze transient test data with respect to data
gathered from dynamic model. Adjust model
parameters to induce coincidence of responses.
Itemize differences between model predictions &
test data, and define further testing or analyses
required to resolve these differences.

Operator training
took

Scope:
Utilize dynamic model as a tool for investigating
impact of operator actions on facility performance.

Results:
Preliminary/candidate operating policies required to
achieve facility performance objectives can be inves-
tigated with respect to their adequacy. Refined
policies can be determined.

Approach:
Utilize dynamic model/simulation as a representation
of entire facility. Input candidate operator policies
as functions of time and analyze resulting transient
responses. Adequacy of proposed operating policies
can be judged by examining the nearness of process
variables to desired operating profiles.

Scope:
Utilize systems engineering
dynamic model as baseline for
developing specification for
training simulator.

Results:
Develop a 'real-time' version of
systems engineering dynamic
model and implement in on a
simulator.

Approach:
Integrate streamlined form of
system engineering dynamic model
in a digital or hybrid computer
that will permit interactive stimu-
lation of model by operator.
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in analog and digital control system design. The value of lumped parameter models in
test planning and data analysis is shown next. Finally, the use of lumped parameter
models as a basis for training simulator development is shown.

Gasifier Model
The model utilized in the following examples is described in detail in Reference 2.

The following sentences summarize its assumptions and content. The underlying
assumptions for the fluidized-bed gasifier dynamic model are:

1 . The interior of the gasifier is lumped into an isothermal, isobaric zone and
treated as a well stirred reactor.

2. Reacting gases (COo, O2 , Ho, H~0, and CO) are assumed in thermochemical
equilibrium.

3. Coal is assumed to devolatilize instantly within the gasifier. In
devolatilization, it is assumed that nitrogen and sulfur are released as N^ and
HUS, respectively. Methane, N~, and H~S are treated as inert products of
devolatilization.

4. Gasification of carbon in the char is governed by the combustion reaction (with
O-), the Boudouard reaction (with CO-), and the water-gas reaction (with
H~O). Each of these reactions proceeds at a f in i te rate determined by a global
kinetic expression, with displacement from equilibrium as the driving force for
reaction. Hydrogasification (with hU) reaction is neglected because of its
relatively slow rate compared to the other three. The composition and
thermodynamics of graphite are attributed to char.

5. The gas stream is assumed free of solid particulates.
6. Ash and unburned char are assumed to be removed from the gasifier in the

form of solid agglomerates. Variations in ash content within the gasifier are
neglected.

The state equations represent conservation of mass for the char.
dM
d T = 6 F f c - AMc -R(T>MC

M = char mass - moles
F f r = coal flow rate - Ibs/hr
0 " =s moles of fixed char/I b coal
A =B rate constant for removal of char with agglomerates - hr
R( T) = reaction rate (total due to O,, CO2 and H_0 reactions) moles/mole char

and conservation of energy for the reactor

(C M + C M ) 4^" = F< H< - AMH (T) - F .H ,(T)*• pc c pa aJ dt fc fc c cv ' ad adv '

+ E F . H . - Z F . H . ( T ) - Q
gl gl gXI gl

where enthalpies H of the inlet strams are evaluated of at inlet temperatures, enthalplys
of the exi t streams are evaluated at reactor temperature and

M = ash mass in moles
Q = reactor energy losses through walls, e t c
F j = inlet flow of ith gas species
F* = product flow of i th gas species

The gas model is the algebraic equivalent of that given in Reference 2.
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Process Stability

The nonlinear model just described can be linearized about an operating point using
numerical differentiation. This process converts the state and measurement equations
from the general non-linear forms,

x = f(x,u,t) y = g(x,u,t)

to the linear forms

f= (If) s* * (& 5u

The partial derivatives in these expressions are computed for a steady state triple (x

ss'
t h a t

= 0=f(x.-,U,J y, =g(x

SS'

ss SS'

The nonlinear fluidized bed model described above has been converged to a steady state
operating point corresponding to:

"68.10 moiesT

u =
SS

'MC"|

_T J
FCOAL

F20

1799°F J

1850.0 Ib/hr

1922.6 Ib/hr

ss SS

The l inear ized model for this t r ip le is given in matr ix form in Table 2 . These equations
can be used to direct ly evaluate process stabi l i ty and the small perturbat ion t ransient
response character of the nonlinear model in the neighborhood of this operat ing point.
Since we intend to ut i l ize the t ransfer functions associated wi th this system in the next
section we wil I compute them directly from this matr ix f o r m .

The transfer function of most use for the remainder of our analyses is the matr ix
G(s) where

6 y ( s ) = G ( s ) 6 u ( s )

where:

substituting f rom the linear model of Table 2 and simpli fying we have,

C< s) =

1.46E-5(s+2.06E-2)

-4.31E-4(s+1.05E-3)
3(7)

-4.65E-6(S+.O85)
d(s)

2.31E-3(s+2.86E-4)

d(s) = (s+1.67E-2)(s+3.45E-5)
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[6MC"| T-2.38E-4 -1.39E-4-] ffiMCT Pl.46E-5 -4.65E-6

6T J L-2.41E-2 -1.65E-2J \_6 T J L"4.31 E-4 2.31 E-3

pFCOALl

[6 FO2 J

STATE EQUATION

"1 O"j T S M C l

_O 1J |_6T J
MEASUREMENT EQUATION

Table 2. Linearized Model

Referring to our earlier definitions of SY(s)and 6U(s) we have

FCOAL(s)"j

FO2(s) J

For the affect of 6 F02(s) on 6 T(s) we can write di rectly.

f6MC(s)1
= G(s)

6T(s) J

2.31E-3(s+2.86E-4)6FO2(s)
~ (s+1.67E-2)(s+3.45E-5)

The transient response of 6 T for a 1.0% step increase in FO2 is given by the inverse
Laplace transform of

6 T(s) = 2.31E-3(s+2.86E-4)(19.226)
s(s+1.67E-2)(s+3.45E-5)

This inverse can be computed by partial fraction expansion as

5T(t)= 22.0 - 2.S0e~(1'67E"2>t - I

This response is seen to consist of a constant and two weighted exponential functions.
The first exponential with exponent (eigenvalue) X^ = -1.67E-2 corresponds to the
temperature state and represents the characteristic value of the bed energy balance.
The corresponding time constant is T.. = -1/X- = 59 seconds. The second exponential has
an exponent (eigenvalue) of Â  = 3.45 E-5 which corresponds roughly to the char mass
state. This eigenvalue corresponds to a time constant of T2 = -I/A2 = 28,986 seconds or
8.05 hours. The weights (residues) associated with each exponential indicate the response
of 6 T(t) will be dominated initially (for approximately 5T1 seconds) by the first
exponential, but the second exponential will dominate the majority of the response. The
fact that each of the exponentials has a negative exponent indicates the process is
stable.

Figure 1 shows the "open loop" transient response of the nonlinear model for a 1.0%
step increase in FO2. Note that the transient is made up of the exponential terms shown
above. This example illustrates how the linear model allows analysis of nonlinear
transients into exponential (or modal) components. The insights gained from this
approach to transient analysis are valuable when one wishes to relate process parameter
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values to dominant exponential components.

Analog and Digital Control System Design

The lumped parameter models discussed above together with their linear forms at
operating points can serve as a representation of the proess in control system analyses
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show analog and digital temperature control loops using oxygen feed
F02. These loops can be thoroughly analyzed using the process transfer functions frorr
the matrix G(s) and standard linear analysis techniques such as s-plane root locus or z-
plane root locus.

Data Analysis/Test Planning

The use of lumped parameter dynamic models in data analysis and test planning is
quite common in several aerospace applications (such as aircraft stability derivative
determination). In this context, the data to be analyzed consists of transient plots and
there is some apriori dynamic model that supposedly provides the structure that is
consistent with the observed transient data. The problem is typically one of determining
parameter values in the aprior model such that the model predictions and the transient
data agree while accounting for measurement and process errors/disturbances. Once this
point of view is reached the next question that often arises is how can a test be
conducted (what input signals, what measurements, etc) so the determination of
parameters is most accurate. This causes the topics of (1) optimal inputs for parameter
determination and (2) parameter/state observability to be raised. In the discussion that
follows we attempt to clarify the meaning of these terms by utilizing the simple gasifier
model discussed above.

Assume we operate the gasifier so it can be represented by the linear state
equations for MC and T given earlier. Suppose the measurements made on the gasifier
consist of samples of MC and T taken every AT seconds. Suppose further that these
measurements are corrupted by gaussian white noise. For this example we imagine that
three parameters (9.., 9~, 3) are left unspecified in the linear model and we need to
estimate their values to complete the data analysis task. Let the reaction rate R(T)= R
so the linear model now reflects no forward coupling from T to MC. Suppose the form of
the linear model in 6^, 82, 3 is just

<SMC = -616MC + (1.46E-5)<5FCOAL - (4 .S5E-6) 6FO2

6T = gfiMC - 8 6T - (4.31E-4)SFCOAL + (2.31E-3)6FO2

The variables 9^, 9~, 3 can obviously be related to unknown parameters in the nonlinear
model equations. Let the measurements corrupted by noise be represented by

6 Yn = 6 MC + V1

6Y2 = 6T + V2

where V- and V~ represent stationary gaussian random processes such that for each
measurement V..(t-), V2(tj) are a sequence of independent gaussian random variables. We
now have a problem statement of the form:

Parameter Estimation Problem Statement:

Suppose a process is represented by the linear state equation
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x = Fx • Gu

where x is a vector of gasifier state variables, F is a matrix of unknown
parameters in the form

F =
-e2

C is a matrix of known parameters scaling the input vector. Let the
measurements of x be given at discrete time points i by the vector

Yi = Xj + Vj

where Vj is a sequence of independent gaussian random vectors

E[Vj]=O E[VjV.T]= R-^jj

Take the init ial state as also unknown. We wish to estimate the parameters in F
and the initial coi
estimation error.
and the initial condition vector xQ so as to minimize (in some sense) the parameter

An often successful approach to the solution of this problem is based on Bayesian
scheme known as maximum likelihood parameter estimation, for the problem statement
the maximum likelihood estimates of parameters in F, and x can be obtained by
maximizing the conditional probability density of Yj, i=1...,N given F, and xQ. Formally,
this density is

f (Y 1 / . . .Y N /x o ,F)= f ( v r . . . v N )

The likelihood function L is given by

L(F,xo)= £n f(v1,...vN)

"y M*,!
where || • ||R-t" denotes the R̂  weighted norm of the residual and |R-| denotes the
determinant of R-. The parameter estimates we seek are obtained by maximizing L with
respect to F, and x subject to the constraints defined by the linear differential equation
in the p. obi em statement. Various numerical schemes (conjugate gradient, Newton-'
Raphson) can be used to accomplish this constrained maximization. In either case, the
covariance of the resulting parameter estimates are obtained from the inverse Hessian
matrix of L. This Hessian matrix is also known as the Fisher Information Matrix. It is
instructive to consider this estimator for the homogeneous portion of our gasifier state
equations and the stated measurement relations. We wi l l assume x(o) is an input of our
choosing. For this simplication the system equations are represented in Figure 3 and can
be writ ten as:
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xlt)= F( x(o) =

_ _ k = At, 2At,...NAt.

n(k) is a Gaussian independent identically distributed white noise sequence

R= rlE[n(k)nT(j)]= R6_ _ kK.

The discrete time solution to the state equation can be written down directly as:

The log likelihood cost function can be written
N

j (9) = - V 2 Z
i = 1

N

• * » ^̂ fc £ ^Lt M * N

- e

R)

F(8)iAt

i=1
x ( o))

- -j &n(det R)

It is shown in Reference 3 that the Fisher Information Matrix can be simplified and
for this problem expressed as

N
FIM s I ( i

i=1 —

F ( 9 ) i A t

To evaluate the FIM , we first need the state transition matrix. This is given by

0
" -9 t

e 1

"V "V fit

Pte 1 -e 2 ) / V

The state vector as a function of time is

-e t

x(t) -β-t -0-t
1 -e l )x,

+ e

The partial derivative matrix for the FIM can be computed as
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For purposes of discussion define

9_ eF(j))iAi

Then the FIM can be expressed as

N
FIM = E

i=1

c,
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1 1

b . c .
1 1
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1 1

b . c .
1 1
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d

d
1
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1
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Now we can make some observations about the FIM:

1. Since each term in the sum is a positive definite matrix, more terms (i.e., more
data points) will increase the information. However, the norms of the successive matrix
components of the FIM form a monotone decreasing sequence. In fact, the rate of
decrease is approximately twice the rate of decrease of the mooes (due to the products
of terms). The total information is also scaled by the inverse noise covariance matrix.

2. Each term of the FIM is a singular matrix (column 3 equals Cj/dj times column
2). However, the sum may have rank 3 as long as Cj/dj is not constant for all i<N. We
may in fact be able to identify all the parameters with as few as two measurements.
(The quality of the estimates may not be good enough for our purposes.)

3. If the wrong input initial conditions are used (e.g., an eigenvector of the system)
the FIM may remain singular for all time. Consider the input x..=0 and x-=1. Then a>, b>,
and d- are all zero resulting in the FIM having rank 1 for all time. For this problem,'that
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this is a bad input for parameter estimation is obvious from the block diagram in
Figure}.

4. In the case of widely spread eigenvalues (i.e., 0 » 62)/ the elements of the FIM
decay at different rates. This leads to the conclusion that data must be taken at a high
frequency for fast modes and at a lower frequency for slower modes. This is exactly
what intuition (and the sampling theorem) tells us.

Notice also that the gradient of the log likelihood function is also a function of the
matrix used to construct the FIM.

3j ^ r3 ( iF(8)At . x ^ - 1 r v . . , - iF (9)At . . ,
l i = . Z w < 5 * ( ° ) ) j R LY(i) - e v - ' x_(o)]

This is also a function of data. Qualitatively, at least, the dependence on actual data,
Y(i), is more pronounced for small N. for large N, statistical smothing wil l take over and
make the gradient more well behaved.

Clearly, the information just revealed shows the coupling between dynamic model
structure, parameter observability, measurement errors, input signal requirements,
sample rates, and parameter estimation error covariance. Insights regarding these
couplings can be used to guide test plans so as to maximize the usefulness of collected
data.

Training Simulator Development

Training simulators are often required for operator training and control hardware
testing. Often a simplified dynamic model of the process can be useful as a basis for
such a simulator. Such a model can be made to have reasonable fidelity and short
solution times. One approach to the development of this type of model/simulator is
illustrated in Figure4.

The discrete time linear forms in the process block of this figure are written as

Sx(k+1) = $(k+1,k)6x(k) + T(k+1 ;k)6u{k)

6y(k) = H(k)x(k)

where the matrices * , F , and H are discretized forms of the corresponding continuous
matrices integrated over the time interval ( t ^ * , t^). A major advantage of this form is
that it gives exact solutions to the state and measurement equations at the sample
instants and all integration problems can be taken care of 'off- l ine*. To be more
specific, the state transition matrix for the linear system in continuous time is

For the discrete model this is just

F(t. ..-t.) FAt k
*(k+1,k)= e k + 1 k = e k

which can be computed off-line to any desired accuracy. Once this matrix is known
dynamic propagation of the state is accomplished by simply multiplying the current state
vector by i t .
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4. Conclusions

This paper has given an overview of the uses of lumped parameter models in
systems engineering analyses. Examples have illustrated certain of these uses in more
detail via use of a simple gasif ier model.
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A HIGH PRESSURE INSTRUMENTED FLOW CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
HYDROGEOLOGIC INJECTION TESTING

Robert G. Reeves
Sierra Pump Systems

P. 0. Box 4179
Incline Village, NV 89450

702/832-0220

Abstract

High pressure water was produced by air driven, pilot operated, recipro-
cating, piston, liquid pumps at 12:1 compression; that is a working drive area
of about 12 times the hydraulic area to produce 1000 psi hydraulic pressure at
15 GPM with an air drive pressure of 83 psi. Inlet water of 22% NaCl concen-
tration was filtered via 200 micron filters. Discharge hydraulic pulsations
were dampened with hydropneumatic accumulators. Accurate flow of high pressure
water was achieved with a self-contained, direct acting, diaphragm sensing,
externally gas loaded dome pressure reducing regulator. This is designed to
provide high downstream flows while maintaining accurate control of primary
pressures. Pressure relief was a spring-loaded externally adjusted relief
valve. Hydraulic flow was measured at the low and high flow ranges with NBS
calibrated turbine flow meters. Pressure was measured with both a bourdon tube
gauge and a calibrated pressure transducer. A high pressure control valve
dead-ended the system during acceptance testing. System maintained constant
pressure at + 0.5% linear full scale while varying flow, and maintained
constant pump rate of + 5% while varying pressure, per specifications of user.
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TURBINE TRANSDUCER DEVELOPED FOR ADVERSE CONDITIONS

D. R. Cooper
•*• *-• Edson

i ^ Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
-X^ EG&G Idaho, Inc.

P. 0. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83415

Abstract

This paper reviews the latest developments that the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) has made on a turbine transducer used in meas-
urement of two-phase flow. It is operated in a modular configuration with a
drag transducer to provide mass flow data. Current configurations allow its
use in single modules or in multiples to provide flow profile informa-
tion. The turbine can also provide mass flow data when used with associated
instrumentation such as a densitometer. The transducer, which is the product
of long investigations and test series, is subject to high vibration loading
and high temperatures as well as a borated liquid environment; flow condi-
tions range from all liquid to all steam and from ambient temperatures to
over 600°F at pressures up to 2200 psig. In the past, the long soak cimes
in borated water led to corrosion and subsequently, short lifetimes. This
new design, however, uses materials that were chosen carefully to inhibit
corrosion and provide maximum life. Graphite bearing and carbide shaft
materials were selected to provide this corrosion resistance along with
mechanical integrity and resistance to wear. The new turbine design has met
all operational requirements in actual use and in extended lifetime tests.

Introduction

The Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) uses turbine trans-
ducers to help measure mass flow at the Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT) reactor.
These operating conditions include severe mechanical and flow induced
vibrations and a variety of flow conditions, ranging from all liquid
(borated water) to all steam, and from ambient temperatures to 600°F at
pressures up to 2200 psig. Rapid temperature change is another condition
experienced during the performance of a LOFT experiment where cold (approxi-
mately 80°F) borated water is injected into a system that is operating at
about 600°F. The turbine is also required to restart after long periods of
remaining idle in water with a high amount of dissolved air. Furthermore,
the turbine functions in a radioactive environment, so repair is not feasible
and a long lifetime is essential. Finally, all parts must be positively
locked and contained to prevent the loss of parts into the reactor system.

These unique operational and geometric requirements precluded the use
of off-the-shelf commercially available turbines, so commercial vendors known
to do custom design were asked to consider designing a turbine to meet these
adverse environmental conditions. But, for various reasons none expressed
an interest. Subsequently, we initiated in-house efforts tc/design, build,
test, and deliver a turbine transducer. The product of these efforts
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(Figure 1) is a modularly constructed turbine transducer, designed to mate
with a drag-disc module, while also allowing for use in other mounting con-
figurations. The turbine consists of a bearing-rotor assembly with a non-
rotating shaft supported by two post assemblies; a pickup coil is contained
in the module body.

Design Considerations

The design of the turbine transducer required solving two problems:
selecting suitable materials and designing the rotor-bearing assembly.
Operating experience from an earlier, unsuccessful design and advice from
material vendors provided insight to specific problem areas and required the
following design features to be incorporated:

1. Bearing and shaft materials
2. Surface finish of the bearing and shaft
3. Rotor-bearing configuration
4. Bearing-shaft clearance (tolerance)
5. Self-aligning shaft supports
6. Dynamic balance of the rotor.

We chose a graphite bearing and a carbide shaft because of a combination
of tests, experience, and vendor application recommendations. The graphite
bearing was the best choice as the borated water eliminated the possible use
of all metallic bearings because of corrosion problems. Ball bearings are
universally 440 stainless steel, which are subject to corrosion. Gold jour-
nal bearings running on stainless shafts ran free during tests, but were
subject to crevice corrosions and deposits during nonrunning time and then
failed to restart.

We chose the tungsten carbide shaft over a variety of other possibili-
ties for two reasons. First, vendor tests indicate that the combination of
the graphite bearing and the carbide shaft, with each having a surface fi-nisr.
of eight or better, results in lifetimes significantly longer than stainless
steel shafts. Vendors recommended avoiding stainless steel shafts for this
application. Second, long lead times in material procurement and fabrication
difficulties prompted selecting tungsten carbide over silicon carbide, which
has been manufactured and used with even longer lifetimes expected. Thus
far, tungsten carbide shafts have been used in most units and operating
experience has been satisfactory.

Rotor-bearing configuration is determined by the selection of the
graphite bearing material. Since graphite does not have great structural
tensile strength, the material must be held in compression, which neces-
sitates a journal configuration that is held in the rotor. A shouldered
configuration was not used in order to eliminate high stress areas and to
simplify machining. Bearing retention is also an important consideration
because of the 600°F temperature range. Retention by an interference fit is
accomplished by inserting the bearing in the rotor that has been heated to
900°F. The bearing is manufactured in two parts with an internal retainer
key to prevent its displacement by the thrust if it were to loosen.

In addition> the use of tight tolerances between the bearing and shaft

and dynamically balancing the rotor to 10,000 rpm were recommended to help

extend the lifetime.
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Operational experience from an earlier design dictated the requirement
for self-alignment of the shaft. This alignment feature is required to avoid
an axial misalignment of the two posts which results from the relief of work
stresses at elevated temperatures. The forces could break a brittle shaft
made of silicon carbide. In addition, this misalignment along with the tight
tolerances could distort the shaft, causing the rotor to freeze. The final
shaft support configuration (Figure 2) has ball ends that mate with compres-
sion spring sockets in the supporting parts. The ball ends have integral
thrust surfaces that mate with the graphite bearing. This feature provides
self-alignment capability of greater than 5 degrees.

Test and Operational Experience

The final design was tested in a flow loop to provide actual operating
experience. The flow loop was operated at the design conditions of tempera-
ture (525°F), pressure (2200 psig), flow (15.2 m/s), and water chemistry to
provide realistic test conditions. The turbine operated in these conditions
in excess of 2000 hours and showed no evidence of wear or degraded
performance.

The turbines were calibrated and satisfactory calibration characteris-
tics have been produced. Turbines designed for 15.2 m/s full scale have
exhibited a linear ratio of greater than 10 to 1 and are repeatable to
0.15 m/s. A typical calibration curve is shown in Figure 3.

Subsequently, the turbines operated without failure in the LOFT facil-
ity; three turbines have successfully operated for greater than 600 hours,
over a period of 6 months and 5 complete test cycles. We have examined these
turbines, and no evidence of wear or degraded performance was observed.

Conclusion

The development efforts have resulted in a turbine design that operates
in adverse conditions and has a long lifetime.

The following factors are considered to be key requirements for the
successful design and operation of the turbine:

1. Graphite journal bearing held in compression, operating on a hard,
highly finished shaft

2. Dynamically balanced rotor-bearing assembly
3. Maintenance of close tolerances
'-. Self-aligning shaft-support configuration.

Each of these factors addressed a specific problem encountered during
earlier testing and operation. Each eliminated or corrected a problem that
had led to failure of the previous turbine design. The product is a highly
rugged, dependable turbine that operates reliably in the LOFT system.
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Figure 1. Turbine transducer.
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Figure 2. Turbine rotor and shaft support detailing self-alignment features,
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COMPUTER-AIDED FLUCTUATION ANALYSIS
OF AN MHD GENERATOR
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ABSTRACT

Three channels of data recorded during tests conducted jointly
in the USSR by ANL and their Soviet counterparts on an MHD
channel were analyzed with the aid of a micro-computer. The
recorded signals were from the main inverter and two voltages
from different segments of the channel. A Z80/S100 based
computer with an 8 bit A-to-D convertor, a two port RS232 card
with a 64 microsecond clock and a Hi-Point plotter were used to
(1) plot the data and (2) make some basic measurements (e.g.,
RMS, mean). Using the definition of the correlation coefficient
a FORTRAN program was written and used to evaluate the
coefficient. This required the writing of an assembly language
subprogram to read data from the disk to an integer FORTRAN
array.

Using results from the multiple runs with the correlation
coefficient, plots were made in an effort to gain some
information about the transient time of the plasma in the
channel. A coherence and cross spectral estimation program was
adapted for use on the microprocessor. Modifications of the
procram were necessary in order to select different frequencies
frcn the spectrum for time delay studies.

1.00 INTRODUCTION

R series of tests have been made by a joint US/USSR cooperative
program in open-cyclo MHD electrical power generation, These
tests wore macie in the Soviet Union at the U-25b facility using
the Soviet MHD Channel No. 2 and a superconducting magnet
supplied by the United States, Extensive instrumentation of the
combtistor and channel was in place for the test series, in Test
Mo, 6, provisions for the measurement of the "power-take-off
currents" for frames 12-23 (inverters 12-23) I and currents
132-143 Converters 132-143) were made as for currents for frames
57, 93, and inverters 17, 19, and 21 were monitored using the
sane instrumentation that had been used in Test No. 5. Host of
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the measurements were made by a digital data acquisition system.
The system was based on an HP 2100 computer that sampled the
various transducers. Digital readings were then Gtored on
magnetic tapes for later use. Such a large collection of data
was accumulated that a computer-based data bank and
sophisticated set of programs that allow access to the data was
written by programmers at Argonne National Laboratory. The
information in the data bank that represented digitized data
taken by the HP 2100 computer was readily available to
researchers in the MHD program at Argonne.

In order to better study the fluctuations associated with some
of the electrical quantities during the on going tests/
arrangements were made to record continuous analogue data using
a four channel TANDBERG analogue tape recorder. One of the four
channels was used as a reference channel to be used internally
for a zero reference. The remaining three channels were used to
record two of the interframe voltages and one inverter current.
Unlike the data from the digital acquisition system, the data on
the analogue tapes was not readily available to MHD researchers
at Argonne. No provisions had been made to provide access to
this data. There was no convenient means of transferring the
measurement to Argonne,s computer for analysis.

Arrangements were made to have faculty from the College of
Engineering and Technology use some of the computer resources of
the Technology Department to digitize the continuous data from
the test tapes. The tapes that were loaned to SIU-C were from #
tests 5 and 6. These tapes contained measurements of the
voltages at frames ED24, ED51, and inverter current 17 for test
5. The tapes for test 6 recorded voltages ED28, ED51 and the
current for inverter 17. Original plans called for the data to
be read from the analogue tape by a Cromemco System Three
micro-computer onto floppy disks. Then it was planned to move
the digitized data to the University's IBM 370. Correlation
studies of the data were to be made, to determine if plasma
transient time information could be obtained from the data.

2.00 SIU-Cs FACILITIES FOR ANALYSIS

Initial arrangements were made by the administrative staff of
the College of Engineering and Technology for the resources of
the College to be used to capture the data on the analogue tapes
and then analyze the recovered data. Originally, the plan
called for the use of an old mechanical recording oscillograph
in conjunction with an HP cross correlator to view and analyze
the data. Indeed, both the oscillograph and the cross
correlator were on the University inventory list, and in fact
were on their appointed spot in the equipment closet. The
tin fortunate reality was that neither was serviceable. Old age,
and lack of maintenance had taken it's due. The Jproject budget
would! support only the personnel for the summer, there was no
possibility of obtaining equipment with the limited funds on
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hand. In short, the SIU-C staff appeared to be sitting on the
wrong side of the saw, sawing away at the tree limb. If the
talented people at Argonne National Laboratory with their
extensive resources had not gotten the information they required
how could it be done with little or no equipment at SIU-C?

Fortunately, there was one piece of new equipment available for
use by the SIU-C staff. A small microprocessor based computer
was available. This computer was being used by the College's
off-campus Industrial Technology Military programs for
instructional purposes in a beginning programming course. The
on-campus machine was to be used for the development of
instructional material and to gain a working knowledge of the
capabilities of the computer in general engineering
applications. In addition to the Cromemco System Three
microcomputer, an eight bit A-TO-D board for the S100 bus was
available. The A-TO-D card was from a Cromemco System Three
whose owner planned to write COBAL accounting programs and found
that the A-TO-D function was not really required for an ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE program package. At that time the capabilities of
the very new microcomputers were not known. No software existed
for using the A-TO-D board, and none of the staff had any
experience dealing with a computer in a real time application,
or with assembly language programming. There were even a few
doubting Thomases around that thought the nev; microprocessor
based computers were little more than toys with no real
capabilities.

The Cromemco System Three is a S100 bus microprocessor based
computer that makes use of 4 MHZ Z80 processor chip. The
available system had a full 64k bytes of 250 nanoseconds memory
on a single board. A Z80 Macro Assembler that utilized the 158
instruction set of the Z80 to its fullest and a FORTRAN IV
compiler complete with every FORTRAN feature except complex
numbers, were included with the system. A CP/H like operating
system (CDOS, Cromemco Disk Operating System) developed by the
manufacturer loaded programs, moved data on and off the floppy
disk, and other system jobs. A dual 277 single sided, single
density drive served as the system's mass storage unit. Each
drive had a capacity of 250 kbytes of storage (now up to 1.2 meg
for new machines)• A digital interface card (TU-ART) provided
the system with two duplex data channels along with two parallel
ports in addition to the single RC232 port used by the system
console and the parallel printer output port. This card also
provided ten interval timers that are accessible by the
programmer both from assembly language programs and FORTRAN
programs. One such timer was used to support variable sampling
rates by the A-TO-D card. For flexibility the address of the
fourteen I/O ports used by the card are switch selectable.
Interrupt mode selection was accomplished by switches on the
card. One has the choice of the 8080 interrupt mode using
"Restart** instructions which are forced onto the bus or 280 mode
2f (vector interrupts). The sample rate of the A-TO-D card was
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controlled by using the interval timer on the TU-ART card to
generate interrupts at the desired sample rate and to instigate
the operation of the A.-TO-D card by causing the computer to
transfer from a segment of do nothing code to the A-TO-D driver
and then back to the do nothing code after a reading was taken
by the A-TO-D card. By using the Z80 mode 2 interrupts the
program had control over the location which the Z80 would jump
to when interrupted by the timer. The source of the TU-ART was
the same as that of the A-TO-D card, the computer that was to
run an accounting package. (An accountant should never let an
engineer specify a computer system for an account function.)

The eight bit A-TO-D card played a key roll in removing data
from the tapes. This card had seven analog input ports with an
input voltage range of from -2.56 to +2.54 volts. The input
impedance was 20 megohms plus a 0.001 microfarad input
capacitance measured at a sample rate of 1 kHz and 10 kHz. The
resolution of the card was eight bit. This meant that the
measured range of voltage, between -2.56 and +2.54 volts could
be represented with a scale having 256 divisions, not an
excessive number. Conversion time for one reading was 5.5
microseconds with an accuracy of plus or minus 20 millivolts.
No use was made of the seven D-To-A output ports that the card
supplied. The card was connected to the outside v/orld by means
of a multiple conductor cable from the top of the board to the
back of the computer case. This cable had a tendency to
interfere with the top of other computer boards plugged into the
bus.

The documentation that was available for the Cromemco System
Three was excellent, and provided a foot hold for beginners.
This was especially true if one compared the documentation
available for other comparable computers at that time. System
documentation that came with CDOS provided programming
information needed to understand the portion of the operating
system used to read and write files on the floppy disks. The
documentation that was provided with the Z80 Macro Assembler
package was complete and clean enough so that a beginner could
learn assembly language programing to the point where the
software required to drive the TU-ART board, and the software
required to run the A-TO-D board could be written. Several
examples of assembler language programs were provided in the
packages that accompanied the A-TO-D card and the TO-ART card.
A raetronome example program that caused the bell on the system
console to ring at a measured rate served to illustrate the
exact principle thai was required to control the sample rate of
the A-TO-D card. The available computer was not a large
machine, but it did offer one advantage over the larger IBM
366/370 on campus. Sometimes it is far better to have a little
computer with full control over the entire machine than to have
a snail part of a large machine for short periods 'of time.

3,,00 ADDTKG TIWIWG TRACK
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After the project was started and it was realized by all that
the mechanical oscillograph and the cross correlator were not
going to work, the direction of the effort shifted to that of
utilizing the small micro-computer to perform the desired task.
The first step in this direction was to develop a means of
reviewing the data on the tape. Since there were several hours
of data present on the tapes, it was obvious that each track of
the tape would not be sampled every 64 microseconds for the
entire length of each tape. The tapes v/ere copied using a
second tape recorder. Then a timing track was added to the copy
to make three channels of data and one of timing information.
The timing track consisted of one second pulses that carried
individual pulse identification. Thus any of the unique timing
markers could be used as a trigger point to start the sampling
sequence. In this way the data from a small segment of tape
could be repeatedly located and sampled. Data at any of these
marked locations could then be sampled a single channel at a
time, and hopefully with no built-in delay between channels due
to the time required to serial access data from several ports.
If the data was to be collected by making a single pass at one
point on the tape and sampling all three channels of information
simultaneously, there would be a built in delay due to the
sampling time required for each channel and the sampling rate
maximum would have been reduced by a factor of three. One
possible drawback to making multiple pass measurements was that
an error could be introduced if the sampling process could not
be exactly restarted at the same point on the tape for the
multiple runs.

A test tape was recorded using a signal generator to produce a
sine wave, a square wave, and a triangle wave on three separate
channels. Using the Cromemco System Three, a timing track was
added to the test tape. Every second, a ASCII bell (DEC 07) was
recorded onto the tape. Each of the ASCII bell characters also
had a count number recorded on the tape just before the bell
character. When the tape was played back, one would receive
first a second count and then an ASCII bell character. The
timing track was recorded directly from pins 2, 3 and 7 of the
RS232C serial output port of the computer with a 4800 baud rate.
By connecting the output of the tape recorder to the RC232C
input of a CRT terminal the timing marks could be read while
reviewing the other three channels on an oscilloscope. This
test tape was used to test the multiple sampling run techniques
for the introduction of possible timing errors due to
inconsistent start up of the sampling program on multiple runs.
The sampling program was designed to read the second count from
the timing track and start sampling on the reception of the
first ASCII bell character after the desired count had been
reached. This test showed that no timing errors, were added to
the data by multiple sampling runs. Multiple runs of the same
data produced the same readings for each run. To be sure of the
entire process, the sample tape was then copied onto a second
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tape recorder in the same manner that the actual data was to be
handled. By comparing the phase relation of signals from
different channels on both the original test tape and the copy
it was determined that the copying process had introduced timing
errors between the various channels of data on the tape. This
unexpected source of errors was eliminated by recording the
timing track on the fourth channel of the tapes and thereby not
using the internal zero reference feature of the TAKDBERG tape
recorder. In addition to the timing track added to the data
tape, a known one volt dc signal was recorded on unused portions
of the tape. This known one volt signal level served as a
calibration signal when the sampling runs were made. After the
addition of the timing channel and the calibration voltage, the
original tapes were ready to be sampled.

4.00 FIRST SET OF MEASUREMENTS

The TANDBERG came equipped with a small four channel monitor
oscilloscope on which the magnitude of the signal output from
each of the four channels of recorded data could be viewed. A
preview of the tape from Tests 5 and 6 was made by looking at
the signal from the three data channels on the small monitor and
using the fourth channel, the timing track, to send a timing
count to a CRT terminal through the RC232C serial input of the
CRT. Times were noted for time periods of sizable fluctuations
for all three channels of data, two voltages and one inverter
output current, Only those time periods where a reasonable
level of fluctuation could seen with the monitor were selected.
Many portions of the original tape contained signal fluctuations
of much less than one volt peak-to-peak. An ideal range would
have been from -2.565 to +2.54, thus using the full range of the
A-TO-D card. At best, only a resolution of 256 could be had.
When the fluctuation signal was less than one volt peak-to-peak
the ability of the A-TO-D card to numerically characterize the
signal significantly reduced.

An assembly language program was written to sample the data from
the tapes. This program used the timing track to locate the
desired starting point on the tape for each sampling run. The
starting point count was controlled by the operator from the
keyboard along with the number of samples and the time between
each sample. The minimum sampling time was 64 microseconds. An
interval timer on the TU-ART card served as the time base for
determining the sampling interval using a program that was
similar in operation to the sample metronome program provided by
Cromemco. To maximize the data that could be stored in each
run, an effort was made to minimize the size of the sampling
program in order to leave as much of the 64k of memory free for
data as possible. The data area of the prog tain was declared at
the very end of the sampling program and the capacity
deliberately set very short. By intentionally writing over the
data buffer» all of the 64k R M memory up to the operating
system, could bs used to store data. Approximately 48k of
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memory could be used for data storage. CDOS subroutines were
used to dump the data to the disk once collected. Fourteen
floppy disks, each with a storage capacity of more the 250,000
bytes were filled with sample data. At that point a new problem
developed.

Originally, the plan was to transmit the raw data to the
University's IBM 370 over a telephone link. One look at the
number of bytes to be transmitted versus the transmission rate
and it was decided that it would be more convenient to process
the data using the Cromemco System Three to run FORTRAN.
Programs to plot the data; find average, mean, and rms values,
and to perform cross-correlation coefficient were written. The
main calling program was written using RATFOR, a FORTRAN
preprocessor program. This set of programs calculated the
auto-correlation and cross-correlation coefficients using the
text book definitions. Large amounts of computer time were
consumed to analyse just a few samples of data from a number of
different test runs with the channel.

The results of the computer analysis runs were a disappointment.
The plots of voltages and currents, the auto and
cross-correlation plots all showed that the fluctuations were
related to the 50 hz frequency of the local power grid. The
fundamental frequency found was 300 hz ( 2*3*50 ... from the
three phase dc to ac inverter). Only a hint of plasma transient
time could be found by the most optimistic review of the data
plots and correlation plots.

5.00 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

If plasma time transient information was to be obtained from the
reading of voltages and current collected on an analogue tape,
several improvements in the technique were obviously required.
Before any measurements were made, a timing track should be
prerecorded on one of the existing channels. At the time of the
experiment, a known calibration voltage should be recorded on
each of the channels after each run has been made, using the
same input amplifier gain as was made during the run. The input
gain of each channel should be adjusted so that the fluctuations
have a peak to peak range as near five volts as possible. Doing
this would make the best use of the A-TO-D card's input range
and result in the best possible resolution of the data. Using a
simple CRT terminal, the timing track count could be monitored
and the test log foe the tape could then reference the timing
markers. As the tests were already completed, none of the above
improvements could be made. One more improvement in the
technique was possible. That was to rewrite the analysis
programs so that the unwanted noise from the power inverters
could be removed. '

h listing o£ "COHERENCE AND CROSS SPECTRAL ESTIMATION PROGRAM"
written by G. C. Carter and J. E. Ferrie from the NAVAL
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UNDERWATER SYSTEM CENTER, NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT was obtained.
The backbone of the program was a Fast Fourier pair of
subroutines used to transform data from the time domain to
frequency and back. Also included are subroutines for six
generalized cross correlation functions. The program was quite
extensive, and required fairly large array space (for a
microprocessor based computer). At the time there was no way of
knowing if the program would fit on the Cromemco System Three.
An additional problem was that the single byte words used to
represent the data could not be read by the FORTRAN programs
compiled by the compiler that was supplied.

Both FORTRAN and the assembler had a COMMON statement. This
common feature of both languages was used to write a FORTRAN
callable subroutine in assembler language that read data into an
eight bit data array that had the same starting location as an
array of an eight bit FORTRAN integer variable. The eight bit
integer variable could then be converted to full size integers
for the purpose of calculation. The main program was entered
into the computer from the listing, along with a sample data for
testing. After many hours of hunting for some obscure typing
errors the program output results almost agreed with that of the
listing. The difference between the two results was attributed
to the manner in which a small microprocessor based computer and
a larger machine performs calculations, even if both machines
use 32 bit words for floating point numbers. A subroutine was
added to the main program that gave the operator a chance to
suppress any desired frequencies that appeared in the spectrum
of the data after the Fast Fourier transformation had been made.
Transforming the waveform to the frequency domain improved the
ability of the system to analyze the data. Correlation runs
that had previously taken 50 minutes or so, ran in approximately
5 minutes using the Fast Fourier techniques. Using the
simulated test data a known delay could be detected from data
that had been "contaminated" with 300, 600 900,.... hz noise.
Unfortunately funding for the project ran out before the actual
data was analyzed with the second set of programs,

6.00 CONCLUSIONS

An S100 bus, Z80 based microprocessor was successfully used to
sample, digitize, collect and store a large number of readings
frora data stored on an analogue tape recorder. To get the best
results one needs to make careCul advanced preparation to
provide oeans fox a timing track, calibration signals, and fully
utilize the input range of the A-TO-D card. Meaningful analysis
of the data can be done using a small microprocessor based
computer such as spectral analysis and cross correlation and
available FORTRAN compilers. Low cost computers, such as the
Crctnenco System Three and others will be a welcome* addition to
many laboratories• These sanll computer will greatly expand the
neasureraent and analysis capability of these laboratories.
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BI-GAS REACTOR BY HEAT BALANCE*
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Abstract

A thermal balance method to measure char flow to the BI-GAS reactor is
proposed to eliminate the need to provide supplemental fuel gas to Stage I of
the reactor and to achieve better process control. The safety requirements
of the BI-GAS system demand accuracy, quick response, and reliability in a
char flow measurement system. A conceptual design of the measurement system
and an assessment of how the system meets BI-GAS safety requirements is pro-
vided.

Potential obstacles to char flow measurements by thermal balance, such
as incomplete thermal equilibrium between char and steam and the effects of
purge gas in the char leg, are discussed. Hardware considerations are also
discussed. All hardware used by the system is commercially available making
thermal balance the fastest, surest method for achieving char flow measure-
ment.

Introduction

Safety has been the prime mover for the development of a means of
measuring char flow to the BI-GAS reactor. Concern that a loss of char flow
may result in deflagration or detonation within the gasifier vessel or oxygen
in significant quantities downstream from the gasifier made it very difficult
to demonstrate that the BI-GAS process is entirely safe under all operating
conditions. This doubt can be removed by employing a char flow measurement
system with rapid response and a sufficient degree of reliability and accu-
racy. Several systems using developmental hardware are currently being tried;
the heat balance method requires only commercially available hardware.

While testing and development of char flow measurement schemes goes on,
theoretical work is demonstrating that BI-GAS safety issues may have been
overstated. Work at Science Applications, Inc. and Sandia National Labora-
tories suggests that the potential is good for demonstrating theoretically
and empirically that no reasonable scenario can result in either a detonation
within the reactor vessel or significant amounts of oxygen downstream of the
gasifier. Also deflagrations, still a threat, cannot damage the reactor
vessel if the vessel is adequately vented. Nonetheless, safety remains a
strong point in favor of development of char flow measurement for BI-GAS.
Further, dilute solids flow measurement is a generic need for pressurized
entrained gasification, and the BI-GAS process is more controllable with
char flow measurement.

* Mork sponsored by Morgantown Energy Technology Center under DOE Contract
#DE-AC21-80MC14220.
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Conclusion

Char flow measurement via a thermal balance can achieve performance
requirements necessary to insure safe pilot plant operations without supple-
mental methane. Char measurement via a thermal balance employs hardware which
is readily available to industry. It is therefore the fastest, surest route
to achieving char flow measurement for the BI-GAS process.

To assure safety of operation without the use of a supplemental gaseous
fuel in Stage I, the char measuring system must sense char flow and cause the
flow of oxygen to adjust proportionately. Specifications have been derived
for accuracy, speed, and reliability in a three-leg system.

An accuracy of measurement (defined as three times the standard deviation
of measurements) of +_ 30% for each leg of a three-leg char feed system is
sufficient to meet safety requirements and to provide reasonably smooth pilot
plant process control of the char/oxygen ratio. The thermal balance system
is expected to achieve an accuracy of +; 20%. Not only would this exceed the
requirements for safety, but it would significantly stabilize plant operations
by limiting the standard deviation for Stage I flame temperature to less than
6%. The elimination of large, sudden changes in gasifier temperatures will
tend to reduce mechanical problems.

The system must be able to correct, for a sudden loss of char flow in a
char leg within ten seconds. Using fast-responding, compacted ceramic thermo-
couples, this response time is definitely achievable. The system must respond
to a loss of char flow in a given leg at least 99.9% of the time. The thermal
balance system consists of numerous components, and the durability of most of
the components is established by industrial usage. The overall reliability of
the system cannot be predicted, although adequate reliability can almost cer-
tainly be designed into the system. However, this must be proven by field
experience.

The system described herein is for the BI-GAS pilot plant at Homer City,
Pa. The char flow measurement system is more effective and safer on a large-
scale gasifier. Doubling the number of char burners on the gasifier increases
safety by a factor of more than one thousand and improves the overall accuracy
of ratio control in the gasifier by 30%. The accuracy of the system will
improve i, any case because: (1) heat losses are better controlled in larger
pipes, (2) thermal equilibrium for the char and steam mixed stream can be
assured, and (3) purge gas flow rates will be less important.

Specifications

The frequency of char flow failure for each of three legs has been less
than one in a hundred hours of BI-GAS pilot plant operations. If the molar
feed ratio of carbon to oxygen is set at above 2.5, the loss of char feed to
one leg can almost never lead to excess oxygen in Stage I if the accuracy of
char flow measurement in the other two legs is + 30% or better. If the
response time of the char flow measurement is ten seconds or less and the
system effectively responds 99.9% of the time, the probability of multiple
char feed flow failures and the consequences thereof are shown in Table 1.
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Theoretical Considerations

Thermal Equilibrium of Char and Steai.i. If the temperature measurement
in the mixed char and steam is to be meaningful, the char and steam must
approach a common temperature by the point of measurement. FAI has calculated
that thermal equilibrium occurs rapidly.

For a particle size distribution with 9.8% of particles by weight larger
than 20 mesh, a 92% approach to equilibrium can be expected three feet down-
stream of the eductor (Figure 1). If the piping can be arranged to allow
the measurement to be taken six to eight feet downstream of the eductor,
thermal equilibrium can be expected to be essentially complete, and non-
equilibrium will be a mine • source of error in the char measurement system.

Char Leg Temperature. The char leg feeding the eductor contains both
char and gas f^om two sources — purge gas and gas from the cyclone. Unfortu-
nately, it is not possible to determine whether the gas and char ere in
thermal equilibrium, partly because the total amount of gas coming through
with the char cannot be measured. An attempt to account for differences in
temperature readings between the top and bottom of the char legs by thermo-
couples currently in service has not been successful. The upper leg tempera-
ture is much higher than the lower leg. Most of the temperature difference
seems to have resulted from inequality of the gas and char temperatures. It
is reasonable to assume that a meaningful temperature measurement of char in
the char leg can be made, and that the effect of gas in the char leg can be
neglected or allowed for in the heat balance. This may require: (1) pre-
heating purge gas to the temperature of the upper char leg before injecting
it, (2) demonstrating that the unmeasured flow of gas from tht cyclone has
a consistent or negligible effect on the accuracy of the heat balance, and
(3) minimizing the flow of purge gas so that it has little effect on tempera-
ture readings.

Superheating Steam. The accuracy of the char flow calculation is a func-
tion of the initial temperature difference between the char and steam. To
maximize this difference, the steam to the eductor needs to be heated to as
high a temperature as practical. Given the materials of construction, this
is about 900°F. Figure 2 shows the relationship between measurement accuracy
and the temperature of the steam at expected operating conditions.

Steam Eductor. Since the temperature of the steam after expansion through
the eductor nozzle and just before it begins to transfer heat to the char can
not be measured, its enthalpy must be derived from a knowledge of its pressure
and temperature just upstream from the euuetor. A good assumption is that tho
enthalpy of the steam which is interchanged with the char is the same as the
steam upstream from the eductor nozzle.

Steam flow through the eductor nozzle can be characterized as vsry nearly
isentropic. Following this path on a temperature-entropy diagram for steam
shows that an i sen tropic, expansion is accompanied by a reduction iti enthalpy.
This is dye to the conversion of some of the original pressure head to velocity.
iHcwever, if the velocity is subsequently dissipated without doing work--such as
b inelastic irapact between molecules of stean and dhusr, or by internal fric-

WMcfrs reduces the jet velocity to a low valluu, say, less tharc HOC ft/sec,
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at a substantially constant pressure—the steam may be assumed to have under-
gone a transformation from high to low pressure at nearly constant enthalpy.

Specific Heat of Char. The specific heat of the char must be determineJ
by laboratory tests of a number of char samples at temperatures in the 700 -
800°F range. The heat balance equation can be modified to permit the specific
heat of char to vary with temperature if laboratory results show the specific
heat to vary considerably with temperature.

Hoat Losses in Pipes. The total surface area of the piping between any
two temperature sensing points is less than 10 sq. ft. If at least R-30
insulation is provided, the heat loss will be less than:

900°F x 10 sq. ft. x 30"1 Btu/°F sq. ft./hr = 300 Btu/hr

which is insufficient to reduce the temperature of the material in any of the
pipes 1°F. This would render heat loss effects negligible.

Heat Balance Equation. A heat balance equation derived from steam tables
is given in Table 2. The enthalpy versus steam relationship was linearized
using exponentials rather than power expressions because exponential algorithms
are more readily available to microprocessor-based control systems. The pre-
cision of the equation was tested to be better than +_ 1%.

Hardware

Thermocouples. Temperatures will be sensed with compacted ceramic ther-
mocouples having grounded junctions. Such thermocouples with 30 gage wires
have a step change time constant of a half second and an accuracy of +_2.8°F
at the temperatures read. The anticipated life of an unprotected thermocouple
of this size in the mixed char and steam is about thirty days. Using a larger
gage permits longer life at the expense of longer response time. For example,
a unit with a 16 gage wire would last about five months but would have a time
constant of four seconds.

Of course, placing the sensor in a thermowell would extend the life con-
siderably, but the response time would be unacceptable. It may, however, be
possible to shield the tip of the thermocouple from impingenient of char par-
ticles by welding a piece of metal to the jacket of the thermocouple or to the
pipe. Again, this increases response time, but possibly in a more favorable
way than increasing wire size. In any case, compacted ceramic thermocouple,;
can provide a sufficiently fast response time and will last a reasonable length
of time in the environment. Experience in using these elements will help to
determine the optimum size and whether or not the tip should be shielded from
particle impingement.

ifflicroprocessojr̂ Basejd .Control System, The char flow will be computed and
the cftar-to-o*ygtn ratio will be controlled by a system like the Max I proposed
by Leeds and Northrup. The heart of this system consists of two card files
called controllers. Each controller accepts up to 30 analog signals from the
field by way of an analog terminal board. In this application, the required
capacSty is for 9 signals: 4 from temperature transmitters, 3 from pressure
transnfitters, and 2 from flow metering sections. These signals are linearized
and converted to digital signals with 13-bit resolution. The signals are also
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given upper and/or lower limits to insure that a valid signal is received, and
they can also be equipped with an alarm to indicate when a process variable is
such that a risky situation exists. Conditioned signals are fed to one or more
of sixteen available computational slots. Each slot can be assigned one of
thirty-nine algorithms by keying in a code number at the ministation. The six-
teen slots are then analogous to sixteen pieces of conventional instrumentation.
Each slot can receive inputs from other slots or from the field as described
above. Only eight of the slots, called primary slots, can deliver analog out-
puts to control the process.

In this application, seventeen slots are required to compute char flow,
control the char-to-oxygen ratio, and to allow eight alarm conditions to cause
hardware activity such as a horn sounding or a valve closing. Since each con-
troller has sixteen slots, a second controller is required, but fifteen addi-
tional slots are available in case other variables are introduced or more
control capability is required.

Thirteen of the seventeen slots are required to solve the heat balance
equation including a slot to compute mass flow of steam, 5 dividers, 3 multi-
pliers, 2 exponentials, and 2 summers. The configuration is shown in
Figures 4 and 5. This is a "soft" configuration produced by relatively simple
keyboard operations. The configuration can be iminediately changed if other
variables have to be considered. More important, the constants which are
based on reference temperatures and pressures of steam into and out of the
eductor can be changed to accommodate process changes such as changes in
reactor pressure. Again, this involves simple keyboard operations. With a
conventional system, changing the constants for this type of configuration
would be almost impossible. Indeed, calibrating such a large number of relays
would be extremely difficult.

The ratio controller slot has one input which is the computed flow of
char and another input from a slot which computes the flow of oxygen. The
output of the ratio controller modulates the oxygen control valve to provide
control.

The execution of each algorithm takes 1/32 of a second, so the 16 slots
(sometimes called "time slots") are serviced in sequence every half second,
Th© araallog outputs are held constant for the half second intervals during
each control cycle. In addition, the process variable inputs and the con-
tro l ler hardware are diagnosed for hardware malfunctions and process alarm
conditions each half second. These conditions are displayed on the video
display ©f the rainistation. Circuit failures within a process card also
eatis© m LED to l ight up on the edge of the card. Each slot can be backed
imp by Utoe c©rresponding slot of another control'ar, so that problems diag-

in t te controller circuitry result in the function of that slat being
wmr ib,y IM backup slot. This may be wssd in the char flow system i f

it Ss fouiijtd ttaft tte additional re l iab i l i ty is required.

perfoimanee.

_Tjge, A fa^t irespsrcse time to loss of dfoar flow to one char leg
l d S I Ih h l Fi 3 hnwiidizes t t e excess ©Kygeitn del weired t© Stage I Ihy that lag. Figiuire 3 shows

tite sipiilfc© ©f ©Hsgss ©Kŷ emi wMdto lresmiTI ts from total loss of char to ome of
o £t>atiws> nHuiHirsf a psriodl ®f me secomd if tite Uvm cornstaimt on the
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thermocouple is 1.5 seconds. There is about a two-second delay before any
control action begins. One second is an assumed time for travel to the thermo-
couple, the rest of the time is for the hardware to act. The excess oxygen
spike maximizes at about the total flow of oxygen to that leg, i.e., char flow
is totally lost before response begins. Corrective action is very rapid there-
after and takes three forms: (1) the control action throttles down the oxygen
in about three seconds; the time required is directly proportional to the time
constant of the thermocouple; (2) a deviation alarm can shut off oxygen in
about two seconds—the time, again, being proportional to the time constant
of the thermocouple; and (3) a derivative alarm, if one can be effectively
employed (depending on the fluctuations in typical char flow), can shut off
the oxygen valve in about one second.

Reliability. A reliable heat balance system requires reliable measure-
ments of temperatures, pressures, and flows and a reliable microprocessor-based
control system. The former can be achieved by providing redundancy of measure-
ment backed by field testing. Reliability of the control system is normally
easier to achieve than reliability of measurements. Microprocessor-based
systems are more reliable than conventional systems for this application,
because they perform diagnostics, eliminate potential wiring errors, employ
"locked-in" digital constants, are readily backed up if necessary, and are
quickly repaired by replacement of faulty process cards. A high degree of
reliability is therefore anticipated for a heat balance system. In the final
analysis, however, reliability will have to be demonstrated by field operation.

Accuracy

The accuracy of the char flow measurement system was estimated using the
Monte Carlo method. For each parameter, an accuracy is specified based on
manufacturers' data for hardware or on conservative estimates of the accuracy
of such parameters as the specific heat of char. Next, a set of values is
specif ier for each parameter for each of f ive t r i a l s . For each t r i a l , a com-
puter generates 2500 normally distr ibuted random numbers for each parameter,
computes char now 2500 times, and computes the average value and standard
deviation of the computations. The results are shown in Table 2. The 3 <T
accuracy varies from about 16% to about 23" and averages 20%.
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TABLE 1. PROBABILITY AND CONSEQUENCES OF MULTIPLE FLOW FAILURES IN CHAR LEGS

EVENT RESULT FREQUENCY

THREE CHAR LEGS LOSE FLOW RAPID BUILDUP OF OXYGEN SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO
AT ONCE. IN VESSEL. HAPPEN - PREVENTABLE.

CHAR LOST IN TWO LEGS - Oj INCONSEQUENTIAL <<5%) EVERY 680,000 HRS.
BEING CORRECTED FOR BOTH BUILDUP OF OXYGEN IN STAGE I
LEGS SIMULTANEOUSLY. FOR SEVERAL SECONDS.

CHAR LOST IN TWO LEGS - SIGNIFICANT BUILDUP OF EVERY 10,000,000 HRS.
ONE SYSTEM FAILS TO RESPOND. OXYGEN IN STAGE I FOR

SEVERAL SECONDS.

ENTIRE SYSTEM FAILS. SIGNIFICANT BUILDUP OF EVERY 189,000,000 HRS.
CHAR LOST IN TWO LEGS. OXYGEN FOR AN INDEFINITE MAY BE PREVENTABLE.

PERIOD OF TIME.

ACCURACY OF CHAR FLOW MEASUREMENT SYSTEM VIA THERMAL BALANCE BY MONTE CARLO METHOD
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FIGURE 1

APPROACH TO THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM DOWNSTREAM OF EDUCTOR
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FIGURE 2

EFFECTS OF STEAM SUPERHEAT ON ACCURACY OF CHAR FLOW MEASUREMENT
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FIGURE RESPONSE OF THERMAL BALANCE CONTROL SYSTEM
TO A SUDDEN LOSS OF CHAR FLOW
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THE X-RAY ABSORPTION MEASUREMENT OF FLUID SATURATIONS
IN OIL SAND CORES

E. Miles-Dixon, G.E. Sedgwick, T.R. Heidrick
Alberta Research Council

Oil Sands Research Department
11315 - 87th Avenue

Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2C2
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Abstract

The Alberta Research Council has embarked on a major program of physi-
cal and numerical simulations to investigate the in situ recovery of bitu-
men from the Province's large oil sands deposits. One such process uses
steam heating to extract the bitumen directly from the unconsolidated
sands. Mathematical modelling of this process, which is based on experi-
mental results, requires a knowledge of physical properties of porous
media, such as the relative permeability to various types of fluid flow.
This permeability depends on the relative amount of each fluid flowing in a
multicomponent mixture during the experiment. A number of techniques are
being explored to accurately measure these component fractions at the
required high temperatures and pressures. These include X-ray and γ-ray
absorption, computerized tomography, radiotracers, and neutron activation.

In this paper data are presented for sand packs with varying satura-
tions of bitumen and aqueous solutions of sodium iodide. Sodium Iodide was
selected to increase the absorption contrast between the bitumen and water
phases. Data are also included for longitudinal scans of cylindrical sand
packs showing the variations of chordal average absorption with length dur-
ing a flooding or displacement process. Scans are shown for both miscible
and immiscible displacement fronts.

Introduction

In the present context, in situ bitumen recovery refers to processes
which are applied to oil sands formations buried at sufficient depth to be
rendered non-economic through surface mining. The oil sand in these forma-
tions consists of fully compacted unconsolidated water-wet sand with the
pore space filled with varying amounts of bitumen and water. The bitumen
and water total approximately 17% by weight while the pore volume or poro-
sity is of the order of 35%. The bitumen component Is extremely Immobile
having a specific gravity near 10° API and a viscosity of 5 x 10 centl-
polse at a reservoir temperature of 10°C.

This high viscosity necessitates an Increase of formation temperature
to mobilize the bitumen sufficiently to effect practical recoveries. Of
the number of potential recovery techniques, the Alberta Research Council
has concentrated on the injection of steam mixed with various solvents and
gaseous additives to extract bitumen from the porous sand.

The oil sands progr-:;n Includes large physical simulators
1
, numerical
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simulations,2 and basic parameter measurements.3 Various non-intrusive
analytical techniques are beinq investigated for support of the basic para-
meter studies. X-ray absorption represents one such method.4

The X-Ray Absorption Technique

In the X-ray absorption method samples are placed in a beam of X-
radiation with the resulting attenuation or absorption giving a measure of
the intervening density and material properties. The intensity of the
transmitted beam is given by Beer's Law:

I = Ioe-yP0,

where I is the measured flux in counts per second; Io is the incident flux;
u is the mass absorption coefficient; p is the density of the absorbing
material, and d is the thickness of the absorber. For an oil sands core
sample the coefficient-thickness product is the summation of the individual
products for sand, bitumen, water and possibly a tracer additive.

The above relationship is strictly valid only for a monoenerqetic
beam. The mass absorption coefficient however is a function of both the
material and the incident photon energy. Consequently, for a polychromatic
beam and sufficiently thick cross-sections, the spectrum of the beam Is
modified as it passes through the absorbing material. The longer wave-
length photons are absorbed more readily with a resulting spectral shift to
shorter wavelengths (beam hardening). Beam hardening effects are monitored
by generating log-linear plots of transmitted intensity as a function of
absorber thickness. Significant spectral shift manifests itself in a up-
ward curvature with increasing thickness reflecting the lower mass absorp-
tion coefficients for higher beam energies.

The mass absorption coefficients for water and bitumen are nearly
equal consequently an absorbent tracer is required to increase the contrast
between the oil and water phases. Various compounds are available for add-
ition to either of the phases. The results reported here are based on the
addition of sodium iodide to the water.

Measurement Apparatus

The data presented were obtained from prepared cores of either Ottawa
sand (70 - 120 mesh) or repacked oil sands. For low temperature and pres-
sure displacement experiments the cores were packed in acrylic and teflon
tubes to give cores of 5 cm diameter and 15 to 40 cm length. The tubes
were fitted to a positioning mechanism for the point by point scanning of
ehordal X-ray transmlsslvlty along the length of the cores, Figures 1 and
I,

The st»uree of radiation consisted of an X-ray tube with a tungsten
target and driven by a well regulated high voltage supply. The beam was
eolllwated to a 3 mm by 10 mm eross-seetlon. Measurements were taken at a
tube settling of 15 KV and 25 m\. Transmitted Intensity was measured with a
Mat scintillation detector. Counting periods of 10 seconds were sufficient
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Figure 1 (a). Apparatus for X-ray Absorption Analysis of Oil Sands Cores.

Hgure 1 (b). Test Section Showlnq Pecked Core, X-ray Tube, and Detector.
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to avoid significant errors due to the statistical variations of photon
flux.

A constant injection rate (Ruska) pump and accumulators were used to
flood the cores at rates varying from 25 to 250 cm3 per hour. As mentioned
earlier Nal tracer was added to the water phase to increase the contrast
between the water and the oil. The concentration of Nal was typically 120
qrams per liter. Log-linear plots of beam intensity versus thickness of
sand saturated with aqueous solutions of NaT. were used to verify that the
above concentration did not produce appreciable beam hardening.

Calibration data were required for the quantitative calculation of the
porosity and the various fluid saturations. This was provided by inserting
varying thicknesses of the relevant absorbing materials into the beam
path. From these readings absorption coefficients were determined at the
tube voltage and current used for the core scans.

Core Fluid Saturation Measurements

Misclble Displacement

The first series of runs represent a mlseitole displacement process
wherein a core of Ottawa sand saturated with distilled water was flooded
with a O.e molar solution of Nai tracer and water. Prior to saturation
with wate*, an initial reference scan was taken and is shown as the upper
curve of Figure 3. Some packing variation Is apparent. Next the core was
fully saturated with distilled water and another scan taken. The core was
then flooded with the w-ater/Nal solution. The displacement front is shewn
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Figure 3. Mlsclble Flooding of Prepared Sand Core.
Ottawa sand core matrix; displaced phase-distiiied water; dis-
placing phase-water with Nal; scan length 20 cm.

for various injected volumes. The lower curve traced out by these scans
gives the signal for a core fully saturated with the water/Nal solution.
Using the ratio of the intensities for water saturation with and without
the tracer, a porosity of 38% was calculated for the sand.

Immiscible Displacement - Water by Oil

In the second series of scans the core from the previous miscible dis-
placement process was used for an immiscible displacement. The core now
fully saturated with water/Nal was Injected with an hydraulic oil simulat-
ing the viscosity of bitumen at 125°C, Figure 4-. As the core was injected
with oil the measured intensities increased as the water/Nal was displac-
ed. The final (upper) curve traced out by these scans gives the response
for a core saturated with oil and residual water/Nal. The curve for dry
sand Is repeated for comparison. The Intensity ratio and measured values
for the absorption coefficients were used to calculate a residual water/Nal
saturation of 10% after flooding.

Immiscible Displacement - Oil by Water

The third series of runs Involved the reflocding of the above oil
saturated core with the water/Nal solution, Fiqure 5. In this ease, how-
ever

f
 en adverse viscosity ratio existed between displacing phase (water/

tracer) and the displaced phase (oil). As expected the pronounced frontal
displacement of previous runs was essentially non-existent. A number of
scans are shown for various injected volumes. Curves for the cases of dry
sand and sand fully saturated with water/tracer are also shown for
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comparison. Only a small fraction of the contained oil was produced. The
oil saturation decreased asymptotically to a calculated residual of approx-
imately 60%.

Immiscible Displacement - Bitumen by Water/Tracer/Polymer

The final series is for a repacked oil sands core subjected to water/
polymer flooding, Figure 6. The water phase again contained Nal tracer at

2 •
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o
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I
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a.

i o 3 -
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Figure 6. Immiscible Flooding of Repacked Oil Sands Core.
Repacked oil sands core with 14% by weight bitumen; displacing
phase-water/polymer mixture with Nal; scan length 16 cm.

a concentration of 120 g/1. A non-ionic polymer was added to the water to
provide a more favourable viscosity ratio. The previous acrylic tube was
replaced by one of teflon with a 5 cm internal diameter. To increase the
mobility of the viscous bitumen an external heating coil was wrapped around
the core to maintain the temperature between 72 - 75°C. At this tempera-
ture the viscosity ratio of displaced fluid to displacing fluid was near
0.7. A 2.5 cm length of Ottawa sand was inserted at the injection end.
This appears to be useful as a reference during the flooding process in
that when the reference sanrl is fully saturated with the displacing fluid
tuater/MaX/polymer) a gauge is provided for the saturations encountered
durlitq the displacement process. A calculated porosity of ¥M was obtained
for the reference pack.

Tine initial scan, upper curve of Figure 6, shows density variations
prior to Injection. These variations are attributed to the method of pack-
lug the oil sand. Studies are continuing on techniques for providing a
wore uniform pack.
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The lower curves of Figure 6 are for increasing volumes of the dis-
placing fluid. The lowest curve, taken after injection of 365 cm (approx-
imately 3.5 pore volumes), represents the case of residual bitumen satura-
tion. The residual saturation obtained from the ratio of the upper and
lower curves indicated a much higher recovery than that inferred from
actual produced bitunen. This was explained by entrained air due to the
packing process. The void space created by the trapped air was deduced
knowing the density of the oil sands pack and the bitumen content. By
using this as a correction for the absorption curves of Figure 6, close
agreement was then obtained for the residual bitumen saturation.

Summary

The X-ray absorption technique has been used to measure fluid satura-
tions and to study the dynamics of fluid flow in oil sands cores at low
temperature and pressure. Work continues on the application of this tech-
nique at the high temperatures and overburden pressures encountered in the
recovery of bitumen from oil sands formations. The technique has demon-
strated utility in the packing of oil sands test cores.
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MICROWAVE BED-LEVEL DETECTORS
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Abstract

This paper describes the design, testing, and evaluation of two candi-
date microwave systems for detection of bed-levels in fluidized-bed combus-
tors. While both systems are microwave radars, two different schemes of op-
eration are used: frequency-modulated continuous wave(FM-CW) and short-pulse
time-domain methods. Testing was performed in a laboratory environment on
static targets of metal, limestone, and coal.

Introduction

The process of fluidized-bed combustion is a technique for burning coal
which is high in sulfur content without releasing excessive pollutants into
the atmosphere. The fluidized-bed combustion system also presents certain
economic advantages over conventional combustion and power generation

schemes . The fluidized-bed combustor is essentially an upright, enclosed
chamber which allows for the introduction of granular solid fuel and air into
the bottom of the chamber. The granular solids are typically high-sulfur
coal and limestone(mixed). These solids rest initially on a perforated plate.
During operation, air is blown through the perforations creating a turbulent
mixture of air and granular solids which behaves as a fluid.

Two major constraints limit the design of a radar level detector for
fluidized-bed combustors. First, the temperature within the chamber during

operation can reach levels of about 800 C. Clearly, any instrumentation must
be protected from this hostile environment. Secondly, the combustors can be

2
as small as 0.1 m in cross-sectional area and two meters in depth. To re-
main unobtrusive* the level detector must be considerably smaller than these
dimensions.

The objective of this effort is to investigate a frequency-domain system
and a time-domain system for bed-level detection in a fluidized-bed combustor.
The results of a wide range of laboratory measurements are presented.

System Design

The system designs are presented in this section along with the equa-
tions required to determine the measured target rant'.e for each of the radar
schemes.

Frequency Modulated - Continuous Wave(FM-CW) Radar

An FM-CW system uses a continuous signal whicV
The target will reflect t»ome of the signal which is incident upon it. Since

An FM-CW system uses a continuous signal which is swept in frequency
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the radar signal is frequency modulated, the frequency of the transmitted and
reflected signals at the detector will be different at a given instant.
Therefore, if these two signals are mixed and detected, the resulting beat

frequency will be proportional to the target distance. If the signal is mod-
2 3

ulated linearly, the range equation is '

cf,

R
 -

where

R = target range(m)

c = speed of light(m/s)

f, = b«?.at frequency (Hz)

f = sweep rate(Hz/s)
s

In Figure 1, the design of the FM-CW radar is shown in block diagram

form. The signal source operates in the range of 7.0-12.4 GHz. A three

port circulator is used to couple the output of the signal source to the

horn antenna through ports 1 and 2. From the antenna the frequency-swept

signal is transmitted toward the fuel bed where it undergoes a reflection(and

transmission). Fart of the reflected signal which is directed toward the an-

tenna is coupled to the mixer through ports 2 and 3 of the circulator. At

the mixer, the reflected waveform is heterodyned with the reference signal.

The reference signal is obtained through a 10-dB directional coupler and

variable attenuator combination. The variable attenuator is adjusted so that

vary strong reference signals do not mask very weak returns. The bandpass

filter rejects signals with beat frequencies outside the range of interest.

In making measurements, the actual target distances are referenced to

the antenna aperture. The ran•̂ β equation given previously, however, refer-

ences the target distance to the difference in path lengths for the reference

£ind reflected signals. To reference the bed distance to the aperture, the

following modified range equation is used

h R +(£,£. JU
j J. i,

'The reference lengths are shown in Figure 1. Since the actual target dis-
tances are small, it is rather important to correctly account for these
distances.

Short-Pulse Radar

Another method for bed level detection whicU has been studied is the
short-pulse radav system. This scheme uses the time separation between
transmission and reflection of a short microwave pulse as a measure of the

4 5
distance to the target * .
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To measure small distances with a short-pulse radar, the width of the
pulse must be small to maintain resolution and the pulse repetition rate must
be chosen to prevent range ambiguity. The pulse generator was designed using

a step-recovery diode circuit ' which achieved a pulse width of 1.8 ns with
a 50 MHz repetition rate(this repetition rate allows for distance measure-
meats of up to about three meters), The short-pulse generator is used as the
input device to the radar system. The block diagram of the entire system is
shown in Figure 2. The pulses are amplified by a traveling wave tube(TWT)
amplifier with a 7.0-12.4 GHz passband. A single horn antenna is used for
both transmission and reception. Some of the power in the transmitted pulse
leaks through the circulator and is used as the time reference. The refer-
ence and reflected pulses are sensed by a square-law detector and displayed
on a sampling oscilloscope, since it is designed to accurately measure time
differences. For this system, the target distance is related to the round-
trip travel time by

^ (3)

where

R = target range(m)

c = speed of light(m/s)

At = time separation of reference and reflected pulses(s)

Once again, to reference the target range to the aperture, the range
equation must be modified to include the reference lengths(as shown in Fig-
ure 2). The range equation then becomes

h = R + (J^ - l2 - 2l3 - &4)/2 = R - Jlsp (4)

Results

To initially assess the performance of the two radar systems, measure-
ments were made in a laboratory environment using metal, limestone, and
coal targets. The metal targets were flat plates of aluminum, while the
others were boxes of limestone sand or coal chunks. Further measurements
were made with rough(corrugated) surfaces and with each bed enclosed by a
simulated chamber. Additionally, the operation of the two systems was tested
with the antenna covered by a thermal protective dielectric material. The
results of these tests are described separately for the two systems.

FM-CW System

Results of measurements on limestone and coal beds, for both smooth and
rough surfaces are shown in Table 1. The FM-CW system appears to perform
well for any of the targets shotm here. Similar results were obtained at
other target distances. An ctxample of the display of the beat signal is
shown in Figure 3. The distance is determined by averaging the frequency of
the beat signal for up to 30 cycles to provide some immunity from unwanted
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signals.

In addition to testing on open beds, enclosures were built to simulate
the walls of a fluidized-bed combustor. The enclosures were made of metal
with square cross-sectional areas of 1* x I,(0.91 m x 0.91 m), 2' x 2'(1.82 m
x 1.82 m), and 3* x 3'(2.73 m x 2.73 m). The use of the enclosures did not
appear to significantly degrade the accuracy of the measurements, regardless
of the enclosure size, as shown in Table 2.

To provide thermal protection for the radar system antenna, the aperture

was covered with a high grade dielectric material, which is transparent elec-

trically at the radar frequencies up to about 2192°C. The material used was

1.11 cm thick All Silica(LI-1500), manufactured by Lockheed as a candidate
thermal protector for the NASA Space Shuttle. The average error using this
cover with the FM-CW system was 1.4%, which is within the typical error range
of the system without the cover.

Short-Pulse Radar System

Measurements using the short-pulse radar system concentrated primarily
on metal and limestone targets, as the return from the coal targets proved
to be too weak to be detected with the available equipment. In Figure 4 a
typical display of the reference and reflected pulues for a metal target is
shown. The strength of the response from limestone beds was always at least
4 dB below the intensity of the metal reflected signal. Data from measure-
ments of smooth metal and limestone targets are shown in Table 3. These mea-
surements were taken over a range of distances from 0.66 m to 1.49 m and in-
dicate an average error of about 2°/. Surface roughness did not appear to in-
crease the measurement error as long as the surface provided a signal reflec-
tion which was strong enough to be displayed on the oscilloscope.

Experiments were also performed with the short-pulse radar system using
targets surrounded by the metal enclosures. Results of these tests are shown
in Table 4 and indicate that the enclosures have very little effect on the
accuracy of the target range measurement. It was also noted that for the
smallest enclosure the intensity of the reflected signal was larger than that
from the same surface when it was not enclosed. This may be attributed to
a waveguiding effect created by the metal enclosure.

The dielectric cover was also used in conjunction with the short pulse
radar system. For this system the cover had no noticeable influence on the
reflected pulse, thereby causing no change in the range accuracy.

Conclusions

Two microwave radar systems have been designed and tested for use as
bed-level detectors in a fluidized-bed combustor. The systems were evaluated
in the laboratory using static metal, limestone* and coal beds as experimen-
tal targets. Results of the experiments indicate that the FM-CW system
achieves an average measurement error of 1.8%, which is slightly better than
the 2.OX average error for the short-pulse radar. Furthermore, the returns
from coal targets and from some rough limestone targets were not intense
encough to be detected by the short-pulse radar, as it is presently
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configured. Additional signal strength is needed to achieve detection.
Tests using metal enclosures to simulate chamber walls indicate that the per-
formance of both systems is not significantly changed by the enclosures. Al-
so, the dielectric thermal protector placed over the aperture of the antenna
did not degrade the performance of either radar scheme.
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TABLE 1. FM-CW Average Measurement Errors

Actual height(m)

Measured height(m)

% error

COAL

Smooth

1.917

1.890

-1.41

Rough

1.917

1.862

-2.87

LIMESTONE
Smooth

1.829

1.803

-1.42

Rough

1.829

1.839

0.55

0.

1.

2.

i. nclosure

91m

82m

73m

X

X

X

0.

1.

2.

91m

82m

73m

TABLE 2. FM-CW Measurements

actual range(m)

1

1

1

.524

.524

.829

with Enclosures

measured range(m)

1

1

1

.487

.481

.785

% error

-2

-2

-2

.43

.82

.41

TABLE 3. Short-Pulse

Metal Target

actual
distance(m)

0.660

0.769

0.846

0.953
1.011
1.077

1.125
1.168

1.207

1.260

1.318

1.356

1.397

1.445

measured
distance(m)

0.658

0.732

0.808

0.912
1.011
1.062

1.107
1.153

1.153

1.227

1.273
1.346

1.392

1.438

% error

-n.30

-2.27

-4.49

-4.30

0.00
-1.39

-1.60
-1.28

-4.47

-2,62

-3.41 |
-0.74

-0.36
-0.48

Average Measurement Errors

b. Limestone Target

actual
distance(m)

0.775

0.826

0.892

0.963
1.052
1.100

1.143
1.214

1.252

1.303
1.361
1.420

i 1.486

distance(m)

0.793

0.823

0.897

0.958

1.046

1.092

1.138

1.227

1.273

1.318

1.361
1.406

1.511

% error

2.32

—VJ. JU

0.56

-0.52
0.57
-0.73

-0.44
1.07

1.68

1.15
0.00
-0.92

1.68
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TABLE 4. Short-Pulse Measurements with Enclosure Effects

enclosure

none

0.91mx0.91m

none

0.91mx0.91m

none

1.82mx1.82m

none

1.82mxl.82m

none

2.73mx2,73m

none

2.73mx2.73m

target

metal

metal

limestone

limestone

metal

metal

limestone

limestone

metal

metal

limestone

limestone

actual range(m)

1.537

1.537

1.537

1.537

1.092

1.092

1.092

1.092

1,257

1.257

1.257

1.257

measured range(m)

1.511

1.511

1.542

1.542

1.062

1.077

1.046

1.046

1.242

1.242

1.242

1.242

% error

-1.69

-1.69

0.33

0.33

-2.75

-1.37

-4.21

-4.21

-1.19

-1.19

-1.19

-1.19

target

Swept
Source

Variable
Attenuator

Bandpass
Filter

1
Display
Device

-Urn h

Figure 1. Block diagram of FM-CW radar
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Abstract

This paper describes the use of a laser beam optical lever effect to
calibrate scientific volumetric glassware, thereby eliminating the use of
mercury for this purpose.

The paper also discusses the use of the optical lever effect to make
non-contact surface tension measurements of liquids.

Mercury Substitution in Calibration of Scientific Volumetric Glassware

Up ur.til fairly recently mercury was used as the production calibration
medium for scientific glassware. It was used because it afforded the cali-
bration operator a conspicuous meniscus by which to mark the glassware. A
typical manual calibration operation using mercury would initially involve a
metered quantity of mercury being inserted into the 'ware. The operator
would then mark, invariably with a small paint brush, the level at which the
mercury resided.

Mercury, with its low vapor pressure and known handling and containment
difficulties, resulted in one glassware plant losing about 300 pounds of the
element annually to the general environment.

With the well known and proven hazards of mercury to all life, a substi-
tute for this element in the glassware calibration role has been sought.
This has almost universally come down in favor of water, or a mixture of water
and alcohol.

But there is a problem in the use of water for this purpose, particularly
where a large number of vessels have to be calibrated manually. The water
meniscus lacks the conspicuity of the mercury meniscus, and as a consequence
can cause eyestrain and loss of accuracy. Coloring pigments cannot be used
because of solubility problems, and menisci distortion.

The recommended N.B.S. method of meniscus level determination is shown in
Figure 1, and their procedure using a trained 'eyeball' is given as follows:

"On some graduated neck vessels the lines are very short indeed, extending
less tlian one-fourth the way around the neck. Under these circumstances,
there is no reference line behind the meniscus to help the operator in
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estimating the vertical position of the horizontal index plane. When
faced with this problem, it is necessary for the operator to place his
eye in his best estimate of the horizontal index plane while observing
the meniscus. With experience, an operator should be able to judge the
position of this plane to within one or two centimeters. The operator's
eye will be (perhaps) twenty-five centimeters in front of the short
index line while the center of the meniscus will be only one centimeter
behind this line (for a two centimeter neck on the vessel). The geome-
try of this situation dictates that the vertical position error of the
meniscus will be only one twenty-fifth of the operator's error in esti-
mating the position of the horizontal index plane." Ref. 1.

With all due respect to the N.B.S., this 'eyeball, method of calibra-
tion is hardly conducive to accuracy in a production situation involving per-
haps thousands of vessels daily. In such an environment, the technique out-
lined above could easily lead to operator eyestrain, fatigue, and a loss of
all important accuracy.

Helium-neon Laser

The technique described in this paper uses the excellent collimation
properties of helium-neon (He-Ne) visible laser light, and the bending of
that light at the meniscus. In this way, it is possible to sense incremental
volume changes of liquid in a small vessel (<100 ml) or container to the
order of 0.001% or better accuracy. Menisci located by the laser must be
concave in shape; that is, the liquid must wet the inside surface of the con-
tainer vessel, which in this case is borosilicate KG-33 glass.

Before proceeding to the meniscus-seeking position, the calibration
operator accurately charges the vessel with deionized water. Metering of the
water is done by a precision liquid dispenser, with exit tips fabricated from
either teflon or vinyl, to eliminate the wetting-adhesion problem.

When laser light propagates through a homogeneous (translucent liquid)
medium, it does not normally deviate from a straight-line path. However, the
two-phase (liquid-air interface) fluid meniscus allows bending of the light
beam. This gives rise to what may be termed an optical level effect.
Figure 2 shows an analytical diagram of the effect.

The ray of red, collimated laser light directed into the curved upper
segment of the concave meniscus will bend toward the bulk fluid for much the
same reason that light is bent toward the thicker regions of a convex lens.
Bending also depends on the fact that the laser-beam diameter is smaller than
the meniscus height. Also, the effective refractive index of a curvilinear
profiled surface increases with progression into the thicker regions of a
material; and light tends to move in this direction when going from one homo-
geneous medium to another. Figures 3 and 4 show the optical lever effect
propagating in lubrication oil. Oil is used for photographic effect, and the
beam bending is seen much better in color reproduction.

Voltage Signals Liquid Level

The outp't frcn a silicon photovoltaic cell is used to sense the
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meniscus. This signal is a steep voltage change that is generated when the
He-Ne laser beam is deflected out of the sensor field-of-view by the meniscus.
This signal is shown in Fig. 5.0.

The sensor is arranged to traverse vertically with the lower pert of a
folding mirror on the laser-beam director.

In terms of optical simplicity, it is better to sense the meniscus with
the laser held stationary while the glassware is moved in a vertical traverse.
However, because of the problem of water movement, a laser-beam director was
devised which allows both the laser and the glassware to remain in fixed
positions while sensing is carried out. The director consists of a motorized
array of mirrors, on lead screws, shown in Fig. 6.0.

When the meniscus detection signal is received, the traversing motor is
stopped. This mirror-scanning system is of critical design, and heavy nega-
tive feedback is employed to reduce overshoot problems.

Once the lower edge of the meniscus has been located in the vessel, it
is necessary to mark the glassware for subsequent scaling, if required. Two
laser-marking techniques can be used. The first employs a CO2 laser. The
alternative method employs an aerosol-soluble plastic that is sprayed onto
the outer surface of the glassware.

The use of CO2 lasers, which produce infrared light, is predicated on
the fact that glass is opaque to 10.6 micron radiation, ' he wavelength at
which the CO2 laser radiates. The lase*" beam is directed by infrared mirrors
that automatically move into position on the motorized director when the
meniscus is located. The laser beam makes indents or round marking holes
in the glass. Permanent glassware marking of this type is a critical pro-
cedure, for the glassware must have the minimum of material removed, yet at
the same time have a readily visible mark.

Surface Tension Measurement

Surface Tension, Capillary and Gravitation

"lie calculation of surface tension a from capillery rise measurements is
generally made via the capillary constant*a, defined Ref. 2, 3, 4.

a~=bh=2o/(gAP)

Where b is the value of both principal radii of curvature (R^ & R2) at the
base of the meniscus above a plane liquid surface directly connected to the
capillary, g is gravitational acceleration , AP is the difference in den-
sity of the two fluid phases, and h is the meniscus height.

At a non - horizontal gas - liquid interface, at point y cms below the
highest point of the interface, the hydrosatic pressure is -:

PH = g . p . y (g cm2 sec""2) (i)

where, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and 0 is the difference between
the two densities of the two liquid phases. Ref. 5.0
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This hydrostatic pressure is counteracted by a capillary pressure -:

pc = "pc + Yd/Ri + 1/R2) (2)

where Pc is the capillary pressure acting at the summit of the liquid phase,
Rl and R2 are the major and minor axis of the menisci, y is the surface
tension.

The resulting equation, g . p . y = P , can be solved if one of the mag
nitudes R^, R£ is infinitely great. An example is shown in Fig. 7.0.

At the left of Fig. 7.0 is a vertical solid wall. At the extreme right
the liquid surface is horizontal, thus here Pc = 0. At any intermediate
point such as P2 then -:

g . p . y = Y/R (3)

R being the radius of curvature in the plane of the paper in Fig. 7.0. The
other radius is infinite because the profile of the surface perpendicular to
the drawing is a straight line at any value of y; in other words, the wall
is flat!!

Let 8 be the angle which the liquid profile P1.P2.P3, makes with the
vertical at any point, as depicted in Fig. 7.0.

The radius of curvature at this point makes an angle <j> = 0 -(TT/2) with
the vertical. When this angle decreases by d<f>, the length of the curve P]_,
P2 and P3> starting at Pi must inevitably increase by dS, S being the in-
cremental length of the menisci profile, and dS/d<J> is equal to -R. However,
-dS.sin<j>= dy, see Fig. 7.0. The minus sign is evident because y increases
downward, while S increases upward. Ref. 6 & 7.

Hence, -:

g.p.y.=Y. sintf). d<f>/dy (4)

On definite integration of the above equation between y = 0 and y = y (for<j> =
0 & <j> respectively), the following results:-

g.p.y
2 = 2y. (1 - cos<{>) (5)

If the gas liquid interface is tangential to the solid wall along the line of
contact, that is, the left hand extremity of the liquid - gas profile in
Fig. 7.0, is vertical, then the greatest value of <J> is 7t/2 and similarly the
value of 6 =ii. Since then cos(|> = 0, Eq5 can be transposed thus:-

y = (2.Y/g.p)0-5 (6)

y being the vertical distance between the horizontal and vertical liquid
surfaces.

The ratio 2.Y/g.p is called the Laplace capillary constant, a^. Thus,
if the value of y can be determined experimentally, then the surface tension
of a liquid can be readily found.
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The high rollimation properties of laser light allows an accurate deter-
mination of y, and this will now be discussed.

Measurement of Surface Tension Using Laser Light

Because surface tension influences every shape and every motion of
liquid surfaces, many phenomena can be and have been used for its determina-
tion.

The more popular methods can be categorized into four main classes,
namely, i) static methods independent of any solid, ii) static methods in-
volving a solid, iii) dynamic methods involving a solid, and iv) dynamic
methods independent of any solid.

In theory and in practice those of class, (i), are preferable to the
rest, and coincidentally the laser light method is best suited to this
technique.

Fig. 8.0, like Fig. 7.0, represents a liquid meniscus. If a horizontal
beam of light L,P-̂  strikes the liquid surface, it will be reflected along a
line P^.O^. If (j>1 is the angle (at point P^) between the horizontal and the
radius of curvature, the angle L^.Pj_.0j_, will be 2 ^ .

If now the laser light beam is raised, but remains truly horizontal to
its previous position, i.e., maintains parallelism, by z cm., the new angle
L2-P2-02 will be equal to

Let h be the (unknown) depth of point P^ below the horizontal surface,
then the depth at P2 is h - z.

As each angle <f> here is equal to ~n/2~$ in Fi&. 7 - 0 , it follows from Eq 5
that:-

y2 = a
2 (1 - cos*!) (7)

and -:

(y - z ) 2 = a2(.1 - sin<j>2) (8)

From these two equations #s 7 and 8. the two unknowns, y and a2, can be de-
termined, and from a , Laplace capillary constant, surface tension can be
calculated.

This curvature profile method has been little used because the value of
y, is difficult to measure with any precision using polychromatic light
sources.

The total height of a meniscus is usually less than a, which for water
is about 0.37cm , thus y will be less than 0.1 cm. To measure this, with say
a precision of + 0.5%, the vertical thickness of the light beam needs to be
less than 10 microns thick.

This is difficult and expensive to do with polychromatic sources but
relatively easy with lasers operating at visable wavelengths.
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Abstract

The problem of slurry level measurement in the high pressure separators of

coal liquefaction systems is addressed in this paper. Besides high pressure,

the separator vessel environment is hostile and at high temperature. A survey

is made of the level measurement methods and devices that may be applicable to

continuous slurry level service. The survey includes displacement, dif-

ferential pressure, capacitance, electrical TDR, microwave, nuclear, and

acoustic devices. Judging from the capabilities and limitations of these

devices, the acoustic sensor holds promise in meeting the application re-

quirements since it is nonintrusive, intrinsically safe, easily adaptable to

high pressures and temperatures, and fairly accurate.

The method of acoustic pulse-echo measurements is further investigated

with regard to its feasibility in slurry level service. This entails the

computation of attenuation in the slurry and vapor (gas) spaces of the

separator vessel and estimation of the possible measurement ranges. With

limited data available on the density, viscosity, etc. of slurries from the

SRC-1 pilot plant at Hilsonville, Alabama, the estimated measurement range

using 100 kHz in 25 wt% coal slurry is about 2.5m. Much higher ranges are

found to be possible with vapor or gaseous media. Finally, a measurement

scheme is proposed for echo-ranging from the top of the vessel.
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INTRODUCTION

Instrumentation deficiency has been reported for high temperature slurry

level measurements In coal liquefaction systems [1]. The instrumentation need

is in particular greater in the high-pressure separator vessels, where high

pressures (1500 psig) and temperatures (550°F) together with plugging,

corrosive and coking nature of slurries create problems for the use of

conventional level sensors.

Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of the high pressure separator stage. The

primary liquefaction reaction occurs in the reactor or dissolver where coal

particles are dissolved in a process solvent in the presence of hydrogen at

elevated temperature and pressure. The dissolver effluent consisting of coal

slurry, gases and vapors goes to the high pressure separator. At this vessel,

the entraines gases and vapors are separated from the slurry.

DISSOLVER
EFFLUENT

800°F, 1500 pslg

AIR COOLER

550°F, 1500 pslg
TO GAS/LIQUID SEPARATORS

VAPOR

SLURRY

H.P. SEPARATOR VESSEL

( 2 ' I.D. x 15')

- * - ! 0 LETDOWN

Fig. 1* Flow Diagram of the High Pressure Separator Stage,
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The measurement and control of slurry level in the separator vessel are

critical to the safe and efficient operation of the process and can signifi-

cantly enhance product quality. This paper makes an assessment of the

applicable slurry level measurement methods and further evaluates the

feasibility of a promising acoustic pulse-echo system.

SLURRY LEVEL MEASUREMENT METHODS

A wide variety of level measuring devices is available to meet the diverse

level requirements of the process industries. These devices range from simple

mechanical types such as dipsticks, slight glasses and floats to the more

sophisticated types such as microwave, nuclear and ultrasonic sensors. An

overview of various level sensors and their applications can be found in some

recent survey articles [2,3].

Table I gives the various measurement methods that are applicable to hot

slurry level service, together with their working principles, capabilities and

limitations. These methods can be classified as either intrusive or non-

intrusive types. Among the intrusive types are the displacement, differential

pressure, capacitance, electrical time-domain reflectometer and some versionc

of acoustic sensors. These intrusive sensors in general suffer the dis-

advantages of plugging, corrosion, etc., caused by the measuring materials.

On the other hand, the nonintrusive sensors as the name implies are best

suited to intractable materials and hostile environments. Microwave, nuclear

and most acoustic sensors belong to the nonintrusive types. Among them,

nuclear devices are rather expensive but largely used in applications where

standard techniques prove to be inadequate. Acoustic devices are less

expensive, more accurate and intrinsically safe. Other advantages which are

not necessarily unique to acoustic devices include: no moving parts, easy to

install and fast response times. In view of these potentials, the feasibility

of acouutic sensors for the slurry level measurements is next investigated.



Table I

Level Measurement Methods for Slurries

SENSOR TYPE

Displacement

Differential
Pressure

Capacitive

Electrial

Microwave

PRINCIPLE

Archimedes

Hydrostatic
Head

Dielectric
Change

Time-of-Flight

CAPABILITIES

Good for clean liquids and
interface level of liquids

Widely used in cont. level
applications; useful for
large level changes, corrosive,
viscous materials & slurries

No moving parts; compatible
with vast range of liquids,
powders and slurries

Attenuation
Change

Nuclear Absorption
Change

Insensitive to density,
particle size, conductivity,
permitivity of the measuring
material

Nonintrusive; not affected
by thermal gradients, dust,
smoke, high-temp & press

Nonintrusive; can be mounted
on the vessel walls suitable
to handle intractable
materials

Acoustic Time-of-
Flight or
attenuation

Nonintrusive Noncontacting
fast response; fairly
accurate

LIMITATIONS

i

Intrusive; not suitable
for dense slurries

Contacting; sensitive
to density

Intrusive; sensitive to
temperature, particle
size & moisture content

Intrusive; uneven
coating of electrode
can cause spurious
reflections

Not suitable to water-
based fluids or fluids
with low dielectric
values

Sensitive to density
changes

to

Not suitable to turbulent
conditions and fluids
containing foam;
measurement range limited
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FEASIBILITY OF ACOUSTIC SENSORS

The most common technique for continuous level measurements is based on

echo-ranging, in which the transit time of a sound pulse to and from the

material surface is used as a level indication. The underlying principle is

that when a traveling sound pulse encounters an abrupt change in the medium

such as in the case of a vapor/slurry inteface, part of the sound energy is

reflected back. The success of the technique, however, depends on the

feasibility of receiving the reflected pulse at sufficient strength so as to

be detected. In other words it depends on the extent to which sound is

attenuated in the vessel media. Hence, it is necessary to compute the

attenuation values in the slurries and vapors and from which to estimate the

possible measurement ranges in each medium for a given source power.

ATTENUATION OF SOUND IN COAL SLURRIES

Attenuation of sound in solid-particle/liquid suspensions has been

investigated in the past [A]. The absorption of sound in such a two-phase

medium is attributed to four different mechanisms; 1) intrinsic absorption in

the liquid, 2) viscous-drag, 3) thermal diffusion, and 4) scattering. Of

these mechanisms, viscous-drag and scattering losses are generally dominant in

dilute suspensions. For such cases, an explicit expression of attenuation is

given by [4]:

a

4 3
t a

J 9 (1)

where,
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The parameters in the above equations are defined as:

a - attenuation, e = particle concentration by volume,

k = wave constants, X = wavelength, a = particle radius,

p' = particle density, p - liquid density, and

n = shear viscosity of the liquid.

The main parameters of interest that affect the attenuation are frequency

of sound, particle size, and temperature. The terms corresponding to

frequency and particle size appear explicity in Eq. 1, while the temperature

variation afects attenuation implicitly through density, viscosity and sound

velocity terms. Table II gives data on the temperature variations of density

and viscosity of 25wt % slurry [5]. For a lack of data on sound velocity, its

temperature variation is calculated from the relationship:

(T/TQ)
1/2

Table II

Variation in Density and Viscosity of Coal, Solvent

and 25 WT% Slurry with Temperature

TEMP

(°F)

100

200

: 300

j 400
500

! 600

j 700

SP. GR

COAL

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

SP. GR

SOLVENT

1.0

0.955

0.912

0.870

0.820

0.772

0.720

VISCOSITY

SLURRY

(CP)

63.1

19.05

8.71

6.31

12.6

39.8

4.5 i

VOL. FRACTION

OF COAL

0.183

0.176

0.169

0.163

0.155

0.147

0.139
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where c is the sound velocity, T is the absolute temperature and the subscript

o denotes some reference value.

Based on these data, the changes of attenuation on frequency, particle

size and temperature are computed and plotted Iα Figs. 2a, b, and c. It can

be seen that there are attenuation peaks at about a particle size of 0.001 cm

and at temperature of 600°F. The attenuation loss increases with frequency

and becomes dominant (with fourth power dependency) when the ratio of particle

radius-to-wavelength is small. Using the worst case values, the maximum

attenuation loss at 100 kHz is 0.26 dB/cm.

0.01

FREQUENCY, kHz
1000

Fig* 2a. Variation of Attenuation with Frequency.
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Fig. 2b. Variation of attenuation with Particle Size.

Fig. 2b. Variation of attenuation with Particle Size.
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Fig. 2c. Variation of Attenuation with Temperature.
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ATTENUATION OF SOUND IN VAPORS AND GASSS

The attenuation of sound in vapors and gases is attributed to three

factors: 1) viscosity, 2) thermal conduction, and 3) thermal relaxation. The

first two factors (classical absorption) closely approximate the sound

absorption in monoatomic gases. Additional losses are found to occur due to

relaxation in polyatomic gases and gas-vapor mixtures particularly at high

frequencies. The relaxational loss is known to have a major bearing on the

frequency-tc-pressure ratio [6]. Since this ratio is small at the measurement

conditions (100 kHz and 1500 psig), the relaxational losses in this case may

be low. Considering therefore only the classical terms of absorption, the

expression for attenuation in pure gases or vapors is given by:

a 8 it2

12 , 3
: 3 Co pc

(2)

where,

cQ * sound velocity, p - density of the gas, \iQ = absolute viscosity of

the gas, Y - the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and temperature,

c •* specific heat at constant pressure, and k « thermal conductivity of the

gas.

For a lack of data on gas-vapor mixtures, we shall consider only air for

which data on the physical constants at various pressures and temperatures are

given in Table III [7]. Using these values in Eq. 2, -y Is computed and

tabulated for each case. It is seen from Table III thai: there is a small

increase in attenuation with an increase of temperature from 80°F to 1340°F;

but a marked decrease in attenuation is seen with an increase of pressure from

14.5 pel to 1450 psi. The attenuation in air corresponding to the temperature

and pressure at the separator vessel is about 0.15 x 10 dB/cm. This value

is three orders of magnitude less than the attenuation estimate for the 25 WTX

slurry.,



Table III

Physical Data end the Attenuation Computation

In Air

PRESS

(PSD

14.5

145

1450

TEMP

CF)

80.3

440

1340

S0.3

440

1340

80.3

440
1340

CP
CAL/G. *C

0.240

0.246

0.272

0.244

0.247

0.273

0.277

0.256

0.275

CAL/G. #C

0.171

0.175

0.204

0.172

0.177

0.204

0.175

0.180

0.204

SOUND

VELOCITY

x 10 cm/e

3.4735

4.4843

6.3418

3.4735

4.4843

6.3418

3.4735

4.4843

6.3418

AIR

DENSITY

(xl.29xlO~3)

g/cm

0.9102

0.5458

0.2481

9.125

5.441

2.474

91.61

52.53

24.1

ABS

VISCOSITY

(x 10 - 6 )

POISE

180

260

420

1.82

262

422

192

272

432

TH.

CONDUCTIVITY

(x 10"6)

CAL/S. CM. SC

62.61

97.35

156.5

63.53

98.05

157.8

75.01

103.5

162.7

a
F2

dB. (H7)"2

0.12 x 10"1 1

0.14 x 10~U

0.16 x 10~ U

0.12 x 10~12

0.14 x 10~12

0.16 x 10~12

0.14 x 10~13

0.15 x 10~13

0.17 x 10~13
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ESTIMATION OF MEASUREMENT RANGES

The measurement ranges are estimated from the maximum allowable

transmlslon losses for a given source power. The following equation relates

the various parameters of a sonar system [8].

SL - TL + PG + DG » NL + MR (3)

where,

SL " Source power, TL - Transmission Loss, PG - Processing Gain,

DG - Directional Gain, NL - Background Noise Level, and

MR » Measurement Requirement.

The transmission loss, TL Is given by:

TL - [2 a R + 20 log R] dB

where a Is the attenuation coefficient and R Is the measurement range. A

typical set of values at 100 kHz for the various parameters in Eq. 3 based on

water and air media are given in Table IV. Using these values in Eq. 3, the

possible measurement range at 100 kHz in the 25 WT% slurry is 2.5 m, while

much higher ranges are possible in the air.

Table IV

Typical Values for the Parameters in Equation 3

PARAMETER

SL

DG

PG

NL

MR

211.6 dB

50

IN-WATER

re 1 v Pa

24 dB

5 dB

dB re 1 y

15 dB

at 1 cm

Pa

175 dB

50

IN-AIR

re 1 p Pa

24 dB

5 dB

dB re 1 v

15 dB

at 1 cm

Pa
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MEASUREMENT SCHEME

The pulse-echo method of level measurement centers around the fact that

the velocity of sound in a medium remains constant. In practice however, any

changes in the temperature, materials composition, etc. would cause variations

of sound velocity, and must be compensated for.

A measurement scheme that practically eliminates the dependence on sound

velocity is proposed in Fig. 3. A reflector, placed inside the vessel at a

known distance, L^ from the vessel top, serves to provide a reference

velocity, (Alternately, another trnasducer on a side of the wall may be used

to obtain a reference echo from the diagonally opposite side of the wall.)

If Tj and T2 are the transit times from the top of the vessel to the reflector

and the slurry surface respectively, then the slurry level L« is given by

T» /t.) Lj. The method of cross-correlation is used for measuring echo

delays, since it is efficient under noisy conditions.

PULSE
GENERATOR

VARIABLE
OELAY

GATE

f-0—'
I OSCILLATOR

OSCILLATOR

an

FLIP-FLOP SATE

RECEIVER

TJ

r
CROSS

CORRELATOR
PEAK

DETECTOR

RATIO
COMPUTATION

r REFLECTOR DISPLAY

Fig. 3. Proposed Meaeurement Scheme.
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CONCLUSIONS

An assessment of the applicable slurry level measurement methods has been

made. Among the various methods, acoustic devices are advantageous for high

temperature slurry level measurement because they are non-intrusive,

inherently safe, easily adaptable to high pressures and temperatures, fairly

accurate and provide fast response times.

A feasibility study of an acoustic pulse-echo system has been carried

out. This entails the computation of the attenuation losses in slurries and

vapors and from which the estimation of possible measurement ranges in each

medium. It is found that "in-slurry measurement" is feasible for dilute

slurries and/or for small ranges (2.5 m at 25 WT% slurry), while higher

measurement ranges are possible with "in-vapor measurements." However, the

acoustic feasibility must be tested under actual conditions of the separator

vessel since the presence of foam, turbulence, or a thick layer of coke

coating inside the vessel can cause excessive attenuation of sound.
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Introduction

This paper discusses the use of gamma densitometry to quantitatively
assay bulk samples of coal on a continuous basis. Devices usinq these
principles to determine mass flows are on the market., and work is proqressinq
in several countries on instruments to determine ash content. The theoreti-
cal limits of applicability and inherent assumptions of these techniques will
be discussed, primarily as applied to dry bulk coal, but with some discussion
of the more complicated probelms of slurried coal.

The associated technique of X-ray fluorescence (XRF) will not be
analyzed. While XRF has the potential to identify many individual elements,
the X-rays do not penetrate more than a few millimeters of coal, and are thus
not really a bulk measurement. XRF is, however, useful in lab analysis, and
is thus complimentary to the methods discussed here.

Gamma rays are generated by "sources," usually a sinqle radioactive ele-
ment. These have several advantages over XRF, the main one beinq that no
power is required to qenerate gammas. However, there are a limited number of
gamma sources with useful energies, lonq enough half-lives to be economically
useful, and 'clean

,
 spectra (that is, relatively few energies emitted by the

source in question).

Basics of Gamma Interaction With Matter

Gamma rays are relatively high energy eiectromaqnetic waves that oriqi-
nate in the nucleus. In qeneral, gamma rays have higher energies than
X-rays (which originate in the electron shells of the atom), although there
is some overlap. For a well-collimated beam of gammas passing through a thin
target, it can be shown that the transmission is given by:

I = Io exp[-Mpt] (1)

where I = transmitted beam intensity
Io = source beam intensity

μ = mass attenuation coefficient in cm
2
/g

P = bulk density of material, g/cm
3

t = thickness of material the beam passes
through, cm.
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The attenuation coefficient μ is both element and energy dependant, as
shown in Figure 1. While the nonlinear behavior in the figure is the key to
the multi-energy techniques to be discussed below, it can also be a source of
error,
by:

For a mixture of elements, the attenuation coefficient v
miv
 is given

^^^ III I J\w
i

mix w
i (2)

where w- is the weight % of element i

μ. is the attenuation coefficient of element i,
i and the sums are over the elements in the mix.

The ratios w./ Zw. determine the composition of the mix. Since all
gamma densitometry systems make some assumption about the value of μ . at
the time of measurement, this is equivalent to comparing the measured coal to
a calibration coal with a composition giving M

mi
-

X
.

There are several sources of error that are peculiar to nuclear pro-
cesses. The first of these is the so-called "counting statistics" problem.
The emission of a gamma ray by a nucleus is a random event; thus, the number
of gammas emitted by a source per unit time will fluctuate. Thus, the rela-
tive error in measuring a count rate goes as (square root of the number of

counts)" . Since all the instruments discussed herein interpret changes in
observed counts as changes in some coal property, this can cause errors in
the instrument's reading. High source intensities, high detector efficien-
cies, and longer measurement times can, separately or together, reduce these
errors by increasing the observed number of counts. As a practical matter,
instabilities in the gain of any part of the system, e.g., those caused by
temperature changes, will also show up as deviations of the measured count
rate from "true". These problems of system stability are much more difficult
to control.

A gamma densitometry system may be sensitive to variations in geometry,
such as changes in the profile of coal on a conveyor belt or the size of the
lymps of coal. This is because, as shown by equation (1), gamma attenuation
is an exponential process, while physical properties are averaged linearly.
For example, fewer gammas get through an amount of material evenly distri-
buted across the beam than get through the same material covering only half
of the beam by twice the thickness.

Finally, there are the problems relating to the variation of the μ's
with energy and material. Sources used may emit gamma rays at more than one
energy; and, through scattering processes, gammas can lose energy on their
way to the detector. These gammas are, of course, attenuated differently
than the primary energy gammas, and can greatly affect the signal from a
detector without energy resolution. Variations in composition of the coal
(which affects the fit of the coal as in equation (2)) are more serious because
they are more difficult to correct for. Significant variations in composi-
tion can occur even between seams in a single mine.
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Single Energy Transmission

The single-energy transmission gauge is the simplest system to analyze. With
only one piece of information, only one parameter can be determined. Typical-
ly, this parameter is the pt (density times thickness) product; when coupled
with a measurement of belt speed, this gives the mass flow rate. Several
manufacturers make this type of meter. Figure 2(a) shows a typical trans-
mission gauge.

The equacion for this system can be obtained by rewriting equation (1):

in Io - Hn I
pt =

Using the standard formulas for error propagation (and assuming no error
in determining I

n
):

1
5(pt) =—

y

2

(pt) (Sμ) +
2 1

— (4)

107
For a typical case (say the 660 kev C gamma through 10" of coal),

and pt « 24 in consistent cgs units. If there was assumed to be no error in
the composition (Sμ = o; in practice, the measured composition is the same as
the calibration sample), then the counting statistics error l/yi~is amplified
by a factor of 12. Fortunately, I can be increased by longer measurement
time or stronger sources. If counting statistics are negligible, then the
relative error in μ = relative error in pt.

The other source of error in (4) comes from composition variations; the
composition of the coal being measured may not be the same as the composition
of the calibration sample. If this is true, the Sμ term (which is not a
random error) in (4) is not zero. Equation (2) shows that μ changes when the
mass distribution of elements in the coal changes; because μ depends on
energy, the effect on Sμ of changes in the W^'s depends on energy.

Figure 3 shows the variation in T^" with energy; note that if I is large
enough (the error due to counting is negligible) then this is also the rela-
tive error in pt. Note the decrease with increasing energy; while this sug-
gests using a high energy, it should be pointed out that sensitivity to
counting statistics errors increase.

One common source of compositional error is from changes in moisture
content. Above about 100 kev, hydrogen has roughly twice the attenuation
coefficient of any other element. Fortunately, only one ninth of water (by
weight) is hydrogen, so the sensitivity of gamma densitometry systems to
moisture variations is not necessarily too great.

Another assumption, not readily apparent in equation (3), is that the
path length of the gamma rays through the coal is constant across the beam.
In many commercial weigh scales, a "gamma lens" is used. This is an atten-
uator placed in the beam near the source, which is shaped so that the equiv-
alent path length through both the lens and the coal is constant across the
beam. This means that this device is sensitive to some extent to changes in
the profile of the coal on the belt. As the lens is thickened, the meter
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becomes less sensitive to profile changes, but also requires stronger sources
to get the same count rate. The profile of material on the belt can be
changed by a change in the top size of pieces of coal on the belt, changes in
moisture, and, of course, amount of material on the belt. Errors due to
changes in profile depend on the source-detector geometry used, and are thus
difficult to quantify.

Finally, there is the problem of "in-scattering." Gammas initially
directed away from the detector can be scattered by the coal into the detec-
tor. The observed number of counts, which is assumed in equation (1) arise
only from the uncoilided beam, is greater than that expected based on the
theoretical value of μ. Thus, μ appears to have a smaller value; as seen in
equation (4), this translates into a larger error in pt. To some extent, a
detector with good energy resolution can ameliorate this effect, since the
scattered gammas are lower in energy than the unscattered ones and will
therefore not be detected. For practical applications, however, high resolu-
tion systems are less rugged, more prone to temperature effects, and more
expensive.

It should be mentioned that some attempts have been made to measure ash
content by measuring density. This is based on the fact that ash has a high-
er intrinsic density than the "coal" matter, about 2.4 to 1.2. This is a
very unreliable method of measuring ash, as the gamma densitometer measures
bulk density, which is, in addition, dependent on particle size and moisture
content.

Single Energy Backscatter Gauges

An example of this type of gamma gauge is the ash meter described in
Ref. [1] and shown in Figure 2(b). In this type of device, the source and
detector are situated on the same side of the coal, and the detector doesn't
see the source directly. The detector sees only the gammas that are
scattered back from the coal bed. Typically, lower energy gammas than those
in transmission gauges are used, which means that the scattered gamma has
nearly the energy of the initial gamma; the lower energy also means that the
coal bed is 'infinitely

,
 thick. In addition, the lower the gamma energy, the

more gamma rays, relative to higher energies, are scattered backwards.

This type of guage is not as amenable to theoretical analysis as the
transmission gauge. The scattering of the source gamma can occur at any
depth in the coal. The scattering probability is not strongly dependent on
the type of material present, but the attenuation of the gammas before and
after scattering is, as discussed above. Thus, the backscatter measurement
is essentially a transmission measurement, but with a source distributed non-
uniformly in the upper part of the coal bed.

The configuration described in Ref. [1] is relatively insensitive to
variations in density and moisture, due to the choice of angle between the
source and detector, and the shape of their collimators. In addition, the
distance between the source-detector assembly and the coal must be set based
on the ash content of the calibration coal. The coal being measured must be
relatively fine (25 to 30 mm top size), and is moved through the beam by a
worm drive. These two things not only tend to produce a constant bulk densi-
ty in the measurement region, but also serves to make the coal bed more homo-
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geneous. One requirement for homogeneity in qamma densitometry is that the
gamma rays travel (on average) through more than one Darticle between
collisions. The average distance between scatterings at the enerqy used (60
kev) is about 50 mm; it is considerably less for lower enerqy qammas. This
rather short "mean-free-path" also implies that only the top portion of the
coal is interrogated. Thus, the insensitivity of this particular system to
moisture and density changes comes about due to the delicate balance between
a number of complex phenomena.

Again, composition changes are an important source of error. It has
been estimated [2] for the ashmeter described that an 0.1% chanqe in iron
content leads to a 1% change in ash readinq.

Counting statistics problems are of about the same level of difficulty
as in the transmission case. However, because the "source" seen by the de-
tector is the result of one scatterinq, the Io in equation (3) is much less
for the same source strength than in in the transmission case. This means
that larger sources are required for the same count rate.

In some applications (mostly lab-scale), a correction for iron content
is made by counting the fluorescent X-rays from the iron. Aqain, this cor-
rection is gained by makinq the system usable over a small ranqe of ash con-
tents. This is because this correction method requires a filter to cut down
the ;ron X-ray intensity to the point where the additional count rate from
more iron due to the iron X-ray just balances the loss in count rate of the
backscattered gammas due to the higher attenuation of the iron. One other
fault of this system is that the iron X-rays have a very limited ranqe in
coal, and thus this corrects based on the iron content of the very upper lay-
er of the coal, and may not be representative of the iron content of the rest
of the coal.

Multi-Enerqy Systems

A variety of multi-energy systems have been reported. The usefulness of
such systems is that with M energies, M properties can be determined. For
example, with three energies, it should be possible to determine pt, the
weight of ash, and the weight percent of elements with hiqh atomic numbers,
i.e., i ron.

It should be pointed out that the "ash" measured by a qamma densitometer
is not quite the same as the ash determined by the usual ASTM procedure.
Gamma densitometry determines the amount of material with an atomic number
(z) greater than or equal to that of sodium, in a typical application. The
ASTM ash includes the oxides of those elements, exceptinq sulfur and chlor-
ine.* Since the ratio between the weiqht of an ash element and its oxide is
fixed, a multiplicative correction for the oxyqen can be qotten. This cor-
rection is, of course, slightly composition dependent. However, relative er-
rors in ash content determined by qamma densitometry turn out to be approxi-
mately the same as the relative error for ths ASTM ash.

•Some small amount of the other elements in the ash, for example sodium, are
also volatile and not included in the ASTM ash.
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A general methodology for analyzing M energy systems will be presented.
Because the backscatter technique is formally the same as a transmission
measurement on a distributed source, this general formulation will be pre-
sented in the framework of a transmission measurement.

The elements in the coal are broken up into M groups of neighboring ele
ments, W,, W«,...W . Corresponding to each group of elements w\ is the

attenuation coefficient μ. averaged over the group as in eq. (2). Since

there are M energies, there are M equations of the form of eq (3) above.
There is one additional equation, that the sum of the toys is 1. Finally,

there is the additional unknown, pt. This M+l system of equations in M+l
unknowns can be written:

!n (WD,

£"

*! 0

0

-1

ptw.

pt (5)

where in(Io/I)
i
 is that function evaluated at energy i,

U. is the transpose of the column vector
whose elements are the M group attenuation
coefficients at energy i, and

1 is the transpose of a vector of M ones.

To get an estimate of R based on the measurements T, it is necessary to
solve equation (6):

Thus the whole question of whether or not the system will work is deter-
mined by whether or not Q, the matrix of attenuation coefficients, has an
inverse. The matrix Q will be nearly singular ("ill-conditioned") when two
of the energies used are close enough that the attenuation coefficients are
the same (or one is merely a constant multiple of the other. Even with
energies fairly well separated, the matrix Q is poorly conditioned, as will
be seen.
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To analyze the error propagation properties of this system, it is nec-
essary to take explicit account of the error source. Eq. (5) should be re-
written:

T = X R + (7a)

where T is a random vector, with E(t) = 0 and a variance-covariance matrix:

0

0

•1ll*
0

(7b)

This last is simply an expression of the error in i!n(Io/I) due to counting
statistics, and assumes that the errors in the count rates of two different
energies are uncorreiated. This is not necessarily the case if there are
important gain shifts. For simplicity, it is assumed that the source
strengths are chosen to give the same count rates at each of the M energies,
and thus E{~e"TT) reduces to a constant times the M by M identity matrix,
with the (M+l) diagonal element a zero. While this is not necessarily the
optimum arrangement, it serves to demonstrate the important aspects of the
error analysis.

/\ —*.
By applying (7) to (6), it ̂ s clear that E(R) = R. The solution for the

variance/co-variance matrix for R is also straightforward, and yields:

(IT,) ( O _ 1 ) T

~] ) T

(a-,)
T / ^ •

T

1
-1 T-J (8)

where I is the number of counts observed in each group. The^diagonal ele-
ments of this matrix are the variances of the estimates of R. The off-
diagonal terms are the co-variances, which arise both because of the pt
multiplying each of the W- and because of the coupling £ue to all the W.'s
summing to one. Also note that the first M elements of R are ptw^. So to
get estimates of the W. it is necessary to divide by pt. Using the usual er-

ror propagation formulas:
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1/2
(9)

where Sx signifies the error in the term x.

This function (9) was evaluated for an Eastern U.S. coal analyzed by a
hypothetical three energy system. The low and high energies were chosen to
be 40 and 660 keV, respectively, and the middle energy was varied from 45 to
80 keV. The minimum error occurred when the middle energy was between 55 and
60 keV. Also, in excess of a million counts at each energy were necessary to
get any kind of reasonable accuracy. Clearly, the error amplification is
enormous. Very large count rates or long counting times are needed. Note
also that eq. (9) only presents the errors due to counting statistics. Vari-
ations due to composition may be evaluated as a bias due to aSQterm.

Special Problems of Slurry

Gamma densitometry measurements of slurried coal have additional diffi-
culties above and beyond those presented above. Most of these problems are
related to the fact that in dilute slurries there is little coal relative to
water. Thus, the bulk density of the mix varies from 1 to 1.1; to be useful,
then, a density measurement must be very accurate (on the order of 0.1% to
determine percent solids to 1%). The same sort of difficulty applies to
measurement of ash (or any other group of elements); if the slurry is running
at 10% solids, the ash content in the mix is only 1/10 of the ash fraction in
the coal. Obviously, the ash content in the slurry must be measured to 10
times the accuracy desired in the coal ash content.

It is also possible to have a non-uniform distribution of coal particles
in the slurry. In much the same way that profile changes in the dry coal
case caused errors, these non-uniformities can cause error. Problems with
voids (bubbles) can generally be eliminated by high pressure.

If low energy gammas are used, the piping section near the source and detec-
tor must be replaced with a low z material (plastic or glass). In backseat-
ter measurements of slurry, gammas scattered from the piping or water may be
more numerous than those scattered from the coal. In this case, the count
rate observed will behave as a transmission through the slurry from a dis-
tributed source (the wall of the tube). It seems that in that case, it makes
more sense to do a straight transmission measurement and save on required
source strength.

Summary and Conclusions

Gamma densitometry measurements by single and multiple-energy transmis-
sion and backscatter measurements were discussed. A general formalism for
analyzing multiple-energy systems was presented. While multi-energy systems
can, in principle, pick out as many groups of elements as energies used, the
matrices involved are ill-conditioned and thus require accurate measures of
count rate (i.e., long counting times or high source intensities) to achieve
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acceptable errors. Changes in coal composition and profile of coal composi-
tion and profile of coal on a belt were also seen to be important sources of
error.

Transmission measurements are more amenable to analysis than backseat-
ter, which are essentially transmission measurements made on a distributed
source. In addition, transmission measurements are not restricted to low
energy gamma sources, and can survey the entire bulk of coal rather than just
the upper portion.

The special problems of slurried coal measurements were briefly
discussed.

PHOTON ENERGY |k*V)

Figure 1. Variation in mass attenuation coefficient with
photon energy for major coal elements, 10 to
1000 keV.
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Figure 2: Gamma Densitometer Systems
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ON LINE MULTICOMPONENT MASS FLOW AND DENSITY GRADIENT
ANALYSIS IN SLURRY PIPE LINES

Graham V. Walford
Gull Engineering, Inc.
975 W. Outer Drive
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
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Abstract

The use of nuclear techniques is common for a variety of on line measure-
ments. However, their application is often restricted to gross counting
techniques, thereby achieving limited measurement performance. This paper
describes techniques incorporating energy spectrum analysis to permit on line
multicomponent evaluation of pipe line coal slurries and density gradient
analysis. The techniques utilize gamma ray sources, typically *^'Cs or Co
and carefully placed Nal(TI) detectors working on pipe lines up to 7.0 inches
diameter with 1/4 inch steel wall. The source and one detector are placed in
a transmission mode across the diameter of the pipe. The transmitted beam is
attenuated by the pipe contents depending upon the total mass and the elemental
makeup of the slurry. Since many of the gamma ray interactions occurring in
the slurry will be Compton scattered events, then collimated detectors carefully
placed will measure these events. The scattering of gamma rays is dependent
upon the mean electron density (related to mass) of the slurry. The relationship
of the measurement of radiation scattered at specific angles in the slurry
with the measurement of the transmitted beam yields the slurry density gradient
and the slurry content. Data are presented for water based coal slurries in
which unwanted rock aggregates are also quantified.
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IMPROVED EFFICIENCY IN COAL PREPARATION CIRCUITS

Mark N. Mackinnon
Kay-Ray, Inc.
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Arlington Heights, IL 60004
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G. W. Robertson
Preparation Sales, Inc.
213 Coiner Street

St. Albans, WV 25177

The most important parameter to be maintained in a coal preparation plant
is the specific gravity of the plant's circuits. The closer each circuit can
be kept to its set specific gravity, the more profitable the preparation plant
will be. This profitability can mean anything from additional coal yield to a
more efficient refuge thickener line.

A large coal preparation plant may need to monitor specific gravity
in more than a dozen locations. Typical places to measure specific gravity
include: heavy media lines, magnetite thickener underflows, refuge thickener
underflow, froth flotation feeds, and cyclone circuits.

The most common application for a specific gravity sensor is the monitor-
ing of the feed to a heavy media washer. The float-sink data from a wash-
ability study will show where the specific gravity should be kept in the heavy
media vessel. A variance of even 0.001 SGU from the set specific gravity, or
cut-point, can cause a significant loss in coal yield or coal quality. This
is why a highly accurate specific gravity sensor is imperative in a coal
preparation plant.

One method of measuring specific gravity in a coal preparation plant is
through the use of a differential pressure cell. Figure One depicts a typical
set-up for a DP cell in coal preparation.

In this example, all of the connecting piping and the meter body are
filled with inert gas or air. The gas or air is purged back through the
sample box by the two connecting lines whose ends are separated by a calcu-
lated distance (H). Both lines must be continuously submerged in the slurry.
The flow rate of the purge units is set at about one SCFH. The difference in
air pressure between the two tubes is directly proportional to the specific
gravity of the medium.

There are several disadvantages with using a DP cell. Since it does not
allow for an on line measurement of the specific gravity, the reading must be
taken downstream in the sample box. This allows for the introduction of
several extraneous variables.

An underflow and overflow must be provided to insure a homogeneous
mixture inside the sample box. If the underflow or overflow plug up, the
neasurement will be erroneous. Any plugging inside the purged tubes will
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also dramatically throw off the accuracy,
purge will induce error.

In addition, any variation in the

For these reasons, several coal preparation plants have become dissatis-
fied with the DP cell method of specific gravity measurement.

A highly accurate and reliable device for monitoring specific gravity
in coal preparation plants is the gamma density sensor. This paper examines
the use of the 3600 system manufactured by Kay-Ray, Incorporated, Industrial
Process Control Equipment, Arlington Heights, Illinois.

The gamma density sensor operates on the principle that gamma energy
will penetrate all materials but is absorbed in proportion to the mass of
material it passes through. Thus, there is an inverse relationship between
the amount of energy passing through a slurry pipeline and the density of that
slurry. This inverse relationship is shown in Figure Two.

A schematic diagram of a Kay-Ray system is shown in Figure Three.
The heart of the system is a small gamma source that is safely housed in a
lead shielded holder. When a shutter mechanism on tha source holder is
opened, a highly collimated beam of gamma energy is emitted. This beam
is directed through the slurry pipeline and into a detector mounted directly
opposite the holder. The detector generates an electrical signal which
is proportional to the slurry density. This electrical signal is then trans-
mitted to remote electronics for amplification, scaling, and calibration
into specific gravity units or percent solids.

The system easily bolts around any existing pipe, without any downtime
or pipe modification. This eliminates the need to create a sample box and
install air purges that are necessary for the DP cell. Since the Kay-Ray
sensor is completely noncontacting, problems with plugged sample box tubes
and underflow drains are eliminated. Because of this, maintenance on the
Kay-Ray sensor is minimal, making it an extremely reliable density sensor.

Location of the density sensors within the coal preparation circuit vary
from heavy media lines to refuge thickener underflows. One large Appalachian
plant currently utilizes fourteen Kay-Ray sensors. Seven sensors are in
Circuit A and seven are in the identical Circuit B.

The first sensor is located just after the primary coarse heavy media
sump, which pumps magnetite and water into the heavy media vessel. The
second sensor is just after the intermediate coal heavy media sump, which
leads into the intermediate coal classifier. The fines circuit has one gauge
just after the fine coal heavy media cyclone feed sump. This sump feeds the
fine coal heavy media cyclones. The minus 150 mesh coal reports to two froth
flotation cells. The feed to each of these cells uses a Kay-Ray sensor to
monitor percent solids. The sixth unit is mounted on the magnetite thickener
underflow, and the seventh is en the refuge thickener underflow. Combining
Circuit A with B makes a total of fourteen sensors.
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The most obvious advantage with a Kay-Ray sensor is that it is a non-
contacting, direct, and on-line measurement of the slurry. The DP cell
introduces several additional variables by using an indirect, down-line
measurement. This is the main reason why accuracy levels of 4̂  0.0001 SGU can
sometimes be obtained with a Kay-Ray sensor. The accuracy of a Kay-Ray sensor
was found to be ten times greater (+ 0.005 to + 0.05 SGU) than that of a DP
cell in a report by the National Coal Board.

In April 1982, a coal preparation plant in West Virginia retrofitted
five Kay-Ray systems in place of DP cells. Circle chart recorder data from
before and after this retrofit is shown in Figures Four through Six. It is
readily apparent how much more accurate the Kay-Ray was than the DP cell.

The end result of using a more reliable, accurate, low maintenance
density sensor is the eventual increase in clean coal yield. A 3% yield
increase has been found to be a conservative average. This would mean that a
preparation plant could expect to produce 3% more clean coal by using a
Kay-Ray density sensor, rather than a DP cell. At current coal prices, an
average preparation plant of 600 TPH could expect to produce $1,080,000 more
coal with this 3% increase in yield.

In conclusion, it has been shown in this paper, with circle chart recorder
data, that a Kay-Ray gamma density sensor can produce a more accurate and
repeatable specific gravity reading. The Kay-Ray sensor only requires a
fraction of the maintenance necessary with a DP cell. Because of its high
accuracy and reliability, the Kay-Ray sensor can produce yield increases of
more than 3%. This can result in an increase of more than one million dollars
in clean coal revenue.
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Figure Four: With DP Cell
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Figure Five: With Kay-Ray
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Figure Six: Kay-Ray/ DP Cell
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PACIFIC ABRASIVE FLUID LETDOWN VALVE

N.J- Condon, F.R. O'Brien
MCC Pacific Valves
3201 Walnut Avenue

Long Beach, California 90807

Abstract

Control of high pressure, high temperature abrasive fluids is the
objective of a new valve from Pacific Valves. The key design feature in this
control component is energy dissipation through self impingement of opposing
fluid streams. Both fluid velocity and erosion are thereby effectively
mitigated. To further promote durabil i ty, other valve features include a
two stage letdown, reusable trim and wear resistant trim materials. Typical
service conditions for the valve are 2000 psi differential pressure letdown
at 900°F. Abrasive slurries from coal, oil shale, diatomaceous earth or other
processes can be handled.

Flow tests (80 psig water) conducted on a laboratory prototype have
shown a linear Cv response and good rangeability for the design. Pilot
plant testing is now recommended to characterize valve performance under
actual service conditions.

Introduction

Control of high pressure, high temperature abrasive fluids is the
objective of a new valve developed by Pacific Valves. This valve has
evolved through several years of design and development directed toward
meeting the need for a reliable, durable high pressure abrasive fluid control
component. Difficulties encountered with modified globe valves, as well as
other proprietary high pressure letdown devices, are well documented and
configurations having functions that would be rapidly destroyed through
erosion have been avoided.

Typical service conditions for the Pacific valve are 2000 psi differential
pi assure and 900°F. with abrasive fluids from coal, oil shale, or other
industrial processes. Higher pressures and temperatures ( e .g . , 4000 psi,
10l0°F) are considered readily attainable. A patent is currently pending on
the Pacific design. No difficulties are envisioned in scaling up to commercial
sizes. Larger trim is readily available and operating forces should remain
virtually unchanged, since the only unbalanced force is due to the differential
pressure acting on the stem area.

Valve Features

The heart of Pacific's valve is the unique trim design which makes use
of the principle of self-impingement to reduce the areas subject to high
velocity erosion. Two stages of pressure letdown are employed (Figure 1).
The f i rst consists of two cylindrical elements which control pressure drop
in the primary letdown region. A fixed inner element, the orifice plug,
contains two slots located 180° apart to direct two opposing flow streams into
the plug cavity, where collision of the streams dissipates most of the kinetic
energy of the high pressure fluid being controlled.
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A movable outer element, the orifice sleeve, is attached to the stem and
partially covers the slots. The sleeve may be adjusted to increase or
reduce the exposed area of the slots and thereby modulate flow through the
valve.

The second pressure letdown stage consists of a back pressure orifice
located downstream to further dissipate kinetic energy. It features a
separately replaceable element. As presently configured, the Pacific valve
is not designed to shut off flow completely. This function must be
accomplished by a separate upstream shutoff valve.

In operation, flow enters the orifice plug through the two opposed slots
which are open to the outlet. The effective length of the slots is varied
by means of the external close-fitting sleeve attached to the stem. It is
recognized that the slots and the edge of the sleeve wil l , in time, depending
on material, erode to a degree that will make control of the flow impossible.
At this time it will not be necessary to dismantle the valve and replace the
tr im. A second set of slots (normally covered) may be put into operation
by turning the valve stem 50° and exposing the new slots, thereby extend-
ing trim life by as much as 100%. Eventually, however, this second part
of the trim will no longer control flow and it will then be necessary to
replace the orifice plug and possibly the back pressure orifice. The orifice
sleeve, however, is reversible and ready to serve another period. It
requires replacement only every other time that the plug is replaced.

With ease of maintenance in mind, the valve has been designed such
that all trim parts may be replaced when necessary without removing the
valve from the line and without removing the actuator from the valve.
Furtnermore, in order to prevent damage to the hard trim parts during
assembly or disassembly, the bonnet incorporates a skirt to guide it
in the body as long as the orifice sleeve and plug are engaged. The
orifice sleeve is retained in such a manner that it has freedom to move
laterally to avoid side loading the orifice plug due to concentricity
tolerances.

The orifice plug is retained with a nut having two parallel flats over
which only a special tool will f i t . This tool is guided in the body and
consequently cannot touch the orifice plug. The orifice sleeve, in tu rn ,
is of sufficient thickness to tolerate a substantial amount of erosion without
losing structural strength. The part of the stem exposed to the line
fluid is short and in an area of the flow stream where severe erosive
velocities are minimal.

The body-bonnet joint uses a pressure energized soft stainless steel
seal ring retained by a four piece segment ring located in a groove near
the top of the body. Three screws are used to provide initial sealing.
Thereafter, internal pressure provides the sealing force. The seal ring
is reusable.

To prevent migration of solids into clearances, an elevated temperature
grease with a high nickel content will be applied to all internal parts and
the cavity fallow the stuffing box will be entirely f i l led.
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Positioning of the plug during operation is accomplished by a hydraulic
or pneumatic actuator. For pneumatic operation, a conventional diaphragm
actuator is used. It is opposed by a standard compression spring which
acts directly on the stem and holds the valve in the closed position with no
pressure on the actuator. This arrangement permits the use of a simple bell
crank between the diaphragm and the spring and eliminates the need for a
close tolerance, low hysteresis linkage which would be necessary if the
spring were incorporated in the actuator. The actuator illustrated in
Figure 1 is sized for operation with a 3 to 30 psig pressure. A positioner
(not shown) is incorporated to provide the sensitivity required for accurate
flow control. An angle configuration was chosen for the body to permit
removal of the bonnet for trim replacement without disturbing the actuator.
It also permits straight line exit of high velocity erosive flow.

When removing the valve for servicing, it is not necessary to disconnect
air lines and conduit. The actuator accessories package can be easily
detached from the valve and, if so desired, left at the site. The letdown

valve shown employs standard Crayloc hubs for inlet and outlet connections.
Other connections are readily adaptable.

Materials

Materials for the letdown valve were selected to maximize resistance to
elevated temperature, wear and thermal shock. The valve body is comprised
of ASTM A182 F300 series stainless steel. Trim components for the primary
and secondary letdown areas ( i . e . , sleeve, orifice and plug) are available
in several material types: tungsten carbide, treated tungsten carbides
(e .g . , diffusion coated with titanium diboride) or high performance ceramics
( e . g . , silicon carbide or sintered silicon ni tr ide), depending on service
conditions and customer preference.

Valve stem packing consists of die formed graphite rings ( e .g . ,
2 3

Grafoil , Graphlock ) and is fully adjustable during service. The body/
bonnet joint employs a reusable chrome plated stainless steel seal r ing.

Valve Performance

A laboratory prototype of the Pacific letdown valve was constructed
to study its flow behavior. Valve materials were chosen to satisfy ambient
temperature conditions with 80 psig water as the fluid medium, and included
a carbon steel body with precision machined nylon trim parts. Valve size
was 2" with the trim exactly duplicating the internal configuration of
Pacific's letdown valve design for 2" through 6" sizes.

Results of the flow test (Figure 2) indicate a smooth, generally linear
change in flow coefficient (Cv) with increasing flow rate for the self-
imoingement design. Maximum measured Cv was 1.15 in these tests.
Rangeability, defined as the ratio of maximum to minimum controllable flow,
was determined to be 19 to 1. Further testing performed under actual
service conditions will be required to evaluate the abrasion resistance and
durabil ity of the proposed trim components.
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Summary

In conclusion, Pacific's valve for control of abrasive fluids combines
a unique energy dissipation design with practical maintenance features
and erosion resistant materials. Longevity of trim parts is enhanced
by two stage pressure letdown and renewable trim surfaces. Flow tests
have confirmed the ability of this valve to demonstrate a linear Cv response.
Pilot plant testing is now recommended to characterize valve performance
under actual service conditions.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF LOW IMPINGEMENT TYPE SLURRY

LETDOWN VALVES

Henry H. Illing
Kieley & Mueller
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Many versions of slurry valves are in use and have evolved
over years of development for many kinds of two and three phase
service. This discussion will be limited to requirements for
throttling valves exposed to a combination of high temperature
and high pressure fluid with extremely hard particulate entrain-
ment. In a few hours of throttling service, this combination
can destroy many types of valves that would operate for years in
less hostile service.

Probably the worst combination of elements for slurry
valves exists in throttling letdown service in the synfuels in-
dustry. Here the problems of erosion are compounded by corro-
sion, cavitation, coking, differential expansion, thermal shock,
and mechanical vibration.

Since erosion is the most significant in this list, the ob-
vious answer would seem to be velocity control. A conventional
cascade trim valve is shown in Figure 1. However, where pres-
sure drops as high as 2,000 psi are encountered, the number of
stages required to reduce velocity within reasonable limits for
particle erosion control would grow from the eight shown here to
fifteen or more. The proportional sizing to these stages in ad-
dition to solids accumulation, maintenance problems, and carbide
costs appear to eliminate these types at this time.

Another possibility for this type of service would be the
friction type, drag style trim shown in Figure 2, were it not
for the particle size and concentration. In liquifaction proc-
esses, size can be as large as 1/8 inch and concentration as
high as 30% by weight. Since this type trim depends on a combi-
nation of wall friction from extremely small hydraulic radii and
multiple direction changes, the plugging problem is insurmount-
able .

Elimination of both staging methods and friction principles
brings us to the flow to close high recovery (low FL) stream-
lined angle valve for this service. Figure 3 shows one of
these.

In this type valve, we allow trim velocities to reach ex-
tremely high values. Now the so-called high recovery valve that
exhibits recovery coefficients as low as .25 becomes a very in-
efficient* low recovery device. This is because the flow veloc-
ity in the vena contracta becomes sonic and shock waves are gen-
erated. Each shock wave is an irreversible, pressure-reducing
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mechanism and by allowing a concentration of these to exist
downstream, velocities are reduced to acceptable values at the
exit plane. Figure 4 attempts to show this schematically. This
can be confusing to those who do sizing because the so-called
venturi angle valve with its streamlined passages is considered
to be the ultimate in high Cv, high recovery valves. However,
it is important to realize that the recovery coefficient is a
number that is picked from data taken up to the point where
choked flow begins. (10% pressure drop change with less than 2%
flow change). In liquifaction service we are far beyond this
point in a region where flow is no longer obeying the simple
square root law. So paradoxically, the high recovery angle
valve now becomes a very low recovery device.

Referring to Figure 3 and beginning at the inlet, the body
I.D. is sized to give velocities that are adequate to carry the
slurry but low enough to keep body erosion at a negligible val-
ue, (5 to 10 ft. per second). The bowl area acts as a miniature
receiver to allow some distribution of particles that would oth-
erwise tend to centrifuge to the outside of the curve.

Next, the stream is led to the seat and plug by tapered
surfaces to minimize the angles of impingement.

Stepping of the seat ring removes the seat ring from the
primary throttling area except for very low stroke positions.
At greater strokes the shoulder forms the main restriction and
erosion that takes place here does not affect seat leakage.
This tight shut off capability can be extremely important in the
event of block valve failure. Also, it can be used to extend
the life of block valves by sharing their function with them.
There is also a slight cascade effect that is derived from this
geometry if the plug is required to operate near the seat. It
is in this local area of the trim that we have maximum velocity
and erosion. Static pressures in this area are near zero and
gross amounts of liquid change their state to vapor.

It is also in this area that severe exciting frequencies
exist that can cause resonant lateral vibrations of the plug.
This type of vibration can be extremely damaging to the plug and
stem and must be controlled by close clearances in a rigid
guide. These clearances must be maintained at operating temper-
ature and therefore careful selection of materials with near e-
qual expansion coefficients is essential. The guide is not re-
strained by the body bore in the lateral direction but is
clamped at the shoulder by a Belleville spring stack. This al-
lows clearance to be used between the body and guide for easier
disassembly with the spring pressure on the shoulder maintaining
the required rigidity against lateral vibration. As indicated
earlier, vapors are forced to supersonic velocity by the plug
restriction. This is evidenced by choking of the flow stream.
(Flow remains unchanged for changes in downstream pressure).
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Referring to Figure 4, we know from long experience on
valves used for clean cavitating liquids that without armor pro-
tection in the recovery area, body erosion in the areas where
shock diamonds are indicated will be excessive. Carbide is used
in the upstream cone where turbulence is most intense and stel-
lite is placed in the downstream cone where much of the energy
has already been dissipated. Running flow to close is the only
known way of providing this protection in the downstream recov-
ery area.

Shrink fits are needed at the interfaces of stainless steel
to carbide and stainless steel to stellite to insure that dif-
ferential expansion does not open clearances that would cause
vibration.

Where tungsten carbide is being retained by stainless, it
is extremely important to use positive rentention in addition
to the shrink fit. Experience has shown that, although theoret-
ically it is possible to retain a plug by shrink alone, in real-
ity, the quality cannot be sufficiently controlled to yield good
reliability. Figure 5 shows one method of doing this. The
sleeve retains the carbide by a small shoulder and a pin retains
the sleeve to the post. The sleeve is shrunk on both the car-
bide and the post to eliminate clearance at high temperature.

The carbide diffuser and the tailpipe diffuser are also
both shrink fitted and retained by a shoulder in the parent ma-
terial.

Very large flats are necessary on the post O.D. to avoid
packing of solid material between the plug and bonnet.

Stellite is considered the best material for the guide be-
cause of its toughness and anti-galling characteristics.

After even a short time in coal liquifaction letdown ser-
vice, valve disassembly can be a problem due to bonding of parts
with solidified coal. Use of heat and adequate wrenching are
the most direct solutions to this. Other things that help are
gold plating of thread surfaces, metal "o" rings to prevent mi-
gration of coal to threads, and openings to allow high tempera-
ture grease to be pumped into cavities that are problems. Re-
tention of the seat ring so that an adequate ring-to-body seal
is maintained is another important consideration. Here again,
adequate wrenching cannot be overemphasized. Thread design is
a compromise between a thread that is fine enough to give ade-
quate squeeze to the graphoil gasket but coarse enough to offer
generous clearances for removal without bonding or galling.
Gold plating of threads should always be considered when finer
pitches are used.

In a flow to close configuration such as this, an adverse
negative gradient can cause stem positioning problems. With a
spring loaded actuator, the rate of change of stem load can be-
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come equal to the rate of change of the spring system. If it is
opposite in sign then the spring rates cancel and air pressure
changes cannot find equilibrium. To protect against this possi-
ble instability, it is necessary to use a viscous damper. This
is shown in cross-section in Figure 6 and is normally located
between the diaphragm casing and the spring chamber. This is an
oil filled, double-acting cylinder with a bypass connected to
both ends. A needle valve is installed in the bypass to allow
adjustment for the required damping and slew rate.

One further consideration in designing for slurry letdown
service for coal liquifaction is scaling feasibility. Most
present designs have been sized for pilot plant operation.
Problems in scaling up for demonstration plant size are minimiz-
ed by relatively simple streamline construction. As long as im-
pingement angles, diffuser cone angles, and clearances are main-
tained, a reasonably good scaling job should be achieved.

Another aspect that is worth mentioning is noise. In this
type of service there is no existing noise attenuating trim that
would be capable of both withstanding the erosion and remaining
open (unplugged). Present plans to make full scale plants using
modules from demonstration plants will keep the operating Cvs
relatively low. This, in combination with the extremely heavy
pipe walls that are used, should keep the estimated DB levels
under 100. Loose or worn plug guides can allow mechanical vi-
bration that will create substantially higher levels.

In the present: state of the art, the flow to close stream-
lined angle valve is the only configuration capable of control-
ling both trim erosion and body erosion by means of low impinge-
ment angles and hardened downstream diffusers. The displaced
seat seal offers tight shut off after prolonged running.

Until some sort of breakthrough occurs in either materials
of construction or valve geometry, it appears that the type of
configuration shown here x̂ ill continue to be the most prominent
contender for this type of service.

References:

N. D. Bond, "H-Coal Pilot Plant High Pressure and Tempera-

ture Let Down Valve Experience".
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H-COAL PILOT PLANT HIGH PRESSURE AND
TEMPERATURE LETDOWN VALVE EXPERIENCE

N. D. Bond and W. R. Miller
Ashland Synthetic Fuels, Inc.

P. 0. Box 391
Ashland, KY 41101

606/739-8621

Abstract

This report will cover the development of the various letdown valves
used for the two-stage high pressure and temperature coal slurry letdown
system as used at the H-Coal Pilot Plant. The period covered in this report
will be from Coal Run #6 through Coal Run #8. The valves discussed are the
Cameron, Hammel-Dahl, Kieley & Mueller, and two different Masoneilans.
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Introduction

In June, 1981 a report was made on the status of block valves in coal conversion processes J
Since that time, additional operating experience has allowed reflection on the design features,
materials and concepts presented. It is the purpose of this paper to i^date the information gained
from this and to present recommendations for future actions.

Background

The H-Coal Pilot Plant in Catlettsburg, Kentucky is a direct catalytic hydro-liquefaction
process developed by Hydrocarbon Research, Inc. to convert coal to liquids. The 600 T/D Pilot
Plant is the largest capacity direct liquefaction plant in the world.

The basic process consists of the reactor, vapor-liquid separator, dual letdown trains and

flash drums as shown in Figure 1. The details of the process have been previously reported.2
The block valves to be discussed are those isolating the letdown valves shown in
Figure 1.

The block valves in the letdown area are considered to be some of the most severe service
valves in the plant. They must operate under a variety of operating and fluid conditions. They are
either open or closed and when required they must perform in order to prevent plant shutdown.

Since the last report which covered the period through May 1981, operating experience has

been gained on two different types of coal J Coal run #8 lasted 131 days using Illinois #6 coal

of which 90 days were on coal.3 Run #9 on Wyodak coal was 26 days of which 19 days were on
coal.

In general, the Mogas C-1 Block Valves performed under plant conditions; however, several
problems related to design, materials and operation were evident. The results of these findings
were presented below including the logical reasons for these problems.

Valve Inspection

In January 1982, and May 1982, several Mogas C-1 Ball Valves were removed from service
and inspected. Figure 2 lists the valves involved along with a brief description. See Figure 1 for valve
location and Figure 3 for valve construction details. Reference (1) should be consulted for a
thorough description of the Mogas C-1 valve design. It cannot be overemphasized how easily these
valves were to disassemble, refurbish and return to service. Unlike other valve designs, this feature
of maintainability is important for block valves in this type of service.

The method used in this inspection was a joint effort by Mogas and Ashland Synthetic Fuels,
Inc. As Valves were removed from service, orientation and position were marked. During dis-
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assembly, 3!! features were carefully documented and photographed for future investigation efforts.
Orientation of parts, condition at removal and special features were recorded. The amount of data
was volurnr ous, but in general the following key facts should be noted:

(1) Two significant types of failures were found. These rendered
two valves inoperable and caused two others to leak. Detailed
followup investigation produced reasons for these failures
which are explained below.

(2) The proper selection of ball and seat material for wear is impor-
tant. By far, the best combination has proven to be Chromium

Carbide LC-1 coating (applied by the Linde d-gun® process
of Union Carbide) on the ball and Stellite #3 seat rings. Both

TMT®-5 (packed diffused surface modification by Turbine
Metal Technology) and Stellite #6 weld overlay for ball
coatings did not stand up as well.

(3) Minor body gasket and stem seal leakage was evident. These
caused no operational difficulties and can probably be cor-
rected with design and manufacturing modifications.

(4) The double arcuate cut in the ball does indeed work in min-
imizing erosion J By accident, an actuator was hooked up in-
correctly to cause clockwise rotation to open the valve.
This put the arcuate cut on the side of the ball port which was
opposite the initial opening point. Normally, the arcuate cut
is on the side of the ball port which opens first. As shown
in Figure 4, this produced erosion on the ball that has pre-
viously been eliminated by the arcuate cut.

Discussion of Two Valves

The valves which were found to be inoperable were B3 and B7. In both cases the postulated
scenarios for failure are as follows:

(1) Operational factors produced conditions conducive to high
torque loads. The most significant was thermal transients of
500 to 600 degrees Fahrenheit that occurred when placing the
valves in service and which caused severe stress conditions
in the valve. Other contributing factors may have been coking
and solids blockage.

(2) Actuator oversizing provided the power source to continue
to rotate the ball until failure occurred.

(3) Stellite #3 seat ring breakage, which was a common denom-
inator on all failed valves, compounded the situation and
contributed to total lockup.

(4) Material deficiencies contributed to failure and valve in-
operability.

(5) With the balls locked in an intermediate position, subsequent
erosion damage to balls and body resulted.

Valve 63 was found to have a sheared stem extension (that item above the stem used to
extend the stem for an actuator). A metallurgical analysis of the stem extension showed that the
yield strength was below that specified as it was supplied with a temper at too high a temperature.
The stem extension then became the weak link which sheared when actuator overtorque resulted
from ball and seat lockup.

A detailed metallurgical analysis of the ball, seats and stem extension was performed by the
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Institute for Mining and Minerals Research^ (IMMR). See Reference (4) for full details. Their
analysis suggests that impact loading of the seat ring could have caused it to break. They attribute
valve lockup to seat breakage as well as TMT-5 coating wear and break-through. This sequence
probably occurred over several cycles of operation.

Valve B7 had a portion of the ball sheared. A review of quality records at Mogas verified the

findings of IMMR that the ball material was too hard.5 This material was supplied in the incor-
rectly heat treated condition. Being hard, it easily initiated and propagated a crack when actuator
overtorque resulted from ball and seat lockup.

The IMMR report indicates the propagating crack created an uneven stress distribution in the
seat ring causing it to break. It is equally possible that seat breakage caused lockup which resulted
in ball overtorque and cracking. In any case, operational transients produced shock loads and con-
tributed to the valve's inoperability. As above, this sequence probably occured over several cycles of
operation.

Two of the valves that were inspected in May 1982, B-1 and B-4, showed striking similarity
to those previously described. Both had one or more broken seats and stem extensions which had
twisted in varying amounts. The valves are known to have experienced thermal transients of several
hundred degrees when being put into service. This resulted in lockup of the ball and eventual stem
extension failure. It is not known if the cracked seats were caused by the thermal shock or by the
extreme forces exerted on the seats by the ball in the locked up condition.

Recommendations

Based on the two significant types of failures plus other operating data, several general and
specific comments are applicable. While valve failures are never acceptable, the severity of the
operating conditions must always be considered when judging a valve's performance. In addition,
both operators and manufacturers must learn from the failures so that both can attempt to make
changes which will eliminate future problems.

As regards operations, two factors are felt to have been direct contributors. The first involves
operational thermal and pressure transients. These can never be predicted, nor eliminated; however,
operators must continually strive to minimize their impact by observing sound operation pro-
cedures. Valve manufacturers must also review and modify their designs as necessary to accommodate a larger
range of operational transients.

The second factor relates to actuator specifications. Valve actuators must be sized to produce
the necessary torques for actuation, but must not be oversized. Proper operating safety features
such as pressure regulators on actuator air supplies must be effectively used to minimize valve
damage.

Valve manufacturers must also ensure that their designs will withstand a reasonable amount
of overtorque. The valve design must be based on this torque value not only when the actuator
is positioned in its stops, but also for any possible intermediate position. Plant operators and the
valve manufacturers must agree on a torque value and then work together to assure that the proper
torque is available. The two significant failures reported above were compounded by having
actuators which could deliver torques well in excess of maximum recommended levels.

As reported in Reference (1), correct material is crucial to proper valve operation and
performance. Chemical compositions must be correct and physical properties must be within
specified minimum and maximum values. In addition, because of characteristics of materials, certain
compromises may be required. In the case of seat rings, it has become evident that Stellite #3 has
superior wear resistance to many other materials as evidenced by the excellent condition of most
of those removed from service. However, the ductility and impact resistance properties of Stellite #3
are much lower than desired. The latest experience would indicate that pressure and temperature
transients must be considered in valve design. This may necessitate using an alternate material for
seat rings which will give better impact resistance and ductility even at the expense of reducing
wear resistance to some extent.

It is apparent that the conditions a block valve is subjected to in coal liquefaction service
are severe. Much knowledge has been gained by both successes and failures over the past two
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years. Current long run times, as compared to two years ago, are due to a cooperative effort
between manufacturer and user and resulted when operating experiences were used as a learning
tool. By eliminating weaknesses and building on the strong points, a valve that is suitable for coal
liquefaction service has evolved.

Reactor

To separationr To separation

Slurry

6"
*? 2,500-lb.

V ) ball
g,' J valves

-M—V^

To separation

Slurry feed ,'' B1 B2
and hydrogen /__ ..^.. T r a | n

To hydroclones

B5 B6

Fig. 1 H-Coal Process and Letdown System

VALVE NUMBER

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B1
B4
A1
A4

SIZE

6" 2500#
6" 2500#
6" 2500#
6" 2500#
6" 2500#
6" 2500#

10"2500#
6" 2500#
6" 2500#
6" 2500#
6" 2500#

INSPECTION DATE

January, 1982
January, 1982
January, 1982
January, 1982
January, 1982
January, 1982
January, 1982
May, 1982
May, 1982
May. 1982
May, 1982

COMMENT

Installed January, 1981
Installed January, 1981
installed January, 1981
Installed January, 1981
Installed January, 1981
Installed January, 1981
Installed January, 1981
Reworked, January, 1982
Reworked, January, 1982
Installed January, 1982
Installed January, 1982

Fig. 2 Table on Block Valves
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PARTS LIST TRIM SPECIFICATIONS

Item

~

1C

10

2

3

5

6

7

B

11A

12

13

14

•6

7

13

19

20

21

25

26

Quan

-

t

2

2

2

l

2

2

1

AR

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

An

AR

1

2

1

1

Description

Assembly. Ball and
Seal Ring

Ball

Oog

Clip. Dog

Ring. Seat

Body

Connection End

Gasket. Body

ndicalor Position

Nui

Nul Operating Wrench

Spring, Load

jland Packing

Ring. Sphned Stem Slop

Ring Lower Stem Packing

Ring. Upper Stem Packing

Screw. Load

Stem

Stud

Stud

Washer. Load

Washer, Lock

Bushing

Pin Locating

55 • Full SS Valv* -20°F to 1000*F

AISI410 Stainless St. Chroma Carbide Coating

Stellite »6

Inconel X-750

Stellite #3

ASTM A182 Gr f=316 Stainless Steel

ASTMAl82Gr F316 Stainless Steel

18-8 Stainless St Asbestos Filled

AISI 1020 or Equal

ASTM A194 Gr 2 Cad Pit

AISI C 1213 or equal

AISI 316 Slamless Steel

AISI 1020 or equal

AISI 4130 or equal

AISI 1020 Aerocoat 4 Coaling o'
Impervious Graphite

Impervious Graphite

SAE Grade 5

AISI 660 Stainless Steel

ASTM A193 Gr B7 Cad. Pll

ASTM A193 Gr B7 Cad Pll

AISI 1020 or equal

AISI 1020 or equal

Impervious Graphile

AISI 316 Stainless Steel

Fig. 3 Exploded View of Synthetic Fuels Block Valve
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Fig. 4 Valve B6 Ball Erosion With No Arcuate Cut
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ACOUSTIC SYSTEM FOR MONITORING PRESSURE BOUNDARY WEAR*

C. A. Youngdahl and W. A. Ellingson
Materials Science Division
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Csss Ave., Bldg. 212

Argonne, IL 60439

An ultrasonic pulse-echo instrumentation system employing specially de-
signed acoustic waveguides has been developed to monitor pressure boundary
thickness at high temperatures.x The automatic equipment and techniques
have been applied for on-line assessment of erosive wear of coal conversion
process equipment operating at up to ^540°C in liquefaction and gasification
pilot plants. This report describes .".he waveguides and transducers, elec-
tronic instruments, and computer that make up the system. Also discussed are
some of the results obtained in on-going field tests.

ACOUSTIC WAVEGUIDES AND TRANSDUCERS

The acoustic waveguides in this system are solid metal rods utilized to
thermally protect conventional PZT transducers while maintaining acoustic
contact with the high-temperature component being monitored. The waveguides
are typically mounted in groups, as shown in Fig. 1, at sites of anticipated
erosive wear. The ultrasonic system described here interrogates the waveguides
sequentially and can accommodate multiple groups of guides at sites each up to
M.50 m from the pulser-receiver.

Waveguide Design. Waveguide design considerations include material, di-
mensions, method of attachment to pressure boundaries, and sidewall treatment.

Austenitic stainless steel (SS) is favored for low thermal conductivity,
and wrought material (ASTM grain size ^6) is used to avoid excessive ultra-
sonic attenuation encountered in large-grained SS. All waveguide material
stocks are screened for acceptable acoustic transparency before fabrication of
guides. Additionally, a test piece of each rod stock is used to ultrasonically
determine the optimal ratio between the cross-sectional areas of the neck and
shoulder (see Fig. 2), because of differing radial microstructural variation
between material lots. The typical neck diameter of 7 mm provides a suitable
sampling area with small depression of local temperature.

Three sizes of waveguides have been developed and extensively tested.
Medium-knurled, 130-mm-long, 9.5-mm-diam Type 304 SS waveguides are most fre-
quently employed (Fig. 2); these are attached by electric arc stud welding to
the components being monitored, as discussed in Ref. 2. For attachment by pres-
sure coupling rather than welding, waveguides of 5/8-11 threaded Type 304 SS
rod up to 200 mm long are utilized (Fig. 3). These longer waveguides do not
require the convection-cooling fins employed by the shorter guides but do re-
quire greater clearance from nearby components and are more susceptible to
mechanical disturbances. Finally, waveguides of 0.6-m length,J tapered in
diameter from 16 to 13 mm over the length, have been developed and tested.
These were equipped with support struts (Fig. 4) to preserve orientation and
straightness in the environment of open flames through which they passed to the
*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Advanced Research
and Technology and Office of Coal Processing/Division of Gasification.
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piping in a slurry preheater. (A ceramic cement coating and refractory wool
insulation were added to each guide.) Inertial welding was used to produce a
joint of low attenuation between a SS stud at the pipe and a waveguide ex-
tension (fabricated from ASME 193-B16 alloy, a strong material of lower
acoustic attenuation but higher thermal conductivity than Type 304 SS) . Cool-
ing fins were attached to the opposite end of each composite waveguide outside
the preheater.

To suppress trailing pulses generated within the guides, various sidewall
treatments are employed, including knurling, threading, and 4-X diametral
tapering. These treatments are discussed in Ref. 5.

Transducers. A dedicated (recoverable) transducer is bonded to the outer
end of each waveguide with 5-min. epoxy and clamped in place. The preferred
transducer has a nominal diameter of 3/8 in. and a frequency of 7.5 MHz —
either resonant or moderately damped longitudinal wave (A = 0,76 mm in steel).

Waveguide Ultrasonic Response. The ultrasonic response through a wave-
guide stud-welded to a specimen component is typified in Fig. 5, a video
display produced on a Krautkramer-Branson 303B pulser-receiver without use of
damping or zero suppression. Automatic timing by a time-analog gate (TAG) is
made between echoes produced by the waveguide reference shoulder and the speci-
men backwall, thus eliminating any transducer-to-shoulder thermal gradient
error.

The fine structure of the echoes is, however, a source of offset error
unless accounted for by data reduction (see below); effort to eliminate the
fine structure effect in waveguides through use of a modified triggering
pulser is in progress. Figure 6 shows unambiguous multiple echoes obtained
by direct contact to a plate sample with a highly damped 7.5-MHz (alpha) trans-
ducer used with the inverted preamplifier pulser-receiver mode. This technique
is applicable for low-temperature surveying and calibration but is not effect-
ive through waveguides and is not ideal for erosion-channeled backwall surfaces
where phase shifts are produced within echoes. Echoes such as those of Fig. 5,
altered by use of instrument damping and zero suppression when needed, are
therefore used in the monitoring system described here.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION

The electronic data acquisition instrumentation utilized in the scanner
is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. The waterproof cabinet containing the
instruments is flushed with air from the instrument-air supply of the plant.

The KB 303B pulser-receiver with TAG is modified for use with the auto-
matic system. A digital automatic gain control (AGC) card developed by Argonne
is installed within the pulser-receiver, and rear panel controls and con-
nectors are added for access to the AGC and to the CRT sweep-delay circuit.
The AGC is utilized to compensate for the differing signal-amplitudes among
multiple monitoring points and for signal-amplitude variation with transducer
temperature changes.

Tne channel controller contains a clock of adjustable rate and a binary
counter that produces a five-wire channel identity code for the system. (Each
waveguide-transducer unit is identified by assignment to a specific channel
number.) The controller also displays the decimal equivalent of the current

j
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count (0-31) and provides a reset signal to the AGC with each change of count
(typically one per 15 seconds).

A 32-channel trimming module permits the setting of an optimal AGC
threshold level for parh rhanne' and also provides two sweep-delay time alter-
natives to the time set at the pulser-receiver, in order to accommodate various
lengths of waveguides.

The site selection unit (upper left in Fig. 7) contains reed relay switches
that sequentially connect the pulser-receiver to the remote switching stations
one at a time through the associated RG58 coaxial signal cable. Although in
less extensive configurations of the scanner the branches of the RG58 network
have been successfully operated in parallel, they were isolated for the system
shown in order to ensure adequate signal strength and to avoid echo broadening
caused by reflections from parallel branches of great length. The site selec-
tion unit also contains a separate, adjustable source of regulater; power for
each of the remote stations, which require 45 V to operate decoders and reed
relays.

Thermocouple switching, temperature-signal amplification, and compen-
sation for cold-junction temperature are dune electronically by means of
commercially available circuit cards located in the site selection unit. For
previous configurations of the system in which analog data were simply recorded
and/or processed by the plant's data acquisition system, thermocouple switching
was dene by reed relays or within the plant system and without amplifiers.

For the system depicted in Fig. 7, a stand-alone data-reduction computer
was developed and programmed by Argonne utilizing the commercially available
enclosure and printer shown and including the internal motherboard and power
supply of the STD BUS system.

Each waterproof remote enclosure (Figs. 1 and 8) contains a circuit board
capable of serving up to 16 monitoring points. The active elements include
one Gordos 835C-2 plug-in reed relay for each point actually utilized locally.
This relay was chosen for i'cs high open-contact voltage rating as well as for
its sealed construction and compatibility with the five-volt operating system.

For use with piping having direct electrical heating,the central wire
and shield of each transducer cable are effectively blocked to low frequencies
by 0.015 ufd capacitors (and waveguides are individually insulated electrically
except at the process piping).

DATA-REDUCTJON COMPUTER

The data-reduction computer receives analog temperature and shoulder-to-
backwall distance values as well as binary data for channel identification
(Fig. 8) from the scanner and analog reference voltages from internal sources.
A date and time-of-day clock card is contained in the computer, and detailed
information on each monitoring point is stored on a conveniently replaceable
EPROM in the unit. In its operating cycle the computer stores digital values
from the reference voltage sources and, when channel #00 is available, begins
storing digital voltage values of the temperature and distance associated with
each channel. A 10-s delay is used between the time of change of channel and
the time of reading values, in order to allow vaiues to stabilize for high
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accuracy. The channel controller external to the computer is thus set for
>10 s (typically 15 s) between channel changes. After 8 min. the scan of 32
channels is completed, and a ^5-min. computing and printing cycle begins. As
preliminary steps the computer determines the A-*D converter calibration func-
tion based on the reference voltage values, and the pulser-receiver cali-
bration function, using the values of the ('Mnid-scan) Type 304 SS reference
specimens after correction for their ambient temperature. The computer then
calculates and prints the 25°C wall-thickness value (£. ) at each monitoring
point, according to the following equation:

I = K... ic, _ T + K I m -t- K 9, m + n \/2
304 Sh-FW c c c w w w

where I is the composite shoulder-to-backwall distance value indicated on a
pulser-receiver' calibrated for Type 304 SS at 25°C; K«_, is the acoustic
transit time ratio for a specimen of Type 304 SS at the measured temperature
vs the transit time at 25°C (and thus includes the combined effects of thermal
expansion and change of acoustic velocity with temperature); &„, is the
25°C distance from the waveguide shoulder to the first (front) surface of the
monitored wall; K and K are the temperature functions for a coupiant foil
(if present) and for the monitored wall, respectively; & and % are the 25°C
thicknesses of coupiant foil and wall, respectively; m values are the 25°C
velocity ratios for the coupiant" and-wall materials compared with Type 304 SS;
and n A./2 is a correction for offset error present because of the fine fcruc-
tures and relative sizes of the ultrasonic echoes. In this work, the value
of A/2 is 0.38 mm (15 mils) at 7.5 MHz; n is the number of offset increments
known to be present (usually 0, +1, or -1).

The values of the constants needed for each point" and the coefficients of
the temperature-correction equations are included on the EPROM noted above.
Three switch-selectable modes of automatic operation are provided in the
computer program: three complete scans per day (4 a.m., noon, and 8 p.m.),
one complete scan on demand, and continuous scanning.

RESULTS OF MONITORING

Precision of +0.05 mm is achieved with steady temperatures. Under varying
temperatures and changing ambient conditions (e.g., wind velocity) a similar
precision can be realized if results from eroding areas are compared with
results from a location that does not wear but is otherwise representative of
the points considered. The latter approach was employed to obtain the results
shown in Fig. 9. Continuous monitoring showed that the wear rate was ex-
tremely low except during brief intervals which were correlated with certain
operating practices.

Figure 10 illustrates the automatic tracking of a large change of wall
thickness over a substantial time. Again, the rate variations can be correlated
with process operating conditions.

Figure 11 is an example of results conveniently obtained by the scanning
system from multiple sites widely separated in an operating plant.

Field tests also demonstrated that coking within piping did not aflect
measured wall thickness and that the presence of coal-solvent slurry in piping
reduced backwall ecno amplitudes only ^8% without significant direct effect
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o:: wall-thickness results. A ^0.07-mm-thick, hard corrosion film composed of
Cr, Fe, S, and 0 within austenitic SS piping conveying 430°C coal-solvent
slurry inhibited erosion and was included in the thickness measurements but
contributed <0.07 mm because of relatively high acoustic velocity in the film.
Similarly, diffusion-bonded B,C hardfacing on carbon steel was included in
measurements, and wear of the B.C was tracked (with correction for its acoustic
velocity). Wear of Stellite weld overlaid hardfacing has been successfully
followed ultrasonically through SS substrate. Additionally, it has been
demonstrated that acoustic noise generated, e.g., by a pneumatic impact wrench
used directly on the monitored component or by large particles impinging at
high velocity directly at the monitored sites, does not disturb measurements
when transducers resonant at 7.5 MHz are used for monitoring wall thicknesses
typical of coal conversion equipment.

CONCLUSIONS

The automatic monitoring system and the techniques described can be used
for continuous monitoring of pressure-boundary thicknesses at high tempera-
tures. Measurement precision of 40.05 mm can be achieved under steady tem-
peratures, or when the local temperature distribution is well known or com-
pensated, by use of acoustic waveguides of up to 0.6 m in length. Instru-
mentation and techniques suitable for use in operating plants have been de-
veloped through laboratory and field tests. Real-time erosive wear results
are of substantial value in the assessment of material/design choices in pilot
plants. The remote scanning system can also be utilized in full-size plants
with confidence and convenience to help avoid unexpected failures of components.

One of Five Waveguides on
Elbow Fitting

(Attached by Stud Welding)

Reed Relay
Enclosure

Fig. I. Series of Five Threaded Waveguides on Thermally Insulated Elbow
Fitting on 410°C Slurry Line at Exxon Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant.
Flexible conduit protects RG174 coaxial cables connecting transducers
to relay enclosure.
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Reference
Shoulder

Transducer
Location

M i -iit, *e'-'^«e" 6
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Fig. 2. Knurled SS Waveguide with Cu Cooling Fins, Reference Shoulder, and
Tip for Stud Welding.

Spring Washers

Conduit Elbow Housing
Transducer

Waveguide

Pipe

Fig. 3. Threaded SS Waveguide and Clamp on 3-in.-nom-diam Pipe. Cu or Au foil
couplant is used at waveguide-pipe pressure-contact interface.
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Waveguide

Support Struts

Preheater Coil

Fig. 4. 600-mm-long Waveguide with Taper and Lightly Threaded Sidewall.
Struts from monitored piping in slurry preheater provide support.

A
»

Fig. 5. Video Display of Ultrasonic Response from Waveguide Stud-welded to
Specimen. Display shows transducer-triggering pulse (A), waveguide
shoulder echo (B), and specimen back surface echo (C).
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Fig. 6. Unambiguous Ultrasonic Echoes Produced by Damped (Alpha) Transducer
on Plate Specimen, with Inverted Preamplifier Mode Employed.

Fig. 7. Cabinet and Instruments
for Scanning System
Diagrammed in Fig. 8.
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, Channel ID & remote power (5i
D dewier RRvs reed relays

signal coa» C control cable 1C thermocouple

J
Fig. 8. Ultrasonic Scanning System for Automatic Surveillance of Thicknesses

of Pressure Boundaries to Monitor Erosive Wear at Selected Sites in

Exxon Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant (ECLP). Waveguides, transducers,

and ECLP process line fittings are indicated at the top of the diagram.

The cooperative ECLP-ANL project produces automatically corrected

results daily from 27 points located throughout the Baytowu, TX,

facility.
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Fig. 9. Erosive Wear at Selected Site on 540°C Type 316 SS Cyclone Separator
During Operation in Coal Gasifier Effluent System at Morgantown, WV,
Energy Technology Center.
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Fig. 10. Wall-thinning of Experimental Tar-separating Cyclone Operated at

Temperatures up to 250
e
C in Effluent Gas Cleanup System of Fixed-bed

Coal Gasifier at Morgantown Energy Technology Center. Results were

reduced from ultrasonic data obtained automatically by ANL scanning

system from site of greatest erosion-corrosion wear.
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Waveguide Identity

Fig. 11. Changes in Thickness of Piping at Multiple Sites in Coal Lique-

faction Process Line at Solvent Refined Coal Pilot Plant (Ft. Lewis,

WA) During One-month Period of Plant Operation. Greatest changes

in thickness occurred at bends where slurry-flow velocity was

greatest in a piping section installed by SRC personnel to study

erosive wear. Results were from the SRC computer, interfaced to

the ANL ultrasonic scanning system.
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Abstract

Rapid advancements in measurement systems technology and the wide-
spread applications of digital computers has separated those who control
equipment systems from the physical processes involved. As a result,
methods of validating information prior to its use in decision making at
the control and/or man-machine interface are required. EG&G Idaho at the
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory has identified some techniques which
can be used to solve this problem through automated data qualification in
real-time and batch modes. Pilot projects have demonstrated the feasi-
bility to economically qualify quiescent and transient data with resulting
high confidence in processed results.

Introduction

Improvements in measurements technologies and widespread application
of computers for signal processing now make it feasible to collect and ana-
lyze vast quantities of data for real-time as well as historical purposes.
One price paid for this capability is that users are typically isolated
from the physical processes; they may accordingly lose complementary infor-
mation that otherwise helps in deciding on data validity. The validation
(qualification) of such data is important, since measured results (data)
are influenced not only by the system or physical phenomena of interest,
but also by various extraneous environmental and instrumentation factors,
including instrumentation failures. In some cases, such factors or fail-
ures can corrupt the data and make them useless or misleading if they are
inadvertently used to evaluate performance, or to assess operation.

Examples which illustrate undesirable consequences of accepting
measurement data without adequate qualification include:

Item—During the nuclear reactor accident at Three Mile Island (TMl),
attempts were made to determine the history of the water level in the
core using self-powered neutron detectors. In subsequent analyses, it
was determined that these measurements had failed early in the acci-
dent, and that signal interpretation had provided fictitious results.

Item—A night operator at a power plant: observed an indication (panel
light) of low oil level in a day storage tank, and initiated fill.
The low-level light did not clear, and a day operator subsequently
took the same action despite an immediate high-level indication as he
started his fill procedure. The resulting spillage cost >$2 million
when the oil contaminated a yacht basin.
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Item—While anesthetizing a small boy in preparation for surgery, the
anesthetist received incorrect indication of anesthetic flow. Operat-
ing on this false information, he administered increased amounts of
anesthetic. By the time body-function monitors disclosed the error,
the boy had received a lethal dose.

These incidents demonstrate need for data qualification in instrumen-
tation systems of widely varying complexity and application—ultimately
everyone shares in the cost of these accidents. It is time that those of
us in the instrumentation community develop a measurement qualification
technology which can be incorporated to prevent such losses, responsi-
bility should further be assumed to establish a basis upon which the instru-
mentation user can perform cost/risk/benefit analyses to define optimum
application of these techniques to his individual application.

Historical Summary of ADQ Development at EG&G Idaho

EG&G Idaho operates the Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT) facility , a
50-MW(t) pressurized water reactor (PWR), at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) for the Department of Energy.a The purpose of this
plant is to provide data from experiments simulating postulated accident
conditions in commercial PWRs. These data are then used to develop and to
assess the ability of thermal-hydraulic computer codes to predict the PWR
accident behavior. Following each LOFT experiment and before the data can
be used for analyses, some 300 to 500 digitally recorded experimental
measurements need to be qualified. Manual postexperiment performance of
this qualification task represents a significant investment which provided
the incentive to develop computer based algorithms that could do automated
data qualification (ADQ).

EG&G Idaho's concept of qualifying data consists of producing a high
confidence that the measurement system is performing as specified and
measuring the desired physical parameter within the required accuracy. In
reviewing methods which have been pursued by various researchers, it was
noted that they deal with instrument fault detection and identification 2-15
and reactor surveillance methods. Mostly, these techniques consider
very specific or individual aspects of a measurement characteristic rather
than measurement quality.

The objectives of EG&G Idaho research efforts were to develop ADQ tech-
niques and provide a general methodology*5 for validating measurements
from instrumented systems in an automated manner. Although ADQ can be done
via hardware and/or software techniques, funding availability and the

a. Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research under DOE Contract No. DE-AC07-76IDO1570.

b. Methodology of automated data qualification is defined as: A struc-
tural framework with guidelines under which the potential user, based upon
his individual data qualification needs and available resources, can design
and develop an ADQ system for his particular application.
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expertise of the personnel assigned to the project dictated that the tech-
niques, after definition, be implemented and tested on general purpose digi-
tal computers.

The course which has been pursued by the ADQ project team at the INEL
includes development of the following types of tests.

1. Individual measurement tests—These tests check the distinguish-
able attributes of the time series data, from an individual chan-
nel, against known system characteristics. These tests include
such checks as range, signal-to-noise ratio, noise analysis in
the frequency domain, and response time characteristics.

2. Comparative analysis tests—These tests are powerful tools in
validating measurements. Care must be exercised to insure the
test conditions sufficiently discriminate between measurement
problems and recorded differences due to true physical parameter
variations. At EG&G Idaho, we have chosen to think about
comparisons in the following ways:

a. Direct redundancy—comparisons of tnultimeasurements of the
same physical phenomena. Direct comparisc i tests are
limited by factors such as physical system state, measure-
ment environment, spatial proximity of sensors, transducer
response characteristics, etc. As an example of direct
redundancy, consider that in an enclosed system under
isothermal conditions, all temperature measurements, regard-
less of position, can be directly compared.

b. Functional redundancy—At times, similar measurements which
do not satisfy direct redundancy constraints may be compared
through application of a system model. To illustrate this,
consider use of known power distribution within a reactor
core to provide a regression model wherein fuel cladding
temperatures throughout the core can be compared during
normal operations.

c. Analytical redundancy—Dissimilar measurements can be com-
pared when data transformations into a common reference
frame are possible. An example is the comparison of dif-
ferential pressure and fluid velocity data after their
conversion to mass flow rate.

d. Historical redundancy—Past performance of individual or
groups of measurements under given operating conditions is a
powerful asset in identifying anomalous system performance.

Discussion of ADQ Techniques

To perform an automated data qualification requires characterization
of the measurement system from the sensor through the processing which
occurs prior to data presentation at the man-machine interface (see
Figure 1). Each ADQ application has its own unique set of technical/
operational/economics considerations and variables. In practice, an ADQ
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system provides the computational and decision algorithms necessary to
assess data quality through testing given aspects of time-series data
against known physical parameters of the facility and measurements from
which the data were obtained. The ADQ processor interfaces with data bases
containing system reference information (including historical performance)
and processed results. Outputs (qualifications) of the processor may be
sent to analysis and/or plant control modules as well as be presented at
the man-machine interface. Components of an ADQ system, which would be
installed between the data processing and display functions of Figure 1,
are shown in Figure 2. A brief discussion of the elements shown in this
functional diagram is provided in the following sections to help clarify
EG&G Idaho's ADQ concepts.

ADQ Processor

The ADQ processor contains the necessary test functions; we have
chosen to group these into three categories: data stream manipulation
(DSM) function, information quality function (IQF), and estimated data
quality (EDQ) function.

Data Stream Manipulation Functions. DSM functions perform any data
transformations which might be necessary or advantageous in subsequent ADQ
processing. Examples of such transformations include signal/noise sepa-
ration, decimation, interpolation, time shifting, sampling rate modifi-
cation, smoothing, differentiation, integration, data compression, and
times-series data modeling.

Care should be taken to select time invariant formulations to perform
these transformations whenever possible; otherwise, the filtering effects
of operations such as determining mean, variance, etc., should be clearly
understood.

Since a basic ADQ requirement involves the ability to use time-series
data to recognize and discriminate between changes in the phenomena,
measurement instrument, recording system, etc., another category of DSM
functions is used to define the nature of time-series data streams. These
functions are used to establish the deterministic and random properties
(usually mixed) of the signals.

Information Quality Functions. IQFs basically test some detectable
attribute of time-series data against known system parameters. Figure 3
illustrates the concept of IQF processing; three outputs with respect to
the test are possible: pass, fail, or does not apply.

Several different IQFs might be constructed to treat a particular
aspect of time-series data. An objective might be to consider the "noise"
present in measured data. Various variability criteria such as variance,
data range, and successive differences could be used to define variability
IQFs. One might choose to treat variability by considering variance in
either the time or frequency domains. Other noise criteria such as count-
ing zero crossings, performing run tests, and characterizing probability
could also be considered in variability IQFs. Single or multiple data
stream inputs can be required based upon each IQF test to be performed.
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The "does not apply" result is based on failure to recognize an applica-
bility condition which may be determined from the data stream(s) being pro-
cessed or from processing one or more control data streams.

Estimated Data Quality Functions. The determination of EDQ requires
combining IQF outputs in some meaningful way in order to obtain an overall
measure of data quality. Such an EDQ combinatorial rule requires
specification of the functional relationship for combining IQFs, which
includes a method of weighting individual IQF output results to a common
scale of measurement (that is, units of EDQ) and also provides a measure of
the relative importance of the individual IQF output results.

Computing the weighted average of IQF outputs illustrates a simple
type of EDQ function. Also, data from a set of IQF evaluations might be
combined in some series parallel fashion to produce the desired EDQ
result. For instance, knowledge that data from a measurement channel are
"out-of-range" might be sufficient to declare them invalid without further
IQF processing. The information of an EDQ can be very applications spe-
cific. Appropriate IQF weights need to be assigned that reflect the impor-
tance each IQF has in terms of the data interpretation and decision activi-
ties which take place at the man-machine interface.

Results Data Base

Information in the ADQ results data base can be stored in compressed
form to save disc space. For example, where batch processing occurs and
disc space utilization is an economics consideration, only the transitions
in IQF determinations (2-bit entry plus repetition count) need be saved in
packed form. Similarly, EDQ evaluations can be stored as integers between
0 and 100 in packed form.

Reference Data Base

The reference data base of the ADQ system provides knowledge which is
required by the ADQ processor for qualification of the data. This data
base can contain an analytical system description to be used for manipu-
lation of multiple data streams, historical information to be used for
characterizing the measurement system and determining long-term trends, and
information needed by certain types of IQFs and the EDQ. Information con-
tained in the data base, along with the size of the data base, will be
dependent on the specific application of the ADQ system.

System Analysis

This block contains the algorithms for detailed analysis of the
system, including identification of bias errors and calibration shifts.
Identification of measurement failures «ind degradation of measurements is
provided for in this section. Where appropriate, analyses will provide
corrections to the data. It \s envisioned that computationally intensive,
and subsequently slow, evaluations of measurement systems will be performed
in the analysis section. This structure would allow the fast data qualifi-
cation algorithms in the ADQ processor to be run more frequently in a
real-time application, while still providing for comprehensive data qualifi-
cation using the more complex techniques. Examples of analysis techniques
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which would be included in the analysis section are Box-Jenkins autoregres-
sive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models, Kalmsn filtering techniques,
and noise analysis in the frequency domain.

Data Presentations

ADQ processing adc's new dimensions to time-series data. This addi-
tional information can be available to:

1. Trigger execution of analysis routines which might detect measure-
ment faults, provide calibration correction, predict failure,
perform common mode failure analysis, schedule maintenance, etc.

2. Provide feedback control or plant status monitoring systems with
measurement health information upon which appropriate actions can
be taken/recommended.

3. Present system operators and/or analysts with alarms,
corrective/preventive instructions, data displays, etc., which
alert him as to measurement problems.

Applications

ADQ development at EG&G Idaho is being pursued on both batch and real-
time modes. A pilot program for ADQ has been implemented at the LOFT
facility and is summarized in this section.

Batch Mode

The pilot project defined at EG&G Idaho was to process approximately
300 channels of temperature and pressure data from LOFT loss-of-coolant
accident experiments on the INEL CDC Cyber-176 computing system. Principal
objectives were (a) to compare the sensitivity of ADQ methods to the manu-
ally obtained qualification results, and (b) to demonstrate potential
time/cost savings of using ADQ in poaLexperiment qualification of transient
data.

The work involved testing measurement channel limits, signal variation
or "noise", and comparing measurements in functional8 and direct redun-
dancy tests. Test criteria for these IQFs were based upon known system
parameters for the range (established measurement limits) and redundancy
(published measurement uncertainties); the noise test criterion had its
ba&is in empirical evaluation of healthy signals when the plant was in
isothermal and isobaric conditions.

The IQF results were combined as a weighted produrt to form an EDQ
estimate. These estimates were then summed, and ratios of the sums to the

a. A regression model which fit cladding temperature measurements as a
function of height and radius was necessary to compare data when the
reactor was at power.
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number of points processed were formed. For comparison to manual results,
an arbitrary scale was established for these ratios (with 100% representing
a condition wherein all data tested passed each IQF):

EDQ >_ 95% was labeled "accepted,,

95% > EDQ > 30% was labeled "intermediate"

30% .̂ EDQ was labeled "rejected."

In all cases, the ADQ evaluations processed a section ci data prior to LOFT
experiment initiation, the transient record during the experiment, and a
brief period of quasi-quiescent data following the experiment. Without
exception, those traces tagged "accepted" by ADQ received a "qualified"
label when manually reviewed by the LOFT Data Integrity Review Committee
(DIFC). During these evaluations, some 3% (for two experiments) to 20%
(for one experiment) had EDQ values in the "intermediate" range basically
due to redundancy differences. Approximately 90% of these were determined
"qualified" by DIRC review, sometimes with constraining remarks. Identifi-
cation of regions of low-redundancy acceptance was useful in detecting
thermal-hydraulic phenomena of significance in interpretation of experiment
results. The signals "rejected" by ADQ were classified as failed by the
DIRC.

Results of the pilot project were encouraging. The automated process
received favorable recognition by the DIRC. It was determined that a cost
savings in qualifying LOFT temperature and pressure data of a factor of
3 existed, plus reduction of 2 in wall clock time. ADQ overlay displays
were developed for the DIRC, wherein ADQ results were color coded into the
signal (green implied EDQ ^.95%, yellow for EDQs in the intermediate
range, and red for EDQ £ 3 0 % ) .

On the basis of these successes, development began on a batch ADQ pro-
cessor, with construction as shown in Figure 2. LOFT flow (differential
pressure, drag discs, turbine meters, Venturis, etc.) and nuclear (self-
powered neutron detectors, reactivity meters, etc.) instrumentation are
being added to the ADQ processor. Incorporation of historical information
(calibration tests, noise signatures, etc.) is scheduled to be developed
following completion of a LOFT large break experiment in mid-June 1982.

Real-Time Applications

The primary purpose of the real-time ADQ pilot project initiated by
EG&G Idaho at the LOFT facility was (a) to verify that the ADQ techniques
which have been developed could be realistically applied in a real-time
situation, and (b) to evaluate the computer resource requirements of a real-
time ADQ system. The LOFT system uses three MODCOMP computers tied
together in a distributed system for recording about 800 channels of experi-
mental and process measurements. For the pilot project, it was decided to
qualify and display 20 core cladding thermocouples which are used by the
LOFT emergency control system (LECS). These thermocouples are located at
10 different elevations in the center fuel bundle. The technique used to
qualify these measurements was intended for use during relatively long dur-
ation (50 to 2000 s) transient experiments, and had several phases as
follows:
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1. Data were acquired (usually at the rate of 50 samples per second)
on one MODCOMP computer and transferred across a data link to a
data processing computer, since the first computer had a number
of higher priority functions to perform in addition to its data
acqi'i si t ion function.

2. The ADO processor was designed to process the data in blocks of
100 data samples per measurement. The processing consisted of
the following steps:

a. The data were filtered using a low-pass digital finite
impulse response filter (pass frequency of 1.5 Hz and stop
frequency of 2.5 Hz) and subtracted from the original data
stream on a point basis. This was intended to remove the
nonstationary mean of the signal, so that the signal noise
could be examined. As a simple procedure for the pilot pro-
ject, a root-mean-square (rms) value of the noise was calcu-
lated to provide an indication of the noise level on the
signal. If the noise level was below a nominal value, the
measurement was either saturated or had failed; if the noise
level was greater than some other nominal vaiue, the measure-
ment had electronics problems or had failed.

b. To check for range validity of tie measurement, the mean of
the 100 data points was calculated and compared to the valid
range of the measurement.

c. A redundancy check of the 20 thermocouples was performed by
least squares fitting the 20 measurements to a quadratic
curve (elevation was the independent variable) which approxi-
mated the axial power distribution in the reactor. The stan-
dard deviation of the measurements from the fit was calcu-
lated. Any measurement in which the deviation from the fit
was greater than twice the standard deviation was flagged as
a redundancy failure.

3. When the ADQ processing was completed, the data and the qualifi-
cation flags were displayed in color on a Ramtec 6200 monitor.
Prediction of the maximum fuel cladding temperature at a select-
able future time was added to assist in experimental control.

The real-time ADQ system has been successfully operated for the past
three LOFT experiments and has proven that data can be qualified during a
variety of transients in 3 real-time environment. A fully implemented real-
time ADQ system for a stationary process system could qualify several hun-
dred measurements to the desired confidence level. Advantages of this type
of system include:

1. Increased confidence in measurements used for process control

2. Detection of failed or degraded measurements for instrumentation
maintenance.
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Conclusions

The "data revolution" which has occurred in the past few decades by
virtue of rapid advancements in measurement systems technology and the wide-
spread applications of digital computers has definitely separated those who
control equipment systems from the physical processes involved. Methods of
qualifying information prior to its use in decision making at the control
and/or man-machine interface are required.

Automated data qualification, as it is being developed at the INEL,
has attempted to identify some techniques which can be used to solve this
problem in real-time and batch modes. Pilot projects have demonstrated
feasibility to economically process quiescent and transient data with
resulting high confidence in processed results. These efforts have, how-
ever, just scratched the surface of a badly needed technology.

The future of data qualification is limited only by one's imagi-
nation. Real-time bias error detection and removal, correction of calibra-
tion errors, and measurement degradation with failure prediction are cer-
tainly within capabilities of current technology. Current efforts at the
development of "smart" or self-checking transducers need to be expanded to
include other measurement system components so that the data displayed to
the user have undergone single channel qualification analyses. Where com-
puters are involved, comparative analyses and systems modeling algorithms
may be added to increase our understanding of system status.

Those of us involved in instrument and control systems must begin to
incorporate qualification technologies in the design and application of
measurement systems. We need to educate the consumer to understand that
the increased costs of qualification will be repaid to him many times in
increased system availability, improved understanding of anomalous behav-
iors, and reduced risk of catastrophic action based on bad data.

Notice

This paper was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency
of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor
any agency thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty, expres-
sed or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for any
third party's use, or the results of such use, of any information, appa-
ratus, product or process disclosed in this paper, or represents that its
use by such third party would not infringe privately owned rights. The
views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
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ABSTRACT

MHD topping cycles of coal-fired MHD/steam combined cycle produce direct
current (d.c.) power. This d.c. power must be converted to alternating cur-
rent (a.c.) power for distribution over utility power systems. Reduction of
the number of inverter systems required in a Faraday connected system for con-
version from d.c. to a.c. is desireable because of cost. This reduction can be
accomplished by consolidating many of the MHD generator electrode outputs
before inversion between d.c. and a.c. takes place.

This paper presents experimental test results for a four-electrode pair
consolidation unit. The consolidation unit is computer controlled using a
microcomputer and the output is supplied to a force-commutated three pha_>e in-
verter system which is also under microcomputer control. The consolidation
system presented is an inductively coupled circuit first proposed by R. Rosa.
In the series of tests described, the four Faraday voltages are simulated with
7.5 horsepower d.c. motor generator sets and the Hall voltages were simulated
using six low-voltage high current power supplies. The overall operation of
the consolidation/inverter system is under LSI 11/03 computer control and is
discussed briefly.

The test results presented indicate the electrode and Hall current sensi-
tivity to load variations and frequency of consolidation switching.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of consolidating the d.c. power from a MHD topping cycle has
received considerable attentionl-3. If the generator is of two-terminal dia-
gonal configuration, a single inverter system will suffice and the general
problem of consolidation does not exist. Such a system has been built and
tested by Avco for use on the Mark VI MHD system^. If it is desired to oper-
ate the MHD system over a fairly wide level of power output, the wider range
of operational flexibility of either the multiple-diagonal or general Faraday
connections is preferred.

At Montana State University (MSU), a small, four-electrode-pair consolida-
tion system feeding a force commutated inverter system has been constructed
and tested. The MSU system is under complete computer control so that all
operational characteristics can be varied; these characteristics include, at a
minimum: commutation frequency, notch-filtering of waveforms for harmonic
suppression, and individual control of each silicon-controlled-rectifier (SCR)
in the network. The MHD Faraday voltages of the system were simulated by a
set of four programmable power supplies which are under computer control. The
Hall voltages between adjacent electrodes were simulated with storage batteries.
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The programmable power supply usage raises the question of the realism of
generator simulation since the power supplies are voltage and current limited.
It was decided to test the system on an actual MHD generator if possible.
Scheduling problems complicated by channel failure and academic responsibi-
lities have prevented such tests. It is presently planned to test the system
on the CDIF system in 1982 using test channel 1A1. It was decided in the
meantime, to drive the network with ordinary d.c. generator sets. This per-
mits loading the consolidation/inverter network nearer its design specifica-
tions, and is more representative of MHD electrical behavior. If results can
be correlated with those arising from a later channel test, further experi-
mental development on such systems may be performed using generators alone.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The small consolidation/inverter (C/I) system tested is shown in Figure 1.
Overall control of the C/I system is provided by a DEC LSI 11/03 microcomputer
with floppy and hard disk storage. The LSI 11 provides system control using
four Zilog Z80 microcomputers which reside inside the LSI 11 chassis. Fig-
ure 2 shows the details of the four-electrode pair consolidation network. A
single Z80 is used to control the consolidation network by switching SCR's
A,B,C, and D as illustrated. The SCR firing sequence is (A,C), (B,D), (A,C),
(B,D), (A,C), etc. The electrode interconnection shown provides zero average
flux in the transformer cores. The polarized connection of the various trans-
former windings causes the flux generated by one half-cycle to be cancelled by
the flux generated by the alternate half-cycle. The other Z80's are used to
control three single-phase inverter circuits used to form a three-phase, force-
commutated inverter unit. By use of four Z80 slaved microcomputers, indepen-
dent and coordinated control of the inverter and consolidation systems is
achieved with reserve processor speed remaining for detection and control of
faulty operation.

The experimental setup to simulate four electrode pairs using four separ-
ate 7.5Kva d.c. motor/generator sets is also shown in Figure 2. The four d.c.
generators, rated at 120 vdc were connected to provide the Faraday voltages
while six low-voltage, high current d.c. supplies were used to simulate the
Hall field.

TEST RESULTS

Elements in the consolidation network were designed for 120 vdc input and
5 amps electrode current. Tests were conducted for various load conditions,
20 and 30 volt Hall voltages, and 5-?OKHz combining frequency. Typical cir-
cuit waveforms for current and voltage are shown in Figures 3,4,5, and 7.
Proper network operation for a load current of 20 amps can be seen in Figures
3 and 7. V,, IR-,, V^ and IR» are the consolidating waveforms of the least
positive pair of positive electrodes at transformer Tl. V,., I R 5, Vg and I R g

are the consolidating waveforms for the most positive pair of positive elec-
trodes at transformer T2. Vg, IR9, V,Q and I R 1 Q are the combined waveforms
of all four electrodes at T3. Similar inverted waveform sets for the negative
electrode connections are viewed diagonally across the consolidation network.
Load data presented in Figure 6 indicates that the Rosa consolidation network
is load sensitive with respect to the current balance of the electrodes.
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IHN is the current associated with the respective Hall voltage supply, VH-,-VHf;.

IKN is the current from the Faraday supplies, Vp,-Vp., as measured using cur-

rent shunts SK,-SK/.. However, if one assumes that the operational range for

normal operation of the generator is between half load and full load, the
operation of the network is satisfactory with respect to current balance. The
results of the tests also indicate that heavier loading, (greater than design
full load) of the system tended to perform quite well with respect to electrode
current balance. Total input currents, I,+ - I * tc the consolidation sys-
tem are shown in Figure 7. An inverted set of current waveforms, I ~ - I ~

exist on the negative electrode side. The network was designed for an operat-
ing frequency in the range of 5-10KHz. Tests were run as low as 5KHz and as
high as 20KHz. Best, and quite satisfactory network performance was obtained
of the 5KHz to 10KHz range.

In an attempt to extend the range of circuit balance operation, computer
simulations of the mutual coupling design were performed. This simulation
suggested that perhaps an unbalance coupling design might extend the range of
operation to very light loadings. Preliminary test data do not confirm this
suggestion.
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FIGURE 1
MHD POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 2
FOUR ELECTRODE CONSOLIDATION SIMULATION
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FIGURE 3
Consolidation Network
Current and Voltage

IT=20a VH=20v f=10KHz

a-f V-20v/div.
a-d I-lCa/div.
e-f I-20a/div.
Time Base - 20us/div.

g V-100v/div.
Time Base - 5ms/div.
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FIGURE 4
Consolidation Network
Current and Voltage

IT=5.2a VR=20v f-10KHz

a-f V-20v/div.
a-d I-4a/div.
e-f I-8a/div.
Time Base - 20us/div.

g V-100v/div.
Time Base - 5ms/div.
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FIGURE 5
Consolidation Network
Current and Voltage

IT=30.3a VH=20v f=10KHz

a-f V-20v/div.
a-d I-10a/div.
e-f I-20a/div.
Time Base - 20us/div.

g V-100v/div.
Time Base - 5ms/div.
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THE CONTROL OF INDUSTRIAL FLjtPIZED BED BOILER PLANT

Michael J. VIrr, Senior Vice President Technology
Johnston Boiler Company

300 Pine Street
Ferrysburg, Michigan ^9^09

616/8^2-5050

While the development of industrial fluidized bed boilers and fur-
naces has been underway for more than ten years, it has naturally posed
some interesting control problems which have had to keep pace with the
technology. Market demand for the boilers has grown because of its ability
to burn coal efficiently and cleanly - in short, its ability to meet high
emission standards for SO2 and N 0 x while maintaining high efficiencies.

Approach to fluid bed boiler design control for industrial applica-
tions is very different from that adopted for utility boilers. Industrial
boilers must be simple to install but at the same time must be capable of
operating on automatic control while providing '< ow energy consumption.
The basic criterion in development therefore was to adapt the new fluidized
bed combustion technology to the traditional concept of the industrial
packaged boiler, which is manufactured to near-completion at the boiler
plant, incorporating an integrated control system which was relatively sim-
ple from the point of view of plant operation. This is basically very dif-
ferent from the approach taken with utility boilers which usually have con-
trols of considerable sophistication which are operated by carefully train-
ed personnel.

The boiler is compactly arranged by taking a typical solid fuel fire-
tube boiler or D-shaped watertube boiler and "packaging" these designs so
that they adapt the combustion chamber for fluidized bed firing. The ad-
vantages of the fluidized bed can be readily utilized because it results
in a relatively small combustion chamber with very high heat transfer co-
efficients that occur within the fluidized bed itself. It is actually
possible for the relatively few "in-bed" tubes to generate over 50 percent
of the output of the boiler. In this manner, a relatively compact, ship-
pable boiler design can be achieved; capacities extend from 2,500 lb to
50,000 lb per hr for firetube units and 70,000 lb per hr for watertube
uni ts.

Simplicity of operation, while resulting in automatic startup, is
achieved by using a through-bed or in-bed burner for startup using gas
(in one case, alcohol), which eliminates the need for a separate startup
burner.

High boiler efficiency is achieved by using the fluidized bed itself
to get complete combustion of fines by enveloping the incoming coal in a
circulation of hot solids, ensuring that even fine particles are burned.
This eliminates the need for a carbon burnup cell and ensures long resi-
dence time and good sulfur retention.
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The sulfur in the coal is retained within the bed by using a particu-
late bed of limestone, which converts the calcium carbonate to calcium
sulfate ash. This materia] is inert at ambient temperature, and there are
no restrictions on its disposal as landfill.

Very low oxides of nitrogen are also achieved compared to conventional
boilers because of the low combustion temperature, which need not exceed
165O°F. The resultant N0 x amounts to less than 300 ppm (the order of
0.55 lb/M BTU input).

Particulate discharge from the boiler is controlled by the use of mul-
tiple cyclone dust collectors followed by a baghouse. The highest stan-
dards of particulate emission can thus be achieved and are normally below
0.025 lb/M BTUs input. Operating boilers in sizes ranging from 2500 to
50,000 lb per hr of steam are currently providing efficiencies greater
than 80 percent when burning coal. Their fuel savings, over plants using
conventional coal burning technology, are substantial.

Both firetube and watertuoe fluidized bed boilers have been operat-
ing in a number of industrial plants for more than two years, and experience
with them shows that these high technology boilers can be operated and
controlled with confidence.

Firetube FBC Boiler Control

The packaged firetube boiler capable of multifuel firing, transporta-
tion by rail, economical installation, and stable and efficient operation
is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The combustion chamber of this boiler
is extended downward and tapered to form a full water cooled chamber for
the fluidized bed. The bed is divided for control purposes into three parts
by closely pitched bed divider tubes. This is because a single fluid bed can
only be turned down by 2:1 in itself. Tc make the unit a multifuel burner,
distributers incorporate injection nozzles that can take air/gas mixture
for startup and also oil/air nozzles.

The control system of the firetube boiler is shown in Fig. 2. The
start sequence is initiated by the startup programmer which lights the pilot
gas burner on No. 1 bed. When that has been detected as proven by the UV
head, the programmer allows gas to go into the nozzles on No. 1 bed. The
bed temperature control senses the increase in temperature of that bed and
initiates coal feed to the bed when the temperature has gone over 1300°F.

The startup sequence, having been gone through, provided the boiler out-
put master control has further demand on the boiler, the bed selection
logic may then demand either the second or third bed to operate sequentially.
In each case, those start on gas through the startup programmer, changing
over to coal as the temperature increases over 1300°F.

In order to make the unit of truly multifuel type, selection switches
are fitted so that either oil or gas, besides coal, can be selected as the
main fuel, in which case they are connected to the master controller to con-
trol the total output from the boiler by regulation of their flow valves.
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In addition to these main control loops, subsidiary control exists to
trim the air flow for oxygen content against a remote set point which may
be set for operation of 1, 2 or 3 beds. This is normally set so that when
there are three beds in operation on high boiler load, set point is at 5
percent 02- With just two beds in operation, a set point of 6 percent would
be used, and with number one in operation, set point of 7 percent respec-
tively. The O2 is measured in the flue gas duct by means of e zirconium
probe type of instrument which will thereby automatically trim for varia-
tions in air and/or coal flow to the beds to maintain a constant O2 accord-
ing to the remote set points mentioned above.

Further subsidiary control controls the furnace pressure in the com-
bustion chamber freeboard to minus half an inch water gauge by variation of
the ID fan inlet damper as shown on Fig. 2. The control of the boiler water
level follows conventional practice; variation of the bciler feedwater re-
gulator based on boiler water level sensing adjacent to the boiler gauge
glass. This is not shown as it follows conventional practice.

Watertube 3oiler Control

The arrangement of the packaged watertube boiler is based on the tradi-
tional D-shaped configuration of which thousands have been built for gas
and oil firing. This design differs from the traditional by incorporating
a concave bed within the combustion chamber, as shown in Fig. 3» This is
a "second generation" design whereby the combustion part of the bed has been
separated from heat transfer and control part of the bed, making these func-
tions to a great extent independently variable. This gets away from the
traditional problems of early fluidized beds where bed division is necessary
as described in the firetube control system in order to achieve reasonable
control of 2:1 or over.

The shape of the combustion chamber induces the fluidized solids to flow
down in the center, where the fuel is fed in, returning to the surface at
the sides. Fuel being delivered below the surface in the center of the bed
so that the hot downward moving sol ids envelop the fresh sol id fuel and
cause it to circulate. The resulting substantial residence time for fuel
particles below the surface is sufficient to achieve high combustion burn-
out efficiencies and thus prevent the carryover of unburnt fuel to the cy-
clones. This eliminates the need for the burnout cell which has been as-
sociated with early fluidized development and has been found to be required
for large, flat-bottomed fluidized beds, typical of some utility boiler de-
signs.

The unit has more than 6 ft of freeboard within the combustion cham-
ber, thus allowing volatiles to burn out completely before entering the con-
vective surface. If high sulfur coals are being burned, a dolomite or lime-
stone feed may be incorporated to achieve an 80 to 90 percent absorption
within the body of the fluid bed. This causes the formation of inert cal-
cium sulfate in the ash, which is taken out automatically through the de-
ashing system below the bed and flue gas clean-up system, and lowers the
sulfur dioxide requirements. The long residence time within the bed greatly
a!ds this absorption process.
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The watertube boiler achieves natural circulation through the primary
heating surfaces in the combustion chamber, which are in the form of nose
tubes on each side of the bed, and the secondary convective surface between
the drums and the back end of the boiler. In the power version of the
boiler, requiring superheat, a convective superheater replaces the first
four tubes in the convective bank of the boiler.

Another feature accommodates high ash coals and industrial refuse con-
taining stone or other tramp materials that do not fluidize when they enter
the bed. These materials fall into a de-ashing trough in the bottom of
the furnace, which is occasionally fluidized, causing heavy waste material
to pass through a large ash valve and water cooled screw at the base of the
boiler. This operation can be carried out while the unit is in operation,
and initiated from bed differential pressure between the surface and the
bottom bed. The stone or tramp material is extracted by water cooled screw
feeders.

The boiler control system shown on Fig. k, as on the first unit that
was installed at Haywood Tylers' factory at Keighley in England, startup
sequence is initiated from a time clock. This initiates a pilot burner for
startup which when proven ignites the gas which is let through premix
burners which form the distributers for the combustion chamber. During this
initial startup phase, the outer panels are not fluidized; the pneumatic
valve being closed. This isolates the combustion part of the bed which
quickly heats up, burning the fluidizing gas and air, and when a temperature
of about 1100°F has been reached, the gas/coal changeover is initiated, start-
ing the coal feeder, gas also being held on for a period of about 15 minutes
on a timer in order to build up coal inventory within the bed itself. From
then on the boiler output controller controls both the coal and air quantity
into the bed, measuring the rate of demand on the differential from the
steam flow signal generated on the boiler steam outlet pipe mounted orifice
plate.

The boiler is now being controlled in output by both the coal and air
rate to the boiler, and the fluidization of the wing panels which have a
rapid response effect as the red hot bed material is being used as a "thermal
flywheel" from which heat can be extracted rapidly by opening the air to the
wing panels.

This rapid response is achieved by boiler pressure controlling the
rate of air to these wing panels. Any deviation from set point has a rapid
remedial effect opening or closing of the pneumatic valve positioner to
these wing panels. This is demonstrated by Fig. 5 which shows a time
against boiler steam output and fluidized bed temperature graph that was
attained during load response tests in July of last year. Rapid variation
of the load could be achieved because a steam dump condenser was fitted to
the factory heating surface so that artifically large loads could be put
onto the boiler in a matter of second by merely opening the valve to the
dump condenser. Unfortunately, as the tests were in the summer, the dump
condenser was not big enough to take full boiler output and swings in the
order of only 30 percent could be artificially induced. Fig. 5 is reproduced
from a three point chart recorder which indicated that a load swing in the
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order of 30 percent could almost instantaneously be achieved both in the
upwards and downwards direction. Such a sudden, large demand of heat out-
put from the combustion chamber full of fluldized solids naturally caused
a reduction of bed temperature. This was normally not more than 80°F.
and the bed temperature would recover within 15 to 20 minutes, and there-
fore would not impair the boiler operation in any way. As a watertube
boiler has about one-fourth of the water content of a firetube boiler, one
cannot rely on the inherent heat release that one can achieve by slight
lowering of boiler pressure in order to achieve steam output which is in-
herent in the firetube boilers described earlier.

As the wing panel boiler tubes can generate up to 60 percent of the
boiler output, it is necessary to arrange a trim on this boiler pressure
control circuit such that in the evenl of the bed temperature being de-
pressed excessively, which would be by over 100°F, the control signal can
be slowed down with respect to the rate of response on the pneumatic valve
positioner, thereby assuring that the fluidized bed temperature does not
get below the order of 1500OF at which temperature combustion reaction rate
becomes seriously impaired compared to the correct combustion temperature
of 158O°F-16OO°F.

In the main boiler control circuit, two trims are incorporated - one on
the coal feeder race being trimmed by bed temperature as naturally the bed
inventory of coal only changes relatively slowly This is necessary for
instance to prevent overfeeding the bed with coal which would have the
temperature moving rapidly upwards because the boiler output controller was
demanding a greater boiler load. In addition, the air to the boiler is
trimmed on an 0£ signal generated from an oxygen probe in the flue gas exit
to the boiler in a similar way to the firetube boiler to again ensure that
the oxygen setting, which is normally a constant k.S percent representing
25 percent excess air, is achieved throughout the whole control range on
thi s boiler.

We have found that, under automatic control, this boiler control system
will readily give a k:\ turndown and with careful trimming of controls under
manual supervision, a turndown of just over 5:1 has been achieved using the
system on Hayward Tylers' plant.

The general layout of the boiler and control panel is shown in the
photograph Fig. 6. The control panel is reasonably straight-forward read-
ing from right to left we have first the FD fan air pressure under the
fluidized bed, the boiler's flue gas exit temperature (normally about 392°F),
the bed temperature trim controller, the boiler pressure controller, boiler
output controller, oxygen air trim, gas/coal changeover controller, and
finally two auto/manual stations for the coal feeds.

This boiler is normally left unsupervised and switches itself on with
the time clock initiating the startup sequence as already described. The
boiler is visited once in the morning by the plant's maintenance depart-
ment and once in the evening to fill in the log and carry out such opera-
tions as initiating boiler blowdown and pneumatic ash removal system, mov-
ing ash from the day bins. In the event of the boiler failing to a safe
condition for any reason, a gong sounds in the maintenance department and
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on the panel (which can be seen on Fig. 6). There is a series of ten
lights which indicate where a fault has occurred such as low drum water
level or a screw feeder blockage. The boiler is capable of operating at
up to 70 percent load on only one screw feeder. Therefore, the plant does
not come down in the case of a single screw blockage.

This boiler plant has now done two complete heating seasons and has
shown high availability of some 98 percent. As it is the only boiler on
this site, such dependability is a necessity.

Conclusions

In conclusion, I would like to comment that the systems described have
basically been of the electrical/pneumatic boiler type which is largely
conventional. However, the control systems lend themselves admirably to
a micro-computer controller, and we now have a project underway to incor-
porate such a device both on the demonstration firetube FBC boiler in our
plant and on an overseas installation of one of the watertube boilers now
that the control arrangement has been proven with conventional control tech-
nology.

Boiler tests on both these types have indicated that efficiencies of
80 percent or over are achieved on full-load, and the carbon and ash losses
are of the order of 5 percent or less. Load response is excellent for both
boiler types with loads in the order of 30 to kO percent can be instantan-
eously met in the control system described.

As the excess air is controlled throughout the load range at a rela-
tively low figure, excellent part-load efficiencies are achieved and
figures as high as 79 percent have been confirmed during tests at half-load.

Where fuel supplies have become questionable, industrial plants re-
quire insurance against lack of supply of any single fuel and this a fluid-
ized bed boiler can assure, the controls being arranged so that only a flick
of a switch is necessary. At the same time, they must meet EPA and local
regulations covering emissions. This has led to the rapid acceptance of
fluidized bed boilers over the last two years. This is illustrated by some
3^ orders we have received; l^ of these plants are already in service.

These units can not only burn high sulfur coal to within EPA standards
but can also have separate feeders for conveying waste materials into the
fluid bed to be burned as makeup fuel, such as, mushroom compost or lacquer.

The watertube boilers are adaptable to high pressures and cogeneration
systems and, therefore, can be expected to meet a wide variety of industrial
needs in the coming years.

The United States has the largest reserves of coal in the world, and
there is no reason why plant managers should have to rely on imported fuels
to ensure the supply of electricity and steam to their plants.
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This paper is presented by the kind permission of the Directors of Johnston
Boiler Company and Stone FJuidFire, Ltd.
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Fig. 3 Fluidfire Package W a t e r t u b e Boiler Design
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Fig. 6. Watertube Fluidized Bed Installation at
Haywood Tylers' Keighley Factory England

Showing Control Panel.
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Introduction

As the Multi-Solid Fluidized Bed Combustion (MSFBC) process moves into
commercial applications, the experience gained in process control can be
applied to other fossil energy processes. Problems of temperature measure-
ment and control, solids flow control, and turndown are common to fluid-
ized bed combustion, gasification and oil shale or tar sands processing.
The application of process control to multi-solid fluidized bed technology
has included the process requirements, hardware limitations, scale-up un-
certainties and pilot plant experience. Process control features for MSFBC
which are being developed include on-line steam quality analysis, combustor
temperature control, solids circulation control, and operator initiated
automatic turndown capability. Before addressing these features, a brief
description of the MSFBC process is presented.

MSFBC Process Description

MSFBC is gaining commercial acceptance because of its outstanding per-
formance and versatility. The concept of MSFBC is illustrated in Figure 1.
Combustion and heat exchange take place in separate units so that each can
be optimized without adversely affecting the other's operation. Fuel is
burned in the combustor while heat exchange is accomplished in the External
Heat Exchanger (EHE) and the convection section which are external to the
combustor. (Approximately 55% of the heat is transferred in the EHE.) This
decoupling is accomplished by the circulation of a bed of fine solids con-
sisting of sand, limestone, and ash between the combustor and the EHE. Two
important functions result from this arrangement: (1) the control of com-
bustor temperature and (2) the transfer of heat in a mildly fluidized bed
heat exchanger. The former assures high carbon combustion efficiency, high
sulfur capture and low NO emissions; the latter assures a high heat trans-

fer coefficient and minimal tube erosion.

The combustor has another important and unique ferture: a bed of large
fluidized solids, referred to as the dense bed, is located at the bottom
of the combustor above the air distributor. Its functions are to increase
the residence time of the circulating solids, promote more gas-solids and
solids-solids contact, improve carbon combustion efficiency, enhance sulfur
capture, and facilitate above bed feeding. Extensive tests have demon-
strated the effectiveness of the dense bed in these areas, especially for
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less reactive solid fuels such as fluid petroleum coke. The dense bed of
large particles, which do not leave the combustor, is a key to the MSFBC
system's superior performance. The large particles in tlie dense bed
"stabilize" a bed of the fine particles at superficial velocities far above
their entrainment velocity. The optimum interaction of dense bed and
entrained bed leads to the excellent performance obtained with MSFBC while
operating at higher velocities than would otherwise be possible.

The versatility of MSFBC is demonstrated by the ability to use staged
combustion as an effective means of drastically lowering NO emissions to

2
less than 100 ppm. Testing has demonstrated the capability to meet or
exceed the very stringent California standards for NO emissions without

X

sacrificing other performance criteria such as sulfur capture and carbon
combustion efficiency.

Process Control

Again the control features that have evolved with the MSFBC system are:
steam quality analysis, combustor temperature control, solids circulation
control, and operator initiated automatic turndown capability. Steam quality
control is particularly important for the oil field steam flood application
while combustor temperature control, solids circulation rate control, and
turndown capability are important to all MSFBC systems. Each of the controls
are discussed below:

Steam Quality Analysis. In the steam flood generator application, the
objective is to maintain the desired steam flow rate and steam quality at
the oil well. The steam flow rate is set by the operator. Pressure is
maintained by a pressure control valve or back pressure from the steam dis-
tribution system. Steam quality is monitored by an on-line steam quality
analyzer (See Figure 2). If the steam quality is not in the range of 70-80%,
the operator changes fuel to water feed rate ratio to bring the steam quality
back into range. The on-line steaui quality analyzer is a dedicated, pre-
programmed microprocessor used to calculate steam quality based on the water
flow rate, the steam pressure and temperature and the differential pressure
drop of the steam across a known orifice restriction. The analyzer's out-
put can be used to indicate, record, alarm or initiate corrective action as
needed.

Combustor Temperature Control. Combustor temperature can be controlled
by changing the circulation rate of solids between the EHE and the combustor.
This rate of circulation depends on a thermal balance around the combustor.
The temperature of the combustor reduction zone is controlled by circulating
solids from the EHE directly to the dense bed region (See Figure 3). When
adding secondary air to the combustor, the temperature in the oxidation zone
is controlled by circulating solids from the EHE to the freeboard region.
Transport air is used to pneumatically transport the solids to overcome the
vertical lift required.

Solids Circulation Control. The ability to circulate solids between
the combustor and EHE at controlled flow rates and at high temperatures
(^1650°F) has been provided by non-mechanical valves which are referred to
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as "L" valves. The flow path of the solids is from the EHE bed down through
the vertical leg (See Figure 3). The solids movement through the horizontal
leg of the "L" valve into the combustor is accomplished by introducing a
very small quantity of aeration air. The solids flow rate has been found
to be proportional to the amount of air injected; therefore controlling the
amount of air injected into the "L" valve automatically controls the cir-
culation rate. However, the amount of air is small, (20,000 PPH of sand
can be moved through a 4" diameter "L" valve by 1 SCFM of air) so very close
regulation of the air flow is required in order to maintain control through-
out the range of the circulation rate.

Figure 3 shows an approach to control of the air injection rate where
the aeration air is controlled by cascading the combustor temperature con-
troller to the air flow controller. An alternate approach eliminates the
flow sensor relying on a digital control valve for finite air flow control.

Operator Initiated Automatic Turndown Capability. Turndown of an
enhanced oil recovery steam generator is accomplished by adjusting the feed-
water flow rate. Primary and secondary air flow controls and fuel and lime-
stone feed rate control are part of the automatic turndown control cap-
ability. As shown in Figure 4, the water flow rate sets the fuel feed rate.
Limestone is fed in ratio to the fuel to maintain a constant calcium to
sulfur ratio for sulfur capture. The ratio can be adjusted for increased
sulfur capture or for economy. As the combustor's firing rate is adjusted,
the combustor exit temperature is maintained at the desired level by con-
trolling the rate of entrained bed circulation. This changes the heat input
to the EHE and hence the heat transferred to the water/steam circuit. The
heat input to the convection section changes with the flow rate of gas from
the combustor.

The combustor air flow is also established by the fuel feed rate so
that the desired balance of fuel and air is maintained throughout the operat-
ing range (See Figure 5). A low flow limit is imposed upon the primary air
rate so that the dense bed region is always above the minimum acceptable
fluidization velocity. The ratio of primary to secondary air is maintained
in a proper range for NO emissions control.

X

Steam Flooding Application

Struthers Thermo-Flood Corporation, a subsidiary of Struthers Wells
Corporation, has designed and manufactured a 50 MM BTU per hour steam
generator for Conoco North American Production as an enhanced oil recovery
application. This is the first commercial application of MSFBC and the first
solid fuel fired steam flood generator (See Figure 6). The escalating price
of crude oil makes it desirable to substitute less expensive solid fuels for
the crude oil which is presently the primary fuel for steam flood generators.
Solid fuel firing is also important because of the substantial amounts of
petroleum coke available from the processing of heavy crude oil.

Steam flood generators present several special requirements which are
addressed in the Struthers Thermo-Flood design. Eighty percent quality
steam is generated at high pressure in a once through heating circuit from
high TDS (total dissolved solids) water. Steam quality must be controlled,
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along with flow and pressure, to avoid scale buildup in the tubes.

The Process Flow Diagram, Figure 7, for the steam flood generator
shows the MSFBC in addition to the auxiliary equipment. Struthers has
designed and built a 5 MM BTU per hour test facility (See Figure 8) at
their Winfield, Kansas manufacturing site. This test unit provides an
effective means of equipment development, controls development, and fuels
testing for a range of future applications.

Conclusion

MSFBC has moved from the pilot plant into commercial application.
Plans to build a more integrated control system for future units will be
based upon current experience and known process control techniques. Future
possibilities include the use of flue gas oxygen concentration to trim the
air flow, and the use of flue gas sulfur dioxide concentration to trim the
limestone feed rate. Thesp and other optimization steps will further
increase the economic incentive and reliability of this new technology.
These lessons also apply to other fossil energy processes as they move into
commercialization.
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Introduction

The information presented in this paper is the results of a preliminary
review of process requirements for the TVA 20-MW AFBC pilot plant. Many of
the pilot plant control requirements are based on experience with conven-
tional boilers, test results of a smaller experimental unit at BSW's
Alliance Research Center, or on a theoretical understanding of process
dynamics. These will be under investigation during the coming year of
testing at the pilot plant and therefore are not firm at this point. The
objective of the preliminary review was to provide a fundamental
understanding of control requirements before they were obscured by the
inability to measure some of the key variables, such as hot spot
temperatures. This is discussed in more depth later. These basic level
requirements provide a means of developing an analytical cost function which
can be used to evaluate control system performance.

The scope of interest here is limited to multivariate interactions
within the boiler during on-line operations. Therefore, startup operations
or the many single variable control loops such as component bearing
temperatures, damper and valve positioners, and condenser controls are not
addressed here.

Plant Description

The 20 MW pilot plant is designed to test vaious means of controlling
the process. Consequently it contains some mechanisms for maneuvering and
controlling the process that would not necessarily be available in a full
scale plant. Figure 1 shows the steam and gas flow circuits in the boiler.
The feedwater enters the economizer at approximately 530° F from a
condensate storage tank. The economizer steam path is divided into three
cascaded sections. Depending on the particular configuration being
investigated, dampers will allow gas flow over one, two, or all three
sections.

The feedwater is then fed to a conventional design drum. Forced
circulation is used in the boiling region (A) to assure minimum flow is met
under all test conditions. Saturated steam from the drum is input to a
primary superheater in the convection pass which is also divided into three
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cascaded sections. The primary superheater is followed by two banks of
in-bed secondary superheat surface. Between the two banks is a
desuperheater which is used to control steam temperature. Oesuperheat spray
is drawn off the feedwater line.

The combustion region is divided into five beds. The startup bed (F)
does not contain any in-bed heat transfer surface and is located at the
front of the furnace. The boiling region and superheat regions are each
divided into two beds. There are no physical dividers in the furnace region
thereby making distinct bed boundaries obscure. However, each region is
separately controlled by a divided secondary air windbox under the distri-
butor plate. The start up ducting is unique in that it includes a duct
burner which is capable of raising the start up air temperature above 1000°
F. A secondary superheater bypass is also provided for startup and
additional control if necessary to achieve superheat temperature.

The coal and limestone feed system is set up for either overbed or
underbed feed. Figure 2 was extracted from an EPRI report prepared by
Jaycor which shows the pilot plant equipment arrangement. The overbed feed
is achieved via conventional coal spreaders and a separate limestone feed
system. The under-bed feed system mixes the limestone and coal at the
gravimetric feeders and transports the mixture up through the distributor
plate pneumatically.

Control Variables

The primary control variables for normal operation are listed below:

• Feedwater flow

• Steam flow
• Desuperheat spray
• Air flow to each bed
• Limestone feed rate
• Coal feed rate
t Recycle feed rate

In addition, a bed material removal conveyor is provided which can be used
to control bed height. However, this is very slow and is not a normal
control mechanism. The use of bypass flow is also not considered a normal
control mechanism except during start up.

Key Instrumentation

There are many similarities between fluid bed boilers and conventional
boilers and, consequently, much of the instrumentation is conventional.
Main steam conditions and auxiliaries are all monitored and controlled as in
other type units. Two variables unique to fluid bed control operation is
the bed temperature and bed height. Both are measured by using conven-
tional thermocouples and static pressure instrumentation, but the ultimate
value is determined from several measurements and the mode of operation.
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Each of the four bed regions have three thermocouples monitoring bed
temperature. When all four '•sds are fully operating, each bed temperature
is determined by a simple averaging of the three measurements and an overall
bed temperature is derived from these averaged temperatures. When one or
more beds are slumped (shut down), the slumped beds cause a bias on the
thermocouple in that region. In this mode, the affected thermocouple read-
ings are removed from the averaging calculation. This is particularly
useful when operating on the overbed feed system where half a bed can be
slumped independently. Since bed temperature is kept between 1450° F and
1650° F, standard thermocouples are employed.

Bed level is defined as the break point of the static pressure profile
along the gas flow path. The static pressure is greatest at the distributor
plate and changes almost linearly with distance above the plate up to the
top of the bed. At the top of the bed, the slope of the pressure change
with distance changes markedly because of the large difference between bed
density and flue gas density. Hence, bed height can be determined using
many static pressure taps. In practice, bed height is determined using
three pressure measurements and one temperature measurement.

Limestone and recycle feed are also key control variables. However,
measurement of these flow rates are made the same way as coal flow rate
using gravimetric feeders. Hence the accuracy of these measurements are

equally as poor as the coal flow measurement.

Control System Requirements

Definition
The phrase 'control system requirements' is so general, and so widely

used it is necessary to define the phrase in context. 'Control system
requirements' is used herein to describe the collection of desired process
conditions and hard operational constraints derived from a fundamental
understanding of the process and its mechanical limitations. Control system
requirements are expressed in terms of measurable process variables such as
temperatures, pressures, and flows. Requirements are not 'specifications'
and do not dictate a control strategy, configuration, or hardware.

All control requirements descend from five basic sources:

I. Physical process constraints

II. Economic operating conditions

III. Regulatory requirements

IV. Operating objectives

V. Company policies and practices

Company policies and practices include specific hardware arrangements,
modes of operation, and performance objectives. Since these are imposed on
the first three basic requirements, and are peculiar to each utility, they
will not be considered here.
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By establishing the link between these requirements and the control
system requirements, a control strategy can be developed placing appropriate
weight on each requirement as interactions and compromises arise. Developing
a control system design from pre-ordained control requirements obscures the
purpose of each requirement and frequently results in excess emphasis on
relatively soft or flexible constraints. To assist in establishing the
correct emphasis, each requirement is classified as either a hard, (compo-
nent failure will result if violated) requirement or a 'soft, requirement
(only temporary degradation of performance will result).

Physical Process Limitations

Physical process limitations are derived from the failure mechanisms of
the process design. In the general case, failure mechanisms are as listed
below:

1. Fracture

2. Creep rupture

3. Oxidation/corrosion

4. Erosion

6. Frictional wear

Metal Temperatures

Design limits are established by ASME pressure vessel codes, operating
experience, and laboratory experiments. For the pilot plant, oxidation and
rupture are the two major concerns that set physical limits. To determine
the numerical value of these limits, upset flow conditions are assumed along
with maximum expected calculational errors of temperature and heat transfer
coefficient. These upset values are then used to calculate the most severe
conditions the material will undergo. Once these values are determined, the
tube materials and dimensions can be calculated.

This type calculation is performed for each heater bank, header, and
support member. From this large set of numbers, limits are determined based
on 'weakest link, values.

The design temperature limits are based on a design pressure. For the
pilot plant, the design pressure is 2700 psi. Since the operating pressure
is expected to be about 2400 psi at the throttle, the temperature limits
have an added margin under most conditions. However, despite the added
margin, unit alarm limits are based on the calculated values. Consequently,
these must be regarded as hard limits for control system performance. Most
often, however, these limits are much higher than other control requirements
and will not be challenged.

Besides steam/water pressure parts, the furnace/air duct limits are
calculated in a similar manner. Since the pilot plant has both FD and ID
fans, positive and negative limits are required to avoid buckling or implo-
sion.
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Steam Separators

A second type of physical limitation is imposed by the steam separator
cyclones in the drum. If drum level rises above the separators, the
possibility of wet steam carryover is increased. This could lead to high
heat fluxes downstream in tubes that were not designed for metal to liquid
heat transfer. The result would be high risk tube failure.

Wet steam carryover is a condition that can exist for a short time and
to a minor degree without serious damage. However, as the level increases
further, the potential for damage is increased. This can be considered a
soft limit and, consequently, the pilot plant will allow a high drum level
for 20 seconds before tripping the unit. The 20 second delay also reflects
the uncertainty of level conditions due to shrink and swell.

A low drum water inventory will ultimately lead to uneven flow in
waterwall tubes and tube rupture. Again, the condition (low level) can
exist for a short time without severe damage. Hence, the unit trip occurs
only after the level has been low for 20 seconds. Again, shrink and swell
effects cause some uncertainty in the level measurement which is somewhat
accommodated by the 20 second delay.

Turbine Requirements

Although the pilot plant does not have a turbine, full scale plants
will. Therefore, it is necessary to demonstrate that turbine demands on
main steam conditions can be met. This reduces to the requirement to avoid
wet steam and avoid temperature transients. Wet steam will erode turbine
components while temperature transients cause rotor stresses due to thermal
expansion and contraction. Since the turbine typically employs its own
protection system which will trip the unit under severe deviations, this is
both a soft and hard constraint. These limits are typically the most
demanding and provide the primary control system requirements.

Economic Operating Conditions

The two major controllable factors that affect the operating economics
of the AFBC pilot plant are the combustion efficiency and heat transfer
efficiency. For both factors, the design objective is to maximize the
efficiency. Clearly thi.; is a soft limit and can be violated substantially
during upset conditions. However, it is not definitive and must be
redefined in terms of measurable variables to be stated as control
requirements.

Heat transfer is maximized simply by keeping all the in-bed heating
surface within the bed. This means bed height control. The heat transfer
coefficients within the bed are an order of magnitude larger than the
convection pass heat transfer. Therefore, the in-bed surfaces should be
used to capture as much heat as possible within other limits.

Combustion efficiency is measured in terms of the amount of original
combustible material consumed. Because the pilot plant uses a recycle feed,
the combustion efficiency is strongly determined by the recycle rate.
Increasing recycle increases combustion efficiency. To be competitive with
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PC units, combustion efficiencies have to be near 99%. The pilot plant
testing will determine if this is practical to achieve.

Regulatory Requirements

The two major regulatory agencies influencing conventional boiler
operation is the NFPA and EPA. However, the role of NFPA is unclear to this
author at this time since their regulations apply to PC units while the
pilot plant is a crushed coal unit. Furthermore, NFPA has not addressed
fluid bed standards due to higher priorities.

On the other hand, one of the major advantages of the AFBC is its
ability to reduce SCL emissions without additional flue gas cleaning. The

EPA requirement is expressed as 90% of original fuel sulphur content must be
removed from the flue gas. Depending on local enforcement and penalties,
this may be regarded as a hard or soft limit. Sulphur capture is affected
by several variables: bed temperature, gas velocity, recycle rate, and
limestone to sulphur ratio. It has been determined experimentally that for
given Ca/S ratios and coal/recycle ratio, a bed temperature of 1550°
provides optimum sulphur capture. Hence, the EPA requirement converts to
control requirements of bed temperature, Ca/S ratio, and coal/recycle ratio.
The optimum values will be determined experimentally.

Operating Objectives

Operating objectives are most easily expressed in terms of desired load
swing capability. Base loaded plants have no significant swing require-
ments while peaking units have severe swing requirements. Since the pilot
plant does not produce electricity, it has no load swing requirements.
However, testing is planned to determine its load swing capability which
will provide the basis for swing requirements on future units.

Requirements Summary

The requirements discussed above are summarized in Table 1. A control
system design should address and attempt to satisfy each requirement, but it
is important to notice that conflicts will occur. For example, if load is
changed by changing bed temperature, this will conflict with the optimum bed
temperature for sulphur removal. Changing bed temperature will also change
superheater absorption and upset steam temperature. Hence, the individual
control requirements must be compromised to achieve the best total system
performance possible. By understanding the source of the control require-
ments, each requirement can be properly weighted. This collection of
weighted control requirements becomes the basis for measuring the perfor-
mance of alternative control system designs. As testing on the pilot plant
progresses, the interaction between process variables will be quantified.
This will lead to a better understanding of the controllability of the AFBC
process and a better dynamic performance from commercial full scale plant.
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Process Constraints/Requirements

I. PHYSICAL PROCESS CONSTRAINTS

a) Metal Temperatures

• 1st SSH Inlet Header

• 2nd SSH Inlet Header

• 1st SSH Outlet Header

• 2nd SSH Outlet Header

• Boiling Inlet/Outlet Headers

• In Bed Tubing

• Economizer Headers

• Primary SH Inlet Header

• Primary SH Outlet Header

• Primary SH Tubes

• Economizer Tubes

TABLE 1

REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

Numerical Value

Lower Upper
Limit Limit

Vary de
on conf

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

pending
iguration

Control System Requirements

Steam Temperature Alarm Limits

CO

b) Steam Pressure H 2700 Steam Pressure Trip Limit 2700 psi



c) Furnace Pressure/Draft

d) Drum Water Inventory

e) Turbine

IV. OPERATING OBJECTIVES

• Load Swing

-7" H20 10" H20

(> 2 second duration)

-7" +7"
(> 20 second duration)

t Erosion
§ Rotor Stress

II. ECONOMICS

a) Combustion Efficiency

b) Heat Transfer Efficiency

III. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

a) NFPA Codes

b) EPA

Pressure 2400 psi
Steam Temperature - 1003°

Maximize
(> 99%)

Maximize

?

90% of Original Fuel
Sulphur Content

To Be Determined

Trip Unit at Specified Values

Trip Unit at Specified Values

Trip at Turbine Controller Set Points

Avoid Wet Steam

Avoid Temperature Transients

Maintain Recycle Rate/Coal Flow
- 1.5

Keep Bed Height Above In-Bed
Heating Surface (4 f t )

Bed Temperature at 1550°
Ca/S Ratio Control
Recycle/Coal Ratio Control

• Bed Temperature Control Between
1450-1650 (Fir ing Rate Control •
Coal, Air , Limestone, Recycle)

9 Bed Slumping

• Bed Height Control
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Abstract

Hydrogeologic injection tests were performed on a borehole in
southeastern Utah to determine the potentiometric level and permeability of
the Leadville Limestone. An injection pump system was specifically designed
for the tests. Designed to rigid specifications, it performed well, with
only minor problems. Calculated permeability values from five tests were
remarkably consistent, varying from 21 to 37 millidarcies (md), with three
tests from 26 to 28 md.

Introduction

The E.J. Knbat borehole, located in San Juan County, Utah, in the SW
1/4, Section 23, T37S, R19E, was drilled in 1958 as a petroleum exploration
(wildcat) well (Figure 1). Drilling records and geophysical logs were
examined as a part of the Paradox Basin Project, a feasibility and siting
study for a high-level nuclear waste repository to be located in bedded salt
deposits in the Utah portion of the Paradox Basin. This project is part of
the Department of Energy National Waste Terminal Storage Program, and is
being conducted by Woodward-Clyde Consultants under subcontract to Battelle
Memorial Institute, Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation.

The geophysical logs of the Kubat and nearby wells showed that salt
cycles potentially suitable as a possible repository horizon existed within
the Pennsylvanian-age Paradox Formation in the area. Thus, i t was decided
to re-enter the well and extend i t deeper into the Mississippian Leadville
Limestone, the major water-bearing formation underlying the repository
horizon.

A series of hydrogeologic tests was conducted to evaluate hydrogeologic
properties of the Leadville Limestone. These tests provided data on
potentiometric level, transmissivity and permeability of the test
interval. Although testing of relatively highly permeable formations is
common, obtaining reliable data from formations of low permeability is more
difficult, and is a special aspect of the Paradox Basin Project.

Injection Pump System

An injection pump system, intended to test relatively impermeable,
deep-lying formations, was designed by project personnel and built by Sierra
Pump Systems, Incline Village, Nevada, to specifications set by Woodward-
Clyde Consultants. The major requirements of the system were to operate at
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injection pressures ranging from 0 to 1,000 psi, and to generate flows of
from 0.1 to 15 gpm. The system was to inject fluid at variable, decreasing,
low rates, while maintaining constant, high pressure (+_ 0.5 percent linear
full scale) for a test duration of up to 24 hours, in order to test low-
permeability formations. It was also to maintain a constant punp rate (+_ 5
percent of actual reading) at a variable, increasing pressure of from 0.0 to
1,000 psi for 24 hours, in order to test higher permeability formations.
Precise flow rate and pressure control, and the virtual absence of
pulsations, were necessary in order to provide reliable data, wh«re even
small variations in flow or pressure could mask the anticipated low
permeability of the test interval. Additional requirements were that the
system be portable and skid mounted and no larger than 4 x 10 feet, and that
i t be capable of pumpinq a brine injectate fluid of up to 300,000 ppm
sal t . A discussion of how this was accomplished can be found in a companion
paper by Robert G. Reeves, "A High Pressure Instrumented Flow Control System
for Hydrogeologic Injection Testing."

Because of long lead times for delivery of several components,
construction of the pump system took approximately six weeks to complete.
Because of the delays in delivery of some components and of time constraints
in the field schedule, the final stipulated acceptance test was delayed
until after the Kubat testing. Had this delay not occurred, minor
operational problems would have been discovered prior to utilization in the
field.

Borehole Completion

The Kubat borehole (Figure 2) was completed as an 8-3/4 inch open
hole. A 2-7/8 inch tubing string was hung to 3,400 feet below kelly bushing
(KB), and the test interval was capped by two inflatable packers. The test
interval ranged from 3,358 to 3,575 feet KB. Formation pressures during
testing were monitored by a downhole quartz crystal transducer, and
conducted to a computer system at the surface by an armored cable. A shut-
in valve within the tubing string controlled flow to the test interval.

Testing

Calibration and Set-Up

All instruments used during testing on the Paradox Basin Project must
be precisely calibrated prior to their utilization. The rate meter was
calibrated to read flow to an accuracy and resolution of 0.01 gpm; the
pressure transducer had an accuracy of 2.5 psi full scale and a resolution
of 0.01 psi. The computer system, capable of recording temperature and
pressure data at a rate of up to 60 readings per minute, was set up on s i t e .

Testing

A series of hydroqeologic tests (Figure 3) was run on the Kubat
borehole during September, 1981. A static formation pressure was initially
held for approximately 82 minutes, and was utilized to calculate the
potentiometric level. A slug test was performed, in which the tubing was
filled with the downhole shut-in valve closed, and the fluid was then
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released to flow by gravity to the formation. Following this test, a
constant rate injection test was initiated. After 183 minutes, however, one
of the two pumps failed, causing a reduction in flow from 15 to 12 gpm.
After a total of 793 minutes, pumping was discontinued, and recovery
(pressure fall-off) began.

Later tests included two additional slug tests, a short-term (three
minute) injection test followed by closing the shut-in valve, and an
additional constant rate injection/pressure fall-off test. No constant
pressure tests were run because of the relatively high permeability of the
tes t i nterva1.

Test Results

An example of a data plot is shown on Figure 4, Injection Test No. 2.
The pressure-time data yielded four slopes. The first two slopes, froin 0-",

and 1-10 minutes, are indicative of well-bore storage and "skin", or damage,
effects. The third slope, from 10 to 230 minutes, is representative of the
test interval. The fourth slope, from 230 to the end of injection, is
steeper, and is indicative of an apparent decrease in permeability. The
reason for this decrease is unknown; it could result from fades change,
decrease in the frequency of fractures away from the well bore, fault gouge,
or juxtaposition of less permeable beds distant from the well bore against
relatively more permeable beds near the well bore, by faulting. Other tests
also indicate this apparent "barrier".

The results of the five tests analyzed are shown in the following
table. They are remarkably uniform.

1
2

3

4
5

Test

. Injection #1
Short-Term Injection
with Shut-in
Injection #2

. Recovery #2

. Slug #3

gpd/ft2

0 . 6

0 . 8
0 . 6

0 . 5
0 . 4

Permeability

ft/dy

0.1

0 .1
0 .1

0 .1
0.1

md

27

37
28

26
21

m/dy

0.02

0.03
0.02

0.02
0.02

Comments

15 gpm*

3 minute flow
8 gpm; most repre-
sentative test

Storage coefficient

= 7.3 x 10"4

*gpm = gallons per minute

The range of the three longer duration tests (1, 3, 4) is within less than 2
md, and results in an average permeability of 27 md.

Pump System Performance Summary

During utilization at the Kubat well and the acceptance test, two
problems were encountered. While testing, one of the two parallel air-
driven purcps failed. One pump was utilized for the duration of testing. It
was later determined that the cause of failure was a faulty stem on the high
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flow air valve assembly. Modification of the stem solved the problem. The
second problem occurred during the acceptance test, conducted in Oakland,
California. At high pump outputs, the punp exhaust air was as much as 50°C
colder than entering air. During continuous duty the exhaust mufflers
froze, necessitating removal and thawing. This problem had not occurred in
relatively arid Utah during the Kubat testing. Injection of a small amount
of alcohol downstream from the water filters would probably alleviate this
problem.

With the exception of these two occurrences, caused by equipment
malfunctions, the pump system performed completely to specifications.
Additional minor "problems" include a significant amount of pump vibration,
requiring considerable bracing of piping, and a high system noise level.

The pump system will again be utilized durinq Summer, 1982. At this
time, variable rate, constant pressure tests, and tests similar to those
conducted on the Kubat well are planned for another borehole drilled as part
of the Paradox Basin Project.

Conclusions

Despite minor ini t ial malfunctions, the pump system performed to
specifications. The importance of a back-up pump and the usefulness of a
compliance test were demonstrated. The pump system is a valuable, versatile
tool for hydrogeologic investigations of relatively low permeability, deep
formations, in which flow and injection rates must lie maintained within
narrow limits. The test results were accurate and remarkably uniform.
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Summary

This report summarizes the results of the study of the aerosols generated
during the combustion of a cleaned low-Btu gas. The gas was produced in the
METC 42-inch, stirred fixed-bed gasifier then cleaned in the full-flow cleanup
system. The clean, low-Btu gas was combusted in a large r°fractory-lined
6 million Btu/hr combustor and in a small stainless steel, Meker-type labora-
tory burner.

Reported data was obtained from Run No. 98 of the gasifier. Run No. 98
differed from the previous runs in two significant aspects: (1) the Holmes-
Stretford sulfur cleanup system was not used, resulting in higher H2S levels
in the producer gas, and (2) Pittsburgh seam high volatile A bituminous (HVAb)
coal, which had been used in the gasifier, was replaced initially with a
3:2 (by weight) blend of Pittsburgh and anthracite coals and finally by Middle
Kittanning, another HVAb Cv.al, which was relatively low in sulfur.

Aerosol measurements were taken not only of the products of combustion
(POC) from both burners, but also from the gas and air fed to the burners.
Aerosol loadings of about 1 mg/m3 were found iD both the gas and the POC from
the lab burner. These aerosol loadings were about an order of magnitude
greater than that of the previous gasifier run. POC from the dynamic burner
also showed an increase in mass loading. The higher mass loadings of both
sources of POC aerosols were correlated to increased H2S concentrations in the
clean producer gas. Higher aerosol loadings in the clean gas resulted from
the presence of particles usually removed by the sulfur cleanup system.

Electrical Aerosol Analyzer (EAA) data showed that the geometric mean
diameters of the lab burner aerosols were somewhat smaller than those of the
gas. Large concentrations of small particles were found in the POC of both
burners. Assuming unit aerosol density, integration of the particle size
distributions measured in the POC of the small burner indicated mass loadings
of between 3-10 mg/m3, about the same as that measured directly with filter
samples. Chemical analysis of the filter samples showed the aerosols to con-
sist primarily of sulfur oxides with some alkali and ferrous metals. No
carbon was found on the POC filter samples, although graphitic carbon was
detected on a plate from the Sierra impactor used to sample the dynamic burner
POC.

Introduction

Low-Btu gas such as that produced by the gasification of coal is becoming
increasingly important as an alternative to natural gas and petroleum products.
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In order to better assess its potential application and limitations, studies

are under way to characterize the POC of various qualities of low-Btu gas.

One important aspect of low-Btu gas combustion is the possibility for genera-

tion of very fine aerosols that may pose a materials and environmental prob-

lem. This study was an attempt to address the measurement of these aerosols

and to develop experimental techniques for their characterization.

Experimental Procedures

The object of this study was to investigate aerosols detected in the POC

of low-Btu gas obtained from the METC 42-inch stirred, fixed-bed gasifier and

associated cleanup train. The gasifier was operated on bituminous coal. Two

separate combustors of the gas were studied: a 6 million Btu/hr combustor

lined with refractory (dynamic facility) and a small stainless steel labora-

tory burner. Both combustors were fueled with low-Btu gas (~175 Btu/scf) and

were maintained with a sufficiently large air/fuel ratio (~2/l) to provide

excess oxygen. The temperature in the combustion chamber of the dynamic

facility was fixed at about 1400°C while the temperature of the small burner

was not specifically controlled (but was maintained at a constant level by a

fixed air/fuel ratio).

Daily averages of the major gas components of the clean producer gas as

measured by on-line gas chromatographs are presented in T2ble 1. These data

indicated a relatively constant gas composition with low concentrations of

H2S. About the only change in the gas analysis data from previous gasifier

runs is the increase of up to one order of magnitude in the H
2
S concentration,

a result of the absence of the Holmes-Stretford sulfur removal unit from the

gas cleanup system.

The aerosol data consisted of filter samples (to determine mass loading

and provide material for chemical analysis) and the determination of aerosol

size distributions using a commercially available Electrical Aerosol Analyzer

(EAA). A Model 260 Sierra impactor was used to complement the filter data

from the POC from both burners. The higher temperature POC aerosol samples

(approximately 110°C at the filter) were collected on spectro-grade glass

fiber filters (Gelman No. 64878-47 mm) and on 1.2 and 5.0 μm pore size silver

metal membrane filters (Selas No. FM47). Aerosol samples of the burner air

and low-Btu gas were collected at room temperature on spectro-grade glass

fiber filters (Gelman No. 64878-47 mm) and polyvinyl chloride-membrane filters

(Gelman No. 64515-47 mm), as well as silver membrane filters. Sample inter-

val, volumetric sample rate, and changes in filter weight provided measures of

the aerosol loading in each location. These filter samples were stored for

subsequent chemical analysis. The sample flow rates were measured with roto-

meters. Frequent monitoring and manual adjustments of the flow rates provided

for a steady sample rate.

An illustration of the large burner facility and available sampling ports

is presented in Figure 1. Specific sampling ports utilized for this series of

samples were No. 4, POC-dynamic cell; No. 5, combustion air-dynamic cell; and

No. 7, producer gas sampling port. As noted in Table 2, sample rates were

typically about 60 scfh with the exception of the sample from the POC. In

each sampling port, the necessary size stainless steel tubing to obtain near-

isokinetic flows was inserted into the middle of the process stream pipe in

the direction opposing the stream flow. The sample tubing was extended at
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TABLE 1

Major Gas Analysis of Cleaned Producer Gas
Average Volume Percert by On-Line Process GC

Date

7/18/81
7/19/81
7/20/81
7/21/81
7/22/81
7/23/81
7/24/81
7/25/81
7/26/81
7/27/81
7/28/81
7/29/81
7/30/81
7/31/81
8/07/81

8/08/81
8/09/81
8/10/81
8/11/81
8/12/81
8/13/81
8/14/81
8/15/81
8/16/81
8/17/81
8/18/81
8/19/81

H?

15.52
15.91
17.44
16.56
16.04
17.17
17.65
17.07
17.54
17.59
17.65
16.82
17.36
17.57
16.72
16.98
17.08
17.48
17.58
17.82
17.62
17.59
17.46
16.86
16.70
17.12
16.85

CO?

8.00
10.31
9.50
10.82
9.75
8.51
8.31
9.17
8.36
8.00
7.94
8.36
7.93
7.69
8.51
8.21
8.24
8.05
8.05
8.07
8.15
8.15
8.55
8.76
8.50
8.33
8.60

C 9HR

0.09
0.10
0 11
0.12
0.16
C.29
0.26
0.25
0.27
0.27
0.30
0.27
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.28
0.28
0.29
0.28
0.31
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.28
0.34

H?S

0.12
0.17
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.22
0.17
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.19
0.18
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.18

o?

0.79
0 76
0 73
0.76
0.77
0.72
0.72
0.73
0.72
0.71
0.70
0.74
0.69
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.67
0.66
0.67
0.65
0.67
0.66
0.67
0.68
0.68
0.69
0.72

N,

50.88
50.99
49.00
50.60
50.55
47.67
47.08
48.47
47.18
46.73
45.38
46.42
45.21
45.01
47.38
46.93
46.80
46.29
46.13
46.43
46.46
46.37
47.19
47.98
48.42
47.82
48.82

CH4

1.16
1.36
1.49
1.46
1.65
2.74
2.60
2.56
2.69
2.70
2.82
2.66
2.73
2.72
2.40
2.46
2.49
2.59
2.63
2.68
2.54
2.49
2.45
2.39
2.38
2.39
2.71

CO

23.78
20.35
22.11
19.43
20.76
22.44
23.19
21.45
23.07
23.61
22.80
21.43
22.94
23.42
21.38
21.89
21.99
22.45
22.52
22.89
22.63
22.57
21.99
21.25
21.71
22.00
21.61
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least 20 inches upstream of the process stream elbow through which it was
inserted to penetrate to a relatively "plug flow" region of the stream. The
sample flow rate was measured by a rotameter located downstream of the filter,
between the filter and the vacuum pump (when necessary). The flow rate was
monitored frequently to assure that the prescribed sample rate was maintained.
It was not necessary to rigorously maintain isokinetic sampling conditions
because of the absence of large particles (>1 \im diameter). The producer gas
was sampled at the pressure used to feed the burner, 15 psig, and also after
the pressure was reduced to ambient with 0.5 cfm critical orifice. Dual
filters, in series, were used to sample the POC from the dynamic burner.

A schematic of the small laboratory burner used for these tests is pre-
sented in Figure 2. The burner was fabricated of 1 1/2-inch stainless steel
pipe. During tests, the small burner was constantly fed low-Btu gas (from the
same line as the dynamic facility) at a rate of 35 scfh. Aerosol-free sheath
air was provided at a rate of 400 scfh to minimize flame turbulence and to
prevent contamination of the flame zone with room air. The 6-inch I.D. stack
surrounding the burner was extended 24 inches above the burner plate. Samp-
ling for both filter samples and aerosol characterization devices were per-
formed near the top and in the center of the extended stack.

Aerosol size distributions were piimarily measured with an electrical
aerosol analyzer (TSI Model 3030) over the range from 0.01 to 1 ym diameter.
Characterization of the burner air for the dynamic facility was performed by
sampling directly from port No. 5. Since the EAA operated only near room tem-
perature and pressure, characterization of the producer gas (available at
15 psig at the dynamic facility) and POC (high temperature and -40°C dew
point) required sample pretreatment prior to ingestion by the EAA. An atmos-
pheric pressure sample of producer gas was obtained with a 0.5 cfm critical
orifice. Immediately following the orifice, the gas sample stream was
expanded into a 2-foot long section of 0.5-inch pipe where it was allowed to
equilibrate. A fraction (4 lpm) of this total 0.5 cfm gas sample was used by
the EAA to characterize producer gas aerosols. The remainder of the producer
gas was exhausted to appropriate vents to eliminate the hazard of CO to per-
sonnel. Alternate filter samples collected upstream and downstream of the
orifice yielded similar particle mass loading data, indicating that the ori-
fice did not significantly modify the producer gas particles.

In order to prevent condensation of water vapor in POC samples for
measurements of aerosol size distributions, the sample was diluted with warm
(~65°C) dry air as near the sampling location as possible. Dilution ratios of
almost 3/1 by volume (aerosol-free, dry air plus sample/sample) were required
to prevent condensation. The dilution technique was further utilized to
reduce the aerosol concentration to measurable levels and to minimize aerosol
coagulation in transit between the sample port and the EAA. Typical values of
the dilution ratio necessary to prevent condensation and provide concentra-
tions of POC aerosols within the operational range of the EAA were 15/1 for
the small laboratory burner and 80/1 for the dynamic facility. The dilution
probe used to establish the necessary dilution is shown in Figure 3. The
necessary clean, dry air was provided by a cleanup system (Deltech-900 CFH),
applied to available instrument air. The air was heated prior to dilution
with a 5-foot long temperature-controlled tube (Technical Heaters Model
No. 352-5-5). Dilution air flow was precisely controlled with an in-line mass
flow controller (Tylan No. FC-260). Since the entire diluted sample was
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ingested by the EAA, dilution ratios were determined by the difference between

the fixed sample rate of the EAA (4 lpm) and the set flow of dilution air

(1-4 lpm). Dilution ratios as high as 10/1 were accurate; however, dilution

ratios approaching 100/1 were expected to have an uncertainty of about ±10

percent. The diluted sample was transmitted to the EAA via a 6-foot length of

3/8-inch polyflow tubing.

Results

Table 2 shows the aerosol data obtained from the filter samples. Separ-

ate sections of the table show the mass loadings obtained for the burner air,

producer gas, and POC from both the lab burner and tlie dynamic combustor.

Producer gas samples were taken in parallel: those labeled "full flow" were

taken at the pressure (15 psig) used to feed the combustor; those labeled

"orifice" were taken after the pressure was let down through a critical ori-

fice. Also, filter samples from the dynamic burner were collected on serial

filters to monitor for possible filter breakthrough. The dynamic POC tandem

filters are labeled "front" for upstream samples and "back" for downstream.

Filter holders and impactors were heated to about 300°F to minimize acid mist

formation and condensation during characterization of POC aerosols.

Aerosol mass loadings of 10-20 pg/m
3
 were typically found in the burner

air while the producer gas showed loadings approaching 1 mg/m
3
, about an order

of magnitude greater than those measured during previous gasifier runs which

utilized the Holmes-Stretford sulfur removal system. Loadings exceeding

1 mg/m
3
 were seen in the POC samples taken from both the lab burner and the

dynamic combustor. The rather large increase in mass loading of the gas and

POC can be attributed, at least in part, to the absence of the Holmes-

Stretford sulfur cleanup unit during this gasifier run. The main effect of

the removal of the Holmes-Stretford unit was to increase the H
2
S in the fuel

gas by up to an order of magnitude (Table 1). As will be discussed later, the

primary constituent of the POC aerosols was sulfate, which was related to the

sulfur (H2S) concentration in the combustion gas.

Aerosol size distributions and mass loadings of the POC from both burners

were measured using a Model 260 Sierra impactor (Table 3). The impactor was

attached to the POC sample port in place of the filter. Loadings were deter-

mined by the impactor to be about 170 and 2 mg/m
3
 for the dynamic combustor

and lab burner, respectively. These mass loadings were similar to those

obtained using filters.

ID support of EAA analyses, impactor data indicated a large portion of

the aerosols were less than 1 μm in diameter. The size and concentration data

of the burner air, producer gas, and POC from the lab burner are shown in

Table 4. Information on the ambient air is included for comparison. These

aerosol data were obtained using an Electrical Aerosol Analyzer (EAA) over the

size range, between 0.01 and 1.0 pm diameter and smoothed using a numerical

technique." Unfortunately, no EAA data could be obtained from the dynamic

combustor POC due to the extreme fluctuations in concentration. Manual scans

with the EAA indicated that the particles were about 1 pm in diameter.

The aerosol concentiation in the producer gas was about two orders of mag-

nitude greater than that measured in the previous gasifier run, and an order

of magnitude greater than that of the air fed to the burners. Again, this
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TABLE 2

Aerosol Filter Sample Data

Filter
(No.)

GF-29

GF-30

GF-37

GF-44

Ag-321

Date

7/21/81

7/22/81

7/23/81

7/24/81

7/30/81

On

1554

0837

0903

10^3

0856

Off

0812

0816

0745

1446

1520

Burner Air
Time
(hr)

16.30

23.65

22.70

4.55

6.40

Wt Gain
(»n)

0.000578

0.000501

0.001005

0.000273

0.000051

Flow
(scfh)

60

60

60

60

60

Loading
(Mg/ra3)

20

12

26

35

4

H5.0 Mm)

Filter
(No.)

Laboratory Burner

Date On Off
Time
(hr)

Wt Gain
(em)

Flow
(scfh)

Loading
(Mg/in3)

GF-57

Ag-452

GF-59

Ag-462

8/10/81

8/11/81

8/11/81

8/12/81

Ag-472 8/13/81

2(1.2 \im)

1253

0815

1255

0835

0808

1423

1015

1525

1335

1508

1.50

2.00

2.50

5.00

7.00

0.006405

0.004758

0.005584

0.009849

0.008088

10.4

10.2

10.2

10.2

10.2

14,493

8,233

7,730

6,817

3,998
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Filter
(No.)

Ag-61

Ag-7

DM-8

DM-9

Ag-231

Ag-241

Ag-201

Ag-251

Date

7/22/81

7/22/81

7/22/81

7/22/81

7/27/81

7/27/81

7/29/01

7/29/81

On

0925

0925

0949

0949

1025

1025

0914

0914

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Aerosol Filter Sample

Off

0935

0935

0959

0959

1320

1320

1334

1334

Data

FOC Dynamic Burner

Time
(hr)

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

2.92

2.92

4.33

4.33

Wt Gain
(jyn)

0.012035

0.005386

0.007686

0.008950

0.048561

0.025057

0.076551

0.026867

Flow
(scfh)

14.1

14.1

12.0

12.0

11.4

11.4

10.2

10.2

Loading
(MR/m3)

180,420

80,743

135,387

157,652

51,496

26,571

61,183

21,473

Location
(Filters in
Tandem)

Front

Back

Front

Back

Front

Back

Front

Back

r(5T0
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TABLE 2 (Continued)

Aerosol Filter Sample Data

Filter
(No.)

GF-23
GF-24

GF-27

GF-28

GF-31

GF-35
DM-12

GF-38

Ag-9
1

Ag-10
1

Ag-21
1

Ag-22
1

Ag-26
1

Ag-27
1

GF-51

Ag-28
1

GF-55

GF-56

GF-58

GF-60

GF-61

GF-62

GF-63

GF-64

Date

7/21/81

7/21/81

7/21/81

7/21/81

7/22/81

7/22/81
7/23/81

7/23/81

7/24/81

7/24/81

7/27/81

7/27/81

7/29/81

7/29/81

7/29/81

7/30/81

8/05/81

8/10/81
8/11/81

8/12/81

8/13/81

8/14/81

8/17/81

8/18/81

GF: Glass Fiber

On

0821

0820

1539

1539

0840

1553

0903

1047

1013

1013
1015

1015

0848

0848

1356

0856

1112

1014 .

0823

0840

0812

0812

0810

0803

DM: Polyvinyl Chloride

Ag: Silver
x
: 5.0

2
: 1.2

μm
urn

Off

1527

1527
0812

0812

1537

0816

1028

1424

1445

1445
1520

1520

1338

1338

0830

1520

1507

1429

1523

1340

1512

1142

1540

1533

Producer Gas

Time
(hr)

7.10

7.12

16.55

16.55

6.95
16.38

1.42

3.62

4.53

4.53
5.08

5.08

4.83

4.83
18.57

6.40

3.92

4.25
7.00

5.00

7.00

3.50

7.50

7.50

Wt Gain

(gm)

0.003385
0.004400

0.007752

0.00578f

0.00207'

0.008158

0.001489

0.001729

0.000978

0.001538
0.003296

0.005700

0.002516

0.004207

0.014235

0.002000

0.003196

0.002050

0.007953

0.007094

0.001507

0.010239

0.018219

0.022176

Flow

(scfh)

60
60
60
60
60
60
48
60
60
L">

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Loading
(pg/m

3
)

280
363
275
205
175
293
771
281
127
199
381
660
306
512
450
183
479
283
668
834
126
1721

1429

1739

Location

Full Flow

Orifice
Full Flow

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Full Flow

Orifice

Full Flow

Orifice

Full Flow

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice

Orifice
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TABLE 3

Inertial Inpacior Data of POC Aerosols

Sample: Dynaaic POC Flow Rate: 7 lpm

Collection
Stages

Date: 8/14/81
Duration: 1 hour
Temp: 175°F

Date: 8/17/81
Duration: 7.5 hours

Temp: 155°F

Stage* EAD*
(pm)

Weight (g)
Increase

Weight (g)
Increase

1
2
3
4
5
6

Final
Filter

21.0
13.0
5.0
3.0
1.9
1.0

—

0.002534
0.001514
0.001146
0.000926
0.000751
0.000479

0.065567

0.002991
0.001388
0.001028
0.000995
0.001018
0.001492

TOTAL = 0.072927

Aerosol Leading = 0.173 g/m3

TOTAL = --

Aerosol Loading = —

Sample: Lab Burner POC Flow Rate: 7 lpm

Collection
Stages

Date: 8/14/81
Duration: 2 hours

Temp: 155°F

Date: 8/18/81
Duration: 7.5 hours

Temp: 165°F

Stage* EAD*
(Mm)

Weight (g)
Increase

Weight (g)
Increase

1
2
3
4
5
6

Final
Filter

21.0
13.0
5.0
3.0
1.9
1.0

--

0.000497
0.000319
0.000194
0.000119
0.000065
0.000001

0.000697

0.001267
0.000746
0.000521
0.000355
0.000340
0.000336

0.003793

TOTAL = 0.001892 TOTAL = 0.007358

Aerosol Loading = 0.002 g/m3 Aerosol Loading = 0.002 g/m3

*Effective Aerodynamic Diameter.

I:sw:515r9
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TABLE 4

Particle Size Characterisation Using EAA

Sample

Room Air 1 (B-4)

Room Air 2 (B-4)

Burner Air 1

Burner Air 2

Producer Gas 6

Producer Gas 7

POC: Lab
Burner 1

POC: Lab
Burner 2

POC: Lab
Burner 3

POC: Lab
Burner 4

Date

8/05/81

8/05/81

8/05/81

8/05/81

8/05/81

8/05/81

8/05/81

8/05/81

8/05/81

8/05/81

Time

1010

1015

1030

1035

1100

1105

1415

1425

1430

1433

Concn
(No/cm

2.52 x

2.77 x

3.84 x

2.79 x

3.09 x

3.18 x

8.07 x

2.53 x

1.01 x

3.35 x

h
104

104

104

104

105

105

106

106

107

106

Diameter
(Mm)

0.0489

0.0403

0.0334

0.0416

0.0438

0.0425

0.0151

0.0166

0.0199

0.0284

o
g

1.90

2.57

1.81

1.79

1.81

1.72

1.06

1.19

1.16

1.14

Dilution
Ratio

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

17.8

17.8

14.2

14.2
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increase was attributed to the bypassing of the Holees-Stretford sulfur
cleanup system. Aerosol mass loadings in the POC froe the lab burner were
about an order of magnitude greater than those measured in the previous run.

Aerosol size distribution data are presented graphically in Figures 4-7,
showing number distribution as a function of particle diameter. While parti-
cle concentrations may have changed, there is little difference between the
most recent size distributions and those obtained earlier. The lab burner POC
aerosols have a somewhat smaller gecaetric eedian diameter than those of the
gas or air. Although the producer gas shows an increase in aerosol mass
loading from before, the relative particle size distribution is essentially
unchanged.

Selected silver filter samples were subjected to energy dispersive X-ray
(EDX) analysis, wavelength dispersive X-ray (WDX) analysis, and X-ray diffrac-
tion. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES),
and electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) also were used to
examine selected filter samples and impaction plates from the Sierra impactor.

WDX analyses are presented in Table 5. Aerosols from the burner air con-
tained trace quantities of sulfur and calcium, typical of ambient air. Sulfur
was the primary constituent of the POC from both burners, particularly on the
upstream filter of the dynamic facility burner. Diffraction patterns
confirmed the presence of silver sulfate (AgS04) on filters from both burners.
This indicates that the silver membrane reacted with the sulfuric or sulfurous
acid aerosol which was formed in the combustor. Chlorine was present in both
of the POC filter samples as well as in the gas. Silver chloride was also
identified by diffraction on one of the dynamic POC filters. About the only
other elements to be detected were ferritic in nature, such as one might find
from steel. Little alumina or silica was detected. Examination of selected
plates from the Sierra impactor yielded similar results.

SEM and EDX analyses of producer gas samples showed traces of iron which
was likely an artifact of the system, probably due to pipe scale or rust. The
sample collected on the back-up filters was attributed to condensation and gas
phase reactions with the filter rather than breakthrough from the upstream
filter. Upstream POC (dynamic burner) filters shoved some traces of ferrous-
type metals such as iron, chromium, and nickel along with the ubiquitous
sulfur and chlorine. Downstream (backup) filters contained only sulfur and
chlorine, both of which appeared to be rather evenly distributed across the
surface. Filter samples taken from the POC from the lab burner showed only
the now familiar, widespread distribution of sulfur and chlorine. No carbon
(<100 pg) was detected on any of the POC filters by a combustion/titration
method.

The final stage plates of the Sierra impactor, which was used to sample
POC from both burners, were also subjected to SEM and X-ray analysis.
Figure 8 shows two views, at magnifications of 20x (8a) and 50x (8b), of the
plate from the impactor sample of the dynamic POC. The prominent feature is a
blister which corresponds with the slit from the previous stage, i.e., the
area of maximum impact. EDX analysis of this blister (Figure 8c) showed only
sulfur, the other lines correspond to elements such as iron which are repre-
sentative of the stainless steel plate. AES (Figure 9) and ESCA indicated
the presence of carbon in a graphic structure, along with what was probably
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TABLE 5

Qual i ta t ive Elemental Analysis (VDX)
of Aerosol F i l t e r Samples

Element Al Si P S Ca Ti Fe CI Cr Ni Cu
Sample

Burner Air/Ag-32 N D 1 N D N D T 2 T N D T N D T N D N D

Producer G a s - N D N D N D T T N D N D T T N D T
Orifice/Ag-9

Producer Gas - ND ND ND Hi3 Ma4 ND ND Mi T ND ND
Full Pressure/
Ag-10

Producer G a s - N D N D N D T T N D N D T T T T
Orifice/Ag-22

Producer G a s - N D N D N D T T N D N D T N D N D T
Full Pressure/
Ag-27

POC - D y n a m i c 5 , 6 - N D N D N D M a Mi N D T N D T N D N D
F r o n t / A g - 2 3

POC - Dynamic - N D N D N D T T N D T T N D T T
Back /Ag-24

POC - Dynamic - N D T N D M a T N D T M a T N D N D
F r o n t / A g - 2 0

POC - Dynamic 7 - N D T N D M i T N D N D M i T N D T
Back /Ag-25

POC - Lab ND ND ND Ma Mi ND Mi ND T ND ND
B u r n e r / A g - 4 6 2

Detected.
2Trace
3Minor
4Major
5Ag2S04 d i f f rac t ion pa t te rn found.
6Possible t race of selenium.
7AgCl d i f f rac t ion pa t te rn found.
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aluminum oxide. Figure 10 is a photomicrograph of the last stage impactor

plate from the lab burner POC. The material scattered about the surface was

determined by EDX to be large isolated particles of sulfur and silicon. The

amount of silicon observed was not considered a significant fraction of the

total aerosol mass loading.

Instrumentation Requirements

This study utilized commercially available instruments to provide a

physical characterization of the particles contained in a gasification process

stream and in the POC of the low-Btu gas. Simple extractive techniques were

also used to obtain particulate samples for subsequent chemical analysis. In

order to utilize the commercial instruments, it was necessary to condition the

sample to provide conditions within the operating range of the instruments

(i.e., reduce pressure, reduce temperature, dilute aerosol concentration,

etc.). The conditioning of the gas sample increased the probability that the

sample was not representative of the gas stream. In order to minimize this

uncertainty, in-situ particle characterization is preferred.

The development of several optical particle monitors (OPM's) by the

Department of Energy (DOE) ha.3 represented an attempt at addressing this

problem. Current OPM's are limited to particle concentrations less than about

10
5
/cm

3
 and particle sizes larger than about 0.1 μm diameter. This range is

appropriate for the clean gasification process stream, but not for uncleaned

gas and POC's. METC is currently involved in a laboratory and field evalua-

tion of these and commercially available units to determine their limitations

and the need for development of advanced OPM's.

Some instrumentation is presently under development to address the

characterization of particles in the "dirty" portion of the process stream.

This instrumentation includes two on-line mass monitors, both of which are

based on automated, extractive sampling and provide a limited measure of size

information. The design of one system is centered on a virtual impactor.

Those particles which are captured by the virtual impactor are collected on a

moving filter tape. The particulate mass on the filter tape is subsequently

measured by a bf:ta gauge and displayed on a microprocessor monitor. Evalua-

tion of this system is being performed on the METC gasifier. The second

system involves a high-temperature/high-pressure cyclone train. The particles

collected by each cyclone are deposited into a tapered-element oscillating

microbalance (TEOM). The resultant particulate mass is determined by the

frequency change of the TEOM. This system is currently undergoing testing at

the Curtiss-Wright PFBC.

Additional research funded by DOE is addressing various methods for

improving the representativeness of extractive samples and providing a better

understanding of particle-particle interactions and modifications to the

physical properties of particles both inside and outside the process stream.

Specific projects include probe development, dense-phase sampling, and the

effects of temperature and concentration gradients on volatile particles.

Conclusions

The dynamic burner POC contained about an order of magnitude more aerosol

material than the lab burner POC. The higher aerosol loading of the dynamic
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POC versus that of the laboratory burner was attributed primarily to the
reduced nucleation of sulfuric acid droplets in the lab burner due to the dry
sheath air around the flame. Aerosol size characterization measurements using
the EAA showed little change from those obtained on previous runs. Good
agreement in the aerosol loadings of the POC was obtained from both impactor
and silver filters. Because of difference in substrates, additional chemical
analysis could be applied to impactor samples (Auger and ESCA).

Loadings of POC aerosols from both burners were increased over the pre-
vious gasifier run. Chemical analyses of POC aerosol samples indicated that
the majority of the aerosols were composed of sulfur or sulfur compounds.
Increased levels of H2S in the producer gas resulting from bypassing the sul-
fur removal unit were believed primarily responsible for the higher POC
aerosol loadings of this run. Another commonly observed element on the filter
samples was chlorine, probably present in the form of AgCl (due to reactions
with the Ag filters).

While some contribution to the dynamic burner's POC aerosol loading was
anticipated to be caused by degradation of the refractory liner, chemical
analyses did not detect significant quantities of refractory in the aerosol
samples.

Aerosol mass loadings of the producer gas were found to be about an order
of magnitude greater than those found during the previous run. This increase
was attributed to the presence of particles usually removed from the process
stream by the sulfur cleanup system. These producer gas aerosols contained
some traces of sulfur, chlorine, and ferric compounds but were primarily
composed of water and dissolved organic compounds. Since no carbon was
detected in the POC aerosols, the producer gas aerosols had no apparent
influence upon the POC aerosol loading (i.e., soot formation).

In three separate studies of the combustion of low-Btu gas, the gasifi»r
and cleanup train have undergone numerous physical as well as operational
modifications (i.e., various coals have been used and the system has been
operated with and without the sulfur removal system). Our studies of both the
producer gas and the POC of this gas indicate that the single most important
parameter in determining the level of contaminants in the producer gas is the
operation of the cleanup system. The most significant contaminant, in terms
of POC aerosol formation, is sulfur or H2S. The proposed mechanism of the
resultant aerosol formation is the nucleation or condensation of sulfuric
acid/water droplets.
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FIGURE 8a. Low Magnification (20x) Electron
Micrograph of Sample Collected on
a Heated Impactor Plate from the
Dynamic POC.

FIGURE 8b. Higher Magnification (Mx)
Electron Micrograph of Sample
Collected on a Heated Impactor
Plate from the Dynamic POC.

FIGURE 8c. EDX Spectra of Impaction Plate
Saapl* from the Dynamic POC.
Prominent Peake Include the
Stalnleaa Steel Substrate
and Sulfur.
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'IGURE 10a. Electron Micrograph of Sample
Collected on a Heated Iapactic
Plate from Laboratory Burner I

FIGURE 10b. EDX Spectra of Impaction Plate
Sample from Laboratory Burner POC.
AΒ with Dyr.anic POC, Prominent Peaks
Include the Stainless Steel Substrate
and Sulfur.
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PARTICLE SIZE MEASUREMENT USING OPTICAL CONVOLUTION WITH A DOUBLE SLIT MASK

D. A. Tichenor
Combustion Research Division 8521

Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore

Abstract

A one-dimensional convolution of the part ic le image with a known trans-
parency is performed opt ica l ly . When the transparency is chosen to be a
specially-designed double-slit mask, the part icle size can be easily ex-
tracted from the resulting output signal. The system can be operated as a
single part ic le counter to generate part ic le size distr ibutions in applica-
tions where the part ic le size range of primary interest is 10 \im or larger

and the number density does not exceed 105/cm.3 In high temperature envi-
ronments, the l ight source is provided by the part ic le incandenscence.

I . Introduction

A variety of methods have been developed for in si tu measurement of

part ic le-size d ist r ibut ions.1 »z The optical methods employed include Mie

scattering,3 interferometry1* and imaging.5 However, no part icular ins t ru-
ment sat isf ies a l l requirements desired in a single part ic le counter. The
method described here is based on imaging and is therefore fundamentally
l imited by the resolution of optical microscopy to part ic le sizes of 1 pm
and larger. For practical in si tu measurements the method is l imited to ap-
plications in which the size range of primary interest is 10 ym and larger.

The double-slit method shares most of the characteristics of the var i -
able frequency grid5 (VFG) method such as insensi t iv i ty to part ic le shape
and refractive index and the capability to function in a high temperature
environment using the part ic le incandescence as the l ight source. In addi-
t ion to these shared features, the double-slit method offers a s igni f icant ly
smaller sample volume and a less complex signal from which the part ic le size
is extracted. The smaller sample volume increases the upper l imi t on number
density in which this system can operate. Like most other single part ic le
counters the double-slit method can measure velocity distr ibut ions and the
jo in t d ist r ibut ion of size and velocity. Using the known sample volume the
part ic le number density and flux can also be determined.

I I . Principle of Operation

The optical configuration is similar to that of the VFG system except

that the variable frequency grid is replaced by a double-slit mask.6 The
sample volume is illuminated with either a monochromatic or white light
source as shown in Figure 1 for the 90° illumination case. An image of the
moving particle is cast onto a double-slit mask and the transmitted light is
measured by a photo detector. With proper design of the mask the size in-
formation becomes encoded in the double-pulsed output signal.
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Stated in a general way this system extracts image information, such as
particle diameter, from a time signature S(t) generated by convolving the
particle image P(x,y) with a mask described by the transmittance function
M(x,y),

S(t) = // M(x,y) P(x,y - vt) dxdy, (1)
-00

where v is the particle velocity. In principle S(t) contains the size in-
formation for almost any choice of the mask. However, the mask should be
chosen to simplify the process of obtaining size information from the
resulting signal. In addition the y dimension of the mask should be limited
to minimize the sample volume.

These considerations resulted in the double-slit mask design shown in
Figure 2. The slits of widths Wi and W2 are separated by an opaque region

of width Wi such that Wi is equal to the largest particle diameter of inter-

est and W2 is equal to the smallest particle diameter of interest. When the
image of a moving particle scans across the mask perpendicular to the slits,
the transmitted light is represented by a double-pulsed signal.

If we assume the surface of the particle is Lambertian, the particle
size can be extracted from the peak values of the two pulses. Lets us first
consider the back scatter configuration in which the illumination and view-
ing directions are approximately aligned. In this case the particle image
is uniformly bright throughout the projection of the particle onto the image
plane. Since the large slit is wider than the particle dimension, the first
signal peak, Ilt is proportional to projected area. The second pulse

height, I2, is proportional to W2 times the horizontal dimension of the par-

ticle. For a spherical particle of diameter, d, where W2 < d < w"x, the

ratio I2/I1 is a monotonic function of d,

_ wg. 2 + i r s 1 n . i W2 . wz]
d TT |_ d d J

(2)

This equation can be solved numerically for d. When W2 « d the approximate

solution is

d - 1 W2 h . . (3)
TT I2

For non-spherical particles the value obtained from equation (2) is approxi-
mately equal to the dimension of the particle measured in the direction per-
pendicular to the narrow s l i t .
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A similar analysis can be performed for an arbitrary i l lumination
angle. In the 90° i l lumination arrangement of Figure 1 a spherical part ic le
generates a half-moon image on the mask, and the resulting relationship be-
tween the pulse-height ratio and the part icle diameter is also described by
equations (2) and (3). In general this relationship depends on il lumination
angle.

This technique can be applied in two additional arrangements that do
not require particles with Lambertian surfaces. In one configuration the
sample volume is illuminated with a co l l i mated source opposite the imaging
lens. The transmitted beam is eliminated with a stop at the focal point of
the imaging lens, thereby casting a schlieren image of the part ic le onto the
mask. The simple geometrical analysis of equations (2) and (3) does not
apply in this case. Although we have not analyzed this configuration in
detail at this time, i t appears that the size information is preserved in
the double-pulsed signal.

The second arrangement applies to high temperature environments in
which the particles are incandescent. An external l ight source is no longer
required, nor is i t necessary for the part icle to have a Lambertian sur-
face. I f the emissivity of the part icle is uniform over the surface, the
system response to a spherical part icle is again described by equations (2)
and (3).

In a l l of the arrangements the velocity can be determined by measuring
the time between the leading edges of the two pulses and dividing that value
into the known distance, 2Wj. This measurement yields both the velocity

d is t r ibut ion and the jo in t distr ibut ion of size and velocity.

I I I . Error Estimates

Like other single part ic le counters, the double-slit method is subject
to errors i f the part ic le passes through the edge of the sample volume. Two
types of errors occur in the double-slit system. F i rs t , when a part ic le is
out of focus, the measured diameter is greater than the true value. In the
other case the part ic le passes across the ends of the s l i t s and may be over
sized or under-si zed as a result .

Out-of-focus errors can be eliminated when off-axis i l lumination is
used by simply confining the il lumination beam to the in-focus region. In
the other arrangements an external method of defining the focal region must
be used, unless of course the part icle beam i t se l f is confined to the focal
region. These errors can be eliminated by i l luminating the focal region
with a monochromatic l ight source at right angles to the viewing direct ion.
This wavelength is separated from the remaining l ight and detected by a
second photo detector. The resulting signal provides a coincidence check
that allows only those particles passing through the in-focus region to be
included in the histogram.

Edge effect errors can be handled in one of two ways. F i r s t , these
errors can be corrected by aligning the coincidence detector to be sensitive
only to particles that pass through the center of the mask. On the other
hand, i f the length, L, of the s l i t s is suf f ic ient ly large, edge effects are
not severe. A geometrical analysis of a spherical particle passing at right
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angles to the s l i t s yields the following expression for the measured
diameter, d, normalized by the true diameter:

1 - i_ (e - sin e)
d = ZJL (4)

1/2 + -
d

where e = 2 cos"1 (2 x/d) and -d/2 < x < d/2.

The parameter, x, is the position of the center of the part ic le relat ive to
the edge with negative values representing a center outside of the s l i t s .
These equations apply to the back-scatter and the self-luminous arrangements
in which a fu l l disc is imaged onto the mask.

Edge effects are more severe for larger part ic les, since they have a
greater probabil i ty of engaging the edge. Equation (4) predicts that for
positive values of x (particle centered within the s l i t s ) the part ic le is
oversized by a maximum of 7.3%. For negative values of x the part ic le is
"ndersized such that severe errors occur only for a small range of x. In
a l l cases the edge-effect errors decrease with increasing s l i t length. As
an example, assume the s l i t length L, is given by L = Z\i\, and assume par-
t i c les of maximum size (d = Wi) are uniformly distributed in the flow. For

80% of these particles the edge effect errors are less than 16% of the true
diameter. In the case of smaller particles an even larger fraction of the
population is sized to this accuracy.

IV. Experimental Results

An i n i t i a l experiment was carried out using a ro0 mi l l iwatt He-Ne laser
as the l ight source. Size-classified C bituminous coal particles (PSOC 98)
were injected into an air stream and imaged onto the mask using f/10
optics. A coincidence detector was used to eliminate edge effects. After
allowing for the magnification (5x) the width of the narrow s l i t , W2, was 10

Mm and Wx was 100 ym. The signals (Figure 3) were detected by a photomulti

p l ie r tube, log transformed electronical ly, digit ized using a Nicolet
Explorer I I I oscilloscope and processed in a VAX 780 computer, lhe two peak
values I i and I2 were determined and equation (3) was used to obtain pa r t i -
cle size. This procedure was applied to 245 double-pulsed signals to
generate the histogram of Figure 4. The histogram is in good agreement with
an analysis of the same batch of coal particles using the Leeds and Northrup
Microtrac analyzer.

In conclusion the double-slit technique appears to be a useful method
for in s i tu measurement of particles in the range of 10 ym and larger. Pre-
liminary experimental results indicate that the system Is especially promis-
ing In high temperature er.vironments where the sizing signal is generated by
using the part ic le incandescence.
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Figure 2. Double-slit mask for particles in the
size range W2 < d < Wj.
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ATOMIZATION OF COAL-METHANOL SLURRIES

S.J. Kim, E. Crow and C.T. Crowe
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Washington State University
Pullman, Washington 99164-2920

Abstract

Experiments have been conducted to measure the drop size produced by
atomization of a coal-method slurry with a two-fluid atomizer. The data
show that the presence of the coal particles at concentrations up to 30%
does not significantly affect the droplet size.

Introduction

With the increased need for energy and the dwindling supply of petrole-
um, there is no doubt that a greater reliance will be placed upon the use of
coal. Even with the current usage growth rate, it is estimated that the
coal reserves in the United States would last for 350 years. However, there
are an abundance of technical problems which will accompany the increased
usage of coal, these problems stem from excavation, refining, transportation
and utilization,

Liquifaction and gasification are two means of utilizing the coal re-
sources. A third, and a very promising means, is the direct mixing of solid
coal particles with liquid fuels. By this means, the coal can be transport-
ed at a reasonable cost and, perhaps, can be used directly in oil-fired in-
dustrial furnaces with a minimum of modification.

Before an assessment can be made of the feasiblity of this scheme, one
must know more concerning the effects of the presence of coal particles on
the liquid fuel combustion process. A specific concern is the effect of
coal particles on the atomization of the coal-oil slurry, especially by the
fact that the size of coal particles may be close to the nominal size of the
droplets produced by atomization of the fuel alone.

It is common practice in the spray drying industry to atomize slurries.
The primary concern is the size of the dried product. There is a scarcity
of data in the literature pertaining to the effect of particle size and par-
ticle loading on the composition and size or the droplets produced by atomi-
zation. The two nozzle types commonly used for atomization of slurries are
nozzle and wheel atomizers. With the wheel atomizer, atomization occurs up-
on discharge of the fluid from the periphery of a spinning disk. An atom-
izer possibly suitable for coal slurries is the two-fluid (slurry/air) or,
more correctly, three-fluid (coal/liquid/air) nozzle. There is an abundance
of information in the literature concerning the droplet size produced by
two-fluid atomizers for single phase fluids, although there appears to be no
information on the atomization of a coal-oil slurry using a two-fluid
atomizer.

This paper presents some preliminary data on droplet size produced by
atomization of coal-methanol slurries.
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Experimental Set-up

A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 1. The pri-
mary objective of the set-up is to provide a continuous mixing of the slurry
and to deliver this slurry to the two-fluid atomizer. The mixing tank con-
sisted of a 50 gallon propane tank capable of withstanding pressures up to
250 psi. The mixing was accomplished by a recirculation of the slurry
through the piopane tank fitted with pipes which discharged the fluid along
the periphery of the tank. A separate circuit with a gear pump was built
to provide continuous mixing in the tank. Initially, a second circuit with
a gear pump was installed to deliver the slurry to the atomizer. It was
found, however, that such a delivery scheme did not function at all because
the gear pump was incapable of supplying the slurry at the pressure required
for the two-fluid atomizer. At this point, the design was changed and the
mixing chamber was connected to a high pressure nitrogen bottle to move the
slurry through the system by pressurizing the tank. After discharge through
the nozzle, the spray was collected in a tank and returned to the mixing
tank.

The two-fluid nozzle chosen for this study was a Delavan model 32668,
an in-line swirl atomizing nozzle. This particular nozzle is capable of de-
livering four gallons per minute. In that that tests were conducted for
four minutes, the amount of slurry in the tank had to exceed 16 gallons.
The secondary air to the Delavan nozzle was supplied by 100 psi house air.

Originally it was intended to monitor the slurry flow rate by using a
rotameter in the line. However, it was found that the slurry was so opaque
that the float in the rotameter could not be seen. The system was modified
to put a rotameter on the high pressure line supplying the tank, and the
flow through the high pressure line was monitored to yield the slurry rate
out of the tank and into the system.

Several initial checks were done on the system to assess such items as
steadiness of the spray, uniformity of the spray in the test section, and
the consistency of the slurry loading delivered to the nozzle. Samples of
the spray were collected at several locations around the spray pattern and
collected over different periods of time. It was found that the delivery
rate of the slurry was steady. Also, the spray pattern was found to be uni-
form within a variation of 30 percent. The concentration of the slurry was
measured from samples gathered at different times. It was found that the
slurry concentration varied by less than 2 percent over the run time.

The original plan was to use photography to measure droplet size. Op-
tical access to the chamber was provided by windows purged with a high velo-
city air stream issuing from a nozzle at the top of the window. The photo-
graphic system consisted of a camera mounted on a stereoscopic microscope to
provide magnifications of ten or more. The light source consisted of a
short-duration, high-intensity EGG light source coupled with a condensing
lens. After many trials, no suitable photographs were obtained. It was
felt that the difficulty arose from the low concentration of droplets in the
region of measurement. The large magnifications severly restrict the field
of view and the likelihood of locating a droplet.
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After many futile attempts, photography was abandoned in favor of di-
rect sampling. With this scheme, a slide is exposed to the spray for a
short period of time. The slide was coated with magnesium oxide by burning
magnesium ribbon beneath a glass microscope slide. By exposing the slide to
the spray for a short period of time, the impinging droplets made impres-
sions upon the magnesium oxide which were later photographed and analyzed to
determine size. The direct sampling mechanism consisted of a cylinder with
a hole on one side as shown in Figure 2. The coated microscope slide was
inserted in the cylinder while the hole was positioned at the bottom; that
is, away from the injector. When ready, the cylinder was rotated once,
exposing the slide to the spray for a short period of time. It was found
after some trial runs that, by adjusting the size of the hole, a representa-
tive sample with distinct droplets could be obtained. Microscope slides
were then photographed and analyzed to determine the size distributions. A
photograph of the magnesium oxide layer after exposure to the spray is shown
in Figure 3.

Results

The initial experiments were done with pure methanol in order to estab-
lish a baseline for the slurry experiments. Two air pressure levels were
used; 30 and 60 psi. The coal particles used in the slurry had a nominal
mass median diameter of 50 microns and coal concentrations of 15 percent and
30 percent (by weight) were tested. The flow rate of liquid/slurry was two
gallons/min.

The results in terms of number median diameter for pure methanol and
the two slurries are shown in the table below.

Number Median Diameter (microns)
Fluid Air-Atomizing Pressure

30 psi 60 psi

Pure methanol
15% coal-methanol
30% coal-methanol

Table. Number mean diameter for methanol and coal-methanol sprays.

The expected decrease in droplet size with increased injection pressure
is evident. One notes that the droplet sizes were increased but not changed
significantly by the presence of the coal. It was also noted in analyzing
the photographs that, in some cases, some droplets contained no coal partic-
les at all. Also, at times there appeared to be some coal particles separ-
ated completely from the methanol which suggests some separation of the
methanol from the coal in the atomizing process. One also notes from these
data that the concentration of the slurry did not seem to have an appreci-
able effect.

One of the difficulties with these data is the fact that the droplet
sizes for pure methanol are larger than would be expected from the manufac-
turer's data for a pure liquid. The reason for this trend is presently not
known. It is anticipated that the droplet sizes were measured quite far

62
65
65

46
55
56
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from the atomizing nozzle and it is likely that there could have been some
agglomeration of the droplets before reaching the measuring station.

Another difficulty with the experimental set-up has been the effect of
the gear pump used in the mixing circuit on particle size in the slurry.
After several tests, possibly a total operating time of an hour, it was
found that the particle size was measurably decreased. This reduction was
attributed to the action of the gear pump.

A new system has been designed, fabricated and currently is in opera-
tion. The new system allows direct photography of the spray without the en-
cumbrance of windows. Also, a radial flow pump is used in the mixing cir-
cuit to avoid crushing the particles. The data from these tests will be
available soon.
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Figure 3- Photograph of exposed MgO layer
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ABSTRACT

We have completed an experimental study using cyclones as a part of a
particulate sampling system at temperatures up to 1100 K and pressures up to
11 atm. The particle collection efficiency of three different cyclones at
a fixed cyclone inlet velocity was found to decrease as temperature
increased or pressure decreased. This effect cannot be explained by the
existing cyclone models. The 50 percent particle cut-size of each cyclone
appears to correlate well with a nondimensional parameter related to the
Reynolds number and the square root of the Stokes number. This correlation
suggests that the cyclone efficiency depends on the viscosity and density
of the sampled gas. Our results are compared with those of other
investigators.

•Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy/Morgantown Energy Technology Center.
Presented at the 1982 Symposium on Instrumentation and Control for Fossil Energy
Processes, Houston, Texas, June 7-9, 1982.
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INTRODUCTION

The pressurized f lu idized bed combustor (PFBC) is an advanced system for

the direct combustion of coal in an environmentally acceptable manner. The

combustion gases from a typical PFBC contain significant quantities of

erosive coal ash and a t t r i t ed bed mater ia l , as well as corrosive a lka l i

metal compounds. Thus, a key technical objective in the commercialization

of the PFBC is to achieve acceptable combustion gas composition with

re l iab le gas turbine operation. Definit ion of gas components is needed to

guide the development of suitable hot-gas cleanup equipment and improved

turbine materials.

Hot-gas cleanup components are designed to control mass loading and size

distr ibution of part iculate emissions from a PFBC. Commercially available

instruments for part ic le detection are either optical devices that do not

measure part ic le mass d i rect ly or sampling devices that do not provide

real-t ime measurements. Recently we demonstrated the f e a s i b i l i t y of using

the tapered-element osci l lat ing microbalance (TEOM) for real-t ime part ic le

mass measurements at room temperature. The objective of the current

program, which is sponsored by Morgantown Energy Technology Center,

Department of Energy, is to develop a real-t ime part ic le mass monitor for

applications in PFBC streams. This part ic le mass monitor has been designed

to (1) col lect samples under high temperature and high pressure PFBC

environments, (2) classify particles aerodynamically, (3) measure the

par t i c l e mass of each size-fraction in real time, and (4) clean the
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particle collectors automatically for prolonged continuous operation. In

this paper, we describe our efforts to identify means of classifying

particles aerodynamically and calibrating the size classification.

Although particles have been classified in many applications with a set of

cyclones, their collection efficiency has been found to depend on the

operating conditions. Each cyclone is designed to have a specific

collection efficiency curve with respect to the size of the particles.

Ideally, the efficiency curves of these cyclones should not overlap; thus,

particles collected in each cyclone belong to a certain size range related

to the cut-size of the cyclone. In practice, however, the collection

efficiency curves of these cyclones do overlap and vary with respect to the

temperature, pressure, and velocity of the sampled gas stream, the types of

particles, and the number density of the particles. In order to obtain

real-time measurements on the particle size-fraction from these cyclone

catches, we need to know their collection efficiencies a priori at their

designed operating condition. The objective of our test was to obtain the

efficiency of each cyclone in the cyclone train at the PFBC exhaust

conditions so it could be used as calibration data for the real-time

particle size-fraction measurements.

PARTICLE MASS MONITOR SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the real-time particle mass monitor

system developed at Sandia National Laboratories at Livermore (SNLL). The

sampling probe and cyclone train are heated electrically to 1100 K to keep the
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sampled gas from cooling. The cyclone train and the real-time mass detectors

(TEOM) are housed inside a pressure vessel and both are kept at the PF6C

pressure. The combination of electrical heaters and the pressure vessel allows

the sampled gas to be at the PFBC exhaust condition, thus minimizing the

measurement biases encountered in other sampling arrangements from dilution,

cooling, and depressurization. The sampling nozz^ is designed to satisfy the

isokinetic sampling requirements and the fixed inlet velocity requirement for a

consistent cyclone operation. Different sampling nozzles are needed for

process streams at different velocities.

The cyclones, which are used to classify sampled particles, are a set modified

from an Acurex Source Assessment Sampling System (SASS). They were redesigned

with flanges and thicker material for high-temperature and high-pressure

operation. The inside geometry of these cyclones is identical to that of the

original SASS train. Figure 2 shows a picture of the three SASS cyclones

connected in series. The collection cup at the bottom of each cyclone would be

replaced by the TEOM detector for real-time measurements. However, during our

cyclone calibration test, these cups were used.

We made other modifications on the SASS train to interface each cyclone to

a TEOM detector. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of a typical cyclone

arrangement. Added to the bottom of the cyclone is a funnel that has a

slope closely matching that of the cyclone body. The purpose of this

funnel is to reduce the diameter of the opening of the dust outlet to less

than 2.5 cm, which is the dimension of the dust collector of the TEOM

detector. A second modification is the addition of a swirl baffle at the

bottom of the funnel. The swirl baffle is a crossed baffle whose length
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dimension is aligned with the axis of the cyclone, as shown in Figure 4.

This swirl baffle is designed to break up any cyclic motion of the cyclone

flow before the flow reaches the TEOM detector and introduces noise to the

real-time mass measurements. Table 1 lists the geometric data of the

cyclone arrangements. The notation used in the table also appears in

Figure 3.

According to the manufacturer, the original SASS train cyclones have

particle cut-sizes around 10, 3, and 1 ym at room temperature.

Because the gas turbine manufacturers and environmental groups have

interests in particles at these sizes, we selected the SASS train as the

particle classifier for the mass monitor system. For this paper, these

cyclones have been designated as 10, 3, and 1 ym cyclones.

In our test, the sampled gas from the cyclone train is cooled n̂ a

condenser, then passes the metering valve and flow meter before exhausting

to the atmosphere. The sampling velocity is manually controlled by the

metering valve and is measured by the flow meter. An HP85 computer and

HP-3497A data logger are used to record all temperature, pressure, and

flow-rate information on the monitor.

The critical component in this monitor is the real-time TEOM detector.

Since the development of the TEOM detector is not related to the present

test, it is not described here. References 1 and 2 provide detailed

descriptions on the TEOM for interested readers.
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EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AT WESTINGHOUSE

The calibration test for these modified SASS cyclones was conducted at the

Westinghouse Waltz-Mill facility in Madison, Pennsylvania, in September

1981. This facility was designed, constructed, and operated by Westinghouse

with the support of both the Department of Energy and the Environmental

Protection Agency for evaluating particle removal equipment at temperatures

up to 1150 K and pressures up to 15 atm. It is, however, not a PFBC. Hot-gas

flows up to 5.5 kg/s, or 4.25 m3/s, can be provided. Equipment up to 1.37 m in

diameter and 2.44 m in length can be mounted within an insulated pressure

vessel for testing. Figure 5 shows a simplified schematic of the Westinghouse

test facility (Test Passage 5) which comprises a pressure chamber, dust

injection system, dust sampling and classification system, and interconnecting

piping. Other equipment (not shown in the figure) includes air compressors,

preheaters, fuel sjpply, combustor, muffle chamber, and controls.

During the SNLL sampling cyclone test, Acurex's ceramic bag filter was

tested at the same Westinghouse test passage. The Acurex filter was housed

inside the pressure chamber and was tested simultaneously with our test.

The SNLL sampling system was located at the inlet pipe to the Acurex

filter. Grab samples were periodically taken by Westinghouse at both the

inlet and outlet of the Acurex filter with impactors. The particle loading

measurements by the inlet grab sampler were used as references to the SNLL

sampling cyclone tests.

Fly ash from a hot-gas cleanup cyclone at Curtiss-Wright Small Gas Turbine PFBC

was injected in the test stream via the Westinghouse dust injection system at
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an average rate of 2.3 g/s. The size distribution of the fly ash in the

injection system has a number mean of 3 ̂ m and an upper limit at 40 pm (in

Figure 6). Table 2 shows the operation conditions of the cyclone test at the

facility. The sampling rate was varied to keep the sampling velocity constant

and matched to that of the process stream for isokinetic sampling operation.

CYCLONE CALIBRATION TEST

The objective of the cyclone test conducted at the Westinghouse Waltz-Mill

facility was to obtain calibration information on the particle collection

efficiency of individual cyclones in the SASS train. To achieve this

objective, we decided that we needed to test each cyclone with inlet particles

of a known size distribution. By comparing the size distributions of the inlet

particles and the cyclone collected particles, we could determine the particle

collection efficiency of that particular cyclone. Samples of the inlet

particles entering the cyclones were obtained by replacing the test cyclone

with a filter which collects all particles larger than 0.5 ym. A schematic

diagram of the test arrangement is shown in Figure 7. The sampling nozzle,

heated probe, pressure vessel, condenser, metering valve, and flow meter were

the same as those in the complete real-time particle mass monitoring system.

Only one cyclone or filter was tested inside the pressure vessel at one time.

The real-time mass detector TEOM was replaced by a regular dust collector

supplied by Acurex Corp. The funnel and swirl baffle were installed at the

bottom of each cyclone dust outlet port.

For each cyclone, four process-stream flow conditions were tested (Table 2).
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The sampling system was pressurized and heated to the process-stream

condition before the sampling nozzle was inserted into the process stream.

Each sample.,was collected for about 30 minutes before the sampling system was

withdrawn from the process stream. A dust sample was collected from the

cyclone collection cup and stored for off-line size analyses.

Particle samples collected by the cyclones and the filter were analyzed by an

impactor, a Coulter counter and a Quantimet image analyzer, to obtain size

distribution measurements. The particle collection efficiency of the cyclones

was obtained by comparing the fractional size distributions of the cyclone-

collected samples with those of the positive filter at the same condition.

Because particle size measurements at 1 ym or smaller from the impactor and

Coulter counter analyzers were too poor to yield reasonable cyclone

efficiency data, all cyclone efficiency data reported here are based on results

from the Quantimet image analyzer. The lower limit on particle size

measurements from the Quantimet is about 0.5 ym. Accuracy in size

measurements for particles less than 1 ym is deteriorated as they approach

this lower limit.

Each sample was counted at two magnifications: 360x and iOOOx. The field

size at each magnification was adjusted to count not more than 500

particles. Ten thousand particle counts were obtained to form a

size-distribution histogram at each magnification. A combined histogram

was obtained from the histograms at these two magnifications based on their

field sizes. Figure 8 shows typical combined histograms of the cyclone-

collected samples. The size distribution of the sample from the 1 vm

cyclone closely resembles that from the positive filter. Less small particles
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are found in the sample from the 10 ym cyclone, as expected. For particles

larger than 10 ym, slopes of both distributions should be similar because

those large particles are collected by both devices with inlet dust of

similar size distributions. For data comparisons, we normalize the particle

size distributions of the cyclone samples by matching the slopes of these

distribution curves at the large particle side.

Figure 9 depicts how the cyclone efficiency data are obtained. The thick

curve, which shows a normalized size distribution of particles collected on

the positive filter, is used as the reference data. The thin-line curves

represent the size distributions of the particles collected in the three

cyclones tested. The slopes of these cyclone curves at the large particle

side are matched to that of the reference size distribution curve from the

filter. The measurement transfer function of the Quantimet analyzer at each

particle size is assumed to be a constant. The particle collection efficiency

of a cyclone (e.g., the 3 P m cyclone in Figure 9) at a specific size (d-,-) can

be obtained by

where n(dj) = cyclone efficiency at particle size dj

ns = modified particle number density of the cyclone sample

at size dj

N-j = particle number density of the filter sample at size dj
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"Modified particle number density" means that the vertical scale of the size

distribution of the cyclone sample has been adjusted to match the slope for the

large particles to the normalized reference size distribution from the positive

filter sample at the same operating temperature and pressure conditions.

TEST RESULTS

Figure 10 shows the particle collection efficiencies of all three SASS cyclones

tested at a typical PFBC exhaust condition, i.e., 1100 K and 6.44 atm. Lines

have been drawn between data points to aid visual interpretation. (Similar

shapes on efficiencies are obtained for these cyclones at other test

conditions.) The f*ct that these efficiency curves are separate from each

other makes the real-time particle size-fraction measurements feasible: The

real-time particle mass monitor is designed to have these three cyclones

connected in series. On the basis of the data in Figure 10s the 10 pm cyclone

will collect nearly 100 percent of those particles larger than 20 pm and 50

percent of those particles at 10 pm at this PFBC exhaust condition. Downstream

from the 10 jjm cyclone, the 3 pm cyclone will collect particles with sizes

between 3 and 20 vm, and particles larger than 10 m with 100 percent

efficiency. The 1 vm cyclone, the third cyclone in series, will collect

particles with sizes between 0.3 and 10 ym, and particles larger than 1.5 vm

with 50 percent efficiency or greater. With simultaneous measurements of the
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particle mass collected on these cyclones in series, one can estimate the

relative particle population in sizes larger than 10 pm, between 6 and 10 ym,

and between 1.5 and 6 vm based on the 50 percent cut-size of each cyclone. The

total particle mass or the dust loading density can be obtained by adding the

measurements from all three cyclones.

Figures 11 through 13 show the particle collection efficiency of each

cyclone at four temperature and pressure conditions. These results

indicate that the efficiency of the cyclones tested at a fixed cyclone

inlet velocity decreases as the temperature of the carrier gas increases.

Conversely, the efficiency decreases as the pressure of the sampling system

decreases. The latter cannot be explained by the existing cyclone models,

which predict that the cyclone efficiency should be independent or only

weakly dependent on pressure.

In fact, it is well known that, in practice, cyclone performance does not

follow any existing model. Empirical correlations have been used by many

cyclone designers or researchers.(4,5) The popular correlation parameters

are the Reynolds number and the Stokes number. Figure 14 shows plots of the

50 percent particle cut-size of each cyclone versus the nondimensional

product of Reynolds number and the square root of the Stokes number,

These nondimensional parameters are defined with the nonenclature used in

Reference 5 as follows:

NRe
 = PG = Reynolds number,
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where 0 = cyclone diameter, cm

u = average cyclone inlet velocity, cm/s

Pf% = gas density, g/cmG

- gas viscosity, g/(cm-s)

and
C'd 2

NStk = 9^d'P = Stokes number'
G H

where C = Cunningham slip correction factor

d = particle diameter,
P

p = particle density, g/cm

dI( = hydraulic diameter of the cyclone inlet, cm.

Good correlations were obtained for the 10 Mm and 3 MID cyclones, suggesting

that the cyclone efficiency depends on the viscosity and density of the

sampled gas. A similar correlation was also reported in the literature.

However, based on our limited test data, results from different cyclones do

not correlate with each other. The fact that the data appear to be parallel
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;o each other indicates that cyclone size is also an important parameter.

iata from the 1 ym cyclone are not aligned on a straight line, but spread

ilong the general trend of the data from other researchers. Further tests

re needed to establish an empirical scaling law on cyclone performances.

ecently, Dietz(6) developed a cyclone model which is a modification of that of

eith and Licht.(3) When we attempted to correlate our data to Dietz's model,

imited success was obtained. Good agreement was obtained between the theory

nd data for the 10 ym cyclone performance. For the 1 ym cyclone, fair

greement was obtained between the theory and data. However, no agreement was

btained for the 3 urn cyclone. Further R&D effort is needed in developing

yclone models and in performing tests so that the cyclone behavior can be

nderstood and better predictions can be made.

CONCLUSIONS

t the Westinghouse Waltz-Mill facility, we achieved our test objectives of

btaining particle-collection-efficiency calibrations for the modified SASS

yclones at the PFBC exhaust conditions. These calibrations allow us to

easure particle mass and size-fraction distribution at critical sfze ranges,

amely larger than 10 ym, between 3 and 10 ym, and between 0.3 and 3 ym.

he particle collection efficiency of the cyclones tested at a fixed inlet,

elocity was found to decrease as temperature increased or pressure decreased,

imited success was obtained when we correlated our data with an empirical

arameter, NR (Nstk) , and a recent cyclone model. It is evident from our
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test that further cyclone tests are needed to assess the cyclone models and

to establish empirical scaling laws for cyclone performance in general.
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TABLE 1

CYCLONE DIMENSIONS (cm)

Notation

S

Rc

h
h

H

a

10 ym Cyclone

4.6

7.64

3.33

7.62

12.86

4.76

3 pm Cyclone

6.99

4.09

0.64

8.26

15.24

1.28

1 pin Cyclone

1.59

1.82

0.56

2.22

7.0

1.12

TABLE 2

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Pressure (atm)

Temp, (k)

Air Density
(Kg/m3)

Sampling Volume Flovi
Rate {sj-fymin)

Part icle Mass
Density (Kg/r.i3)

Gas Viscosity
(g/S.cm)

Run #1

6.44

700

3.2

0.5754

1.5 ~ 2.5
xlO3

3.45 x 10"4

Run #2

6.44

1100

2.0

1.0

1.5 ~ 2.5
xlO3

4.42 x 10"4

Run #3

11.1

1100

3.5

0.3525

1.5 ~ 2.5
xlO3

4.42 x 10"4

Run #4

n. i

700

5.6

0.6128

1.5 ~ 2.5
xlO3

3.45 x 10~4
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the SNLL real-time particle mass monitor

system.

Fig. 2. Picture of the SASS cyclone train.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the cyclone, funnel, and swirl baffle

arrangement.

Fig. 4. Picture of the funnel, swirl baffle, and dust collection cup.

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the test facility at Westinghouse Waltz-Mill

site.

Fig. 6. Particle size distribution of the fly ash used at the

Westinghouse test facility.

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of the test arrangement at Westinghouse test

facility.

Fig. 8. Typical particle size distributions from samples collected at

1 and 10 \\m cyclones.

Fig. 9. Data reduction procedure for obtaining particle collection

efficiency of the cyclones.
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Fig. 10. Calibration results of SASS cyclones at 1100 K and 6.44 atm.

Fig. 11. Calibration results of 10 vm cyclone.

Fig. 12. Calibration results of 3 wn cyclone.

Fig. 13. Calibration results of 1 um cyclone.

Fig. 14. Correlation of cyclone 50 percent cut-size with respect

to (NDeHNct|) ' ' A.P.T. and Exxon data are duplicated

from Reference 5.
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gure 1. Schematic diagram of the ShLL real-time particle mass monitor system.
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Figure 2. Picture of the SASS cyclone t ra in .
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the cyclone, funnel and swirl baffle arrangement.
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Figure 4. Picture of the funnel, swirl baffle and dust collection cup.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the test fac i l i ty at Westinghouse Waltz-Mill s i te.
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Introduction

Nucoalyzers are a new family of on-line instruments which can continu-
ously analyze bulk samples of coal for all its major constituents (e.g.,
H,C,S,N and CI) calorific value and moisture content. Convenient data dis-
plays give current information on the above parameters plus percent ash by
weight, slagging coefficients, ash fusion temperature, ferric/dolomite
ratio, and other useful parameters.

The need for real-time analysis of coal stems mainly from the large
variability in the composition of coal. The constituents of coal differ from
region to region, mine to mine, seam to seam, and even from one truck load to
another. This variability has significant impacts on the performance of coal
preparation facilities and coal fired power plants and on methods used for
meeting emissions regulations set by the Environmental Protection Agency.

In the past six years Science Applications, Inc. (SAI), in cooperation
with Kennedy Van Saun (KVS, subsidiary of McNally Pittsburgh group), has
actively researched, developed and commercialized a family of on-line coal
analyzers under the generic trade name NUCOALYZER. Much of the research
and development was jointly funded by SAI, KVS, and very significantly by the

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) . The association with EPRI brought
SAI in close contact with power utilities and other potential users of this
instrumentation and provided invaluable guidance in its evolution.

This paper describes the past year's progress in the laboratory testing
of the most comprehensive Nucoalyzer, the CONAC, and the performance of a
Nucoalyzer-Sulfurmeter in special field tests. Previous papers and presen-

2 3tations provide more detailed background information. '

Applications of Nucoalyzers to Fossil Energy Processes

The near real-time analysis provided by a Nucoalyzer can be used in a
variety of strategies to optimize efficiency of coal use.
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Nucoalyzers can be used to monitor coal deliveries and achieve coal
uniformity in coal storage and recovery. In a coal cleaning plant, on-line
analysis with a Nuoalyzer can lead to optimum Btu recovery while meeting
specifications for the washed coal.

A Nucoalyzer can monitor the blending of different coals to maintain a
key constituent such as sulfur below a specified level, or can predict sulfur
dioxide emissions, allowing feed forward control to gas scrubbers and
precipitators.

The variability in coal feed to the boiler can lead to gross changes in
thermodynamic efficiency in combustion. In addition, fouling and slagging
incidents due to poor coal quality cause costly boiler shutdowns and main-
tenance. Nucoalyzer monitoring of key constituents and Btu in the coal feed
allows operators to adjust boiler parameters for increased efficiency.

Principles of the Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis Technique

Figure 1 illustrates the principles of the PGNAA technique. A Califor-
nium spontaneous fission source shines energetic neutrons into a bulk sample
of material. In materials, such as coal, which contain an appreciable amount
of hydrogen, the energetic neutrons collide with and lose energy primarily to
the hydrogen nuclei. In this process the neutrons penetrate deeply and are
brought into thermal equilibrium with the coal sample. At that point the
neutrons are bouncing around inside the material at roughly the speed of
sound.

Every time a neutron comes into the proximity of one of the nuclei of
the elemental constituents of the coal, there is a probability that the
neutron, instead of bouncing off the nuclei, will coalesce with the nucleus.
The magnitude of this probability depends primarily on the physical charac-
teristics of the individual nuclei. In particular, it does not depend criti-
cally on the chemical environment of the nuclei, or on the samples' tempera-
ture or size distribution.

When the neutron and the constituent nuclei fuse, their combined mass is
less than the sum of their individual masses. According to Einstein's famous
equation, this lost mass shows up as energy in the form of a gamma ray. The
exact energy of the gamma ray is a unique characteristic of the nuclei with
which the neutron combined. These gamma rays are the signal measured in
PGNAA. Figure 2 shows these signals from 3 different coal types in the
region of the sulfur gamma rays as detected by a high resolution lithium
drifted germanium detector.

The gamma ray signal intensity for a particular elemental constituent of
the coal depends on the abundance of that element in the coal and on the
probability that the particular nucleus and a neutron interact. This latter
probability can be increased by increasing the neutron source strength. In
Figure 2, it is seen that the signal from iron increases going from the
western to eastern coal, as does the sulfur. These signals are proportional
to respective elemental abundances.

Two basic non-intrusive configurations have evolved for the Nucoalyzer;
these are the belt type and a smaller one based on the chute type. The
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fundamental difference between them, from a point of view of coal rheology
and accuracy, is addressed in the literature . However the availability of
either configuration gives the user a flexibility to fit the instrument to
his needs.

A schematic of a Nucoalyzer is shown in Figure 3. The instrument is
about 25 feet long, stands 14 feet high, and weighs over 10 tons. Coal
enters the system through an input hopper and is gravity fed and leveled onto
a conveyor belt. A microwave transmission meter monitors the moisture in
the coal stream and a mass sensor is used to monitor the mass flow. The coal
then enters the shielded nuclear interrogation region where it is radiated by
neutrons from the source underneath the belt. The elemental gamma rays are
detected in a gamma ray measurement system positioned above the source and
coal.

The signals produced in the sensor are processed through an electronics
module and fed into a microcomputer, where the elemental abundances in the
coal are deduced and output in standard engineering units. This microcom-
puter is also used for data logging and process control. Depending on the
variety of analysed constituents and the complexity of the process control,
Nucoalyzers can be designed with various levels of computer-operator inter-
action; in general they will run unattended for many days. Figure 4 is a
photo of a Nucoalyzer-CONAC which incorporates all of the above features.

The size of a peak corresponding to a particular element's gamma ray is
measured by the number of detected gamma rays whose energy falls in a narrow
region framing the known gamma ray energy. Figures 5 and 6 show the linear
relation between this number of gamma rays (also called peak area) and the
weight percent of iron and sulfur, as measured by ASTM methods in a variety
of American coals. This data was taken on a lithium-drifted germanium detec-
tor and shows that the Nucoalyzer has no bias with respect to the origin of
the coal and can be calibrated with careful measurements on just a few stan-
dard coals.

Advantages of the PGNAA Technique

The analysis technique used in the Nucoalyzers eliminates the well-known
disadvantages of wet chemical analysis methods as applied to coal: extremely
small samples compared to the coal being used, results available only after
coal has been burned, and the destruction of the samples so verification is
lengthy. The Nucoalyzer has the following advantageous characteristics:

(a) it performs the measurement directly on the process
stream with little or no sampling necessary

(b) the analysis can be performed on streams of particu-
late, aggregate, or slurry

(c) the analysis can be performed on belts, bins,
chutes, or pipes

(d) The system does not have to make contact with
the material it measures

(e) results are available in near real time
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Laboratory Tests of the CONAC

The first CONAC to be constructed is currently undergoing its final lab-
oratory tests before being installed at the TVA Paradise Plant in July, 1982.
The CONAC will be installed between the 2000 ton/hour heavy-media coal wash-
ing plant and the coal silos. It will process a sidestream of clean coal of
about 12 tons/hour in order to demonstrate its new technology in an actual
power plant environment.

One of the several tests was to analyze about 40 boxed samples of coal
from the Homer City wash plant. These 200 lb or so boxes of coal are grouped
into triplets; the first box contains some feed coal, the second contains
cleaned coal from the same batch as the feed, and the third contains the
associated refuse. Figure 7 shows in a striking way how easily the CONAC can
differentiate between these coals; it shows the same part of the germanium
detector spectrum for the 3 coals. One can see how the silicon peak at 4.934
MeV dominates the nearby carbon peak in the refuse, and how much smaller it
is in the cleaned coal; similarly, one can see that the amount of sulfur and
iron has decreased in the clean coal relative to the feed. Table 1 gives the
CONAC analyses of three typical triplets for ash, S and Si.

Table 1

Conac

Sample

A
B
C

A
B
C

A
B
C

Analysis of Coal

Feed Coal

27.00
27.37
27.52

3.42
3.27
3.18

6.41
6.31
6.66

Before and After

Cleaned Coal

Ash Wt %

7.43
7.67
7.39

Sulfur Wt %

1.05
1.12
1.19

Silicon Wt %

1.63
1.61
1.58

Washing

Refuse

45.14
48.72
47.60

5.15
4.77
5.22

10.81
11.82
11.73

The sulfur results would be available 5 minutes after the coal had
passed through the CONAC, the ash and silicon values shortly thereafter.
Such swift responses would allow the CONAC to control the adjustments to the
heavy media process to maintain specified concentrations of elements in the
cleaned coal.

Moisture Measurements

Monitoring the moisture content of coal is of great potential importance
for coal handling, inventory control, and optimized control in coal drying
and combustion. If microwaves with a frequency around 56Hz are passed
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through coal they are attenuated, and this attenuation is primarily caused by
the water in the coal. A moisture meter has been developed based on this
fact; when calibrated for coals from a certain geographical region, it can
measure their moisture to within ±0.5% (absolute).

The calibration is done by completely drying a 20 lb sample, using tem-
peratures below 110"C, then adding small known increments of water and mea-
suring the microwave attenuation through the sample for several different
water densities. A calibration curve as shown in Figure 8 results.

BTU Calculations

With an accurate measurement of moisture content it is possible to cal-
culate the calorific value of a sample of coal. This is related to the ele-
mental weight percents of carbon, organic hydrogen and, to a lesser extent,
to sulfur and nitrogen. There are many slightly different equations to allow
calculation of the higher heating value, and we are developing a new one to
take advantage of the parameters the CONAC can measure. It is a modified
Dulong-Petit equation with coefficients determined by a linear regression on
the standard coals used to calibrate the CONAC. Figure 9 shows the excellent
agreement between the calculated and measured Btu values of 14 coals.

Eva!uation of the Detroit Edison Monroe Power Plant Sulfurmeter

The first Nucoalyzer to be used in the field is a sulfurmeter, which
uses a high-efficiency, low resolution sodium iodide detector to measure the
sulfur and hydrogen content of blended coal at the Detroit Edison Monroe
Power Plant.

At this power plant Detroit Edison (DECO) has elected to meet strict
state SOp emissions requirements by blending more expensive low sulfur

eastern coal with less expensive high sulfur eastern coal. Although coal
blending avoids the high initial costs of alternative emission control tech-
niques such as stack gas scrubbing, its long term costs are high because low
sulfur coal is increasingly expensive. The costs can be minimized by using
only as much of the low sulfur coal as necessary to meet the emissions stand-
ards. However, since the variation in the sulfur content of the high and low
sulfur coals is large, there is no single optimal blending ratio. Instead,
this ratio is a dynamic parameter that can change within minutes.

Knowing the range of each coal's sulfur content allows a blending ratio
to be chosen that will ensure that emission levels are not exceeded, but this
means more costly low sulfur coal than is necessary. To predict what savings
would result from optimizing the blending ratio on the basis of feedback from
a Nucoalyzer-Sulfurmeter, Detroit Edison used data on plant operating para-
meters and the sulfur content and heating value ranges of its targeted coals

in a mathematical model to predict the potential savings from dynamic blend
ing. Table 2 summarizes the results of this study.
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Table 2

Percent High Percent Low
Control of Blending Sulfur Coal Sulfur Coal

None (using daily average values) 66% 34%
Nucoalyzer (sulfur only) 77.5% 22.5%
Nucoalyzer (sulfur plus 3TU) 78% 22%

Projected savings range from $5-15 X 10 /year through use of the Sulfur-
meter to monitor and control the blending process. The Nucoalyzer-
Sulfurmeter bought by Detroit Edison for this purpose was installed in the
last half of 1980 by the Bechtel Corporation and has been running since its
acceptance in March 1981.

Calibration of the Sulfurmeter was done using 200 1b. samples of 9 dif-
ferent U.S. coal types with sulfur contents ranging from 0.4 weight percent
to 2.7 Wt%. The accuracy of the calibration in reproducing the known sulfur
values is ±0.02 Wt% (RMS), which is an entirely suitable accuracy for control
of a blending operation.

The evaluation and field testing of this Sulfurmeter were carried out in
the following way. The test objective was to compare Sulfurmeter readings to
laboratory analyses, both chemical and PNAA. Special blends of low and high
sulfur coal were set up and passed through the usual coal handling system and
the Sulfurmeter. As each blend came through the Sulfurmeter its belt was
halted, 300 lb samples of coal were scraped from the stationary belt and
riffled to produce several small samples which were sent to four laborator-
ies: Bituminous Coal Research Laboratory, Commercial Testing and Engineering
Company, DECO Plant Monroe Laboratory, and DECO Research Department Labora-
tory, for conventional ASTM chemical analyses. The remaining 200 lb samples
of this scraped coal were boxed and returned to the belt for re-analysis by
the Sulfurmeter. The boxes were then sent to SAI in Sunnyvale, California
for PNAA analysis in the laboratory using a Ge(li) system.

The sulfur content as measured by the Sulfurmeter is compared with that
found by chemical analyses, as illustrated in Figure 10. The 45° line would
indicate perfect agreement, while the horizontal bars represent the root mean
square (RMS) deviation of the separate laboratory chemical determinations.
Over the whole range of blends, the agreement is satisfactory. Similar good
agreement was found between the Sulfurmeter sulfur values and those measured
by the laboratory Ge(li) system.

The dynamic response of the Sulfurmeter to widely varying values in coal
sulfur content was also tested. With the cooperation of the Detroit Edison
power station staff, some West Virginia 3% S coal, then some 0.7% S. Kentucky
coal and blends of the two were passed through the Sulfurmeter. The results
of the test over a 12-hour period are shown in Figure 11. For the first five
hours, 100% low-sulfur or blends of high- and low-sulfur coals were used.
For most of the next 6 hours, 100% high-sulfur coal was analyzed. At about
the 6th hour, the plant coal feed was stopped and the Sulfurmeter measured
the same coal for approximately an hour; the small deviations in the recorded
sulfur content during this time indicate the precision of the instrument
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(±0.04 wt% S). After the stationary coal was measured, the coal feed was
re-started. Subsequent deviations in the measured values indicate variations
in the sulfur content of the high-sulfur coal.

A comparison was also made between some silo fill average sulfur values
and subsequent sulfur dioxide stack monitor readings. To see if the signa-
ture of the various blends could be identified in the S02 emissions after the

coal had passed through the silos and been burned, printout data from the
stack monitor was collected during the course of the week-long sulfurmeter
tests.

Figure 12 shows a history of hourly stack monitor S0 ? (in arbitrary

units) readings throughout the week of the tests. The breaks in the continu-
ous curve are caused by either instrument self-calibration or malfunction
(e.g., middle of second day). The silo fill average sulfur values measured
by the sulfurmeter and the fill time and duration are plotted on the same
grid. As can be clearly seen from the 100 percent high-sulfur fill on the
left, there is about a 6-hour lag time between fill and coal burn as seen in
the stack. This 6-hour lag time represents the residence time of the coal in
the silos. Using this lag time, noted values of the S0~ curve can be asso-
ciated with the sulfur in coal blends. In conclusion, good agreement has
been found in various comparisons between the sulfurmeter readings of the
sulfur content of coal and chemical analyses of the same coal. Also, a good
enough correlation between Sulfurmeter readings and stack monitor readings
was observed to allow the Sulfurmeter to make predictions of the SOp emis-
sions from the coal.

Control of Coal Blending

The sulfurmeter microcomputer can run a special interactive blending
program in which the coal board operator types in a few parameters, such as
anticipated MWatt load for the next 24 hours and starting blend ratio, on a
special remote terminal. Then, based on the sulfur values it is measuring
and the desired average sulfur value for that day, the program calculates a
new blending ratio every 7 minutes during a coal fill and prints it out on
the terminal so the operator can set up the new blend as the fill proceeds.
If these blending ratios are implemented, the average daily sulfur value will
be a fraction under the limits specified by the EPA regulations.

Conclusion

To summarize, the primary advantages of Nucoalyzers relate to their
ability to quickly identify changes in ĉ oal composition so that adjustments
can be made in a timely manner to accomadate these changes in the process
being monitored. Nucoalyzers are the only instruments available that can
monitor the coal (for ash, Btu, sulfur, etc.) on-line and provide real-time
continuous results. One Nucoalyzer is already working in the field, and by
the time of the next Symposium we will have had performance reports on two
more.
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Abstract

The principle of using two gamma ray beams of different energies in the
analysis of coal/stone mixtures is described. This technique has been
developed at the Mining Research and Development Establishment of the UK's
National Coal Board in order to monitor run-of-mine coal on a conveyor belt
and a prototype device has been built by Marconi Space and Defence Systems
Ltd. Problems encountered during this development and the methods used to
overcome them are discussed. Finally, experimental results obtained with the
prototype device are presented and discussed.

Principle of Method

A method of determining the stone content of a coal/stone mixture con-
sists of measuring the uncollided flux transmitted through the mixture from
two gamma ray sources of different energy. As only the uncollided flux is
measured, the method is independent of the spatial distribution of the two
components in the mixture.

The uncollided gamma flux transmitted through a mixture of two materials
a and b is given by

I = 1° exp[-(|iama + jiV)]

where 1° is the incident flux,

I is the transmitted flux,

m is the mass loading or mass per unit area,

u is the mass absorption coefficient and

the superscripts a and b refer to the two materials.
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Phis may be reduced to

1 = 1° exp[-(ji - fA/i)m] (1)

*here m = ma + m ,

f = mb/m,

u = u a and

Jonsider now the case of two gamma ray beams of different energies incident
>n a mixture of coal and stone. In this case, two equations of type (1)
ipply, viz:

I. = I1 exp[ - (L^ - f A ^ ) m]

exp[x[ -

'here the subscripts refer to the two different gamma-ray energies and f is
he fraction of stone in the mixture. Denoting the normalised transmitted
ntensity by I* and taking logs, the following relations are obtained:

Ln(l2*) = - (ja2 - f «k|i2) m

ividing one of these equations by the other gives the ratio

- (i* } _ h - f

Ln(l2*) f2 -

hich, on re~arrangement gives

f.

Thus an expression for f, the stone fraction of the mixture, is obtained
hich is independent both of the spatial distribution of the coal and stone
omponents and of the mass loading in the beam. The mass loading of mineral
atter in the beam may be calculated from

- Ln ( I •) - Ln (i •)
m ] = 1 (3)
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For best results, the gamma-ray energies should "be chosen such that at
one of them the absorption coefficients of the coal and stone are almost
equal while at the other, there should be a substantial difference between
them. Choosing the energies in this way means that one of the expressions
for the mass loading will exhibit only a small dependence on the stone con-
tent. It should also be borne in mind that low energy radiation is easily
absorbed by minerals and this could limit the maximum mineral loading which
can be usefully analysed. At the other end of the energy scale, gamma-ray
beams are less readily absorbed in passing through large amounts of mineral
and hence the sensitivity to changes in mass loading will be poor. One
choice of energies which satisfies all of these constraints is 60keV radia-
tion from Anr4^ and 662keV radiation from Cs 57. At these energies the
absorption coefficients are as 3hown in Table 1.

Table 1

Energy

keV

60

662

/coal

/ •

19.2 x 10--5

8.24 x 10~5

Prototype

/

m2

30.

7.

astone

/ kg -

,2 x 10

,69 x 1

Device

-3

O"3

- 1 1 .

0.

>

0

55

x 1 0 - 3

x 10_

A schematic diagram of a prototype device operating on the above
principle is shown in Figure 1 . The detector used is a Nal scintillation
crystal viewed by a photomul tiplier (PM) tube. The signal from the PM tube
is amplified and applied to a single channel analyser (SCA) which spans the
photopeak of the radiation. The count-rate from the SCA is directly propor-
tional to the transmitted intensity. The count-rate is normalised to the
empty-belt count-rate and the values of f and m are calculated by the raicro-

The problems encountered during the development of this instrument may be
described under the following headings: downscatter and background inter-
ference, randomly varying loads and counting losses due to pulse pile-up.

Downscatter and Background Interference

Because of the finite resolution of the detectors, the windows set by the
single channel analysers also contain a contribution from scattered radia-
tion. In particular, in the case of the SCA spanning the Am photopeak, there
may be a significant contribution from radiation from the Cs which has lost
much of its energy in passing through the load. A number of measures may be
adopted to limit this downscatter but the simplest is perhaps to separate the
sources and their associated detectors. In the Coal/Stone Monitor built by
Marconi Space and Defence Systems Ltd, the separation between the sources is
approximately 0.5m. A third window has also been introduced to further
correct for the effect of background radiation.
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Random Load Variations

As the emission of gamma-rays is a random process governed by Poissonian
statistics, the measured count-rate will not be exactly the same each time
even when there has been no change in the material in the beam. The spread
in the values will decrease as the total number of counts used to determine
the rate increases so that in order to obtain an accurate value for the
count-rate, a large number of counts must be obtained. This restriction also
applies to any parameters whose values are calculated using the count-rate;
high accuracy can only be obtained when the total number of counts is large.
In the usual laboratory situations, the accuracy can be improved by extending
the counting period in order to accumulate a larger number of counts. If
this technique is applied to situations where signficant variations in the
absorber can occur during the counting time [such as may take place on a
conveyor belt bearing run-of-mine coalJ, then the results obtained (ie the
values of f and m) will be in error. Consider the following simple example
where the material in the beam undergoes a step change during the counting
time as shown in Figure 2. Let the Cs and Am count-rates for the empty belt
be 1O000cps. When the mass loading is 50 kg m these drop to 6715cps and
2908cps respectively. For the period when the mass loading is 25 kg m the
corresponding count-rates are 8195cps and 5393cps. Thus over the full
counting period, the mean count-rates are 7455cps for Cs and 4151cps for Am,
giving a value for R of 2.994. Use of relations(2) and (3) gives calculated
values for m and f of 36«7Okg m~ and 0.433 respectively. The true mean
values of m and f over this period are 37«5 kg m~ and 0.5 and these are the
values that would be obtained if the counting period was such that the
loading was constant during each of two such periods (at 50 kg m" during one
and 25 kg ra~ in the other). This error in f and m comes about because the
relationship between the transmitted intensity and the mass loading is
non-linear whereas the above method is in effect a linear averaging. [This is
particularly evident in the case of the stone content where the relative
error in f (13»4$) is more than 6 times as great as that in m (2.'\%). This
greater sensitivity of f to changes in mass loading is due to the fact that f
depends on Ln(T *) and en Ln(l *) whereas m is largely dependent only on the
latter and this is less sensitive to mass]. In order to apply such an
averaging procedure to improve the statistical accuracy, the non-linearities
mu3t first be taken out. In the Coal/Stone Monitor, this is achieved by
calculating the values of f and m in a time which is sufficiently short that
significant variations in the load have not taken place. It should be noted
that this limits the maximum size of detector which is used (especially its
length across the belt) as variations in loading also occur in this
dimension. In order to verify that the counting time is sufficiently short,
the Coal/Stone Monitor contains a section which monitors the fluctuations in
the load and gives an alarm if they are either too large or too fast.
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Pulee Pile-Up Losses

Each gamma photon absorbed in the detector gives rise to a single pulse
at the PM tube whose size is directly proportional to the gamma energy (see
Figure 3a). If two photons are detected very close together, then the two
pulses will appear to the counting system as a single pulse, as shown in
Figure 3b. The size of this pulse will be greater than that of either single
pulse but less than the sum of the heights. When either of these photons has
an energy in one of the energy windows, this pile-up may cause the pulse to
be lost to the system. A simple correction for these losses has been
included in the Coal/Stone Monitor.

Experimental Results

The prototype instrument has only been in operation for a short time and
effort has so far been concentrated on verifying the principles outlined
above. It has been most convenient, from the point of view of handling, to
use material other than coal and stone during this verification period.
Perspex has been used as a substitute for coal owing to its similar mean
atomic number while glass has been used in place of stone. The absorption
coefficients of these materials are presented in Table 2. The similarities
in the behaviour of the coefficients in coal/stone and perspex/glass can be
seen by reference to Table 1.

Table 2

Energy u u
' perspex ' glass

keV ( HI2/kg )

J J _3
60 16.3 x 10 24-3 x 10 -8.0 v 10 ->

662 7.27 x 10~5 6.71 x 10~5 0.56 x 1 0"5

A range of measurements has been taken with the instrument covering the
mass range of 10 to 190 kgm and the glass content range of 0.0 to 1.0. A
sample of the results obtained is given in Table 3« It can be seen that the
value of f obtained is indeed independent of mass loading.
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Ta'Dle 3

Sample of results from Coal/Stone Monitor

Mass

l o a d i n g

10

30

50

70

90

110

130

150

170

190

f

A

1 .

1 .

1 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

- 0 .

- 0 .

- 0 .

i = j m —m
true

=

m

4

3

5

7

5

2

3

3

2

4

0 . 0

A f

- 4 .

- 6 .

- 2 .

- 0 .

0 .

1 .

1 .

1 .

0 .

1.

raeas

,6

4

8

9

9

0

0

0

9

0

f

A

1 .

1 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

- 0 .

- 1 .

A f

ra

2

5

3

1

4

6

3

=

0.5

Af

-2.2

-1.3

2 . 2

2 . 6

1.7

1.9

1 .8

100 x

e

4 m

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

- 0

- 0

(f
true

.3

. 3

.5

.5

. 2

. 3

• 3

.5

.5

• 9

1.0

A f

4 . 3

1.8

1.0

1.2

1.0

1.0

0 . 7

0 . 6

0.5

0.5

-f )
raeas

In order to test the fluctuation monitor of the instrument, a turntable
arrangement was used to provide varying luads to the system. This allows the
system to be subjected to step changes in mass loading similar to those
discussed above. A sample of the reeults obtained for step changes varying
from 4 kgm to 20 kgm of perspex per measurement period can be seen in
Table 4. The errors in m and f are in agreement with theoretical predictions
for these step changes. Larger fluctuations will of course lead to larger
errors; unfortunately it is not yet known what size of fluctuations will
occur on conveyor belts bearing run-of-mine coal. The next stage of the
programme therefore is to evaluate the performance of the system on real
conveyor belts.



Mean

m

24-9

35.0

45.0

55.0

65-0

Load

f

0.593

0.422

0.328

0.269

0.227

640

Table 4

Step Size

(perspex)

4.0

8.0

12.0

16.0

20.0

Aα

-0.1

0.4

1.0

1.0

1.3

Af

-0.2

0.0

1.0

1.4

2 .3

and Af defined as for Table 3
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RAPID COMPONENT ANALYSIS OF COAL SAMPLES
BY MEANS OF ALPHA BACKSCATTERING

J. Eddy
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Argonne, Illinois 60439
312/972-6091 (FTS: 972-6091)

Abstract

Alpha (P.utherford) backscattering has been used to determine the chemical
composition of the lunar surface.1 It involves relatively simple, inexpensive
equipment that could be automated, in conjunction with a sample preparation
system, to deliver some five sample analyses per hour.

As a method of component analysis, charged particle backscattering is
complementary to fluorescent x-ray or Auger electron schemes: the latter
provide optimum resolution for nuclear species of large atomic mass, whereas
particle scattering offers optimum resolution for low-mass species such as C,
0, N, S, and Si, the principle components of coal, ash, and char.

Preliminary results are reported here for a number of representative coal
samples; the source used in this work, Cm2**1*, has high specific activity and
a long lifetime (18 years), yet is readily available. Initial work was based
on a considerably wider-than-optimum solid angle, which did not permit resolu-
tion of individual ash components. However, the carbon/ash ratio was readily
obtainable and Btu values which, in most cases lie within statistical error
margins, could be calculated from these measurements.

A stronger source would permit restriction of the solid angle and thus
should improve the resolution while reducing the time required per analysis.
As indicated by lunar surface data, this should yield a fairly accurate value
of sulfur content, one of the original goals of this work. Another possible
result would be the Ca, Fe, and heavy element composition.

In comparison to other coal analysis schemes, alpha backscattering
produces somewhat primitive results, but also costs less than one percent of
typical Ge(Li) capture gamma analysis systems; it necessarily requires some
scheme of representative sampling whilst capture gamma analysis can be
deployed on-line, scanning the entire coal feedline. Thus, the backscattering
scheme could best be used in multiple units, e.g., to ascertain the coal/ash
ratio before and after some step in coal conversion or preparation, where the
high cost ($1 M) of on-line systems based on capture gamma analysis would make
multiple deployment impractical.

Turkevich, Science 134, p. 672 (1961).
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1. Introduction

The work reported here is a preliminary investigation of a cheap, rapid,
and convenient determinacion of the composition of coal. To understand how
this particular scheme compares with other "nuclear" schemes, we may consider
the standard ASTM chemical analysis of coal: a "proximate" analysis in terms
of volatile?, fixed carbon, ash fraction, and moisture can be worked up in
about one-half hour; breakdown of the ash fraction into elemental constituents
takes considerably longer. The information of principal practical interest,
the rank or caloric value, may be measured directly, or calculated from a
proximate analysis.

Now the long time required for complete analysis evidently militates
against processing a large number of samples, which is needed to avoid sampling
error; a secondary problem is the dependence of results on attentiveness and
skill of the analyst. Improvement efforts have consequently focused on speed
and automation. Over the last four years or so, an elemental analysis scheme
based on thermal neutron capture gamma radiation spectrometry has been developed
into several systems, one of which was discussed in a preceding paper in this
session.1 These systems scan large samples and thus can process the entire
feedstream of a coal utilization plant, eliminating sampling error altogether;
most of the information provided in a chemical work-up is provided at relatively
short intervals.

Inevitably, however, the equipment is costly and requires attendance
by specially trained personnel. This limits its application to situations
where complete, on-line analysis offers savings which amortize initial and
operating cost. The scheme which we will discuss here aims at providing a
proximate analysis only, at considerably lower cost, so as to find use in a
variety of situations where proximate analysis is adequate. Like the chemical
method, it works with small samples — however, its high processing rate, in
conjunction with potentially fully automated operation, should allow its
application on-line with an acceptably small sampling error.

To find a method that seemed likely to provide these features, we started
with a survey of available schemes involving nuclear radiation or particles.
Some of these, such as fast-neutron inelastic scattering gamma spectroscopy,2

have had some euccess in on-line coal analysis but had to be ruled out for
reason of cost, complexity, need for highly skilled personnel, and radiation
hazard. This likewise eliminated direct scattering analysis with monoenergetic
neutron beams. Scattering particle energy analysis also applies, however, to
charged particles,3 and such particles happen to be available from natural
alpha sources which eliminates the need for an accelerator, hence, radiation
hazard, and simplifies the equipment to the level where it can be readily
automated. The chief drawback of this scheme appeared to be that it could not
accommodate large samples; however, this could be compensated for by low unit
cost and high speed of operation. Thus, a battery of scattering chambers,
linked to a common electronic processor, could secure an effective sampling
rate that could keep up with a coal feedstream in an on-line application.
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Automated sample preparation equipment exists at several laboratories,
chiefly for X-ray anaysis work (which also can only process small samples).
As it happens, fluorescent X-ray analysis works best for elements above the
number Z = 20, while alpha backscatter analysis works best below that number,
as discussed further on; it is thus particularly well-suited for the main
constituents of coal, principally for carbon itself, which is one of the more
difficult cases for thermal neutron capture systems. A completely developed
system for elemental analysis based on alpha scattering was used to obtain
information on the lunar surface in one of the earlier moon-shots.4

2. Brief Theoretical Background

The basic relation between the incident energy E of a particle of mass
a, and the energy E' of the particle scattered by a target of mass A at an
angle 9, is given by:

K = (E'/E) = [mcos 6 + (l-m2sin2e)1/2]2/(l-hn)2

= IT5TJ [1 + msin2 6 + . . . ] (1)

where m = a/A. A plot of Eq. (1) shown in Fig. 1 displays the basic facts
relevant to backscattering analysis:

1. Scattered energy varies least with the angle near 180°, hence, to
allow a large detector aperture at minimal loss of energy resolu-
tion, the system should be arranged for backscattering.

2. Separation AE'/E' for target atoms of adjacent atomic weight
A A = 1 declines with the inverse square of the atomic weight:

AE'/E' = [16AA/(A2-16)] [1 - (A2-16) sin2 0/4A2 ...] (2)

where we have put a = 4 , for alpha particles. In practice, one thus finds that
adjacent elements are no longar resolved for A > 40 (calcium).

Another relevant parameter is the scattering cross section:

(dov'dn) = 2.07 x 10"27 (Z/E)2 (1-m2)2 [1 + i ± ^ 2 sin2 6 ...] (3)

where Z = A/2 is the atomic number and the energy E is given in MeV. As the
count rate varies with the scattering cross section, Eq. (3) suggests that
components of low atomic number are not readily detected; however, other
factors that influence the observed count rate contribute an opposing effect,
such that the detection efficiency is relatively flat for the lighter elements
in practice.5
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3. Experimental Equipment and Procedure

The various factors ciced in the introduction, together with theoretical
considerations, suggested that an investigation of the practical applicability
of alpha backseattering to coal analysis should principally focus on means to
achieve a high processing rate: firstly, a geometry that would maximize the
count rate; and secondly, a means of data processing that would yield an
acceptable statistical error in a minimal counting interval. An additional
objective became apparent during the work: testing the reliability of a simple
formula determination of caloric value from the backscattering msasurements;
this included, to some extent, a test of sample variability, hence, sampling
error.

The two arrangements shown in Fig. 2 both produce backscattering, the
central-source system being capable of a wider ovt;-~.il aperture within a
certain limiting angle, whereas the peripheral source arrangement allows a
stronger source. Energy degradation limits source platirg thickness, hence,
the maximum practical source strength varies with source area.

Cen; ral-source geometry was first investigated, using an Am21*1 source
deposited on the tip of a drillrod inserted into a hypodermic stock collimator.
The collimator, in turn, passed through an annular surface-barrier alpha
detector. Source energy spectra revealed considerable degradation in the
shape of a long tail of the alpha peak; scattering spectra likewise showed
rather broad and ill-defined features, hence, it became apparent that a
peripheral-source geometry was preferable. A new unit was accordingly designed
and fabricated, 3 shown in Fig. 3, and an annular Am21*1 source of about 0.1
mCie was deposited on the stainless steel annual region in a plating bath of
special design. Results with that source were considerably improved, and a
number of coal samples, as well as artificial test samples, were analyzed.
Calculations indicated, however, that a further improvement in count rate,
needed to achieve practical counting times, would require a source of shorter
half-life, given that the specific activity (disintegrations/gram) and thus
also the count rate for a given source area and allowable plating thickness
vary inversely with the half-life. Another source, Cm2tfl+, was thus fabricated;
with a half-life of 18.1 yearss this source allows an improvement by a factor
of 24 over Am241 (half-life -- 432 years). A quantity of Cm21*1* (which happened
to be on hand), produced a source strength of about 3.6 mCie , and this
shortened the sample reading time from overnight to 10** seconds. Calculations
indicate that a further increase in source strength by b. factor of 30, reducing
reading time to 5 minutes, would not degrade the source spectrum to an appre-
ciable extent.

A minor problem, which can be dealt with through careful adjustment of
the geometry and passivation of the source, is illustrated in Figs. 4 and
5. These figures show the spectrum obtained with a calcium carbonate sample
target. Figure 4 reveals a background resulting from a certain amount of
wall-scattering which found its way into the detector, as well as source
migration to surfaces directly within view of the detector. Wall effect was
eventually eliminated by mounting the source button on a pedestal as depicted
in Fig. 3. Source passivation would have required evaporation of a thin
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gold layer onto the source for which tirae and equipment was not available.
Figure 5 shows, however, that the combined background can also be dealt with
by subtracting the spectrum shown in Fig. 6, measured with a plastic button;
the carbon return feature of the plastic background spectrum is first replaced
with an extrapolation of the background at higher energies.

These three figures also show a line computed with a smoothing program
of least-square type.6-8 Other features of the information processing
scheme are indicated in Fig. 7. The region defined as JBAC serves to normalize
background subtraction; spectrum steps are then deconvoluted by stripping and
extrapolation from higher to lower pulse-heights. Thus, the relatively narrow
region KASH where all elements above Ca are concentrated defines the ash
fraction; the concentration of the spectrum here is an advantage, since it
makes KASH insensitive to detailed composition. KOXY then serves to define
oxygen content and ISUM, carbon content. Known samples, e.g., the calcium
carbonate button illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, were used to confirm this
subtraction procedure.

The work with coal samples made use of coal that had been analyzed
chemically and was locally available, as well as coal that had been analyzed
by ANL by capture gamma spectroscopy. Additional samples were obtained
through Sargent and Lundy from local power plants, together with available
analyses and caloric values.

As indicated in Table 2, these samples encompass both local and Western
mines. Target pills were processed from these coals by grinding to fine
consistency and compression in a one-inch diameter die, yielding pills that
varied considerably in height after compaction to the same pressure (cf. Table
3). A height gauge was designed to adjust the pedestal so as to equalize
target distance from the source.

Spectra for each sample were acquired over 101* seconds using the Cm2'*'*
source, with repeat runs for confirmation. After processing as indicated,
data were printed out in the form shown at» an example in Table 4.

4. Results and Discussion

Using the computational procedures described above, total carbon, ash
fraction, and oxygen fraction were computed for each sample and compared with
analyses insofar as these were available; in addition, the Btu/lb rating was
computed and similarly compared. To consider the last-named computation, this
involved a brief survey to determine the reliability of such a computation
from carbon content alone. A variety of formulae can be found in the literature
for caloric computation, making use of carbon, moisture, ash fraction, and
even nitrogen and oxygen content.9

A large number of analyzed samples for which Btu values were also avail-
able^" were used to establish that, over a broad range (although not, perhaps,
for all coals), total carbon is usable as an index of caloric value. Figure 8
is a plot of carbon content versus Btu, which yields a straight line with 0.98
correlation for 72 points (listed in Table 1).
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The carbon content of the samples measured by alpha backscattering was
determined by plotting ISUM versus carbon from chemical analyses provided
with the samples (Fig. 8). A straight line fitted to these points had a
correlation of 0.97. Next, the Btu rating of each sample was determined by
making use of the slope and intercept found in the survey, shown in Fig. 8.
This caloric value was then compared with Btu ratings where those had been
determined for samples. With few exceptions, for which further work wr>ul«* be
indicated to determine the reliability of the chemical analysis, deviation
between these two Btu determinations came to less than 3%, as indicated in
Table 5, which is an excerpt of more copious data, only incuding those measured
with the Cm2'*'1 source.

The ash fraction was similarly calibrated by plotting KASH data against
proximate analyses available for samples; this is shown in Fig. 10. A correla-
tion of 0.91 indicates more scatter in these results than in the carbon
determination. Finally, KOXY was plotted against oxygen content inferred from
chemical analyses. Here, correlation was only 0.51, suggesting that background
subtraction could perhaps be improved.

To sum up this work, it appears that an alpha sourcfc of sufficient
strength and a system geometry offering the analysis of a 5-10 gram sample in
five minutes can be designed. Data processing techniques based on straight-
forward smoothing and spectrum stripping yielded an excellent set of carbon
content values and an acceptable set of ash fraction values. The computation
of caloric value from this information proved to be, rather surprisingly,
highly accurate.

Further work should look into some discrepancies to determine whether
the alpha backscatter analysis was at fault, the sample had been contaminated,
or the chemical analysis was inaccurate. The latter possibility cannot be
discounted, especially for the oxygen data that are obtained by subtraction in
the ASTM standard procedure.

Additional work could perhaps refine both the measurement geometry and
computation procedure to the point where minor constituents such as sulfur
could be analyzed; certainly, there is no reason to believe that such an
analysis cannot be done, inasmuch as sulfur is cleanly resolved from its
neighboring elements in the backscattered alpha spectrum. Minor technical
problems, such as source fabrication and stabilization, would have to be
addressed. The next phase would then consider the design or adaptation of
an automated sample preparation system if a battery of alpha chambers is to be
deployed in an on-line application. The present system, however, would only
need minor modifications to be useful in a laboratory where it could eventually
be incorporated into a combined analysis procedure offering a higher reliabil-
ity than available from chemical procedures alone.
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TABLE I

Sample

C-13854
C-16787
C-15678
C-16919
C-16408
O15943
C-15944
C-13039
C-14646
O14650
O15263
C-15566
C-15331
C-15496
O16564
O12495
O13983
C-14194
C-14609
O14735
C-14774
015012
C-15208
C-15384
C-15448
C-16264
C-16729
O17001
C-17721
C-17984
C-17988
018040
C-12831
C-12942
O13324
O13433
O13895
O13975
C-14574
C-14613
C-14630
C-14838
C-14970
C-14982
C-15038
C-15079
C-15117
C-15125

Total Carbon

79.94
77.72
71.49
75.43
71.21
74.53
74.92
71.28
71.70
72.73
73.24
72.33
68.23
72.06
70.61
69.98
70.76
72.28
73.20
71.18
70.31
71.86
67.18
71.94
68.88
68.99
71.23'
71.57
73.49
74.20
73.46
70.27
72.16
69.91
70.76
73.33
67.84
71.16
74.72
73.42
73.72
69.49
69.25
68.57
73.76
66.24
67.44
68.68

Btu/lb

14362
13794
12952
13280
12990
13392
13517
12927
12829
12951
13102
13042
12387
12996
12920
12466
12736
12973
13137
12724
12485
12873
11973
12997
12390
12480
12728
12947
13324
13276
13087
12456
12895
12621
12779
13060
12303
12729
13480
13027
13162
12465
12419
12255
13005
11900
12074
12220
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TABLE I (Contd.)

Sample

C-15231
C-15432
C-15436
C-15456
C-15717
C-15791
C-15868
C-15872
C-15999
C-16030
C-16139
C-16265
C-16317
C-16501
C-16543
C-16741
C-16993
C-15278
C-17053
C-17215
Lower Freeport
Western Kentucky
Ohio
Belie Ayre

Total Carbon

68.09
70.58
68.97
69.23
69.11
72.92
75.13
67.70
69.49
71.96
66.25
71.79
69.97
72.06
68.71
69.53
64.57
69.87
71.06
65.30
78.82
69.41
59.61
52.52

Btu/lb

12222
12438
12442
12274
12449
13008
13290
12109
12470
13140
12050
12810
12400
12980
12380
12455
11562
12630
x2850
11908
13964
12746
10855
9086



Origin

ANL-Ka

ANL-K
ANL-K
ANL-K
ANL-K
ANL-K
ANL-K
ANL-K
S.L.b

ANLC

ANL

ANL
ANL
ANL
ANL

S.L.

S.L.

Coal Type

Western Kentucky Drum E-17
Western Kentucky Drum E-20
Lower Freeport Drum-49
Lower Freeport Drum-43
Ohio Drum-16
Ohio Drum-18
Glen Burn Drum-A
Glen Burn Drum-B
Western Coal
New Mexico
(Sub-Bituminous)
Illinois Bituminous
(#10 Mine Peabody Coal Co.)
Inland Steel Mine
Starr Mine (Hi Pyrite)
North Dakota (Lignite)
Arkwright Mine
(Consol Coal Co.)
Seminole Mine
(Sample A-Small Lump)
Seminole Mine
(Sample B-Large Lump)

TABLE

Designation

WK-17
WK-20
LF-49
LF-43
OH-16
OH-18
GB-A
GB-B
WC-SL
NM-04

IB-10

IN-SM
ST-HP
ND-LG
AW-02

SM-SL

SM-SL

II

% Total
Carbon

69.41
69.41
78.82
78.82
59.61
59.61
82.16
82.16

55.69

62.94

73.8
60.84

45.4-65.94
77.14

61.54-70.81

63.43-72.83

Btu/lb

12746
12746
13964
13964
10855
10855
13399
13399

8268-11694
8000-11628
(9800)
11304

13538
11559

7443-10810
13706-14114

10754-12374

11162-12817

X Ash

10.20
10.20
10.17
10.17
23.49
23.49
8.87
8.87
9.03
18.00

12.70

6.06
14.57

6.00-18.74
7.68-7.91

6.47-7.44

4.39-5.04

X Oxygen

7.50*
7.50*
3. U*
3.11
4.97*
4.97°
2.44*
2.44°

9.85

8.48
j

3.0*
3.5*

12 90-l8s74
d

4.97°

12.89-14.83°

12.86-14.77°

aANL-K Argonne National Laboratory Coal Instrumentation Group originally obtained from Kennedy Van S*un Corp.

S.L. Sargent Lundy Engineering Company from power plants in the Chicago area.

ANL Argonne National Laboratory Coal Instrumentation Group.

Indicates oxygen determination by difference determination.
Value In parentheses lndlcntoe an nvcrugo.

Two values indicate wet and dry determinations.
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TABLE I I I

Sample

WK-17-A

WK-17-B

WK-20-A

WK-20-B

LF-49-A

LF-49-B

LF-43-A

LF-43-B

0H-16-A

0H-16-A

0K-18-A

0H-18-B

GB- A A
GB- A B

GB- B-A

GB- Β-B
WC-SL-A

WC-SL-B

WC-SL-C

WC-SL-D

NM-04-A

NM-04-B

IB-10-A

IB-iO-B

IN-SM-A

IN-SM-B

ST-HP-A

ST-HP-B

ND-LG-A

ND-LG-B

AW-02-A

AW-02-B

SM-SL-A

SM-SL-B

SM-LL-A

SM-LL-B

Thickness (inches)

0.274

0.283
0.294

0.281

0.266

0.251
0.258

0.251

0.246

0.251

0.252

Would not hold
pill SHAPE

0.271

0.257

0.278

0.273

0.272

0.269

0.277

0.280

0.296
0.283

0.261

0.274

0.289

0.289

0.285

0.282
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TABLE IV

IDENTIFICATION ILW IUP JSUM KSLM ISUM FTHE CARBON BTU/LB ERR

LF-43-A1 20 70 982 72 910 1.164 81.11 14572 13 59

IDENTIFICATION ILW IUP ISUM KOXY KASH FTME CARBON BTU/LB ERR

LF-43-A1 20 70 16529 31 960 1.000 79.61 14301 1137



Table 5. Data Obtained with Source, Including Btu Comparison

Identification

WK-17-A2-N
WK-17-A2-N
WK-20-A1-N
WK-20-A1-N
WK-20-M-N
WK-20-B1-N
WK-20-B2-N
WK-20-B2-N
WK-20-B2-N
WK-20-B3-N
WK-20-B3-N
WK-20-B1-3 SUM-N
WK-20-B1-3 SUM
LF-43-A1-N
LF-43-A1-N
LF-49-A1-N
LF-49-A1-N
LF-49-B1-N
LF-49-B1-N
LF-49-B2-N
LF-49-B2-N
LF-49-B2-3-N
LF-49-B3-N
LF-49-B4-N
LF-49-B4-N
IN-SM-B1-N
IN-SM-Bl-N
IN-SM-B2-N

ISUM

27811
27837
14659
14667
15202
15193
14878
14898
14891
14979
14961
45057
45052
16529
16512
16565
16535
16406
16392
16368
16377
16525
16489
16253
16256
15381
15365
16098

KOXY

117
116
125
116
71
65
102
103
102
107
107
93
91
36
41
66
73
53
51
35
28
27
26
42
35
81
83
67

Ash

11.22
11.39
10.20
9.93
12.79
13.66
11.39
12.10
12.05
10.67
11.69
11.62
12.84
10.05
10.28
8.86
8.48
10.85
11.59
9.30
10.11
11.36
12.46
11.99
12.69
7.57
7.52
5.67

Carbon

69.74
69.80
70.45
70.49
73.11
73.06
71.52
71.62
71.58
72.02
71.93
72.21
72.20
79.61
79.53
79.79
79.64
79.01
78.94
78.82
78.87
79.59
79.42
78.26
78.27
75.70
75.62
77.50

Btu/lb

12505
12517
12634
12641
13118
13110
12829
12847
12841
12919
12903
12955
12953
14301
14285
14333
14306
14191
14178
14157
14165
14297
14265
14055
14057
13590
13576
13916

Measured
Btu/lb

12746
12746
12746
12746
12746
12746
12746
12746
12746
12746
12746
12746
12746
13964
13964
13964
13964
13964
13964
13964
13964
13964
13964
13964
13964
13538
13538
13538

% Error

1.
1.
0.
0.
2.
2.
0.
0.
0.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
0.
0.
0.
0.
2.

9
8
9
8
9
8
7
8
7
4
2
6
6
4
3
6
4
6
5
4
4
4
2
65
66
50
4
9

Measured
Ash

10.
10.
10,
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
10.
30.
10.
10.
6.
6.
6.

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
!7
17
17
06
06
06

Diff.

1.
1.
0.
0.
2.
3.
1.
1.
1.
0.
1.
1.
2.
0.
0.
1.
1.
0.
1.
0.
0«
1.
2.
1.
2.
1.
1.
0.

02
19
0
27
59
46
19
90
85
47
49
42
64
12
11
31
69
68
42
87
06
19
29
82
52
51
46
,39

% Error

10
11
0
2
25
33
11
18
18
4
14
13
25
1
1
12
16
6
14
8
0
11
22
17
24
24
24
6

.0

.7

.0

.6

.4

.9

.7

.6

.1

.6

.6

.9

.9

.2

.1

.9

.6

.7

.0

.6

.6

.7

.5

.9

.8

.9

.1
i.4

w>



Table 5. (cont'd)

Identification ISUM KOXY Ash Carbon Btu/lb
Measured
Btu/lb % Error

Measured
Ash Mff. X Error

IN-SM-B2-N
IN-SM-B3-N
IN-SM-B3-N
IN-SM-B4-N
IN-SM-B4-N
IN-SM-B5-N
IN-SM-B5-N
AW-02.-B1-N
AW-02-B1-N
AW-02-B2-N
AW-02-B2-N
AW-02-A3-N
AW-02-A3-N
AW-02-A4-N
AW-02-A4-N
AW-02-A5-N
AW-02-A5-N
AW-02--A6-N
AW-02-A6-N
AW-02-A3-6 SUM
AW-02--A3-6 SUM
0H-18-A1-N
0H-18--A1-N
OH-16--A2-N
OH-16-A2-N
OH-16-A3-N
OH-16-A3-N
OH-16-A4-N

16077
15463
15443
15368
15364
15110
15109
11596
11595
15847
15852
15910
15898
15739
15756
15823
15815
4017
4043
51488
51495
13887
13865
12965
12998
13035
13028
12956

66
86
92
92
88
93
98
83
84
75
73
82
83
96
94
107
110
72
54
96
90
109
115
137
136
148
156
145

7.
7.
8.
8.
9.
7.
8.
8.
8.
7.
8,
8.
8.
8,
8,
8,
8
7,
6,
8
8
13
14
15
15
15
15
15

06
82
60
18
01
,58
,4',
,45
,08
,18
.28
.74
.65
.26
.30
.38
.56
.77
.64
.41
.80
.82
.25
.98
.61
.78
.57
.92

77.
74.
74.
73.
73.
72.
72.
75.
75.
76.
76.
76.
76.
75.
75,
76.
76,
77,
77,
76
76
66
66
62
62
62
62
62

40
39
29
92
90
66
,65
,47
,46
,27
,29
.58
.52
.74
.82
.15
.11
.01
.52
.22
.23
.66
.56
.14
.31
.49
.45
.10

13898
13351
13333
13266
13262
13036
13035
13547
13545
13693
13697
13749
13738
13597
13612
13671
13664
13827
13919
13684
13686
11946
11927
11125
11154
11187
11181
11117

13538
13538
13538
13538
13538
13538
33538
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
14114
10855
10855
10855
10855
10855
10855
10855

2.
1.
1.
2.
2.
3.
3.
4.
4.
3.
3.
2.
2.
3.
3.
3.
3.
2.
1.
1,
1,
10,
9
2
2
3
3
2

7
4
5
0
0
7
7
0
0
,0
,0
,6
,7
.7
.6
,1
.2
.0
.4
.1
.1
.1
.9
.5
.8
.1
.0
.4

6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
7.
7.
7.
7.
7.
7,
7.
7,
7,
7,
7,
7,
7,
7,
23,

06
06
06
06
06
06
06
91
91
,91
,91
,91
,91
.91
.91
,91
.91
.91
.91
.91
.91
.49

23.49
23
23
23
23
23

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
1.
2,
0.
0.
0.
0.
0,
0.
0.
0,
0.
0,
0,
1,
0
0
9
9
7
7
7
7
7

00
76
54
12
95
52
,38
,54
,17
,73
.37
.83
.74
.35
.39
.47
.65
.14
.27
.50
.89
.6.'
.24
.51
.88
.71
.92
.57

16.5
29.0
41.9
35.0
40.1
25.1
39.3
6.8
2.1
9.2
4.7
10.5
9.4
4.4
4.9
5.9
8.2
2.7
16.0
6.3
11.3
57.1
39.3
32.0
33.5
32.8
33.7
32.2



Table 5. (cont'd)

Identification

IN-SM-B2-N
OH-16-A4-N
OH-16-A5-N
OH-16-A5-N
OH-17-A2-5 SUM
OH-16--A2-5 SUM
WC-SL--A1-N
WC-SL-A1-N
ST-HP--A1-N
ST-HP-A1-N
NM-04--A1-N
NM-04-A1-N
SM-SL-A2-N
SM-SL-A2-N
18-10-A2-N
18-10-A2-N
ND-LG-A1-N
ND-LG-A1-N

ISUM

16077
12970
3417
3431
42372
42430
12510
12495
13089
13087
11671
11666
14211
14203
12812
12827
12634
12632

KOXY

66
141
115
107
141
138
153
154
137
138
175
166
113
114
143
137
139
142

Ash

7.06
15,65
16.40
14.56
15.94
16.05
9.12
9.21
15.37
15.35
14.34
14.58
6.83
6.97
12.80
12.44
4.23
5.98

Carbon

77.40
62.17
6C 13
60.38
62.07
62.15
59.91
59.84
62.75
62.74
55.80
55.78
68.25
68.21
61.39
61.47
60.52
60.51

Btu/lb

13898
11129
10758
10804
11110
11126
10719
10706
11235
11233
9972
9967
12235
12228
10988
11002
10830
10828

Measured
Btu/lb

13538
10855
10855
10855
10855
10855
11694
11694
11559
11559
9800
9800
12374
12374
11304
11304
10810
18010

% Error

2.
2.
0.
0.
2,
2.
8.
8.
2.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
0.
0.

7
5
9
5
3
5
3
4
8
8
7
7
1
2
8
7
2
17

Measured
Ash

6,06
23.49
23.49
23.49
23.49
23.49
9.03
9.03
14.57
14.57
18.00
18.00

6.47-7.44
6.47-7.44
12.70
12.70
6.00
6.00

Diff.

1.00
7.84
7.09
8.93
7.55
7.44
0.09
0.18
0.80
0.78
3.66
3.42
3.42
3.42
0.10
0.26
1.77
0.02

% Error

16.
33.
30.
38.
32.
31.
1.
2.
5.
5.
20.
19.
2.
0.
0.
2.
29.
0.

5
4
2
0
1
7
0
0
5
4
3
0
4
4
7
0
5
33

ON
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Fig. 1. Scattered to Incident Alpha Particle Energy ratio versus
Scattering Angle, for Different Target Atomic Masses
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Fis. 2. Backscatter Geometry:
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Fig. 3. Final Design of Apparatus
Used in These Tests
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Fig. 4. Calcium Carbonate Spectrum, Unprocessed
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Fig. 6. Plastic Button Scattering Spectrum Used for Background Subtraction
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Fig. 8. Coal Carbon Content versus Btu for Coals Listed in Table 1
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Fig. 10. KASH versus Ash Fraction Values from Chemical Analysis
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THE USE OF NATURAL GAMMA RADIATION IN THE COAL MINING INDUSTRY

National Coal Board
Mining Research and Development Establishment

Ashby Road
Stanhope Bretby
Burton on Trent
Staffordshire

J S Wykes, I Adsley, L R Cooper

Abstract

The technique of delineating coal seams by the use of natural gamma
borehole logging sondes has been known for many years. The principle of
the technique is that the gamma fluxes in shales are higher than in coals
ae the abundance of naturally occurring radionuclides is some twenty
bimes greater in the former.

This paper discusses other applications where the differing natural
gamma properties of coals and shales can be used. These are:

(a) To distinguish between stone (shale) and run-of-mine coal on
conveyor belts. A. common situation underground is one in
which stone from development headings and normal run-of-raine
coal have ho be batched along the same conveyor system. A
natural gamma device capable of distinguishing between such
batches of material, and thus allowing suitable mechanical
separation, will be described.

(b) To provide an accurate measurement of rooC ooal thiciciieas by
measuring the natural gamma flux penetrating the roof coal.
To illustrate hVLs examples will be given where this
technique is used to provide automatic controlled steering
of Long Wall Shearers and to provide manually assisted
steering of In-seam Heading Machines.

Introduction

Shales contain substantial concentrations of the naturally occurring
radionuclides Potassium 40, Thorium 232, and Uranium 238, the latter two
radionuclides each giving rise to series which end in stable isotopes of
lead. When these radionuclides decay they release gamma rays which
propagate through the strata gradually losing energy by scattering
processes until they are absorbed; the range of such gamma rays within
the strata may be as great as 500 mm. Coals, however, have significantly
lower concentrations of these radionuclides and thus the gamma ray flux
in coals is correspondingly lower.

This difference in the natural gamma ray flux in the two types of
strata has bean used for many years as a method of identifying coal seams
during borehole logging operations with gamma sensitive sondes. A
typical natural gamma borehole log through a coal seam is shown in Figure
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1. It may be seen from Figure 1 that when the .sonde is in the shale
strata the gamma count-rate measured is characteristic of the shale
activity, however as the sonde approaches the shale/coal interface there
i3 a gradual reduction in the gamma count-rate as the lower activity coal
is eensed until finally when the sonde is well within the coal seam the
gamma count-rate is characteristic of the lower gamma activity of the
coal.

Other applications where the differing natural gamma properties of
shale and coal can be used are suggested by the response of the sonde to
the two types of strata. Firstly, the simple situation can be envisaged
where it is possible to differentiate between a lump of coal and a lump
of shale by measuring the magnitude of the natural gamma flux emanating
from the material. Secondly, since the natural gamma flux intensity
gradually reduces as the sonde moves from the shale through the
shale/coal interface and into the coal, this suggests that it should be
possible to determine the amount of coal left in the roof after mining
operations by measuring the intensity of the natural gamma flux
penetrating the roof coal from the shale overburden.

A consideration of the research and design of working systems for
applications of coal/stone monitoring of conveyors and roof coal thick-
ness sensing for coal cutters is given in this paper.

Coal/Stone Discrimination on Conveyors

Requirement for a Coal/Stone Transducer

In the UK there are several mines where it is necessary to use the
same conveyor systems to transport both run-of-mine coal and stone
(shale) from development headings. It is obviously undesirable to mix
these materials and thus the stone is normally batched onto the conveyor
belt when it Is empty and subsequently mechanically removed at some
convenient point. The desire to automate this removal process
necessitates the development of a transducer capable of distinguishing
between stone and coal on a conveyor belt and a natural gamma transducer
capable of performing this task is described below.

Evaluation of Method of Natural Gamma Coal/Stone Sensing

The basic problem is to establish that the magnitude of the gamma
fluxes from the coal nm\ sfcorie on the belt are sufficiently different as
to allow discrimination between the two materials within a reasonable
measuring time.

To provide an initial estimate of the magnitudes of these fluxes a
laboratory mock-up of a conveyor system was constructed under which was
placed a small gamma detector; the detector was shielded from background
radiaticn by lead shields above and below the belt. Samples of coal or
shale could be placed on the belt and measurements were taken using mass
loadings of 90 kg/m of both materials.
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Using a criterion that the probability of incorrect identification
of the material on the belt is less than 1 in 10 it may be shown that
this requires

m-in 1 / 2 4 T 1/2 1/2 I

(Nsmin) = T T T L (2) Wi M) J
where Ns is the minimum number of counts needed to meet this condition
with shale on the belt and q is defined as

Nc
q = Ns , q < 1 where ftc'ife) is the mean count per inte-

gration interval with coal (shale) on the belt.

In the laboratory the value of Ns was J 6.7 cps and of Nc was 8.37
giving a q value of 0.501 and value of Ns m i n of 447 counts. With the
small detector used in the laboratory this gives a 'decision time, of
447/16.7 or 27 seconds. The use of a larger detector will obviously
reduce the decision time and on the basis of these initial measurements
it i;as decided to design a prototype system with a much shorter response
time for further trials.

Laboratory and Underground Trials of Prototype System

An intrinsically safe prototype system was constructed by Salford
Electrical Instrameiits Limited (SEl) to a design specification from MRDE.
The system employed a large gamma detector shielded by background shields
above and below the belt. Gamma events occurring in the detector could
be monitored by either a counter-timer or a ratemeter.

Laboratory measurements were taken using fche same conveyor mock-up
replacing the small detector with the large prototype unit, "'[ass loading
of 60 kg/m of material were used giving values for Ns of 283.8 cps and
for Nc of 169*5 cps; this gives a 'q' value of 0.597 and a decision time,
t, of 2.5 seconds. The prototype system employed less shielding around
the detector than it had been possible to use with the small laboratory
system and consequently higher coal/background levels were experienced
resulting in a larger value of q.

The prototype system was installed underground on a conveyor system
at Rawdon Colliery and a series of static tests using known mass loadings
of coal and stone were conducted. These results are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 indicates the anticipated response of the system, namely
that the count-rate for an empty belt or with (inactive) ooal on the belt
is reasonably constant whereas there is a systematic increase In
count-rate with increasing amounts of shale on the belt. If a constant
empty belt coal reading is assumed the corresponding q, Nsraxn and
decision time 't, values to discriminate various amounts of shale on the
belt are shown in Table 1.
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Table t

Mass of shale
kgm/m

10

20

30

40

50

60
- ___—

q

0.86

0.77

0.72

0.68

0.67

0.66

Nsm i n

2280

1500

1170

1070

1000

t

-

12.30

7.80

5.82

5-14

4.79

The longer decision time (typically about 5 seconds) is due to the
higher values of q. experienced underground. Although this response time
may be too long for some applications this problem may be easily over-
come, the simplest solution being to use a larger detector.

Comments

This system was a prototype to investigate the possibility of
distinguishing stone from coal on conveyors. The activities of shales
have a 20^ variation and thus it is not expected that there would be any
significant variation in the response time of such a system in different
situations. The problem oC distinguishing coal from sandstone, a more
rarely found overburden, is more difficult as sands hone activities are
significantly lower than shales but such distinction should still be
possible.

The development of a production system is planned.

Roof Coal Thickness Sensing

Requirement

Unlike the coal/stone differentiator whose potential use would be
limited to those mines which handle significant amounts of stone, the
requirement for roof coal thickness or horizon sensors is much more
general throughout the NCB. The ability to be able to determine, and
thus control, the position of coal cutters within a seam is of great
importance since it ensures that only coal is mined and also permits a
certain thickness of coal to be left above the mining machine in order to
support the weaker overlying shale.

J
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evaluation of the Method of Roof Coal Thickness Sensing

The main problems associated with a natural gamma method of
measuring roof coal thickness are firstly to ascertain that the magnitude
of the natural gamma flux penetrating the roof coal is sufficiently great
as to allow an accurate estimate of the roof coal thickness to be made
within a time adequate for steering control action; and secondly to
(iisure that the shale activity above the seam is consistent over large
areas, ie, that the calibration of any working sensor would be correct
over the area of the mine workings.

From the natural gamma logs it would be anticipated that a sensor
positioned under a section of roof coal and collinw fc«d to collect only
gamma rays penetrating the roof coal, should have a monotonies"! ly
i1 ̂ creasing response with increasing roof coal thickness. Following
theoretical modelling of the gamma transport in the coal/shale system,
which suggested significant count-rates and ranges of penetration, a
series of measurements of the natural gamma count-rate as a function of
roof coal thickness was made on several seams. These measurements were
made using an Intrinsically Safe gamma counting system comprising a small
gamma detector which was shielded such that only gamma rays from the
upper half plane, the roof, were detected. Figure 3 shows a typical
natural gamma count-rate versus roof coal thickness characteristic from
the Five Foot Seam at Bagworth Colliery. During these trials theoretical
predictions of the insensitivity of the gamma flux to distance below the
roof coal were also confirmed (this allows considerable freedom in
positioning the sensor on the coal cutting machine, a freedom not
available in gamma backscatter and radar techniques of coal thickness
sensing).

Several approaches were used to investigate the consistency of the
shale overburden activity. Firstly, some fifty samples of shale
overVintvIen were taken during the advance of a face, the area sampled
being some 1 km . These samples were analysed for the main radionuclides
and the results of these analyses showed that, although there were
vertical variations in shale activity, there vas less than 5% variation
in activity parallel to the seam. Secondly, underground trials conducted
on the same seam but in mines some 8 km apart gave identical roof coal
thickness versus count-rate characteristics. Thirdly, evidence has
gradually accummulated from the natural gamma logs of the same seam but
from different boreholes that the variations in activity of a given shale*
yverbarden are small even over large distances, ie, tens of kilometres.
Finally a survey of activities in five different UK coalfields showed
only a ?.0% variation in characteristics showing that a single senaor
would be usable throughout the coalfields.
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The main requirement of a working sensor is that it should measure
roof coal thickness sufficiently accurately and quickly as to enable the
coal cutting machine to be steered within the seam. For a sensing system
with a response time f the relative accuracy of coal thickness is given

E(t)
_L ( -iLllJSs.)-,
t \ 2 r) \ dt /

where n is the count-rate at coal thickness t and E is the estimated
error quoted for 95$ confidence limits.

From the measured count-rate versus roof coal thickness character-
istics evaluation of the above relationship can be used to yield the size
of sensor required to achieve a desired level of accuracy within a
desired response time.

The most important application for the use of horizon sensors in the
UK is on coal shearers. In this situation strips of coal from a face
some 200 metres long are successively removed as the machine is advanced.
Typical response times to the measurement of roof coal thickness need to
be of the order of 8 seconds and the error in the measurement of roof
coal thickness should be less than 10$ of the actual roof coal thickness.
A working sensor to operate on a coal shearer was designed on the basis
of these specifications by MRDE and manufactured for the NCB by Salford
Electrical Instruments. The size of the sensor required in this instance
was a 75 mm diameter x 150 mm long scintillation crystal. The major
problem in the design of a working system was to protect this large
fragile crystal and its accompanying photomultiplier tube from the harsh
pit environment, and a considerable amount of work went into designing
suitable shock and vibration protection. The predicted curve of the
estimated error in roof coal thickness as a function of roof coal
thickness is shown in Figure 4«

Initial trials of the prototype versions of this system were
successful and production versions of the sensor, the Type 801 Natural
Radiation Sensor (some two hundred of which have been manufactured to
date by SEl) are now in use in the UK and USA and are also being
evaluated by the Australian and South African Coal Industries.

The sensor was designed to operate with roof coal thicknesses in the
range 0 - 400 mm but field trials have shown that it can operate up to
500 mm. This compares favourably with the only other working system for
measuring roof coal thickness, that of gamma backscatter, which has a
range of 250 mm.

A second application of horizon sensors on coal cutters is on the
In-Seara Miner, this is a machine which extracts a section of the coal
eeam up to 18 metres wide as it advances. The cutting speed of the
machine was significantly slower than that of a shearer and a longer
responje time of 50 seconds with the use of a smaller detector 37 mm
diameter x 50 mm long was sufficient to achieve the same accuracy of roof

J
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coal measuremeut as that for the shearer (Figure 4). Ten prototype
sensor systems for In-seam Miners have thus far been manufactured and a
production device based upon this prototype is being designed.

A third application of the use of a natural gamma radiation coal
thickness sensor is In-seara Guided Longhole drilling. The requirement to
be able to drill long distances in seams in the UK has arisen from the
necessity to be able to locate faults ahea<l of faoes and thus be able to
adjust mining operations accordingly. Obviously to keep a drill within
the seam it is necessary to be able to sense the position of the drill
•vith respect to the seam edges. To achieve this a natural gamma system
using a 25 mm x 100 mm detector which may be pumped-up the drill string
to the actual drill has been developed. The sensor has a small amount of
shielding on one aide only <*hich allowe the orientation of the sensor to
be determined, ie, whether 'roof or 'floor, thickness is being sensed.
The sensor may also be used to determine distance from the seam edge when
the drill has left the seam either by reversing the direction of view or
by monitoring the overall increase in count-rate as the drill penetrates
further into the shale.
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Abstract

While the United States has a coal resource base of 6.4 trillion tons
only seven percent is presently recoverable by mining. The process of In-
Situ Gasification can recover another twenty-eight percent of the vast
resource. However, viable technology must be developed for effective in-
situ recovery. The key to this technology is an instrumentation system that
can optimize and control the process in real-time.

This paper describes an instrumentation system that optimizes the com-
position of the injection gas, controls the in-situ process and conditions the
product gas for maximum utilization. The key elements of this system are

Monsanto PRISM^ ' Systems, a real-time analytical system, and a real-time data
acquisition and control system. This system provides for complete automation
of the process but can easily be overridden by manual control. The use of
this cost effective system can provide process optimization and is an effec-
tive element in developing a viable in-situ technology.

Introduction

If the United States is to approach energy self-sufficiency by the year
2000, commercialization of unconventional energy sources must proceed along
an expedient path. One of the sources, Underground Coal Gasification (UCG),
provides a viable means of supplementing our existing energy sources. The
UCG process is directed to those resources that are not amenable to mining;
consequently, it will provide energy from a new resource base.

Feasibility of the UCG process has already been demonstrated with several

types of coal through various field tests^ 1 , 2 , 3' 4 , 5\ An important aspect of
the commercialization of the UCG process is the development and implementation
of instrumentation and methods for optimizing and controlling the process for
specific end uses.

For optimizing control of the process, this instrumentation must have the
capabilities of accurately detecting the changing variables from the dynamic
reactor and providing on-line analysis to effect timely process changes for
control to a target specification, both in regard to process optimization and
conditioning the product gas for its end use.

In the past, UCG field testswere minimally instrumentated to provide gas
analysis and process monitoring. Only the instrumentation used in the Price-
tovm Field Test approached the sophistication and dependability required for

•Mound Facility is operated by the Monsanto Research Corporation for t-.hp
U. S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC04-76-DP00Q53.
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commercial operation^ ' . However, even the instrumentation used at Price-
town requires further refinement prior to its utilization for commercial opera-
tion.

To control and monitor a commercial UCG process, an integrated set of
analytical and process control instrumentation is proposed. This system
which represents an upgrading of the system used at Pricetown utilizes an
analytical system and gas sampling system which were proven in an actual field
test. Computer-aided design concepts were employed to assure system accuracy

and reliability. From an economic viewpoint, PRISNP ' separators are used in
the product gas conditioning process loop to minimize pumping, compression,
and purification costs. PRISM^ ' un:Ls are particularly effective when
tion of non-permeates is desirable and when free pressure is available.

For automated process control, an objective, global formalism is proposed
to provide the optimum coordination and control of the various elements of
the UCG process by allowing for multidimensional control strategies of a
multimodule commercial UCG reactor.

Instrumentation

For a commercial UCG facility, reliable, noncomplex instrumentation is a
prime requirement for a safe, consistent, and economical operation. To effect
the proper coordination among the various modules, a computer-oriented auto-
mated data acquisition and control system is essential for the acquisition,
analysis, control, and decision functions. The processes of UCG and surface
gasification are similar; however, the changing reactor size and the effective
integration of multimodules in the UCG process require a more complex instru-
mentation system. Simpler versions of this system should be directly appli-
cable to surface gasifiers.

In order to provide appropriate information for a commercial environment,
the instrumentation should acquire accurate real-time analytical data, monitor
and control process variables (pressure, flows, temperatures)»and reduce and
analyze the data for decision options in teriis of both optimal operations and
economics. Many of the attributes were realized with the system approach
usfeul in the Pricetown I Field Test' ' '. Details have been presented else-

where' ' and only major features are presented here.

A. Analytical System

Timely and accurate analytical data are crucial to the optimization and
control of the UCG process. In addition to a mass spectrometer for measuring
the standard gas components, a gas chromatograph is used to measure water in
real-time. Meaningful water analysis provides the feedback basis for control-
ling and optimizing the steam/oxygen ratio, for determining influx into the
reactor, and for determining the reactor volume by mass balance computations.
In gasification processes, the efficiency of oxygen consumption is one of the

most -important process parameters* '.

For a commercial situation where many reactor modules are to be monitored.
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coordinated, and Integrated into the process at various stages of development,
time-sharing logic is needed for real-time analysis and control. Such an
approach was successfully demonstrated at Pricetown where the time-sharing
logic was built around t mass spectrometer system, which directed the utiliza-
tion of the analytical instruments among five different gas streams.

B. Sample Conditioning System

The key to accurate, continuous on-line gas analysis is a reliable sample
conditioning system. An abbreviated schematic of a three-stage cleanup system
is shown in Figure 1. As indicated there, the first stage (oven) operates
at 350°F where flyashand heavier organics are removed from the gas. From
that point, the gas is transported through heated (375°F) tubing to the second
stage oven which is maintained at 200°F for the removal of lighter organics.
At this point, the gas is presented to the gas chromatograph for real-time
water analysis. Finally at the third stage, condensers are used to lower the
^ewpoint of the gas to about 43°F in order to protect the mass spectrometer

(R)from liquids. Flowtranv ' was especially useful in designing the system and
fixing the temperatures of the ovens so that the contaminant loading between
them would be balanced. The analytical instruments were time-shared among the
various gas streams by having the control valves V, through V. and V.o actuated

under the direction of the computer.

C. Automatic Data Acquisition and Control System

The distributed approach was selected for the data acquisition and control
system in order to provide ease of maintenance, to ensure reliability, to
reduce the software burden, and to minimize the likelihood of total svstem

f-T\

failure. The general concept is illustrated in Figure 2. At Pricetown^'',
the system was distributed among four microprocessor primary satellite systems.
Similarly, the software can also be distributed, allowing for flexibility in
algorithms. For example, event driven algorithms were used to minimize the
actual collection of data under conditions where the value of a variable
remains constant. Such data contain no new information and about a 96% reduc-
tion in the number of readings processed can be >ealized (at Pricetown, about 7
million readings, as opposed to 190 million)v"/. This provides the opportunity
to reduce both hardware and software costs.

In a commercial operation, distributed process systems can be efficiently
utilized to collect and reduce data of the many modules in the process and
using statistical techniques as discussed in the following section, the effi-
ciency of the gasification process can be optimized by automatically initiat-
ing process changes that maximize the CO/CCL ratio. As indicate! elsewhere/*1'

the UC6 economics are very sensitive to the rate of oxygen consumption. The
general process/control diagram, showing the interrelationship between the
process modules and the instrumentation process/control modules is presented in
Figure 3.

For a commercial application, the Pricetown system can be simply yet
effectively upgraded by having process variables automatically changed to
effect optimization by the monitoring of key indicators such as the CO/CO? ratio.
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Mathematical Method

To ensure optimum coordination among the various operating systems, some
method is needed to objectively monitor and detect changes in the critical
process parameters on a timely basis, automatically effect process changes, and
control process stability. In addition, the method should be efficient and
should be capable of separating statistical effects from chemical and physical
effects, particularly since the detection of the onset of real trends will be
used as feedback for controlling the process.

The multidimensional nature of the anticipated process control needs for
commercial UCG facilities suggests,as one approach, a performance-oriented
methodology in which key elements of an absolute performance criterion include
magnitude of change, timeliness, false alarm probability (FAP), probability of
detection, and alarm resolution* ' * ' . A statement of a performance crite-
rion, stated in general terms, is to detect with probability, P, a critical
change of 60 over n process units or composition components. Process para-
meters such as flow rates, pressures, oxygen usage and product gas components
are all amenable to a performance criterion statement directed toward process
control based on multiple decision parameters.

For a process operating to a performance criterion, a most powerful, but
simple statistic is presented which minimizes the false alarm rates while
providing the maximum sensitivity to process variables and effecting optimum
process changes.

A. Theory

To illustrate the technique, both a one dimensional end a two dimensional
example are given- With the assumption

d * N (6, f)
where d denotes the change in some parameter and where the variance . is cal-
culated from prior knowledge, the problem is then formulated as that of test-
ing:

H ^ 5 = 6Q vs HQ: <5 = o.
The formulation is presented graphically in Figure 4, where 0 is the Type-1
error probability of wrongly rejecting the hypothesis H^: 6 = 6 , under test,

that is, failing to detect a critical change; and a is the Type-2 error proba-
bility of wrongly rejecting H : S = o, that is, of sounding a false alarm.

This is the reverse of the Neyman-Pearson theory which holds a constant; how-
ever, the applicability of the theory still holds. The critical value as
indicated in Figure 4 for (3 = 0.025 at 6 = 3 mole percent for C0« is given

generally by
ce = 6o " h ?

and specifically by
c = 3.0 - 1.96(0.52) = 1.98.
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In other words, a change in the parameter being monitored is considered to
have taken place (an alert is sounded) if the change in the C0

2
 mole percent

exceeds its 3-level critical values, c = 1.98. The probability of detecting
P

a 3 mole percent change is 0.975.

In a similar way, the β-level most powerful test has been developed for
cases where the dimensionality of d is greater than one. This arises when
estimates of d., d_, ..., d from n successive time periods for a single control

parameter or single estimates d,, d
?
 ..., d from different control parameters

are considered. The problem is formulated as that of testing
H,: 5 = 6 vs H : 6 = 0

where ' ~ "« o -

6 = [6-,, 6
0
, ..., 6_] is a specific strategy

such that 6 = 6, + $2 + ... + 6^

has the value 6 = 6 . Given the data d, the variance-covariance matrix, V,

o —

and the Gaussian assumption

d * N(6,V)

the β-level most powerful test has the critical region

{R = d: c c.}

whei . : = 6/ V"
1
 d

a n d c

fi
 =

 u
 - z

 a
3 y

c
 z

t c

with u = 6/V"
1
^ and °

2
 = 6V"

1
6_ .

c c

For the case where e = 0.025 and where _6 = [
ĉ0
> S ^

is a specified set of changes such that the sum:

5 = 6
co

 + 6
H2

has the value 5 = 3 mole percent, the most powerful critical region for the

specified strategy («
C Q
, s^) = (1.80, 1.20) and with v ^ = °

2
 = v

£ 2
 = ̂ =

0.08 is shown in Figure 5. In this example the critical region would be appli-
cable for the control strategy where process changes would be made only when
the combined CO and I-L compositional change reached 3mole percent or greater.

The line AB is the subset of all points such that <5 + 6u
2
 = 3.0; the

concentric circles indicate the contours for the bivariate normal densities
for the strategy being tested. The shaded area to the left lower side of the
line CD represents the 0.025 level critical region R,

Although the examples have dealt with compositional changes, the method
is equally applicable to any single or combination of process parameters. In
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a large commercial plant involving the simultaneous production from several
well modules both intra-and intermodule control can be realized with the tech-
nique. If the control strategy is to maintain the overall product composition
to a target level selected to minimize gas treatment cost by mixing composi-
tions from several modules in a common manifold, then changes in the selected
gas components, the flowrates, and the pressures from each module could be
detected and monitored by a simple sum statistic and used as feedback to auto-
matically adjust the steam/oxygen ratio, flow or any other variable for maxi-
mum efficiency. Virtually any control strategy could be enhanced by this
method.

B. Detailed Calculation

Consider the case where the CO/CCL ratio is to be controlled by limiting

the total change in the CO and CCL composition to 3 mole %\ that is , 6CQ +

6C0 = 3. For e = 0.025 and the specific strategy (6 CQ, <SCQ ) = (1.80, 1.20),

2 2and with the further conditions v ^ = a^ = v ^ = a^ = 0.08 and Vj ? = v 2 1 =

0, the test statistic becomes:

C c 5C0dl/vll + 6C0 9
d2 / v22'

and

*c = 6C0/vll

From the theory given above, the critical equality c = c gives:

(1.80/0.08) d, • (,.20,0.08)-, - < \ $ \ (fcg)2. y .

from which:

d1 + 0.67d2 = 1.93, or:

1.5d1 + d2 = 2.90.

The shaded area to the lower left side of the line CD in Figure 5 rep-
resents the 0.025 level critical region R, where C0 2 is substituted for f-L.

Any combination of changes in CO and C02 values (d^, d ^ ) beyond this line

will trigger an alarm.

End Use of the Gas Produced by UCG and the Gas Cleanup System

A UCG facility produces a gas which contains C02, CO, Hg, CH^, rLS, par-

ticulates, tar and water. Surface facilities are needed to remove HgS partic-

ulates, tar, water and C0 2 and to adjust the Hg/CO ratio, depending on the

end use product.

Figure 6A shows a gas cleanup system for the removal of particulates,
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tar and oils. A UCG gas (650°F temperature and 80 psig pressure), coming out
of the well bore, passes through a series of three cyclone separators to remove
the particulates. The first cyclone removes the particles which are greater
than 50 micron in size whereas the second cycle removes the particulates in
the 20-50 micron size rangs the third cyclone removes the particulates fn the
10-20 micron size range. After the particulate removal, the gas stream passes
a steam boiler where the temperature of the gas stream is reduced to 250°F
and this results in the condensation of tar and oils. This gas can be further
processed to remove particular gas constituents as desired. Figure 6B shows
a system to remove COp and sulfur from the gases. The carbon dioxide is

removed by the improved Benfield process and the sulfur is removed by the
Stretford process. As shown in Figure 7, the UCG process can be tailored to
provide gas for end uses which include electric power generation or further
upgrading for end market use. The CO and H^ ratios can be changed by the

water gas shift reaction as required by further processing steps. Processes
for the manufacturer of SNG, methanol, vinyl acetate, acetic anhydride and
ethylene glycol are well developed and the process for the manufacture of
gasoline via the Mobil M process will soon be commercialized.

A modification using new separation technology is suggested in Figure 8.
There the PRISfP ' separators are illustrated as means of recovering hydrogen
from the purge stream of a methanol or Fischer-Tropsch process. They also
could be used in conjunction with a "light" water-gas shift reactor to recover
H- and return CO at pressure to the shift reactor. In either application the

technology offers the potential to optimize a UCG facility by providing the
opportunity for trade-offs among pumping, compression and purification costs.

Summary

Field tested and off-the-shelf demonstrated technology currently exists
to make UCG a commercially viable technology. A new, multidimensional control
methodology has been introduced to optimize the control and efficiency of a
commercial UCG facility. Also, a new separation technology has been suggested
as a modification to the gas conditioning module so that trade-offs among
pumping, compression, and purification costs can be balanced to optimize the
overall system.
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Abstract

The Alberta Research Council has played a major role in developing the
technology of recovering bitumen from Canada's oil sands deposits. Initi-
ally a process was developed for oil recovery from mined sands. More
recently effort has focused on methods suitable for deposits that are too
deep to be profitably mined. The oil must be recovered from these deposits
in place (in situ).

To support this in situ recovery research a full range of experimental
facilities have been developed. Among these, are physical simulators which
allow tests to be done at the high temperatures and pressures characteris-
tic of in situ recovery conditions. Tests run on these simulators provide
the data base for development and verification of numerical reservoir
models that are used to estimate the field performance of various proces-
ses.

Introduction

The major oil sand deposits of Alberta are located within a triangular
area cornered in the west by Peace River and in the East by Athabasca and
Cold Lake (Figure 1). The bitumen in place is estimated to equal 185 bil-
lion cubic meters (1.16 x 10 Bbls). Surface mining is expected to re-
cover only a small fraction of this total, the remaining bitumen must be
extracted in situ.

BITUMEN IN PLACE ( lO 9m 3 )

I ATHABASCA
(SURFACE
MINABLE 12.1)

2 COLO LAKE
3 PEACE RIVE"
4 WABASCA

TOTAL

137-0

FIGURE 1 : LOCATION AND EXTENT OF MAJOR OIL SANO OEPOSITS
IN ALtERTA, CANADA (IMO)1
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The Alberta Research Council has been actively involved in developing
the technology to exploit this immense resource since the early 1920's. It
has provided support to other government agencies via joint research pro-
grams, as well as carried out research on a contract basis for private
industry. Through this work, the Alberta Research Council has developed
a full range of laboratory piloting facilities dedicated to investigating
bitumen recovery techniques from oil sands. Among these are physical simu-
lators.

The important guestion is: why work with laboratory simulators at all
when field pilots provide the ultimate test for any recovery process? The
answer is that field pilot operations are expensive and time consuming.
Experiments which are properly designed and conducted in physical simula-
tors allow screening of a wide variety of recovery parameters at moderate
costs in time and money.

Physical models of a particular process can be scaled, partially scal-
ed or unsealed . Scaled and partially scaled models are designed to simu-
late field conditions based on the principle of similarity. The unsealed
or elemental models on the other hand allow experiments to be performed as
close as possible to field conditions on an element of oil sand, represent-
ing an elemental volume in the formation. Physical dimensions of the test
eguipment are the major constraints.

The physical simulators described in this paper are three dimensional
elemental models.

Oil Sand Physical Simulator System

The oil sand simulator system (Figure 2 and 3) consists of three major
components: an injection system, a test cell, and a production system.
The system is detailed in the following subsections along with a
description of the test instruments and the significance of the measure-
ments.

Injection System

This is a high pressure and high temperature system which allows
steam, gas and solvent to be delivered individually or as a combination to
the test bed under controlled flow rates. A schematic flow diagram of all
three injection streams is shown in Figure 2. Table 1 gives the system
specifications.

Steam Injection. Steam required for process injection and heating
sources is produced in a natural gas generator which operates at a constant
feed flowrate and at pressure up to 14- MPa. An electric superheater
(Figure 2) provides the necessary degree of superheat for accurate flow
measurement at the orifice meter shown. The superheater also allows a
measure cf temperature control at the injection well.

Gas Injection. Gas can be injected at the mixing tee in the manner
illustrated in Figure 2. The gas cylinder weight is continuously monitored
thus providing a check on the turbine meter flow measurements. Gas is
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allowed to expand to a convenient temperature and pressure for flow
control, then compressed and heated to the required injection conditions.

Solvent Injection. The solvent feed system, located in a separate
location due to the potential fire hazards, consists of a storage tank, a
transfer pump and an accumulator (Figure 2). Solvent is transferred to the
accumulator in sufficient volume to last for a number of injection cycles.
Nitrogen qas pressure is used to drive solvent to the mixing tee throuqh
the flow metering shown (orifice or turbine meter). The solvent is heated
by a steam heater to injection temperature, immediately upstream of the
tee.

Table 1
Injection System Specifications

STtAM

GAS

SOLVENTS

Flow

1-50 kq /h r

2-33 Z/min. s t d .

0.1 - 5 kq /h r

Pressure

13.8 MPa max.

10.3 MPa max.

10.3 MPa max.

Temperature

400°C max.

3W°C max.

340°C max.

Production System

Figure 3 represents a flow diaqram of the production system. Produced
fluids are first separated either in a hiqh pressure gas-liquid separator
or in an observation cell. The gaseous portion is then fed throuqh the
system pressure control valves. The valves are sized to operate in a split
ranqe fashion.

The observation cell allows photographic recording of production
fluids being collected under system pressure and temperature. The liquid
production obtained in this manner is appropriately cooled to avoid flash-
inq before samples are removed.

Under normal operatinq conditions, the production fluids are collected
usinq the hiqh pressure gas-liguid separator.' The liquid portion is allow-
ed to fill either one of two columns, one of which is shown in Figure 3.
The contents of these columns, referred to as Production A, are then flash-
ed to atmospheric pressure before sampling takes place in either small jars
or in bulk tank. An earlier set up which used a low pressure separator
downstream of the pressure control valve, a design similar to that of field
production, resulted in severe p.. <nqing problems to the system smaller
lines.

Downstream from the pressure control valves, the gaseous portion of
the produced fluids is condenseJ and decanted into a water and a solvent
stream, referred to as Production B and C. Each stream is equipped with
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its own production columns and sampling containers.

The off-gas flow is continuously monitored with gas meters and, if
required, on line gas chromatograph analysis is performed.

The Test Cell

The heart of the simulator system is a high pressure vessel into which
oil sand is packed and maintained under simulated field conditions. Table
2 gives the specifications for three of these vessels. Only the largest
vessel, referred to as the 150 cm simulator, is discussed in detail here.

Table 2
Simulator Test Cell Specifications

Cell Diameter
(approx)

Weiqht of Oil Sands
(approx)

Desiqn Pressure and
Temperature

Well Configuration

Turnaround Time

4-5 cm Simulator

45 cm

50 kg

7.6 MPa § 316°C

2 well pattern

1 week

60 cm Simulator

60 cm

200 kg

10 MPa @> 345°C

2 well or 5 well
pattern
3 weeks

150 cm Simulator

150 cm

5000 kg

11.4 MPa (3> 315°C

2 well or 5 well
pattern
3 months

Figure 4 shows a typical bed packing arrangement in the 150 cm cell.
The overburden pressure existing in deep oil sands formation is simulated
by pressurizing the upper part of the test cell with nitrogen gas. The gas
and sands are separated by a deformable steel diaphragm which transmits the
overburden pressure to the test bed. The various combinations of injection
streams described in the previous section are delivered to the test bed via
a common injection well. Well configuration can either be a two-well:
injector/producer or a five-well: one central injector/four peripheral
producers. The wells are inserted from the bottom of the cell to a
predetermined height in the bed. Usually a thin layer of clean frac sand
is prebuilt into the bed to serve as an initial communication path between
wells.

Temperature profiles in the test bed are monitored by inserting a num-
ber of thermocouple strings in the bed in the same manner as the wells.
Figure 5 shows the location of these thermocouple strings in the 150 cm
cell. Up to y> strings are possible. Each string contains 10 Chromel-
Alumel thermocouples spaced 10 cm apart. Figure 6 shows the growth of
isotherms in the test bed during a typical thermal stimulation experiment.

Heat losses to ambient alk* from the cell are calculated using data
from a number of thermocouples attached to the Inner and outer cell wall.
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These measurements are complimented by those of the heat flux transducers
which are also surface mounted on the cell wall. Figure 7 shows the loca-
tion of Lhese instruments on the 150 cm cell.

Process Control and Data Acquisition

The simulator process control and data acquisition is shown schematic-
ally in Figure 8. At present, the central control and data logging system
is provided by a Fox 2/10 Foxboro minicomputer,. This is a 32K process con-
trol computer complete with input interface modules and scanner. Peripher-
als include hi-speed tape punch and reader, magnetic tape recorder, tele-
writer and CRT. There is also a direct link to the Amdahl MTS system of
the University of Alberta. This inter-computer communication allows data
such as test bed temperature to be processed and displayed continuously as
isotherms on the CRT.

Work is in progress to link the present system to a newly installed
computer which will act as host to the system. Networking with other com-
puters at the Alberta Research Council and the University of Alberta is
then possible. Isotherms data such as those shown in Figure 6, in the very
near future, can be displayed in animated 3-D format for on line analysis.

Test Instrumentation and Data Verification

Table 3 gives a listing of the type of instruments used in the simula-
tor system. The instrument operating ranges and accuracies pertaining to
direct measurements are also given. Uncertainties associated with indirect
measurements such as orifice meter flow rates are derived fro;?) standard re-
gression analysis of all individual contributing measurement accuracies.
Typical uncertainty curves for two steam orifice meters are shown in Figure
9.

Complete mass and energy balance are performed after each test. Mass
balances OK water, gas, solvent and bitumen are based on the following.

Initial test bed saturation + Injected amount =
Produced amount + Final bed saturation

Injected and produced amounts are calculated from measurements made
during the test. Bed saturations are determined from test bed coring.

Energy balance is calculated as follows:

Energy input = Energy in produced fluids + Energy loss to surrounding
+ Energy change in test bed

Energy input and in produced fluids are derived from majis flow, pres-
sure and temperature measurements.

Energy loss to the surrounding is calculated from heat loss measure-
ments on the test cell wall.

Energy change In the test bed is either calculated from the change in
heat contents of the different zones within the bed or measured as heat
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loss to the surrounding from the end of the test to the time in which the
bed returns to its pre-run temperature.

Table 3
Instrumentation Specifications

Measurement

SCAT FLUX

TEMPERATURE

Test Bed

Cell Wall

Fluid

PRESSURE

System

Differential

VOLUME FLOW

Manufacturer
/Model No.

Hy-Cal Engineering
/HI-7-120

Type K Chromel/Alumel

Type K Chromel/Alumel

RTD - Burns Eng.
RTD - Rosemount

Dresser
/Ashcroft Digigauge

Rosemount
/Model-1151 DP

FlowTech/Omniflo®

Range

Diff.

-18VC +

-18VC >

-10 -
-10 -

Temp.
20 V C

1200°C

1200°C

35O°C
350° C

0 ->• 2,000 psi

0- 150" H20
0- 750" H20
0-2000 psi

0- kO kPa
0-200 kPd
0- 10 MPa

Accuracy

Lin. = ±
Repeat.=

0.05oC/'

0.05°C/'

±0.5% of
±0.5% of

2%
0.5%

'C

'C

span
span

±0.05% of span

±0.2% of span

±0.2% full
range

Physical Simulator Versus Field Results

Scaled and partially scaled models have been used extensively in pro-
cess investigation, strategy development and field-project designs. Good
agreement has been reported** between field and model results of steam
floods.

Elemental models are mostly used to provide data base for development
and verification of numerical reservoir models. The latter are in turn
employed in estimating field performance of various processes. Striking
agreement has been found however between the results from tests performed
with one of the Alberta Research Council's simulators and those from the
field. This was reported by Redford and McKay5 and reproduced in Figure
10.

Summary

In this paper the physical simulator system developed and operated by
the Alberta Research Council are described. The associated instrumentation
and control are detailed in the text.
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The simulators enable effective screening of bitumen recovery proces-
ses from oil sands under highly controlled in situ conditions. Cases in
which good agreement have been found between laboratory and field pilot
results are highlighted.
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Abstract

A multi-gas tracer system has been designed, built, and used on an
explosively fractured oil shale rubble bed. This paper deals exclusively
with the hardware, software, and overall operation of the tracer system.
This system is a field portable, self-contained unit, which utilizes a mass
spectrometer for gas analysis. The unit has a 20 channel sample port capa-
bility and is controlled by a desk top computer. The system is configured
to provide a dynamic sensitivity range of up to six orders of magnitude. A
roots blower is manifolded to the unit to provide continuous flow in all
satnple lines. The continuous flow process allows representative samples as
well as decreasing the time between each measurement. Typical multiplex
cycle time to evaluate four unique gases is approximately 12 seconds.

Introduction

Tracer technology provides a method to characterize the active flow
through a porous medium. This technology has been applied to the character-
ization of an explosively expanded in situ oil shale retort. An ideal retort
consists of a contained flow region with approximately 20%-40% uniform void
and particle sizes.*•»2 information concerning deviations from these condi-
tions is important in predicting retorting performance; the retorting pro-
cess is mainly driven by non-uniform flow paths. Therefore the location and
magnitude of these preferential air flow channels are important criteria in
determining the degree of success in preparing the bed. These beds range in
size from 12 m x 12 m x 25 m research retorts-* t o 5 0 m x 5 0 m x 8 0 m commer-
cial scaled units.^ Thus for tracer research in large-scale porous media
systems, many sample points are necessary to insure adequate resolution when
flow mapping.

We have developed a 20 channel (i.e., sample locations) tracer system
based on the multiplex concept. The application of this concept reduces
the number of detector stations necessary to accomplish the retort mapping
process. This new tracer system is also multifunctional since any reasonable
number of noninterfering tracer gases can be detected simultaneously. This
mode of operation significantly reduces the total retort characterization
time.

Conventional Systems Capabilities and Limitations

Cold flow tracer testing has been an area of active research. 5*6 ^ Q
instrumentation approach that has been taken for tracer technology has been
to rely on the use of systems that are both single channel and single gas.
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In other words, each sample line represents essentially a self-contained
tracer system with its own detector. The characteristics of the conmonly
used systems are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Single Qiannel Systems

Characteristics

Concentration
Std.Air ppm

Density
Ref. to Air

Detection
System

Sensitivity

Dynamic
Range

Special
Precautions

Tracers

Helium

5

0.138

Leak Detector
(Magnetic

Spec.Tube)

0.04p atm c c / s
(Good)

1,000,000
(Excellent)

None

Sulfur
Hexaflouride

N.D.

5.32

Packed Column
(Electron
Capture)

lppb
(Excellent)

1,000
(Fair)

None

Krypton 85
(Radioactive)

N.D.

2.69

Beta Radiation
(Geiger

Mueller Tube)

200nCi
(Good)

1,000
(Fair)

Yes

(N.D.=non-detectable)

These tracer systems are normally used in a continuous mode of opera-
tion, thus the number of detection instruments is equal to the number of
points to be simultaneously sampled. Operations in a continuous mode facili-
tates obtaining the time resolution necessary to accurately define a tracer
response pulse. Unfortunately, single channel systems, while appropriate for
many applications, have a number of limitations when applied as research tools
on large scale systems. These limitations which are enumerated in the follow-
ing paragraphs have led to the development of a new tracer system.

Limitations of Systems

A predominant limitation of the single channel systems for monitoring a
tracer gas is the specialized detectors. Tracer response comparisons from
gases with different gas densities and adsorbing characteristics cannot be
made. The t>o most common nonradioactive tracer gases, He and SFg, are
approximately seven times lighter and five tliies heavier, respectively, than
the flow field gas, air. Thus, the density effects of the tracer gases can
be significant but the single gas systems cannot evaluate these effects.
With respect to the use of adsorbing gases, recent work has indicated that
these gases may have the potential for increasing the information gained
from a given tracer experiment.7

The single gas systems also result in increased testing time. Responses
with very long spreads (decay) indicate stagnant flow regions that cause a
virtual source effect. Additional tests can be conducted with the conven-
tional systems only after the tracer concentration has reached acceptable
background levels; whereas, a different noninterfering tracer gas could be
injected at any time.
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Finally, the radioactive Kr system has inherent safety problems when
sampling a large retort: from one to three curies have been used to permit
adequate signal-to-noise ratios. The responses are still far "noisier" than
those from other gas systems, where the injection dose is not a limitation.
Also, repeat tests have to be minimized, since the material is usually vented
to the atmosphere and nonrecoverable.

Multi-Gas Tracer System

A field-portable, self-contained, and semi-automated tracer system was
designed and fabricated to address the multiple problems associated with
characterizing a large oil shale retort and to overcome the limitations of
conventional systems. The tracer system design criteria to achieve these
goals is listed in Table 2. The limitations of the single gas and channel
systems are overcome by the ability to sample several tracer gases; the long
decay process of one gas to background concentrations does not delay an
injection of another gaseous species.

Unlike the conventional systems, this system is also capable of measur-
ing tracer responses from a retort during the burn phase; that is, from a
chemical reacting, and possibly explosive gas mixture. This "hot" tracer
feature has yet to be tested.

TABLE 2
Design Criteria

1) 20 Sample point channels
2) Continuous sample flow
3) Multiple (non-radioactive) tracer gases
4) Independent injection times
5) Multiplex detector
6) Short total analysis time
7) Sample background correction
8) Real time data processing

The method which is used to extract the tracer signal from the retort is
shown in Figure 1. A continuous flow, established from the retort sample
locations, is periodically sampled and analyzed. This analysis is performed
on a small fraction of the extracted volume. This volume reduction is indi-
cated on Figure 1 as the critical pressure reduction which occurs in two
stages: the sample and analysis chambers. This reduction is necessary to
satisfy the requirements of the mass spectrometer. Figure 2 shows the com-
plete functional block diagram and indicates the degree of system complexity.
A detailed explanation of various components and their specific function
follows.

Sanple Line Flow

The gas sample is first transported from the retort via teflon tubing,
through the pre-filtration unit to the flow chantoer. The pre-filtration
unit console consists of eight stations which have two stages of particle
filters, air dryer, valving, and mass flow sensors. The purpose of the two
stage, five-micron filter is to remove any entrained solid and liquid con-
taminates from the continuous sanple line flow. The refrigerated air dryer
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reduces the humidity to an acceptable level before the sample flow is moni-
tored by mass flow transducers. Flow sensors indicate the sample line status
(such as plugged, restricted), and also provide qualitative measures of the
retort air flow (inferred from the back pressure). The monitoring of this
measurement allows retort air flow fluctuations to be observed. Individual
valves allow sample line flows to be adjusted to similar values. The pre-
dominant air flow through the sample lines is established by a manifold flow
chamber and roots blower. The roots blower is capable of obtaining 56.6 l/s
(120 scfm) at a pressure of 142 KPa (6 psig). The total flow through the
roots blower is measured by another mass flow transducer. This type of
transducer was selected because of the relative sensitivity to different
species and dynamic range. Adjustment of the total sample flow is obtained
by either a pulse width modulated motor controller or by varying the bypass
flow around the blower.

Process Stages

The first stage of the sample process occurs in the sample chamber which
is operated at an elevated temperature of 393K (120°C). This minimizes vir-
tual gas sources resulting from condensed water vapor on the chamber sur-
faces. Furthermore, operating at an elevated temperature maintains the water
in the vapor phase which allows it to be reduced through pumping. This
approach has the overall effect of reducing the time necessary to bring the
water vapor partial pressure to acceptable levels. Total pressure measure-
ments are made with a MHV ion gauge. The baseline or quiescent pressure is
typically 2.6 μPa (2 x 10"*̂  torr). This background pressure will reach an
equilibrium value of 26 μPa (2 x 10"^ torr) after a periodically occurring
sampling phase. During the sampling process the pressure in the sample cham-
ber is increased to 0.4 Pa (3 x 10"^ torr) by the admittance of the sample
gas. The integrity of the tracer partial pressure measurement is assured by
proper isolation to limit the degree of contamination from previous samples.
This isolation was achieved by the greater than four orders of magnitude dif-
ference between baseline and sample pressure. The sample chamber is symmet-
rically configured with 20 electropneumatic valves which are operated indivi-
dually and in any pre-determined order. The desired input sample pressure is
achieved by the pulsed open operation of these valves. This pulse duration
time varies due to the individual physical characteristics of the sample
valves, hence this pre-determined information is stored in the computer pro-
gram*

In the second stage of the sampling process the volume of gas to be
evaluated is reduced further. This occurs by the pulsed operation of valve
Y^ (shown in Fig. 2). This two-stage valve operation brings the sample to
the point Where it can be leaked to the analyzer section in the molecular
flow regime, thereby eliminating mass discrimination that can occur when
leaking across a low conductance orifice with a high pressure differential.
Once this reduced sample source is isolated in the 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) tee, the
evacuation of the main sample chamber is initiated. The measurement gate
valve, Vj), is then opened, exposing the chamber to the 510 l/s turbomolecular
pump. During this period the gas analysis is performed by the mass spectro-
meter. Upon completion, valve V

c
 opens for a prcj-determined time, thus per-

mitting the rapid evacuation of the tee source. These high pump-down rates
are necessary to minimize the sample multiplex time.
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Figure 3 shows a systems timing chart for the operation of the valves V^
V
O
 V
D»

 an<
3 the sample analysis. The parallel operation of the sample and

analysis sections are the determining factor which controls the tracer syster
multiplex sample time. The pulse widths are mainly controlled by limitations
of the mechanical components and the evacuation rates.

Analyzer

The analysis part of the system consists of a variable leak, ultra high
vacuum gauge, mass spectrometer, turbomolecular pump, and valving. This sys-
tem is also operated at an elevated temperature of 393K (120°C) for the same
reasons given before. Total pressure measurements are made with a UW ion
gauge. Background pressure values of 4 μP

a
 (3 x 10~

8
 torr) are typical

because the mass spec analyzer is continuously pumped by a 110 l/s turbomole-
cular unit. The unknown gas sample is metered from the tee source to the
mass spectrometer by a manually set leak valve. The dynamic total analysis
pressure is typically set for 0.67 mPa (5 x 10

- 6
 torr) as indicated by the

vacuum gauge. A pressure limit of 6.7 mPa (5 x 1O~5 torr) has been selected
to insure that nonlinear measurement effects would be minimized. Table 3
contains specifications for the mass spectrometer.

TABLE 3
Mass Spectrometer Specifications

un-iooc

Mass range
Sensitivity

Amplifier range
Minimum Hpt*»ot.nhlr>

partial pressure
Stability
1) Peak height ratios
2) Peak location
3) Peak height stability
Maximum operating
pressure
Output signal
Computer compatible

1 to 300 AMU
lmA/torr Faraday cup
300A/torr Electron Multiplier(G=.3M)
.01mA to lpA
lOOpbb

+ / - 0.5%/8hrs
+ / - 0.02 AMU/Bhrs
+ / - l%/8hrs
lmTorr

0 to lOV(analog)

Tfce identification of the tracer ion species requires the mass spec to
jump to different peaks. The fragmentation patterns for all the candidate
tracer gases were stored prior to testing. The mass spec determines the
concentration of the particular gas by measuring its ion current. This ion
current, proportional to the species partial pressure, is increased in magni-
tude by an electron multiplier. Typically a continuous mode of operation is
used for the electron multiplier. The output signal of the multiplier is
applied to a spticial amplifier which has a conversion of 1 pft/volt @ 10"

1 2

scale and is capable of eight orders of magnitude ranging. A tracer response
peak is automatically tracked by utilizing a continuously updated set of
range information. An estimate of the range selection for the current gas
species is made using the previous time step value. Typical sample analysis
time for three peaks was approximately 12 s.
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Slight variations in sample volume from one cycle to the next are to be
expected in a complex mechanical system. Therefore, a correction factor for
the tracer data was determined by monitoring a constant nontracer gas compon-
ent in the flow field, usually argon.

Combined System

The overall relative system sensitivity was empirically determined by
the use of calibration gases. This data, presented in Table 4, includes the
effects of mass spec response and turbomolecular pumping speed. One will
note that SFg is the most sensitive tracer gas. This is due to the mass spec
ionization efficiency and density bias of the vacuum pumps. Table 4 can be
used to determine the relative amounts of gas that need to be injected to
obtain the same output at the detector.

Table 4
System Gas Sensitivity

SF
6
 1.00 Fri2 0-

2 4

Kr 0.02 Fri3 0.02

Ne 0.005 Fri4 0.04

He 0.01 FT22 0.02

A desk top computer and associated peripherals operating on an IEEE 488
bus provides the control mechanism for the tracer system. The functional
capabilities of these units and components are listed in Table 5.

TABLE 5

Computer System Capabilities
Desktop Computer

(1) 167K RAM
(2) ROM's

(a) Graphics (c) Input/Output
(b) Mass Storage (d) Advanced Programming

(3) 2 Tape units 0.5Mbytes
(4) 4 1/0 Ports
(5) RS-232

Multiprogrammer
(1) 2K Memory
(2) Exentender Board
(3) Clock
(4) Iβ Input/Output Slots
(5) Function Boards

(a) 2K RAM
(b) 2 Counter/Totalizers
(e) D/A 12bits
(d) A/D 12bits
(e) Digital I/O
(f) 7 Relay Cards 16/unit

Mass Storage (Floppy Disc)
(1) 2 Double Side/Double Density 2.36Mbytes
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As indicated in the system diagram (Fig. 2), the ocnmand flew is as
follows:

1. Interactive control and systems management operating program located
with computer.

2. A portion of the control program resides in multiprogrammer which
hosts the majority of I/O function cards.

3. Mass storage of data is provided by a dual floppy disc unit.
4. Optional outside camunication link (RS-232).

The software was written in extended Basic in a menu driven mode. The
initial input data block consists of date, time, file name, test location,
and test parameters, such as retort pressure drop and input flow. The second
block of input parameters includes tracer type, injection points, and moni-
tored sample locations. A programming feature of "user controlled interrupts"
permitted injecting the tracers at any time during the test. This was parti-
cularly useful for multiple gas injections.

Calibration

Standard calibration gases are introduced in the sample chamber of the
tracer system. These gases are analyzed by the mass spec and their character-
istic peaks plus relative amplitude vs. mass filter rod drive voltage are
recorded. This information is used to update the ion species library. The
amplitude data sampled by a Faraday cup is also used to determine the present
electron multiplier gain.

System Applications

To date, the system has been used in two tracer test series: Laramie
Energy Technology Center's (LETC) surface retorts and on Occidental Oil Shale,
Inc.'s (Oxy) commercial retorts, 7 and 8. A complete test description and
detailed data analysis for the two test series may be found in Ref. 8 and 9,
respectively. The goal of the first test was to develop a prediction capa-
bility for in situ retort preparation. The data will be used to benchmark
existing tracer flow computer codes.10 The second test was performed on a
commercial scale in situ retort to correlate tracer data with thermocouple
data obtained during the burn phase.

The LETC test configuration consisted of the 150 ton retort packed with
mine-run oil shale. A target cylinder was placed near the top of the retort
to provide a known disturbed flow field. The characterization of the per-
meable bed was accomplished with a nine point sampling matrix. Monitoring
of this matrix at two different gas velocities produced information to evalu-
ate both the dispersion of various gases in a porous bed and the wake effects
from the target. A sample of the data comparing adsorbing and non-adsorbing
tracer effects is shown in Figure 4. One will note the peak delay and longer
decay of the adsorbing gas (Fr-22). At first glance the differences in
tracer response shown in Figure 4 may not appear great, however, it should
be recognized that Fr-22 being higher in molecular weight than He should
show both an earlier arrival and less dispersion. The fact that the actual
data shows the opposite trend strongly suggests the presence of an adsorp-
tion mechanism.
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The Oxy test consisted of approximately a 100 sample point network in
each retort. Complete tracer characterizations of the retorts were not accom-
plished, but the interpretation of the obtained data was confirmed by the
steam front profile during the retort phase. A comparison of the gas density
effects using He and SFg tracer gas is shown in Figure 5. As expected, the
heavier gas, SFg, had a shorter arrival time and faster decay time.

Recommendations

Some of the desired improvements and enhancements to the system include:

1. Reducing the multiplex sample time using pulse counting techniques.
The ion detector multiplier used for this purpose is a lower resistance
channeltron that will operate at a 10 Mhz count rate. A pulse shaping network
featuring control over both rise time and amplitude threshold provides dis-
crimination sgainst slow varying noise. This should reduce the cycle time to
approximately 7 s. This is an important factor if the system is to be used
on experiments with smaller residence times.

2. Increasing the system sensitivity by employing phase-lock and digital
signal manipulation techniques. This process involves the amplitude modula-
tion of the ion peak drive voltage. The drive modulation frequency and lock-
in amplifier are used to synchronously recover the signal from the electron
multiplier. Additional digital signal processing continues to improve the
signal to noise ratio. This increase in system performance may be at the
expense of an extended measurement time.

Summary

The Multiple Gas Tracer System achieved the initial design goals as shown
in Table 2. The importance of the multiple gas capability has been demon-
strated at the Oxy test, where the system was able to obtain data from a large
in situ rubble bed in a timely fashion. The LETC experiments have indicated
that the breadth and quality of tracer data that can be obtained using mul-
tiple gases with different physical characteristics will allow an assessment
of tracer technology as a means to infer the flow field in a porous media to
be made.l^-

Possible future applications might take advantage of the "hot" tracer
feature of the system to analyze retort gas products during the burn phase.
This can aid the understanding of this complex chemical process. Hydrocarbon
concentrations can be unfolded from the mass spectrometer data-^ via existing
software routines? data up to C5 are of typical interest for oil shale retort-
ing. This capability would permit monitoring the retort chemical reactions
at various locations in the in situ retort.
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Abstract

In order to simulate Underground Coal Gasification (UCG), coal
blocks of 4 m length and o.32 in diameter are gasified under pres-
sure-swinging conditions in an autoclave.

The large amount of data needed to adequately characterize this
large scale test, and the necessity to process these data during
the course of the test, requires the installation of a computer.
For the characterization of the process 64 different signals are
picked up (i.e. temperatures, gas analyses, mass flows,pressu-
res) .

Because the frequency of the pressure change is not controlled
by the computer and is subject to variation, the switching times
for the pressure-regulating valve must be accurately known. This
is accomplished through the use of an interrupt switch, activa-
ted each time the valve position changes.

For each measurement-cycle a BASIC-program averages the value of
the signals and computes mass and energy balances. A protocol of
the balances and the profiles of the temperatures along the coal
block are plotted for each cycle.

By this procedure a comprehensive judgement is available during
the test so that it is possible to make changes in operating con-
ditions if desired.

The data are transfered to a second computer, where a further
detailed evaluation is done.

Introduction

Since 1975 research on Underground Coal Gasification (UCG) has
been done at the "Institut ftir Eisenhiittenkunde". The main work
is the simulation of the UCG-process on compact samples which
have been cored underground. This has been successfully done in
three autoclaves of different sizes.1
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Description of the plant

Since June 198o the large autoclave plant has been operating. It
is a special apparatus for simulating the UCG-process in coal
samples of 4 m length and o,32 m diameter under constant pressu-
re and under pressure-swinging conditions.2 These tests; can be
carried out at a maximum pressure of 6o bars and can ujse as gasi-
fication agents air, oxygen, hydrogen and steam as well as their
suitable mixtures. Figure 1 shows a flow scheme of the plant. It
consists of 5 component groups^: reactor with piping equipment,
gasification agent equipment, product gas incineration equipment
heat and massflow measurement, and control and safety systems.
The measurement equipment is conventional, i.e., each electrical
signal is registered on recording instruments.

The plant has been designed for steady-state pressure as well as
for pressure-swinging conditions.

Pressure swinging conditions are achieved by different methods
of gas flow control, as shown on figure 2.
Case (a) shows the constant pressure operation; cases b, c and d
show different pressure-swinging operating procedures. In case
(b) pressure-swinging is done by alternating opening and closing
of the inlet and outlet valves. Case (c) is simalar to case (b) ,.
but has a holding time at the high pressure end where both val-
ves are closed.
Case (d) uses a constant inlet massflow and a cyclic opening and
closing of the product gas valve.

For characterizing and balancing the process temperatures are
measured at 45 locations in the coal sample, and the temperatu-
res of the inlet and outlet of the reactor and of the product
gas are measured. Massflow is measured at three locations. The
pressure is registered, and a continous analysis of the product
gas components H2, CH4, CO, CO2 and O2 is made. A schematic of
the process measurement system is shown on figure 3.

The measured signals alone cannot describe the process. This is
why it is neccessary to analyze these data, by balancing or gra-
phically representing the temperatures as a function of position
and time. The large amount of data and the calculations in the
balances (iterations) requires the installation of a computer.

By using a computer other data processing systems can access and
process these data so that it is possible to evaluate all tests
systematically.

In seeking the best computer for our cost-to-performance requi-
rements the following functional characteristics were important:

- The computer must be able to work, because of the nearness to
the process (dust, dirt, heat) without any external storage,
that means an operating system without a floppy disk;

- the memory organization of the Random Access Memory (RAM)
should be able to store temporarily a large amount of data for
more than 12 hours, without the chance of a disturbance which
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stops the program also causing a loss of these data;

- the user program should be stored in an erasable programmable
memory (EPROM) so that a maximum reliability of operation is
obtained. At the same time changes for adaption of the compu-
ter to different operating conditions must be easily practi-
cable;

- the operating system should be able to recognize interrupt re-
guests from the processes and acknowledge them as prioritized
interrupts;

- all input/output specifications for data management should be
available for analog ani digital measurement and control;

- the operation and the hardware configuration of the computer
should be so simple that changes in operating conditions can
be transfered to the software at any time;

- the system obtained should have been tested and proved under
industrial conditions.

Because of these reasons and the infrastructure of the computers
at the institute the microprocessor system TM 99o from Texas In-
struments was purchased: Figure 4 shows the configuration of the
computer systems with their peripheral equipment.

Hardware

The microprocessor system consists of cover with power pack, tem-
perature control, ventilation, central processing unit (CPU)
with two normalized (V 24) interfaces and one parallel interfa-
ce with 16 individually-controlled interrupt entry points. It
also has expansion memory boards for RAM and EPROM, and an ana-
log board with 64 channels for analog-to-digital converting
(ADC) as well as 2 for digital-to-analog converting (DAC).

The microcomputer communicates with a terminal (Hazeltine 152o)
by one of the serial ports (V 24). The interface of Lhe termi-
nal is connected with a line printer.

The ADC has a bipolar input + 1o V direct current. All signals
have to be adapted to the system.

The voltage signals of the thermocouples are 45-fold amplified.
The signals of the gas analysis, mass flows, and the pressure
are currents (o - 2o mA) and the voltage signals are supplied
by an isolation amplifier.

The pressure-swinging conditions are achieved by opening and
closing the product gas valve (figure 2d). The switching times
must be accurately known for a correct calculation of the mass
and energy balances. This is accomplished by an interrupt re-
guest activated each time the valve position changes.
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Software

A measurement by a microprocessor system is in general cheaper
and more versatile than a conventional one, which is constructed
for a certain purpose.4
The microprocessor system consists of standard boards. The appli-
cation of the system is determined by the software and the conec-
ted peripherals, so that changes in test assembly can be reali-
zed with small wasting of time.

The programming language of the system is BASIC, which is good
for all not-time critical processes. BASIC has the advantage
that its interpreter consists of an editor so that the computer
can be used as a development system. On the other hand it is al-
so possible to use assembler routines to accelerate the data
collection.

The coordination of the physical dimensions is done for the gas
analysis by calibrating with a gas of known composition, and for
the massflows and pressure by reading the values from the regi-
stration elements.
The 45-fold amplification of the thermo-voltages is done by a
control measurement of a constant voltage source of 5o mV and
is corrected by software.

The software development of the system was done under the point
of view that anyone can operate the system. The program is orga-
nized in an interactive mode and each input command must be
authorized by another command before the system accepts it.

It is necessary to abstract the process. Program control of the
measurement cycles, which is done by constant pressure tests
through the real-time clock of the operating system depending
upon the desired interval length, and by the pressure-swinging
tests through the interrupt request from the process, starts in
a clock frequency of one minute. In this time interval different
time conditions start the balancing and the protocoling of the
results is done and data transfer to the second computer is made.

There is an influence on the control commands, by calibrating
the signals, process setting clock frequencies and breakpoints.
For a certain kind of operating conditions (figure 2d) the mea-
surement is described.

The measurement cycle starts when an increase in the pressure
is recorded. The inlet mass flows and the pressure are picked
up over the whole period. The mass flow analysis and temperature
of the gas are measured after the interrupt request of a maximum
pressure. Two minutes after maximum pressure the computer picks
up the 45 thermo-voltages along the sample and the temperatures
at the inlet and outlet of the reactor.
The BASIC-program calculates these voltages by the calibration
table (DIN 4371o) for Ni-Cr/Ni thermocouples into temperatures
and stores them in the data storage (RAM). The signals for the
balances are averaged for each measurement cycle and also stored.
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After this data processing a balancing of the process is done
for each measurement cycle. A protocol of the balance and the
temperatures is done in tabulated form and also on a printer
plot.

By this procedure at each time of the test the measured signals
and criteria for judgement, i.e. heating value, inlet and outlet
mass flows, converted steam and coal, are made available and can
be used for changing operating conditions.
The RAM of the microprocessor is designed for 16 hours. At this
time the data must be transfered. This is done through an inter-
face (V 24) of the microprocessor and a serial data transfer to
the computer of the institute (SPC 16/65 General Automation).
This is organized by handshaking, because this computer has to
work with several processes at the same time. The data rate is
96oo (bit/sec) baud and takes, depending upon load of the com-
puter, about 2 minutes.
There is an alternative connection, in cases of breakdown, to
a cartridge. This transfer has a data rate of 24oo baud and ta-
kes 1 minute 15 seconds. The time of data transfer can be deter-
mined at any time of the test (normally all 12 hours) and takes
place after the measurement of the 47 temperatures two minutes
after maximum pressure.

All data are stored on the magnetic disk of the SPC 16/65. By
FORTRAN-programs a further detailed evaluation is done. Tempera-
tures are recorded, mass- and energy-balances in tabulated form
are calculated and a graphic representation of the heating value
is made (figure 5). The gas analysis (figure 6) and component
and total mass flows are plotted, and also a 3-d plot of the tem-
peratures over the time and along the coal sample is made (figu-
re 7).

This evaluation is done every 12 hours and cumulatively updated
to the actual time so that a comprehensive judgement of the pro-
cess is available at all times. It is possible to make changes
in operating conditions and see their results during the test.

The SPC 16/65 is connected to the CYBER 175 of the university.
With the help of the program system MIMIC0 a system of differen-
tial equations is solved, which describes the process mathema-
tically.

Here the actual data can be used at any time to examine the mo-
del calculations. The model calculations help to find good ope-
rating conditions by variation of the process parameters.
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